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What • arm'd for virtue when I point the pen,

Brand the bold front of shameless guilty men,
Lash the proud gamesterin his gilded car,

Bare the mean heart that lurks beneath a star

;

Can there be wanting to defend her cause,

Lights of the church, orguardiansof the laws !

Could pension'd Boileau lash in honest strain,

Tollies and vices, e'en in Lewis' reign,

Could Laureat Dryden pimp and friar engage,

And neither Charles nor James be in a rage,

And / not strip the gilding of a knave,
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I will, or perish in the generous cause,
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.

The letters of an exalted personage shall be inserted in our next number

provided they be authenticated by the name of our correspondent.

The police of Surrey shall meet with early attention.

Memoirs of a Hertfordshire family j -the Hypercritic ; and the Pulpit,

are deferred to our next number.

The negotiators, a tragi-comedy, shall likewise appear at an early oppor-

tunity.

Our Albany correspondent is requested to name any hotel at which a card

cf address may be left for him.

We intend, in our next number, to make some remarks on the expedi-

ence of introducing Mr. Carstair's system of expeditious writing into the Lan>

casteriau schools, and on the late extraordinary advertisement of Mr. Lan-

caster, of a new discovery, by which the produce of the earth may be more

than doubled. As the lecture which Mr. Lancaster advertised has not ..een

given, we presume that his friends have dissuaded him from a mode of puffing

so derogatory to his character.

We are much indebted to the author of a tl Caning for the White Sticks,"

of which we shall hereafter make ample use, and request bis future corre-

spondence.

The mistake of Thomas for Charles Taylor, we had corrected previous tm

the receipt of P.'s communication,
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SCOURGE
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STATE INTRIGUES.

From the history of the negociation, contained in ano«

iher part of the present number, our readers will be ena-

bled to form an accurate estimate of the conduct pursued

by the leaders of the respective parties, and of the mo-
tives by which that conduct has been influenced. Re-

specting the first negociation,the most remarkable circum-

stances are, Lord Harrowhy's disavowal, on the part of

himself and his colleagues., of every feeling of personal

animosity towards Lord Wellesley, and the refutation of

that disavowal by the publication of Lord Liverpool's

letter. The reasons by which the ministry have since

pretended to account for their personal objection to Lord

Wellesley, are not less mtaeV than the disavowal of Lord

Harrowby was disgraceful. According to the report of

their speeches, they supposed the statements of Lord

Wellesley respecting Mr. Perceval, to have been written

by his lordship and published beneath his sanction or by
his authority ; and upon this supposition, without any

further investigation or inquiry, they entered into a mu-
tual engagementmot to form any part of an administration

of which Lord Wellesley should be a member. The in-

capacity of these men is in itself sufficiently afflicting;

but their willingness to sacrifice the interest of their

country to a supposition, is no unequivocal indication that

incapacity is not their greatest disqualification for the

offices of state.

VOL* IV. F



3 Lord Welleski/s overture.

It appears from the history of the second negotiation,

that notwithstandi g Lords Grey and Grenville were of-

fered five out of thirteen places in the cabinet, exclusive

of those that might be occupied by themselves, Lord

Moira, and Mr. Sheridan, making in all nine out of thir-

teen, they refused to acquiesce in the. arrangement, not-

withstanding they had in the first negotiation condescended

to enter into explanations expressly for the purpose of

facilitating the preparatory st ps to a coalition, and not-

withstanding all the great outlines of national policy had

been conceded to their views. If they meant by their re-

ply to Lord Wellesley's authorized overture, that they

would not accept of power in conjunction with any other

party, or subject to any implied stipulations, their pre-

vious explanation on the policy of the peninsular ' war,and

on catholic emancipation, were the productions of delibe-

rate cajollery, intended only to prepare the way for an

overture that they had previously determined to reject.

The third negotiation exhibits a singular picture of

arrogance on one side, and insincerity on the other. Lord

Moira, aware that the household would resign on the ac-

cession of the opposition to power, assured the former

that they should retain their places, or in other words,

that the opposition should not come in, and then hastened

with his overtures to the pre-excluded parties. Neither he

nor Mr. Sheridan informed his political friends of the in-

tention of the household to resign, and between the re-

venge of the one for former neglect, and the disgust of the

other at their arrogance, the two great leaders of opposi-

tion were excluded from office.

Lords Grey and Grenville have endeavoured to advance

a distinction between a preliminary question and a preli-

minary stipulation. Now what is a stipulation, but a

question accompanied by conditions ? If they had merely

asked, for the sake of information, whether the household

should remain, their enquiry would only have been a pre-

liminary question ; but unfortunately having received an

answer to the question, their conduct was directed by
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that answer, and it was declared that the retention of the

household was an insurmountable barrier to their accep-

tance of office. Throughout the whole of the negotia-

tion they have outwitted themselves, and bntributed to

undeceive the public, and have been finally visited with

that visible and weighty retribution, which in public

affairs ought always to be the reward of arrogance, sel-

fishness, and dishonesty.

THE REVIEWER, No. XIII.

Calamities of Authors, including some inquiries respecting

their Moral and Jliterary Characters, by the Author of

Curiosities of Literature. 2 vols. L2mo. Ids. Murray.

1812.

The reputation of Mr. DTsraeli as a literary gossip,

has been long and firmly established, nor will the present

publication in any degree detract from the estimation in

which he has been held, as a collector and retailer of inte-

resting anecdotes. All the praise, however, to which he

can advance a plausible claim, is confined to his talents as

a selector; his knowledge of the common rules of Eng-

lish grammar is extremely imperfect: when he wishes to

be eloquent he is turgid, and his sprightliness always de-

generates into impertinence. It is impossible to con-

template the variety of matter introduced into these vo-

lumes, or to recur to the repeated evidences that have

already been given to the public of Mr. DTsraeli's devo-

tion to literature, without being astonished that in the

course of extensive though desultory reading, he should

not have become gradually and insensibly acquainted with

the common laws of grammatical construction, and the

usual forms of intelligible composition. We believe

Uiatthe following list of ungrammatic, unintelligible^ and



4 Vngrammatical mistakes-.

inelegant composition, is scarcely to be paralleled m 6ft$

annals of Grub-street.

" I possess his (Henley's) lectures and orations ; they are of

a very different nature than they are imagined to be; literary

topics treated with great perspicuity, &c. i. 167. His temper

and genius would have been opened to us, had not the strange

decision of Pratt and Clifford withdrew that full correspondence

of his heart which he had carried on so many years, i. 81. Fif-

teen years were suffered to pass quietly away without the patri-

otic volcano giving even a distant rumbling of the sulphureous

matter concealed beneath, i. 164. There is nothing real in

ridicule ; the more exquisite, the more it exerts the imagination,

ii. 1. A style stamped in the heat of fancy, with all the life-

touches of strong individuality, characterize these licentious

wits. ii. 21. In the history of such a literary hero as Gabriel,

the birth has ever been attended by 'portents. 23. In the

peaceful walks of literature, we are startled at discovering ge-

nius, with the mind, and ifwe conceive the instrument it guides

to be a stiletto with the hand of an assassin, irascible, vindic-

tive, armed with discriminate satire, and never pardoning the

merit of rival genius, but fastening on it throughout life, till

m the moral retribution of human nature, these very passions,

{what passions?) by their ungratiried cravings have tended to

annihilate the being who fostered them, 49. It is much less

difficult than criminal to secure the modest man of learning,

and to rack the modest man of genius through all his tremors

In that bright vision of authorship sometimes indulged in the

calm of their studies. 75.

" Unfortunately for the learned Hervey, his c antique pen1

which is strange in so polished a mind, and so curious a stu-

dent, indulged a sharpness of-invective which would have been

peculiar to himself, had his adversary Nash not quite outdone

him, 16. Their pamphlets foamed against each other, ib. The

third calamity was the natural consequence of a tragic poet,

having written a tragedy, who was a Scotch clergyman, i. 213.

(In other words the tragedy was a Scotch clergyman) Our

children will long repeat his ode to the cuckoo, one of the most

lovely poems n our language : Magical stanzas of picture me-

lody and sentiment, i. 218, Was Pope really sore at the. Zoilian

style? i. 140, &c 9 - &c.



Melancholy statement, %

As an example of perfection in the art of bad writings

we shall conclude our extracts by the following sentences

" How could the mind that had devoted itself to the con-

templation of master-pieces only to reward its industry by de-

tailing to the public their human faculties, experience one

power of amenity, one idea of grace, one generous impulse of

sensibility. Dennis had so accustomed himself to asperity,

and felt the irritation he gave, and he received, that without

having left on record but the unauthenticated rumour of his

having attempted to stab a man in the dark, we conceive the

improbity of his heart from the malice of his pen
;
yet the whole

may be attributed to a crooked judgment,, a gross taste,, and an

erroneous persuasion that the Code of Genius was written by

Aristotle, and expounded by Dennis."

Among the melancholy curiosities of the volume, the

subjoined paper may be numbered.

The case of a man of letters of regular education, living

by honest industry.

w During about twenty years while I was in constant or oc-

casional attendance at the university of Edinburgh, I taught

and assisted young persons at all periods in the course of edu-

cation-, from the alphabet to the highest branches of science and

literature.

" I read a course of lectures on the law of nature, the law of

nations, the Jewish, the Grecian, the Roman, and the Canon

la 1

?;, and then on the feudal law; and on the several forms of

municipal jurisprudence established in modern Europe. I

printed a syllabus of these lectures, which was approved. They

were intended as introductory to the professional study of the

law, and to assist gentlemen wTho did not study it professionally

in the understanding of history.

" I translated Fourcroy's Chemistry twice, from the second

and third editions of the original : Fourcroy's Philosophy of

Chemistry ; Savary's Travels in Greece : Dumourier's Letters,

Gessner's Idylls in part, an abstract ofZimmerman on Solitude,

and a great diversity of smaller pieces ; I wrote a journey

through the western parts of Scotland, v»
Thich has passedthrough

two editions; a history of Scotland, in six vols, octavo; a topog

graphical account of Scotland, which has been several times
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reprinted ; a number of communications in the Edinburgh Ma-

gazine, many prefaces and critiques, a memoir of the life of

Burns the poet, which suggested and promoted the subscription

for his family, has been many times reprinted, and formed the

basis of Dr. Currre's life of him, as I learned by a letter from

the doctor to one of his friends; a variety ofjeux d'esprjt in

verse and prose, and many abridgments of large works.

" In the beffinnins- of 1799,1 was encouraged to come to

London. Here I have written a great multiplicity of articles

in almost every branch of science and literature, my education

at Edinburgh having comprehended them all. The London

Review, the Agricultural Magazine, theAntijacobin Review, the

Monthly Magazine, the Universal Magazine, the Public Cha-

racters, the Annual Necrology, with several other periodical

works, contain many of nry communications. In such of these

publications as have been reviewed, I can shew that my anony-

mous pieces have been distinguished with very high praise. I

have written also a short system of Chemistry, in one volume,

octavo; and I published, a few weeks since, a small work, cal-

led Comforts of Human Life, of which the first edition was sold

in one wreek, and the second edition is now in rapid sale.

" In the newspapers—the Oracle, the Porcupine when it ex-

isted, the General Evening Post, the Morning Post, the British

Press, the Courier, I have published many repoils of debates

in parliament, and I believe a greater variety of light fugitive

pieces than I know to have been written by any one other

person.

" I have written also a variety of compositions in the Latin

and French languages, in favor of which I have been honored

with the testimonies of liberal approbation.

" 1 have invariably written to serve the cause of religion, mo-
rality, pious christian education, and good order in the most

direct manner, I have considered what I have written as mere

trifles, and have incessantly studied to qualify myself to some-

thing better. I can prove that I have for many years read and

written one day with another from twelve to sixteen hours a day

.

As a human being I have not been free from follies and errors,

but the turn ofmy life has been temperate, laborious, humble,
quiet, and to the utmost of my power beneficent. I can prove

the general tenor ofmy writings to have been candid, and ever
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adapted to exhibit the most favourable views of the abilities,

dispositions, and exertions of others,

" For these last ten months I have been brought to thevery

extremity of bodily and pecuniary distress.

" I shudder at the thought of perishing in a gaol."

In confinement, Robert Heron.
92, Chancery Lane.

February 2d, 1807.

Such are the details at once d :stressingand entertaining,

with which the work abounds: that it is well calculated

to repress the egotism of the vain, and the enthusiasm of

the sanguine, it is, therefore, needless to demonstrate.

It exhibits the miseries of authorship under every variety

of form, and every peculiarity of situation, and while it

affords the most useful and instructive lessons to the

young and self-confident aspiran s alter literary celebrity

it is enlivened with an unusual portion of information

and anecdote. 1

That Mr. DTsraeli has frequently mistaken those

common disappointments and vicissitudes that are expe-

rienced in every rank and every profession, for the pecu-

liar accompaniments of authorship ; and that the mis-

fortunes which befel the majority of his heroes, attached

to the individuals, rather than to the profession they had

adopted, is sufficiently e viderit, but as a selectr he

deserves upon the whole, unlimited praise. The extracts

he has made, and the anecdotes he hascommunicat d, are

in the highest degree interesting and entertaining, and'

had Mr. Disraeli inserted nothing of his own, the Cala-

mities of Authors might have been read with unmingled

pleasure.

That in his anxiety to add ^o the calamities ofauthors,

Mr. DTsraeli has frequently presented us with very partial

or exaggerated sketches of the lives and manners of his he-

roes, and has too frequently included in the list of mise-

ries peculiar to men of letters, the misfortunes and vicis-

situdes that afflict every profession, and every circle of

society may be proved by abundant evidence. The distress
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of Cole, who on looking back atthe labour of nearly forty

years, discovered that the productions of his industry were
stale, flat, and unprofitable, is as common to the statesman,

as to the scholar, and the same retrospective dissatisfaction

overcame the magnanimity of Alexander when he renewed

the conquests he had atchieved, and the empires he had

won. It does not appear that, the insanity of Collins was

connected with his attachment to poetry, or that Chat-

terton would not have been a deist and a suicide, had he

remained at the desk of an attorney. His great mistake,

however, is that of supposing the labours even of many
individuals who lived in distress, and died in despair, to

have been inadequate to the value of their exertions. The
truth is, that one half of the characters he enumerates,

would have been unable to earn a subsistence in any pro-

fession, demanding the exercise of talent, to which they

had applied. If literature shalLnever be doomed to suffer

any greater injustice than may arise from the encourage-

ment of a Macdonald and of a Ritson junior, little harm

can be dreaded from the blindness or the cruelty of the

public or the booksellers. Bad lawyers, unskilful physi-

cians, and awkward or unfeeling actors, are sentenced to

neglect and poverty, without appeal, and why should a

race of beings, who, if they are industrious, estimate the

value of labour by its extent, and when they are idle,

mistake impatience of application for the enthusiasm of

genius, be the only claimants on our sympathy and indul-

gence ? The miseries of authorship indeed are too evident

and too distressing to requirethe colouring of prejudice or

misrepresentation j but the evil is more easily discovered

than the remedy. Mr. DTsraeli, in the indiscretion of

his zeal, forgets that the multitude of bad books far out-

numbers the trivial proportion of good ones ; that if au-

thors were their own merchants, the speculation of every

individual would be as extensive as his vanity was predo-

minant, and those who now receive something from the

booksellers, without risk to others, or injury to them-

selves, would soon become the most frequent visitors of

Guildhall and the King's Bench,
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A BATH FAMILY.

The father of Sir J L. was the friend of the

Duke of Cumberland, and shared in the triumph of

that commander at the battle of Culioden. The at-

tachment of the great, however, is not always beneficial

to the fortunes of their dependents ; and the conqueror

of the Scots, after exacting from Mr. L. an assiduous at-

tendance on his person for more than twenty years, re-

warded him for his constant and unremitting services

with no more substantial remuneration than a knight-

hood, and a pension of one hundred pounds. On this

income, even when augmented by the addition of his half

pay, it was impossible for a soldier and a gentleman to

live ; and he, therefore, on the death of his patron, se-

lected Bath as the place of his residence, and resolved to

improve his fortune by his dexterity at the gaming ta-

bles. For many years he pursued an uninterrupted ca-

reer of splendid extravagance, but he was at length

obliged to give way to the united skill and good fortune

of younger but more expert adventurers, and to content

himself with the petty gains, that might occasionally b§

obtained, by engaging in a party at cards with superan-

nuated maids and ancient dowagers. In the first ofthese

classes Miss A rabella C— s deserved to be numbered

:

she had just completed her 50th year, and Was much
afflicted with the head-ache and rheumatics ; but then

she possessed a handsome hereditary estate, and was the

mistress of personal property to a considerable amount.

Of her history we have obtained no other information

than that which is abruptly and imperfectly communi-

cated in the subjoined letter, which is evidently the pro-

duction of a female superficially educated, but improved

in some degree by mingling with the world,

vol- iv, C



1 Its ancestry,

" May 9th, 1778.

ii Dear Eleanor,

" I received your agreeable epistolary communications by

Mary C ;—and in compliance with your request, I write

immediately after the receipt of it. I have undertaken a diffi-

cult task, as it will remind me of many scenes of woe, long

since buried in oblivion ;—but the high sense (which I enter-

tain of friendship) were my motives, for I think what I resign

to you of our family history, will be as closely confined as the

inanimate corse within its narrow dimensions the grave.—You

ask me if I doubt your confidence—I leave yourself to be the

judge—if I suspect you why do I entrust you with the following

story ?—My father is descended from an ancient family in the

west of England, my grandfather was possessed of an immense

fortune ; but having an enterprizing spirit, he laid out 3 parts-

of it in a lead mine, belonging to his deceased father, and not

yet brought to perfection : several other gentlemen risked their

money along with my grandfather, and were all ruined ; soon

after my grandfather launched into possession of his fortune,

he married an amiable woman, by whom he had six children,

of which my father was the youngest ; he was at an early age

sent to one of the public academies, and continued there till he

was of age ; during which time he was noticed for the bright-

lies* of his genius,—he was intended for the pulpit, where it

was thought he would prove an honourable ornament o

the cloth, and was to have been ordained by Dr. L , of

London, but alas !—how fatally was my grandfather's hopes

and wishes prevented; for his son had been educated at a

school where the generality of the pupils were noblemen's sons :

they had all greater allowances with respect to pocket money
than my father ;—though liberally supplied by his father, his

companions young and thoughtless soon initiated him in all

their youthful frolicks.—He naturally of a warm and sanguine

disposition, soon became as heedless and gay as they them-

selves were ; forgetful of the solemn functions he had shortly to

engage in ;—but now comes the sorrows of my tale : the house

where he lodged happened to contain a beautiful girl, daugh-

ter to one of his father's tenants ; she was apparently inno-

cence and simplicity personified ; but ah ! her art and

cunning- involved the whole family in distress; my father



A nuptial union* II

fired at the freshness of her looks, resolved to attempt her

virtue, (oh! the frailty of the sex;) and she instructed by her

father seemed to be coy, with no other intention, than by delay-

ing, to get a promise of marriage from him : but he was proof

against their plottings, and she unable to hold out any longer

surrendered up her virtue for all powerful gold ; though at the

same time making her father believe that the so much desired

promise was obtained. At the time this happened the marriage

betwixt my mother and him was in agitation, though unknown,

to the farmer's daughter ; the reason was, my mother lived in

B r-, and my father was at Ledburn College, where the love

intrigue was carried forward ; almost immediately after that

affair my father left the college, and went to B— to ratify the

marriage articles
; previous to this he was to have been ordained

by LordSh and the doctor, and then after the marriage,

he was to convey his lovely bride to the parsonage house alrea-

dy prepared for their reception. Adieu.

I will conclude this long letter by informing you, that you

must not expect what I write will be in the least methodical, or

put together with any connection, as I just mean to give you

the outlines of the story, as I have been too well informed by

my grandmother, and a cousin in the days of my prosperity who

was a visitant 18 weeks at my father's house; though the latter

part will be what I myselfhave been an unwished witness of ; read

what I have already written with candour. My compliments to

your amiable sister Fanny, be assured that I will not be able to

visit her, much to my sorrow that you may believe. Yours

.sincerely,

Arabella C—

•

Miss C. had been so much delighted by the attentions

of Sir J, L. as a partner at cards, that she began to en-

tertain a favorable opinion of his claims to her compassion

as the partner of her bed. He was not less ardent than

she was complying, and in the year 177S, -the cap-

tain, aged 75, was married to the beautiful and accom-

plished Arabella, aged 51. That any progeny should be

the issue of such a marriage, even the gossips and the

bride's maid did not venture to expect ; but the happy

pair deceived the prognostics of the medical tribe, for in
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little more than a year after their entrance into the holy

state of wedlock, the present Sir J made his entrance

into the world. It is said that several phoenomena asto-

nished the nations of the world, at the moment of his

birth : but as we cannot vouch for the truth of the remark

from personal observation, we leave this important point

to be determined by the Antiquarian Society.

At a proper age, Master L. was sent to Eton, but here

the first indications of his future character occasioned

bis expulsion. His master caught him in the act of amo-

rous overture with a Windsor milliner, and supposing

that a boy of thirteen years old, who exhibited such un-

usual symptoms of precocity, would do little credit to the

establishment, he obtained his expulsion. His father as

the best security against similar indiscretions sent him to

sea, but his mother was so much affected by his absence,

and so much afraid lest the dear youth should be killed or

drowned, that after an absence of about three months, he

was recalled. A living was in the gift of the family, and

they now resolved to make him a parson. Under the

superintendence of a private tutor, therefore, he was pre-

pared for the University, and sent at a proper age to O
college, Oxford. Even here his indiscretions were of so

peculiar enormity, and so openly committed in defiance

of the authority of his superiors, that after being permit-

ted as an act of indulgence to take his degree, he found it

impossible to remain any longer at college with pleasure

or safety, and he therefore resolved to while away the

dreary interval between that period and his accession to

the duties and revenues of his living at Bath. Beneath

the roof of his parents he was aware that it would be im-

possible to carry on his amours without discovery or in-

terruption. He therefore occupied furnished lodgings at

the house of a buxom widow, addicted to intrigue, and

not less open to the reception of successive strangers than

her apartments. She had two young nieces residing with-

in the ho-.ise,and he exercised his talents for intrigue in the

seduction or possession of the three. The widow herself
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obtained an unbounded influence over him ; be supported

her during bis residence at Bath in continued extrava-

gance, and on taking possession of his living, took her to

the parsonage-house in the capacity of housekeeper. His

father died, and his fortune was now equal to the support

of the aunt and the nieces. But his mother had much to

bestow by will, and the fear of offending her prevented

him from a free and indecorous indulgence of his wishesi

At length the old lady was taken ill, she wished to take

the sacrament with her son ; he acceded to her request.,

previous to the ceremony,and she adjured him by the holy-

rite they were about to perform, to banish from his house

and his affections the females whose blandishments had

enslaved his mind. After the death of his mother, he

retired to the parsonage-house, where he gave way to

the unrestrained indulgence of his passions: the laws of

consanguinity and the duties of his profession were

equally forgotten in the intemperate ardor of his desires.

The nieces were young, handsome, and dependent: his

wife was willing to give and receive reciprocal indulgence,

and this ornament of the established church, this teacher

of religion, to whom the community should look up for

the pattern of manners, and the example of virtue, has

continued, in defiance of the authority of his superiors,

and the indignation of the county, to live in the avowed

practice of adultery and incest.

P.

LUXURY, NOBLE PROFLIGACY, AMD
THE LIBERTY OF THE PRESS.

Sir,

If a king is sacred he is only sacred as lepresenting

the majesty of the people whose voice he is supposed to
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express. Whenever he acts contrary to their declared

sentiments, he forfeits that character, and dwindles into a

mere individual. He is only uncontrolable when he en-

forces the decisions of the people, which are and ought

to be uncontrolable. A single man may dissent from the

resolutions of the whole nation, and protest against them,

yet incur no premunire. It would be strange if he did

not enjoy the same liberty of protesting against the mea-

sures of a king. Though a bili should have passed

through the House of Commons, and received the con-

currence of all the peers but one, that one may enter a

protest against it. In other words, a single man may

protest against the proceedings of the whole nation ; for

we must consider the voice of the nation as expressed by

their representatives when they do not disavow their

conduct.

Nothing is more frequent than to see the three

branches of the legislature censured by a single individual.

How many pamphlets are daily published to shew the

absurdity or pernicious tendency of several acts of pai%

liament! If the press were not thus privileged, how

could the eyes of the people be opened, or how could

grievances be known that they might be redressed? This

is a right which has never been disputed, but to the de-

struction of those who had the temerity to do it. Shall

we then pay more reverence to the Regent alone than to

the whole legislature? Shall his conduct be sacred from

censure when we impeach the supreme authorities of the

realm ? This would be no less preposterous than pernicious.

By telling a prince that he is sacred, we render him

in all probability a worse man than he would otherwise

have proved. It makes him imagine that he is of a supe-

rior species, and that for his pleasure his subjects wers

created ; he will sport with their feelings from caprice,

and torture where he dare not kill. A sovereign who is

in no fear of doing what he will, will generally do what

he can, if it be only to try his strength and display his

power. Alexander did not set up for a god because h$
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believed in his own divinity, but because be wished to

evince his ability to support whatever pretensions he

might assume.

Muley Ishmael, the emperor of Morocco, was endowed

with much wit, and more than a common portion of good

sense. His temper was active, his courage undaunted,

and his application indefatigable. Being a descendant of

the prophet, he was a firm supporter of his laws; he

never tasted wine, and he began the Turkish Lent a

month before his subjects. He was often at his prayers, and

that he might want no opportunities of kneeling, he

caused large consecrated stones pointing to the east to be

erected in all the spacious courts of his palace, for any

occasional exercise of devotion. What might not have

been expected from such a prince? But his subjects re-

garded his person as sacred, and imagined that the soul

of every man whom he butchered flew straight to para-

dise. Their flatteries and their superstition made him a

monster. Foreign ambassadors were received by the

holy man, mounted on horseback in an open court where

he was surrounded by his ministers and courtiers bare-

foot, trembling, bowing to the earth, and at every sen-

tence exclaiming " Great is the wisdom of our lord the

king ; our lord the king speaks as an angel from heaven."

Happy was the man among them whom he deigned to

send to the most remote corner of the city upon the most

slavish errand. - He ran through every puddle in his way,

and took care to return covered witn dirt and out of

breath, that he might prove himself a diligent and faith-

ful minister. In order to entertain foreigners with his

dexterity in horsemanship, he would graciously run two

or three of his beloved subjects through the body with the

tilt of his lance. At a moderate computation he is sup-

posed to have butchered forty thousand of his people

with his royal hands. He generally chose to perform

himself, the duty of the executioner. In order to render

the ceremony more awful he appeared on these occasions
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in a garb of a particular colour : so that the first news
enquired after every morning at Mequinaz, was whether

the emperor appeared that day in yellow. If that was

the case, his grandees hid themselves in holes and corners,

till he had glutted his thirst of blood by the death of such

loyal commoners as chanced to come in his way. The
envoy of Louis the Fourteenth had his last audience when
he was blooded up to the elbows with feats of this kind.

He shewed his taste in building not only by demolishing

the edifices which he disliked, but by putting the offend-

ing architects to death. There is but one instance of his

mercy upon' record. An Englishman presented him with

a hatchet; he used its edge upon the donor, who slipped

his head aside, and escaped with the loss of an ear. One
of his queens of whom he was remarkably fond, died

"when pregnant by a kick from her lord the king, for hav-

ing picked up a flower as she was walking with him in

his pleasure garden. He bastinadoed to death his favou-

Tite mistress, and repenting what he had done, executed

his serjeant surgeon for not being able to bring her to life.

He was as notable a guardian of the fortunes as of the

lives of his subjects. When any man became richer than

he chose, he used to send for all his goods and chattels.

His governors of provinces formed themselves upon the

example of the emperor. They practiced violence, ra~

pine* and extortion, in order to send them their yearly

presents. If one of them was found to retain any thing

more than a comfortable subsistence, he was sure of be-

ing hanged by his sovereign. Such were his ways and

means of raising the requisite supplies, which he took

care to bury in the ground by means of trusty slavey

whose throats he then cut as the be«t security for his

subterraneous exchequer. Meeting a little before the Ram
feast one of his grandees,at the head of his servants, driv-

ing a flock of sheep, he asked him whose they were ? He
answered " they aie mine, Oh! Ishmael, son of Elcherif

of the line of Hassan/' «' Thine, thou son of a cuckold,"
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said the servant of the Lord, " I thought I had been the

only proprietor in this country ;" upon which he pierced

him with his lance, and piously distributed the sheep

•among his guards for the celebration of the feast.

His judicial determinations were very summary, and

generally ended in the ruin both of the plaintiff and the

defendant. A courtier complained that a wife whom he

could not divorce, as he had received her from his ma-

jesty's hands, used to pull him by the beard. He ordered

his beard to be pulled up by the roots that he might be

subject to no such affronts for the future. A country

farmer accused his guards of having robbed him of a

drove of oxen. He readily shot the offenders, but de-

manding compensation of the accuser for the less of so

many brave fellows, and finding him insolvent, he com-

pounded the matter with him !by taking away his life.

The only good thing he ever did was clearing the high-

ways of robbers. His method of performing this was

somewhat curious. He slew man, woman, and child

within a limited distance from them, which to be sure

rendered every road in his dominions rather unsafe for a

highwayman. Such are the advantages of holding the

character of majesty sacred!

The productions of the press, while they teach our

princes and our governors that no rank is so exalted, nor

any power so extensive as to be above the reach of lite-

rary correction, are not attended with those dangerous

consequences that often spring from popular harangues,

and which were so pernicious to ancient states, in which

demagogues had no other mode of communicating their

sentiments to the people. An inflammatory speech from

the mouth of an orator, soon kindled the spirit of the

multitude, and hurried them instantaneously into foolish

and dangerous measures, which no prudence could after-

wards retrieve. But the effect of a pamphlet or essay is

calm and regular ; it is generally read in the closet, or at

least in the presence of a few : the voice, the looks, the

YOL, IV, D
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gesture of the orator, are wanting; it improves the un*

derstanding more, but moves the passions less : its ope-

rations are slow and progressive: it gains insensibly on

the minds of the intelligent, and excites the patriotism,

without inflaming the imagination, of the active politician.

That the safety of a nation, like Great Britain, depends

on the virtue of its princes and its nobles, and on the

JTioral and temperate habits of the people at large, is a

truth of which the importance may be proved by the

history of every empire that has been degraded from a

state of political eminence, to a level with subservient

and dependent states. The first Romans were all hus-

bandmen, and the husbandmen were all soldiers ; their

habit was coarse, their labour constant; to these illus-

trious peasants was it owing that Rome in less than three

centuries subdued the most warlike nations of Italy, de-

feated the mighty armies of the Gauls, the Cimbrians, and

the Teutones, and gave a dangerous blow to the formida-

ble power of Carthage. It was not till after the destruc-

tion of that rival of Rome, and the subsequent conquest of

Greece, that this celebrated people, invincible abroad,

sunk beneath the weight of its own greatness. Luxury,

and the love of riches, came into Rome with the treasures

of the conquered provinces, and the poverty and tempe-

rance that had formed so many great captains, fell into

contempt.

Till then nothing could oppose the force of their arms
abroad, or weaken the sinews of the government at home

;

but conquest, with its accumulated treasures, introduced

avarice, effeminacy, venality, and along train of attend-

ant evils. Rome proceeded with rapidity towards its

decline, and the masters of the world " lulled in the lap

of luxury," degenerated from rough and invincible he-

roes into soft and tractable slaves.

Persia, which gained an absolute dominion in the east,

was at first no more than a petty province of the country

which afterwards went by that name. In the time of

Cambyses, father to Cyrus the great, there were, accord-
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ing to the concurring testimony of the most credible his-

torians, but 26,000 men, capable of bearing arms in the

whole kingdom, so that upon a moderate computation,

the number of inhabitants could not amount to 100,000,

which is not above a tenth part ofwhat London at present

contains. The rapid progress of so inconsiderable a

people might excite our astonishment if we did not reflect

that their laws were framed with a professed design to

promote the public good; neither calculated to serve

the sinister purposes of a faction, nor to secure the iniqui-

tous predominance of a favorite. As in other states,

the legislators thought it enough to provide punishment

for criminals, in Persia they superseded the necessity of

providing punishments, by taking care there should be

no criminals. The state took particular cognizance of

the education of the youth, and appointed their instruct-

ors, exercises, and discipline, that they might betimes ac-

quire a habit of temperance and sobriety, and be less ex-

posed to seduction from the temptations of luxury.

While under so wise and vigorous a discipline, Croesus,

kingofLydia, made war upon them, but found, to his

fatal experience, that wealth is a poor defence, when pos-

sessed by a corrupt and effeminate people: for he lost his

dominions, and died in captivity.

Under a system like that I have described, we might

be as apt to wonder at the decay of this mighty empire, as

formerly at its rapid progress. The truth is, that Persia,

like Rome, never lost her empire till she had previously

lost her virtue. About 250 years after the death of Cy-

rus, this declension both in manners and dominion com-

menced. The influence of their excellent discipline was

now no more, public spirit became languid, virtuous po-

verty was held in derision ; and to an ardent desire of

glory, succeeded a servile compliance to power and great-

ness, a breach of treaties, and a want of faith in all public

engagements.

Thus degenerated, it is not strange that the Persians

should have become an easy conquest. In the specula-
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tions to which the history of their future fortune natu-

rally gives rise, I should willingly indulge, were the ap-

plication to the present condition of a certain modern

empire less obvious or less dangerous. The Roman
history itself affords so many anecdotes of peculators and

dealers in votes,that to select particular instances ofancient

villainy and bribery would be superfluous; aud I shall

therefore conclude a letter, of which you have by this

time, in all probability, discovered the object, by repeat-

ing the following story from the annals of a nation, in

"whose fate we feel a warm and immediate interest.

When Olivarez and Vasconcellos were ministers from

Spain, complaints were made against a person in a high

station at Mexico (the V ) of those times, that he

had made an immense fortune by indirect means. Upon
this a friend wrote to him in the following manner. " I

hear you have filled your coffers by various extortions,

and I hope it is true, for you may then depend upon the

protection of our minister, who would sell his soul for a

bribe: if you have taken but little, you are undone; there-

fore mend your hand if it is not too late."

I am, Sir,

Yours respectfully,

m. m. m;

THE SACRIFICE.

Friend of thy Prince! the Wellesleys say,

That G still owns a H 'ssway ?

And that each ministerial minion,

Must tamely yield to her opinion.

Faith, Moira, 'tis no timid plan,

But you've mistaken quite your man ;
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Wellesley Boutefeu once made before,

Will a cat's paw be made no more,

Your temple then of concord raise,

By any other means and ways,

In him no comer stone you'll find,

So little fashioned to your mind,

That even the uncementing wall,

Tho' raised would soon to pieces fall :

Wellesley and Grey to reconcile,

Is mixing vinegar and oil

:

Confound you may by agitation,

Yet can't prevent their separation ;

Antipathies are fixed in nature

;

A whig must be a tory hater,

The coward still must fear the brave,

The subject must despise the slave

;

And since your project comes to naught,

What think you of the following thought ?

A scheme deduced (to give it weight),

From scripture and the Jewish state,

When statesmen, by divine legation,

Tax'd, plundered, and dragooned the nation,

In ancient days, such days as these,

When ministers did what they please,

And by their own peculiar crimes,

Outstripped the vices of the times ;

So universal grew the evil,

That all were posting to the devil;

When Moses, well the risk aware on,

Accosted thus his brother Aaron ;

Aaron, he cried, go cut the throat

Of yonder rampant stallion goat

;

That a sin offering may be made,

And thus the nation's debts be paid :

Next to prevent, what ill reflection,

Might happen upon retrospection,

Lay on your kid, the treasury's budget,

And let him as a scape-goat trudge it,
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Rebellion then at once shall cease,

And furious faction, pray for peace.

Rise ! Moira ! rise \ with zeal elate,

The Jewish sage to imitate,

What if yon lewd Scotch goat we take,

E and him an offering make,

On Newgate sacrificial altar,

Well would his neck become a halter :

What if we make for like good end,

A scape-goat of you i red-nos'd friend;

Come ye vile sinners of the times,

On his broad back repose your crimes,

Come Y , S ,and J —

,

Tho' yours would breakdown twenty backs,

Come H with goat resembling phiz,

And hang your grace's horns on his:

Or if employed this busy crisis,

Send Polly D with your vices ;

And thou most noble Ab
With frigid powerless lechery worn ;

Sir Double Tongue, for double fee,

Will prove your consciences are free ;

And M firm in resolution,

Pronounce your legal absolution.

Come W — in vice supremely bold,

With bills fictitious, changed to gold

:

Load him with panniers full of these,

And lay your vices where you please ;

Next let sublime V -jump,

And stick his vices in the rump,
Well loaded thus before, behind,

With villainies of every kind,

If you to bear them once can get him,
Merely for concord's sake, why let him !

Strait to the wilderness dispatch him,
And if he goes the devil catch him !

Yet vain the rite ! let rancour cease,

At C^—— before we wish for peace*
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The slavish mind can ne'er agree,

With souls that would and will be free,

False harmony among the great,

More injures oft than serves a state,

When knaves are true to one another,

Each rogue will answer for his brother:

Nor till they're shy and jealous grown,

Will honest folks enjoy their own,

Devils with devils damn'd, we're told,

In hell itself firm concord hold;

Their horrid concord firmly bent,

Poor suffering sinners to torment,

With devils there should discord dwell,

She might assuage the pains of hell.

Oh, never then let peace on earth

Without goodwill give concord birth!

May ne'er again the times becalm,

Till closed corruption's itching palm,

Till open'd freedom's liberal hand,

Emancipate and bless the land,

Till truth, shall try each doubtful cause,

And mercy execute the laws :

While virtue beams around the throne,

And justice sways the II hand, ahrtcl

PRAYER BOOK AND BIBLE SOCIETIES.

Sir,

At a time when the nation is involved in- the deepest

mercantile distress, when thousands of our artizans are

destitute of employment, and every hour affords some

additional evidence of the melancholy situation to which

the people are reduced, it is at once afflicting and disgust-

ing to contemplate the proceedings of a numerous portion

of the respectable classes of the community, who are
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wasting their time and mis-directing their exertions in

the pursuit of chimerical, unattainable, or secondary ob-

jects, while purposes of substantial utility and general

necessity are entirely neglected, or regarded with compa-

rative indifference. Your observations on the petty

anxieties, and frivolous activity of the Society for the

Suppression of Vice, convince me that you are not totally

insensible to the mischiefs that are likely to result from

the exertions of men with whom undiscriminating en-

thusiasm, or the love of notoriety, overpowers every

consideration of rational benevolence, and it is therefore

the more surprising that you have not yet directed your

attention to the various institutions that, under the titles

of Bible Societies, Prayer Book Societies, and Societies

for the Propagation of the Gospel, abuse the charity, and

trespass on the most important interests of the public.

It may perhaps be admitted that the first establishers

of such societies deserve the indulgence of the public to

their good intentions, whatever may be the ultimate ten-

dency of their labours, and to this barren and equivocal

praise, I shall not dispute their pretensions. But their

very merits, as men and Christians, extend the injury that

their plans are likely to effect, and give strength and dig-

nity to the most pernicious institutions. The individuals

who would otherwise have contented themselves with

contributing in proportion to their resources to the usual

objects of practical and useful charity, are seduced by the

authority of names into the support of fanciful and un-

substantial modes of benevolence; and the distresses of

the labouring poor are beheld without any remaining

power of relief, by the landlord or the neighbour, who,

beneath the sanction of a Teignmouth and a Gambier, has

devoted the only portion of his income that he could

spare for charitable purposes to the circulation of the

bible in distant countries.

A. hospital is in want of pecuniary assistance, and its

directors appeal for relief to the generous sympathy of

the British public, The good and the benevolent are
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disposed to contribute their mite to the preservation or

the comfort of suffering humanity; but in the mean time

a Bible society is established under the direction of a ve-

nerable divine, or a member of parliament, distinguished

by every public and every private virtue. An institution

supported by such individuals mast be deserving of en-

couragement; their eloquent appeals to the piety of their

fellow Christians, and their pathetic declamations on the

lost and benighted state of less favoured nations, excite

with equal force the devout emulation, and the humane

sympathy, of.their auditors and their readers : they draw

from the purse of the well-meaning, but enthusiastic or

unobservant man of feeling, the guinea, that had he been

left to the impulse of his own sentiments, he would have

devoted to the actual miseries of his suffering country-

men, and the victim of disease or misfortune is left to

languish in torment or despair, that a native of Lapland

maybe presented with a gift of which he neither under*

stands the use, nor solicits the donation.

On the absurdity of putting the Bible into the hands of

savages, you have on former occasions expressed your

opinion at considerable length. To an individual not pre-

viously prepared for its examination, it must be worse

than useless. With what part of the scriptures is he to

begin, or to what points of history or doctrine must his

chief attention be directed? Unless his inquiries be super-

intended by a careful and intelligent instructor, the most

entertaining parts of the Bible, and not the most important,

will obtain the strongest hold on his attention and his

memory: the history of Samson will be more eagerly

read, and more frequently recollected than the Sermon on

the Mount ; and Bel and the Dragon be more frequently

repeated to his children, than the history of the atone-

ment. The scriptures abound with apparent contradic-

tions and inconsistencies: the true meaning of many

important and fundamental passages is still the subject of

controversy throughout the christian world, and who is to

guide the barbarian through his doubts and his perplex*

VOL. jy« e
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ities ? The mis-construction and mis-application of the

scriptures have been the cause of long and melancholy

political convulsions; religion itself has been nearly over-

whelmed in the struggles of contending sects, and yet the

lights of our church and the guardians of our religion

come forward to promote the circulation of the scriptures

in countries where they can only excite discordance of

opinion, and among nations to whom even the simple

rudiments of learning are unknown.

There is nothing in the Bible itself that forces convic-

tion on the ignorant. The rational christian believes its

authenticity, because he possesses that auxiliary learning

which enables him to balance the various testimonies

concerning it; to compare its chronology, and its histori-

cal narrations, with the general evidence of history. The
unlearned christian believes in their authenticity, not

merely from the prejudice of education, but from the evi-

dent applicatioa of their precepts to all the motives of

auction, and all the purposes of life ; from the evidence be-

fore him that they are received as genuine by individuals

whose learning and talents would enable them to detect

the falsehood of surreptitious documents, and from the

conclusions that he himself is enabled to draw respecting

theirgeneral claim to consistency of narrative and doctrine.

To the persons among whom the circulation of the Bible is

chiefly intended,the chronology of the Bible,theprofanehis-

tory to which it refers, or with which it is connected, and

the accordance between the miracles and the prophecies,

are unknown and inaccessible. By them the Bible can only

be read as an Arabian tale : its narrations may amuse, but

neither their truth nor their tendency will be evident.

But miracles, it is said, may yet be performed, and the

operation of the Bible be assisted by the divine influence.

But if the interference of Providence be admitted, who
shall define its limits, or pretend to facilitate its purposes?

If the immediate interference of the Deity be supposed,

the circulation of the Bible, as well as its interpretation,

inay be left to the wisdom of Omnipotence. To exhibit
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our Zealand alacrity indeed in the promotion of important

and virtuous objects, even when we trust for their com-

pletion to the arm of the Almighty, is the duty of the

christian : as the prayers of the good are acceptable at the

throne of mercy, not because our wants or our gratitude

are unknown, but because they exercise us in well-doing,

and excite and preserve our constant vigilance. But acts

of supererogation only demand our care, when objects of

immediate and visible utility have no claim on our time

and talents; nor will the Father of mankind regard with

benignity the zealot who relinquishes the positive and

obvious duties of life9 for the performance of a dubious

act ofmistaken enthusiasm.

The directors of the Bible Society are sincere believers,

I presume, m the miraculous propagation of the gospel,

and will not be indisposed to admit that all the instances

recorded in scripture of miraculous relief afforded to per-

sonal suffering and individual misfortune, were performed

as conducive to the demonstration of miraculous power,

without a direct reference to the immediate object ef-

fected. It is to be presumed, for instance, that the resto-

ration of sight to the blind wras not performed because

the individuals whom our Saviour healed, had any indi-

vidual claims on his compassion, but because the accom-

plishment of the miracle testified his divinity. From
this view of the scripture miracles, the society may de-

rive the materials of useful meditation. The bodily

wants of men never become the objects of the direct

interference of providence, because the manifestation

of that interference would chill the ardor of the be-

nevolent, would deprive misfortune of much of its

claim on human compassion, and induce in the afflict-

ed, and in those who sympathise in their sufferings an

habitual and dangerous reliance on miraculous relief.

The wisdom of the Almighty has declared that in sick-

ness and distress, man shall be dependent upon man;

but that omnipotence itself shall supply his spiritual

wants, and minister to his devotion, The law pf revela*
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tion as well as of nature commands us to relieve the hun^

gry and clothe the naked: and the scriptures while they

abound with exhortations to benevolence, neither explain

nor enforce the duty of proselytism.

The society may possibly assert that they wish the cir-

culation of the scriptures to be auxiliary only to religious

instruction ; and that it is the sole object of their endea-

vours to render the labours of the instructors of religion

more easy and effectual. If this declaration be true,

their conduct must be estimated by those common prin-

ciples which regulate the daily actions of mankind ; and

it remains to be determined, comparing the urgency and

the importance of their respective claims on our benevo-

lence, whether to relieve the bodily distresses of the Bri-

tish poor, be not a more immediate and obvious duty,

than to supply the christians offoreign climes with bibles

and prayer books. Speculative charity is only deserving

of praise, when its duties can be fulfilled without weaken-

ing or effacing from remembrance the interests of practi-

cal benevolence : and whoever examines the statements

of the Bible Society, and similar institutions, must be sur-

prized and afflicted at the extensive support they obtain

from that portion of the community of which the charity

is only effective, when it is directed to a single ob-

ject. The subscriber of 101. annually to St. Bartholomew's

Hospital affords considerable relief to his fellow creatures

directly by the donation of the sum itself, and indirectly

by his example. If he transfers his subscription from the

hospital to the Bible Society, a bigot or a fanatic alone

will rejoice at the change; and ifhe divide the* ten pounds

between the charities, supposing them to have an equal

claim on his support, his donation is comparatively of

little benefit to either.

To the first establishes of such societies no one will

deny the praise of good intention. But they have since

become the foci of resort, and to a motley assemblage of

the idle, the vain, the hypocritical, and the designing.

The plodding collegian, whose repulsive manners and ob*
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tuse sensations disqualify him for social intercourse with

his parishioners, or for the enjoyment of the beauties of

nature, yet whose habits of self-importance accompany
him from the college to the country, and from the country

to the metropolis, discovers, in subscribing to the Bible

Society,a means of becoming notorious without labour,and

consequential without exposure to minute or inconvenient

criticism. The clerical orator, who persuades himself

that the habit of speaking with monotonous fluency on

common and unvaried topics is the perfection of elo-

quence; the incumbent, who wishes to recommend him-

self to the favour and the patronage of his diocesan ; the

lovers of bustle, the parasites of rank, and the proficients

in the gossip and tittle tattle of publicjinners, are all

excited to become the members and directors of an insti-

tution in which the ofFiciousness of petty vanity is mis-

taken for Religious zeal, and to profess the enthusiasm of

piety is to obtain its honours.

GENTILITY IN PROPRIA PERSONA,

" Jesters do oft prove prophets."

Shakespears.

It is with the most sincere, unfeigned, and heart-felt

contrition, that I humbly beg pardon of the reverend

fraternity for a totally unintentional, slight, cast upon them

in the pages of the Scourge for the last month. Jus-

tice to their usual candor emboldens me to hope this

sin, a sin of omission most certainly, will not meet with

so heavy a visitation from their inexpressibly tender,

indescribably lenient hands ; more especially as it is thus

publicly and openly repented of. The fault alluded to

is this, Through a misconception, or under such non-
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respectable title whatever, as those whomsoever it may
concern shall chuse to rank it, I had marked the manu-
script in that kind of way as to occasion the word gen-

tleman to obtrude itself upon the public, in no better

garb than lang meagre italics, for which I most deserv-

edly take sorrow and shame to myself as aforesaid. If I

were inclined, but the heinousness of my offence paralizes

every effort of that nature, I might advance by way of

extenuation, that I actually never did imagine parsons

had any claim to the title ofgentlemen, but what merely

arose out of the authority of chit chat verbaiity. Judge

then, reader, of my astonishment! figure to yourself

my [poor conscience-stricken situation, when the follow-

ing advertisement most extraordinary met my eye.

WANTED, to serve the cure of Newark upon Trent, at Mid-

summer next, a GENTLEMAN in priest's orders.

—

Notting*

ham Journal9 May 20th, 1812.

There's a large fine Roman GENTLEMAN for you !

ei Ye little stars hide your diminished heads"—we have

it here in print, the very thing called for boldly by name.

Let us look at it somewhat more narrowly. Wanted

—

what ? A gentleman in priest's orders—orders mean
commands—to serve the cure of Newark—the plain

English of which must run thus. Wanted, a gentleman

(that is, in the real acceptation of the word, a person who
from his situation in life is wholly and absolutely inde-

pendent ofevery one in pecuniary matters) who is already

under the commands of some one to serve somebody else in

the capacity of a journeyman parson ! 1 1 Oh thou bles-

sed age of refinement, alias impudence, what wilt

thou lead us to? Most likely in droves to those asylums

which are now rearing their heads in every part of the

united kingdom. Poor old England I doubt has been

playing a down-hill-run, without a wheel locked, since

she amassed so large a stock of gentlemen ! We have gen-

tlemen farmers, who now ride such horses that their

fathers, honest Tom, Will, and Harry durst not have
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owned, and, as to drawing a cork ox sporting a sentiment,

you might as well have asked them to have spent the Sun-

day without going to church. Item, gentlemen tradesmen,

this is a most unlucky perversion of grammar, for the

gentility of the knights of the sugar plum and beggars

inkle, it so happening that the plural of tradesman is

tradesfolk ; link together, gentlemen tradesfolk and then

—-good-lack-a-day ! Item, gentlemen pe?formers, this, I

take it is applicable either to fiddlers or vagrants. But

all of those above ornamented worthies are, at least

master-men, the idea of journeymen gentlemen attaches

solely to parsons, if we except the solitary instance of

gentlemen travellers, alias riders, alias bag-men, though I

have a serious doubt whether such demi-ladies may fairly

claim the exception.

" Those half form'd witlings, numerous in our isle,

Like half form'd insects on the banks of Nile,

Unfinish'd things, one knows not what to call,

Their generation's so equivocal."

Recurring to the clergy, I disclaim the intention, nay

even the idea of running them down, I think that's the

genteel phrase. A virtuous, conscientious minister of the

gospel is no more annoyed by my strictures, than a chaste

maiden is by the flagellation of a naughty nymph in

Bridewell : running them down, indeed.—No, no, that is

not quite so easy an enterprize as some imagine, none of

your forest cattle's ingratitude being in point in their case,

no sympathetic matter to furnish materials for a new
edition of soliloquy by puling Jacques ; the stricken cleri-

cal buck is very far from " being alone, left and abandoned

by his velvet friends," as for example, the drunkenfellow

I held up last month to the public, the whole herd have

opened to right and left, reserved, and closed their ranks

upon him; D.D.'s, L.L.D.'s, B.A.'s, and A.M.'s in full

ferment, all brandishing their antlers against the wretch

Observer. But " list ye gentles all to me in a moment ;"

most propitious, my lucky star has furnished me with as
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expedient not only to disarm your wrath, but bind you

fast, my friends ; in short, I expect little less than cano-

nization for my ingenuity. Having taken into my most

mature consideration, the liability of human nature to

frailty, that parsons, even with the most sober inclinations,

may, sometimes, poor things, be overcome, and, that though

a gentleman in the onset of his labours, may happen to be

a little flustered', yet could a reinforcement be obtained

midway, he would pull through with flying colours, I

have, at a most considerable expence of evaporation of

brain, constructed a machine, the operation ofwhich will

entirely obviate every difficulty in future. The appel-

lation of this, I most sanguinely trust soon to become far

famed apparatus is The Clerical Suckibus, or Pul-

pit Syphon-, its construction is very simple—the lower

part consists of a glass bulb whose capacity is afull quart,

one of which I propose shall be firmly suspended exactly

under the centre of the desk, both in the reading place and

pulpit; into the neck of the bulb is to be inserted a vermi-

cular tube, terminating in a perpendicular part about six

inches in length,which latter part is meant to pass through

the desk, the lower part and body of the cushion, and rest

neatly just below a small slit in the surface thereof. Ar-

rangement previous must of course be made with Moses

for the weekly or, &c. replenishment of the bulbs. The
dear exhausted creature has not any thing to do but when
he feels himself a little wanting, to wrap his face in the

surplice, bow down as if in holy musing, press upon the

slit rather firmly with his mouth, and the breath of a ze-

phyr, so admirably are the component parts of this won-
derful structure in unison, will raise a stream copious

enough in one second to invigorate his whole frame, at

least till another suck is necessary.

$T As the quart bulb may, in some particular instances

be deemed insufficient, a quantity of half gallons will be

kept on hand to answer any immediate order with the ut-

most dispatch ; price with town and country agents in due

time.

Nottingham, June IQth, 1812, Obseryeju
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ROOMS of the APHRODISIAN SOCIETY,
June 4th, 1812.

Sin,

Since my last report of our proceedings the society-

has been deprived of much pleasure and entertainment by

the frequent absence of Lady H » We were for

some time at a loss to conjecture the occasion of her re-

peated apologies, and some of the members ventured to

hint a suspicion that her ladyship had been offended by
the exclusion from the rooms, of the statue presented by
the Marchioness of A—— n ; at whose gardens at S ,

it had been for some time the presiding deity, and by

whose kindness it was transferred to the apartments

of the society, where side by side with the Venus of

Praxiteles, it stands in all the majesty of love. In a

little time, however, it was whispered that the absence

of the Marchioness was the consequence of repeated en-

gagements at the habitation of the British Adonis; and as

several of our most animated members had formerly flat-

tered themselves with the honour t6 wrhich she was now
exalted by public report, you will readily conceive, Mr.

Editor, that no means that jealousy and envy, assisted by

curiosity, could invent, were left unpractised to obtain a

discovery of the truth. Every member was in motion :

the maids of honor, and the gossips of the back stairs,

were assailed by the combined address of the society ; and

it was found, too certainly for the peace of many an am-

bitious countess and ardent dowager, that the Mar-

chioness of r was the sole and happy object of

love and courtly admiration. You are aware, Sir, that

one of the duties expected of every fair one admitted to

the society is a regular and correct list of her lovers. It

was first established for the protection of the married part

of the female world against the insidious flatteries and the

artful infidelities of the opposite sex. From the list of

names on the books of the society, it was easy for every

member to ascertain with some degree of certainty, the sinV

VOL. IV. F
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cerity of her worshipper, and to convict him of falsehood

syben his name was appended to the list of some happy

rival. A violation of her duty therefore, so singular and

so dangerous to the welfare of the club, as that we had

just detected in Lady H demanded an immediate and

public investigation, and on the motion of Lady N ,

(Sunday, May the 31st) it was unanimously resolved that

on that day fortnight the most noble the Marchioness of

be summoned to answer to the society such in-

terrogatories as it might in its wisdom deem fit to propose.

On the day appointed the M=—~— , accompanied by a

numerous- train of courtly friends, and supported by La-

dies W. and A— 1, obeyed the summons of the messen-

ger, and being placed at the bar of the court immediately

opposite the chairwoman, underwent the subjoined ex-

amination :

" Court Is your ladyship aware that it is a fundamen-

tal duty of every member of the institution to inscribe in

its books, the name of every lover whom she has made
happy ?

Lady. I am not.

Court. Can your ladyship call to your recollection the

number of names inscribed within the last six months
among those whom y ou have entitled to the appellation

of favored lovers?

Lady. It is impossible for me to say to whom the ap-

pellation of favored lovers belongs.

Court. To those whom you have made happy certainly.

Lady. I have before observed that I am not aware ofany
existing law, by which I am compelled to inscribe in the

book the names of those whom I have made happy.

Court. The court views with considerable displeasure

your disposition to evade the questions proposed to you.

Will your ladyship be pleased to inform us whether you
are not bound by our laws to inscribe in that book the

name of every lover, except your husband, admitted to

your bed ?
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Lady. I do not conceive myself to be bou>nd by any ob-

ligation of the kind alluded to.

Court. Has not your ladyship actually inscribed in the

books, within the last six months, the names of several in-

dividuals ?

Lady. I have.

Court. And is it not your ladyship's meaning that all

these individuals were made happy ?

Lady. Certainly.

Court. And admitted to your bed ?

Lady. I believe so.

Court. Pray is the name of G. G. to be found in the

number of these names?

Lady. No!
Court. Then we conjure you, by your honor as an

Aphrodisian, by all your hopes of fulfilling its future

duties, and your claims on its emulation, to inform us

whether the name of G. G. ought not to have been in-

ascribed anions: the other names of that list?

Lady. I protest upon my honor that it has no claims

to be there inscribed.

Court. Is he not in the number of your favored lovers ?

Lady. He is.

Court. Has he not been made happy ?

Lady. He has.

Court. Has he not been admitted to your bed ?

Lady. He has.

Court. Your ladyship informed us a few moments ago

that the names actually on the list were inscribed there,

for the very reasons that equally apply to G. G. How do

you account for the inconsistency ?

J^ady {m tears.) Spare my feelings, I intreat you ! Yet

if an answer must be made, concealment would be un-

just to you, and afflicting to myself. I inscribed in the

books the names that you have read, not merely because

they had been made happy, not merely because they had

been admitted to my bed, but because they had rendered

the happiness reciprocal.! G. has been happy according
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to his own ideas of happiness ; he has been admitted to

my bed, but he hasjiever invaded the privileges of a hus-

band ; and is therefore unworthy of being placed in the

list of the honorable names that grace the register of the

Aphrodisian society."

The delivery of this last answer was accompanied by a

general tumult. Expressions of dissatisfaction were ex-

hibited in all parts of the room, and the accused lady was
ordered to withdraw.

After the witness had withdrawn, Lady N. offered her-

self to the attention of the meeting. She declared that

she knew as much about the private affairs of the family

of G. as any female in the kingdom : her dear C. whose

name she had inscribed in the list of her favoured wor-

shippers, had on every occasion proved himself worthy

of her love ; and she could not but believe from every

thing she had experienced of the qualifications of the fa-

mily, that the singular circumstances disclosed by theM,

had been occasioned by her own indiscretion or indiffe-

rence. She had displayed therefore a becoming modesty

in abstaining from recording an imperfect triumph in the

register of her conquests, and deserved the thanks rather

than the displeasure of her fellow members. She wished

that every individual who honored the society with her

presence, possessed the same candour, and the same rec-

titude of purpose. It could not but remain in the recol-

lection of the society that Mrs. D. had polluted the books

of the institution with the names of several exalted per-

sonages though the law had afterwards declared her to

be a virgin. To toy and play were not the only duties

requisite to constitute a favored lover ; for her part she

would scorn to disgrace the worshippers who bowed be-

fore her shrine, by suffering their names to be recorded in

the same volume with those of such weak and inefficient

characters as a Y. and a L. J^he thanked her good for-

tune that all her lovers were as they ought to be, and

that she retained the power of exciting thern to perform-

ances worthy of themselves. If the M. had any reason
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to complain of Mr. G. she was sure, from repeated expe-

rience, of the qualifications of his family, that it must be

her own fault ; and she was firmly of opinion, therefore,

that the most just and expedient procedure of the society

would be to admonish her, since she could not, at pre-

sent inscribe his name on its books with a due regard to

her oath of admission, that she should qualify herself so

to do as soon as possible.

The Countess of B. presumed that her long experience

in the affairs of this nature entitled her to trespass for a

moment on the notice of the court. She had listened

with some surprize to the observations of the last

speaker, recollecting, as she did, that the junior branches

of a family may remain in the fuil possession of powers

that in their seniors may be dissipated or decayed. Were
she to speak from mere probability, she would certainly

conclude that the situation of Mr. G. was such as to

preclude all possibility of ever inscribing his name
in the honorable list that decorated the name of the

of . His career from his youth up had been

one continued scene of drunkenness and dissipation, and

the society well knew that indulgence in bacchanalian

and meretricious excesses enervates while it inflames

the constitution. She did not. speak of Mr. G. however,

from a mere consideration of the circumstances that had

displayed his character on his first entrance into life, or

from the extravagances that disgraced bis maturer years.

She had formerly enjoyed the honor of association with

more than one of Mr. G.'s mistresses, and from all of

them had she received a positive declaration, of the same

description with that which had just fallen from the lips

of the noble ——— . No one could participate in the

distress so incident to such a situation, or sympathize

more sincerely in the disappointment of the than

herself: but she could not but avow ner opinion that

when a lover lias been permitted to do his best, he is fully

entitled to the inscription of his name in the books of the

society according to the intent and meaning of its statutes.

The debate was continued in this manner for several
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hours, and might have continued (such was the volubility

of the illustrious orators) until the present moment, had

not the whole society been thrown into a confusion that

•will be better conceived than described, and from which

they have not yet recovered, by the sudden arrival of a

messenger with the intelligence that John Bowles, at-

tended by several members of the Society for the Sup-

pression of Vice, and by a posse of constables, had as-

cended the back stairs, and were within a few feet of the

anti-room. The stream of eloquence which had flowed

with so much rapidity suddenly stood still. Lady A.

blushed : and the duchess would have turned pale,

had not the carnation dye retained possession of her

cheeks. The contest was no longer which could speak

the best, but which could run the fastest. Of the

articles left behind in their confusion, I shall transmit

you a catalogue. Suffice it at present to inform you

that they all escaped, astonished beyond measure that

trie suppressors should for once have intermeddled with

the fashionable world, and utterly unable to conjecture

his motives of interference, till one of the society, more

sagacious than the rest, discovered that it derived its ori-

gin from Mr. Bowles's loyalty.

DOCTORS

Sir,

A few days ago, I was surprised by a morning visit

from a respectable looking individual ; who, after begging

pardon for the intrusion, and paying me some fulsome

•compliments on my professional character, drew from

his pocket a roll of parchment, and requested me
to accept of it as a trifling testimony of respect

from the body to which he belonged. " We shall

dispense in your intsance, (he observed) with the usual

compliment
;
your good wTord is all that we desire, your

pupils may wish to obtain professional honors more ra-
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pidly than they can be obtained in London, and they may
graduate with us, for the sum of 151. 10s." Surprised at

his discourse, I opened the paper, and found it to be a

Scotch diploma, which 1 have transcribed for the benefit

of your readers.

« Aberdeen, March 29th, 1812.

*' It having been represented unto us, that A. B, of M-
street, in the parish of Mary-le-bone, in the city of Westminster,

esq. is a gentleman of great erudition, and that he hath on se-

veral occasions contributed to the honor and advantage of sci-

ence, and to the propagation of sound piety and useful know-

ledge ; aad his merits having been duly set forth unto us by the

letters and testimony of three respectable physicians, we the

master, fellows, and council of the united colleges of Aberdeen

and Glasgow, do hereby, in consideration thereof, elect and ap-

point the said A. B, a Doctor of Medicine of this society ; pro-

vided that the said A. B. do pay the accustomed fees, and con-

form himself in all things to the statutes and usages of the

©©liege. As witness our hands this 29th day of March, 1812.

S. Patrick, D. IX Master.

E. Clerke, S. T. P.

Joshua Cony, M. D.

I could not help looking frequently at the bearer of this

extraordinary document, in the course of its perusal.

When I had gratified my curiosity, I returned it to him

with the observation that I had not the honor of recol-

lecting any of the names attached to the diploma: that

it was in an unusual form ; and that I had never heard

of such a college as the united college of Aberdeen and

Glasgow. " Why surely, (he replied) you do not suppose

the firm to be a real one: I thought you would have

guessed that I come from the Doctor manufactory."

" The Doctor munvfactory" I exclaimed, "what is that ?"

" An establishment, (he answered) that has now existed

three years, and been of great benefit and convenience

to the medical profession in particular. I had concluded

that it must be familiar to you ; but since you seem to be

unacquainted with its merits I will explain them. We
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have had for some time a number of hands at work in

th«; manufacture of such diplomas as the one before you,

and I have no doubt that under the blessing of heaven our

success will be of long continuance. We have applica-

tions from characters of every description, and from every

quarter of the globe. U a young surgeon be ashamed of

remaining a simple mister, or a young physician run

through his finances before he has obtained a regular de-

gree, or if he be refused his graduate's gown for incapa-

city ; if a quack doctor be ac a loss for the sanction of a

professional title, or a lecturer be anxious to assume an

appellation of dignity, we supply him, at a reasonable

price, with the requisite credentials. It was but the other

day, that a clergyman of the University of Oxford, a sim-

ple M. A. vacated his fellowship by marriage, and purcha-

sed a boarding-school in a country village, with the best

prospect of a comfortable livelihood. In the vicinity,

however, a rival seminary had been established by the

Rev. Dr. Spintext; who, by virtue of his title, bore away

from the simple master of arts, not only the precedence

at village meetings, and the reputation of eloquence in the

vestry, but the palm of tuition. The doctor! The doc-

tor! resounded through the streets, and was repeated

among the neighbours, while the simple mister was cast

into the shade : at card parties the lady of Doctor Spintext

totally eclipsed the simple Mrs. Moody; and who could

send his darling to be taught by an M. A. when a D. D.

was at hand? Mr. Moody applied to us in his distress,

we dubbed him an L.L. D. in the course of the week,

and he now out-elbows and out-trades his dignified pre*

decessor.

" I knew a young gentleman resident at H. who had

long endeavoured to insinuate himself into the affections

of a young lady of beauty and fortune. He partly suc-

ceeded, but her father had been a colonel of volunteers,

and she was shocked at the idea of marrying plain Mr. P.

the surgeon, A surgeon's wife, she observed, was nobo-
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cly ; besides, who could endure the idea of having on the

brass plate, such a vulgar inscription as Mr. Philpot, sur-

geon? 'Twas shocking, 'twas impossible. The young
gentleman was in a terrible dilemma; he could not leave

his business to go to college, and to languish in suspense

was worse than death; he applied to me, and on paying

down.fifteen pounds ten shillings, was enabled to inscribe

upon his plate, Henry Philpot, M. D. The lady was

charmed with the alteration, and through my assistance

they are a very happy couple.

" You may perhaps be disposed to wonder that these

degrees cannot be assumed without our assistance. They
sometimes are, but we offer better securities than are

possessed by self-dubbing doctors. Neighbours are inqui-

sitive, our parchments are useful to shew on emergencies,

and if the trick be discovered, the doctor can lay the

blame on us; he can persuade his friends that he only de-

ceived others because he was deceived himself, and may
curse the doctor-making swindlers with a good grace.

Besides one half of our medical and clerical customers be-

lieve the diplomas to be genuine and effectual; the per-

suasive, though false, gives them, useful confidence; and

" Where ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly to be wise."

" You see, Sir, that our claims on the gratitude of the

community are great as they are uncommon, and I am now
on the point of extending and confirming them. A manu-

factory of knighthoods, baronies, and earldoms, would, I

am convinced, be profitable to ourselves, and useful to the

country. The places from which the titles are deduced
?

and the orders with which the knights are invested, must

be far removed from British cognizance. I have already in

preparation several patents of knighthood in the name of

St. Joachim of Russia, and shall be able in a few weeks

to transform many private individuals into counts of the

holy Roman empire. Either of these honors, Sir, is at

your service, gratis."

I made him my best acknowledgments for his offer,

voi*. IV. Q
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but assured him that I had no ambition to obtain a place

among the counts and barons of the day. My interest in

the medical profession was, I assured him, extremely li-

mited, and my time too valuable to be wasted in attend-

ing to his speculations. I was provoked, I must confess,

at the impudence of the fellow ;and but for the love that

I bear to my profession, and the interest I felt in his dis-

closures, I should have dismissed him without ceremony.

He readily took the hint that I had given him, and has-

tened out of the room without thinking of his diploma %

and I have therefore copied it for the benefit and security

of the public.

It is by men like him, 1 presume, that the great body

of empirics are enabled to assume the rank of doctors,

and to endanger the lives, or ruin the constitution of their

fellow creatures, undisturbed by the observation, or un-

amenable to the authority of the London college. From
him also the numerous body of doctors in divinity, who
obtrude themselves and their families into the seats of

honor at every musical party and every public exhibition,

in all probability derive their certificates of precedence.

How far either the manufacturers of fictitious titles, or

the individuals who purchase them, are subject to the

observation of the law, it is now too late to enquire : dis-

covery must in a case of this nature be in itself the pre-

vention and the punishment of the crime, and may pro-

bably destroy in embrio a multitude of reverend doctors,

and " holy" and " valorous** paragons of knighthood

;

and should this exposition be ineffectual, you may de-

pend hereafter on a correct and ample list of the pa-

tents that shall be issued under the firm of " Patrick,

Edwards, and Co."

I am, Sir, yours respectfully,

Medtcus.
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INSANITY AND DEATH
Occasioned hy the administration of Solomons Balm of

Gilead.

The lists of quack medicines that were appended to

the first six numbers of the Scourge, were intended to

form the preliminary tables to a long and extended ex-

position of pharmaceutical and empirical dishonesty.

From the completion of so important a purpose, the

editor was only prevented by observing that the confi-

dence of his readers in the correctness of his statements9

was by no means proportioned to the labour or the fidelity

with which they were drawn up. The ignorant imagined

that to obtain an accurate knowledge of the composition

of medical nostra^ was beyond the power of chemical

analysis; and the incredulous either unwilling or unable

to put the correctness of our tables to the test by per-

sonal experiment, and unaccustomed to expositions of a

similar nature, in other periodical works, were disposed

to regard them as a mixture of truth and falsehood ; the

production of prejudice rather than of truth, and better

calculated to inflame than instruct the persons for whose

use they were intended.

It is but an act of justice, therefore, to ourselves, and

of kindness to those whom the perusal of these tables

may have a tendency to guard against the depredation's

of quackery, to inform our readers that they were drawn

up, after a minute examination, both analytical and syn-

thetical, of every article enumerated, by the editor him-

self: that this examination was extended even to the pro-

port ions of the ingredients : that the real effects of the com-

pounds, or the effects of their imprudent administration,

were deduced either from a consideration of the medical

properties of their constituent parts, or from actual ex-

periment; and that the comparative list of prices was
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compiled by an individual well versed in all the branches

of pharmacy. The tables, though in the general impres-

sion unfavourable to quackery, were drawn up with

the most perfect impartiality. Where we could ascribe

even a negative virtue to a nostrum we have done so:

and where the result of our analysis was doubtful,

we have omitted the article altogether. Only one me-
dicine has totally eluded not only our own euquiries

but those of the French chemists. That it contains

no mercury we are satisfied ; and that it answers the

purposes for which it is advertised, we can assert

from frequent observation, and we were compelled to

omit it in our lists, not from any unwillingness to ac-

knowledge the utility of a valuable medicine, but because

we have not yet been able to satisfy ourselves respect-

ing the ingredients ofwhich it is composed.

These observations have been chiefly excited by the

publication of a long correspondence in the Leeds Mer-

cury, between a Mr. Famshaw who calls himself a respec-

table attorney, and a Mr. Forster, whose brother,according

to the coroner's inquest, was poisoned by the adminis-

tration of Solomon's Cordial Balm of Gilead.

It appears from the statement of Mr. Forster that hav-

ing read the list of quack medicines contained in the

Scourge, which describes the Cordial Balm of Gilead, as

a tincture of cantharidee in brandy, and as being on some

occasions, and in consequence of imprudent administra-

tion, the immediate cause of madness and death, he

endeavoured to dissuade him from using it; that his bro-

ther however, would not listen to his advice; and that

in five or six days after first beginning to take the medi-

cine, he died raving mad, with a bottle of the cordial in

his hand. In reply to this statement. Mr. Famshaw
endeavours to insinuate that the patient took consider-

ably more than the prescribed or customary dose ; and

though no evidence is to be found to substantiate his asser-

tion, and it is virtually contradicted by Mr. Forster, we

shall admit that the unfortunate result of his experiment
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was partly owing to his own imprudence. If it be admitted

that Mr. Forster died in consequence of the operation of

the cordial, a fact attested by his brother, and confirmed

by the sentence of the coroner's inquest, it will be suffi-

cient to enforce and exemplify the danger that arises to

the community from the prevalence of quackery.

The quack who should offer to the notice of the world,

a remedy that in moderate doses, was the occasion of in-

sanity or death, would defeat his own purpose. No one

ever suspected an individual of the tribe of such gross in-

fatuation. Yet the perfect inertness or innocence of a

quack medicine would be as inimical to its success as the

most poisonous virulence. The empiric who wishes that

his medicine should obtain an extensive sale, must be care-

ful that it should have all the properties of a dram, and

without being immediately deleterious, should be pleas-

ing to the palate^ and stimulating to the nerves. The
former of these qualities may sometimes be dispensed

with, but the latter is absolutely necessary. The patient

mistakes the frenzy of inebriation for the natural glow

of renovated heaith, and the languor and prostration -of

strength that always succeed to the application of powerful

stimuli, render necessary a repetition of the dose. Partly

from this cause, and partly from the natural anxiety of the

weak and the afflicted to anticipate the regular and tardy

operation of the nostrum, the patient indulges in more
frequent applications to his bottle, than is consistent with

hisown safety, or with the possible intentions of the quack.

As the latter possesses no immediate control over the pur-

chaser of his medicine, he cannot prevent the mischiefs

that he is aware must arise fiom its improper administra-

tion ; and the individual who under the regulai\and con-

stant attendance of a physician, would have been guided

and controlled as circumstances would admit, becomes a

sacrifice to the general interests of quackery.

The caution of the patient himself, and the vigilance

of his attendants, is secured towards the administration of

the most dangerous medicines of the shops by the noto-

riety of their properties. Every individual, even in the
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lower ranks of life, is aware that the exhibition of lauda-

num, in unusual doses, is attended with frenzy or death.

It is sufficient in common cases for the physician either to

name the medicine, or to caution the patient and his at-

tendants against its too copious use. Under the direction

of a prudent surgeon, the solution of corrosive sublimate

may be prescribed without any fear that its noxious pro-

perties will be called into action. But the quack is aware

that to caution his purchasers against too copious a use of

his remedy, would be to excite their fears; he dares not

hint at the dangerous consequences that may possibly

arise from its exhibition; and the patient swallows the

Pabulum of Life, or the Solar Tincture, without suspect-

ing that an augmentation of the regular dose by a single

tea-spoonful may convert the cordial or the restorative

into a virulent or mortal poison.

That this is not the language of exaggeration, can be

attested by the experience of every regular physician,

and the observation of every individual, who has had an

opportunity of witnessing the manners, or relieving the

distresses of the poor. It is well known that Godfrey's

Cordial, a mixture of treacle, laudanum, and oil of sas-

safrass is the specific in the lower ranks of life for every

disease to which children can be subject, and that each

bottle contains sufficient laudanum to lull five children

to sleep, yet that nothing is more common than for mo-

thers to administer to their infants, sometimes half of the

bottle, and sometimes the whole. There are quack worm

powders, composed of articles extremely useful in

regular formula, but equally dangerous when administered

under peculiar circumstances, when the dose is too large,

or in situations that prevent the observance of regimen.

How many thousands of children are annually poisoned

by these two medicines alone, we dare not calculate.

At one period Maredant's Antiscorbutic Drops, com-

posed chiefly of corrosive sublimate, was the favourite

nostrum of every one afflicted with cutaneous complaints,

and who could afford to pay half-a-guinea for a four
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ounce bottle. On the trial of Ann Butterfield for poison-

ing Mr. Scawen, it was proved by decisive testimony

that his death was occasioned by the administration of

this remedy, and we have no doubt that many other nos-

trums advertised for the cure of the same disorder are

equally deleterious.

If it> be true, therefore, as Mr. Farnshaw asserts, that

the death of Mr. Forster was occasioned by the imprudent

administration of the Balm of Gilead, the statement has

no tendency to counteract the prejudices we have always

entertained against empirical remedies. The impos-

sibility of preventing their imprudent administration,

forms one important argument against their general circu-

lation : and were they perfectly innocent in the majority

of cases, and when properly employed, the possibility of

a catastrophe like that which has occurred in the family

of Mr. Forster would demand the intervention of the

government, and the vigilance of the public.

But even to this negative merit they possess no claim.

The truth is, that when used in moderation, empirical

remedies are usually pernicious. It is impossible to in-

vent a medicine that shall be adapted to every variety of

symptom, or to frame directions that shall be accommo-

dated to all the combinations of disease, and all the

peculiarities of the human constitution. Dr. Solomon,

for instance, recommends his Cordial Balm of Gilead for

languor and debility ; but it is possible that a weak and

languid patient may be afflicted with an inflammation of

the bladder, and its administration under those circum-

stances would be inevitable fatal. For cutaneous erup-

tions he prescribes his Anti-Impetigines, a preparation

of corrosive sublimate; but cutaneous eruptions, are fre-

quently the accompaniments of a disease, that in itself

arises from the unlimited exhibition of mercury.

The extent to which the baleful influence of quackery is

diffused, can be but imperfectly estimated by those who wit-

ness the domestic and avowed administration of nostrums.

Its most fatal operations are conducted in secrecy and si-
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lence, and chiefly affect the apprentice boy who has been led

into vice by the advertisement of a specific for juvenile in-

discretions, domestic servants who dare not or will not dis-

close their indisposition to the families in which they live,

young men cajoled into the power of quacks by promises

of secrecy and safety; and all who are ashamed of their af-

flictions, or to whom the disclosure would be inconvenient.

The prescriptions of a regular physician are seldom cheap

and portable, and free from all unpleasant smell; the

visits of a regular practitioner are 'sometimes the occasion

of suspicion or enquiry, while a pill-box or a phial with

infallible directions are easily" 'Concealed. The young,

the inexperienced, and the delicate, are therefore the

most frequent dupes and the most easy victims of em-

piricism ; and the youth and the vigor of the country are

legally murdered, that the duty on stamps may retain its

level.

THE CRIMES AND MORAL CHARACTER OF
BONAPARTE.

Sir,

For the last two years, the public have been misled,

and the editors of the ministerial journals relieved

from the labour of original composition, by the mar-

vellous statements of the editor of the Antigaliican, who
not content with openly espousing the cause of assassi-

nation, and compiling a thick octavo,abounding in stories

more incredible than any that can be found in the Won-
derful Magazine, has devoted many columns of his jour-

nal to the purpose of demonstrating by the relation of

facts, the cruelty and malignity of Bonaparte. That

Napoleon is an unfeeling tyrant, even the individuals who
watched his early progress with enthusiasm, have been
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Convinced by the events of the last four years. The in-

vasion of Spain, and the kidnapping of Ferdinand are acts

of atrocity so unsusceptible of palliation as to have

silenced the warmest of his advocates, and the admirers of

his talents, have since the occurrence ofthese events been

compelled to withdraw the favorable opinion, they

were formerly disposed to entertain of his personal vir-

tues. But there are degrees of wickedness, and to con-

vert the tyrant into a monster, can answer the purposes

of those alone whose writings depend for circulation on
the credulity of the people. Bonaparte is actually so

bad, that there is no occasion for his enemies to make
him worse than he is. A cruel, unfeeling, despot is a

character sufficiently hateful and atrocious, and will al-

ways be the object of general detestation, though he
should not be a gratuitous murderer, a capricious tor-

turer, and a desperate assassin of his faithful dependants.

The system pursued by Mr. Goldsmith originated in

the enthusiasm of the Antijacobin party, who first began

by witticisms on his stature, and seldom mentioned him

without the ingenious appellation of Little Boney, They
asserted that he was a puny self-conceited bastard : and

that the barrenness of Madame Beauharnois was a deci-

sive proof of the weakness of his pretensions to manhood,

When he had proved, however, by his actions that he was

not deficient in courage or capacity, they had recourse

to more serious modes of aspersion. The narratives of

Sir Robert Wilson, and its apparent confirmation by Dr.

Wittman, furnished them with the materials of copious

and eternal declamation. Nothing was heard but execra-

tions of the poisoner and the murderer. The massacre of

Jaffa was continually sounded in our ears, and its em-

ployment supplied the place, in men to whom ' the in-

terests of the nation were committed, of that active and

manly policy which was necessary to counteract the ope-

rations of his mighty genius.

And what was the real foundation on which the outcry

of the antijacobins rested for its support ? To substantiate

VOL. IV. H
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his relation, Sir Robert Wilson only says, rt It was Gene-

ral Bon's division that fired on the troops. Inquire of

any of the officers serving in it, if the facts be as I

related. Inquire of the members of the Institute at

Cairo, if the story of the poison be true. They

have both been confirmed to me, but I cannot men->

tion the names cf those from whom I derived my infor-

mation, on account of the dangers to which I should

expose them by such a publication !" Dr. Wittman, in

confirmation of Sir Robert, asserts that " four thousand

of the wretched inhabitants, who had surrendered, and

who had in vain implored the mercy of their conquerors^

were, together with a part of the last Turkish garrison of

El Arish (amounting, it is said, to five or six hundred,}

dragged out in cold blood four days after the French had

obtained possession of Jaffa, to the sand hills about a

league distant, in the way to Gaza, and there most inhu*

manly put to death. I have seen the skeletons of these

unfortunate victims, which lie scattered over the hills, a

modern Golgotha, which remains a lasting disgrace to a

nation calling itself civilized. It would give pleasure tc*

the author of this work, as well as to every liberal mind,

to hear these facts contradicted on substantial evidence*

Indeed I am sorry to add that the charge of cruelty

against the French general does not rest here. It having

been reported that previously to the retreat of the French

army from Syria, their commander in chief had ordered

all the French sick at Jaffa to be poisoned, I was led to

make the enquiry, to which every one who should have

visited the spot would naturally have been directed, re-

specting an act of such singular, and as it should seem

wanton inhumanity. It concerns me to have to state not

only that such a circumstance was positively asserted to

have happened, but that while in Egypt, an individual

was pointed out to us, as having been the executioner of

these diabolical commands.'*

In this passage (observes the Edinburgh Reviewer,}

Dr. Wittman offers no other evidence whatever of the
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massacre,than that he had seen the skeletons scattered over

the hills, and that the fact was universally believed. But

iiow does Dr. W. know what these skeletons were that he

saw? An oriental camp affected by the plague, leaves

as many skeletons behind it as a massacre. And though

the Turks bury their dead, the doctor complains of the

very little depth at which they are interred ; so that

jackals, high winds, and a sandy soil, might, with great

facility, undo the work of Turkish sextons. Let any one

aead Dr. Wittman* s account of the camp near Jaffa, where

the Turks remained so long in company with the milita-

ry mission, and he will immediately perceive that a year

after their departure, it might have been mistaken with

great ease for the scene of a massacre. The spot which

Dr. Wittman saw, might have been the spot where a bat-

tle had been fought. In the turbulent state of Syria, and
amidst the variety of its barbarous inhabitants, can it be

imagined that every bloody battle, with its precise limits

and circumscriptions is accurately committed to tradition,

and faithfully reported to enquirers* Besides, why scat-

tered among hills ? If five thousand men were marched
out to a convenient spot, and massacred, their remains

would be heaped up in a small space, a mountain of the

murdered, a vast ridge of bones and rottenness. As
the doctor has described the bone scenery, it has much
more the appearance of a battl6 and pursuit, than of a

massacre. After all, this gentleman lay eight months

under the walls of Jaffa, whence comes it he has given

no better evidence? Were five thousand men murder-

ed in cold blood by a division of the French army, a

year before, and did no man remain in Jaffa, who said

I saw it done; I was present when they were march-

ed out, I went the next day, and saw the" scarcely

dead bodies of the victims ? If Dr. Wittman receiv-

ed any such evidence, why did he not bring it for-

ward ? If he never enquired for such evidence, how
is he qualified to write upon the subject ? If he enquired

for it and could not find it, how is the fact credible ?

The author cannot make the same excuse as Sir Ro-
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bert Wilson, for the suppression of his evidence, as there

could be no probability that Bonaparte would wreak his

Vengeance on Soliman Aga, Mustapha Cawn, Sidi Ma-
hornet^ or any given Turks, upon whose evidence Dr.

Wittman might have rested his accusation." Two such

wicked acts as the poisoning and the massacre, have not

been committed within the memory ofman: within the

same memory no such extraordinary person has appeared

as he who is said to have committed them ; and yet though

their commission must have been public, no one has

yet said vidi ego. The accusation still rests on hear-say.

It has been observed, indeed, that no officer of Bon's

division has come forward in vindication of a criminal,

who could repay sedulity so well. But even at the

time when the accusation first appeared, Bonaparte

was sufficiently versed in the policy of despotism, as to

be aware that to acknowledge the authority of pub-

lic opinion is less dangerous, than to labour beneath

the most criminal imputations: the consul was too wise

well as too proud to descend to exculpation ; and an

officious and uncalled for defence was more likely to be

visited with the proofs of his displeasure, than received

with real or apparent gratitude. Many years have now
elapsed since the supposed.commission of these atrocities.

Our intercourse with Egypt has been frequent and unre-

strained. The spot of ground in which the massacre is sup-

posed to have taken place, has been visited by multitudes

of travellers, and yet no additional evidence has been ob-

tained in support of the accusation ; nor has the story

been sanctioned by the name of a single witness.

Considerations of personal policy would alone have

dissuaded the general of the French armies from the com-
mission of these atrocities. Admitting that to massacre

the Turks in cold blood was a more obvious and effectual

mode of destroying them than to refuse them quarter in

battle : to leave his sick behind him, or to remove them
to a distance where they might perish of hunger, would
have been more easy and more politic than to destroy
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rhem by poison. Their desertion might have been jus-

tified by the necessities of war ; the destruction of five

hundred men by poison could not be concealed, and its

discovery would expose the general to the hatred and

execration of his army. Even attributing to Bonaparte

an intention to destroy his prisoners and his sick in the

modes described, and admitting that the massacre of

five thousand men, so completely that not one should

escape, was within the verge of possibility, the story of

the poisoning is in itself so marvellous as to require in

those who believe it the utmost weakness of credulity.

No poison can be so administered as to act with equal

rapidity and efficacy on a number of individuals. If the

sick in the camp of Bonaparte were poisoned, we must

suppose that they all sat down to partake" of their mess

at the same instant, that the operation of the poison

was instantaneous, and that at the same moment of

time the pangs of death seized upon every individual

of the multitude. That all these suppositions are impos-

sible, is as obvious to the common reader, as to the phy-

sician. Out of five hundred men to whom poison is ad-

ministered, some will fall sick before the rest, an alarm

will be excited, antidotes will be employed by a few,

others will abstain from further use of the viands, or the

beverage in which the poison is infused, strength of con-

stitution will overcome, in a considerable number, the

operation of the poison, those who recover will relate

the history of their comrades, and instead of the intended

crime being so silently and securely accomplished, that

not a survivor shall remain to disclose the fate of his

companions, a hundred witnesses will arise to pro-

claim their martyrdom, and however ineffectually* to call

for vengeance on the head of the murderer.

The murder of the Duke D'Enghien, and other atroci-

ties of a similar character, are sufficient proofs of the cru-

elty of Bonaparte's disposition, and strikingly demonstrate

that there is no act of inhumanity that he will not com-

mit, when he conceives it to be dictated by political ne-

cessity. But we have no right to suppose that he prac
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tices cruelty merely for its own sake, and least of all

that he wantonly pursues it, when to do so is evidently

inconsistent with his personal interest, and with those

maxims of policy by which the cenduct ofevery successful

tyrant must be directed. That red hot irons, for instance,

were applied to the feet of Captain Wright, and that he

died in the utmost extremity oftorture/restsexclusively on
the evidence ofGoldsmith, and is totally inconsistent with

probability. Bonaparte is too wise to risk the inevita-

ble effects that the disclosure of such scenes would have

on the public mind, for the mere gratification of his na-

tional antipathies ; and there is no ground for believing

that Captain Wright was more personally obnoxious to

the Emperor of France than any other native of England.

The most favorite amusements of the ministerial wri*

ters have been to trace the intrigues of Bonaparte with

his own sister-in-law, and to dwell in detail on the obli-

quity of his propensities. On the policy of embodying

every foolish and malignant rumour that may have been

circulated respecting the court of France, and encouraging

the people of England to rest their opinions of princes and

statesmen on the representation of spies and renegadoes,

or the insinuations of gossipping malignity, I shall make

no comment. The accusations against the female rela-

tives of Buonaparte rest on no ostensible authority, and

the last and most important charge is, in its own nature,

unsusceptible of proof, and would only have received or

retained admission in the prurient imaginations of a L.

and a B. That these charges, however, are circulated

with great assiduity in every part of this moral and vir-

tuous nation, is evident not only from the daily tirades of

the Morning Post, but from the extensive publication of

such productions as that of which I enclose you a copy.

The first of these articles you will observe is a scandalous

chronicle of Bonaparte's parentage, education, and pre^

sent habits. It is entitled " Chanson Anti-Corsique, faite

a Paris, en 1802, par Barre, Sur L'air Du Cure de Pom-
ponne. The fourth and fifth verses are only equalled by

the paragraphs of B,
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De la veuve de Beauharnois

Admirons l'allegresse

;

Des Cisalpins et des Francais

Je suis reine et maitresse

;

Dit-elle, arrangeant son chignon,

A present je me pique,

De posseder le plus grand con~

Sul de la Republique.

Cependant le Corse est epris

De Rustan qui sait plaire,

L'un des jeunes Mamelucs pris

Aux plains du Grand Caire

;

Avec ce gros et beau mignon

II onblie l'antique

Josephine, de plus grand con-

sul de la Republique.

To the first stanza is appended a note on the name of

Marboeuf. " Marbceuf, officier Francois, dont la mere de

Bonaparte s'accommodoit fort bien, du consentement de

son mari, pauvre procureur de la petite ville d'Ajaccio,

en Corse. Marbceuf eut soin de son batard, Napoleone."

Now if it be really true that Napoleon is the offspring

of adulterous intercourse, it would surely have testified

the discretion of the writer had he inquired before the

publication of his verses, whether the circulation of the

fact was likely to degrade him in the eyes of Europe. It

is not the bastard who, in spite of all the obstacles that

fortune threw in his way, obtained the dominion of Eu-

rope, who is an object of pity or derision, but the people

over whom he reigns, and the contemporaries to whose

wickedness and pusillanimity he owes his elevation. It

is to be wished that his present libellers, had a few years

ago exercised their swords with as much enthusiasm or

dexterity as their pens. The accusation of illegitimacy,

however, so prudently brought forward by a loyalist, who
must have known that royal bastardy is far from disgrace-

ful, the note on Rustan, and the second of these papers,

entitled,
<c Monologue de 1'Emperor Jaune, le nomme
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Napoleone Buonaparte sur le destruction de son digne

emule et rival, l'Empereur noir, le nomme Jacques Des-*

salines," can excite no astonishment as the productions

of a writer who believes the king of Rome to be a suppo-

sititious infant !
" Cetiest quun masque, quoiquon lafasse.

accoucheur /"

A Travelled Englishman.
London;, June %Qth, 1812*

THE WHIPS, No. VI.

A HUNTER AFTER FAME.

In former times the accession to the first magistracy

of the city ofLondon was regarded as a decisive testimo-

ny of the virtues of the individual on whom that honor

was conferred, and was the great object of ambition to

the industrious and aspiring portion of the civic commu-
nity. In the old dramatists and historians the portrait

of a lord mayor is always that of a virtuous, benevolent,

and dignified character, who has raised himself to affluence

by a long and persevering progress in the pursuits of

commerce: respected by the wealthy for his integrity,

and beloved by the poor for his benevolence: combining

in his official situation, hospitality with economy, and

moderating the severity of justice by his personal lenity.

To imitate such men, and to look forward to the situ-

ation they had filled as the best reward of application and

honesty, were the first duties impressed by the old upon

the young, and wTere the constant themes of civic decla-

mation. The history of Whittington and his cat, had it

no other merit would deserve attention as the only re-

maining specimen of the nursery tales, by which the ris-

ing generation were taught to look forward to the honors

of the Mansion House.

" Well done Whittington,

Lord Mayor of London,'

*
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had about sixty years ago all the force of a magical in-

cantation, and inspired the school-boy and the apprentice

with flattering visions of future greatness.

Partly from the diffusion of trade through so many
channels, from the gradual obliteration of those bounda-

ries that once divided the commercial from the fashion-

able, the literary, and the political part of the commu-
nity, and from the unworthiness of the individuals

on whom the office has lately devolved, the mayoralty

is no longer an object of general or persevering am-

bition. If a little trouble will obtain it, the wealthy ci-

tizen has no objection to enjoy for a year the honors of

its brief authority ; but no man, we believe, would now
be excited to a long perseverance in commercial pursuits,

by the mere expectation of becoming, at a future period,

the first magistrate of the city. Even the apprentice has

been taught to laugh at a dignity of which the chief ac-

companiment is expence ; and the public has not learned

from the experience of the last ten years to lay aside its

prepossessions against the annual possessors of the Man-
sion House.

The committal of the interests of the city and the liber-

ties of its inhabitants to a magistrate, wdio obtains the

office by courtesy, and whose qualifications are the last

object of enquiry, though sanctioned by the practice of

other corporations, and by the charter under which they

claim their privileges, is in itself, impolitic and unjust,

and ought to become the subject of legislative examina-

tion. If the virtues or the services of an individual

have entitled him to the gratitude of his fellow citizens

there are other modes of honoring and rewarding him than

by his election to an office, of which the duties can only

be adequately fulfilled by him, whose talents and whose

information are equal to his honesty. When it is consi-

dered that cases involving the most difficult questions of

law, and circumstances requiring the most patient in-

vestigation, or the mostconspicuous personal intrepidity,

demand his daily and hourly attention, the absurdity of

VOL, IT, I
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committing so important an office even to a well-meaning

individual, whose life has been spent in the manufacture

of pins, or the marking of calicoes, is not less evident

than the utility of each of these tradesmen, when they

confine their talents to their respective professions. But

if, as may easily be the case under the present constitution

of the city, a merchant who is not only a driveller but a

drunkard, whose youth disqualifies him for the gravity

of official business, while his ignorance is only equalled by

his indolence, and who has been indebted to fortune for

his wealth, rather than to his industry, may be elevated to

the mayoralty for no other reason than because he is rich,

the injustice and absurdity are still more evident; and if

it be possible that a young man, whose chief character-

istics are a superabundance of animal spirits, and an utter

disregard of the dull formalities of business, can be exalt-

ed to such a situation through the influence of wealthy or

respectable relatives, the interests of the corporation it-

self, require an immediate change in its constitution.

How frequently the civic chair has been occupied by

men who have sprung fromthe lowest classes of the commu-
nity, and have retained in that responsible situation, their

original habits and their native ignorance; by individuals

of whom the chief and the most successful study has been

the art of eating, and who were never remarkable for any

other virtue than obtrusive and preposterous loyalty, it

might perhaps be dangerous to remind our civic readers.

In spite of the law of libel, however, we may call to their

recollection the mayoralty of Brackley Kennet, Esquire ;

who, during the riots of 17SO, remained inactive in the

Mansion House, while the multitude threatened the de-

struction of the city. In the early part of his life he had

been an ostler, and the newsmongers of the day assert that

he concealed himself in a stable. It is certain, however,

that when called to account for his misconduct, he en-

deavoured to defend himself by ascribing his concealment

to a " fit of temerity." How many legal questions of im-
portance to the liberty or happiness of the subject, may
have been submitted to the decision of this " chief magis-
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trate of the first city -of the world," the chroniclers of the

times have forgotten to inform us.

We do not mean to compare the individual before us

with Brackley Kennet ; but we may be excused for asking

what peculiar qualifications he possesses for the office to

which he has been exalted ? The profits of a moderate

business as an attorney cannot enable him* unassisted, to

support his official establishment with a splendor and li-

berality worthy of the city; and to place in that situation

an individual who must be indebted to the assistance of

others, was cruel and unjust. Mr. -——*- may have

virtues, however, that induced his brother citizens in

spite of his obscurity, and of the mediocrity of his for-

tune, and notwithstanding the superior claims of older

and more experienced aldermen to make him the guar-

dian of their rights and liberties, and the daily and con-

spicuous display of those virtues must be peculiarly gra-

tifying to every benevolent and patriotic mind. As our

opinion, however, of the qualifications of a lord mayor
are somewhat different from those which in the instance

appear before us to have obtained the unanimous suf-

frage of the city, we shall enable the reader to decide be-

tween us, by describing them as correctly as may be pos-

sible after a distant and hasty observation.

It would appear then that the first duty of the chief

magistrate of the city of London is to regard the great

body of merchants and traders who surround hinVas a

"low-lived," vulgar, ignorant, contemptible set of peo-

ple, utterly unworthy the notice of a fine gentleman, and

of no other possible use than to contribute to the com-

forts and luxuries of the refined and elevated circles of so-

ciety. The citizens, over whose interests be is called to

preside, have possessed, it is true, the immemorial right of

access to the Mansion-House, and their predecessors of

former ages were, in former times, the most welcome and

most distinguished of its visitors. But in the present age

of cultivation and intelligence, the case is materially

changed, and the cit of Lombard-street must yield to tti$
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ounger of Bond-street. Five out of six of the cards of

invitation must be addressed to titled ideots and fashion-

able adultresses, and theancient and respectable families

of the city carefully excluded from the festivities

of which they were once the most conspicuous orna-

ments.

Consistently with this mode of thinking, the old fash-

ioned principle of encouraging the tradesmen of the city,

i* exploded as vulgar, and unworthy of a man of spirit and

a fine gentleman. Every article of luxury intended for

the Mansion-House, must be purchased at the west end;

the poultry that has been transferred in the morning from

Leadenhall to Oxford-market, is purchased from the latter

ofthese places at double the original price; and no vint-

ner is employed who lives within a mile of Temple Ban
How much the taste of his fowls, and the flavor of his

wines are superior to those of his humble predecessors, the

citizens themselves are debarred from the opportunity of

determining.

It would appear also,that to a modern lord mayor the du-

ties of his office are only secondary to those of whippism

:

that nothing becomes the chief magistrate of a great city

so much as to ride up one street and down another, for

the purpose of displaying his horses and his liveries; that

to become conspicuous in Bond-street and Rotten-row is

perfectly consistent with a paternal regard to the happi-

ness and security of the citizens, and that to determine of

what colour the pannels of his carriage shall be painted, is

a more important object of meditation to an individual

enjoying a responsible office, than the business that he

might be expected to perform. His devotion to these pur-

suits will be more laudable and more gratifying, if the

multitude be at onceamazed by his profusion, and puzzled

to conjecture from what source the means ofsupporting so

much extravagance is derived ; if they are not aware that

his sister was married to a director of the bank; and,

that individual vanity is assisted by family prudence.

That the humble citizen whom accident iias raised to
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the possession of temporary rank, and whose mind ha9

been intoxicated and bewildered by his sudden elevation^

should become the derision of fashionable loungers, who
luxuriate at his table, and are content to relieve the uni-

formity of dissipated life by an occasional visit, at " that

odd place, the Mansion House," detracts in no degree from

the happiness or self-complacency of the individual.

" Where ignorance is bliss 'tis folly to be wise :" ifhe sup-

poses while Bond-street is laughing at hi& equestrian attU

tudes,that its loungers are admiring the beauty of his horse,

and the grace and elegance of its rider: if he conceives

that his proneness to display is regarded by his fellow-ci-

tizens as any thing better than a foolish propensity to ex-

travagance; or can persuade himself that the circles in

which he assumes the airs and graces of a Chesterfield will

ever mistake him for any thing but a plodding attorney,

elevated by the caprice of fortune, to a temporary exhi-

bition in the temple of civic folly ; the happiness is all his

own, while the expence and mortification belong to his

relatives and his fellow-citizens. As an occasional re-

viewer of sham fights between the Tower Hamlets and

the Train Bands, as the copier of legal instruments from

the Attorney's Pocket Book, or even as the retailer of

the good things and profound observations of his brother-

in-law, Mr. T. we gladly acknowledge his claims to me-

diocrity; nor should we have introduced him into the so-

ciety of the Whips, had not our regard for the interests

of the city overcome our respect for his qualifications in

these capacities. We shall be happy to meet him on level

ground, unadorned by the attributes of civic majesty, and

unattended by the knights of the shoulder-knot. As a

plain man he will always obtain our good will; as a

would-be fine gentleman, we regard him as the rest of

his visitors regard him, with mingled feelings of pity and

derision,
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MODERN PARLIAMENTARY REPORTING,

Sir,

You have long lashed the vices and the follies of the

age, and have sought by the dignity and acrimony of your

censures to amend the times in which you live. Perhaps,

however, it may not be beneath your views to notice the

guiltless and merely ludicrouse rrors of your contempo-

raries ; and sure I am that your readers, if they smile at

the following anecdotes, will smile without owning, at

the moment, the existence of any malign or unworthy

passion in their bosoms. To make men laugh, if not al-

ways so lofty an aim, is sometimes as useful a one as to

make them weep, or to fill them with virtuous indigna-

tion against the vicious and corrupt.

I do not mean to enlarge upon the public utility of re-

porting, a practice which has created a new era in our

history, and a practice which, in my opinion, secures

beyond any other some of the chief blessings of our con-

stitution. By it, public men are rendered responsible to

the public, and a member of the House of Commons
stands up in his place with the constant conviction that

his constituents will know every word he utters. What
influence such a feeling will have upon a man's conduct,

I need not say : and my object indeed is, not to inquire

into that, but to exhibit a laughable instance of parlia-

mentary reporting, upon the authenticity of which you
and your readers may confidently rely.

During the scarcity of 1800, when parliament was em-
ployed in devising means to aii^viate the d is cresses of the

country, they had sat deliberating one night till a very

late hour, when Mr. B—y, a well-known reporter at that

time, and now well known as pra us^ng in our inferior

courts, found himself irresistibly overpowered with sleep.

In the middle of one ot Mr. Whu bread's speeches he
closed his eyes, and resigned himself to the soft dominion
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of Morplieus. Mr. Whitbread was descanting upon the

excellent and nutritious qualities of potatos, as an article

of food for the lower classes of society. IiV about half an

hour Mr. B. awoke in some consternation, apprehensive

that he had lost, perhaps, a brilliant speech that might

have been delivered during his repose. He eagerly in-

quired of those who sat about him what had been said,

and unluckily for him there happened to sit next him a

facetious being whose name was Mark Supple, a well-

known character in the annals of reporting. " Good God,"

said Mark, " have you been asleep ?" " Yes, I have,"

replied Mr. B. " what has been done ?" " Done!" re-

joined Mark, " why, one of the most singular and im-

portant speeches has been made by Mr. Wilberforce, that

has been uttered this session !" " Is it possible !" an-

swered Mr. B, " can you give me some idea of it ; some
outline from your notes ?" " Willingly," replied Mark,
and began thus :

<( After Mr. Whitbread had concluded in praise of po-

tatoes, Mr. Wilberforce rose, and spoke nearly as follows:

" Sir, I have listened with great attention and plea-

sure to the speech of the Hon. Gentleman who has just

sat down : and, Sir, I have listened with the more atten-

tion because he spoke in praise of a root, the loss of

whose virtues I shall never cease to deplore in my own
person. Sir, he has told you, in the language of Adam
Smith, that the strongest and most robust men in Lon-

don, the Irish coal-heavers, draymen, &c. were fed upon

little else than that nutritious vegetable, and he hence

infers its value as a wholesome article of food. How
much reason I have to regret that my parents did not

feed me upon that root in the early part of my life; for,

look, Sir, at my dwindled form, my meagre limbs, my
spare and emaciated body ; should I have exhibited such

a melancholy proof of weakness and skeleton-like infir-

mity if I had been fed upon potatos ? No, Sir, I might

then have stood up in this house without being ashamed

of my own shadow, and without looking like the Death

of the House of Commons."
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In language nearly similar to tbis Mr. B. drew out the

report, and it actually appeared the next morning in the

paper on which he was employed. It may, perhaps, ex-

cite some doubt, whether any person could be so dull as

to credit the probability of an harangue like this : the

fact, however, was so, as many in London can testify be-

sides myself. What effect it had upon Wilberforce may
easily be conceived. The next day he hastened down to

the house with the paper in his hand, to complain of a

breach of privilege. Every member sat in mute attention,

and Mr. Wilberforce began : but when he came to that

part of the report which described his " skeleton [ike

infirmity," and his '* emaciated form," such a burst of

laughter rung in his astonished and mortified ears, that he

was totally unable to proceed with his complaint, and the

business ended with an apology on the part of the editor,

and a statement of the real cause of the misrepresenta-

tion.

The same gentleman exhibited another proof of his

sagacity as a reporter. A bill was brought in to regulate

harbor dues in the Isle of Man. Mr. B. heard the title of

this bill read, but with such an unfortunate obtuseness of

bearing that he chronicled it down " harbouring Jews

in the Isle of Man." His orthodoxy was offended at this,

and he not only reported the proceeding in its proper

place, but wrote a paragraph in the same paper to call

the attention of the public to a measure which was so

evidently calculated to endanger the security of the esta-

blishment. "Harbour Jews, in the Isle of Man! What
might be the effect of such a legislative provision ! If a

harbouring place was thus secured to the Jewish nation,

in defiance of the prophecies of religion, might we not

expect the most awful visitations of Providence upon our

devoted land ?" Having vented his alarms thus, he retired

to his pillow with the sweet consciousness of having

offered his mite to the support of holy mother Church. I

need not add, that the admirers of parliamentary elo-

quence and proceedings were agreeably amused the next

day when they perused this notable specimen of inge-
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nuity, commented upon with such warm and enthusiastic

veneration of our holy religion.

There is only one thing that can add any zest to these

anecdotes, and that one thing is their veracity ; a quality for

which I can assure you there is an abundance of security.

Many will read them, who will instantaneously acknow-
ledge their truth, and perhaps the truly worthy and re.

spectable person who has provided them for the amusement
of mankind, may read them himself, and smile at their

accuracy.

I remain, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

JmeUth, 1812. A. B,

LOTTERY GUINEAS.

In passing through the streets of this vast metro-

polis, I cannot but admire the various ingenious schemes
adopted by different tradesmen to arrest the attention

of the passenger, with the view of procuring a prefer-

ence in the sale of their different commodities ; but

that which struck me as the most forcible appeal, was
the sight of certain strangers in the windows of some
lottery offices previous to the drawing on the 4th of June

last It is astonishing with what complacency and delight

this their partial reappearance was hailed by the passers

by ; nor were a few induced from this golden lure to go in

and give up a certain possession, for this next to uncer-

tain reversion. This circumstance puts me very much
in mind of the device of the Jew pedlars, who in making

their purchases, are in the habit of shewing the money to

the sellers, and I have known this often turn the scale,

when the bare mention ofthe price seemed to have little or

rou IT- K.
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no effect. I am fully persuaded that many a person wno

turns away from a bidder on hearing only of the sura,

would be inclined to dispose of his goods on seeing it mspecie.

We may talk of millions with apparent indifference, as

we do when conversing on our national debt, &c. without

having any fixed conception of the immensity of the

sum ; when let but a thousand guineas be presented to

our sight, our coolness disappears, and we are struck

with a temporary surprize. These and similar impres-

sions on the human mind, arising from the idea of any

advantage to be obtained, seem to be well understood

by the characters above alluded to ; and hence we have

the cheapest booksellers in the world, the cheapest hosiers,

the cheapest tailors, &c. nor should I be much surprized

to see some new terms invented to express superiority*

though at the expence of grammar and common sense.

How much has the word original been abused till its

very existence has been lost in the number of its claim-

ants—to digress, a circumstance occurred whilst I was

at Hambro*, wherein this word was very ludicrously used.

On the Prince of Hesse taking temporary possession of

that town in the name of the Danish government, dur«

ing the northern coalition, an inn-keeper who kept the

Grey Ass, and who had a very good business, thought he

might increase it by changing this sign to that of the

Prince : unfortunately for him it had a contrary tendency^

and a neighbouring vintner who had adopted his old sign,

drew away the major part of his customers—to repair

this effect, yet being unwilling to go to the expence of

a new painting, he had written under the representation

of the Prince, " this is the Original Grey Ass," and the

Prince of Hesse.who was no conjuror, has ever since held

"that title undisputed.

To conclude, I have no objection that those who are

caught by such deceitful baits should learn, by buying

their experience, that these so cheap books are faulty

and defective editions, the cheap stockings likely to fall

into holes on putting on, and these surprisingly cheap
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garments half sewed and of very inferior cloth and mate-

rials—it is perhaps the best and most effective way of

their attaining that knowledge, and worth an hundred

cautions ; but I cannot so lightly consider the deceptions

that attach to the person and constitution : these cannot

be too greatly reprobated, nor their evil effects guarded

Hgainst by too frequent appeals to the public. How
many a good head of hair has been destroyed by appli-

cation to turn its colour, because it happened to be of a

carotty or unfashionable hue.—how many a good com-

plexion has been spoilt by baneful cosmetics—how
many persons with slight and curable complaints, have,

thinking to go a short way to work, entailed on them-

selves the evils they wished so speedily to get rid of, and

and finally, alas ! how many persons possessing perfect

health of body, but fanciful minds, have, by recourse to

soi-disant universal remedies, precipitated themselves

into an untimely grave, on whom might well be written

the Italian epitaph.

Stavo bene, per Star, meglior, sto qui.

I was well, I would be better, and here I lie.

These latter evils are of such real consequence, and

involve the happiness of so considerable a part of the

human race, that I intend to make them the subject of a

further and a more enlarged discussion in my next.

HISTORY OF THE LATE NEGOCIATION.*

On Friday, the 22d Gf May, his Royal Highness the

Prince Regent was pleased to command the Marquis

Wellesley to submit to his Royal Highness's gracious con-

sideration the plan of an administration properly adapted

to the present crisis of affairs : his lordship regarding it

* We have adhered, as much as possible, to the language,

(however inelegant) of the negociators themselves,,
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as necessary, in the first instance, to advert to certain

practical principles, which should, in his opinion, consti-

tute the basis of the system of measures calculated to

meet the actual exigencies of the country, and conceiving

it to be desirable to reduce those principles within the

narrowest compass, omitting the discussion of several to-

pics, that however important in themselves, could not be

deemed of " such instantaneous pressure," nor were

likely to involve so much difference of opinion, he drew

up the two following propositions,as comprising the prac-

tical principles on which an efficient administration might

be formed

:

First, That the state of the laws respecting the Roman
Catholics, and the claims of that body of his majesty's

subjects should be taken into immediate consideration,

with a view to a conciliatory adjustment of those claims.

Secondly, That the war on the peninsula should be

prosecuted on a scale of adequate vigor.

With a view to ascertain the views and dispositions of

all parties with regard to their general principles, previ-

ously to submitting to his Royal Highness any names of

persons, Lord Wellesley communicated to Lords Grey

and Grenville personally, and to Lord Liverpool through

the medium of Mr. Canning, the preceding propositions,

particularly explaining at the same time, that he had re*

ceived no authority from his Royal Highness to form

an administration, or to communicate with any particu-

lar party or description of persons ; that his Royal High-

ness had been apprized of the necessity of Lord Welles-

ley's holding such intercourse with all parties, as might

enable him to prepare a plan for his Royal Highness's

approbation ; and that in this transaction he was merely

the instrument of executing his Royal Highness's com-

mands, neither claiming nor desiring for himself any sta-

tion in the administration which it was in his Royal

Highness's contemplation to form. He also communi-

cated with Lord Moira, and verbally with Lord Erskine
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and Mr. Sheridan, who both expressed their concurrence

in the principles already stated.

To the communication of Mr. Canning Lord Liverpool

replied (May 23d) in the name of himself and his col-

leagues, that they do not think it necessary to enter into

any discussion of the principles stated in Mr. Canning's

memorandum, because they all feel themselves bound,

particularly after what has recently passed, to decline the

proposal of becoming members of an administration to be

formed by Lord Wellesley. Lord Melville also addressed

a letter to Mr. Canning, in which he stated his strong

repugnance to join an administration of which Lord Wel-

lesley was the head, but intimated at the same time his

willingness to act with an administration formed on the

basis mentioned in Mr. Canning's memorandum; though

he thinks it improbable that any consideration which the

government can give to the subject of the restrictions on

the Roman Catholics, will enable it to propose such a

system as will wholly satisfy their claims, and at the same

time afford that degree of security to the protestant esta-

blishment which is generally felt to be necessary.

The reply of Lords Grey and Grenville after the usual

professions of affection for their country, congratulates

Lord Grenville on his powerful exertions in support of the

claims of the Roman Catholics, and assures him that they

will warmly support any proposal made by any ministers

for the immediate consideration of those claims, with a

view to their conciliatory adjustment. On the second

point they are of opinion that the direction of military

operations in an extensive war, and the more or less vigo-

rous prosecution of those operations, are questions not of

principle but of policy, to be regulated by circumstances,

in their nature temporary and fluctuating, and in many
cases known only to persons in official stations. On such

questions therefore, no public man, either in or out of

office, can undertake for more than a deliberate and dis-

passionate consideration, according to the circumstances

of the case, as it may appear* and to such means of infor-
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mation as may then be within their reach. But they can-

not in sincerity conceal from Lord Wellesley. that in the

present state of the finances, they entertain the strongest

doubts of the practicability of an increase in any branch

of the public expenditure.

The answers of Lord Holland and Lansdowne merely

express their acquiescence in the opinions of their noble

friends. Lord Moira declares that a plan of government,

on the basis proposed by Lord Wellesley, would have his

most cordial wishes, observing incidentally that the ques-

tion relative to the orders in council may be deemed in

effect settled by the evidence before the two houses, and

that the active correction of internal abuses must be con-

fidently assumed, as the object of such a ministry as is

likely to be formed through his lordship's instrumen-

tality.

On the 27th of May, Lord Melville called upon Mr.

Canning, and informed him, in answer to certain ques-

tions put by Mr. Canning on the day before, that Lord

Wellesley's commission was considered by the Prince

Regent as at an end ; and that the persons then holding

office, only held them till their successors should be

appointed. Mr. Canning having' received a memoran-
dum of the communication, transmitted it to Lord Wel-
lesley, who took the earliest opportunity of communi-
cating it to Lords Grey and Grenville. It was suc-

ceeded by mutual explanations between Lords Grey
and Grenville, the Marquis of Wellesle}7

, and Mr. Can-

ning, respecting some apparent discordance between the

minutes of conference, as drawn up by Lord Wellesley

and Mr. Canning. Such is a brief, but accurate history

of what may be termed the first negociation.

On the first of June, Lord Wellesley stated to Lords

Grey and Grenville that he had received full authority

from the Prince Regent to form an administration under

his Royal Highness's commands, and that he was spe-

cially authorized to communicate with Lords Grey and

Grenville on the subject: that the two propositions stat-
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ed in Lord Wellesley's minute of May 23d, and subse-

quently explained in the letters which had passed between

Lord Wellesley and Lord Grey of the dates of the 27th,

2Sth, and 29th of May, 1812, were intended by his

Royal Highness to constitute the foundation of his

administration; that his Royal Highness had signified

his pleasure that Lord Wellesley should conduct

the formation of the administration in all its branches,

and should be first commissioner of the treasury, and

Lord Moira, Lord Erskine, and Mr. Canning should be

members of the cabinet ; that it was probable that a

cabinet formed on an enlarged basis must be extended

to the number of twelve or thirteen members ; that the

Prince Regent wished Lords Grey and Grenville on the

part of their friends to recommend to his Royal High-

ness's approbation the names of four persons if the ca-

binet should consist of twelve, and of five persons if the

cabinet should consist of thirteen, to be appointed by his

Royal Highness to fill such stations in his councils as

might hereafter be arranged.

That his Royal Highness left the selection of the

names to Lords Grey and Grenville, without any excep-

tion, or personal exclusion : that in completing the new
arrangements the Prince Regent had granted to Lord

Wellesley the entire liberty to propose for his Royal

Highness's approbation, the names of any persons now
occupying stations in his R. H/s council, or of any other

persons : and that if the propositions made to Lords

Grey and Grenville should be accepted as the outlines

of an arrangement, all other matters would be discussed

with the most anxious solicitude to promote harmony

and general accommodation.

To the communication of Lord Wellesley§ Lords

Grey aud Grenville reply, that although no sense of

the public distress, no personal feelings of whatever

description would have prevented them under such cir-

cumstances from accepting with dutiful submission, any

situations in which they could have hoped to serve his

Royal Highness usefully and honourably; it yet appears
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to them that the proposal stated to them by Lord Wei-
lesley cannot justify any such expectation.

They are invited (they observe) not to discuss with his

lordship or any other public man, according to the usual

practice in such cases, the various and important consi-

derations, both of measures and of arrangements, which
belong to the formation of a new government in all its

branches, but to recommend to his Royal Highness a

measure limited by previous stipulation, of persons wil-

ling to be included in a cabinet of which the outlines are

already definitely arranged.

To this proposal they declare that they cannot accede

without the sacrifice of the very object which the House
ofCommons has recommended, the formation of a strong

and efficient administration. They enter not into act

examination of the relative proportions, or of the parti-

cular arrangements which it has been judged necessary

thus previously to establish. It is to the principle of

disunion and jealousy that they object : to the supposed

balance of contending interests in a cabinet so measured

out by preliminary stipulations. The project presented

to them tends, as they think, to establish within the cabi-

net itself a system of counteraction inconsistent with the

prosecution of any uniform and beneficial course of

policy. They must, therefore, request permission to de-

cline all participation in a government constituted on

such principles ; satisfied as they are that the certain

loss of character which must arrive from it to themselves

would be productive only of disunion and of weakness

in the administration of the public interests.

On this reply, Lord Moira observes in an explanatory

letter that when the most material of the public objects

which were to be the immediate ground of that cabinet's

exertion, had been previously understood between the

parties, it is difficult for him to comprehend which prin-

ciple of counteraction could be introduced. With regard

to the indication of certain individuals, he assures them

that it was a measure adopted through the highest spirit
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of fairness to them and their friends. Mr. Canning's

name was mentioned, because Lord Wellesley would

have declined office without him ; and it was a frank-

ness to apprize them of it: and Lord Erskine's and his

(Lord Moira's) own were stated with a view of shewing

that Lord Welles'ey so far from having any jealousy to

maintain a preponderance in the cabinet, actually left a

majority to those who had been accustomed to concur

upon most public questions; and that nobleman specified

Lord Erskine and himself, (Lord Moira,) that Lords Grey

and Grenville might see the number submitted for their

exclusive nomination was not narrowed by the necessity

of adverting to them. The choice of an additional mem-
ber of the cabinet left to them, must prove " how un-

distinguishabie" the interests of Lords Grey and Gren-

ville were from those of Lords Wellesley and Moira, the

embarrassments of a numerous cabinet being: well known.

The reference to members cf the late cabinet, or other

persons, was always to be coupled with the established

point that they were such as could concur in the princi-

ples laid down as the foundation for the projected minis-

try, and the statement was principally dictated by the

wish to shew that no system of exclusion could interfere

with the arrangements which the public service might de-

mand. On the selection of those persons, the opinion of

Lords Grey and Grenville, and the others whom they,

might bring forward in the cabinet, were to operate as

freely as that of their colleagues, even with regard to the

subordinate offices. Lord Moira concludes his letter, by

observing that the spirit of fairness could not have been

carried farther than in this negociation, and by expressing

his regret that an arrangement so important for the inter-

ests of the country should go off upon points which he

cannot but think wide of the substance of the case.

The second negociation was terminated by a letter

from Lord Wellesley approving of Lord Moira's explana-

tion to Lord Grey, and announcing the resignation of his

commission, and by a note from Lord Grey to Lord Moi-

VOL. IV. L
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ra, in which he says, that the grounds of the opinions as

expressed by himself and Lord Grenville had been dis-

tinctly stated in the joint letter to Lord Wellesley,

and cannot be altered by a private explanation.

Lord VYellesley, in a letter dated the 3d of June,

informs Lords Grey and Grenville that he received their

lordships' letter with the most sincere regret. It would

have afforded him, he observes, some consolation if the

continuance of the authority vested in him by the Prince

Regent had enabled him under his Royal Highness's

commands to offer to their lordships a full and candid

explanation of those points, in his minute of the first of

June, which their lordships appear to have entirely

misapprehended; but as his Royal Highness had been

pleased to intimate to him his pleasure, that the forma-

tion of a new administration should be entrusted to other

hands, he had requested permission to decline all further

concern in the transaction ; he requests at the same time

permission to enter into some explanatory observations

respecting the correspondence that has already passed.

To this letter succeeds another in which he expresses his

approval of the letter of Lord Moira : and the answer of

Lord Grey, expressing his personal regard for Lord Wel-
lesley, closes the second negotiation.

The third negociation was begun by an unauthorized

communication from Lord Moira, requesting the favour

of an interview, and expressing his intention, if the

result be satisfactory, of soliciting the permission of the

Prince Regent to address them formally. Lords Grey
and Grenville observe, in their reply, that personal com-
munication with Lord Moira will always be acceptable

and honourable to them, but that no advantage is likely

to result from pursuing this subject by unauthorized

discussions, and in a course different from the usual prac-

tice. The letter of Lord Moira, in reply to this, informs

them that he has received the authority of the Prince
Regent to communicate with them on the formation of a
new administration^ and requests them to name the time
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and place of interview ; which accordingly took place

in the presence of Lord Erskine. Previous, however,

to any discussion on the principles of general policy,

their lordships were of opinion that it was necessary to

obtain a mutual understanding on a point of considerable

moment, and they, therefore, begged permission to put

to Lord Moira a preliminary question, on the answer to

which would depend their further explanation of their

sentiments. They wished, therefore,to be informed,"whe-

ther in the new arrangements it was proposed to grant

them that power of changing the officers ofthe household,

tvhich had usually been granted on the accession of the

new ministry?" To this question Lord Moira replied, that

he laboured under no restraint or limitation on the sub-

ject thus introduced; that the attention of the Prince had

not been directed, in the slightest degree, to the point al-

luded to ; but that on public grounds, he could not per-

mit himself to concur in any arrangements that had for

their object, the removal of the officers of the household.

Lords Grey and Grenville replied to this assurance that

they themselves were influenced in the proposition of the

question by public motives, and that after the declaration

of Lord Moira, the negociation must be regarded as at an

end. It appears, from subsequent evidence, that previous

to this interview, Lord Moira and Mr. Sheridan were

aware that if the opposition succeeded to power, the

household were determined to resign ; that Lord Moira

gave no hint of this determination to Lords Grey and

Grenville, and that notwithstanding his declaration that

the attention of the Prince Regent had not been directed

to the point at issue, he had himself enquired of his Roy-

at Highness if he was willing, if necessity required the

sacrifice, to give up the household, and on being answered

in the affirmative, assured him that not one of the indivi-

duals connected with it should be removed.
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To the Editor of the Scourge

Sir,

Conceiving the main object of your work lobe the

holding up vice to marked reprehension, and as " vice

to be hated needs but to be seen," I have taken the liberty

of addressing these few lines to you on a subject of all

others, the most requiring reform ; namely, the number of

unfortunate females at present existing in the neighbour-

hood of Blackfliars-road, particularly in several streets"

opposite the Surrey Theatre.

I am the more induced to call your attention to this

subject, as from a circumstance recently come to my
knowledge, I am but too well acquainted with the dread-

fully ruinous effects arising from the toleration of the

numerous houses in the above neighbourhood; whose

inhabitants, too often the dupes of the artful men and un-

principled women of whom they are rented,are compelled,

for their own livelihood, to draw an unwary youth with-

in their web, and like their type, the spider, refrain not

till their victim pay the forfeit of his temerity by the sa-

crifice of his health, or till his existence is almost ren-

dered a bane, and he drops unheeded and unpitied into

the grave. That the evil I have thus pointed out to your

attention, great as it is, must exist, at least, under some

restrictions, is a melancholy fact; that the practice of the

ancients must be also conceded as a mark of patronage I

will admit; but it surely is not proper, at this age, when
.the empire has attained a degree of civilization unknown
in the best of times; it surely cannot be proper that the

eye of decency should be shocked by the unblushing ex-

hibition of girls in a state of nudity, in the broad glare of

day-light, alike to be pitied for the system of crime in

which they live,and for the degree of impunity with which
they are thus suffered to shame " Nature in her handiest

work!"

Sir, If we are even disposed to let these unfortunate
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girls remain as at present, it surely must fill your mind

with horror on learning the number of young men, prin-

cipally apprentices of tradesmen in the city, who are in

the habit of almost nightly retiring to this hot-bed, this

sink of villany, this almost hell on earth, where vice lifts

its hydra head in undismayed glory, unheeded and unap-

pallecl. Here are the Millwoods aud the Barnwells of

future times! here they sip their fancied pleasures! here

the fond object of his mother's love, the hope, the pros-

pect of his father's life, is hailed with joy by the deluding

Circes of modern times; here the soft blandishments

of the milder sex, intended for man's happiness, are laid

open for his destruction; and the lip sucks in poison from

that form, whose original design is, alas ! but too fatally

reversed. I trust, Sir, I have said enough to call your

attention to this subject. It is not for me to lay down
any rule or plan by which we might act; but inthehope

that the world will be favoured with some observations

from your pen, I subscribe myself, Yours, &c.

A Tradesman.

FASHION.

In this enlightened age, when human reason is so

puffed up, and so jealous of her dignity, that she pauses

before she admits of even the most self-evident facts, and

would rather than appear bigotted by admitting a triune

god, lend her sanction to atheism, how would she not

stare at being accused of polytheism, and of being a more

ardent worshipper of idols than the ancient pagans, whose

histories and allegories she considers as done away, and

would never dream of the danger of their now making

any converts; yet such is the fact, and with the exception
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of giving their deities other names, the present raee

of men are warmer idolaters than were ever the hack-

sliding Jews or nations of old ; and it is my intention to

make this apparent in the instance of various modern

deities, should my observations on that pre-eminent

one, to which I now intend to confine myself, be admitted

into your entertaining and instructive work: and first and

foremost the goddess Fashion.

It is said to be a wise child that knows its own father,

and this proverb holds more particularly good in the pa-

rentage of fashion ; for though Novelty is looked upon as

the ostensible father, yet it is more than doubtful whether

Fancy, the mother, did not intrigue with Idleness,

Apathy, Ennui, Eccentricity, and various other gallants :

so that they may have each contributed in part to the

deity in question; and this seems the more probable as she

at different times assumes their several features, at differ-

ent periods, and looks like her variously attributed sire ;

but genealogies, divine as well as human, can be but

doubtfully traced, and supposition must too often as-

sume the place of truth.

That she has not always held her present supreme

power is well known (though to trace her in her rise and

progress to sway would be difficult) : that she is an usur-

per is equally so ; but like all such characters, she has by

various measures, at different intervals, so consolidated

her power, and has now so many powerful engines to

intimidate those who might be inclined to murmur at her

decrees, that it is probable her government may endure,

when many others, founded on better and milder princi-

ples, may fall.

Whilst she was not so well established upon her

throne as she is at present, she is related to have had

many different ministers, and amongst them the fair names

of Good Sense, Convenience, &c. occasionally appear; but

it is evident she only cajoled them to affirm her power,

and now laughs at them for suffering themselves to be so

severely duped, and having deprived them of the power
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Of hurting her, lets them roam at large, the derision of her

subjects: she has no w established the obsequious Folly

for her permanent minister, and by her power of duty

has rendered her prime agent invulnerable to any

catastrophe, and though her existence has since been

often attempted, and she has been very frequently shot

at, she is found to be weapon-proof.

Fashion has evinced considerable art in the different

steps she has taken to encrease her empire, and having

like many earthly nionarchs, waded through -every

devastation to obtain power, she has sought to increase it

by alliance, knowing the weakness of the female sex, and

their indescribable power over the male; she, like the

subtil serpent of old, has first instilled her poison

into fcheiT ear, well knowing that our modern Eves
would not fail to communicate the infection to their

Adams: nor in this did she calculate amiss; for the males

more from the love they bore their better halves, than

any idea of allegiance to the sovereign, consented to

obey, and have, by degrees, become her willing and

adoring slaves. At first, indeed, there was a great shade

of difference in the
;
men and women's worship; for

whilst the latter knew no measures nor bounds to their

devotion ; nor thought any sacrifice too great for their

zeal to make, the former, in some degree, consulted theii*

own convenience, but led, step by step, like Solomon by

the fair Egyptian, they now yield almost as willing an

obedience as their tempters, the time appears not far

distant, when they may perhaps exceed them in their

devotion.

It has been observed by modern reasoners that all reli-

gions have had their martyrs, but what worship as had and

still has more numerous ones than Fashion ? have we
not seen men forced into leathern inexpressibles, and wo-

men confined in stays, to tighten which it was necessary

to recur to mechanical powers ; and though there was a

short space in which a contrary looseness prevailed, has it

uot operated to bring tightness back again into greater
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favor, and do we not now see them laced and busked up

to shew their shape at the greatest risque to their health

and constitution ; and what contrary feelings of pity, ad-

miration, and even laughter, are excited on seeing the

lovely sex in particular, waddling along in their wedges;

and though they must suffer considerable restraint and

even pain, yet irradiating their lovely countenances with

a smile, and appearing well paid for their sufferings by

the exclamations of what a fine shape! what an interest-

ing, what an elegant creature! from their admiring

swains.

As I befgre observed, the women carry their adoration

to the greatest length ; nor are the severest seasons suffi-

ciently so to affright their tender frames. Muslin,

damped, to assimilate more easity with their lovely limbs,

arms exposed to the very pits to shew their every tour-

nure ; cases after the eastern mode to prop up and shew

to advantage the bosom, (the greatest temptation of the

sex ;) foregoing the many advantages of pockets, and wil-

lingly burthened with their straw ridicules, that their

forms may be less hid, and to give one arm an elegant

position whilst with the other their invisible juppes are

held up to display the elegantly turned ancle and taper leg,

mounting to the fleshy calf veiled in coloured silk

stocking with laced clocks, and whom the gallant

Col. H might (enraptured with delight) follow for

miles without thinking of fatigue. Thus thinly clad do
our modern belles sally out to the worship of their be-

loved idol, defying the winter's cold and summer's heat.

The advantage which we as men possess to see beauty

thus gratuitously exposed and approximated to our view,

is however very much balanced by the equal, if not great-

er exposure of those to whom nature has not been so

bountiful ; and if one moment offers to our view the

swelling bosom and dimpled elbow, the next presents to

us, the craggy neck, and skinny arm ; and with the deli-

cate leg, and gradually tapering waist, we have also the

squabby frame, on which screwing makes scarcely an im-
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pression, the stubborn limb and post thick ancle thus we
are alternately charmed, uncharmed, and charmed again.

The men on the contrary seem to think they cannot

cover themselves too much ; never do they expose the

arm uncovered, or the neck, the one propped up by a

thick wadding, and wrapped round with more yards of

muslin than would make a belle a robe; the other cover-

ed by the shirt, the arm of the under waistcoat and often

two coats in summer ; and in the driest weather you see

them equipped with boots, and the leg further warmed
by stockings and pantaloons beneath : the increase of heat

seems but to increase their garments, and thus out they

sally to their worship, with borrowed whiskers and pen-

cilled eyebrows.

How heartily must the approach of night or rather the

early hours of morning be welcomed by these self-made

martyrs of the day, when the women throw aside their

engines of torture, and the men their load of apparel for

the easy coverings of repose : there I leave them with

their goddess in sleep, if the uneasy slumberings of a

tyrant may be so called, seizing with avidity this inter-

val to murmur out my sentiments and detestation of

absolute power, and to implore your aid against the

usurper ; but I must hastily conclude for fear my whis-

perings should be heard by this wakeful sovereign, for

then my age would not protect me, and hoping for a

further consultation with you at another opportunity,

I remain your's devotedly

Senex.

3 o'clock in the morning.

TO*, it. "K
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THEATRICAL REVIEW.

Nullius addietus jurare in verba magistri j

Quo me cunque rapit tempestas deferor hosptt.

Lyceum.—The farce of " How to die for Love," ori-

ginally produced for the benefit of Miss Kelly, is taken

from one of the worst performances of Kotzebue,-entitled

the " Blind Geladin." Moderate as are the powers of

our contemporary dramatists, there is not one of them

who might not be ashamed of a production so totally

destitute of ingenuity in the construction of its plot, and

of vivacity in the composition of its dialogue. Captains

Blumenfield and Thalwick are both in love with Char-

lotte, who, unable to determine between them, declares

that they are to settle he matter between themselves,

and that he who can persuade the other to give up the

contest amicably shall receive her hand. The father

makes the condition still more specific by assuring them

that which ever can induce the other to overstep the

boundaries of his estate, has won her. All the bustle

therefore of the farce depends on the stratagem employed

by the contending lovers to outwit each other. Blumen-

field bribes Trap the servant of Thalwick to carry a letter

to his master, purporting to have arrived by the mail

from Thalwick' s mother, whom it describes to be on her

death-bed. Unfortunately, however, the old lady has

been dead ten years, and Thalwick ridicules the clumsy

artifice of his rival. In the mean time Thalwick gains

over Trick the servant of Blumen.field,and having been in-

formed by him that his master is dreadfully afraid of the

plague, disguises him as a German doctor, and thus ac-

companied, appeals to him for the truth of a long story

that he relates to Blumenfield, respecting the robbery of
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a bale of goods, and the communication of the infection

to the robber and his wife. Blumenfield wittily replies,

" There is, alas ! little doubt that we are both smitten

with an infectious disease, but the Smyrni cotton is not

the cause of it ; it is a pair of fine eyes that has thrown

us into a fever. Let your cabriolet be put up again, for

by heaven if the plague stared me in the face I would not

stir an inch. Try something else. Ha ! ha ! ha
!"

Scarcely has Blumenfield made his exit before Thai-

wick is met by a bricklayer, who informs him that Cap-

tain Blumenfield has given him a purse of gold to set his

brick-shed on fire. Blumenfield returns, and exhorts his

friend to hasten to the relief of the suffering victims of

conflagration, who live beyond the boundary. Thalwick

answers, with exquisite vivacity, " I'll tell you what, Blu-

menfield, my heart, charitable as it is, is likewise on fire,

and that's a flame that concerns me more nearly. I am,

sorry for your ducats, but if all the brick-sheds in the

neighbourhood were on fire I would not stir. Ha ! ha! ha'/*

At the beginning of the third act, Thalwick and Char-

lotte are left tete-a-tete. Trick enters, and not perceiving

Charlotte, informs him that his rival, Blumenfield, has

run away with the young lady across the land-mark, and

exhorts him to follow them. Blumenfield asks him if he

saw them himself, and the subjoined questions and re-

joinders, which afford a very favourable specimen of the

dialogue, take place.
<c With my own eyes, Sir, since you ordered me to

become a spy, I see and spy every thing. Miss Altorf

was taking a walk on the hill by the high road, the Cap-

tain lurking behind. Suddenly he rushed forward,

carried the young lady into the carriage, and off they set

as fast as the horses could trot.

" Blum. And of all this you were a quiet spectator,

*' Trick. What was I to do ? I hallowed out " Captain

Thalwick ! that's not fair," was going to seize the reins i

but he so flourished his whip over my shoulders, that

respect seized all my limbs. For heaven's sake, dear
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Master, make haste. Be off instantly, there's not a mo-

ment to be lost.

(C Blum. And did Charlotte make no resistance, did she

not scream out ?

" Trick. Not a sound or a sigh did she utter. Between

ourselves, Sir, I think it was a preconceited scheme.

" Blum. Is thsit true, Mis Altort?

" Charlotte, What ! Trick, did I not scream ?

" Trick. [Staring at her with his mouth opeu)I will not-po-

sitively pretend to say. Let's see. Ah dear ! now I

recollect the young lady screamed out so dreadfully, that

the Captain was obliged to drive her home again.

" Charlotte. Oh! he has brought me safe home again:

has he ? Thank you kindly, Mr. Trick. You see Captain

Blumenfield, what it is to scream out lustily, &c. &c."

Blumenfield now takes his friend aside, assures him

that he is resolved to return to his first love, a young,

beautiful, and rich heiress, whose father, the only obsta-

cle to their marriage,is lately dead, and requests the favor

of Thalwick's company as far as the boundary. His

friend appearing to acquiesce, he disguises Trap in his

own habiliments ; but Thaiwick suspecting some strata-

gem, engages Trickto supply his place, and the two ser-

vants drive over the boundary together,while their masters

each congratulating himself on the success ofhis stratagem

encounter each other, are mutually undeceived, and

enraged at their disappointment quarrel and fight.

Thaiwick fires and misses Blumenfield, who fires in his

turn. Thaiwick falls and exclaiming that he is dead, ex-

horts Blumenfield to escape. Blumenfield takes his advice

and passes the boundary. Of course Thaiwick is victo-

rious, and it then appears that all this contest of artifice

and stratagem was perfectly gratuitous, since Charlotte

bad all along given the preference to the successful rival.

Thaiwick and Charlotte are united, and the happy bride-

groom expresses his confidence th at he

" Shall living prove,

Joys earned by shewing, « how to die for love^'
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If this be a fair specimen of the German farce, as it is

now exhibited to the theatrical spectators of Berlin and

Vienna, we may congratulate the Kenneys and the OuU
tons od their evident superiority to their continental

rivals. An English entertainment, however frivolous,

inelegant, and insipid, does afford the auditors some idea

of individual character, and recall to their observation

the scenes and conversation of common life. The farce

of " Hit or Miss," with no other merit contains a spi-

rited satire on the passing foibles of the day, and exhibits

in Dick Cypher a personage easily recognized, and of

whom the most unobservant spectator can trace the re-

semblance. But in this abortive production there is nei-

ther character nor manners. Thalwick and Blumenfield

are undistinguishable from each other but by their names
;

Trick and Trap, the two servants, have as strong a re-

semblance as their masters, and Charlotte, a young fe-

male without passions, or habits, or peculiarities.

The dialogue might have been written for the puppets

of a ventriloquist, and had the speeches of Thalwick

and Trick been put into the mouths of Blumenfield

and Trap, no one would have disputed the justice ofthe

appropriation.

It gives us great pleasure to bear testimony to the con-

tinued improvement of Miss Kelly; a little more rouge,

and a little more animation, would render her person at-

tractive, and her acting excellent.

Before the appearance of our present number, Mr?.

Siddons will have taken her farewell of a public, that

has in her case, been amply repaid for whatever

praise it has bestowed on her great and various excellence.

Fame and fortune are the just rewards of talents so exal-

ted, and perseverance so continued as those which have

been displayed by this celebrated actress. For the love

of money, apparently the only objection that her enemies

are able to make against her private character, we do not

blame her ; the early experience of her profession mus'

have taught her that transcendant talents, in depe:
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dependence or indigence, are only the sources of misery

and debasement. Had she been the first tragic actress of

the age, but dependent on the managers, the respect of

her superiors, and the subservience of her equals, would

net have cheered her exit from the stage. Her prudence

hassecured her, in the decline of life, a retreat in which

her talents obtain their appropriate homage, and they who
admire the actress, are not ashamed to associate with the

woman. To speak of Miss Smith as the successor ofMrs.Sid-

dons, is the mere fatuity of venality. The individuals who
endeavour to pay their court to that respectable actress,

forget that by eulogiums so fulsome and extravagant,

they betray the motives by which they are influenced-.

Miss Smith is with all her exertions and excellence

a second rate performer compared with her to whom the

English stage has owned no equal.

It is to be feared that the fortunes of the brother have

declined in proportion to the successful progress of the

sister, and that the share of John Kemble in Covent-Gar-

den Theatre, has been partly sacrificed to the Equestrian

Mania of the principal proprietor. We should be glad to

hear that it was his intention to retire altogether, but if he

resolved to turn a deaf ear to the advice of Horace " Solve

Se?iescenem, &;c. we shall be happy to witness his appear-

ance on the boards of Drurv.

W. N. Jeiies, Printer, No, 5, Newgate-street, tgndeti,
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Our Albany correspondent is requested to favor us with a

continuation of his entertaining observations.

The remarks on the appearance of Lady M. at the Chapel-

royal, are expressed in terms of animadversion too dangerous

to permit their insertion, even supposing the circumstances on

which they bear to be correctly stated.

Our postponement of several articles is solely occasioned by

our endeavour to accommodate their publication to the urgency

of the public demand. When nobody speaks, or thinks of Mr.

B. why should we persevere in our intention of disclosing his

impositions on the public credulity ?

The hints of our correspondents are at all times acceptable,

but it is impossible to reply distinctly to every individual who

may favour us with his communications. Care and correctness

are as necessary qualifications in a useful correspondent as ge-

nius and information.

We have endeavoured to render personal satire an incidental

rather than a prominent feature of the Scourge ; not as W. W,
supposes, because we are aware of its improper tendency, but

because we wish to draw the attention of our readers to more

interesting and more useful subjectf

.

The pamphlet of Joanna Southcote, addressed to " Mr,

Hewson Clarke, late of Emanuel College, Cambridge, Edi*

tor of the Scourge," shall be attended to.







THE

SCOURGE.
AUGUST 1, 1812,

VACCINE QUACKERY

MR. EDITOR,

In the year 1803, the Royal Jennerian Society issued

from their central-house in Salisbury Square, a very cu-

rious piece, entitled " A comparative View of the Effects

on Individuals and Society between the Small-pox and

Cow-pox," emblazoned with seven tablets and labels, in

the manner of a schoolrboy's writing-piece. After the

publication of the Serious Reasons for objecting to Vac-

cination, in which this shameful practice was exposed,

the prints were called in, and the copper-plate destroyed

:

Some few, however, remained in the hands of a family,

where one of the children was unfortunately a victim to

the experiment, and as every thing has since proved the

reverse of what is asserted in that comparative view, this

manner of burlesquing that artful and designing attempt

to mislead the unwary, has been thought a proper sub-

ject for your publication ; that the remote counties where
the Scourge is read, may be informed that since it has

been proved Dr. Jenner inoculated his own child with

small-pox, and kept it a secret for ten years, and such

fatal consequences have resulted from the experiment, the

practice has ceased in the metropolis, or is confined to the

followers of Rowland Hill.

Attempts were made in Gloucestershire, the county
where the discoverer resided, to form an association

among the faculty for the support of cow-pox, but the
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son of a gentleman of fortune in the county, who had

been cow-poxed by Dr. Jenner, happening to fall danger-

ously ill of the natural sniail-pox, soon after Lord Gros-

venor's son, not more than 1001. were subscribed, and the

central station which was to have been at Cheltenham is

entirely given up. The burlesque is therefore dedicated

to that association.

On a sarcophagus lies a sick cow, and Time, who is

represented as short, is cutting her head off with his scythe,

the inscription recording, that Vaccine expired on April-

fool's day.

A cornucopia pours forth the publications which issued

from the press in favor of the practice, and which lie on

a bed of roses ; and another, the diseases which result

from it, and which have sometimes terminated in death,

as in the families of Mr. Watts, Mr. Haslam, Captain

Butts, and others.

The tablets are not so numerous as in the original,

being only four. The first alludes to the resolution

agreed on, among that nondescript class of beings, called

inen-midwives.

The second is a copy of one from the Jennerian school-

piece, alluding to the genuine and spurious sorts, and to

the 30001. a year allowed by parliament to carry on the

job.

The third is also borrowed from the same source,*

barely reversing the inscription.

And the fourth speaks for itself.

As to the stage scene. We need say little to explain

the wit of it. The broad boards have been very active in

falsifying the reports made to the House of Commons

;

the Harleyan orators are selected forpall-bearers,the pre-

sident mourns the loss of his annuity, and the groupe

who follow are some of those charitably disposed persons,

male and female, who have been persuaded to subscribe

liberally, and to practice, by the safety and security held

forth in the various addresses and reports, of the vaccine

societie?,,
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Considering how much money has been expended, how
much mischief has been propagated, and how much
doubt and uncertainty remains, we may call upon the

College of Physicians to know their positive opinion on

the security or fallacy of the experiment, as well to ex-

plain why the discoverer, placed over them as director

of their present vaccine institution, by order of the House

ofCommons, was dismissed from their board, and Mr,

Moore appointed in his room.

The falling down of the college,with the flag of Broad-

hums for ever, is prophetic of what may be expected ;

for the quack doctor of forty years advertising prac-

tice, is now actually admitted a student of physic un-

der some members of the College of Physicians, teachers

of medicine at the anatomical theatre in Windmill-street.

Your distant readers may doubt such intelligence, but

they will find on enquiry that any difficulties may be

subdued in the metropolis if they bring up money enough,

for as the quacks find it so easy to become regulars, so

the regulars find it very lucrative to become quacks :

the placebo in physic, and the operation in surgery, are

their chief aim ; the doctors have found the art and mys-

tery of not killing their patients, and the surgeons seem

to have forgotten the art of curing.

Celsus.

MR. COBBETT.

The popularity of William Cobbett has been long and

gradually declining, even among those of his partizans,

who " forgetting the man in the principle," assembled on

a late occasion to celebrate his release from prison ; nor

is it easy for an impartial enquirer to review his writings

with attention, without confessing the justice of this re-

volution in the public sentiment. It is not our purpose
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however to enter into a renewed exposition of the various

acts of apostacy and inconsistency that have marked the

successive steps of his career; how often he has retracted

and re-asserted the same opinions, or how suddenly he

has, on various occasions, abandoned those principles he

had most maturely adopted and most earnestly supported.

It may not be useless, however, to remind our readers,

that though he ascribes the change in his views of men
and persons to reflection, discussion, observation, and

the agency of time, his opinions on the subject of the

Americans and the American policy underwent in the

course of a single week, a total and unexpected revolu-

tion; that the sentiments he now disavows as the result

of immature and hasty observation were declared by him,

on their first promulgation, to be the offspring of patient

thought and long experience ; that at twenty he was a

loyalist, at thirty a revolutionist, in a subsequent period

of his life a loyalist again, and that he has now returned

to his original profession. Leaving his inconsistencies,

therefore, and his apostacies to the future consideration

of the reader, we shall devote our attention to his con-

duct as a sufferer under legal persecution, and to the de-

fence that he has made against the charge of deserting the

cause of which he had been regarded as the martyr.

On the 9th of July, the day on which the meeting took

place, the following " address" intended to be published

in the Political Register, but afterwards withdrawn, was

inserted in the Times*

" To the readers of the Register.

" As I never have written merely for the sake of gain,

and as I have always held it to be a base act to write

upon political subjects, or more correctly speaking to

take a part in the war of politics merely with a view to

emolument, or the means of a livelihood, I cannot of

course, after what has taken place, think it proper, let

the pecuniary loss be what itmay,to continue any longer

this publication ; and, therefore with this present number,,
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which alsoconcludesthevolume,Iputanendtoit for ever.

I hardly think that any statement of my reasons fordoing

this, can be necessary to any body, for it must be manifest

that if the work were continued it would not be what it

has been, and of course it would no longer meet with the

approbation of those by whom it has hitherto been ap-

proved of. It is manifest that if continued it must take

quite a new tone and manner, nay, that its matter must
also be changed ; that in short it must be totally different

to what it has hitherto been, and therefore those who have

most highly valued its existence, must of course be the

most desirous that it should now cease to exist.

" I know that there nevertheless will be enough per-

sons to say that I have deserted the caust > but I shall ask

whose cause? It is, I presume, meant the cause of the

public, or the people, or the country; give it what name
you please. Well, if the putting a stop to this work be

an injury to the country, let it be recollected, that it is

the country itself who have condemned me."

In allusion to this letter containing this document, and

in refutation of the conclusions that had been drawn from

its publication, Mr. Cobbett declared in his opening

speech at the late meeting of his friends, that as far as it

accused him of any slavish and corrupt motive, it was a

tissue of falsehoods. "The advertisement then inserted,

(he says) w7as sent for insertion in the Register a short

time before I was sent to prison. It expresses my design

not to continue the publication of the Register, because

—what ? Not because I had repented any thing I had

done or said, but because I was apprehensive that I could

not exercise the same liberty I had heretofore enjoyed^

and because I would not consent to lower the tone I had

heretofore held. (Repeated cheers.) The substance of that

advertisement is the same as I had intended to have pub-

lished in the newspapers ; it was written on Wednesday,

I beg you to bear the dates in mind, at Botley, seventy

miles distant, and was transmitted from thence to Lon-

don, After it had been put into the post on reflection
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by Mr. Finnerty and myself (who was with me and will

bear testimony to the truth of my statement) we determin-

ed on the following day that since it might be construed

into an abandonment of the cause, it would be better

that it should not be inserted, at least until the court of

King's Bench had pronounced upon me the sentence it

chose to inflict. On Thursday, therefore, it was resolved

that Mr. Finnerty should proceed to London to stop the

publication, as no answer cotild be received in time by the

post. He did so: so that it is impossible that my conduct

could have been influenced by any consideration of the

consequences that might result to my person or property."

And again, in the course of the evening, in reply to Mr.

Collier, he observed that he was accused of two charges :

first, that he had not agreed to an open subscription, but

that he had contrived to accomplish the same object in an

indirect way. On this charge he commented at some

length, and proceeded to state "that having been a private

soldier he had been enabled by the exertion of his own
mind, to realize any property which he now possessed.

He thanked no man for this, not even the public. He
did not even say in his advertisement that he would thank

any one who would buy his book ; but if he had a right

to sell his own property, he presumed to think he had

answered this part of the charge."

" The second charge," he continued, " was that after

conviction he had intended to give up the publication of

the Register. This he had already explained. He surely

had a right to discontinue his Register if he was inclined.

He had not contracted with the public to continue it for

any particular period. Supposing he had made,according

to his own ideas, a sufficient sum of money to enable him

to cease from labouring any further, surely he had a right

to do so. The bare circumstance of his discontinuing

his publication, therefore, could have nothing in it what-

ever. If he had indeed made it a condition of his pu-

nishment being remitted or mitigated ; if he had made a

proposition agreeing to discontinue his Register, if he
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Attorney-general would remit his punishment, or if he

had even acceded to such a proposition, when made to

him, then he would have abandoned his principle.

This however he utterly denied. He denied distnctly

that he had ever made such a proposition, that such a

proposition had ever been made to him, that he had ever

entertained such an idea, or had ever even thought of it."

Now, before p. oceeding to the more important ques-

tion at issue between Mr. Cobbett and his adversaries, it

may not be entirely useless to make a few observations

on the secondary points of his defence. He says that he

is indebted for what he has gamed to the exertion of his

own mind ; he thanks no one ; not even the public—" he

did not even say in his advertisement that he thanked any

one who would buy his books." If Mr. Cobbett, however,

did not hold out the expectation of his thanks to the

purchasers of his Registers ; then the beggar who ex-

claims, " God bless your honor/' in return for a half-

penny, expresses no sentiment* of gratitude for your do-

nation. In the course of his address he dwells on the

miseries of imprisonment, recalls the attention of the

reader to his wife and family, assures him that the sale

of his back sets would be to him a great convenience,

and be the means of giving ease to his mind ; and talks

in a pathetic strain of the uncertainty of life, and the

prospect of pecuniary distress. If this be not the lan-

guage of supplication, then the language of the common
pauper is the language of dignified independance: and if

Mr. Cobbett could descend to the accents of supplication,

without entertaining at the moment any sentiments of

prospective gratitude, the expertness of his literary so*

phistry is only equalled by the obduracy of his heart.

The loftiness of tone assumed on this occasion, and his

bold and positive disavowal of any obligation to that

public which has so strenuously tncouraged, and so libe-

rally rewarded his personal and literary labours, are inju-

dicious, in as far as they presuppose success to be indi-

cative of merit, .and deserve the reprobation of the
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community as they evince a total absence of those

generous and manly feelings which embellish the inter-

course of domestic life, and bind together in closer bonds

the connections of political society. Mr. Cobbett

must have the good sense to observe that thousands

of his neighbours and his friends owe their elevation

from indigence and obscurity to wealth and eminence,

to the fortuitous concurrence of circumstances, to the

weakness as much as to the discernment of their sup-

porters, and to the temporary operation of popular enthu-

siasm. We do not mean to say that this has been the

case with Mr. Cobbett ; but it may be useful to remind him
by an appeal to that common observation of human life

which is within the power of every individual, how fre-

quently success is the reward of wickedness and folly,

and how often distress and disappointment accompany
the labours of the virtuous, the able, and the industrious.

Mr. Cobbett is too apt to remind us of his having risen

from the ranks, of his having been the architect ofhis own
fortune, and ofhis personal independance ofthe attachment

to his friends. Hisgrounds at Botley are the continual theme
of his discourse, and his possession of a fortune for which
*' he is indebted to no man," the continual subject of self-

congratulation. But in proportion to the value of such pos-

sessions, should be the feelings of respect with which he

looks up to that public from which they have been derived.

It is true that the purchasers of his Register, consult at first

their own gratification in its perusal ; but when an indivi-

dual like Mr. Cobbett becomes the literary partizan of
a numerous body of individuals, they become in time to

be held together by other relations than those which can
be measured by pounds, shillings, and pence; the person

of-the individual becomes an object of interest, and he
himself is excited to greater and more worthy exer-

tions by a determination to reward their confidence.

What should we think of a performer on the stage, who
i# his farewell address should inform his audience that
c
t he was well aware, that they paid for tfeeir tickets to
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piease themselves, and not to assist him: that in coming

to the theatre they only consulted their own gratification,

that he had owed the applause with which he had been

so frequently greeted, and the fortune he possessed to his

own exertions, and he therefore thanked no individual,

noteveri the public?" We should call him an impudent
unfeeling braggadocio, equally destitute of prudence and

sensibility. The mode of reasoning adopted by Mr.
Cobbett would relieve him as effectually from the weight

of obligation to his Crown and Anchor guests, as from
the pressure of gratitude to his readers. He might say on
this occasion with as much truth and propriety as mark-
ed his reasoning on the other. " You come here, gentle-

men, to please yourselves, to gratify your curiosity, to

hear a speech ; or to eat your pudding and drink your
wine ; gratitude in me, therefore, is out of the question :

I thank none of you." Yet in a strange spirit of incon-

sistency, he exclaims, " If I wanted any tie to bind me
faster in the cause of liberty, that motive I trust would be

found in the gratitude I shall always feel for the honor

you have done me."

Had Mr. Cobbett defended his projected abandonment

of the Register, exclusively on the fear he entertained

lest he should not be able to conduct it in its usual tone

-and manner, the reasonableness of such a fear would

have been the only subject of consideration with his

friends. But when he claims the right and avows the

intention of making the publication of his Register, a

matter simply of pecuniary convenience, he deprives

himself of one great source of pleasure to his readers, and

of benefit to his own interests and exertions. Much of

the pleasure communicated to the readers of his Regis-

ter is derived from the earnestness of his manner, and the

persuasion impressed upon us by that earnestness, of his

zeal for the cause in which ho is engaged, and his con-

•

viction of the importance as well as the correctness of the

arguments that he wishes to enforce. We participate in

his enthusiasm 3 we contemplate in the ardent and elo-
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quent journalist, an individual who communicates to

others the animation with which he is himself inflamed,

and congratulate the cause in which he is engaged, on the

effects that may hereafter be produced by the persevering

exertions of so ableand vigorous a champion. But when
the illusion is dissipated, and we are taught by the indi-

vidual himself to regard the object of our former admi-

ration in the light of an interested scribbler for gain,

who will support the cause of- which he is the advocate, so

long as it is a source of emolument and no longer ; when
he openly confesses that his most eloquent passages and

his most pathetic appeals to the passions of his country-

men, are the effusions of a writer who feels no interest in

the cause, but as it is profitable to himself, our admiration

of his patriotism is converted into wonder at his cupidity ;

and the sentences that formerly awoke the fervor of patriot-

ism, and revived within our bosoms the feelings and the

principles of Britons, are viewed with apathy and disgust,

as the studied and mercenary paragraphs of a journeyman

politician. There is no object of human contemplation

more hateful or contemptible than the pretended patriot^

who regulates the degree of his exertion in the cause of

freedom by the amount of his pecuniary gains, and is only

eloquent because he is mercenary.

Such are the reflections that naturally suggest themselves

on a review of Mr. Cobbett's defence, even admitting the

correctness ofhis assertion that he had never made" the dis-

continuing ofhis Register a condition ofhis punishment be-

ing remitted or mitigated." Yet what is the true meaning

of the address in which he had intended to announce the

termination of his labours ? Was there any thing in the

air of Newgate that could subdue the energy of his mind,

or any thing in the nature of his punishment that could

change the tone and manner of his essays ? His commit-

tal to Newgate might possibly have appeared to him an

obstacle to great and various exertion, but it could not

subject him to the necessity (not merely of lowering his

tone, as he insinuates in his speech,) but of " giving it" i
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** quite new tone or manner.''
1 He must have contemplated,

therefore, the possibility of his punishment being altoge-

ther remitted, on condition of adopting a quite new tone

or manner, or in other words of changing his principles;

and he hoped by a kind of middle course to mollify the

administration without entailing upon himself unmitigat-

ed and insurmountable disgrace. Unless the abandon-

ment of the Register was intended as an experiment, how
can we account for its subsequent continuation ? by what

new lights was he able to discover in the course of a

week after the recal of his address from the newspapers,

that he should be enabled, even in Newgate, to continue

the Register, without" making it up'* of new matter, or

conducting it in a " quite different tone or manner ? " The
fair conclusion on his conduct is this: that he flattered

himself with hopes both before and after his sentence, of

a proposition from the government, that he vacillated

some time between his anxiety to compromise his prin-

ciples for his safety, and his unwillingness to relinquish

the Register without some assurance in return ; and after

having lain perdu three weeks, and without receiving

any overture from the ministers, he was at once enabled

to discover that confinement within the walls of New-
gate was so far from rendering it necessary to conduct the

Register in quite a new tone and manner, that it gave him
peculiar facilities of composition, and would enable him
to supply his readers with a double portion of political

sustenance.*

We have purposely abstained in the preceding obser-

vations from any reference to the assertions contained in

the second letter to the editor of the Times. It is but

fair to afford Mr. Cobbett an opportunity of reply ; and if

it be true, that he did make, through the medium of Mr.

Reeves, a proposal to withdraw his Register on condition

of having his punishment remitted, it would add nothing

to our conviction of his guilt, though it might aggravate

* See the three blank Registers immediately previous to his com-

mitment, and the preface to his first Wednesday number*
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its enormity ; nor can any additional evidence of his utter

destitution of all correct principle, and his insensibility

to shame, be required by those who compare the assertion

in the first line of the address that he had never written

merely for the sake of gain, with that part of his defence

in which he makes the pursuit of gain the only object and

criterion of his actions.

HORACE TWISS, ESQ.

Farewell Address spoken by Mrs. Siddons on leaving the

stage.

£S He may bestride the Gossamer

That idles in the wanton summer air,

And yet not fall,

—

so light is vanity !

Shakespeare.

Mr. Editor,

With a proper contempt of hoaxing, I seldom care to

read a newspaper, and never think of walking to West-

bourne Green to give Miss Patty Wilkinson a guinea* for

* No one would of course (as it was provided) go through the or-

deal of an introduction to Mrs^ Siddons's protegee, who carved out

the theatre and distributed the favors, i, e. place?, and pay the com-

mon fare of 7s. Whether a letter of recommendation was necessary,

does not appear ; but I know a family that made a personal applica-

tion for seats, without one, and failed. This management reminds

me hi same measure of a strange piece of quackery (ifanysortof

quackery can he strange} in London. A lady lately informed me
that she went in her carriage to a milliner's in Bond-street, and pro-

ceeded to the shew room, when a very finely ornamented dame, (a

kind of animated lay figure) stopt her progress of examination by

enquiring ** whether §he had any letter of introduction ?" My fair

friend replied,** none, but the desire ofmaking a purchase, and the

means of paying for it."" Then," said the queen of Tiffany,*' you must

permit me to order the bell to be rung for your carriage," and

ihewed her down stairs.
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an admission, when a seven shilling piece is almost too

much for me: therefore I should not in all probability

have ever seen or heard this " address," had not the au-

thor kindly circulated printed copies of it, in the form of

a letter, one of which has fallen into my hands.

It is, I confess, very well written for Mr. Twiss, better

jndeed than I expected; for having read his poem, called

" St. Stephens's Chapel" the most extraordinary tissue of

dullness and doggrel that ever crossed me, I had given him

up as one utterly disclaimed by the Muses—here, it is

true, there is the same lack of invention, imagery, and

fancy, but he has improved in his versification, and for

what looks like poetry is indebted in some instances to

the exertion of a better taste in selection and imitation.

The only point appears in a single line : she

" Is now the mourner, she but seemed before ;

151

which has been a sure card ever since, " alas I am no

actor here !" I shall not stop to admire Mr. Twiss's " ten-

drils," " bewildering visions"

—

n hues of truth"—", morn"

ing dreams" and " melting spills"—as all who love Rosa

Matilda will duly appreciate them. Having done with

the sun, he comes to the moon, and here I could wish for

a little of his twilight. Speaking of Mrs. Siddons's me-

mory, he says, it shall

" lend to later life a safer tone,

A moonlight tint, a lustre of her own,n

Now I am at a loss to comprehend this pleasure of

memory, described as a " moonlight tint :" I know there's

a pleasure in madness, which none but mad folks feel;

but surely we are not to understand that he anticipates

an old age of lunacy, and if he means any thing else by

his moonshine, the secret is at present his own exclusive

property.

Still I repeat that the " address" is very well for Mr,

Twiss ; but why should he, like Mrs. S. tell us of resign-

ing his" melting spell?" why " breathe his longfo's last

farewell ?" for such are his givings out in print.
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This address is forsooth the last of his addresses to the
Muse (much injured virgin!) and severer labours (more
successful too let's hope) arc henceforth to consume his-

oil. But say, I prythee, Sir, how is it that the public are

interested in this amphibious gentleman's serio-comical

pursuits ? It appears to me that they care not a rnaravedi

about the mixture, unless perchance they entertain some
fearful doubts about his keeping his word. To hear what
swells him into this consequence, let us read a list of his

handy works :

1. As editor of the Beau Monde, long naked essays on
fashionable dress. (Anon.)

2. St. Stephens's Chapel, by Horatius.

3. Haifa dozen ballads to Scotch airs, by Horace Twiss,

Esq.

4. An address, by ditto.*

Then as King Arthur exclaimed to a former ghost,

the great and worthy ancestor of all the Twisses Gaffer

Thumb :
" Why no more ! or why so much T

Cork, Orrery.

To Mr. DTSRAELL

Sir,-

The Literary Fund was avowedly established to encou-

rage and promote the interests of literature by relieving

the necessities of its professors, without the indelicacy or

ostentation of public charity. On the recurrence of every

anniversary festival,the laureatof the institution proclaims"

its liberality to "merit," that 4S while it owns its sorrows

feels no shame," and celebrates the beneficence that dis-

penses the gifts of fortune " with liberal hand in solemn

and in secret consciousness." On the modesty or pro-

priety of listening to such eulogies, if they be truth^ it

* And three or four essays in Cumberland's Review*—Editor*
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is not my present purpose to enlarge ; but the flagrant

and shameless violation of every nope held out to the

public, and every pledge that had been given to the

world of literature, so frequently and strikingly exem-
plified in the " Calamities of Authors./' -require the in-

dignant animadversion of every individual connected how-
ever remotely with the press, or attached by any tie how-
ever feeble or incidental to the interests of learning or be-

nevolence.

In narrating the history of an unfortunate author you
inform your readers that you have seen too many letters

addressed to the Literary Fund, to be much surprized at

the complaintsof the individual alluded to: in a note on

De Lolme you inform us that he was more than once

indebted to the benevolence of the Literary Fund ; in your

life of Heron you lay before your readers the statement

of his case, drawn up in a moment of distress and de-

spondency, and transmitted under an implied obligation

of secresy to the authorized officers of the fund; and on

various occasions you are anxious to excite our interest in

your future labours, by hunting out the stores of curious

information which you may be enabled to draw from

the same repository. Now, Sir, it is not unreasonable or

uncharitable to ask, whether when you published the

humiliating confessions, and the confidential or secret

applications of the petitioners to the Literary Fund, you

did not reflect or were not aware, tnat you became the

instrument of violating the solemn pledges held out by

the managers of the institution, to the unfortunate indi-

viduals who were reduced by the vicissitudes of fortune

to, supplicate their compassion? It surely must have

occurred to you on your first admission to the registers

of the society, that you were indebted for that privilege

to a dereliction on the part of its officers of every gentle-

manly and honorable feeling : and when you committed

the result of your enquiries to the press, it is difficult to

conceive that you were not aware how much the act of

publication enhanced the guilt of the original impro-

YOU IV, j?
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priety. You must have known that the society professes

to receive the statements of its petitioners and to relieve

their distresses in confidential silence ;
you must have

been aware that by examining its registers you were com-

mitting an -act of impertinent obtrusion, and indelicate

curiosity, and could not publish the documents of which

you had obtained possession, without reflecting that you

were opening a new source of shame, repentance, and

anxiety to the class of the community of which you have

affected to deplore the calamities.

If Mr. D'Israeli be admitted to the registers of the so-

ciety, why may they not be exhibited to half the literary

world ? and what security is granted to the unfortunate

author who has supplicated in secret the aid of the so-

ciety, that his distresses and his humiliations shall not be

communicated to the majority of his literary associates,

or to the very friend from whom be most wishes to con-

ceal his misfortunes and his embarrassments ? Under

such circumstances of suspicion a man of sensibility will

sink without appeal into the arms of death or despair, or

will welcome the approach of charity with a ten-fold feel-

ing of shame and humiliation. It is evident that you are

acquainted with the amount and application- of the so-

ciety's disbursements ; and which of the applicants for its

benevolence was aware, till the publication of your
*' Calamities," that he was unbosoming his feelings, and

laying open his necessities to Mr. D'Israeli ?

For the admission of unofficial individuals therefore to

the books of the society, or for the acceptance of that

privilege, no appearance of apology can be made ; but in

defence of the publication of the documents contained in

your work, it may be asserted that all the melancholy

disclosures they include, are posthumous, and are justifi-

able because they are innocent. But admitting that such

discoveries were harmless in themselves, such an apology

will not expiate the guilt of the society. The objects of

its benevolence have no reason to expect the posthumous

publication of their statements at the time of making
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ifctitri, but every reason to expect the contrary. If its direc-

tors do no positive harm, they are guilty of a breach of

faith. They assume the merit of secret benevolence that

they may afterwards proclaim their charities to the world,

and sympathize in appearance with genius in distress, that

they may at some future opportunity expose it in its mo-

ments of supplication to the gaze of unhallowed curiosity*

But independent of the effect that your example may
produce on the minds of those literary individuals, who
have reason to dread, or may hereafter experience the ap-

proaches of adversity; something is due to the fame of

the individual, and something to his surviving relatives.

If a Heron or a Watson be reduced by adversity to lay

before the Literary Fund a humiliating statement of his

wants, its publication, at a future period, can only gratify

the curiosity of the literary lounger at the expence of

inevitable pain to his w.idow or his children. Nor if he

has left behind him only the shadow of a name, would an

individual of education and of sensibility, look on without

emotion while the memory of the dead wns insulted by
the direct violation of those promises that had cheered

the gloom of misfortune, or the open and gratuitous ex-

posure of all that during his cheerless existence he had

endeavoured to conceal from others, and to obliterate

from his own remembrance.

Loiidon, July 20th, Justus*

THE DUKE OF CAMBRIDGE, VAUXHALL,
AND SURRY MAGISTRATES.

Sir,

The triumph of the saints over that portion ofthe com-

munity which does not regard festivity as synonimous with

wickedness, or an indulgence in occasional relaxation as

inconsistent witU purity ofmanners and rectitude of prin-
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ciple, has just been completed by the declaration of his

Royal Highness the Duke of Cambridge, that incom-

pliance with the solicitation of the magistrates, he has

withdrawn his patronage from the masquerade at Vaux-

hall, and that he will not sanction Mr. Barrett in any

attempt to obtain a licence for that species of amuse-

ment. These are virtuous tunes, Mr. Editor, and it

must be highly gratifying to the friends of government

to observe the readiness with which a distinguished

member of the royal family comes forward to dis-

countenance an amusement, that by any possibility

may be subversive of decorum or morality. How
ardently must the other members of the royal

fraternity sympathize in the virtuous intrepidity

of the ci-devant alumnus of Gottingen ? With what

enthusiastic emotions must a Cumberland behold his

alertness in the cause of conjugal honor, and a Clarence

regard the ardor of his enmity against vulgar " indiscre-

tion." The Duke of Cambridge was fully impressed

with the importance of his example to the virtue and

good order of society : he knew that the conduct of

princes should be guided not only by the desire of indi-

vidual happiness but by a reference to the general

interests of mankind : that to discourage vice is in them,

a duty not less paramount than to practice virtue ; and

that in all, the relations of life it becomes them to act, as

the models of imitation to the husband, the father, and

the friend.

But if such be the merits that we gladly ascribe to the

duke himself, in what terms shall we express our gra-

titude for the exertions of those virtuous and enlightened

characters, who first began this war of royalty and god-

liness with the sinful proprietor of these satanic gardens?

Rowland Hill, lift up thy eyes and behold the goodliest

of thy chosen people advancing in the work ! Ye babes

of grace who inhabit the vicinage of Artillery-street and

BarronVbuildings ; who would rather steal than trust

your persons within the walls of the Surrey theatre, and
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with whom the heinous sin of reading a Sunday news-

paper is more to be deprecated than the crime of mur-

der, look up, and wonder at the piety of your magis-

trates ! who permit within the immediate sphere of

their jurisdiction, the most shameless and most dis-

graceful exhibitions of human depravity to shock the

eye and corrupt the morals of the passengers, while they

bow down with their collective strength the manager of

a scene of public amusement, that has always been the

resort of the gay and the young, which affords no com-

parative facilities to criminality, and to- which the vir-

tuous can only be led by their own inclinations. Wick-

edness will always discover facilities of gratifications

and the purity of innocence be liable in every situation,

and under every circumstauce, to the contamination of

immorality ; but it was reserved for the worthy magis-

trates of the Tabernacle to suffer the most disgusting

licentiousness to obtrude itself on the public notice

where it must be.seen, and where it might be suppressed,

while their united efforts were directed to the suppression

of an amusement, over which their cognizance was more

than problematical, and which only demands the atten-

tion of voluntary wsitors.

According to the old fashioned principles of rectitude,

the conduct of the Surry magistrates would have been

stigmatized as combining the most detestable hypocrisy

with the most inexcusable negligence. It would have

been said that the individuals intrusted with authority,

who can suffer the decorum of the sabbath to be violated,

by a motley concourse of youths and prostitutes; who
look on with unconcern, while boys of sixteen and fe-

male infants assemble in groups of from thirty to forty

on a Sunday evening at the corner of Artillery-street, and

practice in the public ways, all the preliminaries to sex-

ual intercourse; who remain inactive while innumerable

prostitutes from Dover-street to York-street, expose

themselves at their windows, in a state of nature, to the

gaze of the virgin and the stripling, and who only come
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forward in the cause of order and morality, when their

interference is. likely to become a matter of public con-

versation; it would have been said, I repeat, of such men,

that they were either the most detestable hypocrites,

or the weakest of well meaning drivellers. In former

times the wisdom as well as the sincerity of these pro-

ceedings would have become the objects of enquiry ;

it would have been observed, that to be disguised wiil

not facilitate, in the gardens themselves, the commission

of any criminality that might not be effected under the

usual circumstances ; that if the danger of assignations be

the chief object of magisterial anxiety, assignations can

be made any where, and that accommodations are to be

obtained in London without the necessity of a visit to

Lambeth.

In this enlightened age, however, fanaticism obtains

the honors of genuine piety: and the abuse of the amuse-

ments and relaxations of social life is adduced in decisive

evidence against their limited pursuit. The magis-

trates, therefore, will applaud themselves, and be ap-

plauded by their fanatical admirers, while the determi-

nation of the Duke of Cambridge will be the theme of

eulogy to every religious scribbler in the evangelical
i

magazines. Yet it might have been supposed that

masquerades would have been equally the objects of

encouragement to the prince and the magistrates : dis-

guise is equally necessary in the religious and political

world, and the freeholders of Surry can testify that strange

habits are extremely prevalent among the guardians and

administrators of their police.

- When a low adventurer, distinguished originally for

the petty arts by which he gained a subsistence, with

half a dozen alias's affixed to his name, suddenly be-

comes the champion of social order and regulated free-

dom ; assumes in his writings the tone of indignant

virtue, and in his magisterial capacity the deportment of

a
,

puritanical and rigorous assertor of the laws;

while he declaims in his monthly essays in the most
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servile language that a parasite of power can employ, and

exhibits in his conduct to his inferiors the most inflexible

intolerance ; when in short the selfish and servile merce-

nary assumes the garb and manners of a guardian of the

people, what is he in fact but a principal performer in a

general masquerade ?

When a profligate and abandoned female worn out

with dissipation and debauchery, yet retaining in her

declining age the passions of youth ; and retaining as the

visitors of her magnificent mansion, a crowd of needy

but youthful adventurers, whose necessities she relieves,

in proportion to their readiness to gratify her libidinous

desires, is proclaimed by the venal writers of the day,

to be a generous* liberal, and virtuous woman, the model

of manners and the example of virtue, in what character

do her flatterers appear but that of masquerade dressers,

who have a store of habits adapted to all ages and condi-

tions; in which the harlot shall personate a virgin, and

the profligate assume the severe and chastening Virtue

of a censor ?

When a needy and unprincipled vagrant, taking ad-

vantage of the generous and independant spirit of a great

nation, and anxious to convert its just prepossessions in

favor of their militaiy defenders, to his private benefit,

comes forward in the disguise of patriotism, and with a

deportment 'of external candor, to claim from his country-

men the reward of talent and intrepidity in a good < Stise \

while his conscience tells him that to accomplish his

purpose he has descended to the most flagrant perjuries i

what is he doing but acting a part in the general mas-^

' querade of politics ; and obtaining by the splendor of

his habit, a general acclamation of applause whiqh gives

place to disgust and detestation, as soon as he is deprived

of his mask and domino, and exposed to the fair obser-

vation of the world ?

It may well be doubted, therefore, whether the royal

and reverend individuals, who have come forward to

oppose or discountenance the Vauxhall masquerade, are
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performing an act more wise or useful, than the erasure

of a solitary word in the poems of Rochester, or the*

transportation to a friendly country, of a person affected

with the plague. If evil be so predominant, that the

masquerade must be of necessity a scene of iniquity,

then it can only be obstructed at one point of our moral

constitution, to rage with tenfold virulence elsewhere.

I still hope, however, that their power is not commen-
surate with their zeal, and that we shall yet have an

opportunity of laughing at each other undisturbed by

the suppressors. Should the event be consonant with my
wishes, it will be an act ofjustice in the great, the noble,

and the wealthy, to testify their opinion of the late inter-

ference by their presence. In this case as the choice of

characters is the chief difficulty encountered by the vi-

sitors, and no time is to be lost, permit me to offer my
assistance in their arrangement and adjustment.

A pair of innocents—The Duke of C— and

Lady X.

Page of the back-stairs—Lord V.

Plague or pestilence—Lord Castlereagh.

Intolerance in aflame colour—Lord E .

Sin and death—Lady and Lord A
A. quack doctor with catholic panacea—Mr. Canning.

Janus—Lord Moira.

As for Mr. Sheridan if he be sober, he will be suffici-

ently disguised.

Yours, &c.

LEIGH HUNT.
« f We certainly shall not think of descending to anything like a

level with Mr. CobbetL

Examiner, July 12*

James Henry Leigh Hunt has long been remarkable
for the ludicrous airs of self-importance that characterise

his newspaper compositions, and we naturally suspected*
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that the natural progress of vanity would launch into

some ludicrous exhibition of his weakness as open and

deplorable as that which he has just committed. And
what are the splendid merits, and the mighty labours that

claim for their possessor, and their author, the admira-

tion of the community ? The composition of four volumes

of a respectable Sunday newspaper! When a boy at the

Blue-coat school, like many other little boys, he indited

verses, and unlike many other little boys, he was so

foolish as to publish them. His Juvenilia are now for-

gotten. Their publication was succeeded by the compo-

sition of theatricals lor the News, and his quarrel with

the proprietors of that paper, by the establishment of the

Examiner: a journal of which the theatricals are nearly

on a level with those in the Times, and the political ar-

ticles display greater elegance ofcomposition than usually

distinguishes the Sunday newspapers. Now, allow him

all the praise that he deserves; let it be admitted that he

is an ingenious dramatic critic, and that his style is ele-

gant and correct, though deformed by affectation, and

never distinguished by the lofty or commanding energy

of genius; what is the amount of his deserts, or who will

deny that his sslf-importance is a deplorable proof of

human imbecility ? Having done something well, he for

gets that the admiration of mankind can only be demand-
ed when the object to be fulfilled is as important as the
talents devoted to its attainment are transcendant : pos-
sessing a moderate share of merit as a journalist, he for-
gets how mean a rank he holds in the scale of general in-
tellect and exertion. As a scholar, an orator, or a political
investigator, he is in no respect above the level of his
rivals : he is utterly unqualified to enter into the regular
and systematic exemplification of an abstract subject, re-

throw new light on a complex and intricate question, or
to enlighten the understanding by the comprehensive
splendour of his general views. To gossip with fluency
on the detached and popular topics of the day, and to
express with propriety, and sometimes with elegance,

VOL. IV. o
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truths that are generally known, but unskilfully embo-

died, is his only talent. He can descant on the vices of the

Regent, and write a very pretty essay on a tavern dinner ;

but when the Catholic^ or the bullion question, or any

other topic requiring acuteness of investigation, profun-

dity of thought, the habit of referring to general princi-

ples, and comprehensive knowledge, comes before him,

he is brief and nerveless; impotent, superficial, and con-

tradictory.

Now, compare this man and his labours with those of

Mr. Cobbett. It may be allowed that Mr. Hunt has

more claim to the praise of consistency, and rs more re-

markable for those humble virtues which are necessary to

the man of humble talent, and give ten-fold weight and

energy to the man of genius. But taking into considera-

tion only their political and literary talents, the distance

between them is immeasurable. You might as well

compare Apollo in his chariot to a teacher of music in

his one-horse chaise. A native and unconquerable energy,

the faculty of disentangling perplexities, and seeing the

most common objects in.a new and original point of view,

combined with the practical dexterity of the able politr-

eian,arethe great characteristics of Mr. Cobbett*s writings.

His faults indeed are as observable as his excellencies ;

his grossness, his inelegance, his want of arrangement

and compression, and his vanity, are so obtrusive, that

they could only be excused in an individual of extraor-

dinary powers. But it mayjustly be said of him, that he

touches upon no subject without making it clearer than

it was before, or without exhibiting it in a variety of

views, in which we should not have observed it without

his assistance ; and that in every page of his writings

there is the most evident testimony of multifarious know-
ledge, patient thought, and exhaustless ingenuity. You
might cut Leigh Hunt and a hundred other scribblers

out of a corner of Cobbett' s mind ; the guests at dinner

had too much sense to prefer the pretty-looking flum-

mery of blanc mange, to the more solid viands i* its
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neighbourhood : Mr. Cobbett is a portly pudding, well

•stuffed with plums, and fulfilling by its hidden treasures

its promise to the eye ; Mr. Hunt is a plate of blanc

mange, neatly served up, and tempting enough on the

counter of the confectioner; but to the lovers of better

fare, stimulating, yet unsatisfactory ; a milk and water

compound, affording neither gratification to the appetite,

nor nourishment to the body ; and regarded as a pretty

thing to fill up a table, rather than as an article of utility

or necessity.

TO A NOBLE LORD OF THE SISTER KINGDOM.

My Lord,

The enviable rank your lordship holds in society,

while it occasions you to be looked up to as a pattern for

young men of fashion ; and your conduct as an unerring

rule by which theirs is to be guided ; nevertheless sub-

jects you to the admiration or censure of the world, ac-

cording to the prejudice imbibed either for or against you.

Thus your lordship is not without your admirers, and

they are young men of rank, and of course such as your

lordship wishes to be admired by—bucks, bloods, men of

desperate fortune, who have nothing to lose, but who
banquet in all the vices of the age, who claim their pre-

cedence in society according to the number of women
they have debauched, or creditors whom they have

bankrupted. Your lordship's censureis are of a diffe-

rent class ; they are a dull, plodding set of men, who
think practising a fraud upon your friend a bad joke

;

horsewhipping a clamorous creditor whom you have

ruined, a singular method of settling an account ; and dis-

turbing the happiness and harmony of a family, by de-

bauching the wife or daughter, a satanic act, for which

you must be damned in this world 3 and the world te
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come. It is singular, my lord, considering how strenu^

ously you and your admirers have been labouring for

these thirty year:-, that this class of men is not extinct.

We must do you the justice to say they are more rare,

but still are formidable. It has been observed, and I be-

eve v« ry justly that no species of viper can exist on the

soil of Ireland, in the thickest of her proves, where the

under-cover peculiarly favors the reptile brood, nothing

venomous is to be found ; nor doth the hottest summer's

sun cail into life creatures of this class : no, the shade of

Ireland are safe retreats from sultry heat; there is nothing

venomous there but man; the genius of that fertile isle

reserved her poison for such of her sons favoured like

yourself; sons, my lord, whom she framed without a

heart, whom she armed with pride and selfishness, and

disgorged as unnatural monsters, unworthy of thejr pa-

rent! Sons, like yourself, gifted with a bold and shameless

front, braving the publication of your infamy, and plum-

ing yourself on vices which even the vicious must con-

demn! ! Sons, like yourself, who draw from your mother

country the produce of the peasant's labour, who join

this produce with property fraudulently obtained of the

English trader, and in London make it subservient to

your vicious appetites ! ! ! These are truths which your

Lordship is aware of, and you have been too long on the

town, and too successful in your wretched schemes of ini-

quity, not to exult in their triumph, and rejoice in their

publicity. Publicity ! there is nothing more grateful to

your lordship's heart I know there has not been an act

of your life that has not been thoroughly accordant with

your principles, and the grossness of your nature. Your

purse was never opened, but like Pandora's box, to scatter

plague ; your gold has flown to pay the hire of prosti-

tutes. To fee to your arms the wanton wife, or reward

the infamous pander, who had betrayed some deluded

girl, and brought her to your embraces. Your Lordship

may safely defy man, woman, or child, to say you ever

jjaid a tradesman's bill, without being coerced to the last'
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extremity ofthe law, or that you ever contributed a single

guinea to relieve the poor orfed the hungry. How uniform

has been your conduct, how noble, how praise-worthy,

and with what an enviable satisfaction does your lord-

ship loll in your curricle, courting admiration in your

drive down Bond-street, nodding significantly to a bro-

ther black-leg, smiling graciously on the painted harlot,

or vacantly staring in the face of an indignant creditor,

whom it is your pleasure not immediately to remember !

Your lordship ranks, I belt'eve,^^ among the zvhips, and

have for years maintained your enviable pre-eminence,

and nothing can be more dignified or graceful than your
lordship's easy style of driving, A bloated Phaeton of

fifty, a delightful object of amorous passion ; oh, happy
happy Lord * * * *. Thy charms are irresistible.

The limits of the Scourge will not allow me this

month to furnish you with a few memoranda of your
early life ; but 1 will not forget your lordship in the

next. Praise is agreeable to you ; I have the tiightst e-

spect for your transcendant talents, and will be careful to

record your early exploits, that they may be admired
s

that they may be imitated /

Censor.

INSENSIBILITY OF MEN IN OFFICE TO LITE-
RARY MERIT.

Sir,

The total insensibility of the successive administra-

tions that have governed the empire for the last thirty

years, to the interests of literature, has more than once

become the subject of your indignant animadversion.

Even when the rulers of the nation have accidentally

condescended to patronize the labours of subservient

journalists, venal stupidity has obtained the preference

over meritorious talent ; and the great and the go
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those who supported the present system of things, from

the bias of education, and the impulse of genuine patrio-

tism, have yielded precedence to the mercenary parasites

of any minister from whom they had received, or had

reason to expect the reward of their servility.

In former times the statesman was proud to partici-

pate with the author, in the honors of literary eminence;

and the Dorsets, the Harleys, and the Montagues retired

from the duties of their public stations to share the con-

versation and the labours of the poets, and the wits, who

adorned the age in which they flourished. But the very

name of a writer for gain is regarded by the nobility of

our own times as an appellation of disgrace ; and even

those who, like the gentlemen whom I am about to in-

troduce to your notice, have only regarded the pursuits

of literature as secondary and incidental, are when them-

selves in power, ashamed of acknowledging their literary

attachments, and when they are unfortunately the ob-

jects of patronage,- are doomed unexpectedly to discover

that a connection with literature is, of all circumstances,

the most inimical to success~with the individuals in power.

The gentleman, whose change of sentiment the subjoined

narrative is intended to trace through all its permutations,

is, in himself, a zealous advocate for the interests of lite-

rature, and has devoted himself to his pursuits with per-

severance and success. The revolution of his opinions is

only apparent, and his language is therefore deserving of

remark, as exemplifying the system and the habits of his

associates. He knew that the scholastic and literary

merits which had originally recommended the individual

to his favorable attention, would only be an insurmoun-

table bar to his advancement in the "favor of his col-

leagues : a short residence in office had taught him the

formal and customary language of address, and while he

retained the usual subscription of a friend, his general

form of expression is that of the cold and distant politi-

cian.

When the present — of the was in the
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retirement of unconnected with public affairs, and

devoting that portion of his time which was not employ-

ed in the exercise of an honourable profession (the law)

to the calm and peaceful pursuits of literature; a young

gentleman with greater boldness than knowledge of the

world took the opportunity of soliciting his assistance in

the management of a periodical work. The overture

gave occasion to a correspondence, in which Mr. -—=—-

refused to join in the composition of essays which could

only add to the reputation of the newspaper in which

they might happen to appear. The profession of his

correspondent, though respectable, was unfavourable to

literary pursuits, and he had only attained his seventeenth

year. His condescension, therefore, in assuring the ju-

venile essayist, that he would be happy to commence a

periodical work in conjunction with him, provided it

were published alone, and not in the columns of a news-

paper, was at once a proof of his literary ardor, of his pre-

possession in favor of the literary character ; and the fa-

vourable impressions derived from this assurance, were

considerably increased in the receipt of the subjoined

letter :

Sir,

I have the favor of your letter, and lose no time in replying

to it. My permission, , you have most readily, and

I beg leave to assure you, that I should feel much pleasure, if

I thought it might be in my power to serve or oblige you more

substantially. Your writings must, in themselves, confer re-

spectability on you : but since I have been told, that notwith-

standing the elegance of those writings,it has not been your for-

tune to receive the sort of education which is favorable to litera-

ture, lam still more struck with your talents, and wish with more

anxiety that you may meet with that encouragement which a

century agOjWOuld have followedthe publication ofyour compo-

sitions as a matter of course,but which at this day is seldom the

lot of literary persons. The limited scale on which I live, both

with respect to acquaintance and otherwise, makes me feel that

I cannot be of service to you in your pursuits ; but should any

opportunity offer by which I may show ^ou the respect I bear
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you, I shall conceive myself so far fortunate, and in the mean

time I beg leave to assure you, Sir, that I am, yours very sin-

cerely.

After such a letter, in which the offers of service were

solely grounded on a coincidence of literary pursuits,

who would not suppose that whatever might be the per-

sonal relations between him and the individual, genius

would always find in the member admiration and en-

couragement ? But at that period be >ad not breathed

the atmosphere of a modern court, and had not learned

that an apparent contempt of literary merit was neces-

sary to the dignity of a servant of the crown His pro-

fessions were sincere, and had he remained in seclusion at—— , they would have been justified by the tenor of

his future language and conduct. The individual to

whom he made this gratuitous offer of service, and for

whose genius he feels so much respect, was removed to

Oxford; to the dignitaries of which place, the secretary

furnished him with some useful introductions, Their

occasional correspondence was marked by mutual ex-

pressions of regard, and the student having incidentally

alluded in his letters to the coldness with which the more
aspiring under-graduates were received by their superiors,

was re-assured by new expressions of friendship on the

part of Mr. , and b)' a series of spirited animadver-

sions on the bigotry of the college dignitaries. " Mere
learning (he says) they can endure, but they shrink from
the touch of genius with sensitive dislike." This was
the manljpxpression of involuntary indignation at the

neglect which an enthusiastic aspirant after literary fame
was condemned" to experience from the formal and pe-

danticelders of the university who regarded the prosody of

Euripides as the noblest object of human speculation.

That they were gratifying to the individual, it is almost

superfluous to assert : but he received them witii gratitude

rather than with expectation ; he has never regarded

himself as retaining the slightest claim on the friendship

or good offieesof Mr. —/ the notice with which he chose
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to honor him was gratuitous and unlocked for, and he

was more disposed to thank him for these indications of

civility and attachment, than to recal them as pledges of

present or of future interest in his welfare.

When Mr. was called, however, by the kindness

of his friend to his present olxicial situation, the young

gentleman, whose prospects at college were more distant

and unfavorable than he had expected, conceiving that

however slight his claims on the friendship of the secre-

tary mightjustly be regarded, his competence to thefulfil-

ment of every duty attached lo a subordinate office, might

be some excuse for his presumption, took the liberty of

addressing a note to the admirer of genius, and the poeti-

cal amateur, statng the outlines of his situation, and of-

fering his services in any station, to the obtainment of

which Mr. Vinterestmight.be competent. Aware
that iiterature had been the chief pursuit, and literary

men the most frequent associates and correspondents, of

the secluded gentleman, he was not prepared to discover

that the. temporary po> session of place would have

obliterated from his mind every trace of his former at-

tachments, and that the literary merits of the supplicant

for office should be the most formidable barrier to his

exclusion. That such is the fact will naturally be con-

cluded on a comparison ot the language of the subjoined

notes, with the assurances that marked their former in-

tercourse.

Bear Sir,

I am afraid it will not be in my power to serve you as you

wish. My avocations for some time past have altogether thrown

rue out of the way of literary people, and my acquaintance

otherwise except political is very limited. A near relation of

min, Mr. , lately tutor in Lord 's family, has been

some time wanting a situation of the same kind, and neither I

nor any of my connections have been able to accomplish his

object : so that you may well suppose I am not the channel of

much communication of that sort. With respect to political

interest, 1 have but little, no patronage whatever being attached

"VOL, IV. R.
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to the place which I fill, and what I am able to do faith minis-

ters must necessarily be distributed (very scantily, I assure yon

)

among my friends in the city of . 1 am exceedingly sorry

that it is not in my power to give an answer more satisfactory to

your application, and am, dear Sir, your very sincere well-

wisher, and obedient humble servant,

St. James's Square.

The general purport of this letter, though it was not

composed without a sneer at literary people, was friendly

and satisfactory ; nor indeed, rfad it contained a positive

refusal, would the individual to whom it was addressed,

have received any occasion of personal offence ; and when

on the advancement of Mr. — to the secretaryship of the

, he renewed his application, did he feel any

other dissatisfaction at the subjoined reply that arose

from the change of sentiment with regard to literature

and literary men, that it too evidently exhibited.

Dear Sir,

On my return home to day, I find "your letter, and am sorry

that I had not the pleasure of seeing you. lam totally unac-

quainted with any of the writers of any of the numerous periodi-

cal works, nor do I ever see these publications, except now and

then by accident, owing to my constant engagement in the

business of parliament. I am afraid, therefore, that it is

wholly out ofmy power to assist your interest, with the chan-

nels of public information, nor indeed have I that acquaintance

with literary people that might either be useful or amusing to

you, my few friends being chiefly among, those whose pursuits

and avocations are the same as mine are at present, and for

some time pait have been. If it should lie in my power to

serve you, which I much doubt, the doing so will give me much
pleasure.

I am, dear Sir,

Charles-street, Sunday. Yours, &c.

Of this letter it is observable that it contains no refer-

ence to the application to which it was intended as an

answer, but contains an anxious disavowal of all connec-

tion with literary people ; though neither literary pep-
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pie, nor their productions, were mentioned in the Oxo-

nian's letter.

It ought not to be forgotten that for three years pre-

v'o is to this correspondence the Oxonian had been a stre-

nuous and successful advocate of that party of which

Mr. — has been a successful member; that to his juve-

nile principles he had sacrificed his immediate interest,

and his future expectations ; and that independent there-

fore of any personal claim on the friendship of the secre-

tary, he had ventured to adduce his literary services as

some recommendation to the patronage of thegovernment.

W. R*

MR. TREASURY CHALMERS,

Sir 3

Immediately subsequent to the assassination of Mr*

Perceval, a pamphlet, appealing to the benevolence and

humanity of the British nation on behalf of the widow of

Bellingham, was published by Mr. Jones of Newgate-

street, and though the general bearing of the author's ar<*

guments is not such as is likely to meet with your ap-

proval, the intention with which it was written appears

to have been in the highest degree meritorious. Scarcely

had its publication been announced, before a Mr. George

Chalmers, of No. 5^ James-street, Buckingham-gate,

inflamed with ideas of his own importance, and too

desperately vain to permit himself to suspect that

there might be another individual of the same name,

with as cogent claims to the notice of the public,

thought proper to declare in a public advertisement, that

he would immediately proceed to justify his character

in a court of law, and that he had taken the first oppor-

tunity of clearing himself from all suspicion in the eyes

of Mrs, Perceval, On the propriety of introducing the
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name of Mrs. Perceval on an occasion of this kind, or on

the justice of making that a question of personal feeling

towards her. which is only a question of expedience be-

tween the public and Mrs. Beilmgham, I shall make no

comment. If he means to ground his- action on the pre-

fixion of his name to a pamphlet containing sentiments

contrary to his own, I shall relieve him from much pos-

sible trouble, ex pence, and disappointment, by inform-

ing him, that the author of the pamphlet is a Mr: George

Chalmers of Patstow; and had not his egotism predo-

minated over every rational principle of conduct, he

would have made some inquiry respecting the author of

the book before he had ventured to accuse the publisher'

of an intention to defraud.

But it is time to unveil this Mr. George Chalmers to

the world, and to shew by another melancholy example

how much easier it is -for the pretended censor to revile

the eh a rati of others than to preserve his own from

merited reproach. Let us call to the recollection, there-

fore, of this indignant moralist, this vehement expositor

of a supposed imposition, this would-be executioner of

a supposed criminal for an imaginary crime, tnat about

twrenty years ago, a life of Thomas Paine, containing in-

numerable libels, was published under the name of the

Rev. Mr. Oldis, an American loyalst, though that gen*

tleman had no more connection with that disgrace to bio-

graphy, than Mr. Treasury Chalmers with the pamphlet

on Beilmgham. Those who knew Mr. Oldis best, were

satisfied that he was incapable ofcompiling the execrable

ribaldry circulated under the sanction of his name; and

Mr. Chalmers, acquainted as he was with the real circum-

stances under which that publication was composed,

would have done well to imitate the prudence of the in-

jured individual.

And who is this Mr. George Chalmers of No. 3, James-

street, Buckingham-gate, who thus supposes himself to

be the object of general attention, and who is so sensi-

tively alive to the glory or the purity of his name ? Is
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it George Chalmers, the Scotchman by birth, and an

American by education, who crossed the Atlantic to

seek a name, and returned to Britain without any name

at all ? Is it the same George Chalmers who obtained a

pension that he might be enabled to write, and was re-

warded with a sinecure because he had written ? Is it the

George Chalmers who took the lead in the virulence ofan-

tijacobinism, and of whom the servility to John Reeves

was only equalled by his loyalty to his sovereign? Is it

the same George Chalmers who assumed the name of a

clergyman that he might circulate with greater effect and

rapidity his political tirades? Is it Treasury Chalmers,

the ponderous historian of Caledonia, or is he a new George

Chalmers, with a new house, in a courtly neighbourhood,

who wishes the world to understand that No. 3,

James-street, is a comfortable mansion, and much better

adapted to the composition of biography than an Ame-
rican hovel ? When he has answered these questions, we
may perhaps discover to what influence it is owing that

the editor of the Times has refused to insert the reply of

the author of the pamphlet to his gross and virulent at-

tack, and by what reasons the Buckingham-gate hero may
have been actuated in his courtesies to the family of the

late premier. P.P.

INDUSTRY versus FASHION.

If the limits of your very excellent magazine will

admit the insertion of the following contrasted week's

diary of a man of fashion and a Nottingham manufactu-

rer, and it comes within the meaning of your publica-

tion, I shall feel highly gratified by seeing it occupy a

place there, and I think it may in some measure serve
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the cause of between three and four hundred poor follows

who are now in confinement, for being Luddites, and ope-

Tate against the abominable attempt to increase the power

of the magistrates to the alarming extent proposed it*

the bill now before the House of Commons. The dis-

tresses of those unfortunate people can hardly be ima-

gined, and surely, Sir, severity in restraining them from

acts of violence* cannot be justifiable if carried beyond

ordinary means, because to the present unhappy war, and

to those orders in council, now repealed, must be attribu-

ted the disturbed state of Nottinghamshire and the ad-

joining counties. Independent of this, Sir, I have a

question to ask arising out of this contrasted week's diary*

Do the laws of God, of man, of human nature, allow

or countenance the prodigality and waste that is conti-

nually taking place in London ? Shall the booted fop of

Bond-street, who frequently lives by practices much more

repugnant to the principles of human nature, than any of

the acts committed by the unhappy Luddite—shall these

worms of yesterday basking in the meridian of St. James's,

these painted Jessamies, these court butterflies—shall

these things daily consume and waste at their table what

would sustain perhaps three destitute families in these times

ofscarcity? If men are born withouthearts the law should

curb their u natural propensities. The hand of the afflu-

ent should be stretched out to relieve the needy, it

should be a prompt act; and in my mind he is a felon of no

ordinary class who wantonly misuses the bounty of God,

which was ever intended to be of equal distribution*

Yours, &c.

Philanthropos,

Diary of a Nottingham Ma-
nufacturer. Diafy of a Man of Fashion.

Monday. Four o'clock, Monday. Eleven o'clock,

P. M. Rcse a little fevered by P. M. A cursed head-ach, the

anxiety, and but little refresh- hall crowded by duns. A
edby sleep.My poor, ray unfor- pennyless purse, importunate
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Diary of a Nottingham Ma-
ntifacturer.

tunate Mary, with her five lit-

tle ones, stir not. I will not

disturb them, for oh, too soon

they will awake to hunger.

—

Finished a pair of stockings

by six, no more materials,

sold them for eighteeu-pence ;

no price, but very fortunate in

selling them ; bought a loaf

and skim-milk ; bless their

little hearts, how they eat

;

none but a father can feel the

exquisite delight with which

a father views his half famish-

ed children satisfying the calls

of nature. Mary's tearful

eye and agonized smile speak

volumes. Alas! the faint tinge

upon her cheekbetrays the un-

dermming ravages of eonsum-

ing fever, of anxiety, of long-

suffering, and of hunger.

Tuesday. Morning dawns,

and dissipates a dreadful night

—a night of sickness, sorrow,

and prayer, Mary's fever has

alarmingly increased, there are

no hopes—the ravenous hand

of hunger hath torn up the

roots of health—oflife, Eight

o'clock ; the doctor has visit-

ed this house of misery, and

has sent in medicines gratis,

good man. My children have

breakfasted, and the small

pittance of yesterday is gone ;

I cannot eat—tears will not

flow to my eyes to afford me
relief—the pain at my heart

Diary ofa Man of Fashion?

creditors, and a letter by post,

informing me I have over-

drawn my banker: damned
unlucky. Creditors ordered

to call again.—-Evening more

smiling than the morning.—
Honored my friend by dining

with him, kissed his wife in his

absence, and to shew him my
esteem, borrowed a small tem-

porary loan,- Ha. ha, ha*

Tuesday. Rose at twelve—

devil of a night—cursed un-

lucky at the table, lost all I

had/ besides 200].—a debt o£

honor, and which I expect

every moment to be called for :

must raise the wind—received

news of my mother's illness
;

well, natural enough: old peo-

ple must expect to die; can-

not go to see her though, for

Clementina has agreed to next

Sunday's being our wedding-

day, and there are many rea-

sons why it should not be de-

ferred, such as 30001. a year

in her own hands, besides
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Diary ofa Nottingham Ma-
nufacturer.

overwhelms every faculty, ex-

cept of feeling, which distracts

my brain. Ah! the Luddites,

is one, and has often

tempted me—horror, horror

—

shall I ?—my dying wife, my
famished children—yes, yes.

The love of life is Nature's

own propensity, and she sanc-

tifies any means by which to

live.

Wednesday. Wound up to

madness, I last night was

twisted in : the first act in

which I engaged was the de-

struction of the frames at ,

and the plunder we shared di-

vided to 37s. a man. Day-

light dispersed us, and I re-

turned to my cottage invigo-

rated by joy, but convulsed

by throbs I never before had

felt. The money > the dreadful

money fed the pleased eyes of

my children, and bread and

milk were soon obtained. I

flew to the couch ofmy Mary,

she bent her faded eyes upon

me.—" Oh, Richard !" she ex-

claimed very feebly, " why
have you left me, say where

have you spent the night ?"—

>

^ Do not ask me," I replied,

" be happy—I come to make
you so—tell me, my dear

Mary, can you eat any thing,

say—what shall I get you,—
do you need medicine, I have

money, and you shall want

Diary of a Man of Fashion,

30,0001. in a banker's, and my
creditors growing cuisedly

clamorous. Ah ! the jew-

ellers—shall I—the state ofmy
finances—the debt of honor,

yes, yes. To obtain credit is

Fashion's own propensity, and

she sanctities any means by

which to extort it.

Wednesday. Huzza, success-

ful beyond precedent ; called

last night at Gray's in Sack-

ville-street, bought a service

of plate for 800 guineas, for

which I gave a draft on my
banker, sent the plate to Phil-

lips's to be sold by auction,

and borrowed 4001. cash down
—bravo, the supplies of the

week are raised, and Sunday

brings me Clementina's for-

tune.
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Diary ofa Nottingham Ma-
nufacturer.

for nothing,"—she seemed

alarmed, I shewed her the pay-

or my delinquency, she trem*

bled.—" Oh God!" she utter-

ed, "how have you obtained

it ? out all night—what are

these fears that agitate me :

Richard, Richard, I know
your desperation; tell me, I

conjure yon, what have you

done." I could not speak,

my guilt was evident* Mary

fainted. I clasped her to my
heart. I conjured her. God!

God ! she recovered not—she
grew cold—she had ceased to

breathe. The world was a

blank to me: my heart's blood

froze at its vital source ; we

sunk apparently death-strick-

en on the same pillow. Fate

had pointed all her bitterest

arrows at my breast ; 1 recover-

ed to find my house filled

with officers of justice ; my
person was known in the af-

fair of the night before, and a

prison opened her yawning

jaws to receive me.

Thursday. Raging fever

burns up my veins, and they

say I have betrayed symptoms

of derangement in the night.

The light but feebly glimmers

in my cell, and the gloom, the

appalling gloom is dreadful.

Oh, Mary, Mary, your form

clings to my brain; I soon

shall follow you—but who

vol. IV.

Diary of a Man of Fashion*

Thursday. Gray has just

been with me in a thundering

storm; says, " he'll sue out a

writ against me, my draft is

unpaid, and I am little better

than a swindler, that the man
who robs on the highway for

the support of his family is ah

honest man, compared with

me" heard him very pati*
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Tiary ofa 'Nottingham Ma-
mifacturer.

shall protect my children.

The doctor has waited on me,

that good man who attended

Mary. He has told me that

my family are protected, that

a decent interment is prepar-

ing for my deceased wife, and
that powerful interest is mak-
ing for me. For myself I

care not, but I am somewhat
easier.

Friday. The sessions have

begun, and a true bill found

against me for frame-breaking

:

thank heaven, I can contem-

plate my approaching fate

with firmness, the Rev. Mr.
-———— has been with me :

and by calling in, religion,

has calmed the turbulent

passions of my breast.

Thou holy Inspiration ! thou

blottest out despair from the

diseased heart, bending the

knee of the sinner before the

throne of Mercy ! ! fortifying

his sense of feeling against

worldly weakness, and kindly

imparting to him the sweetest

soul-thrilling hopes of future

Saturday. The hour of tri-

al is arrived, that solemn aw-
ful hour when retribution

hangs upon the justice beam,
and mercy sues to heaven

'Tis past—the verdict of my
countrymen is " Guilty ;" the

awful sentence of the judge,
u Death," and we shallmeet—

Diary of a Man of Fashion,

ently, told him I should have

effects shortly, and that he

must positively wait. Dined

with Lord , sipped coffee

with Clementina, and attended

three routs.

Friday. Eight P. M. Got
scent of the bailiffs. Grav
has kept his word, and the

mastiffs are after me—distan-

ced them neatly, jockied them
in turning a corner—just re-

ceived news of the death ofmy
mother ; well, she's at rest ?

good soul ; cursed unlucky

though at this moment, but

must keep it mum till Mon-
day, would not be decorous my
entering the marriage state

under such circumstances,

and a wife or a prison are the

only .alternatives.

Saturday. Agreed to give

40001. for a seat in a certain

assembly ; long price, but must
have it ; must throw off these

debt hunters, and M. P. is an

excellent qualification against

impertinent intruders. Cle-

mentina is mine to-morrow,

her fortune an Monday, I shall
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Diary of a Nottingham Ma-
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mijacturer.

yes, Mary—yes, thou bleiced

sainted shade—we shall meet

in heaven. The condemned

cell receives me, but my soul

struggles to be free:

tf Oh, Death, where is thy sting,

Oh, Grave, where is thy victory."

Sunday. Devoted the early

part of the morning to prayer,

attended by that excellent di-

vine, who by his precept first

inspired me with religious

hope, and subdued the raging

fever of despair that burnt

within me* Took a last fare-

well ofmy children, a last long

lingering look. Oh God

!

this trial was. too great. The

agonized feelings of a father

were not to be subdued even

by religion, their tears were

affliction's self, my soul rush-

ed to the threshhold of death,

but my heart still held out5

and would not break. Joy,

joy, a free pardon is shouted

through the prison ; I am free,

I am free, I am free.

Diary of a Man ofFashion*

be returned member for '

on Tuesday, and snap my fin-

gers at the bailiffs on Wed-
nesday, Bravo !

Sunday. Devoted the early

part of the morning to domes-

tic arrangements, previous to

my entering the , marriage-

state. Orde ed my valet to

see that favors were plentiful-

ly distributed. No great

liking for the match, by the

bye; Clementina is dressy, pe-

tulant, vulgar, a coquet, and

d d ugly ; but she has

three thousand a year, besides

twenty thousand pounds in

cash.—The ceremony was over

at twelve, and dashed off to

Brighton at one.

Amidst the tears and blessings

of the poor, and almost equal-

ly wretched, was this unhappy

sufferer conveyed to his home.

The first impulse of joy over,

his appearance evidenced that

excess of suffering had made
sad ravages in his constitution.

Mary's funeral was to take
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place in a few hours, and he
summoned up all his resolu-

tion to follow her. Resolution

—alas ! he was too weak even

to suffer. A plain coffin was
the depositary of his wife's

mortal remains, and after even-

ing service, the slow procession

moved forward to do the last

sad offices. Richard was chief

mourner, followed by his on>

spring; at the grave he was
attentive to the service, and
prayed devoutly ; but when the

clergyman came to the deli^

very of " Ashes to ashes, and
dust to dust," Richard's soul

which had long hung quiver-?

ing on his lips, departed with-

out a seeming sigh.—His trou-?

bles were at an end.

NEGLECT OF NAVAL OFFICERS,

Mr. Editor,
Having noticed your readiness to insert in your valu*

able publication, whatever statement may conduce to the

benefit of our military and naval establishments, I am
sure that you will excuse my intrusion on a subject of

the utmost importance to our maritime service, and to

the brave defenders of our country. I have been in at-

tendance for several days at the Admiralty,wherel had an

opportunity of observing many brave officers, captains in

the royal navy, soliciting for appointments without a pros-

pect of being employed, whose pay does not amount to

more than from §3. 6d. to 10s. a day, not deducting the
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income tax, the charge of agents,and other contingencies,

amounting to fifteen per cent, upon the pittance received;

a sum totally inadequate to support them with the dig-

nity consistent with their rank and profession.

I am sure it is unnecessary to detail the heroic at-

chievements which have been performed by these gal-

lant officers ; many of them have served for twenty and

thirty years, in every variety of danger, and under every

climate. It is to them that we are indebted for the preser-

vation of our national honour, and our domestic comforts :

and it is thus that they are rewarded for their toils and

their gallantry by less than the earnings of a common
labourer.

I have to request therefore that you will indulge me
by giving this statement a place in your publication,

that the attention of the Admiralty may be called to the

necessity of an increase of pay, as well as to the expedi-

ency of allowing those meritorious individuals an exten-

sive Retired List upon a full establishment, when old

officers may console themselves under the calamities

brought on by the fatigues of the service. It would serve

as a powerful stimulant to youthful bravery, to be con-

scious that in the decline of age it would not be neg-

lected, and would contribute to prevent those numerous

applications to the Board, of which from their frequency

a large proportion must be fruitless.

Having said thus much injustice to the feelings of the

officers, and from a sincere regard to the welfare of the

country, I cannot close this appeal without lamenting

that any individual should have been found so callous or

so indiscreet as to declare the petition for an increase of

pay to be inadmissible. It is little more at present, if it

has at all increased, than in the reign of Anne/ Since

that period every species of emolument and expence has

been nearly quadrupled. The tradesman can place an

additional value on his labour in proportion to the rela-

tive advance on the comforts and necessaries of life. But

the officers of the British navy, while the fame of their
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exploits, 'and the magnitude of their labours, have aug-

mented from year to year, and far eclipse the victories

and services of their ancestors, are condemned in case of

retirement, or want of employment, to subsist upon an

income which, if it were regarded as adequate to their

services in the reign of Anne, must now be considered as

proportionally contemptible, and is in fact insufficient

to the common necessities of life.

I beg leave, Sir, to subscribe myself

A true friend to the British Navy,

Nauticus.

Were economy the characteristic of the English go-

vern uent, and every part of our enormous revenue ap-

plied to its proper object, and administered with discre-

tion, we might ascribe the reluctance ofmen in power to

attend to representations like that of our correspondent,

to a fear, lest in complying with the immediate demands

of the dependant and distressed, they should establish

a dangerous and expensive precedent. It might be re-

garded as impolitic to accustom the army to look up to

any ether advantages than such as were within their

reach at their entrance into the service. It might be said

that when an individual chuses the military profession,

be is aware, or ought to be aware, of the inconveniences

attaching to it, and should take into his view the dispro-

portion of pecuniary remuneration to his indispensible

toiiS, and his probable dangers. If an advance of pay be

granted at present, it is easy to insinuate, that it may be

demanded ten years hence for reasons as cogent as those

which influence the present supplicants. But to this

mode of defence on the part of ministers, there is one

striking and decisive answer. What they expend pro-

fusely, and on undeserving objects, wTould more than re-

lieve the distresses, and reward the services of the suffer-

ing and deserving.
(

The sinecure of the E of

B— i
—— alone, would place every decayed and

retired officer in a state of independence.
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On the POLICY of SUBSIDIZING BERNADOTTE
and ALEXANDER.

Sir,

Our immortal dramatist has said, *s There isa tide ui

the affairs of men, which taken at the flood leads on to

fortune." That the private affairs of individuals are sub-

ject to fluxions, as the public affairs of the state; that

both are alike liable to tides and ebbs, as the latter ar^

subject to lunacy, few will have the hardihood to deny.

There are people of a certain creed, who affirm that they

are advanced a period further, and swear that the direc-

tors are stark mad,

A person must have no flexibility of muscle, possess

uncommon apathy of sentiment, be as unfeeling as a post

or a prime-minister, if no alteration is visible in his coun-

tenance on observing upwards of a dozen proud aristo-

crats, decorated with innocent, unstained swords, and a

package of hair on their shoulders in black silk bags, like

porters with their knots, each arrogantly assuming infal-

libility, at the same time contradicting each other, whilst

they veer about just like St. Luke's weather-cock, the

most uncertain of cocks between Caithness and Penzance,

except the cock at Carlton-house, and since that cock is

said to be solely directed by appetite, and to be biassed

by petticoat influence, that must surely be allowed to be

the most uncertain of all cocks whatever.

The present subject of discussion warrants .our sur-

mise first noticed most satisfactorily and completely; for

was ever lunar or confirmed madness more certain or

more extravagant, than the idea of farther impoverishing

this most unfortunate of countries, by raising fresh

burthens of taxes, when a great portion of its inhabi-

tants cannot procure work, and are consequently bereffe
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of sleeping room and bread, being thus exposed to the
1

penalties of the vagrant act, i. e. liable to imprisonment

and the scourge.

I say was ever madness more apparent than the

idea of furnishing our enemies with the only arms we
have to defend ourselves ; for if we give them our money

we give away every thing we have of value ; we. furnish

them with rods to chastise us for our folly; " 'Tis very

midsummer madness," and will confirm the opinion that

all sensible foreigners have of our prodigality and

extravagance. By such a step wT
e should renounce our

breath, our blood, and our being!

When the arteries of the state are drained even to a state

of exhausted void, for the purpose of supporting ii
this

just and very necessary war" and to humour the childish

phantasies of a " most beautiful and overgrown baby of 50,

the Adonis of the day/' in all the pleasant playful vagaries

that tickle his FalstafTean fancy, and which his superan-

nuated nurses freely indulge him in;—all that a grateful

people can muster, as the building of pretty barracks,

laying out Elysian parks, &c. &c. and some are, it is said,

so foolishly indulgent; but can it be believed ? some are

said to go as far as to permit their wives and their mothers

to be his playfellows, and his bedfellows.

Aye, there is nothing like petticoat influence : it cer-

tainly surpasses all the lunar influence of worlds, having

by predestination, been the victim of. both ; nor can the

day be forgotten, when Venus hurled hercestus round

me, and with a petticoat, as with an umbrella, obscured

all other vision. Gentle editor, pardon, but I blush whilst

I remember I dreamt of nothing but gaiters, delicate

chemises, silk petticoats, &c. of nothing besides could I

think when awake, a fine ancle, a delicate contour, and a

well shaped limb set my whole blood in an uproar; no-

thing was thought of, nothing'talked of but the ladies !

From the intrigue of the accused warrior god with my
soft-haired patron, and the malevolent constellation of all
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the planets, I, poor love-lorn mortal, was consigned to

Luna ; in her wavering train I have been ever since. But
enough! no more of that—the thought is madness ! As
that sly old Argus, Mr. Warburton, says, " this is talking

for talking*a sake," and may by many people be consi-

dered as very silly. I need not remind your goodjrgfe^ni-

ation, Mr. Editor, how many important events have

sprung from little things: the tragedy of the world is

full of them, and even a being as insignificant as the

M ss of H——d may give existence to a very

serious tragedy here some day 1

But the subject I had proposed I am wandering from :

let me see, to consider of the policy of, the rationality of,

I will not insult you, Mr. Editor, by saying the propriety

of, subsidizing Sweden and Russia;

I conceived the English character too generous to en-

courage ingratitude, too loyal to foster traitors, loo reli*

gious to sanction a renegado to faith, and finally,.Wo
good to do any thing wrong, directly or indirectly ; for

have we not a celebrated society for the suppression of

vice amongst us ? Yes* we have ; but we have none for

the encouragement of virtue ; notwithstanding its culture

is so much wanted, it is a plant purely exotic here. This

is consistent with the vindictive character of the creature

man.

I was saying the English were conceived, in my opi-

nion to be too good to do any thing wrong; I shall ever

believe they are under the baneful influence of some ma-

levolent constellation, and therefore the errors they run

into are surely not to be imputed to them, but to be at-

tributed to their stars. None surely are so mad to con-

tradict this?

Too good to encourage false faith in others, they cer*

tainly are not in earnest when they say they will reward

Bernadotte at the enormous sum of 40,000/. per month*

Impossible! impossible they can be such dupes! To
believe a man who in the very moment convicted himself

of perjury, lyingj falsehood to his friend ,, and, hi fact^

vox,, iv, x
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of every thing base! to him, who at his will.regulate?

the destinies of this part of the globe.

The magnanimous Alexander is to be feed too—for

quarrelling with his friend, and a dangerous one, whose

power could annihilate him,—for the purpose of affording

his Swedish majesty, or the viceroy of ourgrand enemy,

an opportunity to come into action, and play the traitor,

already engaged by the base, by the damning influence

of gold, of base English gold ! Oh temporal Oh mores !

Do not believe it, my countrymen, or if you do believe

it,prayalso believe something else. Do you not believe, my
friends,that Buonaparte is at the bottom of ail this ? Tis his

advice, it smells strongly of his policy. He well knows that

for every guineayoulosehe will be a gainer, it enriches him,

and makes you poor indeed ? It will impoverish you, add

to his power, and finally abridge the term of your being

able to withstand his hostility, those fatal contentions

you have so long endured. This may be treated like the

prophecies of Cassandra, given upon a similar occasion at

the Trojan siege, and like tier's they are fatally too true,

or never again believe

An Inhabitant of Moorfields*

TRICKS OF THE CORN FACTORS,

To the Editor of the Times.

" Sir,
te Being an admirer of your paper, I am sorry to see such ®

complete misrepresentation of the state of the crops now grow-
ing : I rather think you must have copied Mr. Bell's report of
yesterday, for it is impossible that actual inspection by different

persons, could produce reports so contrary to the facts.—The
heavy wheat is very much laid, and the winds -and rain have
much injured the lighter crops, In short, frosty morningt
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v>ithmucb wind and rain, while wheat is in bloom is always

injurious. The beans are blighted,mid the oats not forward enough

to be laid—The hops are foul with vermin, the vine very weak,

And the general opinion is, that the Jcrops will be very short—The

<old duty, which some years amounted to £240,000, will not,

it is supposed, amount to £60,000—You may have bets to any

.extent that thehops will not this year pay the duty. W, W,

Mr. Editor,

The above letter, printed in the Times newsaper of

Tuesday, 6th July, will give you some faint idea of

the wislies of those pernicious beings, who under the

names of corn merchants, corn-factors, corn-jobbers, &c.

speculate upon_ the miseries of millions of their fellow-

creatures. Had the writer of the above been actuated

only by a love of truth, supposing (which however is

quite contrary to the fact) that the state of crops had been

represented in too favourable alight, what occasion had

he to express his sorrow at the case? he might have con*

tented himself with barely contradicting the fact, or had

better have omitted writing on the subject altogether.—

I have no doubt, and it is too evident he is interested in

his own statement, that he and all his respectable frater-

nity do feel sorrow ; but it is because there is every likeli*

hood of a fine and productive harvest, and that that favo*

rable but true statement he alludes to, militates against

their interest, and may it ever militate, when the happi-

ness, nay the very existence of a valuable many is op-

posed to the sordid calculations of a worthless few I

Aware of the too great proneness of his countrymen to

ideas of despondency, knowing that ill news spreads

apace, and that in an overgrown metropolis few have the

opportunity of ocular demonstration of the state of the

country's agriculture, this insidious letter has been writ*

ten, that it might become the subject of conversation,

and thus glide unawares into the ears of those who are
inclined to view things on the gloomy side—If it only
raise doubt, much of the writer's or his abettor's views ar
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answered ; but where it is received as fact, and thus pro-

pagated to others, every purpose he intended is fulfilled.

Observe with what hurry lie comes to the subject, and how
eager he appears to destroy the pleasant reflections which

this, as he calls misrepresented state of things, might

occasion ; in how yery few words he denounces to us

such general calamity that the wheat is very much laid,

the likely destruction of great part of the crop, that the

"beans are blighted, tlie lateness of the oats, with the very

shocking slate of the poor hops.

Could this man but realize his wishes, what pleasure

it would no doubt afford him ; but he and others may
zcellhe sorry to learn, no to hear (for they know the truth

but wish to destroy it) that the crops generally speaking,

present the most encouraging prospect, and that, in short,

to use his own precipitate words, it is (he general opinion

the warm weather we are likely to be favored with, for

the remainder of the summer, will produce a most abun-

dant harvest; and if he have laid any bets (betting on

public misery is a fit action for a corn-dealer) I sincerely

hope he may lose them,

It is not by viewing the fields within five miles from

London, *that an idea can be formed of the state ofthings.

There is always more rain in and near large towns, and

particularly manufacturing ones, than in the open coun-

try. The rain and wind have there never been heavy

enough to do any material damage, and by all provincial

accounts, the harvest never gave greater promises,and the

warm weather we now enjoy, will most probably pro-

duce to us that greatest of blessings, plenty! but,a]as,how

is the bounty of providence, who always in oneway or

other dispenses enough for all his creatures, perverted by

designing and ill principled men !

The London corn exchange is the grand centre from

whence emanate half the evils we endure—It is the cus-

tom with the London corn-factors, to issue every market

day more, particularly on Mondays, what they call states

f?f the market, in which they advise their correspondents
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'howto act : by thesemeans the market is never overstocked,

but generally very sparingly supplied. As corn must be

had for the actual consumption, any price will then be

given, and this thus unnaturally raised price is industri-

ously reported in the country, as the effect of scarcity;

the consequence is a further advance there ; the same tricks

are pla}red in all the great corn-markets in the united

kingdom, and circular letters transmitted from one to the

other ; so that let stocks be ever so abundant, you never

find any of the markets overstocked. By the pernicious

assistance of country banks, the corn merchants (often

bankers themselves) are enabled to speculate almost

to any amount; they purchase from the farmers, (pre-

venting the direct consumers,) and are able to keep their

stocks on hand any time they choose by the interchange

of bills, and little real property is requisite. When they

find it suit their purpose to ship corn to the London
market, they draw on the corn-factors there at a certain

date, which they discount or pay away ; the cornfactors

in their turn pay these bills by drawing on the millers,

maltsters, distillers, brewers, jobbers, &c. to whom they

sell, and discounting their acceptances, which they occa*

sionally renew, and it very often happens thai accommoda-

tion bills are manufactured between these different

parties founded on no actual sales, but merely to make a

false property; and to enable them to* keep back supplies to

suit the purposes of fixing almost any price they like to

the different species of grain. Were 'there no false credit,

no country banks,and no undue facility of discount ; were

all concerned in the corn trade to speculate nofurther than

their actual property, we should soon see corn at a mode*

nate price, and not as now, have reason to deplore the

blessing of plenty turned into a curse : this has been for

many years a growing evil, though perhaps scarcely one

in a hundred of the corn merchants on their commence-

ment was possessed of property, nay many of them risen

from the lowest ranks of society, yet we now find them

jMnong our senators«-our mayors-*our aldermen, &ct
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and in almost every town the corn people are the first i»

the place. There is one house in Boston in Lincolnshire

that cleared 100,000/. in one season, one of the partners

of which was some years ago a common pot-boy-—thus

do some drive on to fortune, and how easy would it

be to trace the origin of many on our own (the London

market) who now often splash with their carriages the

stockings of their early but less fortunate acquaintance,

to the ale-house, the stable, the wherry, and the grana-

ries. Who could have foreseen in the pot-boy, the boots,

the cleaner of horses, the common waterman, the gra-

nary man, &c. future senators and civil authorities.

Though forty years ago there were few persons of very

large property in the corn trade, yet by the system allu~

ded to, many enormous capitals have been realized, and

these faithful to their iniquitous trust, and goaded on by

an insatiable thirst of gain, " the more encreased by

what it drank on," have been employed with additional

weight to the grand purpose of collecting stores, and

thus a large real property, with the means of extension by

credit, discount, &c. to any amount, enables the holders

just to supply or withhold supplies as best suits their

purposes. Many thousand quarters have been kept

till destroyed by the worm and otherwise spoilt, sooner

than sell it even at the then enormous prices : this evil

increases and is likely to increase every year with the

accumulated property.

It would be admirable if it were not lamentable to see

with what zealous Jesuitry to serve their purpose, every

trifling incident, in the least favorable to it, is pressed

into the service—You never hear them extolling fine or

mild weather; but should there fall the smallest shower,

Or the wind blow more roughly than usual, it is magni-

fied into a deluge or an hurricane ; rain at the near ap-

proach of harvest is hailed by them with extreme delight,

and feelingly designated golden showers, " and their

baneful toasts in their wine mixed with brandy," are

then repeated with a more vociferous tone—Nor does
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the evil stop here, fondly encouraging every attempt to

raiFe all the productions of nature and epicures to excess

—they willingly give any price that is asked, by which

means the rates are raised to the other classes, so that it

becomes an organized system of forestalling, from the

greatest contractor down to the lowest greenstalL

In the annals of the corn-trade it is not uncommon
to see a man from being a common granary-keeper,

and who can scarce pay scott and lot, by a fortunate

introduction become a contractor, a favorite agent of the

minister and assisted by early information and many other

good things, accumulating an enormous fortune, pur-

chasing a princely domain and mansion, and if he has

a son, though he should be next of kin to an ideor,

as ugly as sin, and a vain puffed-up coxcomb, yet giving

him an hundred thousand pounds and a wife with as

much, and even obtaining him a seat in the senate, where

he has an opportunity of shewing his abilities, in an

equally eminent degree with the illumined possessor (and

" lover of women and wine") of Rose-hill. This puts me
in mind of an anecdote related of such a character, who
some years ago went over to Hambro to purchase corn,

and was, on his return, detained with many other English

merchants, by the ice at Cuxhaven for some weeks, in

which dreary place they were obliged to amuse them-

selves as well as they could. Amongst others there was

an English nobleman returning from a negotiation, with

whom this individual affected a particular acquaintance,

and treated his other countrymen very slightingly. At
last they were enabled to get to the packet and arrived at

Harwich : there it is usual for all government agents to

be landed previous to the passengers, and as the noble-

man stepped into the boat for that purpose, his compa-

nion was going to follow him, when he stopped him
with these words, " However, for want of other objects*

I might amuse myself with your upstart pride, ridi-

culous vanity and stupidity, on the other side, I must now
inform you that our acquaintance must end here" Shame-
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struck as much as his narrow conceptions allowed, ha

returned to the cabin, where he was deservedly received

by his former neglected companions with every mark of

contempt and ridicule.

It is a very great evil that we have not a free corn-mar-

ket in London, built at the public ex pence, and open to

all—the present one is the property of an association, and

it is necessary to be the owner of some 5001.- shares, and

possess a deal of interest to get a stand on it,—the old

comfactors are peculiarly jealous of any new competitors,

and' more than one deserving character has been prevent-

ed from entering into business there, and ruined by their

united efforts to crush him. It- is true there has been a

small market established opposite, but it is rather a mar-

ket for seed than corn. If a large free corn-market were

established, there would be a greater number of sellers,

and the consequence would be a reduction of prices, as

each would be anxious to sell ; whereas, being now con-

fined to a few overgrown factors, they are the more indif-

ferent whether they sell or not. Now I am speaking of fac-

tors.it may afford some surprize that thesecharacters, who
assert that they never speculate upon their own account-

but confine themselves entirely to the commission trade,,

and have but their bare commission for their livelihood,

should be able to purchase magnificent villas, keep their

carnages, mistresses, &c. and live in oriental luxury and

splendor : those who are acquainted with the mysteries

of the brotherhood, can no doubt well account for it.

Yet though they are as close with their " secrets worth

knowing" as the Freemasons ;— sometimes faint murmurs
have been heard of uncommon shortness of measures,,

misrepresentations of the state of a cargo—mistakes i a,

account sales, returns, &c. Thus from comparatively a

poor man, rises, as though by conjuration, quick presto a

rich one.

Should these observations, drawn up in haste, be fa-

vorably received, I will give you in my next some curi-

ous anecdotes of these honest men in grain.

An Observes*
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LOVE AND GRACE

Ezra, a dear and goodly branch

Of Westley's stock, condemned to roam

In other climates, casts his eye on

A friend, to guard his wife at home.

Inspired by holy zeal he seeks

The mansion of his reverend preacher.

And prays him on his bended knees,

The mysteries of grace to teach her.

The holy guide with joy consents,

And takes the fair one to his arms

;

While Ezra to the vessel hies,

Relieved from conjugal alarms.

For twelve long months his faithful spouse

Bewails with constant tears her fate

;

And every night her tutor seeks

With him her cares to dissipate.

Ezra, at length, his wanderings o'er,

To meet his wife and infant flies;

Butlo! another urchin waits

To bless the wanderer's longing eyes I

Amazed, he tweaks the preacher's nose,

And his unfaithful spouse chastises :

When thus a friend, who saw the strife,

The angry method ist advises.

" Be cool—they've but fulfilled your wishes^

And shewn by actual demonstration,

How well he taught, and she had learnt,

The mysteries of re-generation."

vol. ir y
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MR. STANIER CLARKE, OR AN APPEAL TO
THE CHAPLAIN.

Mr. Editor,

If you be not rejoiced and astonished at the follow-

ing intelligence, which has graced the columns of all the

morning papers, and will doubtless be copied into the

European and the Gentleman's Magazines, you are no

friend to " social order and our holy religion :"

" Yesterday morning the Prince Regent attended and par-

took of the sacrament, after listening to a most eloquent and

impressive sermon from the lips of the Rev. J. Stanier Clarke^

one of his Royal Highness 1

s chaplains."

I must confess that my very heart overflowed with

rapture at the perusal of this interesting paragraph, and

when I recalled to my remembrance, that the sacrament

can only be taken, without drinking his own damnation,,

by any but the sincere and stedfast penitent; and when I

recollected that even the little, trifling peccadilloes of a

prince or a courtier are inconsistent with participation in

that holy rite, I could not but form to myself the most

delightful visions of futurity, or refrain from indulging

in the pleasing anticipation of a long and splendid career

of princely virtue.

Yet it must not be concealed that something was

wanting to my complete enjoyment of the paragraph:

the text from which Mr. Clarke deduced his materials of

courtly exhortation was forgotten; and the many edify-

ing reflections that would have been excited in the mind

of the reader by the precept of Solomon, or the denun-

ciation of St. Paul, were therefore precluded. I shall

not say what texts occurred to me as the most applicable

to the occasion; the conjectures of any other individual

are as good as mine, and to speak in the language of Ti-

mothy, of drunkards and harlots, would scandalize the

delicate, and shock the profane.
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Let me therefore transfer my attention from the text

to the chaplain. There can he no doubt that on what-

ever theme Mr. Clarke might expatiate, he would enforce

the most important doctrines of religion, and the first

and most urgent duties of morality. He would endea-

vour to impress on the mind of his exalted auditor the

necessity of discountenancing vice, and supporting and

rewarding virtue. He would enforce the decencies of

life, and descant on the necessity of so regulating our

personal conduct, that however imperfect may be our

own efforts to fulfil the duties of a Christian, we may
rather strengthen than enfeeble the resolves of our in-

feriors. While the reverend gentleman declaimed with

tin earnestness proportionate to their magnitude on these

and similar topics, he would doubtless be himself im-

pressed with their truth and their importance, and would

retire from the scene of his clerical duties to reflect with

satisfaction on his efforts in the cause of virtue and na-

tional happiness. What will be the horror and astonish-

ment therefore of this " light of the church," when he is

told that there are men belonging to his sacred profession,

the ministers of Christ, and the guardians of the morals

of the community, who have so far forgotten what is due

to themselves and to their sacred profession, as to he-

come the open advocates of adultery and licentiousness!

One of these gentlemen some time ago committed to the

world a costly and magnificent work, in which a noto-

rious courtezan, a woman who had been educated in the

arts of prostitution, the acknowledged paramour of a

well-known individual, is the object of the most fulsome

and disgusting adulation, while the unfortunate wife of

the adulterous husband is treated with a grossntss bor-

dering on brutality. It was surely the duty of the re-

verend writer, who knew,, or ought to hav^ known, the

real character of the female whom he holds up to the

public admiration as the model of her sex, to express his

abhorrence of the vices by which she was distinguished,

and to have reprobated theconjugalunkinduess, and chas*
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tised the conjugal infidelity of the individual whose ac-

tions he had chosen to record. If he could not do this,

he should have been silent; but having become the open

and servile eulogist of vice and infamy, it becomes the

duty of every member of the church of England to pre-

vent him, to the utmost of his power, from obtaining the

honours and emoluments of the church that" he has dis-

graced. To whom then can we address ourselves on

this occasion with so much propriety as to the Reverend

Stanier Clarke, whose opportunities of access to the Prince

Regent's ear,peculiarly enable him, to impress on the mind

of his Royal Highness the necessity of withholding from

such an individual his favour and protection ? That Mr.

Clarke will undertake the task with peculiar pleasure,

cannot be disputed : his acquaintance with the clerical

world will enable him to discover the guilty individual,and

the disgrace of that individual will preclude the necessity

of a further appeal from, Mr. Editor,

Your most obedient servant,

An Enquire^
Wandsworth , July 21, 1812.

NIGHTLY WATCH BILL.

Few subjects have excited more consternation and

alarm, than the Nightly Watch Bill now before the

house, and which is expected to be passed into a law.

The west end of the town, has literally been in an uproar

on the subject, the most fearful apprehensions have been

entertained, and the greatest anxieties expressed. The
fancy plumed birds of night who prowl only in the shade,

the noble gamester who breathes only in hours of gloom,

the light heeled housebreaker, the drunken patriot, the

revelling shop-boy, the adulterer, the coroneted harlot, the

common pickpocket, the plunderer of thepublic money*
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and all the whole host of fashion, all her various tribes,

have been seriously agitated, and dreading little short
of extirpation. From that jolly son of Bacchus, the
Duke of

, down to the lowest delinquent that
braves the laws, from the Marchioness of

,

to the most miserable cyprian, all have feared a total

stagnation of trade and bankruptcy of vice. How
can the Duke of , the Marchioness of—

\ or Lord , or Lady , or the
Right Hon. , or Sir , with a great many et

ceteras: how can their pleasures, or their usual habits,

be affected by the establishment of a more effective police,

a more populous and betterj-egula ted nightly watch ? It

really does appear extraordinary that what is projected to

increase the security of the people, should so materially

militate against the habits, and abridge the comforts, of

his grace and the right honorable and honorables above

mentioned. But so it appears to be, and ifwe look more
rigidly into the question, we may arrive at the probable

cause: for this purpose let us suppose the following

paragraphs to appear in the Morning Post, Chronicle*

Herald, &c. the ensuing winter : we have copied their wit

and sapiency.
s

" A Fat Duke. A singular occurrence took place

a few evenings since, in the vicinity of Clare Market,

to the great mirth of the neighbourhood, and the no

small chagrin of the principal actor. A noble peer of

the true N breed, who had been maintaining the

majesty of the people, and confirming it by potent liba-

tions at the Shakespeare, reeling home in all the dignity

of greatness, convoyed by two famed damsels of the

piazza, mistook his way, and unexpectedly found him-

self seated on a butcher's block in the market. In a whim-

sical mood his grace fancied himself filling the president's

chair which he had so recently vacated. " Fill a

bumper," he exclaimed, " a bumper to the brim, let me
see no daylight in the glass. Come, gentlemen, I will give

you constitutional liberty, the liberty ofthe subject" Th6
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girls chuckled at the conceit, and at this moment the

patrole going his round, broke in upon his grace's revelry,

and demanded an account of himself. " How is this?"

cried the jolly peer, feeling himself roughly handled,

" thou butcher's dog—Is there a suspension of the Ha-

beas Corpus Act?'* " Damn your corpus/ returned the

patrole, " you are a very suspicious fellow and I will have

your body to the watch-house." Resistance was in vain,

the neighbourhood was alarmed, the overwhelming ma-

jesty of the people was called to his rescue, but my lord

duke was hurried away to — , where being recog-

nized, he was of course liberated.

Morning Post,

Exposure Extraordinary.—At half past three

o
1
clock on Tuesday morning, an old fashioned yellow

painted carriage was observed in rather a suspicious situa-

tion with the driver's eye anxiously fixed on a particular

house in Manchester Square. The new patrole, who much
to the satisfaction of the public are constantly on the

alert, seeing it had no number painted on the pannei, and

suspecting some foul proceedings were on the watch, like

skilful sportsmen waited till the game had quitted cover.

The clock struck four, when lo ! the door of a large home

near Spanish Place was softly opened, giving egress to a

personage carefully wrapped up in a long cloak ; at his

exit it was as silently closed again. The old fashioned

carriage was immediately put in motion, the unknown just

seated—" now is the time," cried the watch, and rushing

forward arrested the progress of the horses—the coach-

men expostulated— still secresy was observed—at length

in the scuffle the cloak fell from the shoulders of the

august unknown, and exposed a glittering star. The peri-

lous situation of the patrole was immediately evident

—

Morning dawned, and they fell on their knees—to the

Rising Sun.

Morning Chronicle.

A worthy baronet suspected of having too close a view
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of Oxford was rather roughly handled a night or two ago

by the new watch, and is expected to bring a charge be-

fore the house in consequence.

Herald.

It is not true that " Tom Sherry's papa" was conveyed

to St. Paul's watch-house, Covent Garden, in a state of

inebriety at 3 o'clock on Friday morning. It is notori-

ously known, he never parts with his glass at so early an

hour, and we have authority to state he can prove an

alibi.

. British Press,

We are authorized to contradict a paragraph which

appeared in the morning papers of yesterday, stating that

the Right Honorable Lady •> — was extremely ill used

by the patroie on Thursday last, one in the morning, on

her ladyship's returning from the Key Hotel in Chandos

Street. The paragraph has no foundation in fact, and

must have been written for the most malignant of purpo-

ses—to injure that respec'able establishment. Ladies of

the first fashion have, and still continue to resort to the

house, which is unequalled for excellency ofaccommoda-

tion, without having been subjected to any restraint or

personal inconvenience, and if they keep their own coun-

sel without the fear of discovery.

Courier,

The above are a few of the fashionable notices we an-

ticipate, bat as it is to be presumed they will be in con-

stant repetition, little danger can be apprehended from

this circulation : the novelty, perhaps, at first may occa-

sion a slight stagnation of these very natural pleasures,

but time and perseverance will work wonders. The

fashionable world at present suffers much restraint by

sacrificing to the prejudices of the vulgar—to the ten

o'clock man who smokes his pipe and snores till the sun

rise ; but as water by repeated droppings will wear away

stone, so the ear as it becomes more familiarized with
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these little fashionable propensities, will cease to be dis*

gusted by them, and publicity will be courted as the

only certain means of attaining fashionable celebrity.

Then banish these dull fears, let apprehension rest, the

Nightly Watch Bill is a good bill, it will favor the vices

of the rich, and give security to the tradesmen, and the

humbler orders of society from the pilfering villain who
Steals by night.

Was?,

HYPERCRITIC, No. VII.

It is always the characteristic of superior genius that

it mistakes the deformities of the great masters of the

liberal and instructive arts for the constituents of excel-

lence. The race of imitators will not be persuaded that

it is notwithstanding the errors and the absurdities of

the successful aspirants after fame, that they have obtain-

ed the popular favor ; that their faults have been only for-

given in consideration of still more evident and frequent

merits, and that had they condescended to be guided by
the admitted and regular principles of criticism, they

would have obtained a still more extensive and splendid

reputation. It is not for his quibbles that Milton has

obtained the veneration of his countrymen, nor by his

pomposity that Johnson has been exalted to the empire

of criticism. It is possible to write a poem as irregu-

lar in its metre, and as minutely pedantic in its de-

scription of customs and manners, as the worst pro-

ductions of Walter Scott, that shall yet be a miserable

farrago of dullness and vulgarity : and the babyism of

Wordsworth has been too frequently imitated by those

|9 whom his pathos and his simplicity were unknown*
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The editors of the Edinburgh Quarterly Review ap-

pear to have conceived that by imitating the quaintness

and the inelegance of their celebrated predecessors, they

have done all that is necessary to ensure them the tri-

umph, of successful rivalry. But even the most inelegant

productions of the Edinburgh Reviewers are enlivened

by genuine humour, and atone for their affectation and

vulgarity by merits which more than counterbalance their

various imperfections. The humorous efforts of the

genuine reviewers are always immediately connected

with the subject : they never sit down with a determined

resolution so shew fyow witty they can be, independent

ofany reference to the subject before them. The spu-

rious reviewers, on the contrary, evince in every page a

resolution to display their talents for humor; and their

want of success is on that account alone, the more re-

markable and deplorable.

The quaintness and affectation of the Edinburgh review-

ers are admirably imitated in the subjoined extract : but

we fear that their wit and humour are not to be found.

'? It is worse than useless to attempt to convince a man, when

writhing with irritation, biting his nails at some egregious dis-

comfiture, or purring and pthauing at an aukward disappoint-

ment, that he ought to tranquillise his mind, exercise patience,

and moderate his resentment ; that he will only hurt himself

by his violence and not mend the matter, that in a little time he

will either forget the cause of his grief, or the grief itselfwill be

run aground—and that it is best on the whole to take things

easily in this world, and slide through it as quietly as one can*

These and such like arguments, the mummery of a rancid con-

dolence, are quite lost in the turbulence of his agony^and have

no more efficacy to subdue it, than a hogshead of oil to lay a

tempest in the Bay of Biscay, or the sails of a windmill to hu-

manize the extravagancies of a Quixotic Knight, or Locked

Essay on Human Understanding to instil common honestjT

into the dastardly soul of a crimp serjeant, or a subminister's

pensioner."

In this passage we are told of rancid condolence, and

VOL. IV. %
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since the epithet rancid is peculiarly applicable to oiL

it reminds the author of the inefficacy of that fluid to

still the raging of the sea. By what association of ideas

Locke's Essay on the Human Understanding could

lead to the introduction of a drill serjeant and a suft-

minister's pensioner, can only be determined by those

who have witnessed the struggles of dullness aiming

at vivacity", and know by experience how natural it

is for the race of scribblers to mistake laboured and un-

natural conceit, for the legitimate eccentricity of wit.

After such a display of humour in the first page of

bis work, the editor should have husbanded his powers,

and reserved his unparalleled talents for the necessities

of another Quarter. But genius is always aspiring: " in

its furthest advances, still wishing to go forward ; in its

highest flights, still wishing to be higher:" and deservedly

as the editor ofthe Edinburgh Quarterly Review, may boast

of his " accordance with this representation," he may ad-

vance still stronger claims to his responsion to the latter

part of Johnson's definition, that he is " always imagining

more than he can do." The admirers of genuine sarcasm s

will doubtless be delighted by the succeeding paragraph,

" In the former case it is true, where, to use the language of

the heathenish corpuscularians, the heat is coarched by the too

forcible motion of the spirits from the brain infringing on it,

or i& squeezed by some indigestible compound, lodging in the

gizzard, and so cannot disperse its undulations in the well

ascertained diagonal of a reputable precedence, but sputters

them at all angles and to all distances, like the bursting of a

water-pip*1—or as when a young dragoon officer swears over

his description of his first skirmish with the watchmen, or as

when the star-stricken ranter astonished Garrick with the soli-

loquy, " Toby or not Toby,that is the question,"in this case we

say it is very true that the chronicle of human nature is some-

what fantastical."

The singular medley of unconnected images, combined

kthis quotation, bears no more resemblance to genuine w^t
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than a non sequitur to an epigram. It is easy to collect and

arrange a certain number of ideas; but to substantiate the

writer's claim to the honors of wit or ingenuity, they

must have some latent or observable connection with

each other, and must have the appearance at least of sug-

gesting themselves, without any effort on his part, to the

mind of the author. There is no wit in the composition

of a bookseller's catalogue, or the arrangement of a bill

of fare. The unnatural and unintelligible medley of

water-pipes, diagonals, watchmen, gizzards, ranters, and

undulations, reminds us only of the Scotch wow sequitur.

Oh that 'twould rain a shower of buttered pease ?

And eke with scratching get the i ,

He was as braye and gay a youth,

The puddings danced while the old woman
Keel'd the pot.

Oh saw ye not Charley the young,

He walked upon the moon beam o'er the hills ;

With pease pudding in a pot nine days old.

The three pages of nonsense similar to those of the

preceding extracts, are intended to contain a humorous

exposition of their disappointment in the perusal ofMo-
rier's Travels; and by way of illustrating the difference

between critical and vulgar passion, we are told that

" when we see a patient (it ought to be impatient) spill

one glass of wine, we may pretty safely hope that he

~will drink the next one—should he stamp his foot on

the floor, so as to make the timbers shake, it is about

1659 chances to one that he will not in a whole year

wear out a pair of shoes in the like exercise ; or grant

that he throw his wig into the fire, it is almost mathema-

tically certain that he will not burn another one for five

minutes to come." They then proceed to an analysis of

the work, which is only remarkable for its sober and un-

intelligible mediocrity.

The review of the Scots' Cheap Repository is as much
distinguished by good sense, as the " Criticism ©n an
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aged Hermit," by its abortive attempts at irony. In their

remark? on Woodhouse, they display such a decent ac-

quaintance with mathematics as is generally possessed

by a Cambridge aspirant of one year's standing. The cri-

tiques on " Poems by Lieutenant Gray," on " Piumptre's

letters and Songs," and on " Wilson's Isle of Palms;" are

the productions of a lettered individual, whose attain-

ments are more respectable, than his taste is polished, or

his discrimination acute. He writes in a plain and de-

cent manner ; but in a work pretending to come in com-

petition with the Edinburgh Review, these are unattrac-

tive and unprofitable merits, and only serve as a foil

to the animation, the acutene^s, and the metaphysical

subtlety of its predecessor. The political articles are writ-

ten with as trifling a portion of knowledge as could rea-

sonably fall to the share of a reviewer ; and the criticism

on Buchanan,can only be read with pleasure for the extract

it contains. The whole publication, in fact, affords suffi-

cient evidence of patient drudgery, by men, who would be

witty and elegant if they could, and would deserve the

respect of their friends in their appropriate characters

of surgeons and pedagogues*

ANECDOTE.

Among the noble visitors at the late Masquerade at

Vauxhall were the Duke and Duchess of A . The
Marqu s of B was attired as a warrior, and wore

upon his left breast a star, on which was inscribed " Cou-

rage, the Protector of Beauty !" He wandered about the

gardens for some time in search of a shepherdess, with

whom he had formed an assignation: his search was

fruitless, and just as he was about to depart in despair, a

lady appeared, not, indeed, ia the dress of a shepherdess 3
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but in that of Ellen, in the Knight,of Snowdon, with a

ribbon round her bonnet, on which was interwoven

"Beauty, the Reward of Courage!" Rejoiced at so

unexpectedly discovering the supposed object of his af-

fections, he took her by the hand, and hastily leading

her from the scene of festivity, handed her to his carriage,

and ordered the coachman to drive him to No. 17, Graf-

ton-street, Fitzroy-square. During their journey the

noble M endeavoured to engage his female com-

panion in conversation, and recollecting the loquacity of

Miss P — at their former interviews, he was asto-

nished at the brevity and reluctance of her answers. He
ascribed her taciturnity, however, partly to affectation,

and partly to the effect of her vinous beverage. When
they arrived in Grafton-street the lady was ushered up

stairs, while the M- remained below to order the

return of the carriage, and to make such arrangements

as were necessary to the pleasures of the evening. Having

accomplished these preliminaries, he hastened up stairs

to his fair companion ; in the ardour of his passion forced

her to unmask, and discovered, in the object of his

amorous violence, the M HIS WIFE! !

!

(ECONOMICAL a.n d EXPEDITIOUSEDUCATION.

Sir,

The art of writing in sand, though forming one of the

chief features of Mr. Lancaster's system of education,

and conducive in a great degree, to the purposes of eco-

nomy ; does not appear to afford within itself any new
facilities b) which the art of writing may be acquired, or

promise any diminution of expence, except that which

may arise from the difference in value between the sand,

and the common materials of penmanship. The atten-

tion, therefore, of the promoters of economical tuition
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and thefriends ofeducation in general,cannot but be inter-

ested in the adoption of a system of writing by which

the schoolboy- is enabled to make as rapid a progress in a

month, as is usually effected in the course of several

years ; and the adult whom imperfect tuition, or the neg-

ligence of after-life may have habituated to an unintelligi-

ble, or unsightly manuscript, shall be taught in two or

three weeks to write with elegance, ease, and expedition.

When it is considered that more than three years are

usually expended at school in endeavouring to acquire a

legible hand, while Mr. Carstairs, the inventor of this

system, undertakes to teach the youngest and most un-

lettered boy, in six lessons only, the art of writing in

running or business hand, and to modify the most illegi-

ble manuscript of an adult pupil, into a beautiful and re-

gular form of writing, no other stimulus can be wanting

to the governors and benefactors of the Lancasterian and

similar institutions, to introduce into the schools esta-

blished under their superintendence, a system, compared

with which, either in point of economy or utility, the

practice of writing in sand is useless and unproductive.

The simple principle of keeping the fingers still, and

moving the arm alone, so obvious in itself, and yet so di-

rectly contrary to the established and systematic prac-

tice, would of course be most effectually exemplified by

the inventor himself; but whatever may be the share in

which hisassistance is thought worthy of encouragement,

or his discovery regarded as deserving ofcompensation, the

number of witnesses to the success of his exertions as a

tutor, preclude the possibility of doubt with regard to the

merit of the system itself.

I remain, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Tachygraphus.
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THE REVIEWER. No. XIV

JPotiical Vagaries ; containing an Ode to WE, a hackney'

d

Critick ; Low Ambition, or the Life and Death of Mr.

Daw ; a Reckoning with Time ; the Lady of the Wreck,

or Castle Blarneygig ; Tioo Parsons, or the Tale of a Shirt.

By George Colman, the Younger. Longman and Co.

Among the common-places of criticism, a reprobation

of the art of punning is the most conspicuous. It is so easy

to gain a reputation for genuine \vit,or for the more exalted

qualities of the mind, by professing to despise the "jin-

gle of sounds," and the poor conceits of the verbal quib-

blers, that the dull and the indolent, from Bossu to the

Critical Reviewers, have gladly adopted so convenient a

mode of literary and philosophical display. They have

told us that punning is a bastard species of wit, that to

play upon words is the amusement of petty minds, and

that the contemptible efforts of the punster are beneath

the notice of the enlightened critic. Yet while every

one abuses this harmless and delightful species of compo-

sition, it.is the object of universal pursuit, and the cause

of universal entertainment. Even Mr. Colman has owed
much of his success to the felicity of his verbal combina-

tions; and those who have denied his pretensions to the.

honours of legitimate wit, have been in all probability

the most eager purchasers of his works.

To declaim is easier than to reason, and none of the

various opponents of punning, have condescended to in-

form us, in what respect it is inferior to any other species

of wit. It is possible that its facility may be greater

than that which accompanies the composition of jeux

d'esprit, in which the idea alone is the source of visible

pleasure ; but if this be true, its advocates have not been

willing or able to adduce any evidence in its support : and

in their attempts to suppress this species of wit altogether
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they have given its advocates a fair apology for advanc-

ing it above its proper and natural level.

When the reader is surprized and delighted by the con-

trast of two wOrds resembling each other in sound, but

differing in meaning, or resembling each other in mean-

ing, but differing in sound, the ideas attached to these

words are as much the object of comparison as the words

themselves, the impression on the mind is exactly the

same as those of the jeux d'esprit, in which verbal combi-

nations are excluded, and the merit of the punster is only

inferior to that of the '• wit," in proportion to the rela-

tive facility of his efforts. But there are puns of which

the combination must have been as difficult, and must

have required as much ingenuity of conception, as the

most laboured effusions of what is denominated le-

gitimate wit. The famous epigram, for instance, on King

James and the universities may be advantageously con-

trasted with any production of the most celebrated

poets*

" The king to Oxford sent a troop of horse,

'Cause Tories own no argument but force:

With equal right to Cambridge books he sent,

'Cause Whigs allow no force but argument."

Mr. Colman is an inveterate punster, but his efforts of

this kind are peculiarly successful, and have all the cha-

racteristics of genuine wit. Their combinations are lu-

dicrous, and yet not obvious; they must have required

considerable patience and ingenuity to produce them,

yet have not a single feature of the recherche. Speak*

ing of an inferior actor, he says:

"Once too, when drunk in Cerberus,—oh ! shame I

He fell asleep within the Dog's internals ;

Thus, Mr. Whitbread's Porter overcame

The Porter to theKing of the Infernals.

Shakespeare says of a virgin, that she went in a maid,

Mf\i9 out a maid, never returned more; Mr. Col*
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man expresses the same idea by a f)un on a vulgar

form of phraseology.

u So well he ministered his aid

To comfort and revive the maid,

That ere the sky-lark plumed his wing, •

The maid was quite another thing.'"

The subjoined couplets however are concluded by a

pun to which Mr. Colman should not have descended.

Si He feared the rat would be espied,

And all his fears were ratified"

The following pun describes itself.

* ( Adam and Eve were -at the world's beginnings

Ashamed of nothing till they took to sinning:

But after Adam's slip, the first was Eve's,

With sorrow big

They sought the fig,

To cool their blushes with its banging leaves.

Whereby we find

That, when all things were recent,

So paradoxical is human kind !

Till folks grew naughty they were barely decent."

That all his wit, however, even in his shorter passages

is not confined to puns, the subjoined extracts will de-

monstrate.

From " an ode to "WE, a hackneyed critic,'*

i( Hail, Plural Unit! who would' st be

A Junto o'er my muse and me,

With dogmas to control us ;

Hail, mystick WE ! grand Next-to-None

!

Large Body corporate of One

!

Important OMNES, solus !"

" Thy voice, which counterfeits, alone,

A score of voices in it's own, i

VOL, IV, Z
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Awhile takes in the many;

Thus a bad one pound note is past

For twenty shillings,—and, at last,

Turns out not worth a penny."

" But come,—one moment, leave thy pen

Stick in thy gall-bottle,—and, then,

Smooth o'er thy forehead's furrow :

Let's chat :—Where got'st thou thy employ ?

Art thou of Dublin city, joy ?

Or bonny Edinborough ?"

" Many strange faces may be seen ;—but Daw's

Look'd like the knocker of a door,—whose grin.

Has let its handle tumble from the jaws,

To hinder you from rapping on its chin,

Three single ladies, and one married,

By looking at him, all miscarried.'

'

The greatest attraction of the volume, is the Lady of

the "Wreck, a burlesque on Walter Scott's celebrated

poem. Mr. Colmari has been extremely successful in

imitating the rapid succession of ideas, and the vehemence

of utterance that constitute the principal charm, while

they occasion the defects of Mr. Scott's compositions.

The introduction of Irish proper names, and the

melodious termination of the sections with the sonorous

cognomens,SirTooley WhaggO'Shaughnashane,and Judy

Fitz Galiyhogmagawl reminds the reader with irresis-

tible effect of the scenes and heroes of Uam Var.

By those who have read the chorus of " Vich Alpine

Dhu," in the Lady of the Lake, or the introductory

stanzas of Don Roderic, the subjoined imitations will be

read with the most ludicrous emotions.

Jlarp of the Pats ! that rotting long hast lain

On the soft bosom of St. Allen's bog,

And when the wind had fits, would twang a strain,

Till envious mud did all thy musick clog.
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E'en just as too much pudding chokes a dog ;

—

Oh ! Paddy's Harp ! still sleeps thine accent's pride ?

Will nobody be giving it a jog ?

Still must thou silent be, as when espied

Upon an Irish, old, old halfpenny's back side ?

Not thus, when Erin wore a wilder shape,

Thy Voice was speechless in an Irish Town ;

It roused the hopeless Lover to a rape,

Made timorous Tenants knock proud Landlords down ;

Whisky, at every pause, the feast did crown ;

—

Now, by the powers ! the fun was never slack ;

The Os and .Macs were frisky as the Clown
;

For, still, the burthen (growing now a hack)

Was, Hubbaboo, dear joys! and Didderoo '. and Whack I

Och ! wake again ! arrah, get up on'ce more !

And let me venture just to take a thrum :

Wake, and be damn'd ! you've had a tightish snore !—
Perhaps, I'd better let you lie there, dumb ;

Yet, if one Ballad-Monger like my strain,

Though I've a clumsy finger and a thumb,

I shan't have jingled Minstrelsy in vain ;

—

So, Wizard, be alive '• old witch, get up again !

Hail to our Chief ! now he's wet through with Whiskey ;

Long life to the Lady come from the salt seas !

Strike up, blind Harpers ! skip high to be frisky !

For what is so gay as a bag-full of fleas ?

Crest of O'Shaughnashane !

—

That's a Potato, plain,

—

Long may your root every Irishman know !

Pats long have stuck to it,

Long bid good luck to it ;

Whack for O'Shaughnashane !—Tooleywhag, ho !

Our's is an esculent lusty and lasting,

No turnip, nor other weak babe of the ground ;

Waxy, or mealy, it hinders from fasting,

Half Erin's Inhabitants, all the year round.
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Wants the soil, where 'tis flung,

Hogs, cow's, or horse's dung,

Still does the Crest of O'Shaughnashane grow :

Shout for it, Ulster men,

Till the bogs quake again!

Whack for O'Shaughnashane !—Tooleywhag, ho!

Drink, Paddies, drink to the Lady so shining !

While flowret shall open, and bog-trotter dig,

So long may the sweet Rose of Beauty be twining

Around the Potato of proud Blarneygig !

While the plant vegetates,

While Whisky recreates,

Wash down the root, from the horns that o'erflow ;

Shake your shillalahs, boys !

Screeching drunk, scream your joys !

Whack for O'Shaughnashane !—Tooleywhag, ho !

Mr. Colman aims at colloquial versification, but his

homeliness sometimes degenerates into doggrel, and the

rhymes are often evidently the result of laborious trifling,

t( And the beast's shape requires particularly

The tallest man to march first perpendicularly.''*

" But there was nothing which my Lord abhorred,

So much as preaching, so the chaplain sure,

Had got a sinecure."

66 Enough—Readers will be content

To hear that dinner passed, when ladies went,

Then in a brimmer Master Church was toasted."

Yet the merits of Mr. Colman, great as they are, remind

us only to excite our regret, of a contemporary writer

now oppressed with age and infirmity, whose comic ef-

fusions as far excel the productions of his imitators as

the dramatist of the Haymarket surpasses a Morton and a

Dimond. When we mention the name of Walcot, we
recal to the attention of the public a writer of vigorous

and original humour; the model of comic narration, and
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a perfect master of comic satire. The bigotry that mil not

discriminate between the morals and the talents of a pub-

lic writer has persecuted him into temporary neglect ; but

when his blasphemies and his profligacies are forgotten

by all but his Creator and himself, his literary merits will,

if desert be the forerunner of immortality, elevate his

posthumous fame to a height that his intolerant enemies

have only attained by flattering the prejudices of the mul-

titude, and gratifying the resentment of their superiors.

For Mr. William Gifford we entert ain a very warm and a

very sincere respect. His exposition of the moral cha-

racter of Peter Pindar was of vital service to the commu-
nity, and was distinguished by all the indignant vigour of

virtuous genius. But there will always.be found a host

of individuals to debase the models they imitate, to ex-

tend precaution into intolerance, and reprobation into

persecution. Scarcely had Mr. Gifford laid aside the

scourge, before the author of the Pursuits of Literature,

in the wantonness of satire, not only denied the claims of

Walcot to respect as a Christian, but to estimation as a

poet. He did indeed admit that Peter Pindar occasionally

produced a couplet that breathed the spirit of genuine

poetry; but his censure far preponderates over his ap-

probation, and for want of more appropriate language, he

calls him an " obscure man" Yet the notoriety of the

individual could be the only inducement of the Pursuer

to attack him ; and this" writer of doggrel," if the future

preservation of the productions of literature depend on

the genius which they exhibit, may probably command
the admiration of ages, which shall never hear, except in

his writings, the name of Matthias.

In one particular, at least; he excels all the poets of

his age and nation : he is equally successful in his pathe-

tic and his humorous efforts : he can excite the tear with

as much facility as the smile ; and celebrate the sorrows

of love with a simplicity only equalled by the vigor and

originality of his comic compositions. In his serious

productions, there are passages of beauty so exquisite,
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and pathos so affecting, that the greatest writer of any

time or any country, might have been proud of their

influence over the sympathies of his fellow men. He is

now old and infirm : let us forget his errors and celebrate

his excellence.

" Thus shall the sons of science melt away,

And thus of beauty fade the fairest flower,

For where's the giant who to time shall say,

Destructive tyrant I arrest thy power ?"

Ode to my Candle.

UNCOMMON SENSE.

" Oh that I had been writ down an ass I"

Shakespeare*

The indispensible necessity of putting up with the

utmost fervor, and repeating even at double tides, the

pointed petition in our excellent liturgy for " illuminat-

ing all bishops, priests, and deacons" was never so strik-

kingly evinced as in comparing the effulgent rays of

wisdom, emanating from certain personages forming part

of a numerous and respectable meeting in Moot Hall

assembled at Mansfield in the county of Nottingham, on

the 5th day ofJune last, with the plain scale of common
sense- Respectable it certainly must be admitted to have

been, for they stile themselves (per advertisement) respec-

table, and pray who should know better ? Solomon said,

" in the multitude of people is the king's honor," but

that is suspected to be an error in translation, and should

have been rendered—noblemen—gentlemen, clergymen,

and freeholders, as more properly and emphatically ex-

pressed in a dutiful and loyal address to the Prince Regent

resolved upon at the said meeting. I must here premise

that not any censure in this short essay is intended to

attach to the laical part of. the assemblage above mention-

ed; being convinced, beyond a shadow of doubt, that the
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source is purely clerical, every atom of the address pro-

claims " the hole of the pit from whence it was digged.'*

No layman would ever have conceived the idea ofstopping

short at the word freeholder, to the exclusion, on so la-

mentable an occasion, of the con dolence of the opulent

tradesman, and though tenant at will, the extensive copy-

holder, the lease-holder, or in short, every other descrip-

tion of persons whatsoever; but the truth seems to be

this, the holy ones thought descending lower would sa-

vour too strongly of universal suffrage ; yet, what is a

paltry forty shillings, or, in many instances, forty pounds

per annum freeholder,compared with many of the former?

"Pis rather laughable, notwithstanding the pompous

opening ofWe the noblemen, gentlemen, clergymen, and

freeholders ; it so happened, that in some certain places

where the said dutiful and loyal address lay in state, re-

cruits were beat up for rather in the highway and hedge-

muster stile, nay, in many instances, previous intimida-

tory, puny, impotent threats were thrown out, holding

forth the infamous coercive insinuation, that all who pre-

sumed to differ in opinion from the respectable, &c. &c.

might consider themselves as marked men. Surely, this

part of the procedure, at least, wras not indicative either

of the wisdom of the serpent, or the harmlessness of the

dove.

It is not my intention to dissect, completely, this most
admirable document ; just touching, en passant, the cha-

ritable, the christian-like, the merciful, the pious, call

upon his Royal Highness for the prompt and vigorous

execution of strong legislative measures; (does that mean
hanging ?) and the zealous determination of offering per-

sons and properties (we most of us hereabout know right

well what that means,) I proceed to a paragraph which it

would be an unpardonable disrespect to the super-emi-

nent ability of the framers to leave unnoticed, namely,
." We regard with detestation and abhorrence the crime

which has thus prematurely deprived his Majesty and

the country of a man so eminently distinguished by every
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virtue, a man whose high talents and unblemished mte*

grity gained him the esteem and admiration of all who
were able to appreciate such inestimable qualities." From
the inmost recesses of my soul do I detest and abhor the

act of assassination as sincerely as any county meeting

parish pastor whomsoever. But—Beotian stupidity !

—

adapted solely to the meridian of Gotham! The congre-

gated clerical talent of a county to talk about appreciating

inestimable qualities ! Oh, most cutting sarcasm! Truly

has it been said, no man can possibly have a more dan-

gerous enemy than an indiscreet friend. So, the unfor-

tunate man ye met to eulogize had really the esteem and

admiration of all who were able to appreciate his inesti-

mable qualities? What, none other? Do, my kind con-

descending souls, have the superlative goodness to inform

us what description of men those are, who are able to va-

lue things that are " too valuable to be rated, transcend-

ing all price." (Johnson) Nay, never start—look at the

words ; there is no bolting nor sideling out of this ; your

usual logical subterfuge of " it is not to be taken in that

kind of way," cannot avail you. I would defy the united

colleges of St. Omer's and Douay, were they in existence,

to wriggle or flounce off this hook. Appreciate (I fancy

that is the true orthography), signifies not any thing

else but to value—to rate—to set a price upon—put the

things together—and call a meeting at Cuckoo Bush, in

the parish of Gotham aforesaid, to consider what steps

are the most proper to be adopted to meet the most mo^

mentous occasion.

But, soft ye,perhaps sorrow had dimmed the eye of rea-

son. Had I but a shadow of evidence on this head, I would

certainly retract all I have written. No, I saw several, on

their return that evening, who* did not appear to be woe-

begone in the least. To be sure it was said that had any

artist of eminence been upon the spot when the porten-

tous words imminent—despicable—danger—contemptible—
were uttered, he might have embraced an opportunity of

sketching such an outline of the living spectre who drew
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Priam's curtain, which possibly never may recur. It was

written by one who doubtless understood human nature,

and the English language, full as well as any individual

reveiend in moot-hall assembled, " To be furious is to be

frightened beyondfear." What pity is it, that we are not

in possession ofan appellation, by the same masterly hand,

for the misfortune of being seared beyond common sense ?

By way of conge to the sacerdotal men of letters, I beg

leave to hint at the propriety of submitting the resolutions

of the Cuckoo-bush meeting to the inspection of some

school-boy previous to their publication. I cannot con-

clude this article, as times go, more aptly than by using

the words of an anonymous author of some celebrity.

" The heads of some men, could they be peeped into?

would be found to bear a striking resemblance to a room
in which an old woman was dressing feathers, an assem-

blage of the most incongruous particles, and atoms

whirling about in every direction all pother and rubbish l
M

Observer.
Nottingham, July \\th

9 1812.

ROMEO COATES, OR THE LOVE OF
NOTORIETY.

Sir,

The same misplaced ambition which has led Lord

Castlereagh into the madness of conducting our national

expeditions, and excites Mr. H. Twiss to assume the

airs and importance of a fashionable favourite, has been

the ruin of less exalted and more amiable individual.

Mr. Romeo Coates is probably a good-natured man ; a

dupe as much as he is a pretender, and no one's enemy
but his own. Unfortunately the flattery of Bacchanalian

dependants, the puffs of dramatic parasites, and the in-

dulgence of the easy and unintelligent part of the com-

munity, have converted a simple and well-meaning clown

vol. rr. a a
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into a victim of dissipation, and a professor of absurdity.

With a fortune that prudently expended might purchase

every necessary comfort, and every elegant pleasure, he

lives on the scale of a banker's clerk, and mean at home,

is miserable abroad.

In the account of the levee contained in the morning

papers, it is asserted, and asserted, as I am informed with

truth, that Mr. Coates attended in a dress, of which the

ornaments were valued at more than five thousand

pounds, Nothing need be said on the contemptible va-

nity of wearing appendages so comparatively trifling in

value, merely for the purpose of proclaiming his finery in

the newspaper. It is better to throw aside the use of dia-

monds altogether, than to swagger before a splendid circle

of spectators, in the despicable obtrusion of needy splen-

dour. But what will be the surprize of yourself and

your readers to be informed that this Mr. Romeo Coates,

who expends five thousand pounds on a gala dress, and

plies the convenient Dr. Williams with sabbath bribes,

resides in a petty lodging-house in Craven-street, and con-

descends to dine at a stinted board that he may adorn his

person, support a theatrical critic, and feed his horses.

He attends at Barnet races, and after running away, (as

he expresses it) with the palm of " Tittism," returns

to partake of his limited number of cups of tea, and his

prescribed proportion of the family slops.

It is melancholy to contemplate the degradation of an

individual, whose fortune and rank in society had prepar-

ed him for the rational enjoyment of its pleasures, and

who thus sacrifices every hope of reasonable gratification,

to that love of notoriety which cannot be gratified, to.

the emulation of men, who only despise him for his

presumption, to the indulgence in pursuits of which he

can only obtain the partial enjoyment, and to the culti-

vation of excellencies, in which nature has decreed that

he shall not excel. With two thousand a year, he might

be comfortable as a domestic man : what he is as & fashion*

able, or a sportsman, is known to every body. Q. Q.
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Nullius addiclus jurare in verba magistri

;

Quo me cunque rapit tempescas deferor haspes,

The theatricals of a monthly miscellany are seldom

regarded with the interest that may probably* attach to

its miscellaneous articles. Whatever it is possible to say

or think on the subject of the drama, has been already

expressed in the columns of the daily journals ; to write

dramatic critiques as they ought to be written, would re-

quire the undivided attention of the most industrious in-

dividual; and we are not ambitious of disgusting our

readers by repeating the tittle-tattle of the Green Room,
with all its monotony of incident, and all its vulgarity of

" slang." To become a Green Room gossip it is neces-

sary to associate with all the buffoons and the puppies of

the theatre, and we do not value the character so highly

as to think its attainment worth the sacrifice of our own.

The value indeed of Green Room association may be

conjectured from its report of Mr. Jameson's comedy.

We were taught from the report of the actors, to expect

in the " Touch at the Times," a comedy, replete with vi-

gorous and lively satire, elegant in its dialogue, and inte-

resting in its plot. We found it stale, and stupid, and un-

profitable.

July 13.—Isabella, or the Fatal Marriage, was brought

forward to introduce a Miss Johnson, a young lady of

provincial celebrity, to a London audience. The ex-

pression of tliis lady's countenance and figure is admi-

rably adapted to tragedy, as wrell as her voice, which in

many tone reminded us forcibly of Mrs. Siddons ; Isa-

bella was one of the characters the peculiar property of

that great actress—she had no equal in it—there was no-

thing like it on the stage. It was almost the last charac-

ter she represented before a British audience, and the
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town was still speaking of her inimitable performance.

With these recollections we certainly found fault with

Miss Johnson's choice of character for a debut, strongly

suspecting there were other parts in which she would

have appeared to greater advantage; nor lias the result

proved that we were mistaken in our judgment. Miss

Johnson dressed Isabella well, looked the character well,

played it well, and was received well—but these are cold

praises to an actress looking for an engagement. We can

point out no decided excellence—no new discrimination

'-no feature of the performance that had not Mrs. Sid-

dons for an original : still we have no hesitation in offering

it as our opinion, that Miss Johnson would be a desirable

acquisition to either of the winter theatres.

A trifle, in two acts, called Trick for Trick,has been ex-

hibited for the benefit of Miss S. Booth. The incidents are

of
7
the most common-place description, and the language

too often deformed by vulgarity ; but the dialogue is lively,

and the personages are kept in continual action. The
aid story of a young lady becoming acquainted, under

another name, with the individual whom her papa had

destined for her spouse, and, rejecting the real in favor of

the supposed favorite, forms the foundation of what was

intended for the plot: and the other mistakes have an

equal claim to originality. To the exertions of Miss

Booth, of whom the author observes, that she reminds us

of the best days of Mrs, Jordan, he is chiefly indebted

for the temporary success of his performance. We
scarcely remember an instance of excellence attained

under circumstances so unpropitious, as those which

impeded the efforts of this meritorious actress. She

was first introduced on the provincial theatres as a dancer,

and those who best knew the influence of that profession

on the heart and intellect, will best be able to appreciate

the difficulties she has so nobly overcome. In archness

of vivacity, and in feminine pathos, qualifications seldom

combined with each other, she perhaps excels all her

contemporaries : but the shortness of her stature precludes

the frequent display of those more lofty powers that are
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necessary to the personification of an Isabella cr a Bel-

vide ra.

July 15.—This theatre closed with Hamlet and Tom
Thumb, The character of Hamlet was very well sus-

tained by Mr. C. Kemble, who at the close of the play

came forward with a very modest address, as is usual at

the close of the season, thanking the public for its liberal

support, regretting the loss of the brightest ornaments of

thestage(his brother and sister), begging future support,

promising to deserve public favour, and announcing the

commencement of the ensuing season on the seventh of

September. When shall this theatrical monopoly cease, or

limits be set to the winter proprietors, so as to prevent this

unprincipled trespass on the property of the summer
theatres ? How can Mr. Harris justify such conduct, or

is he only taking the advantage of time, and dreading

the opening of Drury-Jane on the 10th of October ?

Summer Theatres.

English Opera, Lyceum.—The present season has

been more than usually abundant with novelties, and we
only regret when we consider the laudable exertions of

the managers, that none of the fruit is worth preserving*

The first upon the list at this theatre is July 2st, High-

gate Tunnel, or the Secret Arch ! intended as a severe

satire on the hippomania of the winter theatres, the

roelo-drames, and operatic tragedies of our modem bards,

opening with a prelude in which the author magnanir

rnously defies criticism, and boldly tells us, " if we won't

let him aloue six days m the week, damrae if he'll let u%

alone on the seventh, for he'll start a Sunday News-
paper!"

The lash of this modern Juvenal is pointed with nei-

ther wit, poignancy, nor humour. His jokes are stale,,

and borrowed from the tap-room of an hedge ale-house,

The laugh he excites is just such as would be raised by

witnessing a jack -pudding grinning through a horse-

collar. In fine, the author is indebted to the actors

^.lone for the existence of this piece, and if we have
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aroused his vengeance, he may start a Sunday newspaper

when he pleases,

July 22.—Rich and Poor, a comic opera, altered by the

author from the " East Indian," a comedy produced at

the late theatre, Drury-lane, in 1799, for the benefit of

Mrs. Jordan. Our limits this month will not allow us to

enter so fully as we could wish on the powerful demerits

of this Opera; we have not time or room to expatiate on

its immoral tendency, to expose its fallacy, to hold up to

detestation its principles—worthy only of the author of

the Monk. We promise our readers next month to ana-

lize this piece, this sanctioner of female viciousness,

which is nightly represented to our wives and daugh-

ters.

Haymarket.—It seems to be one of the incum-

brances naturally attaching to the theatrical property

that sooner or later it shall become the subject of legal

contention. The history of the London houses exhibits

a lengthened series of Chancery proceedings, all termi-

nating in the ruin of the contending parties ; and in ad-

dition to the delightful prospects opened to the lawyers

by the dispute of the co-partners in the Opera, and the

squabbles at the minor theatre, we foresee in the re-erec-

tion of Drury-lane, and the revival of obsolete patent s

fruitful source of future litigation.

Messrs. Colman, Winston, and Morris, still continue

to amuse the town, and impoverish themselves, by the

gratuitous sacrifice of their receipts to the officers of

Chancery. They are disputing with might and main

about a property which, if it be much longer in their own
management, will not be worth the trouble of possessing.

By their present modes of procedure they may indeed

ruin each other, at the expence of themselves; but we
had expected something better than the display of obsti-

nate and desperate revenge from the wit, the baron, or

the would-be-gentleman.

We congratulate the lawyers therefore (for to them
must tlie profits of a favorite piece ultimately revert)
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on the reception of Mr. Oulton* s Sleep Walker, a bustling,

entertaining trifle, evincing a respectable talent for

comic delineation, and a power of conception that, though

employed on the present occasion in writing for the actor,

may hereafter produce something more worthy of public

approbation.

The success of the piece was chiefly owing to the ex-

ertions of Matthews, in the character of Somno, a sleep-

walking servant. The original conception of this charac-

ter is ingenious, but we do not think that Mr. Oulton

has filled up his own outline with much dexterity. The
soliloquy of a somnambulist might have been rendered

the vehicle of many entertaining quibbles, and ludicrous

images. But Mr. Oulton has contented himself with the

stringing together a cento of passages from various dra-

mas, which he introduces without any visible motive,

or any principle of connection. In what, for instance,

consists the wit or the vivacity of the subjoined soli-

loquy ?

" This is the question,

Haste me to know it, that I with wings as swift

As meditation, or the thoughts of love,

May sweep to my revenge. What is revenge,

But courage to call in our honor's debts ?

Oh ! all ye hosts of heaven, oh earth, what else,

Down ! down ! my heart (Alibi who is asleep in a chair

snores)

Who calls on Achmet (Alibi yawns.

J

Did Barbarossa call ? What, Richmond, Ho!

Richard is hoarse. Bring me a cup of sack ?

Alibi (Dreaming) Brandy and water.

Somno. You lie ; 'tis sack."

Sophia elopes disguised in male habiliments with Sir

Patrick Macguire, an Irishman; and Mrs. Decorum, to

whom he is introduced, supposing him to be the young

lady in disguise, addresses him in the softest accents of

female sympathy ; desires him to rest his tender limbs,

and offers him a share of her bed. The scene in which
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the equivoque is conducted, would be more entertaining

if it were not so improbable.

July 8—" The Child of Chance"— is gone to its long

home—" de mortuus nil, nisi bouum."

July 23.—" The Fortune Hunters," a comedy in three

acts, the production of a young author, (Mr. Hewlett,

aged 17), said to be his first effort.- We have no passion

for breaking flies upon a wheel, and as the objectionable

part has been expunged since the first representation, we
are willing this piece should pronounce'itsown doom ; it

will linger a few nights longer. The dramatis persons

consist of aci-devantstrolling player, turned private teach-

er, a man of little learning but more brass, most admirably

played by Jones, with a hit at Coates, the amateur actor.

An old maid and a young maid (Mrs. Grove and Miss Bell-

chamber) both wanting husbands. A love of a doubt-

ful class, who has eloped from his father (Mr. Kent), a

humorous valet (Matthews), a forgiving father (Eyre), a

fop, without wit or fortune (Betterton), his sister

(Mrs. Williams), all fortune hunters. The young

maid (Miss Beilchambers) falls in love, at first sight, with

a drunken beau, (Kent) who insults her in the park : the

old maid, with the ci-devant actor, &c. &c.: they are all

married!—opposition was drowned by the author's

friends, and the next morning the following elegant cri-

tique appeared at the bottom* of the Haymarket bills.

"The new comedy called The Fortune Hunters having

been received last night with repeated bursts of approba-

tion ; and the neatness of the dialogue, with the fancy of

the incidents having excited peculiar attention, will be

repeated every evening till further notice."

Printed by W. N. Jones, No. 5 t Newgate-street, London.
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Causidicus shall meet with attention,

Inquisitor is informed that the medicine- of which we com-

mended the efficacy, and which we concluded from our analy-

sis to contain no mercury, was Swainson's Velno's Vegetable

Syrup.

We shall take particular notice of the Drury-lane address the

month after its delivery.

In reply to our Sunderland correspondent, we beg leave to

observe, that there are two systems of penmanship, the one in-

vented by Mr. M , and the other by Mr* Carstairs. Though

Mr. Carstairs teaches both, it is on the last of these alone, which

we are of opinion is decidedly superior to the other, that he

rests his claim to the title of an inventor.

We have received a letter from a friend of Mr. Lancaster, in

which he states the comparative expence of two schools esta-

blished on the system of Bell and Lancaster at 7201. and 1251.

His statement, however, gives 4701. more for bibles and books

than is actually expended on the former system. Such an error

must have been wilfuL

We shall resume our strictures on the Pulpit, at the recom-

mencement of the season. At present thefashionable preachers

are amusing themselves at the watering places.

The reports respecting the interview between Lord E. and the

P— of W , it would be dangerous to repeat; and
the assertion of the Examiner, respecting her mother-in-law,

we utterly disbelieve.

Our Albany correspondent is pleased to be very severe on
Mr. Perry's countenance. Perhaps he has reason to remember
it.

The examination of " Rich and Poor," is unavoidably post-

poned to our next number.

" Memoirs of an Irish Earl," came too late for insertion,

but shall appear in our next.

" Sir George Chalmers, Knight ofthe Leaden Mace," is under
consideration.
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THE EMPIRE OF THE NAIRS.

Sir,

Your verses in celebration of the " Empire of the

Nairs," have received the enthusiastic approbation of the

individuals whose exploits it celebrates, and whose man-

ners itpourtrays. The court of love has unanimously

chosen you for its laureat, and the fair inhabitants of the

European Calicut have determined that he who can

paint so well the delights of unrestricted intercourse, is

worthy to possess the joys that he describes. Whether

this information may lead you to scrutinize in person the

present manners of the newly-created dynasty, or like

other poets, you love to indulge in the description of

scenes, which you are unqualified by nature or education

to enjoy, will be determined by your acceptance of the

appointment. In the mean time, for want of a regular

laureat, Mr. Anacreon Moore exercises the treble pro-

fession of writer, singer, and composer. With hjs assist-

ance we are all gaiety, festivity, and spirit ; Lady D—~r is

fast recovering from her consumption, while her husband,

under the task-work of an opera singer, is contentedly

gliding to the grave ; Lady A takes a double quantity

ofcherry bounce since the accession of her new inamorato,

and that paragon of Nairesses, the Marchioness of A,

declares that since three lovers were allowed her5 she has

VOL, IV, |B
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felt herself much more comfortable than when confined

to her husband and his valet.

No sooner was it announced that the court had re-

solved to adopt the system of the Nairs, and that the co-

ronation of the Empress would take place in the Chapel

Royal, than the most strenuous exertions were employed

by the favourites of fashion to obtain a place in the splen-

did concourse that might be admitted to the honour of

witnessing the immersion of the empress.

Having been among the number of the fortunate com-

petitors, I have transmitted a sketch of the ceremony,

and a verbal description would therefore be superfluous*

Suffice it to say, that to the Marchioness was committed

the empire of Love, and that her coronation was imme-

diately succeeded by the following proclamation:

Calicut the New.

" In the name of the most high and potent———

,

empress of the Nairs, the delight of princes, and the lu-

minary of love, and by the advice of her council :

Whereas it has been represented unto us that much in-

convenience hath arisen from the too strict and rigid ob-

servance of those ancient usages and statutes by which

the wife is confined to the conversation and society of her

husband, and adultery is visited with the pains and pe-

nalties of law ; and wrhereas, in our royal estimation, it is

expedient that our loving subjects should be emancipated

from the shackles of ancient prejudice and superstition,

and enabled in all things to conform to their own plea-

sure and convenience : We do hereby, of our own gra-

cious purpose declare and command, that from and after

the 23d of August, 1812, every female whose titles have

been duly registered in the College at Arms, *r who cart

produce a rent-roll of two thousand a year, or who is able

to prove her legitimate" or illegitimate descent from any

prince or princess of the royal blood, shall be authorised,

and enabled tochuse as many lovers as she pleases, and

to sport, play, or exercise herself in their company at what
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seasons, and on what occasions she might think fit ; with-

out any let or hindrance from her husband, or from any-

other of our loving subjects.

" 2. And whereas it has been customary for many
misguided women to refuse the admission to public as-

semblies, of certain females, on the absurd and ridiculous

pretence that they had violated their matrimonial duties,

and were accustomed to the indiscreet indulgence oftheir

passions : be it also declared, that for the reasons above

mentioned the conformity of our loving subjects to the

laws of nature is the most gratifying evidence of their

obedience and attachment to ourselves ; that freedom of

manners, and the unrestrained exhibition of the person,

are fundamental virtues in the code of morality, we
have commanded our beloved cousin, Lord -—— , to

compile and exemplify ; and that we do hereby com-
mand the aforesaid refractory and disobedient females to

receive with due respect, and with becoming alacrity, the

complaining parties, under pain of our royal and most

just displeasure,

** 3. It is hereby ordered also, that the loss of virginity

shall not henceforward be regarded as any disgrace; that

no husband shall be presumed to possess any other rela-

tion to his wife than that of a person responsible for her

debts, and a convenient depository of her gambling se-

crets, and her amorous disappointments ; that if any in-

dividual of exalted rank think it convenient to offer his

protection to the wife of a simple nobleman, the husband

shall on no account express the slightest indication of

displeasure, but shall in all things conduct himself as a

faithful man, and an obedient subject of the empress.

" 4. Be it likewise ordered, that whereas of late years

the illegitimate offspring of adulterous parents have been

subjected to great and various indignities, and many in-

considerate and misguided persons have been found who
presumed to declare that the children born in holy wed-
loek had certain claims of precedency over the offspring

©f casual intercourse j the said distinction shall be abo
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ljshed ; that the illegitimate children of persons of rank

shall be received with the same respect as the offspring

of the matrimonial contract, and be received with the

same honour by our clergy and our judges. This order

to extend in all its particulars to mistresses in preference

to wives.

" 5. It being always understood and hereby commanded
that none of these orders shall be construed as extending

to merchants who cannot assist the government by way
of loan, or to any of the middle or lower classes of society

:

it being expedient for the benefit and advantage of the

higher circles of our empire, that the laborious and insig-

nificant individuals of the community should continue to

pursue the humble and beaten path, by persevering in

which, they have so long been enabled to pay their taxes,

and provide for the luxuries of their patrons and superiors.

"Given at our palace in New Calicut, this 13th day of

August, 1S12."

It is impossible to contemplate even in distant per-

spective the scenes that are opened to our view by the

destruction of the old and useless bugbears by which our

ancestors and our parents were intimidated into imaginary

virtue without the most lively emotions of veneration

and gratitude.

In the first place the pangs of jealousy will no longer

rend the hearts or distract the minds of the married part

of the community. The possessors of handsome wives

will sit down contented beneath the weight ofcuckoldom,

when they share the burden with their brethren in good

fortune. The bowl and the dagger, those ancient resour-

ces of conjugal revenge, will be banished along with the

feelings that led to their employment. Princes will dis-

dain to have recourse to delicate investigations, and the

Sir Arthurs, and the Lord Henrys, need no longer dread

an action of crim. con. Gallant dukes may sleep in peace

without danger of interruption from a murderous hus-

band, and where the great uncle has been cast ia
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10,0001. damages, the nephew may pursue his course

through the great ocean of vice with the most perfect

impunity. Lord H. may associate with his equals

without being reminded of his dishonor by every party to

which he is drawn by the protector of his wife, and ex-

alted individuals forsake their helpmates because they

will not comply with all the amatory whims of their

husbands, for an abandoned crew of parasites and harlots.

That inconvenient sense of impropriety, which so

often deprived the proprietor of S of his expected vi-

sitors, and precluded the introduction of Ladies A e

and W to the first societies of the kingdom, may
now be dispensed with. A Moira may sit down with a

B , and a Tavistock join in a party at whist with a

Fitz without the mortification of sacrificing her

estimation with her friends to her duty towards her so-

vereign. The bastards of a J may out-elbow the

daughters of the Bishop of Bristol, without inflicting any
degradation on the church, and a B—— beat time on the

tergum of a British prince, without violating the respect

that is due to hereditary virtue.

How many happy mothers this proclamation may re-

store to the opinion, demonstration,and enjoyment of ma-
ternal feeling; how many foundling hospitals it may
clear of its inhabitants ; or how many virgins it may
transform into prolific mothers, I shall not presume to

conjecture. That it will convert palaces into nunneries,

and Taylors into the favorites of princesses, may be pro-
phesied, however, without any hazard of future disap-

pointment; and had a similar revolution taken place in a
former age, it would, in all probability, have been difficult

to determine whether Mary or Elizabeth had a stronger
claim to the possession of virginity. P.
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SHOPS, WAREHOUSES, AND DEPOTS,

Sir,

Though in some of your late essays you have affected

to deny the progressive advancement of national pros-

perity and opulence, and the manufacturers of the dis-

imoedeounties have declared the present times to be un-

paralleled in the history of commercial distresses, the

scenes that daily occur to my observation in this great

metropolis, have irresistibly impressed me with a con-

viction that these gloomy representations are the result

of superficial observation, or the indication only of local

suffering. When we contemplate the number and mag-

nitude of the buildings that have lately been added to

this already enormous mass of habitable dwellings, the

splendour of the innumerable equipages that endanger

the safety and excite the envy of the pedestrian, the

buckism of our cits, and the diamond brilliants of our

amateur Romeos, as forcibly demonstrate the augmenta-

tion of national wealth as the expansion of the national

character. t)ur shopkeepers (I beg pardon, our mer-

chants) exhibit an aptitude for all the luxuries and ele-

gancies of life, that would in former times have been

thought inconsistent with attention to business ; every

taylor sports his villa, and every pettyfogging lawyer

starts his equipage.

But as certain a criterion of national prosperity may be

drawn from the change in the language, as from the re-

volutions in the manners and habits of the community.

About fifty years ago we were content to be regarded as

a nation of shopkeepers; and our simple tradesmen were

glad to earn the just rewards of labour and frugality,

in a plain way, and with an humble but honest reputa-

tion. But at the present day all our shopkeepers are

merchants, all our tradesmen esquires, and all our agents

negociators. A shop is rarely to be seen ; marts and
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repositories usurp the place of book-stalls and coal-sheds,

and the proprietor of every petty apartment fronting the

street is possessed of a warehouse.

Having been long engaged in the trade to America,

the repeal of the Orders in Council induced me, as you
may easily conceive, to look about me in search of a

profitable speculation. My correspondent had requested

a supply of shoes, and having no regular connection in

that article, I resolved to be guided by lowness of price,

and facility of purchase. I had frequently been struck

on my perambulations round the cit}*- with the dashino*

appearance of what, in humble language, would have

been called, a " shoemaker's shop," but had been chris-

tened by its owner, and proclaimed in letters large and
long a " shoe-depot" A shop or a warehouse might
be soon exhausted, but who could doubt that a " shoe-

depdt" would provide me with as abundant a cargo as

might be necessary. I hastened to the place with all

imaginable expedition, but found to my great surprize,

tnat the whole stock of its proprietor amounted to a pair

of pumps, a dozen or two of second-hand shoes, and two
pair and a half of patent boots.

- In this manner, Sir, the proprietors of a wine-closet

call it a wine-mart; a grocer becomes the proprietor of

a coffee-mart ; a dealer in paint and fillagree work cuts

a figure in his repository, a joiner advertises his " Maga«

zine of Furniture," and a shoe-maker establishes his ma«
nufactory. To make something out of nothing is the *

great characteristic of genius, and the first object of a

commercial nation; and England may justly be denomi-

nated the depot of integrity, modesty, and bank-notes.

- A.B,

OL* IV, C C
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THE HONEY MOON".

Sir,

How common it is to see in the newspapers, after the

notification of a marriage, " the happy couple set off for

such a place to pass the honey-moon," That the happi-

ness of the married state, humorously styled " the honey-

moon, should be confined to so short a period, and even

that, like the moon, subject to its fulness and its wane,

must, on reflection, considerably check the ardour of

those who from their earliest youth are taught to consi-

der matrimony as the summit of human felicity. If short

and sweet, how naturally follows the reverse, long and

bitter!

Perhaps there is no one subject on which more wrong

opinions and false conclusions are formed than on mar-

riage ; these are attributable in a great measure to the

modes of male and female education.

Girls with us are generally brought up under great re-

straint^ their natural inclinations, however innocent, are

checked, and they are taught from infancy a system of

hypocrisy and falsehood, or what is the same thing, to

disguise their sentiments, and say no when they mean
yes. They are taught to believe that they came into the.

world for no other purpose than to be married, or what

is called settled in life, and that this should be the grand

end of all their views ; they are consequently initiated into

every art that may set off their persons to advantage, and

their accomplishments are mostly, if not all, of the ex-

terior kind,

Boys, on the contrary, -are too little restrained, and

their passions are allowed to develope themselves,till they

often become unmanageable, from the false fear of check-

ing their spirit— their reading particularly, if brought

up classically, is more calculated to fill their heads with

romantic and visionary ideas of life, than to afford them
just conceptions of it, and though too much encouraged

in rudeness towards females in humble life, yet they are
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induced to form of females in their own rank too exalted

an idea ; they are led to expect them to be angels iustead

oi'rnere women, and the possession of •them considered as

«n earthly paradise. Thus, little acquainted with either

the moral or physical natureof each other, the sexes meet

ill wedlock to pass " the honey-moon." The lady ob-

tains the grand end of her views, a husband, and the en-

raptured youth the possession of her whom he expects to

find an angel.

For a few days, blinded by passion, they imagine they

have attained the height -of their wishes; but alas, repeti-

tion begets satiety, and thecharm (wanting more lasting

supports) is soon dissolved. The wife having obtained

the end for which she took such pains to increase the

allurements of her person, imagines, now the indissoluble

knot is tied, that she may be negligent, and live under

less restraint ; hence she becomes untidy in her person,

sits half the day with her night-cap on, her hair greased

and in paper, and her face perhaps unwashed, her stock-

ings down at heel, and her shoes slip-shod. The hus-

band, who by this time has found his wife to be only a

woman, and when even her increased exertion to keep up

the charm would scarcely have succeeded, becomes dis-

gusted with this sudden change, and short as is the revo-

lution of the moon, the delusion hardly bears it out. How
easily might all this have been avoided, if mothers and

governesses had kept their fair,charge under less restraint,

had suffered the natural ingenuousness -of the sex to ex-

pand under proper but gentle restrictions; had taught

them that they had other duties to perform besides the

ensnaring a lover and obtaining an husband i and if los-

ing less time in their exterior adornings, they had thought

of something within, and cultivated their mental quali-

ties,their hapless victims might then have been enabled to

retain the esteem and affection of their husbands— when
love, founded on mere personal possession, had lost all

its fancied enjoyment,

Young men too^ if they had been taught to view things
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in the sober tints of veal life, and not in high and florid

colouring, would find that all happiness is checquered

here below, that if the married life has its delights and

conveniences, it has also its contrary effects, and by

knowing how to estimate women as they are, and not

as a fanciful imagination paints them, they might per-

haps feel less foolish extasy at first, but they would also

feel less serious disappointment afterwards, and instead

of a short month of joy, and years of sorrow, instead of

its being announced that they were about to pass only the

honey -moon, it might be foretold that they were going to

pass the rest of their lives moderately, but solidly happy.

W. L,

ADULTERY IN HIGH LIFE.

Sir,

One of the greatest disadvantages attending a monar-

chy, whether absolute or limited, is that it is a continual

source of corruption of morals. The many favours which

the constitution of such a government puts it in the

power of the monarch to bestow, attract to the court the

needy, the servile, and the profligate : the rich, the ga}%

and the idle, who are ever prone to sensuality, tend thi-

ther as naturally as a rake does to a bagnio, while men
of virtue and independent spirit, are repelled by a sense

of dignity and conscious rectitude from the sphere of sla-

very and sensuality. Hence impudence, meanness, and

prostitution, obtain the rewards of merit, and become the

exclusive possessors of the favour of the monarch. Who-
ever doubts this may peruse what the sagacious Montes-

quieu has said upon the subject, or consult Richelieu's

political testament. Both have allowed the depravity of

courts ; the former speaking of it with all the abhorrence

of a man of virtue and honour, the latter with all the

complacency and satisfaction of a Y— or aB———

•
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But why do I travel into foreign countries, or appeal

to the dead for proofs, when our present ministers and

courtiers afford so many evidences to the truth of these

positions. The nation has too frequently witnessed these

vices and these debaucheries, to need any new arguments

derived from ancient records. Yet where is the wonder
when persons nearly related to the sovereign set them the

example? They can now plead a precedent of the highest

kind. The detection of the Duke of C. with Lady N.
will be sufficient to keep inferior sinners in countenance.

Every courtier is of himself inclined to commit the same
slip, cereus in vitiumflecti. Were I honored by an admission

to the presence of the adulterer, I should utter the feel-

ings of my heart in language similar to the following, but

prompted by the occasion.

"Twill not be so rude nor so uncourtly as to shock

your polite ears by charging you on this occasion with

the violation of a religion of which your rank and situa-

tion had pointed you out as the champion and the guar-

dian. The selection of servile and profligate slaves to

fulfil the office of chaplain to a prince, has been too fre-

quently the just object of reprobation to demand any ob-

servation on my part : and the presence at court of a

clergyman in a thread-bare coat would be as surprising

as uncommon. Yet it may not be entirely useless to

make some appeal to your paternal affection, and to im-

press you w7 ith a sense of the duty that you owe to an

exalted individual, who ought to be as dear to you as

life, if any thing but his pleasures can be dear to a pro-

fligate.

" What excuse can you give for dishonoring an indivi-

dual by whom you have been hospitably entertained and

caressed as a friend ? You entered his house under the

niask of personal attachment, in order like an insidious

traitor to ruin with greater security the peace of his

mind, and the happiness of his family. Like Lothario,

you brought all his offspring under the imputation of

being spurious. Imagine not that this circumstance will
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beremembered to their honor. You are none of the heathen

gods ; you have that about you which would disgrace the

blood of the thunderer. Nothing but the most depraved

appetite or the most urgent want would have submitted

to your embraces. Every man of spirit and sensibility

must be pleased to hear with what supreme contempt

the husband treated the vitiated taste of the prostitute,

and all the world must laugh at the figure exhibited by

a half enamoured half intoxicated duke, crouching be-

neath the bed that he had polluted.

"But your treachery to a friend is not your blackest nor

your greatest crime. Your ingratitude to England, who
has made for you such a liberal provision, is a still gveat-

'

er blot in your escutcheon. Do you think that she has

given you an annual establishment for no other pur-

pose than to enable you to debauch our virgins, to cor-

rupt her matrons, and to sow the seeds of vice and

immorality through the land? Believe me, she meant

by this and other acts of liberality, to set you above

every thing mean and vicious, and to inspire your mind

with those noble and virtuous sentiments which can

never exist but in a virtuous breast.

" You may perhaps imagine that such exploits are

harmless frolics extremely suitable to your rank and

age, and that they will be attended only by trivial incon-

veniences. You are mistaken. These are pranks of a

different nature from those which you atchieved at Picca-

dilly with the drunken and lascivious H -. It is

one thing to tie up an old woman to a knocker, with a

smock over her head, and another to plant daggers in the

breasts of his majesty's most valuable subjects. The
indiscretions of your brother have been visited by indica-

tions of the popular feeling so powerful as to command
attention ; but the bare indulgence in sensuality, is inno-

cent compared with the violation of all the ties of social

life, and the practice of debauchery under the garb of

hypocrisy. Nor will the indulgence that has been granted

to him, in consideration of his amiable qualities, be ex-
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tended to the profligate, whose corruption is only equalled

by his meanness.

" Weil acquainted with history, as you are, you cannot

but recollect that crimes, like that of which you have

been guilty, were capital among several nations, particu-

larly among our ancestors, who did not call it the fashion

to corrupt and be corrupted ; at least (si vestras forteper-

aures Taciti nomen sit), an ancient historian would have

told you ; and if the same visitation had followed your

exploit, that punished adultery in former ages, by whom
would your grace have been pitied or lamented ?

" It did not, I suppose, occur to you that amusements

like yours have produced the downfall of many dynasties.

You may have read of the banishment of the Tarquins for

the incontinence ofthe son,and must remember the destruc-

tionoftheBourbons-In what consists the difference between

the profligacy of a wife, a son, and a brother ? It might

have been imagined, that the crimes of the ministers

alone, had been sufficient to throw an odium on any go-

vernment, without the addition of your misdeeds. If

you were regardless of your own interest, gratitude for

his predilection in your favor, should have led you to

regard the interest of the individual on whom the honor

of the family now depends. If your indifference pro*

ceeds from an utter destitution of feeling, to correct it

would be hopeless ; if it be the result only of ignorance,

you may be awakened to a sense of your fatuity by the

history of Henry the second, King John, and the other

English monarchs, who were ruined either by their own
indiscretions, or the lasciviousness of their kindred."

Alter et Idem.
Hampstead, Aug. 10th, IS 12,
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LONDON AS IT WAS, and AS IT IS.

Sir,

In Anderson's History of the Rise and Progress of

Commerce, we are informed that Queen Elizabeth, in

the year 1561, wore the first pair of silk stockings ever

seen in these kingdoms ; and another celebrated author

gives us a letter from her predecessor James, when he

was King of Scotland to one of his nobility, requesting

the use of his scarlet hose with the goud clocks, on a parti-

cular day, in which he was desirous of giving the French

ambassador an extraordinary proof of his magnificence.

These anecdotes, when contrasted with the luxury of

the present times, make a very whimsical appearance;

and it is impossible not to be amused at the exultation of

these princes, in wearing an article of finery, which, at

the present happy period, our mechanics and our ser-

vants are allowed to purchase without any imputation of

extravagance. Things of this kind, however, eease to

be important as soon as they become general ; and though

it was urged against the elder Buckingham, as a crime

of some magnitude that he introduced the sedan into

this country, and degraded his species by employing them

in the capacity of horses, a bailiff's follower may now
occupy, unobserved, the best vehicle of this kind, at any

corner of our watering-places : and if his dress be not re-

markably shabby, he may possibly be accosted by the

ambling gentry with the appellation of your honor.

It is a just remark, that politeness next to money is the

coin of most universal currency : in every situation we

are fond of being treated with respect, and it is easily

seen that the elegance of our dress has a material influ-

ence over our manners. The robust apprentice in his

Sunday suit, thinks it necessary to make an extraordi-

nary display of good breeding, and pays a compliment
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to his coat, which he seldom pays to himself; with the

garb he assumes the language of decency, and reserves

his brutality for a leather apron. On this account, I

consider the deviations that we have made from the sim-

plicity of our ancestors as so many improvements in the

national character, and am disposed to estimate our civi-

lization by the standard of our luxury. In the unpolish-

ed times of our forefathers, the daughters of the first no-

bility were frequently distinguished by the vulgar appel-

lations of Jane, Bridget, Susan, and Kate ; and if a quar-

rel occasionally arose between two men of condition

they were ungenteel enough to vent the ebullitions of

their fury in the language of resentment. As we have

risen in dress, however, we rjave risen in urbanity. If

the retailer of a few ribbons wants a girl in her shop, she

advertises for a young lady of good family and reputable

connections, and every emancipated apprentice is an

esquire.

I am led into this comparison of the past and present

manners of the British nation, by the following letter now
in the possession of a friend. It is supposed to have been

written by Ann Bullen to a lady of her acquaintance pre-

vious to her nuptials with Henry the eighth. I have mo-
dernized the spelling and the idiom.

" Dear Mary,
" I have been in town almost a month ; I can't say I

have found any thing in London extremely agreeable,

we rise so late in the morning, seldom before six o'clock,

and sit up so late at night, being scarcely ever in bed be-

fore ten, that I am quite sick of it, and was it not for the

abundance of fine things I am every day getting, I should

be impatient for returning into the country. My mother,

my indulgent mother, bought me yesterday at a mer-

chant's in Cheapside, three new shifts, that cost fourteen

pence an ell, and I am to have a pair of stuff shoes for

my Lord of Norfolk's ball, which will come to three

shillings. The irregular life I have led since my coming
VO£r IVn d D
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to this place has quite destroyed rny appetite; you know
I could manage almost a pound of bacon, and a tankard

of good ale for my breakfast in the country, but here

I find it difficult to get through half the quantity;

though I must own that I am generally eager enough

for thedinner hour, which is here delayed till twelve, in

your polite families. I played at hotcockles last night at

the Lord of Leicester's ; the Lord of Surry was there, a

very elegant young fellow, who sung us a song of his

own composition on the Lord of Kildare's daughter ; it

was very much approved; and my brother whispered me,

that the fair Geraldine, so the Lord of Surry calls his

mistress, is the finest of the age. I should be glad to see

her, for I hear she is as good as she is beautiful. Pray

my dear Mary take care of the poultry during my ab-

sence ; poor things I always fed them myself: and if

Margery has knitted me the crimson worsted mittings

I should be glad if they were sent up the first opportu-

nity.

" Adieu, my dear Mary : I am just going to mass, and

you shall speedily have the prayers as you now have

the kindestlove of your own
" AXNE BOLEYN."

How different from this would be the language ofa

modern beauty, upon her first appearance in the metro-

polis. For the sake of exemplifying the contrast, I have

myself endeavoured to present your readers with such a

letter as she would probably send, preserving as much as

possible the spirit of the original model.

€6 Dear Fanny,
6i This London is of all places the most enchanting \ the

night is constantly devoted to a round of ravishing

amusements, and the day, which the vulgar are permit-

ted to share in common with people of distinction is

charmingly wasted away in sleep, so that we never see

any of the horrid creatures but when we rise in the even-

ing, and find them convenient enough. Oh Fanny, such
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a profusion of things as I have got since my arrival in this

terrestrial paradise—a pair ofdiamond ear-rings that are, at

least, worth three hundred pounds, and an esclavage, but

then my old ill-natured hag of a mother played the miser

to a shameful degree of parsimony. I shall eternally hate

her for it: fifty guineas more would have bought the

sweetest thing, but she would not advance that sum, for

no other reason than because she wanted it for a distress-

ed family.

" I have been in such spirits since I came to this ravish-

ing place, that I am quite another creature ; and then

the preparations for an infinity of assemblies ! I was last

night, my dear, at a party at Lady Betty Blossom's, and

who should be there but the Marquis of Moonshine, an

ignorant cockscomb, he howl'd a miserable ditty of his

own writing to us, on some fright with whom he was in

love, and impudently asserted she was the most charm-

ing creature in the creation. I should be glad to see

her: she is no doubt as accomplished in her mind as

amiable in her person ! Pray, my dear Fanny, give orders

to have the parrot particularly attended to during my
absence. Inform that troublesome old woman, the cler-

gyman's widow, that I can no longer continue my allow-

ance of five shillings a week, and that she must look out

for another benefactress. Really I have too many calls

on my purse to admit of charity. I must subscribe to the

Opera, and make up a purse at Miss 's benefit.

Good bye, my dear dear girl ; I am running in the greatest

hurry to Hanover-square Chapel. Mr.S— is a divine

man, and all the world will be there
!"

To carry the subject further would be unnecessary. I

hope that there are none of your readers so destitute of

taste or feeling, as to prefer the modern profligate with,

her diamonds to the ancient beauty in her mittens. P* C*
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THE REVIEWER.-No. XV.

The Letters of Junius, a new edition, by William Wood/all.

The Letter of Junius to the Prince Regent, extracted from

the Independent Whig.

Of all the literary impositions that have lately been

practised on the public credulity, the publication pro-

fessing to be from the pen of Junius, and reprinted from

the Independent Whig, is at once the most impudent

and the most contemptible. The editor of a public pa-

per desirous of cajolling the public into the purchase of

his journal, would, in common cases, have the prudence

to select an intelligent instrument of his fraud, and the

sagacity to discover, that the claim of identity will not

be admitted, unless there be some slight resemblance be-

tween the original and the copy. The pseudo Junius is

a common letter-writer, and only resembles his model

when he adopts his language. Who that has been ac-

customed to admire the great master of political satire,

can endure that inelegauce or incorrectness, like that

which distinguishes the following paragraph, should be

published under the pretended sanction of his name ?

" By her ill-policy, England has fallen from her high estate :

she can no more command among the nations. Her efforts are

mischievous but not essential; and the evil she intends to

others, redounds upon her own head. Your country's glory is

eclipsed, because it has been seduced beyond its proper sphere,

and we exist a mark of folly and derision to the world."

Mr. WoodfalPs fac-simile edition of this celebrated

writer may possibly facilitate the discovery of his name,

by enabling the public to compare the manuscript with

the hand-writing of the eminent men who flourished

during the middle of the eighteenth century. At present,

the question remains involved in impenetrable obscurity.

In every literary contest, between a known and an un-

known disputant, the bias of popular opinion is in favour

of the anonymous adversary, Ornne ignotum pro magnU
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fico. The imagination of the reader naturally invests an

invisible writer with ideal attributes; and envy, which at-

taches itself only to the literary as it is connected with

the personal character, is willing to elevate the unknown
candidate for public approbation,by withholding from the

object of his satire the praise that his successful resist-

ance, or his triumphant rejoinder, may deserve. The
combined operation of wonder and malignity, has since

exalted to the highest honours of literature, an author,

who, beneath the name of Matthias, would have been

received with the moderate approbation that is due to an

ingenious and animated essayist. Even from causes fa-

vourable to human nature, the discovery of Junius would

diminish the effect of his satire, and repress the popular

admiration of his talents. From a knowledge of his situ-

ation, and of the views by which he was guided in the

composition of his letters, the people would be able to

determine what portion of his writings were consistent

with the general tenor of his conduct, what was spoken

from conviction, and what from convenience ; they would

be able to distinguish between the effusions of indepen-

dent patriotism, and the productions of personal malig-

nity. Compared with the advantages that he possessed,

or the talents that he displayed in other branches of pur-

suit, his writings might be regarded as below the stand-

ard ofmoderate expectation; and should it be discovered,

in the multitude of possible contingencies, that their au-

thor was in the habits of daily and friendly intercourse

with the objects of his satire, and descended in order to

evade suspicion, not only to convenient ambiguities, but

to positive falsehoods and mean and degrading artifices,

the contemplation of that moral turpitude which his

pages so forcibly exemplified, would efface from an inge-

nuous mind every pleasurable impression that had been

previously excited by their literary merits.

The attempts that have been made to discover the au-

thor of these celebrated letters, have exhibited the in-

dustry of the inquirers at the expence of their reputation
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for sagacity. Had Almon possessed a moderate portion

of literary taste, he would have been dissuaded from the

publication of a work, of which the most important argu-

ments are refuted by every sentence of the re-published

appendix. The compositions of Boyd bear no other re-

semblance to those of Junius than that which might be

expected from an awkward imitator, who had not the

genius to approach' that excellence which he had the

good sense to admire. Any moderately educated Irishman,

who had read the works of Junius, till he could recall at

will his favourite forms of phraseology, would be able to

compose a newspaper essay, that on the principles adopted

by Mr. Almon, would substantiate his claims to all the

honours of the original Junius.

If the assertion of Mr. Almon be true, that Mr. Ha-

milton was resident in Ireland during the interval be-

tween 1769 and 1771, it is evident that he could not be

the author of letters transmitted directly to the printer,

and published apparently without the intervention of a

third person. The succession of the letters is not, it is

true, either so rapid or so regular as to have precluded

their transmission from Ireland, even when they con-

tained replies to the animadversions of his newspaper

adversaries ; but since many occasional notes were inter-

changed between the printer and Junius, it will be ne-

cessary that the friends of Mr. Hamilton's pretensions

should suppose the letters to have been copied by a

friend in England, who conducted the correspondence

with the printer, and to whom that secret, of which Ju-

nius declares himself to be the sole depository, was com-

mitted. If we judge from internal evidence, no compo-

sitions are more dissimilar to each other in diction and

phraseology than those of the orator and the satirist. Ab-

ruptness is not less decidedly the characteristic of Hamil-

ton's style, than it was abhorrent from the genius of those

writings of which he was supposed to be the parent,

unius is always polished and elaborate ; the tutor of
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eloquence displays in his productions an unconquerable

aversion to the labour of revisal.

The positive and voluntary deck ration of Mr. Burke,

was not wanting to convince the attentive student of his

writings, that he bore no identity with Junius. It would

be difficult to point out any two individuals of the last

century, the character of whose genius and talents was

more opposite. The style of Burke was voluble and exu-

berant, always distinguished by commanding energy, and

sometimes rising into grandeur of thought and majesty of

expression. His cadences were as various in their struc-

ture, as harmonious in their effect ; and his metaphors^

while they frequently astonished by their boldness, or sur-

prised by their felicity, too often disgusted the fastidious

by their vulgarity, or displeased the judicious by their

forcible and inartificial obtrusion. The style of Junius

is distinguished by its elaboratefelicity : he is never rapid,

or enthusiastic, or irregular. His imagination is always

beneath the guidance of his judgment, and in his most

earnest passages he has time to attend to the collocation

of his words, and the cadence of his period. He points

his weapons with matchless skill, and polishes them w7ith

exquisite taste; but the merit of the combatant is lost in

our admiration of the dexterity of the artist. Burke was

endowed by nature with the attributes of a giant and a

hero ; Junius had acquired by laborious practice the

stratagems and evolutions of the mortal combatant ; the

former was born to hurl the thunderbolts of Jove, the

latter had been trained to wield with dexterity the light

and glittering weapons of the fencer.

The writers who have ascribed the composition of

these letters to Dyer, Young, and a multitude of other

candidates, have either taken it for granted that the

loose assertions of every dissipated man of letters, are to

be received with implicit confidence, or have wandered

from the path of legitimate enquiry in the indulgence of

loose and vague conjecture. Their ascription to Lord
Chatham would have deserved the praise of probability as
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well as ingenuity, had not the publication of that noble-

man's letters enabled us to compare his plain and unaf-

fected phraseology with the language of Junius. It is

not to be expected, indeed, that a private letter should be

written with so much care as a communication intended

for the public eye; but it may justly be concluded, that

even in the unrestrained correspondence of a man of ta-

lents with a brother or a friend, there will be occasional

traces of those peculiar modes of thought and expression
'

by which his printed compositions are distinguished.

If we admit that the boasts of- Junius be any thing

more than the ebullitions of imaginary importance, or

the deliberate productions of literary artifice, and believe

that his " rank" did " place him above a common bribe,"

it is not difficult to point out an individual to whom his

productions may be attributed without any direct viola-

tion of probability. The Earl of Shelburne, afterwards

Marquis of Lansdorme, though the leader of a political

party, has alone escaped the animadversions of Junius; if

it be necessary to account for the preservation of the

secret, by supposing the rank of the writer not only to

have elevated him above the ambition ofa common bribe,

but above the temptation of literary fame, why may not

the reader in a contest of probabilities, ascribe them to a

nobleman, who alone evaded the severity of the satirist,

who proved, by the tenor of his conduct, a warm and re-

gular attachment to literature, and against whose preten-

sions, no literary evidence has yet been committed to the

world?

It has been suggested in a periodical publication by a

pretended admirer of Mr. Tooke, that in his correspon-

dence With the Public Advertiser, he was his own anta-

gonist. It is true that the style of Tooke has more re-

semblance in its form of construction to that of Junius

than can be traced in the compositions of any other of

his contemporaries; the same sententiousness of expres-

sion, and the same dislike of involved and extended sen*

tences, are visible in both* But these are feeble evi-
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donees of identity, and the more particular features of

resemblance may be traced to unconscious imitation. The
friends of Mr. Tooke, in their zeal to elevate the literary

character of their idol, have virtually advanced his claim

to - the appellations of a rogue and a liar. If Home
Tooke was the writer of the letters under the signature of

Junius, he must have been the basest and most dishonest

of mankind.

Mr. WoodfalPs edition, though not in general circula-

tion, is at length within the reach of the curious and the

wealthy. What advantage the public is to derive from

the publication of expensive fac-similes, it is difficult to

conjecture. A specimen of the hand-writing would

equally have facilitated the purposes of discovery, and

the trivial additions, consisting of notes to the printer, and

similar materials, afford neither amusement nor instruc-

tion. Junius seems to have been as much a stranger to

Mr. Woodfall, as to any of his contemporaries, and the

present publication demonstrates that his reserve was

dictated only by his foresight.

MODERN FEMALE EDUCATION

And each boarding-school miss, &c."

Capt. Morris.

Sir,

Milton, in his admirable eulogy on newly made
woman (the pattern card of creation) sums up with em-

phatically stiling her, " heaven's last best gift." Most

unequivocally do I accede to every expression in the

poet's animated description, with this proviso, neverthe-

less, the subject must be unsophisticated woman, unem-
beliished by taste, unaccomplished by fashion, the real

female of the homo genus; not the lisping, drawling,

pouting, fantastic, production of a modern boarding

VOL. IV, E E
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school: in fine, the woman ofDodsley, thus portrayed in

his Economy of Human Life.

" Who is she that winneth

the heart of man, that subdu-

eth him to love, and reigneth

in his breast ?

" Lo ! yonder she walketh

in maiden sweetness,with inno-

cence in her mind, and modesty

on her cheek.

" Her hand seeketh employ-

ment, her foot delighteth not

in padding abroad.

" Decency is in all her words,

in her answers are mildness

and truth.

" Submission and obedi-

ence are the lessons of her

life, and peace and happiness

are her reward.

"The tongue ofthe licenti-

ous is dumb in her presence,

the awe of her virtue keepeth

them silent.

" When scandal is busy, and

the fame of her neighbour is

tossed from tongue to tongue,

if eharity and good-nature

open not her mouth, the finger

of silence resteth on her lip.

" Her breast is the mansion

of goodness, and therefore she

suspeeteth no evil in others."

That female manners in this island have undergone a

most material change within the last twenty years, no
one, I presume, will venture to gainsay—the modest

diffidence—the ingenuous reply—the numberless native

charms, which uniting, formed the brilliant chain of

appendages to i( heaven's last best gift," are so nearly

PER CONTRA.

«* But examine with care,

and fix not suddenly. On thy

present choice depends the fu-

ture happiness of thee and thy

posterity. If much of her time

is destroyed in dress and adorn-

ments ; if she is enamoured

with her own beauty, and de-

lighteth with her own praise ;

if she laugheth much, and

talketh aloud; if her foot abi-

deth not in her father's house,

and her eyes with boldness rove

on the faces of men: though

her beauty were as the sun in

the firmament ofHeaven, turn

thy face from her charms,

turn thy feet from her paths,

and suffer not thy soul to be

ensnared by the allurements

of thy imagination,'*
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extinct, that though perhaps a solitary instancf> might

occur of culling the chaste, the unassuming jasmine from

a labyrinth of flaunting honey suckles, yet, the chance

-against procuring such a treasure would be far greater in

the present day than in the sixteenth century, when Sir

John More, father to the famous chancellor of that name,

compared the hazard of chusing a female to the temerity

of a man's putting his hand into a sack containing ninety-

nine snakes and only one eel : he might, by the greatest

good luck imaginable seize the harmless jish ; but the

odds were nearly an hundred to one he was bitten by a

serpent.

When the manners of children, scarcely out of leading

strings, are narrowly observed, the bold, presump-

tuous, dogmatical behaviour of too many of our modern

women perhaps may not be so greatly wondered at. A
girl of eight years of age shall advance an opinion as de^

cidedly, and maintain it with equal obstinacy, as any

young lady of superior accomplishments and finished

education : what a further extension of the system, even

on its present scale, may do for us in the course of the next

twenty years totally baffles my comprehension ; but, I

should not in the least be surprized if little misses were,

by that time, taught the genteel slang in their nurse's

arms, and, instead of good, old, honest, be-bye bunting, be

lulled to repose by the choicest and mostjudiciously se-

lected aphorisms of hypocrisy.

I was led into this train of thinking by what occurred

on a visit I paid to an honest farmer, a relation of mine,

during the last Midsummer vacation. My old friend had
lived the life of a batchelor till about five and forty

4 when
he formed a matrimonial connection with one of those

formal clear-starched pieces of mortality, who havin°-,

perforce, somewhat overstepped the age of desperation

had by the ungenial operation of" hope deferred," accu-
mulated all the whimsicalities and crabbisra of the old
inaid. The issue of this hopeful junction was an only
daughter, now about sixteen, who had resided nearly
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three years in one of those luminous seminaries of taste

and refinement, a modern boarding-school. On my ar-

rival within ten yards of my friend's door, out swang

in high theatric grace the accomplished nymph, Miss

Sophia, who overwhelmed me with a torrent of some-

thing like English wo rds, which ended with—*My dear

coz-zin how happy I are that I sees you, we have nobody

but gau~vemes$, paw fas //out—what a sweet snug party

we shall be." I was now ushered into the parlour, where

sat in full state my lady mother, and decorated in all the

colours of the rainbow—my gaw-verness, After dinner

the lady growing rather talkative on the subject of what

amazing proficiency many of her pupils had acquired

within the last twelve months, I ventured to enquire

whose grammar she preferred and made use of in her

seh-seminarij. " Why, Sar, to speok the truth, I have

a mode pichulier to myself fan that branch of syens

:

I teaches not by Aany partickler grammar book, Aas most

of them zsfar too rude to meet the chaste ^eyesofsuch

pupils Aas mine.iJas for ^instance, Sar , all of them dwells

very freely hon the hojos word gender ; this I /Entirely

fa)mit, ^as tending to raise corrupt ki-des in the tender

mind, for faf bulls, famd such like gross hannimah are

brought forward Aas //instances of gender, who can sup-

pose but that their natteral hintercourse and hopperations

will fanstantly/joccur. No, Sar, gender bought not to be

admitted into pzlological discussion. Aas gender fas the

point too many females has //already split upon." An
approving bow of mine to this aspirant harangue was

courteously rewarded by a double-blossomed smile. "You
cannot imagine. Mem" says the mother, " how fancifully

your pupil has adorned her chamber since"

—

"Aupaurtmerit
— Maw maw; if you please"—I now ventured to observe

to Miss how highly delighted Jenny Jump must have

been on her return, as they had formerly been such close

companions and playfellows. " Oh, Sar," says the young
lady, " I have given that thing the cut directy it would fail

become a person of my heddecation to sociate with sack a
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garl as Jane Jomp" The old one who had been some

little time absent now returned, seemingly not a little

flurried—she nestled in her chair—fanned herself with

her handkerchief, but articulation was suspended ; at

length turning to the votary of Iris—."would you believe,

Mem? could you think it possible ? On taking a turn

in the gate just now I observed an unusual cackling

amongst the poultry—going up to the hen-roost who
shouldl find there but that great lurking booby, John, our

middle man, in the very act"—""for heaven's sake what act?

screams gau-vemess—" Why Mem, as I live, in the very

act of sucking eggs—such mean, pilfering, dirty tricks!"

Miss Sophy s face from the colour of a clout, might now
have vied with a red hotshovel * bursting out in a voice

somethingbetween a shout and a squeal—Mother—mother

—your insinuation about Jan is paltry, is ridiculous—you

knows poor Jan has been rather unwell some days-
somewhat oppressed by staffing lately, and h\ /tarn poser-

five shure there is not a ?iiseteryovmg man in the parish then

Jan, so there need not be no noise about a Tim or two ;

^and /af he have no worser tricks then that, you may-

think yourself well off." I did not wait for Maw's re-

joinder, but made the best of my way home, satiated,

even to loathing, with the effect of a boarding-school

education.

I am this moment interrupted by a special messenger

from my old friend, bearing a note requesting my imme-
diate attendance, to consider of the most proper steps to

be taken in consequence of Miss Sophia^s being detected

with poor Jan, under such circumstances as clearly de-

monstrate the old lady's abhorrent idea of the crime of

egg sucking was very far from being lightly founded.

Quiz Caxen?

Newark, Aug. 17, 1812,
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ON THE FREEDOM OF DISCUSSION.

To his Royal Highness the Prince Regent,

Sir,

Unused to the servile language of flattery* and an ar-

dent despiser of that gross adulation so liberally bestowed

on you by your mean and flippant dependants, I shall

offer no apology for addressing you without the usual

formalities of a vitiated courtier, confident, that to con-

firm corrupt habits by insidious praises, is the conduct of

a slave, and is a proof of equal enmity to his country

and his prince. I shall address you,Sir, in the straight-for-

ward and plain language of a true Englishman; one at-

tached to that glorious spirit of whiggism which placed

and established your illustrious family on the throne ; it

is the more honest, and as such ought to be better esti-

mated by your Royal Highness.

It is a common remark, that he who proposes to be

candid means to insult ; but 1 am at a loss to understand

on what grounds such a conclusion is to be drawn, unless

indeed the voice of truth is to be so construed, because,

in the clearness of4ts remarks, it comes home to- the

question; and in the utterance of its honest indignation

it is free in probing and reproving the shamed heart of the

mean and vicious. If this be insult, if it be comprised

in unanswerable truths, or forcible expositions of disho-

norable propensity and corrupt acts; then, indeed, lam
content to labour under the censure of those who are

willed to think so, and court it from those sycophants

that surround your royal person ; those locusts, who by

pandarizing to the appetites of the illustrious hezds of na-

tions, feed on the vitality of the people, and are supplied

by their blood with sinecures, reversions, places,

and pensions— their censure is the praise I seek—their

loud voice of reprobation the trumpet of my triumph

—
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and if they seek to encircle me with their ex-offu:io chains,

I will hold up an honest quill to a jury of my country-

men, and will ask them if fair discussion is not tfaepti*

tikge of a free man, and whether an Englishman is, or

ought to be less than free. The still smoaking ruins

of fallen continental kingdoms ought to be a lesson for

royalty, and teach it to listen to the people's voice; in

the corruption of courts, nations have lost their 'grandeur,

their magnanimity ; the miserable insects that surrounded

the royal persons of Austria^ Prussia, Spain, &c. &c. de-

livered their country to the enemy, on the appearance of

danger, and Bonaparte met with an easy conquest: he

fought against treachery and corruption ; the people

were careless as to the issue, because no change could en-

hance their sufferings, or increase their burthens, which

were already insupportable.

The subjugation almost of the whole of Europe by a

mean tyrant, springing from obscurity, has been the con-

sequence of the turpidity of courtiers, and not of the

weakness of the people; their grievances could not be

heard by their sovereign, their sufferings never reached

the royal ear, or if they did they were disregarded. Thus

the people became alienated from the government, the

king lost his strength, and could not face his invaders, it

requires no great exertion of the pen to prove to you,

that the liberty of the press, and the freedom of discus-

sion, not being secured to the people of the before-men-

tioned kingdoms, wiVs the first great cause that led to all

the events which have characterized Europe for these last

twenty-five years—it is so evident that I shall indulge m
no remarks on the subject, taking it for granted that, as

the fact is unquestioned by the people of England, It

must be notoriously known to your Royal Highness,

But here, Sir, let me remark,. that I am no advocate for

the licentiousness of the press ; no, I deprecate its unruly

freedom as warmly as your Royal Highness or Sir Vicary

Gibbs. I hate cold-blooded slander, and ex-parte calcu-

lations made on the spur of the moment, with party vieTfl.
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and for the base purposes of delusion ; I reprehend the

Tenality of writers with more asperity than I should the

corrupt conduct of your Royal Highness' s advisers ; be-

cause I see in such venality, a greater evil practised on the

nation, A corrupt eentinel at his post, guarding the li^

berties of a people, is more dangerous to that community

than the direst enemy avowed. But, as I imagine, we
differ materially in opinion as to what constitutes the li-

berty, and what the licentiousness of the press; and as

it appears to me that no reasoning can bring your Royal

Highness and myself to think alike on that subject, I

shall take the liberty of subjoining what appears to be

your Royal Highness' s opinion, and contrast it with my
own. You, and your party, think the liberty of the press

overstepped by zjree z\id fair exposition of/arts, which,

for the better security of that party, ought to be untold.

But my opinion is, that such is the imperative duty of a

public writer, a duty he owes to the people for whom he

watches, for whom he writes, and by whom he is paid, i

You regard honest and warm strictures on public abuses,

public peculations, and all the various corruptions which

sap the foundation of your throne, and are entwined from

the root upwards, round the branches of our constitution,

as virulence and licentiousness ! proceeding from bad

passions, and a foul heart ; but I, Sir, am impressed

with a contrary conviction, and I believe the vox popul 1

is with me, that such discussion comes within the liberty

of the press, and so far from being vicious is a virtuous
outcry against DANGER. Such strictures are hono-

rable to the head and heart, and emanate from a liberty

which establishes to the people a just beacon of defence,

which however insufficient in the corruption of modern

times, they ought not to be deprived of ; it is founded and

confirmed by the Bill ofRights, and so far extends thejust

liberty of the press. Its licentiousness is quite another

thing—to be licentious as a writer, is to promulgate

opinions you never entertained, but for which you are

paid, to modulate your principles to those of the party,
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hy which you are hired, binding yourself to oppose the

adverse side of the question, at all times, and on all

occasions, be they right or wrong, invariable as a govern-

ment writer to thunder out your anathemas against the

opposition, wilfully to traduce them, to blacken their

private character, and to hold up their public as revolu-

tionary and dangerous ; to extol the existing adminis-

tration, under any circumstances, and praise your Royal
Highness for virtues you never affected 1

!

Thus the Morning Post tells us and you, that you were

" Born to delight and bless mankind :"

" Wisdom with pleasure in her train,

Great Prince ! ! ! shall signalize thy reign :

To honor ! virtue ! ! truth / ! ! allied—

.

The nation's safeguard and its pride ;

With monarchs of immortal fame

Shall bright Renown enrol thy name."

And who shall read the following epithets, bestowed on

your Royal Highness by the same vapid, dull, and slavish,

print, and not say that in their adoption of them, they

have libelled yon ? Can any thing be more disgusting, than

to hear them bespatter you with u glory of the people"

when it is universally known that your Roval Highness

has never by any one act or deed, intimated a desire to be

the" glory" of yomf\\\.\\xes\\b)ects,oY" protector ofthearts"

excepting in the patronage of a miserable painter, pos-

sessing confidence, without merit and effrontery, and vi!=

lany enough to boast of the personal favors of ladies of

rank and fashion, who have sat to his pencil. This wretch-

ed foreigner, Sir, (I do not mean to use this epithet " fo-

reigner" as generally disrespectful) has to my knowledge

boasted of a duchess and several countesses who have

yielded to hisamorous suit ! ! ! It can..o<: b posible, that

female depravity has arrived to such a pitch; but if so, let

them see here the confidence that is to be reposed in such

a man. More shall beheard from us on this subject at a

VOL. IV. ifi! r
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future period, and we may probably treat the vain

boaster with a few of his amorous fictions— or," Mecanas

cf the age," we have not yet been favoured with a list of

the deserving writers your Royal Highness has patro-

nized; but if they are of the class of the editor of the

* Morning Post/' we should wish to see deserving erased,

and hireling substituted.—" Breather ofeloquence ;" bravo ;

this is excellent—we shall have no more speeches read

from the throne. " Conqueror of hearts ;" what will the

Marchioness of Hertford say to this? " Exciter of desire

and love"—charming!—" Adonis in loveliness," exquisite!

This, your Royal Highness, is a fair specimen of the

licentiousness of the press, a licentiousness into which the

weak and imbecile writers for government have rushed,

in the warmth of their anxiety for place^ pension, or to

deserve their pay. A licentiousness, for which ifwe search

for another motive, we shall find in a dastardly, subtle, and

slavish love for licking the hem of the great man's gar-

ment : such men would leave you, Sir, on the first press

of danger, and face to the enemy—like a Goldsmith, when
disappointed in their unreasonable expectations would be

warmest in the cause they had been before the loudest

in deprecating.

I am, your Royal Highness's obedient and devoted

servant, in all things wrherein the liberty of the subject iV

not infringed,

Britannicus.

THE WHIPSt No. VII.

The family of the individual whose vices we are

called upon to hold up to the execration of an injured

and indignant public, has long attracted the attention of

the world by the apparent weight of its political influence.

A confederacy so ruinous to the morals of the people and

the glory of the empire as that which has been formed
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among the members of the house of , has seldom
N
awakened the resentment, or provoked the wonder of a

great and enlightened people. The happiness of other

nations has been sacrificed to the passions or the caprices of

youth and beauty; the secrets of other mansions have been

entrusted to individuals whose convivial powers or whose

political talents atoned for their destitution of moral prin-

ciple, and the profligacy of their manners ; but it was

reserved for the present generation to witness the undis-

puted and confirmed ascendancy of superannuated gross-

ness, and of intemperance unenlivened by wit, and un-

embellished by refinement. An aged and bloated harlot

usurps the rights of beauty, and enchains in hopeless

bondage the faculties of her victim, while youthful pro-

fligacy inadvertently aids the operation of maternal cun-

ning, and the sallies of passion or indiscretion that escape

from lips in his bacchanalian intercourse with the son,

contribute to the success of the parent's machinations.

That the English court may itself escape the contagion

of example, and the influence of the family,is the first and

most ardent wish of every subject, to whom the glory of

his prince, and the welfare of his country, are something

more than the common-places of newspaper phraseology.

The easy manners and liberal principles of the mother

bave been adopted by the father, and imitated by the

son. The parent looks on with delight or indifference,

while his lady indulges in the most open, if not the most

uncommon violation of her conjugal duties; and the son

pursues his usual career of licentious pleasure, undisturbed

by any unpleasing recollections of the fair and fickle

fair one, who in a foreign country, and beneath the pro-

tection of a celebrated general, enjoys the sweets of for-

tune and of love.

Of his talents as a diplomatic character, it would be

dangerous to express an opinion, but by a reference to the

singular explanation of his conduct so lately published

in the newspapers. Whether his statement was written

beneath the influence of potent Curacoa, or composed
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after the dictation of his mamma, may possihly be deter-

mined by those who have witnessed the singular coinci-

dence between his — .'s style and that in the papers

in defence of the Liverpools, and in condemnation of the

Weilesleys, which issued from a certain quarter during

the late negociations.

Previous to her departure from this country his lady

had paid the most assiduous attendanceon a superannuated

debauchee, whose profligacy was only equalled by his

wealth. The condescension of the wife, and the friend-

ship of the husband were rewarded by a princely le-

gacy, and by other gratifications that evinced the omni-

potence of female flattery over nature, policy, and

justice.

His career as a man of gallantry has been long and

variegated. Notwithstanding the causes of mutual dis-

content, that immediately succeeded his marriage with

, appearances were still kept up. Like people

of fashion, indeed, they lay separately, seldom met but

at meals, conversed on general topics, and seemed almost

to have forgot that there was such a passion as love in

the marriage state. Whilst his lordship was running a

match at Newmarket, her ladyship was crowning him at

home with the emblem ofgood fortune, to which, from his

superior judgment on the turf, he thought himself enti-

tled. His lordship was generally flushed with success,

and he was pleased to see her ladyship participate in

his satisfaction. His victories were accompanied with

the same fate as Caesar's, nor was the wife of Pompey
more sedulous in promoting her husband's celestial hap-

piness, than Lady in promoting the felicity of his

lordship.

At length, however, her conduct became so glaring,

that broad shame stared him in the face ; and he resolved

at once to gratify his wife, and fly from the reach of cen-

sure and of ridicule by a trip to France. This resolution

wras chiefly owing to the detection of a fete a tete between

Lady and Captain S——— . The Captain was a
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Complete woman's man; he was a general favorite among

the ladies ; having been the cause of more female alter-

cations and more hurricanes in the fashionable world

than any other gentleman in the s. He had fought

several duels for the reputation of the sex, and was so

perfect a man of honor, that he was always in readiness
.

to seduce the wife of his friend, or to kill him when cal-

led to account. This character had -given him so much
influence over the gay part of the sex, that there were

few women of fashion, desirous of becoming widows,

who were averse to a public intrigue with Captain S—•—

.

He had some -other qualifications besides his bravery.

He was tall, athletic, and well-made, of a ruddy complex-

ion, with dark hair, and a comely agreeable countenance,

The captain had no other apparent support than his pay

:

he nevertheless kept the best company in town, and

lived in as voluptuous a manner as the most wealthy

of his comrades. The generosity of the ladies towards

their favorite was unbounded, and iie in return was as

beneficent to that part of the sex who stood in need of

his assistance. Between this gentleman and LadyW
a long and tender intimacy had subsisted, but love be-

came a necessary sacrifice to interest, and her ladyship

having resolved to devote all her attentions to old B m,
resignedthe captain to the undisturbed possession ofLady

Since the return of his lordship, the greater part of

his time has been divided between his attendance at the

bacchanalian festivities of his friend and his attentions to

Mrs. B. Though this lady cannot be regarded as a beau-

ty, and she is declining into old age, the melody of her

voice, and the facility with which she accommodates

herself to the various humours of the great and the amo-

rous, captivated his heart. After a twelvemonth's atten-

tions, however, he was repulsed by a frank declaration

on the part of the lady, that he was not a man to her

taste; and after ineffectually renewing the pursuit, he

has at length resigned her, in despair, to the undivided

protection of the Duke of S- —

.
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THE POLITICAL OBSERVER, No. XII.

If the victory of Salamanca had no other tendency than

to inspire the English nation with renewed confidence in

itself, and to prepare our officers and our soldiers for the

possible necessity of contending with the enemy of

Europe, on our native shores, it might justly be regarded

as one of the most important events, which it has fallen

to the duty of the modern historian to record. It can-

not be too frequently repeated that should our exertions

in favor of the Spaniards, be rendered abortive by the

supineness of their governors, we have been acquiring in

ajust and honorable contest that military experience with-

out which heroism degenerates into profitless enthusi-

asm, and have acquired the habits and the motives of a

military nation unvisited by the distresses and calamities

of war.

But the immediate results of the victory, will in all

probability be as glorious as its ultimate consequences

may be useful. If we have been able under all our for-

mer disadvantages, unexcited by the stimulus of bril-

liant and decisive success, avid notwithstanding the dis-

satisfaction expressed by our allies at our perseverance in

a defensive system of warfare, to impede the movements

and divide the forces of the enemy, we may now expect

that the issue of the contest will be immediate and de-

cisive; that while the power of Bonaparte is directed to

another object, and the remnant of his troops in the

Peninsula, are dispersed or dispirited, the skill and con-

stancy of the English will be assisted by the heroism

of the Spaniards, and that having replanted the standard

of freedom from the Tagus to the Pyrenees, the inter-

ception of Soult and the liberation of Cadiz, may relieve

the Spaniards from their oppressor, and give new hopes

and energy to the nations of the continent.

It must be admitted indeed that the higher classes of
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the Spaniards are either the treacherous instruments of

Napoleon, or the sluggish aud idle slaves of pride and

superstition. They regard the struggles of the lower

classes in the cause of freedom, with a jealousy arising

fronf'the consciousness, that the repulse of a single ty-

rant would be the signal of revolt against the authority

of their domestic oppressors. They naturally regard

with disgust or impatience a contest that impoverishes

their estates, and degrades the grandee, who in times of

quiet and tranquillity, receives the willing homage of

his dependants and his vassals, into comparative insigni-

ficance. The miseries of Gallic depotism, they have

witnessed only in prospect ; the inconveniences and dis-

tresses of the present contest come home to their imme-

diate and daily observation. While the higher classes

are thus treacherous or inert, it is impossible that the

multitude can be trained to the regular discipline of the

sword, or be taught to act but in detached and desultory

warfare, as auxiliaries to the regular armies of their'

allies, and in irregular excursions against the weak and

straggling parties of the enemy. But under ~all these

disadvantages we have accomplished the deliverance of

Portugal, and have prolonged the termination of a

contest which without any serious inconvenience to our-

selves, has wasted the resources and destroyed the armies

of the invaders ; in which our failure would be productive

of disappointment rather than distress, while our friumph

would accelerate the destruction of the enemy, and be

one great step towards the recovery of European inde-

pendence. If we have been able to do so much already,

and under circumstances so unpropitious, what may not

hereafter be accomplished by an army flushed, with

victory, in the heart of the invaded country, assisted by

allies whose irregular exertions, even during the periods

of distress and dismay, have swept away the legions of the

enemy, and have rendered by their fortitude and activity

his military science and his temporary successes equally

ineffective.
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It is indeed the vice of princes and of courtiers that an

occasional gleam of success subdues their moderation

and hurries them into all the vanity of extravagance,

That Lord Wellington has gained an important victory,

and that its consequences will be beneficial to England

and to Europe, though it may afford some expectation of

ultimate relief from our distress, and is hailed with joy by

a people accustomed to disappointments, ought to stimu-

late us to exertion, rather than confirm us in that obsti-

nate adherence to our ancient prejudices, which has al-

ready exalted the French empire to its present supremacy,

and reduced ourselves to themost deplorable state of finan-

cial and commercial distress. An honourable peace,a peace

that would guarantee the integrity of the British empire,

and the independence of the allies, is all that a reasonable

statesman would expect. But it had been rumoured

about for several days, and is now declared by the minis-

terial journalists, that in consequence of the splendid vic-

tory obtained by Lord Wellington, and the new prospects

opened by that glorious event to ourselves and our allies,

the Prince Regent had pledged himself in the most so-

lemn manner to the Duke of Conde, that he will never

make peace with France till the Bourbons are seated on
" their hereditary throne." If this declaration were re? lly

the consequence of the victory, and the Prince Regent

regards it as a matter of conscience that it should be ful-

filled, the people of England will have reason to wish

that the battle of Salamanca had not been fought, or that

it had terminated in a manner less gratifying to the na-

tional pride of a people so easily intoxioated by success.

After being assured year after year from the throne it-

self that we were fighting for our existence, and patiently

submitting to every species and degree of privation and

distress, under the conviction that our self-denial and our

fortitude were absolutely necessary not only to the honor,

but to the salvation of* the empire, it is at once surpriz-

ing and afflicting to be informed thai- objects in the highest

degree chimerical and unattainable, present themselve 3
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to the view of our rulers, at every glimmering of tempo-

rary success, that in times of peril we are condemned to

overcome our immediate dangers, that we may rush into

the midst of unknown and unnecessary per'itSj and that

if we surmount the misfortunes that have befallen us, it

will only be to pursue with renewed temerity the line of

conduct by which they were occasioned. We had thought

that a crusade to Jerusalem was, at the'present day, as ra-

tional an object of contemplation, as a crusade in favour of

the Bourbons. The injustice and impolicy of interfering

with the internal constitution of a foreign government,

have been so often urged by the friends of liberty, and so

frequently admitted by their opponents, that some faint

intimation of the popular sentiment might have been ex-

pected to pervade the recesses of the palace, and repress

the sallies of an inflamed imagination.

The Bourbons are, in their present situation, a very

quiet, modest, and civil kind of people, but they have

displayed in their own cause little of that courage that

commands our reverence, or that warm and generous

spirit which at once excites our esteem and admiration*

The male branches of the family have preferred the do-

mestic repose of Wanstead and Wimbledon, to the scenes'

of battle and of glory on the Tagus and the Vistula: of

those to whom honor abroad is more attractive than idle-

ness at home, the inherent attachment of Frenchmen to

their, country, independent of their government, has

repressedthe military ardor ; they would rejoice to see the

Bourbons on the throne of Bonaparte, but they do not

love to fight against the soldiers of the great nation ;

though they hate Napoleon, as the usurper of their

prince's rights, they admire his greatness, and sympathize

in his success, as the general of the French armies. Nation*

^al vanity overcomes the suggestions of reason and of duty,

and though they would rejoice to parade once more in the

gardens of the Thuilleries, they would hate the English for

every victory by which they had prepared the way for

their return.

vol. iv, G G
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It is too evident from the accounts of the Russians

themselves that they have been forced to retreat before

the superior skill or superior numbers of their adversary.

That the Russians are able to fight hard battles, and in

small numbers, and at a distance from their own country,

to contend with their enemy for the palm of military

skill, is evident from the campaigns of Suwarrow,and from

the conflicts immediately preceding the peace of Tilsit.

But to direct the mighty masses that are now assembled

to oppose the progress of Bonaparte, to one great pur-

pose, is, we are afraid a task above the power of a Rus-

sian general, even during the absence of the emperor. A
great proportion of the army must be composed, of the

vassals of nobles whose opinions it will not be pru-

dent to disregard, of mercenary and independent hordes,

who will seize on a critical moment of the game to bar-

gain, when they ought to be fighting ; and of tributary

tribes too happy to assist the progress of an invader who
knows how to allure them by promises, -and who is wil-

ling to glut their thirst for plunder and for blood. But

the great danger arises from the presence of the emperor.

Alexander is the dupe of female artifice, and the slave of

his favourites. The motions of his army will be guided p

and the views of his general be counteracted, by the fears

of the women and the caprices of his courtiers. He will

be bold to-day, and timid to-morrow, according to the

wishes or the whim of his companions; and after resign-

ing the scene of contest to an adversary, who knows that

something more is necessary to success, than a splendid

court and mighty preparations, he will be glad to save

his imperial palace, and the apartments of his concubines

from the rapacity of the invader, by acquiescing in every

demand and every condition, however injurious to his

people, or degrading to his personal dignity.
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The CONTRAST, or FASHION and VIRTUE.

Sir,

The subjoined contrast between the-manners, senti-

ments, and condition of a Lady of Fashion and the Wife
of a Countiy Curate, may be no improper companion to

yourjournal of the Nottinghamshire manufacturer. The
fidelity of the portraits will not be disputed ; whether the
spirit of the delineation be equal to its correctness, must
be left to the opinion of your readers.

Diary of the Wife of a Country
Curate.Diary of a Woman of Fashion.

Tuesday. Rose at one. Horri-

bly pale. Dear Sir Frederic left

me above an hour ago. Heard

my husband's voice on the

stair-case, and sent Betty down
to enquire after his health. I

am afraid that his flirtation

with my friend Lady A :

bears too hard upon him. Yet

after all he is an amazing

creature, and were not he my
husband, I should think him

tolerable. But the fatigue of

conversing day after day, and

bandying compliments from

hour to hour is insupportable.

Used for the first time the Ro-

seate Wash—a delightful com-

position. Betty and the glass

assure methat my countenance

glows with the bloom of youth

and vivacity. Found within

the lid of the rougiette an apo-

logy for Sir James's want of

punctuality. The wench is

Tuesday. Rose at six, and

assisted my daughter Mary

Anne in cleaning the house,

and lighting the parlour lire.

My dear husband returned at

seven from his morning's walk,

and we joined in thanksgiving

to the Father of all mercies

for his spiritual care, and all

the bodily comforts he has be-

stowed upon us. At eight,

sat down to our morning meal

of bread and milk. 'Twas

humble fare, but we have long

bid adieu to luxury, and do-

mestic love presided at the

repast. Employed myself,

during the morning, in repair-

ing my husband's Sunday

coat and sorting his linen.

Heaven knows that the latter

of these duties was easily ac-

complished. Made Eliza a

frock out of my last year's

bombazeen; the dear child
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Diary of a Woman of Fashion*

cunning, yet far from being

sufficiently au-fait at trifles of

this kind. Rebuked her for

her foolishness. Apparent

openness is the best safeguard

against suspicion. My private

notes shall, for the future, lay

on the table.

Two o'clock. That trouble-

some creature, Miss R the

milliner has again disturbed

jne at breakfast with her pal-

try bill, though it has beeu

due only two years, and I con-

tinue to honor her with my pa-

tronage. Mem. Lady Bab
Blardcp i*s party this evening.

The Duk- and Mis* Fitz-Cla-

renee. Sir William R
dvopt in. All life and gaiety

as us al. He told us that he

had just " shipped off" the

Scotch innocent, who had run

after h m from Leith to Ja-

ms ca under the protection of

ptd Simmons his steward, who
has received instructions to

leave her behind him on his

return. We all joined in laugh-

ing at his stratagem, yet it i§

strange considering the gen-

tlemanly manners and conduct

pf Sir VVil iam that he should

everhavedescended to criminal

intercourse with a low Scotch

girl, when his person and his

conversation might win over

the most reserved and the most

intelligent of the sex.

Diary of the Wife of a Country
Curate.

was quite proud of her finery,

and looked in her humble

attire, as lovely as an angel.

Spent two hours in teaching

the- little creature her spelling.

She makes a charming progress,

and she is as amiable as cle-

ver. The squire's lady inter-

rupted me in the midst of my
maternal cares, and told me
that she wondered I did not

send the child to school, and

that she would be fatigued

to death by such an employ-

ment as mine. She knew not

how much 1 was delighted by

the task, nor chose to know,

that in this instance, inclina-

tion coincided with neces-

sity. At four o'clock, the

son of Mr. Rigby called

upon us to spend the evening.

His honest attentions to Emi-

ly filled me with delight ; he

is a good young man ; may
Heaven smile propitious on

their union ! He joined us in

prayer, and after he retired we

congratulated Emily on the

prospect of their approaching

union. Yet this was not a

day of unclouded happiness.

Our little rent is due: the tri-

fling sums we are indebted in

the village, though seldom

mentioned by our good-heart-

ed creditors, are to them sums

of importance, and cannot be

defrayed in less than another
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Diary of a Woman of Fashion.

Four o'clock. Phillips's in

Bond-street, That cruel mi-

sery, the Countess, with her

whiskers and her bosom, as

usual, outbidding all her

friends through pure malice.

I had set my mind upon a

snuff box, value only three

hundred guineas, when that

odious hag, the plague of

fashion, spirit, and elegance,

Miss T. L. W. with a nod that

froze me to the quick, bore

away the prize. The imper-

tinent ! She knows that she is

rich, and is eager to shew the

extent of her riches. I wish

that W — chapel held her

within its vaulted recesses.

Saw Sir Frederick, however

;

he nodded with due discretion.

Eight—the Opera. That pro-

voking simpleton, L. S. plagued

us with his observations on the

dress and appearance of the

actors. I hate such ideots,

Of what consequence is it to

well-bred people, whether the

performers do their duty or

not : it is the conversation that

leads us to the Opera : the re-

ciprocation of anecdote and

flattery, and not those preci-

euses ridicules the actors. Sir

Frederick true to his appoint-

ment. Took him home in my
carriage—had a petit souper,

tete a tete 9 and retired to rest,

Diary of the Wife of a Country
Curate.

year: and Dr. Spintext in-

forms my husband that he cam

get a curate for ten pounds

less than his present pit-

tance of fifty pounds. Accus-

tomed to the most rigid econo-

my from -my youth up, such

is the pressure of the times,

that all my efforts to attain

even a little more than the

necessaries of life have been

unavailing. Yet I am grate-

ful to Providence, and in his

guardianship shall I put my
trust. When my Emily is

married, I shall be relieved

from much anxiety, and in my
husband's love, and the affec=

tions of my children, I am rich

indeed. We past a cheerful

evening, over a cake from

farmer Nixon, and a bottle

of home made wine. Emily

read to us out of Blair's

Sermons, while my husband

fondled Eliza on his knees.

It was a heavenly sight to see

the little cherub listening to

the words of religion with art-

less earnestness. If these be

the enjoyments of poverty,,

what are the pleasures of

wealth!
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Diary of a Woman of Fashion.

Wednesday. Received a vi-

sit from that decripid and pro-

sing old creature, Lady Fain-

would—obliged to devote two

hours of the morning to her

long and uninteresting stories.

She may be useful to Char-

lotte's matrimonial views, and

I was obliged, therefore, to

listen with some appearance of

civility. Agreeably interrupt-

ed by that dear charming lit-

tle fellow, Tom Moore—he fa-

vored us with his latest song,

accompanied with his own mu-

sic. The old dowager was

quite delighted with his notes

of love, and " dews entran-

cing*' fell from her eyes, so

"Warmly glancing" in copious

streams. As for myself, they

onlv served to remind me of

my dear Sir Frederick, and to

awaken me to the unpleasing

anticipation of his departure.

Four o'clock. Gloseted with

Charlotte. She is like all young

things, just introduced into

the great world, and is so fool-

ish as to prefer a per sonable

fellow with nothing but his

commission, to an aged com-

panion with a large fortune.

Strange that mortal women

should be so destitute of com-

mon sense ! When I married

Sir Edward, no other idea pos-

sessed my mind than that of

put-shining my sisters and

Diary of the TVife of a Country
Curate.

Wednesday. Eleven o'clock.

Received a visit from our

landlord, who threatens that

unless we pay the ten pounds

we are owing him for rent, he

will enter an execution, and

sell the furniture. To add to

our misfortunes, Dr. Spintext

has declared his intention to

change: and the information

has an evident effect' on the

manners of our tradesmen.

There are among them, indeed,

kind and generous beings, but

they are overpowered by the

unkind and the brutal. I long

for my husband's return, not

o\\\j to consult with him on

our situation, but in the hope

that he may bring with him

the means of sustenance, Sure-

ly the squire cannot be so

mean, or so unfeeling as to

refuse to my husband the two

pounds for which he under-

took the preparation of his

eldest son for the university.

Yet he is selfish, and his wife

is extravagant. My poor, poor

Eliza, dissatisfied with her

humble and scanty meal of this

morning,yet young ass he is,to

delicate, or too sensible of her

situation to express her sensa-

tion, presents an interesting

yet afflicting picture. My
feelings are harrowed up. When
will my husband return ! I can-

not, and yet I must repress the
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Diary of a Woman of Fashion.

my friends. It is true that I

have been a little disappointed,

and that some trivial indiscre-

tions on my own part have

subjected me to the necessity

of conditional loans, bat it is

better to live as others do, and

in debt, than to retrench, and

be despised. In the one case

all the world conspires to pity

and avoid you, in the other,

you only disappoint a few pet-

ty tradesmen, who calculate

upon such things when they

begin business, and make the

vulgar, who are honest, pay for

the fashionable, who are dis-

tressed. Seven o'clock. A com-

fortable party to Rouge et

JVoir. My usual fortune, lost

five hundred guineas to that

masculine witch, L. H. .

Would to God that the fellow

were seized on his road home
with an apoplectic fit. What
shall I do ? Lord P has

indeed promised me one

thousand of Charlotte's for-

tune on the day of marriage,

but according to appearance,

that day may be yet far dis-

tant. The sacrifice of my per-

son to my husband's steady

friend, Colonel T -,would

indeed be an easy and not un-

pleasant mode of relief, but

the colonel cannot hold his

tongue, and both interest and

passion lead me to dread even

Diary of the Wife of a Country
Curate.

too delicate and punctilious

feeling in which I have been

educated. There are yet within

my possession valuables suffi-

cient to purchase the necessa-

ries oflife, and satisfy the cra-

vings of hunger 1* * * * 1 have

accom plished what I wished,but

heaven only knows with what

feelings of poignant distress

and humiliation I stept, asham-

ed and degraded, with the

feelings of a criminal, half

disguised, and half avowing

my distress, to the receptacle

of the possessions of the poor.

But the pledge has relieved

me from the necessity of re-

maining a silent witness to the

inexpressible anguish of my
children, and when my hus«

band returns home all will be

well.

12 o'clock at night. My
husband is yet absent ! What
can have become of him. It

is not usual for him to remain

from home so late, and the

christening would not detain

him longer than the evening*

My Emily expresses her

anxiety by her looks and ges-

tures, and Eliza weeps and asks

me where papa is gone, and

why he remains so long away,:

Worn out with expectation,

and distracted by anxious con-

jecture, I called my daughters

to my bedside, and prayed that
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the suspicion of infidelity to Sir

Frederic. As for my husband,

I shall make what use of his

name I please.

Thursday. Awoke dreadful-

ly affected by the laudanum I

took last night. My losses at

play always lead me to the

use of that stimulating drug.

Twelve o'clock. Sitting at

breakfast, to my utter asto-

nishment, the nurse was an-

nounced, not alone to receive

her wages, but with the child

in her arms. Rebuked her

well for her thoughtlessness,

and informed her that if she

again ventured into my pre-

sence with the infant, until it

was able to walk and speak, it

should be committed to other

hands. The child is pretty

enough indeed, and brought

to mind some pleasing recol-

lections, but really I have

other things to attend to, and

my anxieties are too great to

leave room for the indulgence

of maternal feelings, Besides

I am more vexed than amused

by the mummery of nursing.

it is laughable enough to see

a gentlewoman standing by,

and listening to a vulgar fe-

male, while she exclaims,

Diary of the Wife of a Country
Curate.

the good Providence that so

long had guarded us from

harm, and supported us be-

neath affliction, would watch

over the footsteps of my hus-

band. Felt much relieved,

but retired to enjoy an uncer-

tain and disturbed slumber.

Thursday. My slumber was

disturbed early in the morning

by a violent beating at the

door. 1 arose, and opened it.

The messenger proved to be

the vicar's servant, who came

to inform me that my husband

had been arrested the preced-

ing night, and was now con-

fined in the county gaol. Hor-

ror-struck as I was, I had re-

solution sufficient to call my
daughters to attend me, and

having paid the last remains of

the money received from the

pawnbroker, we set off on the

top of the coach for G. We
hastened to the prison. A
surly and unfeeling gaoler re-

fused us admittance. " He is

on the poor side," said he,

" where no women are admit-

ted. He had no money to pay

his fees, and you may go about

your business." I implored

him to admit me. I fell upon

my knees, and told my daugh-

ters to practicethe same attitude

of supplication. It was in

vain, and I was about to retire

in despair, when young Rigby*
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%l Blessings on its little heart.

Give rne a kiss—Ah ! the dar-

ling : as like its father as two

cherries. Be quiet then, that's

a titty—Deuce take the child,

say I.—What, and would it

kiss its mamma, 'at would it.

Bi Baby Bumpkin ! Where's

Tony Lumpkin, Lullaby !"

Dismissed the woman with the

assurance that her quarter's

arrears should be paid in a

month or two. She made use

of the old cant about the hard-

ness of the times, and the

want of employment, and told

me a long story of her two

sons, and of their being oblig-

ed to enlist for the Indies,

These are new times, indeed,

and it becomes necessary for

the great world to take care of

itself, when the poor consider

it is a hardship to serve their

country. Three o'clock. Sat

to Stroehling—I cannot bear

an English artist—they have

too high an opinion of them-

selves, and too little respect

for their superiors. To be

sure, eight hundred guineas is

a. considerable sum, and an ob-

ligation of this kind to a

painter is almost a debt of ho-

nor, but he is sanctioned by
the court, and I am resolved

to shew as much spirit "as

Lady H . Formed a party

VOL. IVo H
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the lover of Emily, suddenly

entered, and seeing my dis-

tress, exclaimed, " I know it

all ; leave the fallow to me."

He put a bank-note into his

hand, and we were immediately

ushered into a large, but mi-

serable apartment, in the midst

of which, surrounded by the

squalid, the drunken, and the

voeiferous, stood my husband.

He—but the scene is too dis-

tressing to be remembered.

Through the intervention of

Mr. Rigby, we were conducted

to an apartment comparatively

decent and comfortable. My
husband now informed me that

he had been arrested by the

surgeon for the amount of

medicines during my sickness

in child-bed. Mr. Rigby, un-

der all the circumstances, ad-

vised us to apply to the vicar,

and we accordingly sent his

servant with a letter, intimat-

ing our present distress, and

explaining the ruin that must

overwhelm us were he inclined

to persist in his resolution to

deprive my husband of the cu-

racy, and offering to fulfil it

for forty pounds. To this

application he sent us in an

hour the following answer :

Sir,

I beg you to know that the
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to Richmond, oh ! how 1 hate

these dull, domestic excur-

sions : all stupidity and af-

fectation, composed of beings

who have not sense enough to

keep up a lively conversation,

and therefore afFect to be en-

raptured at the silent contem-

plation of the charms of Na-

ture. For my own part, I

prefer the sight of a good par-

lour tire to all the prospects

in the world, and think the

luxury of a sofa more delight-

ful than that of a bed of roses.

We returned in a pet, and as

the carriage whirl'd up the New
Road, a child crossing the way

was dangerously injured by

being trampled under the feet

of the horses. Threw a shil-

ling out of the window, and

ordered the footman to see

that the child received it. It

is surprising that mothers who

suffer their children to play

and run along the public ways,

are not severely punished.

Eight o'clock. Lady B.'s ball

and supper; the sporting

general led me out to a Waltz
?

and aswe moved,the admiration

of the circle that surrounded

us, a low born impertinent

coxcomb, who imagines that

a facility ofcoupling extempore

rhymes empowers him to insult

every individual who has

Diary of the Wife of a Country
Curate.

curacy is disposed of. Your

present month's salary is

£3 18

and our account

stands as under:

For surplice worn

and torn

BJonies received

Lent last quarter

Postage .....

9

1 I

3 12 2

Leaving 6 7

which I have sent you, hoping

it may be of service. I am,

Yours, and all that,

GABRIEL SPINTEXT.

We now resigned ourselves

to despair. My husband

knelt and breathed out a se-

cret prayer for that fortitude

required by his situation. I

fell upon his neck, and sobbed

bitterly. Eliza clung round

me and wept, she knew not

why. Emily, who had hither-

to retained her fortitude, burst

also into a flood of tears. This

was too much for young Rig-

by. Eagerly seizing her by

the arm, he exclaimed, Cease

your grief, dry up your tears,

air will yet be well. Your

parents shall be happy. I

have long sought a favorable

occasion of testifying the sin-

cerity of my affection, and
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sensibility enough to feel his

attacks, whispered loud enough

to be heard by every one.

" D—me, the general fancies

himself in bed, it is an absolute

fandango." The general turned

round, and told him that he

lied. A tumult took place : I

fainted, and was conveyed in a

state of insensibility to my
carriage. * * * * Charlotte has

eloped with Captain P .

I am undone, the thousand

pounds are lost, and unless I

comply with the wishes of the

Colonel, my debts of honor

must remain unpaid. Ee it so

then. I must risk the chance

of incurring Sir Frederick's

displeasure, and sacrifice my
person and my will to the

reputation of a woman of

honor. Nor would the crime

be uncommon were the in=-

ducements to its commission

less powerful. Adultery is the

vice of courts, and why should

I be a solitary example of

unprofitable virtue ?

Diaiy of the Wife of a Country
Curale.

that occasion has arrived. My
property is more than suffici-

ent for our mutual happiness.

To pay the debts of your fa-

ther will scarcely di minish my
fortune, and as soon as that

object is attained, we will find

out for him some place of re-

pose more suitable to his pro-

fession and his talents, where

his virtues may receive their

appropriate homage, and filial

affection repay the anxieties

of parental love !' *
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A TURKISH TALE;

TO MY FRIEND MISS —
Canto I.

Philosophers have wondered why,

Such difference in your sex they spy

;

Why some are kind, sincere, humane ;

And others envious, sordid, vain ;

But puzzled they cou'd ne'er expound

Whence this variety is found :

The task is left for me alone,

To other mortals yet unknown ;

This story of remotest age,

Is treasur d in a secret page,

Yet unexplor'd by common sight

Till I reveal it to the light.

When God determin'd to create

Our parents in primaeval state,

And plac'd them in fair Eden's grove?

The seat of innocence and love,

Where all that nature could produce,

Except one tree was for their use

;

Complete He form'd the happy pair,

But Eve was chief the Godhead's care %

On her the greatest pains bestow'd,

She was the master-piece of God,

Of purest clay her lovely frame,

Inspir'd with bright ethereal flame*

Divine she seem'd to human view?

In short, she just resembled you*

The pair created ; for Eve's aid

God next produced a waiting-maid y

I know there are who still believe

There was no woman else but Eve

;

But if you'll trust my ancient tale

Reason and truth must soon prevail

;
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How could the unexperienced fair

Alone comb out her lovely hair ?

Unpractised quite in worldly ways,

Unaided could she lace her stays ?

Could she adjust -her morning gown,

Or even tye her apron on ?

Impossible ! it could not be,

The ladies must in this agree.

As Nature, to form Eve before

Exhausted all her choicest store,

Tis in my ancient story told,

The maid was form'd of coarser mould9

Wherein to make the matter worse,

Satan, of human race the curse,

Soon found occasion to inspire

A spark of his infernal fire.

To Eve the maid thus furnish'd came.

Who gave her Vixen for her name ;

The sage in ancient lore observant,

Knows well that vixen meant a servaut,

Just as in former times a knave,

Meant not a scoundrel, but a slave,

Altho' in modern times 'tis true

'Tis taken for a cursed shrew.

As fire from water, day from night
5

From Vixen Eve was opposite,

With ev'ry virtue Eve was blest,

And Vixen ev'ry vice possess'd :

Then as in modern times we see,

Such characters could ne'er agree ;

The thwarting hussey full of spite,

In constant mischief took delight,

What was by day her mistress' toil

;

At night she still was sure to spoil

:

The flowers she tore up by the roots,

She broke the trees, destroy'd the fruits

;

The lambkins by their tails she hung ;

And robb'd the linnets of their young ;

Such pranks as these, and many more*

She daily practis'd o'er and o'er,
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From morning thus, till night she teaz'd,

And seem'd but in displeasing pleas' d.

With this behaviour tir'd at last,

Eve told her husband all that past,

And begg'd him with a winning air,

To rid her of this grievous care,

That Adam could not for his life,

Deny indulgence to his wife :

He summon'd Vixen to appear,

And thus he said in tone severe ;

" How dare you, most audacious Vixen?
* e Attempt my Eve to play such tricks on ;

" You to whom God existence gave,

" Not as her equal but her slave,

" To be devoted to her will,

" And all her orders to fulfil

;

" Yet prompted by, or pride, or lust,

" Forgetful of your parent, dust,

" You boldly dare to disobey,

" You waste in idleness the day,

" And still to vex your mistress bent,

" Whole nights in wickedness have spent

;

" I have seen you oft your malice try on,

" The whiskers of Eve's favourite lion,

" You gave her ostrich several blows,

te And pull'd her camel by the nose,

** You plagued the gentle unicorn,

" And broke the point from off his horn;

" The very horse on which I ride,

i( I saw you impudently stride,

" Then pluck the hair from out his tail,

<« For gins to catch the harmless quail,

ff 'Mong birds and beasts you make such riot

" No creature can for you be quiet,

" Instead of to your Maker praying,

" You're always with the monkeys playing,

S6 And late I saw you in the brake,

" Much too familiar with the snake

;

46 Such usage I'll no longer bear,

" And by the Maker now I swear5
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" That if you persevere in vice,

" I'll banish you from Paradise
;

" You shall unless your manners change,

" An outcast in the desart range."

ClNToII.

Thus Adam spoke, with sullen frown,

Vixen retir'd, her looks cast down ;

No tear, the token of contrition,

Arose upon the admonition ;

No blushj the sign of inward grace,

Appear'd in her undaunted face,

Morose and stubborn, she retir'd,

Her breast with various passions fir'd ;

Revengeful straight she bent her way,

To where the grisly serpent lay,

To tell him all her shame and grief,

And from his wisdom seek relief,

She found him in a secret cove,

His usual haunt within the grove,

The snake his hideous length enrolled

In circles frightful to behold

Well knew her errand, for in evil,

There's none so knowing as the devil

;

But yet he anxious seem'd to learn,

The weighty cause of her concern.

" Good snake," she said, " who art my friend,

" Who ev'ry thing I do commend,
" Who were you but a man should find, .

" My bosom to your love inclin'd,

" To none, when round beset with woes,

" But you, can I my pain disclose,

" And constantly your words impart,

«' The surest comfort to my heart

;

" In time of need, your aid I crave,

" In time of need, your Vixen save ;

" Ah keep me from a dreadful fate,

" Protect me from my Mistress' hate

" Else Adam led by her advice,

** Will banish me from Paradise ;
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To her the artfulJieiid replies,

° Cease, cease your sorrow, dry your eyes,

<l On my assistance still depend,
ei I'll always, Vixen, be your friend,

*' I have a stratagem devis'd,

" And by my council be advis'd,

" Not to retrieve your shame alone,

" But even to make the man your own ;

** To bring your mistress to disgrace,

" "While you shall fill her envied place ;

" Then here unrivall'd you shall reign,

S( Sole empress of this wide domain.

" And Eve, who bore so late command,
" Shall serve you with a trembling hand ;

" How could your God so partial be,

" To place you in this low degree,

" Unjust that such a noble spirit,

" Should nought but servitude inherit,

" While Eve, that vain, that silly thing,

" Must be the bride of Eden's king.

Now Vixen with attentive ears,

The lying spirits promise hears,

Her heart by nature prone to sin,

Drinks eagerly the poison in :

Satan was pleased to see its force

And thus continued his discourse,

" If then you undertake this deed,

" Be well assured it must succeed,
64 And while the secret means I tell,

*s Remember my instructions well,

** Remote within the hallow'd ground,

" Which lofty sycamores surround,

" A valley lies between two hills,

*' Encircled with the purest rills,

** Whose living waters gently run,

** And glister to the rising sun,

" Twas in this spot, this happy isle,

" That nature first began to smile,

•' Here flowers a constant blossom wear,

" Their fragrance scents the ambient air,
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** The trees an endless treasure bring;,

4< And flourish in eternal spring ;

< e And circling form an ample space,

" As if to give their sovereign place ;

*' Just in the midst a cedar stands,

46 Whose spiry-top the vale commands,
'* Its stem supports a mantling vine,

«*" Whose tendrils round the branches twine ^

iC Whose leaves delightful to be seen,

64 Are variegated, gold and green ;

sc In clusters of deep purple dye,

" The fruit suspended from on high,

4< Inviting tempts the wishful sight,

** And tasted yields supreme delight;

* € This is the fruit, for God design' d,
sc Forbidden to the human kind,

* c And tho'reserv'd for him alone,

Zi To me yet are its virtues known,
w Its juices elevate the heart,

4< And knowledge to the soul impart;

" This sacred fruit you must obtain,

** Your purpose then with ease you'll gain,

« Thither th' ensuing morn repair,

<s But as you reach the grove beware,

6i For seraphs, guardians of the ground,

*« With flaming faulchions watch around,

" Admitting none within the place

4i Save only those of human race ;

«« By Adam's order say you came,

" They must admit you in his name 5

" Three clusters safely thence convey,

«* And hither bend your speedy way ;

*« But now the close of day is near,

" You must at home with Eve appear,

" Be with her e'er she goes to rest,

" And keep the secret in your breast."

Instructed Vixen now returns,

And with a wild impatience burns ;

Alternate passions seize her soul,

By turns they rage without controul

;

^OL« IV* I I
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She grasps in thought supreme command.

And rules the tyrant of the land,

Or now with love her bosom swells,

If love in such a bosom dwells ;

Or by resentful fury led,

Breathes vengeance on her mistress' head,

Thus journeying with departing light,

She reach'd the happy bower by night.

Let me a moment here remain,

Some intricacies to explain

;

Ere I mysterious tracks explore,

And tread the path ne'er trod before,

Let me distinguish right from wrong,

And tune to truth divine my song

;

Mistaken scholars may dispute,

What kind was the forbidden fruit

;

By arguments delusive wrought,

That was an apple some have thought %

Unlike it both in taste and shape,

Jt was no apple but a grape,

What apple with insipid juice,

Effects so wondrous could produce ?

But for the grape, mankind allow,

In it superior virtues grow ;

But now the fruit so well is known,

That here its powers need not be shewn*

Canto III.

The morning star with silver ray,

Announc'd the near approach of day,

Before the lark had rais'd her note,

Impatient Vixeu left her grot,

She hasted to thehallow'd ground,

And from the guards admittance found;

When o'er the eastern hills the sun

Appearing had his race begun.

Joyful she saw the winding stream,

Her wishes now accomplish'd seem,

And having reach'd its sacred banks,

The serpent in her heart she thanks,,
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The stately trees she view'd amaz'd,

And on their luscious beauties gaz'd.

But mindful of the noble prize,

On that at least she fixed her eyes :

Clear was the air, the sky serene,^

And not a moving leaf was seen,

No murmur echo'd from the hill,

Save scarce the trinkling ofthe rill,

Awful and grand the scene appear'd,

Had Vixen grace, she must havefear'd,

With impious sacrilegious hand,

Thus to rebel 'gainst heaven's command
;

Onward she prest with dire intent,

Ambition, strength, and spirits lent,

And rushing with unbended knee,

She tore three clusters from the tree.

Red drops like blood the vine distill'd,

While dismal shrieks the forest fill'd,

The echoing hills return the moan,

And send an universal groan,

Astonish'd angels saw the deed,

And trembling left their charge and fled.

But soon as Vixen seiz'd herprey,

She to the serpent took her way,

She reach'd by noon his dark abode,

And of her guilt the prize she shew'd

:

As when some heir, with debt oppress'd,

WT
ho hates .his father in his breast

:

Glad tidings of his death receives,

Yet strives to hide the joys it gives ;

The fiend thus with dissembling art,

Conceal'd the joy that fill'd his heart,

He seem'd alone for Vixen's sake,

Pleasure in her success to take,

And one so eager to excel,

In vice deserv'd this favor well,

But fiends insidious still employ

The wicked first, and then destroy.

The serpent said, Since thou hast brought.

Materials to secure our plot,
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No difficulties now remain,

The road is easy, straight, and plain*

For lately as I search'd for food,

Within the verge of yonder wood,

Adam was turning up the soil,

And seem'd o'ercome with heat and toil;

This way I know he will repair,

And to attend him be your care,

Should he with thirst uncommon rage.

His thirst be ready to assuage,

But as within the space around,

No stream of water can be found,

He'll ask for berry, herb, or root,

Then give him the forbidden fruit

;

Be Adam with two clusters serv'd,

The other for yourself reserv'd,

But hide the clusters in some tree,

That he may not th' imposture see,

Dissembling make it a pretence,

That there they grow, you pluck'd them thence

No more he spoke without delay,

The snake malignant crept away.

Vixen had scarce the fruit eonceal'd.,

When Adam left the toilsome field,

Fatigu'd with toil, oppressed with heat*

He wish'd to find some cool retreat,

He sought refreshment to obtain,

But ev'ry where he sought in vain,

On Vixen soon he cast his eyes,

And thus address'd her with surprize

;

How could'st thou, Vixen, hither stray >

For woman 'tis a length of way,

If here by chance thy steps were bent

Or on thy mistress' errand sent,

Thou cam'st, thy timely aid I want^

For with unusual thirst I pant,.

bring me to some limpid stream,

Where sheltered from the sultry gleam*

1 can my raging thirst allay,

And bathe the heat and dust away 5
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Or if there is no water near,

As from my idle search I fear,

Bring me some berry, herb, or root,

Or ofa grateful taste some fruit

;

Then Adam with fatigue oppressed,

Reclin'd his wearied limbs to rest.

Vixen replied in humble strain,

I've search'd, my Lord, but search'd in vain,

No crystal spring, no purling rill,

Is nearer than yon distant hill,

Of fruit there is an ample store,

For oft' I've ranged this place b efcre

A tree appears within my view,

With berries of apurplehue,

Which yields a most delicious taste,

And oft have serv'd me for repast |

Soon shall I bring to thee, my lord,

What sure refreshment will afford,

She butretir'd, not to be seen,

Behind the thickets leafy screen.

—

Here first suspence her breast assaii'd

Here first she trembled lest she fail'd,

But vice deterrnin'd soon took place,

Succeeding hopes her fears efface ;

Then to confirm her wav'ring heart,

And vigor for the deed impart,

Abandoning herself to fate,

Of the three clusters one she ate

;

Joy in her heart, fire in her eye,

To Adam boldly she drew nigh,

Receive she said, my lord, the fruit,

Which soon your spirits will recruit

,

One bunch then tempting she upheld,

The poison twice his arm repelPd,

Twice as if warn'd by heaven, his hand

Would not obey its lord's command,

The third time now his fate complete,

He took it and began to eat

;

Pleas'd with the taste, he cry'd, what tree

Yields such delicious fruit to thee ?
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Give me, ah, Vixen, give me more,

I never tasted such before
;

Gladly she gave the second snare,

And seem'd to tend with anxious care,

" My Lord," she said, " thus after toil,

" Recline not on the humid soil,

" Enter within this safe retreat

*' Shelter'd alike from dews and heat,

" With well dry'd leaves and moss 'tis lin'd,

" And soft repose you there will find."

Adam intoxicated grown,

His senses in disorder thrown,

Thought Vixen Eve, the cave his bow'r,

And followed her in woeful hour.

What passed within the hideous cave,

Too dire an emblem of the grave,

'Twas written in the book of fate,

My fearful muse cannot relate,

But sure 'twas dreadful to disclose,

For then a dreadful tempest rose,

*Twas then that lightnings first appear' d,

That the tremendous peal was heard,

All nature of the crime partook,

And earth even to her centre shook.

( Cantos 4 and 5 in our next.

J

THE HYPERCRITIC, No. VII.

THE CRITICAL REVIEW.

In our former strictures on the Critical Review we
were influenced by the same regard to the interests of

truth and learning that have guided our present exami-

nation of its merits as a literary journal. Mr. Mawman
and hisfriend, however, have chosen to ascribe our cen-

sure to envy, and to characterize our observations as the
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scurrilous offspring of personal malice. If this mode of

evading the just severity of satire be once admitted, there

is an end to that just and salutary freedom of remark

that has so long been the only safeguard to the public

from the depredations of the mercenary, or the obtrusion

and extravagance of the foolish. Under the dreaded

name of personal malignity the most wholesome chas-

tisement that can be inflicted on the simple and the good,

will be pursued by the reprobation of that community

which it might have protected from the impertinence of

pretenders, and the frauds of political or literary quack-

ery. But if it were possible that we could condescend to

dislike either Mr. Mawman or Mr. Frend, the charge of

malignity and scurrility proceeds with a peculiar grace

from the proprietor of the Critical Review, and the au-

thor of Peace and Union. We nead not remind our rea-

ders that the former of these works, from the time of

Churchill to that of Gifford, and from the time of Gifford

to the present day, has always been distinguished for the

grossness of its falsehoods^ and the virulence of its un-

called-for attacks on the persons and characters of lite-

rary individuals. But in temper and in decorum of man-
ners, Mr. Mawman is a perfect Chesterfield when com-

pared with Mr. Frend. The charge of scurrility could

scarcely have been expected from an individual who was

himself expelled from the University of Cambridge for a

gross and shameless libel, who mounted the rostrum of

the schools to insult a learned and venerable body, by de-

scribing them to their pupils as masters of arts without

art; doctors without doctrine, &c. &c. and whose whole

life has been passed in the composition of political articles

written in strong language at least, if with but a mode-
rate portion of eloquence or energy. If such a man has

no personal right to complain of scurrility, still less can

he become the object of envy to the lowest pioneer in the

field of literature. Mr. Frend is accurately acquainted

with the algebraic part of mathematical science, and has

lately evinced a respectable knowledge of practical astro-
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nomy. But there is in all his writings so many and such

obtrusive instances of dogmatism and* self-conceit; and

all his researches are accompanied by such an obtrusive

affectation of singularity, that even his real merits are

effaced from the mind of the reader by the contemplation

of his deformities. His vanity and affectation have ren-

dered his progress in science puzzling to himself, and use-

less to others. He compiled an algebra, of which the

rules were simple, and the solutions elegant. But unfor-

tunately he was resolved to shew the mathematicians of

Cambridge, that they were a body of noodles, and that

he himself was a wonderful discoverer. The introduc-

tory matter therefore of his book, and all the subsequent

operations, are clogged and interspersed with his self-

created perplexities respecting the negative sign. Had he

been right at last he might have deserved the praise of

sagacity, whatever might have been thought of his tem-

per or hisjudgment. But the difficulties that he found were

of his own formation, and he rejected the negative sign,

not because he saw further than others, but because he

did not understand the notation that he attempted to cor-

rect. If we do envy Mr. Frend, therefore, we envy an

expelled graduate of Cambridge, the writer of political

squibs for the Universal Magazine and the Monthly Re-

pository, the author of an imperfect introduction to alge-

bra, and the editor of Evening Amusements; a writer,

equally destitute of elegance and energy; remarkable

chiefly for the quaintness and egotism in which even the

knowledge that he does possess is enveloped ; and better

calculated to shine as a teacher of mathematics than to

come forth to the world in the garb of a philosopher. If

we envy this man, therefore, our notions of what is great,

or desirable, or worthy of admiration, must resemble

those that are entertained by the remaining readers of the

Critical Review.How long they may continue to be satis-

fied with thejoint lucubrations of Messrs. Fellowes, Friend,

andMawmanit is not difficult toconjecture ; and notwith-

standing the antipathy of the latter gentleman to the
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negative sign, the debtor and creditor account of the Cri-

tical Review may perhaps convince him before the close

of the year, that it is possible for the quantity of a

tradesman's profits to be less than nothing.

Since the publication of Mr. Mawman's celebrated Ex-

cursion to the Highlands of Scotland, he has been regarded

by the critical world as a just object of alarm and curio-

sity. After having once appeared in the form of a goodly

octavo, it might have been expected, according to the

immemorial usage of authorship, that the next season

would bring him once more before the public eye in all

the dignity of imperial quarto ; his virtual declaration

that to have performed a journey was a sufficient reason

for describing it, induced the good citizens to expect that

a trip from the Poultry to Ludgate-hill, would shortly be

delivered to the mercy of the critics, or for the benefit of

the pastry-cooks, and the unexampled example of his bro-

ther in letters and in stationery, Mr. Prince, might have

been expected to stimulate him to renewed exertions for

the advantage of the world. His public re-appearance,

however, has only been prevented by the importance and

multiplicity of his anonymous occupations, and we think

that the late numbers of the Critical Review afford deci-

sive evidence of his interference in the management of that

notorious publication.*A man like Mr. Fellowes, of educa*

tion, and of moderate talents, could not degrade himself

by the composition of articles so destitute of grammar,

learning, and good sense, as many of those which have

found admission into the last two'numbersofthe Review :

among the literary drudges who are always ready to pro-

vide materials for periodical publications, it would be dif-

ficult to find an individual to whom the task of writing in

a style so execrable as that in which these articles are

composed, would not be more difficult than to attain the

eloquence of a Johnson; and the same impertinence of

egotism, the same quaintness of phraseology, and the

same inattention to the laws of grammar, that pervade the

Excursion to the Highlands, are observable in the various

vol. xv. kk
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essays that are committed to the world under the title of
the Critical Review.

The first half page of the last number contains the fol-

lowing elegant and philosophical paragraph :

" The motives of attachment and the principles of union

between the despotism of France, and the free constitution of

America seem naturally, as discordant and unnatural as those

between the wolf and the lamb> or the hawk and the dove.

What can the Americans, whose government is represented by

this writer as excessively democratic, see either to admire or to

approve in the superlatively despotic sway of Buonaparte?

Does the strong liking of the Americans for the French arise By
the rule of contraries from the extremity of their repugnance ?

,?

The same inelegance of construction, combined with a

peculiar instance of his antipathy to the reflective pro-,

noun, occurs in the same article.

To answer the concluding question would puzzle, we
believe, the united sagacity of the National Institute

and the Congress.

" When this writer appears to censure the antifederalists for

making politics a primary consideration, is he ignorant that

when a man devotes him to a study so intricate and multifa-

rious as that which embraces the domestic and foreign interests

of a nation, he cannot obtain that proficiency in it which is

necessary to enable him to benefit his country, unless he de~

votes himself'to the pursuit with all his mind and all his heart."

The matter of the articles is as superficial and incohe-

rent as their manner is inelegant and ungrammatical.

They are mere collections of imperfect notes, badly ar-

ranged, and inaccurately compiled. ' The pages of the

Critical Review are never enlivened by wit, or illumined

by eloquence ; they are the offspring of indolence, igno-

rance, and avarice ; and accord in their internal compo-

sition with their external appearance. A production so

miserable in itself, and so unsightly to the lovers of a neat

type, and decent paper, cannot long survive, under any

variety of form, or with the learned of any generation ;

and the fourth series will probably share the fate of its*

predecessors*
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SIR WILFRED L-

SlR,

As an observing and impartial censor, your observation

Is respectfully solicited to the depredations of a person

^calling himself Sir Wilfred L n, Bart, and affecting to

he the inheritor of the estates possessed by that respec-

table gentleman, in the county of Cumberland. He has

for a considerable time been one of the most noted visitors

at the receptacles of gambling in Albemarle-street, and

has probably fleeced LordK and his companions, in

the course of six months of no less than 100,0001. He is

now on the point of marriage with Miss P rps-n, of

Welbeck-street, and unless the present intimation contri-

butes to the disappointment of his hopes, may become

the profligate inmate of a wealthy and virtuous family.

It is now about sixteen years since I had tlie honoi' to

accompany this adventurer to the East Indies. He had

taken his passage in the steerage ; but the apparent frank-

ness of his manners, added to a talent for amusing conver-

sation, rendered us glad of his company in the cabin ; and

during our voyage he partook of all the comforts and fes-

tivities of his more fortunate fellow passengers. He told

us that he was himself the younger brother of a respec-

table family in the county of Bedford, that his uncle had

been some time in India, where he had amassed a fortune,

and from whence he had sent for his family. Our fellow

passenger was, according to his own account, the only

survivor, and was now about to share the fortune as he
hoped hereafter to inherit the possessions of Sir William
Meredith. Among the passengers, a young and beautiful

female, who had been sent by her friends to India in search
~

of a husband, appeared to be particularly interested in

his conversation. When we arrived at Bombay the com-
pany parted. We expressed, however, our hope that we
should meet again at some future period, and mutually
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interchanged our addresses. I went to my friends at—-,
and devoted myself to the pursuits usually cultivated at

that period by young men preparing for the duties of a

military life.

About three weeks after I had taken up my residence

at I was surprized by a visit from the young
lady who had come out on a matrimonial expedition. She

was clad in mean habiliments, and bore in her counte-

nance the evident tokens of distress. She informed me
that young Meredith had so strongly captivated her

affections, that in spite of prudence and ambition, she

had consented to become his companion at the port;

that for some time he was passionately attentive, but

that about seven days before her visit to me, he had dis-

appeared, after having converted into money or clandes-

tinely conveyed awav, all the little articles of dress and

ornament, with which she had been supplied by the

kindness or the foresight of her friends. I compassion-

ated the poor girl and promised toapply for redress to Sir

William Meredith, his uncle. I performed my promise,

and recited the young lady's wrongs. He received my
account with tokens of evident astonishment, and as-

sured me as soon as I finished, that he had not a nephew,

that I must have been grossly imposed on, and that he

would assist me to pursue and punish the criminal who
had thus deceived me. I returned home and communi-

cated the result to my fair supplicant, but she still re-

tained so much affection for her seducer, that she im-

plored me to prevent any vindictive proceedings on the

part of Sir William, and the old gentleman yielded to

my intreaties.

In India the same scrupulosity respecting the immaculate

purity of the female character, is not observed as in Eng-

land. The visitors at my house were unreservedly acquain-

ted with the outlines of her situation; yet the attentions,

of a respectable gentleman became so marked, and so

assiduous, that I was induced to demand an explanation,

and on being assured that his designs were honorable, I
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persuaded her to remain in India, and took upon myself

the management of the matrimonial contract. She was
shortly afterwards married to the worthy gentleman, and
is now the wife of a nabob, and one of the most dashing

ladies in the city.

On my return from India, I hastened to pay a visit to

my native town (Rochester), and of course felt some de-

gree ofcuriosity respecting the companions of my youth,

and the strangers who had succeeded to the aged friends

of my youthful life. Of the answers that I obtained,

some were pleasing, and some were melancholy. All the

gossips of the place, however, agreed that the town had

been much improved by the accession of a companionable

person. He had figured away as the nephew of Sir Gilbert

Stuart, had been admitted to the best society in the

neighbourhood, and was about to marry the daughter of

Mr. M. the mayor. I felt, of course, some degree of cu«

riosity to see the individual so highly spoken of. It was

agreed, therefore, that I should be introduced to Mr. S

—

at the next assembly. You may conceive my surprize On

the first salutation at discovering fn Mr. S— the identi-

cal Meredith who had accompanied us on our passage to

India. I gave him a significant nod, and he left the room

in haste. After he was gone I related the history of our

voyage, and of the pretended Meredith's wickedness, to

the company. Miss M. however, his intended bride, was

too much blinded by love, to be easily convinced of his

unworthiness ; nor was it till the lapse of some days, and

the discovery that he had hastily departed on the evening

of detection, that I received the thanks of the family for

so timely an interruption of his plans.

Five years have now elapsed since his disappearance

from Rochester, and in the tranquillity of domestic life,

all remembrance of this adventurer had been effaced from

my mind. In the course of last month business called me
to town, and accident led me to apartments in the neigh-

bourhood of Blenheim-street, Bond-street. I had been
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resident there about a week, when lounging one morn*

ingat my window my attention was attracted by a splen-

did equipage, from the box of which alighted a lady and

a,gentleman. Notwithstanding the change in his dress and

manners, for he was attired in the uniform of a complete

Bang-up, I immediately recognized the self-same adven-

turer, who, beneath the names of Meredith and of Stuart,

had already found reason to fear and to avoid me. Sus-

pecting that in his newly assumed character, he was

once more imposing on the credulity of the weak and the

unguarded, I took the liberty of inquiring at the livery

stables his name and character. They informed me that

he went under the name of Sir Wilfred L—- n, Bart.

that he had large estates in Cumberland, and that he was

now one of the most noted whips and gamblers between

Salt-hill and Albemarle-street On receiving the infor-

mation,! thought it my duty as an honest man, and as a

friend of the late Sir Wilfred, and to his family to lodge

an information against this pretender in the proper quar-

ter. But whether he had received some information of

my design, or had already accomplished his purposes, the

officers found on proceeding to his house, that it was alrea-

dy deserted, and that he had either left the metropolis al-

together, or is secreted in some obscure corner of the town,

where he may lay perdu till the commencement of the

approaching season.

He is in height about six feet two inches, with black

hair and eyes, an aquiline nose, a scar on his left cheek, not

occasioned by the stroke of an Indian sabre, as he asserts,

but by an accidental blow from a handspike. His man-

ners are those of a half-bred traveller, his conversation

pleasant and sprightly, but interspersed with all the va-

rieties of cockney pronunciation and phraseology,

Albany, Aug. 26th, 1812.
.

*
T, W.
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DRURY LANE THEATRE.

Sir,

The proprietors of Drury Lane having solicited by

advertisements the competition of the poetical world,

for the honor of an address to be delivered at the open-

ing of the theatre, it becomes an object of equal intere&t

to the candidates and the public to ascertain what pled-

ges the proprietors are disposed to give, at the outset of

their career for the beneficial execution of their office.

After the inroads that have been made on the province

of the legitimate drama9 by equestrian performers,

and by the clowns and harlequins of pantomine, there is

too much reason to fear that dramatic taste may be en-

tirely banished, and dramatic excellence totally obscured,

by the same trespasses on common sense and decency at

one house, that have marked the exhibitions at the other.

If from a mistaken expectation of unusual gain, the

managers of Drury Lane, like those of Covent Garden,

be induced to convert their stage into a stable, and to

substitute equinine for human performers, there will

remain no foundation of hope to those admirers of Shake-

spere and of Congreve, who consoled themselves during

the temporary rage for splendor and spectacle, with the

expectation that the re-opening of Drury, would be the

signal of return to reason and to nature. Yet without a

positive assurance that horses shall not pollute their

boards, and that the presentation of pantomimes shall be

confined to the holidays, the public must be satisfied

that the conduct of the Drury Lane managers will ac-

celerate rather than retard, our arrival at the last point of

dramatic degeneracy. Wit and pathos are seldom to be

found among those whom the proprietors of a theatre are

the most anxious to oblige : the plays of Shakespeare

seldom give room for the personal display of a mistress,

or a protegee, and if therefore the proprietors of Drury
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be like their rivals or predecessors, secret mines and

Arabian coursers, and captive queens, will usurp the

place of truth and nature.

I am the more forcibly induced to hazard these obser-

vations, as it is asserted, even by the friends of the theatre,

that a great part of the construction of the stage, and of

the machinery, is adapted to equestrian and pantomi-

mical performances, and that Mr. Arnold is engaged to

draw up the outline of a spectacle in which horses and

oxen are to be the most conspicuous performers.

As for the competitors who may be deluded by the

apparent candour of the advertisement, the composition of

an address will be to them a pleasing exercise, and may
be a source of amusement to the managers. To expect

any thing uncommon from this mode of criticism, would

be absurd. A man of genius or reputation would disdain

to enter the lists with a multitude of anonymous adver-

saries in the hopes of obtaining the critical approbation

of the manager of a theatre. The only individuals

likely to contend for the approbation of the dramatic

judges, are attorney's clerks, who mistake the itch of

scribbling for inspiration ; unsuccessful poets, who curse

the blindness and stupidity of the age, and trust for

immortality to the suffrage of Mr. Arnold ; and unfledged

Blue-coat boys, who with the assistance of the rhyming

dictionary, are tolerably expert at the composition of

namby-pamby verse. The Twisses and the Daniels may
indite their couplets, and transmit them t( sealed up with

a motto on the back, to the proprietors of Drury ; but

the Scotts and Campbells will submit their writings (o

other judges than the managers of a playhouse, and have

no occasion to resort to the subterfuges of anonymous pre-

tension.

Nor if the " first poets of the age," who are expected

to come forward on this occasion, were so far to forget

themselves, or so far to gratify the managers, as to trans-

mit their compositions to the proprietors of Drury, is there

any probability that they would obtain the palm of pre-«
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eminence over the common versifiers of the day. How
can the friends of Reynolds, and the admirers of Morton,

have any relish for the beauties of genuine poetry, or

distinguish between the frigid eloquence of a Skeffington,

and the enthusiastic exuberance of a Southey ? Accus-

tomed to the turgid language and confused and incon-

gruous imagery of a Dimond or an Eyre, they would

regard the simplicity of an Opie as downright silliness,

and mistake the effusions of a Wilson for the ravings of

lunacy. The successful candidate will no doubt be some

theatrical amateur, who to an intimate acquaintance

with theatrical slang, and some dexterity in punning,

unites a decent acquaintance with the common-places of

poetry, and who by a prominent introduction of the

phoenix, and the appropriate, employment of the rhymes

pyre, fire, expire, &c. may delight the witling as much
as he disgusts the critic. That the experiment will not

be productive of gratification to the public, I am con-

vinced, and those only who have paid no attention to the-

atrical history, can believe that it affords any decisive

evidence of reformation on the part of the managers.

Previous to the last two seasons of Covent-garden ma-

nagement, the proprietors of that theatre were as loud

in the expression of their homage to the legitimate dra-

mas, and of Shakespeare, as the proprietors of Drury-

lane are anxious, at present, to convince us of their deter-

mination , to be influenced hereafter, by the merit of every

production presented for their acceptance, independent of

the quarter from which it comes. That such may be

their line of conduct is. possible, that it will be so it re-

mains for the ensuing season to prove. Yours, &c.

Dramaticus.

VOL. IV. L L
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HENRY HUNT, ESQ. CANDIDATE for BRISTOL,

VERSUS

HENRY LEIGH HUNT, ESQ.

Editor of the Examiner ! Author of Juvenilia ! ! §c, fyc. fyc.

To correct popular error is assuredly at all times

a fair plea, when self is concerned, to write in the first

person, and a man may bejustified in vaunting his supe-

rior pretensions ! in speaking in good round terms of his

acknowledged abilities ! ! in writing in thundering praise

of his public and private virtues ! ! ! without being accu-

sed of immoderate vanity, or being liable to the appella-

tion of counsellor Ego! when by an unfortunate coinci-

dence of names—he's mistaken for a mere pretender !

a mere mushroom ! ! and a tool of party ! 1

1

" Party is the madness of many for the gain of few."

Swift. Vide Motto to the Examiner.

These are the circumstances, these are the reasons

which have impelled Henry Leigh Hunt, Esq. of the Ex-

aminer, to declare in his paper of the 19th of July, that he

is " not the Henry Hunt, Esq. late candidate for Bristol."

And lest that paper of the 19th of July should not have

reached some quarters where the prejudice may possibly

still be retained—WE, the Scourge, come forward to

aver, that the editor of the Examiner, " who would reform

the nation, and thinks himself qualified to speak ill of pro-

fligate princes," is not the " Henry Hunt, Esq. late can-

didate for Bristol." And now the question naturally

comes to—who is this noisy, coarse, tumultuous candidate,

this Hunt? for whom the author of Juvenilia dreads be*

ing mistaken? this wild, besotted, unruly reformist? for

"whom the editor of the Examiner shakes, in his fashion-

able jacket, like ajelly in a bag, at the bare apprehension

of being confounded with him, and thus losing the security

of his " good name." Why, he is neither more nor less
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than a country gentleman, of very independent fortune,

whose manners have not derived the high polish of a court,

but retain something of that old English bluntness and

honesty, which obtained for us the good old laws under

which we live, those laws of the pristine purity, of which

the editor of the Examiner joins in the outcry, and which

the before-mentioned gentleman is anxious to hand down

to posterity undeformed, as they were framed by his pa-

triot ancestors, a gentleman of independent principles,

similar to those which the Whigs professed and practised

at the time of that memorable revolution, memorable to

Englishmen as an epoch when the throne was first filled by

a patriot king, called to the exercise of the regal functions

by the voice of a long harassed, a sore afflicted people—

and glorious principles they were—and glorious times too-

emanated from their association. According to modern

opinion Mr. Hunt's manners may be a little rusted, a little

out of date or so—but it is a good date, of which they are a

copy, and it would be happy for the country if they came

again into fashion. Mr. Hunt's endeavours were to rescue

the city of Bristol from vassalage, to restore the freedom of

election, to put an end to the traffic of men in that quar-

ter, where voters are sold like oxen, at a regular market

price, which vary according to the number of bidders.

These were the motives which drew Mr. Hunt from his

fire-side, and as they were noble, so they ought to he

justly appreciated—and this is the man for whom the

editor of the Examiner is so indignant at the idea of being

mistaken

!

Mr. Leigh Hunt is certainly a very amusing writer,

never pithy but always playful, and his Examiner may

be read without exciting any thing but ennui, and a smile

sometimes ; indeed, he is so much in the habit of being

droll, that we cannot help suspecting that he's playing us

another little monkey trick, when he tells us formally,

that he's not—" Henry Hunt^esq. late candidate for Bris-

tol"—indeed, we have come to a shrewd guess as to the

purport of this denial ; it was—we'll out with it—it was
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by way of prelude to a short history of the name of Hunt

;

to tell us, in all probability, he is descended from a

Dr. Joseph Hunt, formerly an Arabic profes-or, and

whose name " glimmered into notice" from the taper

light of an expiring rush placed in his*' study window."

And to give us a few familiar jocular comparisons. After

regretting that his name is Hunt—" trite Hunt"—he says

" had our" he must mean his by the by, for he cannot

mean to include the candidate, but to proceed—" had

our namebeen Grandisonor Plantagenet, the very sound

might have induced people to enquire into the preten-

sion of its owners—Burke or Junius would have hamper-

ed us with comparisons, and Marvel, Hampden, or Syd-

ney would have left us no chance for repute without an

opportunity of refusing some dozen of bribes, or of dying

thrice over for our country." Opportunities which Mr.

Leigh Hunt has no relish for accepting, because he does

not like " to render himself ridiculous," and is anxious to

do nothing" to injure the cause of reform"—sagaciously

argued and prudently resolved ! alter mentioning his

namesake, the old Arabic professor, with his glimmering

light and study window—he becomes fanciful and pleas-

ing in the highest—He says, " really there is no knowing

to what a name may come, for the greatest have had

their reverses"—thus " Hector, who was not only one of

the bravest but the very politest men of his time, who
was always as good as his word, and who is represented

by Homer with singular delicacy of sentiment, as the

only Trojan who had never spoke ruddy of Helen, has now
become a bully \ Alexander is a great Russian boy, who
plays at soldiers and delights in tight regimentals, and

Plato is his archbishop at Moscow"—ha ! ha 1 ha !
" Help

us benevolent compositors, to some mark or other, some

significant and comprehensive index—that shall denote a

laugh of an hour's duration"—Ha! ha! ha! a rich joke,

full of fancy, full of whim, and the merriest conceit.

6i Hold your sides, Ulster men,

Nor laugh till they crack again."
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A sharp cut and thrust at poor Alexander, but next

comes Julius Ctesar, who was a "doctor of laws in the

time of King James," and worse than all, a christener of

puppies: by the by Mr. Examiner did not tell us in what

faith they were christened whether in the catholic or

protestant—hut it is enough—they were christened.

" Shak< speare was taken up during the O. P. disturbance

for encouraging the riot." Poor Shakespeare could not

be heard—" and unless our memory fails us, we detected

Homer the other day walking about with his pen and

ink in the odious capacity of a tax-gatherer." We can

follow Mr. Hunt no further in the vivacity of his inven-

tion for reasons sufficiently obvious to him—want of

room and the press of more important matter. We have

before said that he is a very amusing writer, and we can

have no doubt that when he came forward to declare he

was not the Henry Hunt, Esq. &c. he did it for the pur-

pose of fabricating a little vehicle for Sunday wit, whicli

was to amuse his readers in the absence of a weekly phi-

lippic against the Regent, against Cobbett,or some other

target in tue habit of receiving his innocent discharge of

quills. He never could have been mistaken for the can-

didate for Bristol; the following question never could

have been put except by the ignorant plough-boy, who
had heard the name of Hunt, and knew no more. " Pray

teli me, is, or is not this Mr. Hunt, who is disgusting

every body, the editor of the Examiner ?" Oh, no, Mr.

Egotist, this is really going too far— too for to be credited

—you may have been building castles in the air—and

dreaming of elections and what not—your fancy might

have pictured to you how charming the name of Hunt

—

trite Hunt—would appear at the head of the pole—but be

assured no one else dreamt of a thing of the kind, do not

swell yourself into so much importance, Sir, and your

appearance will be more becoming—if you grin through

a horse collar you must expect to be laughed at.

Your origin, to say nothing prejudicial to its respec-

tability, is too closely before the public to admit the
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doubt which you yourself have raised—your funds, which

by the industrious exercise of your pen, may be tolerably

easy, are very far from affluent ; and do not deceive

yourself, the world knows this, and while they give you

credit for the possession of a tolerable talent, by no means

estimate you in the scale with those with whom your

vanity has led you to believe you rank. Your pen is at

times tolerably nervous, mostly declamatory, but never

deep or sound in argument; it is always on the surface of a

question, never probing it; it may do very well, but there

is little to be gained from it ; it promises no qualification

for an M.P. and he must be a short-sighted mortal indeed,

of less than ordinary capacity, who knowing one tittle of

you ten years ago, could possibly mistake you for the late

candidate for Bristol. If ever the question were put, you
should bavesumrooned up resolution, and knocked the en-

quirer down ; he was practising upon your notorious va-

nity, and laughing in his sleeve at the avidity with which

you caught his bait.

FORUM PATRIOTS.

Sir,

Though you have evinced on every occasion your

earnestness in the cause of freedom, and your enthusi-

asm in support of the great question of reform, lam
sure that you have too much discrimination not to be

equally afflicted and disgusted at the overweening arro-

gance, the inveterate detestation of all that is great and

virtuous and venerable, and the low and gross scurrility

of language, by which the conduct of many individuals,

who care nothing for reform but as it conduces to their

persona] interest, are characterised. If the cant of the

antijacobins be sometimes disgusting, the egotism, the
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violence, and the indecency of the pretended advocates

of reform are frequently detestable. Who can read

without a mingled feeling of pity and indignation the

essays of Cobbett on what he is pleased to designate by the

title of " Talavera's Wars," or listen to the vulgar ri-

baldry of Gale Jones, without losing for a moment our

attachment to the cause, in our contempt or detestation

of its ostensible partizans?

The true motives of action by which too many of the

literary advocates of reform are influenced, has been

fully exemplified in the squabbles and dissentions coti^

sequent upon Mr. Cobbett's dinner. Mr. "White, the

editor of the Independent Whig, after a long continu-

ance of apparent friendship towards the author of the

Political Register, and after permitting his name to be

inserted in the list of stewards, has suddenly become the

most inveterate of Cobbett's adversaries, and now amu-

ses his readers with a weekly comment on the object of

his former admiration. To this change of sentiment lie

has been evidently excited by a mingled feeling of envy

and disappointment. He is angry that a dinner should

have been given to the author of the Political Register,

when the editor of the Independent Whig was suffered

to unclose his prison doors without any public testimony

of applause or sympathy. He deserts his cause, that he

may gratify his personal feelings, and is almost disposed

to quarrel with his former idol, Sir Francis Burdett, be-

cause he presided at the late festivities.

The people of England, with all their good sense, are

the easy dupes of any man who is willing to vituperate the

higher classes of society, or who would write or speak

with volubility on the pressure of taxes, the prevalence of

corruption, and the rights of man. It is not wonderful,

therefore, that a multitude of ignorant and low-born indi-

viduals should be ready to take advantage of their credu-

lity, and to convert the popular sentiment into the instru-

ment of their private purposes. Men who have no other

j lofession, and whose talents and acquisitions are confined
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to the repetition of the common places of patriotism, wil-

lingly adopt so easy a mode of obtaining subsistence and

celebrity. Apothecaries without practice, and runaway
printer's devils, become the speaking and the scribbling

organs of the popular opinion, and the cause of reform is

lest through the violence and unworthiness of its advo-

cates.

As the best exemplification, however, of the clangers

to be apprehended from the unavoidable interference of

such characters in the cause of reform, permit me to

trace the progress of a democratic orator from the shop-

board to the Forum. We will suppose him to be the son

ofau honest Irish labourer at Bailyporeen, or any other

uncultivated part of Ireland. Let it be admitted that

he is- born in a cabin, and that as soon as he is able to run

about, his parents send him bare-headed and bare-foot-

ed to Father O'Donaghan, the school-master of the bog,

who for a weekly twopence, undertakes to tache him his

A. B.C.; under whose auspices, he becomes, in two or

three years, a complete master of the " Rading made
Aisy." At the age of nine years, he is sent off to Dub-
lin; and apprenticed to a taylor or scene-shifter; but he

is too idle for the shopboard or the ladder, and too " cute'

a fellow to obey the commands of a master. In the

course of his apprenticeship, he falls in with a company

of dissipated Irish boys, as idle as himself, who meet in

the spare room of some dirty ale-house to talk politics,

drink wrhiskey, and play at cribbage. Here he is distin-

guished above his fellows for the vehemence of his en-

thusiasm, in the " swate cause of liberty," for his hatred

towards t3rrants and the lord-lieutenant, for his profound

knowledge of the English constitution, for the loudness of

his voice, the rapidity of his oaths, the steadiness of his

countenance, and the vehemence of his gesture. In the

mean time, however, his business is neglected ; his master

is enraged, and takes him before a magistrate, who sends

him to Bridewell for a month, and recommends the master

to give up his indentures, Released at once from his
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servitude and his confinement, lie obtains employment

through the interest ofhis pothouse companions, as the

door-keeper of a debating-room. In a little time he is

exalted to the office of treasurer, and is at last admitted

to a share of the concern. He now blazes forth in all the

splendour of forum oratory ; he is hailed as a second

Curran by the friends of liberty, alias all the drunkards,

discarded clerks, and half-educated aspirants after fame*

in the city of Dublin, and eloquence and whiskey acknow-

ledge him for their own.

But talents so transcendant are not to be dissipated in un-

productive exertion* England is the seat of legislation, and

to England, therefore, must the modern Demosthenes re-

pair. When arrived, he looks about for some one of his

qoundam associates, by whose interest he may obtain a si-

tuation as reporter or letter-writer to some disreputable

journal. If he obtains the last of these engagements he

figures away for a guinea a week, as an Aristides or a

Phocion, and his labours of the Saturday supply him with

the means of attendance at the debating societies and poli-

tical clubs, during the remainder of the week. Gifted with

unblushing hardihood, and versed in the common-places

of democratic eloquence, he astonishes his auditors, and

confounds his rivals. An election takes place for West-

minster. His strength of lungs, and vehemence of action,

recommend him to the notice of the popular candidate,

as a -person well calculated to inflame the multitude.

He now displays his dexterity in exciting the turbu-

lence of the people, and exasperating the love of freedom

into sedition. His name is up. Flushed with success he

writes a pamphlet, the Attorney General files an ex-

vfficio, the orator is condemned to a year's imprisonment-

Subscriptions pour in on all sides, and at the end ofhis

confinement he reappears, thanks to the persecution of the

ministers, some hundred pounds richer than he was, with

the reputation of a martyr, and with tenfold power and
tenfold inclination to inflame the mob

5
and insult the

government.
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It is by men like these that the Statesman, the

Independent Whig, and other journals equally

destitute of eloquence, decency, and common sense, and

recommended only by their interested support of a cause,

which their exertions tend only to injure and degrade

in the estimation of the respectable portion of the com-

munity, are established or conducted. Men of sense are

disgusted by their impotent and common-place scurrility,

while the vulgar, instead of imbibing from their writings

a love of rational and genuine freedom, are inflamed into

discontent, or exasperated to despair. The circulation

ofsuch journals can only be owing to the indolence of the

enlightened advocates of the cause. It may reasonably

be presumed that truth and eloquence would make their

way, when brought into competition with dulness,

falsehood, and scurrility. The journeymen politicians

would soon be driven from the field, by the appearance

of the regular and respectable advocates of the cause,

and zeal for reform would no longer be confounded with

a proneness for malignant ribaldry. Whether the paper

called the Hampden, established by the Hampden club 3

and intended as a rival to the Statesman, is to be con-

ducted by the members themselves, or by a common
scribbler, I have not been informed : should the former

be the case, it will be a just object of congratulation to

every genuine and rational patriot.
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VACCINATION.

Sir,

It is with pain that I have observed the devotion of

your valuable publication to the purposes of a medical

party, whose machinations have been as frequently ex-

posed, as their assertions have been decisively refuted.

Your caricature of the vaccine institution has excited

the regret of every individual, who had hitherto felt an

interest in your work, as the vehicle of important truths,

or popular information, expressed in language at once for-

cible and elegant: and in the members of the medical

profession, this regret was the more ardent and sincere, as

your repeated attacks on the fraternity of quacks, and your

exposition of their arts, had obtained the thanks, and

commanded the respect, of the regular members of the

profession.

Confident as I am that the article, explanatory of the

caricature, must have been inserted in a moment of inad-

vertence, it will be useless to remind you that the asser-

tions of your correspondents respecting the inefficacy of

the cow pock, and its morbid or pestiferous influence on

the human body, have been as often refuted as they have

been advanced. The number of instances in which it has

been- asserted that the preventative was inefficacious, is

so trifling that had they proved to be authentic, they

would scarcely have affected the question at issue. But

it has been found, on enquiry, that many of the supposed

cases of failure, arose from the inexpertness necessarily

attending the first attempts at performing a surgical ope-

ration, from the want of due regard to those precautions

respecting the collection and preservation of the matter

which experience has shewn to be necessary, and from

other causes totally unconnected with the efficacy orin-

fficacy of the preventative when properly applied.
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As to the supposed cases of monstrosity and disease, tha?

have been adduced by the opponents of vaccination, I am
prepared to prove whenever you are ready to afford me a

few additional pages of your work, that they have originate

ed in falsehood, that in almost every instance, the state-

ments of our adversaries have been found to be utterly er-

roneous, that after we had detected their misrepresenta-

tions, and mistakes, they refused to retract or correct

them, and that they have not been able to bring forward a

single authenticated instance of disease and deform it}' pro-

ceeding from vaccination.

-All this has been proved and re-proved, times without

number, and the extremities to which our opponents are

reduced, was strikingly exemplified, when compelled to

take refuge in the assertion, that the efficacy of the cow-

pock as a preventative was only temporary. Since this

assertion was made, some 3-ears have elapsed, more than

ten thousand vaccinated individuals have been exposed to

the contagion of the small pox, and what is the result ?

Not one authenticated instance has been prod need of their

having taken the infection, though amidst such anumber

had ten or twenty really been afflicted with the small

pox, what argument would such exceptions, arising, (if

they hadaiisen) from peculiarities of situation or consti-

tution, have afforded against the general utility of the

practice ?

But even admitting that in a few instances, persons.

who have been vaccinated, have been seized with the

small pox, even our opponents do not pretend to bring

forward any fatal example of this kind ; and if the cow
pox therefore were of use only inasmuch as it prevented

the small pox from terminating fatally, it wrould be of

incalculable benefit to the British nation, and to mankind.

Paracelsus,
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THEATRICAL REVIEW.

Nullius addictus jurare in verba inagistri

;

Quo me cunque rapit tempestas deferor hospes

Haymarket.—The great excellence of Matthews, in

the character ofSomno, in the Sleep Walker, has afforded

such entertainment to the town, that while we have to

record but few varieties, at this theatre, since our last,

we must admit, that according to the general taste, which

we can only fairly collect from the nightly overflowings,

variety has not been necessary. We are not of that cy-

nic race, who loudly condemn " the broad horse-laugh."

We often regret to see sterling sense* sacrificed for the

grinning pantomimical puppetism of the modern stage ;

but while propriety is not displaced by immorality, we
shall content ourselves with regretting, not deploring, the

dearth of dramatic genius.

The proprietors have evinced a good judgment, and

sound discrimination, in calling to their aid such talents

as those possessed by a Munden, a Terry, and a Grant, in

addition to their other performers ; the acquisition has

enabled them to bring forward several judicious pieces,

great favourites of the town, and they have seldom expe-

rienced a more prosperous season than the present ; but

we cannot help expressing ourselves in rather warm terms

against those disgraceful party feelings and animosities

which subsist between Messrs. Colman, Winston, and

Morris, and which have, and still continue to render all

the advantages of theatrical talent and public patronage

as unproductive to themselves.

In Mr. Terry we discover an actor for whom nature

has done very little, but art much—nature has by no
means qualified him for the stage, whether considering

his figure, or those harsh unbending features which sei-
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dom or ever convey what he so powerfully feels, and ex-

presses in the performance of his part. The variety of

character he assumes, shews great powers, but less judg*

ment; he would certainly be seen to greater advantage

did he limit his dramatic range, and only take in such

characters as he feels himself most at ease in personating.

We pronounce his Job Thornberry, in John Bull, a fine

piece of acting; nothing inferior to Fawcett, in any one

delineation, and superior in many ; it is in many parts

masterly. His Haswell, in " Such Things are," possesses

an interest great as any actor we have seen has been ca-

pable of imparting to it. Saying so much for these two

characters, differing so materially from Shylock, Sir Ed-
ward Mortimer, Leon, Megrim, Robert, Gradus, &c. &c t

it will be expected that we shall be more qualified in our

approbation of the latter. It is so : but we repeat that so

great is his versatility, that he never fails to please, if not

to astonish; and we most strenuously recommend him to

limit his appearances before an indulgent audience, unless

in the representation of something of the same line of cha-

racter or passions, of which he is fully the master.

The only new piece we have to notice is a play, brought

forward on Saturday the 15th, acknowledged to be taken

from Dr. Moore's novel of Zeluco, and called " Look at

Home ;" but what analogy the name bears to the play, it

has puzzled our enquiries, and baffled all our study to

ascertain. The scene is in Naples, where a Count Sa-

lerno, or rather Zeluco, (Mr. Terry,) is jealous of his

wife, Julia, (Mrs. Glover,) and upon which, together with

the artifices of an abandoned mistress, Cosenza, (Mrs. Wil-

liams,) the whole fabric of the drama rears itself without

any other support : Jealousy had been so often and so ably

pictured on the stage, that unless the author had some

new and interesting feature of that passion to point out,

some new scenes to develope it in, he could have no co-

lourable title to success : that was not the case ; he had

nothing new to exhibit. From Zeluco is the whole of

this drama taken; every character, even the language,
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where it could be made use of! and the author, or rather

the adapter, can claim no higher consideration than as an

adapter; and if lie is thus limited, we fear his bays will

not avail him much, for so miserably has he made use of

his time, and mangled the novel, that if Dr. Moore lived,

he would have no recollection of this changeling.

Terry was too formal in the Count : we have a high

opinion of his own discrimination, and cannot applaud

his imitation of Kemble : we by no means wish to dero-

gate from the latter, we merely mean, that servile imi-

tation is not the way to fame. Grant was highly ap-

plauded in the character of a Scottish author. And
Matthews, in Count La Tour, was every thing that

could amuse. None of the other characters branched out

of the usual insipidity.

English Opera Lyceum.—" The Highgate Tun-
nel" at his theatre, has at length given precedence to

the magical wand of Harlequin in a summer pantomime !

produced under the very interesting and instructive

title of Jack and Jill, or the Clowns Disasters ! from,

that beautiful and pathetic nursery ballad,

"Jack and Jill,

Went up the hill,

To fetch a pail of water !

Jack fell down,

And broke his crown,

And Jill came tumbling after ! !
!"

All the expectation which these lines excited, was not

outstripped by the performance in question—from no-

thing, nothing could be expected, and nothing was de-

rived by those who witnessed its representation, not
even a smile. Kirby as the clown, and the pantaloon, had
their usual share of kicks and thumps, and warm work
they had of it, season and all together ! The scenery is

mean, the tricks and changes hackneyed, and clumsily
done ; in short, as good a pantomime may be seen for six-

pence, at Scow ton or Richardson's travelling theatres, at

any of the fairs round the metropolis !
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Aug. SI. The Privateer, a comic opera. We
look to Mr. Ellistou for a great deal of the injury that

has been recently done to the legitimate drama : it has

been the fashion at his theatre to convert sterling pieces

into burlettas, thus frittering down the wit of a Farquhar,

&c. &c. to time and measure. It was not enough that the

old poets of the drama should be thus mangled in Surry,

but Messrs.T. Sheridan and Arnold,must adopt the prece-

dent, and convert some good old comedies into operas, to

adapt them to their licence at the Lyceum ! Thus, in the

course of time we may see the genius of Shakespeare serv-

ed up to us in a new dress ofjingling verse—KingLear as an

operatic farce ! King John ditto 1
. Macbeth, Hamlet, and

Richard the Third, comic operas! ! ! and Cardinal Wol-

sey and Harry the Eighth may, in all probability, be

brought to hop about the stage, to the tune of " hey

down, oh xiown, derry derry, down down" ! !

!

The Privateer is founded on, and altered from Cum-

berland's " Brothers," which was one of that author's

feeblest comedies: as an opera the " Privateer" is far below

the standard of criticism. The actors, to speak gene-

rally, did every thing to give effect to their respective

parts, and to their exertions alone, does this piece, like

many others, owe its existence.

Panted by W". N, Jones, 5
} Newgate Street, L;uloi?
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TO CORRESPONDENTS.

The Fifteenth Number kas been again reprinted, along with

new editions of the preceding numbers, and may be had of aU

the booksellers.

C. M. W. sbould have some mercy on the editors with whom

he corresponds. Two letters a month on private theatricals

from a person who spells magazine (magizine) are too many for

our patience,

A letter shall' be left with Mr. Jones for o ur Albany corre-

spondent, before the 12th of the month.

We are extremely desirous of hearing once more from the

author of the Empire of the Nairs.

Mr. Ayrton Paris, and his medical work, shall meet with

early attention.

A detailed criticism on Crabbe's Tales in Verse, shall ap-

pear in our next number ; together with the Pulpit and the:

Hypercritic.

Our memoirs of N. and L. the Albany satirists, and the

illegitimate representatives of a noble family, shall be inserted

as soon as possible.

To the numerous correspondents who have contributed so

materially to the excellence of the present and the preceding

numbers, we beg leave to express the most weighty obligations,
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FELICITIES OF AUTHORS.

StR,

Whatever opinion the public may entertain of Mr.

D'Israeli's merits as an original writer, it is impossible to

read the melancholy details that he has collected and com-
bined with so much research and ingenuity, without

some emotions ofgratitude for the discovery and arrange-

ment of so many interesting materials for reflection.

Within the whole circle of English literature, there is not

a publication to be found so well calculated to awaken our

duriosity by the singularity of its details, and to excite

the interest of the philosopher, and the man of feeling,

by the various and original views that it exhibits of the

human character. Yet it is a defect inherent to the plan

of the work, that it presents us only with the melancholy

and unfavourable view of the author's professional ca-

reer, that it includes among the miseries peculiar to au-

thorship, the misfortunes and infirmities that equally visit

the other classes of mankind, and leaves unnoticed the

resources in affliction, the embellishments in prosperity,

and the luxuries in a state of competence, that soothe the

distress, adorn the success, and cheer the daily progress

of the literary character. He has forgotten to adduce the

numerous instances in which wealth and dignity have

crowned the labours of the literary veteran, or to relate

how frequently the recourse to literature as a profession,

has facilitated the advance of the young aspirant in the

VOL. IV, 3ST N
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paths of legal and clerical eminence, while its pecuni-

ary rewards enabled him to support the expences of

professional education.

Before we lament the fatality by which " professional

authors are doomed to an inevitable career of penury and

distress," it becomes our duty to inquire how many of the

individuals whose misfortunes we deplore, would have

obtained either competence or respectability in any other

profession. To bring forward the histories of such men
as Boyce and Heron, as instances of the uncertainty of

literary retribution, is to demand that every individual

who chuses to neglect the common concerns of human
life, and betake himself to rhyming, or who mistakes

the love of learning for the power to delight, should be

equally rewarded with the poet and the orator. When
we purchase a piece of common manufacture, we do not

enquire whether the manufacturer is fond of his business,

but whether his workmanship be good. Industry is no

doubt a laudable quality, but the unenlightened drudge*

who labours from day to day to add page to page, and

estimates the value of his own labours by their quantity,

ought not to expect the rewards that may justly be

granted to the man of genius. Mr. Heron was no doubt

a very industrious man, and might have been a useful

assistant in the arts of abridgment and translation ; but no

one who has had occasion to toil through his prolix and

inelegant compilations, will be of opinion that he de-

served any higher remuneration than an attorney's clerk,

or a classical usher at a grammar school.^ But the literary

drudge, who is on a level of talent and acquisition with

either of these characters, would disdain to regulate his

habits by similar rules of prudence and economy. Every

petty compiler, and every manufacturer of an index,

must set upibr a gentleman : and for the last fifty years,

the habits and necessities of that character, as it is un-

derstood by the pretenders to its attainment, have de-

manded more inexhaustible resources for their support

£han .
the stipend of a literary hackney.
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When vice and extravagance are superadded to imbe-

cility of"mind, it would indeed be wonderful if the indi-

vidual assuming the title of a literary character, obtained

either the advantages of a decent reputation, or an in-

come adequate to the necessities of life. Yet it is with

characters whose habits were as profligate as their talents

were moderate, that the race of declaimers, on the blind-

ness and cruelty of the public, most warmly sympathize.

Boyce was a simple rhymster, addicted to gluttony and

extravagance. He would pawn his shirt for a dish of

stewed eels,and has been known when ragged and hungry,

to expend the half-guinea that he had borrowed of a

friend in purchasing some curious sauce, without which,

even famished as he was, a solid dinner would have been

too homely for hispalate. Kit Smart was nothing more

than a decent versifier; his fellowship was sequestrated to

pay the bills that he had contracted in giving extravagant

dinners to the jolly fellows of the University ; and yet his

surviving friends were bold enough to complain that he

did not obtain from his labours in a new profession, for

which he was not peculiarly qualified, that wealth and

those distinctions which he had not the prudence to ac-

quire, or to retain, when they were in the immediate

sphere of his clerical exertion.

Nor is it less unreasonable to adduce the misfortunes of

idle or dissipated characters, even when their vices are

accompanied by distinguished talent, as conclusive re-

specting the disadvantages attending the literary pro-

fession. In whatever profession Chatterton had laboured,

he would have been equally the slave of his passions, and

the victim of his own deceit. Who would have employed

Savage as a lawyer, or listened to the moral lectures of a

Dermody ? and what right has the profligate whose idle-

ness and drunkenness preclude his advancement in the

other departments of professional exertion, to suppose

that they shall be honoured or rewarded in the paths of

literature ? It is not the pursuit of letters that depraves

the morals, or vitiates the habits ; the members of the
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fraternity of literature, who disgrace the profession by

their vices and their follies, are usually the outcasts of

other professions ; the refuse of the church, the bar, and

the surgery, who brought their vices along with them, and

would have been distinguished for their depravity, had

they never aspired to the honors of poetry and eloquence.

The dissipated man of genius has usually run his course

of vice and extravagance before he attempts to obtain

subsistence by his pen ; and his success is usually equal to

that which would have attended his hasty and unpreme-

ditated entrance on any other description of professional

exertion.

The luminaries of literature, those who have ex-

tended the regions of science, or contributed to refine the

manners, improve the morals, and exalt the reputation of

their country, have united to their literary talents, the

most splendid virtues, and the most persevering applica„

tion; and the combination of those qualities have been

rewarded by the homage of mankind, and by a liberal

share of the advantages of fortune. Infirm and deformed

in his person, unaided by any unusual powers of collo-

quial entertainment, and with many unpleasing peculia-

rities of taste and temper ; the talents, the labour, and the

economy of Pope, were rewarded by the respect and the

caresses of an extensive circle of noble and literary friends,

and by the acquisition of a fortune which surpassed his

hopes, and was more than adequate to his wants. John-

son, unfitted alike by education and by bis personal infir-

mities, to struggle with success in the active intercourse

of life, obtained by desultory labour, and by the patro-

nage that attached itself to his success, an income more

than sufficient for the conveniences of life, and a dis-

tinction among the enlightened orders of society, that

even with all the splendour of his colloquial talents, he

might vainly have pursued in any other profession. The

present Lord Erskine, when a student at law, deserted by

his friends, and reduced to the last extremity ofpecuniary

distrevss, was enabled by literary exertion to retrieve his
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finances, and to sustain the expences of bis legal educa-

tion. It ought surely to be considered, in estimating

the value of literature as a profession, that every other

profession requires not only the preliminary studies that

are necessary to the poet and the orator, but acquisitions

peculiar to itself. It may be presumed that Pope,when he

wrote his Essay on Man, and Burke,when he composed his

dissertation on the Sublime and Beautiful, possessed a

more ample share of general knowledge than Lord Erskine

when he first began the study of the law. There are no

fees to be paid, no folios to be examined, no tactics to be

practised, before the poet or the essayist claims there-

wards and the honours of his exertion. The school-boy

may obtain the emoluments and the glories of literary

fame, and may bear away the wealth and the reverence

of Paternoster-row, while the embryo divine or philosopher

is condemned to devote his youthful hours to the tedious

productions Of Chillingworth and Littleton. The ultimate

pre-eminence of a successful candidate for legal or clerical

wealth and dignity, over the successful author, must be

balanced against the chances of success, and against the

advantages obtained at an early period of life. The annui-

tant who receives forty pounds a year from the date of

his maturity, has no reason to complain, if his friend or

his brother, who has past his youth and his manhood in

laborious poverty, should attain in old age an estate equi-

valent to his former privations.

But I have already trespassed too far upon your li-

mits, and shall only suggest to your readers an enquiry,

in which I may possibly expatiate at a future period ;

whether the pleasures and the enjoyments peculiar to the

literary profession, be not, both in number and degree, a
sufficient compensation even for all the privations of
indigence, and all the miseries of vicissitude. That lite-

rature is a source of considerable enjoyment even to the
wealthy and the great, is testified by the attachment to its

pursuit of the wealthy and the eminent ; but it may not
be difficult to prove, that those who persevere in the paths
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of learning and of letters, from the pressure of necessity,

are susceptible of pleasures, and rewarded by gratifica-

tions that are beyond the reach, or above the compre-
hension of those more active individuals, who attain the

honours, and fulfil the duties of the church, the senate,

and the bar.

Curtius,

A TURKISH TALE,

TO MY FRIEND MISS .

Canto IV.

The sun far sunk behind the hills,

Thick darkness all the forest fills,

Save where the lightning's frequent glare5

Emblazes in th' affrighted air

;

Spectres are seen and visions strange,

All nature's face begins to change,

Lions and wolves so tame before,

Now prowl voracious after gore,

The tempest howls with furious blasty

And all creation stands aghast.

Astonished Eve the tempest hears,

She fears, yet knows not what she fears,

On Adam calls with streaming eyes,

The tempest drowns her piercing criesr

She strives to seek him on the plain,

Tke dangers force her back again

;

" My soul," she cries, " Where art thou gone f
to Why hast thou left me thus alone ?

" Thy Eve in solitude forlorn,

*« Pants comfortless for thy return,

** This morn when with ill-boding heart,
<c From thee unwilling to depart,

"On thy dear bosom I reelin'd,
ffV And spoke the terrors of my mind;,
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Bi Doubting thou would'st then believe,

s< Else had'st thou blest thy Bovver and Eve,

" Ah! were unfeeling Vixen here,

* £ But she ungrateful comes not near,
st I'd send her in the fields to roam,

•« To bring my life, my Adam, home;
*" Surprised by darkness in the grove*

" Perhaps he cannot reach his love,

€< Or should the horrors of the night,

** Now keep my husband from my sight,
*c Unable here to find his way,

" Perhaps he'll to the desart stray. 38

Eve thus in anxious transports tost,

Laments her dearest Adam lost

;

Little she knows what guilty charms,

Detain him from her longing arms,

Her bosom no suspicions fill,

That guileless bosom knows no ill

;

Pure and immaculate it vies

With kindred angels in the skies;

Yet virtue cannot soothe her grief,

For ah ! from love what yields relief?

She finds no respite from her woes,

Nor seeks to lull them in repose,

In anguish thus she past the night,

Impatient for returning light.

Of sin the dire enchantment broke,

Soon Adam from his dream awoke ;

His mind now fill'd with deep dismay,

His guilt appear'd in open day,

Confusion, horror, grief, despair,

And all the sable train of care,

Overwhelming like a torrent flow

And sink him in th' abyss of woe;
Convicted now he calls for death,

Glad to resign his forfeit breath,

Or by new wrath and passions bent,

On Vixen thinks that wrath to vent

;

" Thou minister" he cries, " of sin,

" From thee my miseries begin,

" Thou profligate most black and vile,

" Whose treachery and lustful wile,

TOL IV* O Q
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" In Duty's humble garb array'd*

*' My peaceful innocence betray'd,

" Shou'd I just punishment bestow,

" I'd dash thee on this rock below

;

" But since from heaven is veng'ance due,

" It's curse shall all thy steps pursue,

*' Nought can for crimes like thine atone,

*' Hence to remotest lands begone,

«' Thy guilt in distant desarts hide,

« 6 He said, and turn'd from her aside"

He knows not now his virtue fled,

Where to conceal his conscious head

;

To see his injur'd Eve he fears,

Thus Vice to Innocence appears ;

Yet hopes he shall forgiveness find

From her so tender and so kind,

But ah! how shall lie trembling stand,

Before his Maker ? whose command,

By folly and temptation sway'd

Unwatchful he had disobey'd,

Adam thus pensive as he went,

His ling'ring steps now homeward bent.

Early as light adorn'd the plain,

Eve sought some eminence to- gain ;

Whence round she cast her watchful eye.

In hopes her Adam to espy,

At length across a distant field,

Him slow advancing she beheld ;

Borne on the wings of love she flies,

Till less'ning strength her breath denies :

Adam beheld her as she came,

His face o'erspread with red'ning shame,

He stopp'd—his eyes fix'd on the ground ?

Its vent in tears his anguish found ;

(i A hapless wretch,'' he cries, " you see«

" Unworthy life, unworthy thee,

5£ W ho sinn'd, but 'twas no fault of mine,

" 1 err'd, but sinn'd not thro' design

;

M Fatigu'd with toil, o'ercome with heat,

i$ I w^h'd to gain some cool retreat.
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4t And parch'd with thirst's uncommon rage,

* e That thirst I wanted to assuage,

i( Vixen by chance came in my view,

« e Perhaps she might have come from you

;

ce I sought for water, herb, or root,

* ( She brought disguised the sacred fruit,

" Which I, betray
1d by her deceit,

" Thoughtless and unsuspecting eat.

" Ah ! what avails it to impart
* c The agonies that rend my heart,

* e Betwixt us now what distance lies,

" Immortal thou, whilst Adam dies/'

Thus Adam half his guilt reveal'd,

Sorrow and shame the rest conceal'd.

With tears fast flowing down her cheek,

Wr

hilst sobbing grief forbids to speak.

Silent upon his neck she hung,

Her snowy arms around him flung

;

At length she rais'd her drooping head,

And thus in tend'rest accents said

:

" What comfort, Adam, can be left

" For mournful Eve of thee bereft ?

(t What can for her in life remain ?

" But an eternity of pain
;

*' If one night in such transport tost,

'* How shall I mourn thee ever lost

;

" Ah ! no, nor Death shall us divide,

'* Fll share the sentence by thy side,

" Together to the world we came,
" Together liv'd, our end the same."

To taste the fruit her purpose bent,

He wish'd that purpose to prevent,

Admiring such unbounded love,

To save such excellence he strove

;

In vain—her steps the paths pursue

To where the sacred clusters grew ;

Seraphs gave place as she came near,

And dropt a sympathizing tear,

She ate for Adam's sake alone,

And guilt adopted not her. own.
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Canto V.

The fa+al moment now was come,

And earthly race consign d to doom,
Of angels and o. men the sire,

Descended like a rlame of lire,

So bright the effulgence was of light,

No human eye could bear the sight.

The prostrate pair before their Lord

In silence trembled, and ador'd,

The fatal sentence was pronounced,

And veng'ance thus on man denounc'd.,

Mortals who lately were so blest,

Unworthy joys ye once possessed,

Could ye not spare the sacred tree b

Forbidd;j
i by my first decee,

By sin to co.iderniia ion brought:

Ee death and mis'ry now your lot.

Alike to both is vengeance due,

The tempter and the tempted too,

In Eden's groves no longer stay,

To other lands pursue your way.

He spake and vanished ; from above

Loud thunders shook the nodding grove

;

The pair repentant, ah ! too late

Deplore their iost, their wretched fate;

Then arm in arm they took their road,

And weeping left the blest abode,

Muse ! who with thy genial ray,

Inspir'st thy fervent votary's lay,

Supported by whose aid, his song,

Soars far above the vulgar throng,

Propitious for awhile attend,

And help him gently to descend,

Lest while on timid, trembling wings,

His voice should falter as he sings,

Teach him with no un pleasing art,

To mix the gay and moral part,

And with success his wish is crown'd

If favor for th' attempt be found.
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Excluded from the blissful seat,

Thro' nightly damps and daily heat,

O'er many a hill and brook the air,

Far journ'ying mutual dangers share

;

Westward from where the garden lay,

In solitude they took their way,

Thro' regions waste and then unr-am'd,

But high in later story fam'd ;

At length they found a fertile plain.

Where glad a place of rest to gain,

They fix their home and till the ground,

And people thence the nations »ound.

Their progeny a lovelya ce,

The virtues of their mother grace .*

£Jot to ray theme the sons belong,

The daughters only claim my song,

Their form celestial, and their minds,

From folly and from vice refin'd

;

Tender in love, in friendship true,

They give unenvied worth its due^

They follow, undis-uis'd by art,

The native dictates of the heart,

Excell in evry state of life,

The mother, daughter, or the wife,

And such extatic bliss convey,

They win our ve,y souls away.

Far dirT'rent Vixen, curs'd of God,

She wander d to the land of Nod,

Wheie after many dangers o'er,

A daughter pledge of sin she bore,

Espous'd at age mature to Cain,

An exile lor his brother slain,

From their detested nuptials came
An offspring of mankind the shame,
Whom ev'ry ha eful passion sways

Whose souls are warp'd a thousand way%
Deceitful and esigning too,

They never act without a view,

They p omise with a flatt'ring smile,

Yet sure who trust them to beguile^
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Faults ever ready to detect,

For bad themselves, they all suspect J

The poor can ne'er paitake their store,

Tho' rich they still must covet more;

The least offence tho' undesign'd,

From them can ne'er forgiveness find ;

Prone to relate a hurtful tale,

And pleas'd at absent worth to rail

;

. Successful, insolent, and vain,

They treat e'en equals with disdain,

But should misfortune's cloud be seen,

They're abject, servile, base
?
and mean,

In affectation's mock disguise,

Some think their mimic merit lies,

These fancy lends a thousand charms,

To bring some lover to their arms,

They patch, they paint, they dance, they play,

And trifle time and youth away ;

From whimsy, faults, or beauties spy

,

And hate, or love, they know not why ;

From Nature's paths these wander far,

Seem ev'ry thing but what they are :

In such their feelings are so small,

You'd think they had no hearts at all,

And center'd in themselves alone,

They see all errors but their own.

But wide and hateful is the task,

Each vice and folly to unmask.

From these two diff'rent sources flow,

The diff'rent tempers here below

;

The bad derive their kindred blood,

From "Vixen ; and from Eve the good.

As from beneath some shaggy hill,

Two springs of various kinds distil

:

The one a healthy limpid stream,

Th' other dark of poisonous steam,

While oft meandring thro' the plain,

They join, and disunite again,

And as in pool, or lake they meetj

The water 's nauseous or sweet,
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Refreshes, or the health assails,

As one, or t' other's force prevails,

So streaming thro' life's purple tide,

Virtue and Vice the sex divide,

DEATH OF BONAPARTE,

Sir,

That the death of Bonaparte would be the forerunner

©f European happiness, and the occasion of immediate

relief to the English people, is a persuasion that has

long been entertained by the multitude, and has been

supported by the arguments of the popular journalists.

It is asserted that the fabric of Gallic power, as it has

been established, and is now supported by his genius,

will moulder into dust at the first approach of its ambi-

tiouassaiianU, wiie.i unprotected by that formidable

arm on which it rested for political security. By one

description of reasoners we are told that the crown will

quietly descend to the children and posterity of Bona-

parte ; that Austria, allied by marriage to the newly-

created dynasty, will look on with quiescent complacency,

while the empire devolves to its hereditary owner ; that

the other states of Europe, taking advantage of the com-

parative imbecility of the new government, will revive

the balance of power, and content with the secure en.

joyment of moderate possessions, will acquiesce in the

retreat of France within her ancient boundary ; and the

court of St. Cloud itself,aware of its incapacity toprosecute

the designs of the departed emperor,with a probability of

success, will readily concede to any arrangement that

may conduce to the establishment of tranquillity between

France and England. By another party we are U id that

after the death of Bonaparte, the empire will, in all pro_

bability, be divided among his generals.; that engaged

in continual warfare among themselves, they must be
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incapable of any vigorous effort against England and her

allies, and that while they aie wasting the resources, and
dividing the power, of France, in mutual hostilities, the

subjugated states of Europe may recover their indepen-

dence, and in conjunction with their insular ally, prepare

the way for a long and honorable peace, by a rapid suc-

cession of easy victories. Now admitting, in the former

case, the probability that the King of Rome will attain

the age of manhood, that the regency to which the care

of his youth may possibly be committed, fulfils its duty,

and that the young Napoleon display the virtues of a good,

or the imbecility of an inoffensive monarch ; or supposing

ill the latter case, that a Suchet or a Beruadotte would
be unwilling or unable to complete those plans of uni-

versal conquest laid down by their predecessor, it would
appear that there are many and serious obstacles to the

restoration of tranquillity, or the security of European
independence, even presupposing the occurrence of the

most favorable contingencies, and the predisposition of

the rulers of France to confine themselves within the

bounds of her ancient territory.

The expectation of continued peace between France

and Austria can only be founded on the strength of the

nuptial alliance between Napoleon and Maria Louisa.

How weak an influence such connections secure over the

views and councils of monarchs, the evidence of history,

ancient and modern, conspires to attest. The acquisition

of a single province has, more than once, overcome the
bias of paternal affection, and effaced from the remem-
brance of the king the duties and the feelings of the father.

The rank of queen dowager would scarcely compensate,
in the opinion of Maria Louisa herself or of her father's,

for the restoration of the Austrian empire to its pristine

splendor. Neither the second emperor of the Napoleon'
dynasty, nor his guardians,will feel restrained by any feel-

ings of family attachment, from resisting the first efforts

of Francis to circumscribe the limits of the French domi-
nion, or to restore the more dependent powers of Europe
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to their original integrity. "Were it possible, however,

that Austria should succeed in obtaining from France

the cession of those territories that have been wrested

from her by the chances of war, the jealousy of Prussia,

and of those minor powers who have sunk below their

natural level in the scale of empire, would be ex-

cited into action. The true interests of Austria would

lead her to comply with their demands, and to assist

them in the acquisition of so much territory as might se-

cure them against her own rapacity or ambition : but

moderation is not the virtue of successful princes, and

instead of enabling Prussia to recover her Polish provin-

ces, she would probably coalesce with Russia, and endea-

vour by a second partition to extend her sway, and aug-

ment her revenues, by the violation of every principle of

policy andjustice. But admitting that she should sup-

port Prussia in her claims, a contest with Russia would

be the necessary result. The latter power restored, ac-

cording to the hypothesis of the reasoners whom we are

attempting to refute, to her integrity, would resist even

the slightest indication of encroachment on her Polish

frontiers ; and in preventing Prussia from extending her

sway in that direction, so as to preserve an ascendancy

in the councils of Europe, would involve herself in hosti-

lities with Austria and Prussia.

Admitting the more probable supposition that from

the influence of family connection, the integrity of Aus-

tria was secured, and her empire restored to its original

extent, while Poland and Prussia were wrested from

Alexander, and added to the French empire; what hope

would remain of safety to England, or of liberation to the

continent ? It would be the manifest interest of Austria

to enjoy her good fortune in tranquillity. The conti-

nental system would be rigidly enforced from the Loire

to the Dwyna, and every facility of annoyance, if not of

invasion, be afforded to an enemy whom no plans of con-

tinental warfare remained to distract, impoverish, and en-

feeble.

VOL. IV. v P
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Bernadotte and Soult*

But it may be said, the rulers of the French, possessing

neither the absolute authority, nor the military talents of

their great precursor, will be unable to direct so mighty a

machine, or to retain the nations whom Bonaparte has re-

duced to their subjection in their dependence on France.

in this case, indeed, we may ourselves have reason to re-

joice at the introduction of our manufactures into the

foreign markets, but the tranquillity of the continent will

be more distant than at present. If the struggles of

Prussia, Poland, and Italy for emancipation from the ty-

ranny of France be ultimately successful; it is to be

feared that they will not be guided by moderation to-

wards their original enemy, or by generous and liberal

views of policy towards each other : that having succeed-

ed in expelling the enemy from their own territories,

their cupidity may be excited, or their self-confidence in-

flamed into a second coalition : that if victorious, they will

quarrel for the spoil, and that if unsuccessful, they may
become the slaves ofAustrian or of Russian despotism.

The same jealousies, and the same opposition of inte-

rests, would arise were a Bernadotte or a Soult to wrest

the empire from the family of Napoleon, and obtain the

compulsory obedience, or the voluntary subservience of his

military rivals. The armies of France are too numerous,

and too warlike, and too much accustomed to military

depredation, to submit without resistance to the depriva-

tion of their usual enjoyments, or to the diminution of

their pay. Yet the latter measure will be necessary to

any government inclined to adopt a pacific system of po-

licy. The people of France are tired of their burdens,

the son of Napoleon can only retain his dignity by alle-

viating the pressure of their taxes, and diminishing the

powrer of the collectors of the revenues. But the army

cannot be disbanded, and while it is stationed at home the

treasury must be burthened with expences, of a different

nature, indeed, from those which are contracted in the

prosecution of active warfare, but not less oppressive in

r heir .amount, and less cheerfully supplied, by a people
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who are only generous when they are awakened to en*

thusiasm, and who would rather pay to be amused by an

occasional bulletin, than for all the solid and rational

enjoyments of life. To keep the armies at a distance from

home, when they can obtain their subsistence by plunder,

and where the fruits of their rapacity compensates for

the deficiencies and irregularities of their stipulated pay,

is the obvious and paramount interest of their rulers.

They may be defeated, indeed, for want of a superior

genius to direct their collective operations, part of them
may be destroyed, or divided from their fellows, or se-

duced into the service of the most formidable adversaries

of their country : and France, by the aid of her own
mercenaries, may be circumscribed once more within

her ancient boundary, but before this consummation

shall arrive, many years must elapse of turbulence and

misery, and after it is accomplished, the ambition or the

folly of one of the successful parties ; the violence of an

upstart general, or the weakness of an intoxicated prince,

may project another crusade in favour of the Bourbons i

a march to Paris may once more be the object of a con-

tinental coalition, and whether France arise once more
victorious from the struggle, or in the lapse ofyears she

becomes the ally of England against the overweening-

power of Austria or Russia, the happiness of the world,

and the prosperity of England, will be the melancholy

sacrifice. . P*

A TOUR TO R.

Sir,

The summer excursion of an exalted personage has

already excited considerable speculation among the

higher orders of society, and will no doubt in a month

or two become the theme of newspaper celebration. At
a time when the pedestrian tours of country curates, th«
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visits of booksellers and cheesemongers to Brighton or

Margate, and the travelling sketches of panoramic adven*

turers are read with interest, and purchased with avidity
;

it surely may be expected that the travels of an illus-

trious personage and his favourite, will become, through

the medium of the Reverend Stannier Clarke, or some
other attendant on his person of equal virtue and equal

talent, the source of amusement to the public, and of

speculation to the critic. The observations of his Royal

Highness on men and manners, his remarks on the culti-

vation of whiskers, and the arrangement of a shoulder-

knot, his critical opinions on the relative flavor of Tokay
and Curacoa, his dissertations on aged beauty, and his

discrimination between the honest indecency of S. and

the timid obscenity of Y , would afford the ma-
terials of a journal more entertaining and instructive than

the Itinerary of Drunken Barnaby, or the memoranda of

a Mawman^ or an Ashmore. Princes are the arbiters of

fashion, and from the tender confabulations between the

R, and his fair companion, an amorous vocabulary

might be formed, not less adapted to the drawing-room

and the bedchamber than the dialogues recorded by Mother

Midnight, or the collection of phrases in Harris's Direc-

tory. But above all, since Lady H. aspires to the repu-

tation of a wit, and her volubility is only equalled by the

confidence of her guide and protector, what copious

materials for a secret history might not be collected by a

Bidlake or a Wilson, for the. use of some future Col-

burn, and the edification of the statesmen and courtezans

of a future century ?

Should not the important task of recording the conver-

sation, and detailing the progress of his Royal Highness

be undertaken by some abler hand, you may expect from

your present correspondent, a succinct and authentic

journal of his tour. In the mean time, I have the satis-

faction of assuring you that the appearance and order of

the procession have awakened the poetical enthusiasm of

more than one aspiring genius, and that the journey to

R. will shortly be celebrated in all the varieties of verse*
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The disciples of Scott, and Southey, and Byron, have

mounted on their respective Pegasi, and are. actually gal-

loping towards the wished-for goal, with all the rapidity

that might be expected from rivals condemned by fate to

conquer or to starve. The admirer of Byron, accustomed,

like his master, to describe the follies and the vices of

grown-up children, promises to gain the sweepstakes by

distancing his competitors; but as even his rapidity

may not keep pace with your wishes, I shall endeavour

to favour you with a glimpse of his poetical exercises.

The description of their amorous dalliance in the car-

riage is peculiarly expressive.

Oh ! heaven, it is a goodly sight to see

These sister pledges of fair womanhood,

Expanding pow, now sinking from the ee,

While to her flushed cheeks, the pure life-blood

Responsive rushed, as she to dalliance wooed

The princely Childc: he by her charms was moved.

And sinking on her breast his vows renewed,

Whispered how much, how fervently he loved,

And all her female doubts and fears removed.

The mention of " the pure life-blood," however, that

the poet supposes to have flushed her cheeks, is rather

inconsistent with the allusion to carmine in another

stanza of the poem; but in a long work the flatterer may
be expected to be sometimes inconsistent with the poet.

After some allusions to her " blest maturity of age" he

proceeds to a simile as correct as it is beautiful.

Like some cracked flute, by school-boy thrown aside,

Its melody and ail its notes forgot

;

No more its sound awakes the welkin wide,

Nor serenades at eve the rambling sot

;

But by some aged varlet, found, God wot,

Its cracks repair'd with paint and varnish bright,

Again it cheers the alehouse or the cot,

Again delights the ear, and charms the sight,

And plays the Plenipo, or the Fandango light.
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After describing her tresses,he proceeds in a matchless

strain of invocation.

So shone the fair—immortal Prince, good heaven,

'Tis not the Regent whom my muse addresses,

Oh ! Alexander Prince of number seven

John-street-—what charms thy Russian oil possesses I

Without thy aid what lovely female dresses ?

How could the curls of H wig delight,

Without thy oil to cheer the moistened tresses?

Great Mochchrifuskian hero ! courteous knight

;

From thee, A. Prince, she learn'd to please the Prince's

sight.

Oft have I thought in philosophic mood,

How blest the state, had fortune condescended,

To place A. Prince at court, while the Prince stood

Within the shop, and combs and razors vended ;

His skill in whiskers then might have befriended

The Countess and the Baron's competition ;

The art he now admires he had extended,

And German legions, under his tuition,

Had blest their barber's care, inflamed with high am-

bition.

Then had thy wit, oh ! Prince of advertisers,

Surprized each dainty page and virgin pale,

As much as now it puzzles all surmises

To guess where thou hast learned thy well-told tale

;

Those honied words that now perforce prevail

O'er unfledged misses and unbearded men,

Had warmed the bosom of each matron frail

:

No need, I ween, of Mac or Sherry's pen

To tell what thou hast done, or what thou'dst do

again.

Then had thy genius changed the tuneful song,

From Russia's genuine oil to Curacoa;

Thy strains had rivalled those of good Kien Long,

And warmly breathed Platonic passions glow

;
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Smooth as a hone, thy lines mellifluous flow,

Had mocked the Baron's skui, Anacreon's toil,

And many an ode to H 's furbelow,

Had caused thy Ch with rage to boil;

* sAlas,thatjealousy should breed such strange turmoil l
w

But hold, my muse, it not to thee belongs

To tempt of law the dreadful visitation,

And therefore cease t' unveil a husband's wrongs.

And wisely turn from dangerous speculation

;

A nobler theme excites thy emulation

;

For 's cheeks with varied beauty glow;

Here shines in living hue the pure carnation,

There spreads the radiance of the driven snow,

That by Du Cange prepared, this from her friend Le
Paux.

But here I must reluctantly break off: the rest you
shall have before the tour is compleated. J. K.

THE POLITICAL OBSERVER, No. XIL

The history of Napoleon's progress in Russia has

proved too incontestably that he knows how to appre*

ciate the character of the British ministry, and to calcu-

late the unaided resources of the only continental powers

from whom he might expect any diversion in favor of his

enemy. Two months have now elapsed since the passage

of the Dwina, the Emperor of France is at the gates

of Moscow, the Russian court has fled for temporary re-

fuge to the extremity of their dominions, and the time is

probably at hand when Alexander, intimidated by the

successes of the invader, and betrayed by his parasites

and his concubines, will obtain a respite from misfortune

by a disgraceful peace. Yet now that the contest is

nearly decided, and every diversion on the part of our-

selves and our allies must be worse than useless, the mi-
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nisters who had remained in silent apathy, when alone

their exertions might have assisted the common cause,

become at once the most bustling and most determined

of statesmen; troops are ordered for foreign service, the

commissioners of the transport board sacrifice their din-

ners to their duty ; and every department of government

presents one melancholy scene of tardy and profitless

activity. Whether the new expedition be intended to

co-operate with that of Sweden in the Baltic, or on the

coasts of Prussia, it is evident that before their arrival the

contest will have been decided, and that in the one case

we shall have to return as we came, and in the other we
shall, on the most favourable supposition, retain posses-

sion of " dear little Hanover," for a week or two, and

then be compelled to evacuate our conquest by those very

troops who?e progress it was our purpose to impede by a

powerful diversion. When it is considered indeed how
many millions of English treasure have been expended on

this paltry corner of the Germanic empire, how many bat-

tles have been fought, and how many sacrifices have been

made for its retention, and with what eagerness every mi-

nisterial parasite will endeavour to make court to his sove-

reign by flattering the known prepossessions of the Bruns-

wick family in favor of their hereditary dominions, it is

impossible to contemplate without alarm the bare possibi-

lity of its recovery without solicitude. Its loss was a real

and important gain to the people of England, and if the

expedition be really intended for the conquest of Hanover,

the most ardent loyalist will feel something more than

indifference towards its success. As a diversion the ex-

pedition is too late, and as an armament intended to ac-

complish a specific and independent purpose, it must

necessarily (and fortunately) fail. Before our troops have

marched twenty miles into the interior, they would be

opposed by a force ten times as numerous as their own.

The Prussians and Hanoverians might feel disposed in-

deed to shake off the yoke to which they are now sub-

jected, but it will be too late to indulge their wishes
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when bis subservient myriads returned from their career

of victory against Russia, restrain their actions, and re-

press the expression of their sentiments by the terrors of

a military police. If they bowed with submission to the

tyrant of Europe, while his empire was ostensibly

bounded by the Vistula, with what feelings will they re-

gard the conqueror of Russia ?

The expedience of immediate exertion, or the neces-

sity of redeeming our original error, by a vigorous and

decided diversion on the Peninsula, would have been

evident to any administration, but that committee of

drivellers to which the direction of our affairs has been

committed. From men whom adversity urges to despe-

ration, instead of impressing them with a consciousness

of their own deficiencies ; who mistake the obstinacy of

ignorant perverseness for the independence of a manly

spirit; and while they are the laughing stock of the

vulgar, and the scorn of the intelligent, repeat with self-

complacency the eulogy of Horace on the upright and

inflexible patriot, steady to his purpose : what can be

expected but the old routine of petty expeditions, di-

rected to a number of unimportant objects, while the

concentration of our force might have effected the saf=

vation of Europe ; of armaments preparing for equipment

while the contest is deciding in which they were intended

to take a part ; of fortresses taken that they may be aban-

doned, and provinces subdue. I that we may read in the

Gazette with how much order and regularity they wfere

evacuated. By dividing our exertions between Spain and

the north of Europe, we shall do nothing at either of

these points; by sending the whole of our disposable

force to the Peninsula, we may even now enable Lord

Wellington to effect a powerful diversion in favor of the

Russians ; the very intimation of our intention to rein-

force him, would enable him to commence some impor-

tant operation a month sooner than any expedition could

approach the shores of Prussia. The exploits that he

has already performed have drawn from France a consi-

derable body of troops, under one of JNapoieon's ablest

vol. iv. o q
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generals, and it is not improbable that the accession of

thirty thousand men would enable him to obtain the passes

of the Pyrenees, and to make a demonstration on the

borders of France.

We took occasion to observe in a former part of our

work, that supposing the plan of operations pursued by

Russia, to have been adopted without any expectation of

assistance from the other powers of the Continent, the

continued abandonment of her finest provinces, and ofex-

tensive magazines, to the possession and disposal of the ene-

m}%was a decisive proof of Napoleon's superiority in skill

and numbers. 1 o construct intrenchments that they might

be abandoned on the approach of the invader, and to

store his magazines with weapons and provisions for the

use of his pursuer, we naturally concluded to be, on the

part of Alexander, acts of necessity rather than of

choice. It has since been stated, however, on authority

which we are inclined to respect, that the war was com-

menced on the part of Russia, with a confident assurance

that the Prussians, the Austrians, and the Swedes, would

take advantage of Bonaparte's advance into the Polish

territory, to create a diversion in favor of the Russians in

his rear; and that so long back as September, 1811, the

plan of operations had been agreed upon between the

court of Kngland and the powers of the continent.

If this statement be correct, the conduct of Russia

admits of an easy explanation. She formed an almost im-

pregnable camp on the Drissa, at which she had intended

to make her first and most determined stand, and which

might occupy the whole of her enemy's troops and re-

sources, while the operations of her expected allies in

his rear, should endanger his safety, and either force

him to retreat, or so distract his views and divide his for-

ces, as to enable the Russians to act on the offensive.

Having been disappointed of the promised co-operation

on the part of the continental powers, and feeling the

imprudence of resting the fate of the contest on a single

battle, against equal or superior numbers, he found itne-
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cessary to retreat to a considerable distance beyond tbose

limits which he had originally marked out as the termi-

nation of his retrogade movements, in the prosecution

of his designs he has displayed a patience, a fortitude, and

a forbearance, from which the most favourable results

may be expected ; he has fought no vain battles ; the

successes of the French have been obtained, even by their

own account, at a considerable expence of lives, and after

the most obstinate contests; the advanced corps alone of

the Russians have been engaged, and the great mass of

their armies, as well as the most important of their re*

sources, are either undiminished or inaccessible. Under

such circumstances our only fear is in the facility of

Alexander's temper. We are afraid that he is easily

persuaded by his favourites, and easily intimidated by

his enemies. The possession of Moscow will be a severe

trial for himself and his courtiers, and it yet remains to

be decided whether the sovereign, or the nobles, have so

much comprehension of mind as to distinguish between

the capture of a town, and the conquest of an empire.

A public writer, whose labours are committed to the

world beneath the auspices of Lord Weilesley, and whose

views are supposed to be assisted by official and confiden-

tial documents, asserts that the apathy of the Swedes,

and the inactivity of Austria, are avowedly owing to the

retention in office of men in whose talents for foreign

warfare the powers of the continent can place no confi-

dence ; and he then proceeds to make the following ex-

traordinary statement :
" Earnest, loyal, and devoted in

his resistance to France, the Emperor Alexander, in the

autumn of last year, made a demand from the British

court, which he pressed with the eagerness of a man dis-

daining all compromise, abiding all extremities, resolute

to save and fortify his empire by a display of high-

minded confidence, sagacious, original, and complete.

"What then was his demand ? What was Luborouski's

mission? Was it for fleets, or subsidies, or armies, or

was it not for that which no subsidy can purchase, with-
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out which fleets and armies are but the drapery of war?
Russia asked only for a leader. History and observation,

too serious counsellors for an English court, have some
little weight with these barbarians of the north ! From
forty millions of Russian subjects, not one could be safely

selected. From sixteen millions, inhabiting the British

islands, one alone was worthy of Alexander's choice.

No Liverpool, nor Castlereagh, nor Bathurst, nor Mel-

ville, no Eldon, nor Yarmouth, was thought of by him
who had himself half a world at issue. Alexander has

real virtues in his character, he therefore deems flatterers

of little price, His direct intentions would only be em-

barrassed by an intriguer. Of arrogance, ignorance, inde-

cision, servility, and pretension, the autocrat of Russia

has seen enough to hate, despise, and dread them. Nor

was his preference bestowed on parliamentary orators,

all powerful" in speech as they are impotent inaction.

No! he left that noisy tribe to those who like advocates

better than advisers. Neither lead nor brass was in con-

templation of Alexander ; tried steel was to him the pre-

cious metal. He looked to the governor who had reco-

vered India when in agonies—only to be reviled, like the

keeper of a lunatic, for the blessings of sanity that he

bad imparted. The emperor looked to that powerful

statesman whose schemes of policy, wise and seasonable,

though by court minions for ever thwarted, gave Spain a

chance of salvation from tyranny, only that every chance

and glimpse of escape might be lost again, as they will be9

(mark, reader ! these words) by his successors. - The late

noble secretary forforeign affairs was solicited to undertake

the protection of the ^Russian empire— solicited by an abso-

lute monarch—not to offer his counsels, but to issue his

commands, free from all concurrent jurisdiction, or con-

troul, or interference, to build the defence of a boundless

empire from the base to the summit, with what mate-

rials, and on what foundation he pleased; and thus to

wield with his single arm the energies of that gigantic

war, on the event of which will hang the fate not of
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Russia only, but of the civilized world, and more espe-

cially of Britain herself, from whose administration,

though tendered to him with all the ceremonies of good

faith, he has by a degrading alliance of rancour and de-

ceit, been fraudulently and shamefully excluded."

Letter of Vetas, Times, Sept. 7, 1812,

If it be true that from forty millions of Russian sub-

jects, not one individual could be safely selected to di-

rect the councils of their sovereign, what a deplorable

view does the circumstance exhibit of the resources of the

empire, and of the internal constitution ofa cabinet, des-

tined to contend with the genius and the policy of Bona-

parte ! When the despotic sovereign of an extensive em-

pire is reduced to the necessity of committing hiscouncils

and his armies to the guidance and the government of a

foreigner, unacquainted with the language and manners

of his people, ancLexposed to the jealous counteraction

of every native courtier whom his distrust may have in-

sulted, or his preference mortified, what hope is there but

in the number of his troops, and in the natural barriers

that providence has vouchsafed against the advances of

his enemy ? That with only a moderate portion of talent,

however, the Russian court has foreseen the necessity of

trusting to a defensive system of warfare, is a favourable

omen ; and were the Marquis of Wellesley at the head of

the Engiislv'insteadof the Russian ministry, we should

yet be disposed to look on the momentous contest about

to be decided, with no unfavourable presentiments.

THE CHAPEL-STREET OFFENDER.

Sir,

The calumnies circulated against a respectable preach-

er in Chapel-street, Bedford-row, by a woman who pre-

tended to have lived under that gentleman's protection,
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and who has since been committed to the house of cor-

rection for disturbing the congregation, have excited

considerable sensation among his auditors, and have be-

come the topic of general conversation to the neighbour-

hood. The time, however, has long since past when the

indecencies of a riotous individual could be justified by

stigmatising the pastor of a particular chapel as a metho-

dist; and every friend to justice and to injured virtue

must rejoice at the exemplary punishment inflicted on

the delinquent.

It is not less necessary, however, that the follies and

the vices of the iniquitous and the shameless, should be

held up to the derision and the indignation of the public,

than that the just and the upright should be defended

from the attacks of vulgar and unfounded calumny.

Even the friends of methodism will best contribute to

purify the soil, by weeding it of all the pestiferous plants

which may grow up amidst the fertility of religious cul-

tivation. For this reason, therefore, I send you the follow-

ing history,exhibiting an extraordinary instanceof flagrant

iniquity : A tradesman residing near Three K-C— Lom-
bard-street, with a wife and three children, whom he

maintained decently, went with his dear consort out of

curiosity, to hear a discourse in a conventicle in T
"W 9

on a Sunday evening ; the honest man ex-

pressed great satisfaction at the goodness of the preacher's

doctrine; the elegance of the singing had some charms

for his wife, and made her decide on forming a connection

with a people by wThom she was so highly delighted :

endeavours to ensure her perseverance were not wanting ;

visits from the society were frequent, and her good man

made no objection. In a short time all the flimsy and

gaudy fopperies of dress became exchanged for the plain

simplicity of her new profession. Profane songs were

exploded to make room for divine incantations ; the chil-

dren were sent three times a day to the house of prayer ;

the good woman herself was a punctual attendant ; the

tradesman's business, which was indebted for its pros-
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perity to the activity and vigilance of his wife in his ab-

sence, was neglected, or he himself must defer his busi-

ness abroad to mind his shop at home during her absence.

The eldest boy, who was about fourteen, and could be

useful, was not permitted tocontroul; the mother's opi-

nion must be complied with ; the father sometimes re-

monstrated, but received no other satisfaction than being

termed a man of the world, a lover of mammon, and one

of the ungodly. When he became importunate, Mr.

W— le- the preacher, was called in to exclaim against his

ungodliness; one argument was very forcible in the opi-

nion of the good man, for as by his wife's connection, he

sold many articles in his business to friends of the society,

so by a discontinuance of her attendance he might lose

their custom. Mrs. always attended at the foot

of the pulpit, bewailing her sins, and groaning in the

spirit. When she sat at home, she raised her voice in

hymns and ejaculations : and if a customer was ever so

intent on the purchase of a commodity in her shop, and

the inspired moment arrived, she instantly retired, left

the business to the shopmen, and poured out her tears,

or her thanksgiving, as the inclination of the moment
directed her ; hysterics were often the consequence of

these emotions, during which she saw visions, and called

on dear Mr. Carpenter to record her prophecies. Mr.

W—le also was sent for that he might administer com-

fort to the oppressed sister ; they staid a long time alone ;

a list of the distressed sisters and brethren who were to

be relieved by the opulent, came weekly, when our good

woman conveyed a piece of linen, or a parcel of stockings,

to the good man, to be divided at his discretion among
the indigent, and also added a dollar, a pound note, or

a drop ofbrandy, for immediate disposal.

The course of life followed by Mrs. S. rendered her

useless to her husband : she was far elevated above any

concern for the things of this world, and between star-

gazing, and psalm-singing, and reading of exhortations,

she gradually removed out of the way of her husband

and the family to the second and third stories : the poor
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man was obliged to send for his sister to look after his

business, after many fruitless remonstrances; and upon

her arrival he became, in some measure, resigned to the

conduct of his wife. Many unsuccessful attempts were

made to impress the sister's mind with a religious turn, but

her reason was sufficiently armed-against the delusions of

the fanatics by the situation of her sister-in-law, who was

now afflicted with the precursors of insanity. Goods

were every day missed out of the shop, of which Mr. S,

was informed: he became uneasy; the solitary commu-
nications of his wife and her spiritual guide began to

alarm him, he hired a room in the house of his next-door

neighbour, adjoining the apartment where the saints con-

ferred: he placed some goods in it as an excuse for tak-

ing it: a thin partition only divided the houses, he

pierced it with a gimbiet, and on the next visit pla-

ced himself and some friends at the aperture, where he

discovered Mr. W le administering consolation to

his sister in the faith, under the immediate guidance of

love.

Unable to contain himself, he rushed into the house,

burst open the door, and seized the marauder on his

peace and happiness by the collar. The preacher, meek
as a lamb, coolly replied to his accusations, that he was

always prepared to withstand the attacks of calumny and

malice, or he should be unworthy of the situation that he

had been called to fill: he exhorted his assailant to patience,

and prayed for his conversion, he gave the lie to three in-

dividuals who had witnessed his conduct, and bade them

defiance. They hurried him to prison on the charge of

theft, but he was immediately bailed. The connections

of Mrs. S. with the society had extended her husband's

credit: there ensued immediately a run of his creditors

upon him, which caused him to stop payment: and in

lookingover the stock he found himself deficient in 9001.

that he could not account for before the commissioners of

bankruptcy: he was committed to prison by their order,

the teacher was discharged for want of prosecution, the

sons of the ruined man were turned loose upon the world,
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the wife became a prostitute, the husband died in the

Fleet : and his daughters are now servants in two families

that harboured them from want, while the preacher con*

tinues, in the plenitude of reputation, to descant on the

beauty of holiness, and exhort his hearers to purity of life.

Sept. IQtlu

Strictures on Rich and Poor, a Comic Opera, by 31. G. Lewis,

Esq. First performed at the Lyceum Theatre, Wednes*

day, July 22. Price- 2s. Gd. Oxbeny.

In our number for August we promised a more strict

critical enquiry into the merits of this opera, than our

limits at that time would admit of; this promise was

founded on no prejudice imbibed against the author, no

personal feeling against the man, but to correct that

false taste with which, in this instance, it is attempted

to inoculate the town; and to expose the sentimental

fallacies, and the absurd and immoral attempts at vindi-

cating female incontinence, and male libertinism, by a

style of reasoning derived from the German school, and a

subtle appeal to our feelings, which always incline to the

sufferer, with hardly any distinction between the virtuous

or the vicious. Mr. Lewis may not thank us for the task,

but we assert with confidence that he may improve by

our hints, and thus in future give to the exercise of very

creditable talents a claim to public consideration. His

advertisement, asking for indulgence, is by no means a

satisfactory reason for a relaxation of our opinion. He
says, " Perhaps its faults may be looked upon with a less

severe eye, if I mention that it was written before I was

sixteen, and given to Mrs. Jordan, who afterwards pro-

duced it as a five act comedy for her benefit at Drury*.

lane, under the title of the " East Indian." Mr. Lewis

seems to forget that he is now more than double sixteen,

and by the re-production of his juvenile effort, has given

it a sanction matured by years. It is ridiculous for hirm

to advance when he took up Ins old play with the

determination of converting it into an opera, he saw

it full of defects, for which he must sue for critical in*

VOL. IV. Jt K
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dulgence, be bad tbe full power of re-writing himself^

and if he had actually seen, be would have purged it of its

errors, and instead of altering, have founded the present

opera on " the East Indian." Where the excellence of

the actor intervenes between tbe dramatic author and the

public, it is difficult to separate the play from its appen-

dages, and criticism on a representation oftentimes be-

comes erroneous; but when we have it in our closet, strip-

ped of its stage fascination^ the glare is gone, and it be-

comes more tractable to inquiry. This glare, by the bye,

is more subtle, more dangerous, than the peg on which

it is hung, because as it disarms pointed criticism, so it

h'resistibly dissolves the soul to sadness in the cause of

suffering .- softens down vice into an imposing form, nay

even enamours you of it. Rich and Poor is altered from

the East Indian, which is partially founded on Sidney

Biddulph, with a character or two from the novel of Ce-

cilia. Its- chief features are Rivers, a rich East Indian, (of

the assumed name of Mortimer,) who returns to England

laden with wealth, "rich to surfeit," and assuming the

garb of poverty with- a view to developing the real cha-

racters of his relations, before he nominates from among
them an heir to his vast property ; waits on Modish, and

begs for charity,, which is refused : and here we have

old Noll and Joseph, from the School for Scandal, with

this difference, that Modish is a bankrupt man of fashion,

over head and ears in debt, and shews somereal contrition

fortherefusal to Rivers. The next visit of the presumed

beggar is to Mrs. Ormond, a distressed widow, who has

just been under the necessity of discharging an old and

faithful servant, because it is out of her power any longer

to retain him, although he offers to serve her for nothing:,

here Rivers is more successful, and obtains a donation,

which draws from him the secret of his wealth, and he

determines on making her his heiress. Mrs*. Ormond is

a petticoat Charles, divested of the dissipation which

Sheridan has so ably linked with tjie character, but with-

out any substitute trait to interest or amuse. In this

part of the opera there is nothing to reprobate on the
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-score of morality, nothing to condemn, except Mr. Lewis s

adaptation of a subject to the stage which the pen of a

Sheridan had supplied before, in his inimitable comedy

of the School for Scandal. The sub -plot is of another

description ; in this, Beauchamp, a married man, under

the assumed name of Dorimant, inveigles the affections

of a young -girl, and elopes with her from her father in

India : take the narration in the author's own words

through the mouth of Beauchamp.

Beau* Ah ! Mr. Walslngham how shall I tell you

—

Wals. Out with it

!

Beau. That I have been—that I still am—a villain !

Wals , I dont believe one word of it ; he who dare own that

he has been a villain, must needs already have ceased to be

one.

Beau. Hear me then, and judge for yourself. You knew

well the character of the woman to whose fate, while I was still

a stripling, accident, not affection, united mine.

Wals. Yes, and a miserable life she led you !

Beau. During three years, she rendered my home a hell, my
patience was at length exhausted. I made over to my wife

the remnants of an estate, which her extravagance had ruined ;

bade this domestic fiend an eternal farewell, and sailed, under

the assumed name of Dorimant, to India.

Wals. I see no harm as yet. Lived with her three j^ears ?

I would not have lived with her three days—no, not to have

buried her on the fourth.

Beau. Soon after my arrival in India, it was my chance to

save the life -of the famous Mortimer; who

Wals. The Nabob, whose immense wealth

—

Beau. The same. This procured me admission to his house

—where I saw his daughter Zorayda. She was lovely and

grateful—and in an unguarded moment—yet heaven can witness

to my intentions; in an unguarded moment—I—I was a

villain 1

Wals. Little better, I must say !

Beau. Marry her I could not, her fathers wrath was dread-

ful, Zorayda sought a refuge from it in my arms, and fled with

me from India.
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Waits, From India, and from her father ? and with a married

And concluding this quotation, we shall reiterate " from

India! and from her father!! and with a married

man! !
!" Are these the precepts and examples that are

to be held up to our daughters; is it thus the distracted

father of a debauched child is to be consoled by three

shillings-worth in the pit of the Lyceum ! or find an apo-

logy for the crutch of his old age being torn from his fee-

ble hand! We have heard much of " unguarded mo-

ments," of " good intentions," &c. &c. but we must con-

fess, we are at a loss to understand their true meaning.

If such " unguarded moments," are likely to occur to,

according to our acceptation of the term, men of ho-

nour, and women of virtue, then, indeed, it

will be extremely hazardous to trust your wife or daugh-

ter out of your presence, or admit your friend to your

table, fearing the occurrence of these " unguarded mo-

ments ;" when with *' amiable motives," and " good

intentions," your honourable friend seduces your wife, or

debauches your child, through the impulse of the most

generous feelings; when the soul is impressed with the

mostfervent friendship, the most exalted love, the most

heartfelt gratitude. This may be very correct, but we
cannot help thinking, that a gentleman and lady, who are

about to indulge their little amorous desires, must have

some other sentiments in their head than those above

alluded to: and if they have, their claims to honour and

yirtue may be questioned. We were always of opinion,

that love and lust were two very different passions, which

never could be identified as one. As friendship is a senti-

ment indiscriminately binding the sexes, as man to man,

or man to woman (where no other passion is felt) by ties

the. most pure^ and feelings the most exaltedly disinte-

rested : so love is equally as pure in its nature, though

confined, and felt only by man for woman, or woman for

man a and partaking of those sexual desires so essential
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to. the duesustainment of human nature : and who would

be less than nature ? indeed, what laws could blot it from

us; but mark the limits which this generous passion has

prescribed. He who truly loves, could never be brought

to tempt the honour, the chastity, to wound the de-

licacy, or call a blush upon the cheek of her whom
he prizes ! whom he loves ! the female too—she who
loves, and who, from the peculiar softness of her na-

ture, loves so purely, so tenderly ! she, who like the

twining ivy, creeps up the stately wall for shelter and

protection, who, in the strength of her attachment to the

object of whom she's enamoured, would thread the com-

plex mazes of the wTorld, would brave with heroic for-

titude the most appalling danger, and embrace vicissitude :

for what is so heroic, or who, as a feeling, a virtuous, and

a loving woman ? Such a female, could never be involved

in the ruin attendant on " unguarded moments." Her

soul, in the purity of the sentiment with which it was

animated, would turn away with loathing from the first

attempt of the seducer, although her heart adored, and

indignation would surmount the passion.

Such then is pure love, a passion hemmed round on

every side by honour, assailable on none; a passion,

comprehending sexual desire, but so imperceptible is

that desire to the mind, that though its gratification

might be delightful, it would never be sought for but by

those laws, divine and human which ratify it as holy.

Pass the rubiconof love, all beyond is lust, and in this

passion the grossness of its nature evidences that it is

liable to its " unguarded moments ;" but if the term
" unguarded moments" is to be used as an apology for

the gratification of its appetite, why then the prostitute

who plies in the public streets for hire, may plead her

doing so in an " unguarded moment." The man of lust-

ful pleasure, he who possesses all the brutal sensuality

of his type, the baboon, may plead when caught in visit-

ing the veriest stews and brothels, that those were his

•« unguarded moments/' and with as fair claims to com^
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passion as the author of the Monk has given to Beau-
champ and Zorayda, in his " Rich and Poor." Are these

hard truths, or is the question unfairly stated ? But to

proceed—now then comes Zorayda's compunction, and

which is to obtain for her the commiseration of her au-

ditors. She enters with Mrs. Secret,joining her in a duet

to the tune, " Time has not thinned my flowing hair."

Now bright Ju y to pleasure calls,

But townsmen hear the call in vain, &c. &c.

By the bye, this is a sober sort of sadness, in the expres-

sion of which, the sufferer values too highly the bloom

on her cheek, to suffer the Penseroso tint to fade its roses.

However, something better follows, in reply to Mrs.

Secret's informing her of the death of Beauchamp's wife.

Zor. Ah ! Secret, and should then the death of onewho never

injured me—alas, of one whom I have deeply injured, be to

me the source of joy ? AVretched Zorayda 1 how art thou

iallen

!

Speaking of her manners in public, she says,

Zor. — Is gay, is forced, is agonising ! from Beauchamp

spring my sufferings, and therefore I would not have the world

see that I suffer; but believe me, the smiles which play on

iny cheek in public, are to my heart as moon-beams falling on

some rock of ice ; they shine but warm not.

Mrs. Secret sings a song, quits the stage, and Zorayda,

left to herself, exclaims

Zor. Yes, 'tis resolved ! Edward, we must part, and for

^ver !—what! his mistress? the mistress of a married man!

Break, fond heart, break ! but support such shame no longer.

Some one comes ;—perhaps 'tis he.

This speech is not sufficiently expressive of that agony

•of suffering, which we presume Mr. Lewis is anxious to

convey ; and is only further confirmatory of the immoral

character of Zorayda, or th subtlety of the picture which

the author has drawn.
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In a subsequent scene between Beauchamp and Zorayda

there is a little more of the pathetic, but how are we to

hear the following conclusion to that dialogue, and not

feel that the pales of virtue are trodden under foot

!

Beau. You mentioned some trinkets which you wished to

purchase ; these notes will answer their price, and now my
love farewell for the present.

Zor. Yet say, to whom go you ?

Beau. To a poor relation of Modish's, who applied to him.for

Telief.

Zor. And he departed— ?

Beau. Unrelieved,

Zor. Alas! yet perhaps he was undeserving.

Beau. That I know not, but trust me, Zorayda, I love not

those who weigh too nicely the transgressions of a -sufferer : To
punish human errors is the province of heaven ; to relieve human.

wants is the duty of man.

Zor. And whither is he now gone ?

Beau. To Mrs. Ormond's, whose noble heart would willingly

relieve him, but whose means -—

Zor. And if she cannot—what must he do ?

B t i >i Starve, Zorayda !

Zor. He shall not !—no—no—he shall not ! follow him ?

these notes—take them—take them all ! nay, oppose me not 5

dear Edward, in this I must not be opposed.

Beau. Oppose you, Zorayda ? Oh ! be my own heart har-

dened, when I defeat the generosity of yours !

The trinkets alluded to by Beauchamp, and the notes

given to Zorayda, are the principal objects of our repro-

bation in this scene. The giving of money is too coarse

and gross to be even passable : in factj what is there in

the scene to characterise any thing short of the visit of a

sentimental rake to his concubine ?

The scene between Miss Chatterall and Zorayda is not

at all favourable to the character of the latter ; the tone

of merriment with which she rallies Miss Chatterall on

being " married in St. Martin's church to a Serjeant of

the Guards, of the name of Brazen, on the 17th of last
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June, at five and thirty minutes past eleven, odd seconds i

and that you have at this moment two fine little boys at

nurse with Mrs. Mum, No. 9, Paradise-row, three doors

from the red lamps and green railing !"

As he approaches nearer to the conclusion of his dra-

ma, the author grows a little more serious, and warms
the breast of his heroine with better feelings, and more

apparently sincere contrition : but the last scene still

bears about it evident signs of a wrong head : take it as a

general principle, and in a subject of this description, we
have no right to make it an abstract case, that it is a sign

of human nature that the most wretched delinquent will

console himself with—thank God, I am not so bad as so

and so! and the lowest prostitute will refer you to the

time when she " was not always so," and tell you a piti-

able tale of the arts that were used to seduce her from

virtue—a tale pitiable enough, and God knows often

likely to be true. Fancy then for a moment the father of

a dishonoured child I pleading to a dishonoured daughter

to leave her seducer (a married man!) in the following

words ; and it is doing the author but justice to say that

if he hasknowm little of human nature in the construction

of his drama, he has felt it in the last scene, and most ably

pourtrayed the agonized feelings of afather,and the distrac-

tion of a repentant child.

Riv. I will not dwell upon the worth of public opinion, the

blessings ofself-satisfaction, the torments ofpresent shame, and

of future remorse ; I know full well how light these considera-

tions weigh against love, when a young hand holds the balance.

Miss Mandeville, I will speak of your father, will explain how

heavy is a father's curse—will paint how dreadful is a father's

anguish '.—Well can 1 describe that anguish, I have felt it-

feel it still ! I once had a daughter

—

Zor. (Aside) His voice faulters !

Riv. This daughter—oh—how I loved her, words cannot

say—thought cannot measure ! This daughter sacrificed me
for a villain, fled from my paternal roof, and—her flight has

broken my heart—her ingratitude has dug my grave*

Zor, (Aside) How I suffer, oh, my heart!
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Riv. Young lady, my daughter's seducer was Beauchamp

!

he has deserted her, so, doubt it not, will he desert you. My
execration is upon her ! Oh ! let not your father's fall upon you

as heavy. Haste to him 'ere it be too late ! wait not till his

resentment becomes rooted—till his resolve becomes immuta-

ble—-till he shed such burning tears as I now shed—till he

suffers such bitter pangs as I now suffer-—till he curses as I

now curse

—

Zor. (Throwing aside her veil and sinking on her knees)

Spare me 1 spare me !

Riv. Zorayda ! (after a pause) Away \

Zor. Pardon ! pardon !

Riv. Leave me, girl !

Zor. While t have life, never again ! never, no, not even

though you still frown on me ! nay, struggle not ! Father, I

am a poor desperate distracted creature ! still shall my lips,

till sealed by death, cry to you for mercy—still will I thus

ciasp my father's hand, till he cuts off mine, or else forgives

me

!

Riv. Zorayda ! girl 1—Hence foolish tears !

Zor. I hope not for kindness, I sue but for pardon—I ask

not to live happy in your love, I plead but to die soothed by

your forgiveness—still loath my fault, frown on me still, dash

me on the earth, trample me in the dust, kill me, but forgive

me !

Riv. Her voice—her tears—I can support them no longer.

(Breaks from her and hastens to the door.)

Zor. (Wringing her hands in despair) He goes ! he leaves

me ! cruel ! cruel ! Oh ! were my mother but alive!

Riv. (Starting) Her mother !

Zor. Ah ! he stops. She lives then ! lives still in his heart

!

Oh ! plead thou for me, sainted spirit ! plead thou too, in for-

mer sorrows my greatest comfort, in present sufferings, my
only hope ! (taking a picture from her bosom) Look on it, my
father ! 'tis the portrait of your wife, of your adored Zorayda !

look on these eyes—you have so often said they were like mine.

Be moved by my voice—you have so often said it reminded

you of my mother's !

—
'tis she who thus sinks at your feet

—

'tis she who now cries to you, pardon your erring, your repen-

tant child I father, I stand on the brink of ruin, already the

VOL. IVo S S
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ground gives way beneath my feet—yet a moment, and I am
lost! save me ! father, save me ! If not for my sake, if not for

your own, Oh, father, father, save me for my mother's sake

!

Riv. (Looking alternately at the portrait and her) Zorayda,

Zorayda! My child, my child '.(sinks on her bosom)

He vvno can peruse this and not feel must possess a

heart more insensible than flint, which, when struck

will emit fire, although but a hasty spark. He who can

see the acting of Fawcett and Miss Kelly, and not dissolve

into tears, is totally unacquainted with that exquisite

sensation, the susceptibility of the human heart. How-

could Mr. Lewis thus feel, how could he thus write,

placing his heroine in a state of suffering bordering on

f'rensy, and with this awakened sense about him, lull

the recollection of what a sacrifice he had made, of every

genuine feeling of virtue, in this his chief character, un-

til the denouement. She is seduced by Beauchamp! she

elopes with him from India! she lives with him in adul-

tery in London ! knows well the existence of his wife '.

and receives money at his hands to purchase trinkets

!

Does it not savour of the fee of prostitution ?—it is too

gross. You now and then hear of her contrition and

uneasiness : but no impulse of degraded honour rouses

her to flight from her adulterous seducer. And she only

begins to tremble then, for the first time, when she hears

her father's voice.

Beauchamp is a sickly plant, drooping his head from

the first scene to the last. Rivers is well drawn, some-

times overcharged. Walsingham is a perambulating gen-

tleman, who has nothing to do but fill up the scene. Lord

Listless is a fop of the first water, without head or heart.

Such characters may ornament the upper walks of so-

ciety ; but they are no less despicable on that account.

Lady Clara Modish and Miss Chattsrall remind us some

how or other of the School for Scandal, yet it is not like

it— it is not even the ghost of that comedy. But it recals

it to us as fantastic clouds form to the vision of the school-

boy a camel ! or some other monstrous shape !
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We have .dwelt with greater length on this opera than

our limits prescribe; but so much has been done to

corrupt the morals of the age, that it is high time some*

thing now be done to reform them.

A NOBLE LORD, A CULPRIT, AND A PRIVATE
SECRETARY!!!

" Credo vos tibi esse eundera, actutum extra portam.'*

The crimes which disgrace the soil of Britain are

manifold ; the laws which the wisdom of our ancestors^

and the superabundant wisdom of our legislative assem-

blies, since the commencement of the present happy

reign, have enacted for the express punishment of those

crimes,are also numerous, equal to the justice of each in-

dividual case. But in the general amalgamation of society,

the component parts of the incongruent mixture are so

ill adapted to amend and remove the deadly venom called

vice, that sometimes it lurks in the system without the pos-

sibility of removal. It adheres mostly to the higher cir-

cles of the ton, nay it even finds its way into the inmost

recesses of the city. The Doctors of the Law—-a species

of Hirudo, are conveniently anfait, and with the wealthy,

at all times ready and willing to pervert the stream ofjus*

tice. which should flow pure, The unfortunate man who
falls within the grasp ofthese worthies, and is too poor to

convince them in the words of Gay that " gold from law

can take off the sting," pays the forfeit of his crime, be the

forfeit what it may.

These observations have been so often repeated and so

generally acknowledged, that it would be a was£e of paper

to extend them further ; therefore for the present" it will

l>e sufficient for the purpose of the proposed anecdotes t©

hang them up, and to pursue the tale,
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The trio—the objects of our castigation, are to wet!

known in the world that a sketch of their characters will

convey to the least informed a just portrait of their re-

spective merits, and while the contemplation calls forth an

honest burst of indignation from the good man—while it

raises a blush on the cheek of virtue, while a sigh escapes

from the heart, the heart will retain this most inestimable

consolation—" The ways of the wicked are full of guilt

and of danger but the turnings of the virtuous are the

sure roads to happiness and safety."

The highest in rank of these persons is by birth unfor-

tunately a nobleman ! ! ! unfortunately, we repeat it, a no-

bleman ; for the fiat of a prince stamped on his ancestors

that designation, and the law of the land carries down to

the latest posterity in the male line that honourable and

distinguishing title. The deeds of this nobleman are hung

up in the court of vice. His memory, when time shall have

swept him away from the face of the earth, will live in the

recollection of succeeding generations, and Virtue point-

ing at the scroll which contains his misdeeds, shall exclaim

to her son—" my child, avoid the path which that hoary-

headed seducer took—live after my precepts, and the

evening of thy age shall pass away acceptable in the sight

ofcreation." Such will be the language of virtue when giv-

ing advice. Future beings may by it learn to profit—the

sacred mansion of the clergyman may remain unpolluted

—his hitherto virtuous and beloved wife may escape the-

shoal ofdestruction—the court of law may escape the tale

of pollution, and the reverend plaintiff no more be disgust-

ed with the abominable fact—lawyers may be deprived of

their fees, and that sort of civil justice which gives to the

injured husband ten thousand pounds, (poor reparation

for the foulest of all crimes !) be dispensed with.

In the present age of incontinence—of crime—of wick-

edness and of folly, astonishment is superseded by example.

—The Governor, revelling in the luxuries of vice, sur-*

rounded by pimps and parasites, fed and encouraged in his

lewd and vicious courses, by a host of titled husbands.
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themselves acting the parts of groom porters to their own

unlicenced stews ; furnish to the ignorant, the unlettered,

and depraved, the only road to everlasting destruction.

With such an example can a people be prosperous and

happy ? will the selection of a hoary-headed seducer to fill

one of the highest officer m the *********
conduce to the return of virtue ? Will she not,on thecon-

trary, fly this modern court of Comus,and in the shades of

darkness and obscurity weep out her sorrows and her life ?

The airofJB* — may prolong a miserable exist-

ence, but the eagerness of reflection will corrode the few

exterior comforts of life, and in the silence of the grave she

will find relief from all her woes.

The middleman under our present head never held a

higher rank in society than that of a tradesman- multi-

farious indeed have been his tradings, until the strong arm
ofthe law compelled him by the lenient hand ofbankrupt-

cy to disclose his property. These arts were so often

repeated that credit was staggered, and in the end failing

to obtain of the manufacturer goods to carry on his un-

derhand dealings, he had recourse to s g practices,

and under pretence of negotiating bills of exchange filled

the office of money-broker—the cash, which he procured

upon the faith of the acceptors' names, seldom found its

way into the pockets of the unsuspicious persons by whom
this bill-broker was employed. It was in this capacity

that he introduced himself to the hoary-headedseducer, who
was pressed for cash to assist him in his new schemes of

universal system of excessive debauchery.

Having been entrusted by the •, with bills to the

amount of many thousands of pounds in value, he put

some ofthem into circulation, and of course procured their

value:—previous to the bills becoming due this honest

broker converted the cash to his own use, and then wrote

to the J a variety of threatening letters with a view

to induce him to pay them.

A certain foreigner (since expelled thiscountry,)and two
other persons were implicated with him; the threatened
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charge against the however, became so much the

talk of the town, and the reflections cast upon his cha-

racter were so galling to his sensibility,that his latent feel-

ings were aroused, and under the advice of certain honour-

able men, lie indicted the letter-writers for a conspiracy—*

the consequence was, that three of them were tried (the

other being non est inventus) and though two were acquit-

ted the present hero was found guilty, and sentenced to be

imprisoned for the term of two yearsjmd to wear as a mark

of distinction the order of the wood round his neck for

one hour : the latter part of the sentence has been carried

into execution, and he is now satisfying justice under the

controul of time, by passing the remainder of his term in

prison.

The career of this man has been marked for years by a

series of crimes, which although they have avoided the

notice of a criminal tribunal have, nevertheless, stamped

his character with the epithet of—Infamy! To enume-

rate the whole of them would fill a volume. Under the

sanction of a demand for justice he (the culprit) in one in-

stance nas had the good fortune to find a jury so prone to

what the law denominates a recognition of the subject's

rights, as to receive at their hands damages to the amount

of one hundred pounds ! The case was this: during the ad-

ministration ofjustice by Lord Eldon as chief of the court

of Common Pleas,he was apprehended in Ireland on suspi-

cion of being aiding and assisting in a felony alledged to be

committed by a bankrupt soap-maker: the felony charged

against the soap-maker was the secretion of several thou-

sand pounds in bank notes from his creditors ; the man
not satisfactorily accounting for the disbursement of these

notes, further than alledging that he was overturned in a

mail coach and lost them! For this account of their disap-

pearing the soap-maker was committed to prison, and there

has remained. After a iap.'e of years the notes were passed

in Ireland, and from certain circumstances the culprit, one

of our present heroes, was suspected of being aiding in the

fraud ; he was arrested accordingly, and brought over in the
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custody of the gaoler of an Irish prison to Liverpool, where

he was lodged for safe custody one night. There is an old

act of parliament which gives to the person committed

under such circumstances permission to demand of the

gaoler a sight of the warrant of committal ; on refusal of

the gaoler to satisfy the demand, the act enacts a penalty

of one hundredpounds,tobe recovered by an action at law.

On this act Mr. brought his action, and the learned

judge, though on the trial he regretted the hardship of

the gaoler's case, was bound to tell the jury they must find

for the plaintiff. At length,however,some years having rol-

led over his head and his actio?is
9
the law caught him by the

heels, which they tripped up, and he now lays perdu, in

the hopes of a joyful resurrection ! he dines in style with

his tonish friends, drinks his wine, cracks his joke, and

laughs at the folly of mankind !

The last of this precious trio fills the office of private

secretary to the * * * * *, has been honoured also with

the rank of*** ********* *^ an(j m ^ie
best informed circles is also dignified with the enviable

title of * * * * to the same ***** personage.

Certain it is, that we have within our knowledge facts

which would most indisputably prove his title to the

latter of these honourable appellations. He also is a mem-
ber of the* * *** of *******.

Places have been showered down upon his head for

secret services ; public ones he never performed. In short*

his master finds him pliant for any purpose, and conse-

quently he is constantly employed : when any dirty work

is to be performed, Little John is summoned to go

through with the drudgery, and he will with as good

a grace convey in his carriage a * * * * to the * * *

* * * as his own* * * *. Such a man, exhibiting on all

occasions the quintessence of politeness, must be a most

valuable member in society. To his master he undoubt-

edly is, and therefore he was selected on a late occasion to

be the hand which should convey to the culprit that modus,

which from some quarter w^s deemed necessary to be
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carried to procure his silence and prevent his blabbing.

But to the point

—

The culprit, we have already observed, is suffering in

prison, according to law, for a conspiracy against the

——— , and it would be an insult to the judge who
tried, and the jury which condemned him, to infer (from

the fact which we are about to disclose), that either the

one,in his exposition of the law on the case,gave a misdi-

rection, or that the other misunderstood the facts which

the —-?— and other witnesses swore to. Certain it is

that the culprit has stood in the pillory! Well, then,

having passed through that disgraceful ordeal, it s'eems he

then becomes a proper companion for the private secreta-

ry to visit; the prison, as it were, by the knighting of a

culprit, is converted into a palace ; but the Knight of the
' wooden collar is poor. How then jnust he be provided

for? A consultation is held at * * * '* *, at which

the prosecutor assists, and the ****** * of course is

admitted. The question is put : whether the knight, like

other knights about the , shall be rewarded with a

place. It is found that most places are disposed of. The
place of U—r of the B—k R-d,so lately vacant, is now
filled by a knight. The black rod of Justice, the knight

of the collar has been honoured with! What is then to

be done? Why the only means which the C *

H C can devise to provide for the culprit is to

to give him—a tension!!! Mark this, ye heroes of

the Nile—of Trafalgar—of Camperdown—of Egypt, &c.

&c. who amidst the din and thunder of war, have lost

your limbs, and expended your best blood in the service

of your country! Does not your heartVblood curdle at

the word pension ? Do you not exclaim, " Is this the

reward of knavery and of honour too? Be the name

blotted out from the court rolls! The plains of Sala-

manca may smoke with the blood of slaughtered thou-

sands fighting the cause of Spain, but never let it be said

that the reward of the crippled and disabled soldier is a

pension/" Some such expressions as these may escape
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the lips of the best friends to their country, when the

worst enemies are revelling in the spoils of the nation.

But to return to the tale. The pension agreed upon

—

then followed the question—how it should be paid to

the culprit? It was resolved to pay him four guineas
per week, and that sum he now actually receives from
THE HANDS OF THE SECRETARY !!!

This fact, curious as it is, very naturally gives rise to cu-

rious conjecture as to the probable or possible reasons

which have induced the or the , or both con-

jointly,to settle this pension upon the man who conspired

against the honour and character of one of the two.

What ! is there something dreadful within the knowledge

of this man against one or both of the parties ? Do they

fear exposure ? Is the pliant Secretary a party concern-

ed ? These are questions which, on some future occasion,

we may resolve by the publication of some further facts*

For the present, it is sufficient to lay before the public

the truth, as connected with the pension, and wishing

the >~, the Culprit, and the Secretary, every

gratification which can arise to them from the possession

of such feelings as they possess—we will leave them to

the enjoyment ofthose feelings.concluding with the homely

motto which stands at the head of the article

:

Credo vos tibi esse eundern actutum extra portam.

A SECOND LETTER TO A NOBLE LORD OF
THE SISTER KINGDOM,

My Lord,

You may easily conceive the satisfaction with which I

learned that the " Scourge" and your breakfast table,

were inseparable ; and how grateful I felt that your Lord-

ship read my epistle contained in the 20th number with

feelings of a doubtful birth ; that you knew the portrait,

VOL. ir. t t
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and that for the first time in your life corrosive reflection

excited sensations, which not even the bold effrontery of

notorious guilt could dissipate, not even the intoxication

produced by successful villainy could produce one bra-

zen spark of bravoism, to dispel ; no, it took your Lord-

ship in an hour of languor, in an hour of gloom, when
you had risen nervous and jaded from the foul bed of

debauchery, and you had no appetite for vice : when yois

had no resource to fly from the stealing stings of con-

science that flit round the heart in the dread hours of

lassitude, when a book was resorted to, to blunt the keen

edge of remorse and debilitating suffering ; for your

Lordship reads as the fevered patient takes medicine,

not to improve the mind, but to relieve the bod}-. Well,

mine was the chance to stand by the side of a reproving

conscience—your Lordship's eye dwelt on the page—you

read—you trembled. I found I was mistaken, and I now
hasten to correct the error I had rushed into. I had

supposed that your Lordship was a bold-faced son of

vice, on whom exposure could not operate, a libertine

whom reasoning could not reprove, and who, instead of

fearing, would rather glory in the publicity of his vices !

and I had planned to myself, that I would publicly nar-

rate a few of your Lordships exploits, to gratify your

vanity • at the same time to prove to the public how de-

serving you were of the enviable rank you hold in society,,

and the distinguishing epithets which are assimilated

with your name 1 I had summed up your Lordship's

character in one sentence, " a bold-faced villain !" I

knew you as capable of pandering to the appetites of

others, as of gratifying your own, at the expence of every

feeling of common honesty. I knew you could debauch

a wife, or daughter, by any of the foulest means, but I

thought you could honourably have called out the hus-

band, and brother, and deiioc ately have shot them! but

I find that I am mistaken, your Lordship can only stab

like an assassin in the dark ! I knew that you could hunt

out the hidden retreats of the trading black-leg, and
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weave with him the fatal web of ruin to the inexperienced

gamester! Well did I know that you could plunder with

false dies, without one throe of compunction! and that

you could retain such fiends as a Bishop! or a Dawson I

on the race-course, to poison, to plunder, to destroy. I

knew these things, and I thought I knew the innermost

of your Lordship's heart, and that failure alone in any

one of these diabolical practices could have excited com-

punction, could have excited shame ! I had yet to learn

that you had your hours of retrospection ! I had yet to

learn that the morning's head-ache produced the bitterest

heart-ache ! a heart-ache of the most horrible descrip-

tion, urged by no abstract feeling of compunction, but

as connected with visible bodily decay, with weakness

and debility. I had to learn that your Lordship, sinking

into decrepitude, though not publicly, very apparent

from your Lordship's habits and style of dress, began to

tremble with apprehension at the disclosure of early-

facts ! that as your appetite for vice decayed with your

bodily vigour, you began to regret what you had been,

not because you had been, but because you could not be !

resembling the convicted criminal's repentance, not for

the crime, but that he could not still be criminal. To
learn these things, my Lord, was triumph, was exulta-

tion. To know that I could make your Lordship trem-

ble, that I could appal the corrupt heart, that in hours

of solitude I could torture to distraction the fevered

brain of the bankrupt man of pleasure! this to me, my
Lord, was a gource of unspeakable joy, and it shall go

hard, but I will be near your Lordship, and unsparingly

perform my task. I will be an unceasing knell, ringing

in your ears ; sleeping, I'll haunt your dreams ; waking,
I'll be your terror. You must read—you dare not dis-

card me—you will still continue to read the Scourge !

though you open it with horror! for there is an indefin-

able something that leads the reluctant terror-stricken

culprit to the threshold of the reprover!

I shall avoid the prolixity of detailing family events
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or family history ; the peerage will best narrate who your

father was, to whom from him the title of devolved,

and the catastrophe by which you became the possessor.

These are circumstances intimately before the world, and

have no connection with my memoirs. Pedigree to me
is duli and uninteresting as a sermon on charity to your

Lordship ; I shall confine myself briefly to a few particular

anecdotes, and I would that I could find in your Lord-

ship's whole history one palliative to soften down any

one vice, so as to bring' your Lordship as deserving only

a sentence in the second class of criminal punishment.

About thirty years ago your Lordship was first known
to the town as the Hon. Mr. , brother to the Earl

f ,

,, The theatre, the tavern, the brothel, the

gaming table, and the race-course, soon knew you, and

marked you as a genius of no ordinary class, a votary

ofno ordinary attainments. At the theatre you were dis-

tinguished for the shameless ease with which you pub-

licly toyed with the girls of the town ; for the broad

horse-laugh with which you interrupted the performance,

and foi which you were so often greeted with the gallery

cries of " throw him over I" " turn him out !" &c. &c :

At the tavern for immoderate appetite, deep drinking,

wr ild besotted unruly violence, and the length ofyour bills*

At the brothel, as the pimp and pander of a P —

,

as the unprincipled bilk of a W , and the pro-

moter of riot and confusion. At the gaming table, as

the companion of sharpers, as an adept in cogging, and a

rook of the blackest feather. At the race course, as the

sure better, a knowing one, and equal to any foul play.

In private society, or rather fashionable female society,

you were notorious among women of virtue, for your per-

secutions ; among women of another class, for your dis-

honorable gallantry, and abandoned boastings of the fe-

male favours you had received. In the public streets

you still preserved your notoriety ; in your pedestrian

tours, as one despising the common forms and customs

of society, dead to shame ! and to be seen as bottle- holder
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io a fight, lounging with prostitutes, or dodging the timo-

rous female to her home ; in your curricle you were no

less a nuisance, and still continue so ,- celebrated as a

whip, you attracted all eyes, and hy the aid of your

equipage, you contrived to practice all sorts of fraud on

the simple tradesman, deceived by your appearance, and

effrontery of your manners. By the bye, your Lordship

is not a little indebted to that singular cast of countenance

which defies the blush, and which is not to be ruffled by

any circumstance, or on any occasion. Well, my Lord,

as the Hon. Mr. —- you were first known to the

town, and how known ! I have before mentioned.

I shall now proceed to narrate the first amour in the

metropolis, in which your Lordship was notoriously en-

gaged. Tavistock-street, Covent-g&rden, was at the time

we are now about to speak of, the Bond-street of the day,

it was the fashionable lounge where your Lordship

daily sported your person, as a pedestrian and a cha-

rioteer., The milliners' shops were as fully as respecta-

ble as those now in Bond-street, and the milliners' girls

had the reputation of being fully as pretty. Eliza

caught your Lordship's eye, and the vicious appe-

tite of a brutal sensualist was aroused. She was a very

interesting girl, about eighteen ! you were not above

two years her elder ; her father, a Welch clergyman,

died in her infancy, leaving his unfortunate widow with

five children, in a state of absolute poverty. This good

woman, whose whole happiness centered in that of her

offspring, was chiefly miserable on their account. With
the assistance of her parishioners, who esteemed the

memory of their venerable pastor, and valued her and

her family, she was enabled to open a school, the profits

of which were sufficient to keep the wolf from the door,

and afforded her an opportunity of apprenticing out Eliza

to a fashionable milliner in London. With many tears

did the good mother bedew the cheek of her child at

parting—many prayers did she send up for her welfare.,

and with blessings and good counsels did she take her
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final leave of her. Scarcely a mouth had Eliza been in

London when your Lordship espied her. I need give no

description of her beauty, for it must be in your recol-

lection ; I need not recal to you her diffidence, her mo-
desty, her real virtue !—they must be still fresh on your

recollection. You cannot forget the many stratagems you
resorted to to entangle her—they all failed except one !

—the one for which your Lordship ought to have suffered

a death of torments, painful even to enumerate. I shall

narrate that diabolical stratagem to you, lest it should

have in any degree faded from your recollection, and in

the hopes that it may call a sting to your bosom such as

you well deserve. Finding that to reveal to the unfor-

tunate girl your views upon her person, afforded but a

hopeless prospect of success, your Lordship paved the

way by means more subtle, more certain. You affected

a virtuous commiseration for the misfortunes of her mo-
ther, and gained interviews, under the pretext of talking

over the means of rendering that mother's situation more
comfortable: with what a pious hypocrisy did you delude

her ! but it was not the force of language that could

effect your purpose with this charming girl; argument

could not weaken the chain that bound her to virtue !—

a

sleeping potion w7as the abandoned refuge of your hopes

—you prevailed. In a death-like stupor you bore her

to a bagnio. You, murderer-like, tore the jewel (chas-

tity) from her unconscious breast. Beastly voluptuary !

—you that night revelled in the charms of a poor in-

animate ! The morning saw her wretched, defiled,and saw

you, hot-blooded sensualist, shivering with the conscious-

ness of guilt -trembling for the consequences—saw you

on your knees crying for mercy—dreading the fury of

a distracted woman—you offered her marriage—you gave

her a written promise ! ! /—you soothed !—you supplicat-

ed !—wept!—implored.—Coward, coward, you knew

your life was endangered !—j^ouknew it was in her keep-

ing !—she pardoned, and under the impression of becom-

ing your wife—a promise sacredly pledged, and by a
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written declaration secured—she became your mistress,

and a few days after saw her, in elegant apartments, the

chere amie of a villain ! For the first six weeks your

Lordship was singularly attentive to your victim, your

terrors had not evaporated—indeed they betrayed a visi-

ble effect on your gaiety, and you suffered much banter-

ing among your associates—the promise of marriage to

Eliza had been frequently renewed, but you found ample

excuses to defer it for the present, such as breaking the

ice to your , from whom you had considerable ex-

pectations—and some necessary preparations that must

be made, such as a suitable establishment, &c. &c.

—

These were the apologies for a procrastination, which

allowed you time to recover yourself, and plot fresh

schemes of villainy. Six weeks was a long period for

you to devote to the shrine of one ; the seventh and eighth

betrayed a little coldness; the beginning of the thirdmonth

you got possession of the written promise of marriage ! ! !

proving you, capable of every crime, you stole the paper

which you had given as thepurchase price ofyour life. You
destroyed it, and felt secure. Eliza was now but seldom

resorted to,—you became indifferent,—your lordship had

started fresh game—a fourth month passed—marriage

was no longer talked of, excuses for long and repeated

absences were no longer made,—you confessed that your

partiality began to abate.—Eliza was in a state of preg-

nancy,— she revealed to you her situation,—but your

heart was cold to her cries, deaf to her entreaties,—she

upbraided you—you defied her!—she taxed you with

your promise of marriage,—which you coldly denied

ever having made!—she searched for the paper to con-

vince you, and in the agony of the moment,—but it was
gone! it resisted the most careful search ! she fainted,

and your Lordship very deliberately rung the bell for

assistance, and left the house.—I will leave the world to

judge of your Lordship, if these were your feelings at the

age of twenty ! Poor Eliza only recovered to a sense of

her wretchedness—shut out from her mother to whom she
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had never wrote since her unhappy fall—torn from vir*

tuous society, pregnant, and probably abandoned by he*
unprincipled seducer, it must be exquisite for your Lord-
ship to form an opinion, as to what must have been her

feelings. It now became you to enquire the means of

removing this hank from your sleeve, and your compas-
sion for her was evidenced, by your turning her over to

a friend, an officer in the Guards,—it was considerate!

but when Eliza read the letter you sent her by this friend,

—your Lordship should have seen her dropping on her

frenzied knee—her lips quivering with curses on the

monster who had betrayed her ! her hands clasped in all

the wildness of despair, her eyes clinging upwards to

heaven, looking horror, while her voice was franticly

imploring for justice from heaven, for the annihilation,

sou] and body of -—
!

Such your Lordship should have seen and heard. Cap-

tain was indescribably shocked,—he pitied the

poor sufferer, and left her with no very high opinion of

your Lordship's honor as a gentleman, or your feelings

as a man. To follow this wretched being into all the

miseries which ensued, would occupy volumes—to speak

of her unmerited sufferings, faithfully to paint them, re-

quires a master's hand—from this period your Lordship

saw her no more ! contributed no longer to her exist-

ence ! she was left with a broken heart, to the wide

world's mercy ! bearing her load of shame—her frame,

weakened by the shock, sunk under the oppression of

accumulated griefs—she died, a truly pitiable object ! but

your Lordship suffered not, and still were seen in your

usual haunts, with the same undaunted brow of guilt,

the same smiles, and devising similar schemes for similar

destruction

!

Here ends my second lecture : so now, my Lord,

" To breakfast with what appetite you may ;"

And I beg leave to promise you a third repast.

Censok,
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THE GARDEX—A PARODY.
WRITTEN ON OCCASION OF A LATE DISCOVERY.*

In early days when mother Eve,

A story which we all believe,

Our father Adam knew,

She clasped him in her circling arms,

And first enjoy'd his youthful charms,

Where shrubs in Eden grew.

H the fair approv'd the plan,

And wantonly led forth her man
To R 's charming grove,

Where murmuring waters cool'd the shade,

She all her beauteous form display'd,

And gave a loose to love.

Hail mighty love, sweet source of joy,

Which ne'er the amorous fair can cloy,

Accept my willing lays,

For thee I'll tune the Cyprian lyre,

For thee indulge each warm desire,

And sing with warmth thy praise.

And first among thy favorite train,

They foremost rank, who meet each swain,

In fields and meadows gay

;

Who copying nature's easy rule,

Amidst the fanning breezes cool,

Their passions to allay.

Who with each other fondly vie,

In hot-houses to heave the sigh,

While love's all potent fire,

Rages with such resistless flame,

That persons whom we dare not name,

Scorched by a two-fold heat expire.

Viz. of a celebrated personage and Lady—— in a hot-house.

vol. iv, u u
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Whether in woods, or couch reclin'd,

Which ever way the fair's inclin'd,

To sport in Cyprian games ;

H we all confess, alone,

Has made the Sylvan fashion known,
And thus her lover tames.

From him, 'twere lunacy to hide

Those charms that form'd her earliest pride^

And grace the seat of love

;

And he well versed in 's bowers,

Sips of its sweetest fairest flowers

And imitates great Jove.

Fair B of noblest blood,

Had long kind nature's powers withstood,,

Spite of its temptingjoys ;

But when the athletic knight appears,

In all the bloom of ripened years,

With him she flirts and flies.

For him forsakes dull Hymen's bower,

Invoking every genial power,

To aid great manhood's cause;

No more to fill a eunuch's arms,

With all her captivating charms,

'Gainst Nature's potent laws.

With native smiles, tho' bred in courts,

>N — to love's retreats resorts,

Is prostrate at its shrine

;

With burning kisses meets the youth.

Who swears, and vows eternal truth,

By all the powers divine.

Well pleased she quits her slumbering lord*

Relying on the royal word-
Alas ! a slender tie

;
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But one month more, each vulgar cit,

All N 's charms and splendid wit,

For sordid gold may buy.

Inheriting her mother's fire,

St. A s next with mad desire.

Amidst the group appears ;

Long had she known the powers of man,
And long had mourned " life's little span,

19

In solitude and teajs.

And thou, fond A —1, formed to please*

With every charm of female ease,

Which Coventry could give

;

Where'er thy fancy can improve,

The sweet sequestered shade of love,

Oh! may'st thou ever live.

Live the bright type of Cyprian page,

The spur t' enliven doating age,

And warm the soul to bliss ;

Thy mother's beauty still shall live,

In all thy wondrous charms can give^

By one transporting kiss.

Yet none of all the numerous fair,

Can with the —-s compare,

Who in a hot-house panting ;

^sailed by p-—-ly warmth, complies,

nd half reluctantly denies,

What G—— the great, is wanting*

And why condemn her amorous taste,

Each virgin sly, and nymph unchaste^

Her own convenience chuses ?

Nor one of all the exalted fair^

When nature calls with man to pair,

The first at hand refuses*
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Witness D ck's fair, who chuse

All night securely to repose,

In A :

—
's abbey old,^

Where lies 'midst sculls and cross-bones hie^

A coffin, left without a lid,

And more than marble cold.

Where oft a priest in dustier time*

Ere to confess was made a crime,

A sinful nymph would save ;

Reprove the love the girl had shewn,

While she his pious powers would own,.

And bless the kiss he gave I

Her lord beheld her prostrate lay,.

As tho' she'd been a lump of clay,

And really thought her dead ;

But soon he found the vigorous lover*

Her body from his optics cover,

And all her charms o'erspread.

Enraged he seized his trusty cane,

Which o'er the culprit's shoulders lai*g.

Awoke the amorous blade

;

And struck by P to the ground,

In death's domain he'd almost found

A coffin ready made.

Some seek in baths their rage to quelle

And W knew it wondrous well*

When once she triecLthe plan :

Her naked beauties oft display'd,

And on the fountain's margin laid

A sacrifice to man.

But Gr——n chose a higher place,

Her humble footman's knot to grace.

And in the hay-loft muses;
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For well she knew who makes the hay,

While shines the sun, the wisest way,

To love and pleasure ehuses.

FairW 'mong the spreading oaks,

The charming P— invokes,

His bats and balls to prove

;

'Tis his to bring the wicket down,

Or prove the victor thro* the town

In every feat of love.

Why then is » thus accused,

When no new mode it was she used,

Of sweet accommodation ?

But ancient methods first reviewed,

Where is a hot-house warmly sued

For P conversation,,

Snarlers then all your railing cease,

And let the lovers lie in peace,

For this is 's plan,

That rather than the lux'ry lose,

To snatch the bliss, she'll always chuse,

In any way she can.

COFFEE and PISTOLS for TWO !

OR THE

HEROES OF THE SOCK AND BUSKIN!?

So much gossip has gone abroad relative to the "Duel-

lists" a serio-comic operatic farce^ recently performed by
Messrs. Elliston and De Camp, for the " Benefit" of the

sons of mirth ; andso various have been the reports of that

" School for Scandal," the green room; that it has abso-

lutely occasioned us a world of enquiry, to arrive at any
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1 'ike particulars. Some said that Elliston first of all

red in the character of " the Manager in Distress /**

:

'! this fretful state, of mind, he accused DeCamp
top closely studying the part of the " Liar!" others

that it was in his favourite part of " BobadilJ" he made
the accusation: however, it is agreed on all hands, that

De C^^p suddenly shifting his character, appeared upon
the stage m the commanding attitude a la Belcher/ and

giving the part all the energy of which he was capable,

in short, acting it to the life, knocked down the " Poor

Gentleman ! " The Honey Moon" was over, the curtain

dropped on the last scene of the " Friends" and " the

Revenge" 66 The Managers Last Kick" " False Alarms"

and " the Point of Honor" were as speedily announced!

Mrs. Edwin disdaining the " Silent Woman" enacted, to

her great mortification, the principal part in " Love's

Labour Lost C\ while Russel,inimitableas" Jerry Sneak"

hastened from the sight of his brother-in-law " Bruin"

and hid himself behind a barrel of thunder and lightning

—all was confusion, and the learned bipeds of the Circus

were wholly at a loss what character to appear in, or

how to act ! In this chaos of disorder, Elliston thought

proper to call for the " Manager's Last Shift"—death,

darts, daggers, fury, fire, hell, and pistols I—Pistols, pis-

tols, coffee and pistols for two ! ! ! Coffee and pistols,

raved out De Camp—" Coffee and pistols,'' reverberated

the whole corps dramatique. It beggars all description*

the solemn quizzical look of the heroes of grimace !—all

was anxiety and dreadful expectation,— " The Tempest"

ceased, the dagger of lath was to give place to the sword

of obdurate steel, the squibs and crackers of the stage, to

a par of Mantons, loaded with the terrible bullet!

" Twenty more, kill 'em!" cried De Camp; " slugs in a

saw pit!" returned Elliston, But " Half an hour after

Supper" these heroes lowered their high tones, and were

dreadfully affected at the idea of leaving a " Mourning

Bnde" a:>d " The Orphans" reflection brought on a

" Discovery," and a few " Secrets worth knowing" " How
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to die for Love* they both knew!—but how to Hie

under a hedge, for honor, neither had a relis': r'or learn-

ing !
" Measure for Measure" cried De Camp;" I gav$

you a thump, and you may return it." AIVs well that

ends welly* answers Elliston," but we riiust fight,"— fi°;ht \

•^-perhaps" todie,to sleep no more." "Oh ! The Follies of

a Day /" rejoined De Camp.-^-Mormug ushered in ail the

horrors of warfare, and the combatants repaired to the

field.
—" Hit or Miss,"-^-pop—pop—the poptr bullets

flew, and the parties had their satisfaction!

" Why, Sir, if Mr. De Camp did not say so and so

or really mean to say so and so ; for you know the mean*

ing is every thing—I am heartily sorry for the lie i

him, it was a mere lapsus linguae-—I did not mean t

you lie!— but—but you are mistaken"*

"Oh! if Mr. Elliston did not m< an to say—you lie

merely to say you are mistaken, I am heartily so?

the blow I gave, which I as readily assure vou I d d jt

mean to make \ in fact, it arose from a sudden irrit. < a

I felt in the knuckles, a sort of irresistible propelling

inclination—but— I did not mean to — ."

" O—if you did not mean, that niters tae case!—Ican-i

not bear the smell of powder and—

"

" Nor I—positively !—there is something so cold in the

quality of lead—something so indigestible,—ha, ha, ha."

Both. " Ha! ha! ha!"

Thus terminated one of the most serious fracas that

ever agitated, or threatened the prosperity of the drama

!

a fracas, threatening to send one to the tomb of the

" Capulets," and the other a wanderer," " a fugitive/
7

perhaps among the " Sons of Erin," or the "Cherokees,"

or the " Africans," or " Americans." Under all the cir-

cumstances, good " Management" was evidenced in the

denouement! The" Critic" may be disposed to " Shoot

Folly as it flies," " Who wants a Guinea !" but " an En-

glishman's Fire-side" is too good a thing to barter for the

bubble honor, in the shape of a pistol bullet, and in this

both Mr. Elliston and Mr. De Camp most cordially

agreed.
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DANIEL LOVELL, and his ADDRESS to the
PUBLIC.

The immaculate proprietor of the Statesman has again

attempted to attract the notice of the public by an address

which he has published in his very consistent journal, in

which he complains of his sufferings in the cause of the

people, with the view, we suppose, of exciting an inte-

rest in his behalf. Let us, however, ask this would-be-

patriot what right he has to claim the suffrages of the

people, when he has uniformly refused, in all his difficul-

ties to submit his case to their decision ? When did he ask

the verdict of a jury of his countrymen on any of the char-

ges brought against him by the attorney general? Why
lias he constantly left his fate in the hands of his prosecu-

tors? and why has he chosen the Morning Post to convey

his complaints to the public ? Lewis Goldsmith lately ac-

cused Daniel Lovell of having offered to change the poli-

tics of his paper, if government would be merciful to him.

We know that much reliance is not to be placed on the as-

sertions of the Editor of the Antigallican ; but from his

intimate connection with ministers, (to their shame be it

said,) there is much reason to believe the accusation cor-

rect. But be this as it may, no man has a right to urge

claims on the people for alledged sufferings in their cause,

when he refuses to submit the merits of that cause to the

people, who, it is more than probable, would have acquit-

ted him, and thus defeated the views of his persecutors.

In his address,Daniel Lovell accuses his late editor, Mr.

Houston, who it appears has left him, with having involv-

ed him in new troubles, by the insertion in the Statesman

of a libellous letter against the Transport Board, and seve-

ral other articles of an inflammatory nature, " contrary to

his Daniel Lovell's wishes." As we are unacquainted with

JV Houston, and never heard any thing to his prejudice*

v-:- shall not arraign his conduct on the testimony oft.be
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proprietor of the Statesman. This much, however, we can

say, that the affidavit which Daniel Lovell has published

as evidence of the truth of his charge, has not the appear-

ance of having been sworn rashly. Houston states

that it was not till " after mature deliberation" he came

to consider Daniel Lovell " unacquainted with the con-

tents" of the letter to the Transport Board. This does not

seem to imply that Lovell was ignorant of the existence of

the letter, or that it had never been in his possession. It

only shows that some time after its appearance in the

Statesman certain circumstances had come to the know-

ledge of Houston, which led him to entertain a belief

that Lovell might not be aware of its contents when he

ordered it to be published ; and we have little doubt, if

Houston considered it necessary to enter into an ex-

planation of the fact^ that our opinion would turn out to

be correct. But perhaps that gentleman will tell us that

there is nothing to be gained in a public contest with such

a man as Daniel Lovell.—As to the several inflammatory

articles which Houston is accused of writing in the

Statesman,co7rtran/to thewish of his employer; this charge

appears entirely ridiculous, because Mr. Lovell had it

in his power to prevent a repetition of these articles, by
dismissing his editor on the first offence—But it is absurd

to assign this as the cause of quarrel with Houston,
after what appeared in LovelFs paper of the 16th August,
some weeks subsequent to his parting with his editor. It

is there asked, in reference to the siege of Copenhagen—Is
it possible she (Denmark) can forget that Lord Cathcart
was the man who ordered the burnings and murders, who
is now gone to conciliate the northern powers to our in-

terest ?" — Daniel Lovell may probably escape, another
ex officio information for holding out language so deroga-
tory to Lord Cathcart, but there is no man who reads it

that can think his late editor Mr, Houston could write
a more inflammatory article.

In -the concluding part of his address Mr. Lovell
states, that he never" wantonly or upon slight grounds in-

VOL. IV, xx
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jured the feelings or character of any individual!** We
never read a more unfounded and impudent assertion. His

whole conduct is a wanton insult to the feelings of those

who refuse to bow to his imperious mandates. The pub-

lie have not forgot his unprovoked attack on Messrs. Hog-
gartand Phillips, whose only fault was that they declined,

as they had a right to do, sending their advertisements to

the Statesman. Lovell says, he has lost his " friends."

Had he said that he never can have a friend, he would

have spoken nearer the truth ; for there never was a man
less formed for friendship than the proprietor ofthe States-

man; a paper which has become a public nuisance in con-

sequence of the illiberal and unfounded attacks of Lovell

against private individuals, who he supposes may have

given him some slight cause of offence, and whom he ever

afterwards persecutes with the relentless and sanguinary

spirit of a demon.

*#* As the above was transmitted to us, our regard for impar-

tiality has caused its insertion ;—but we are disposed to join iii

the old chorus, " Tantarara, &c."

GENERAL ELECTION".

The dissolution of Parliament generally announced

throughout the ministerial circles will be proclaimed in

the Gazette on the 2d instant. A more important period for

the country has not presented itself for some time. Five.

years have passed over since promises were made to the

electors : during that time the electors, from the conduct of

many of their representatives have discovered that when
they elected these courtly men, delusion was the order of

the day. The events which have transpired during these

live tedious years must have impressed upon the minds

of the nation the absolute necessity of guarding, in the

present instance, against the recurrence of that delusion

which has led to so many destructive results.

When the people- of England have the means within
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Iheir own power of protecting their rights by the choice

of men competent to fulfil, honourably, diligently, and

impartially their delegated stations; they must use that

power. When we contemplate the culpability of pub-

lic men, the various crimes which have disgraced some

of the members of the senate, and which produced their

expulsion from the legislative assembly, we cannot won-

der that the pressure upon all ranks of people should be

so great. But when we recollect that a part of the present

government (not to speak of the defunct) are charged

with high crimes and misdemeanors: that by a sort of a

vicious bearing towards the accused, they were by a tri-

fling majority discharged from the punishment which

should have awaited their crimes, we feel justified in cal-

ling the attention of our country to the important period

which has arrived, and to warn them of the danger which

surrounds the state.

If ever there was a time when the best interests of the

people were disregarded—now is that time ! If ever

there was a time when the voice of the public was held

in contempt—now is that time ! But the determination of

ministers will give an opportunity to the nation for act-

ing, and we conjure the people not to let slip this oppor-

tunity of providing against the worst.

In order to enable the electors of Great Britain to esti-

mate the value of the different candidates, we shall

in our next number fully develope all their characters.

In that developement speculation will be thrown aside,

for we shall give in plain unadorned facts a true

picture of some of the late and present pretenders ! Our
exposition will of course embrace the whole of the coun-

ties, and in travelling through them we shall notice the

flight of a Western hero from Maiden, and the sad con*

sequences which led to that flight—we shall warn the

freeholders of Essex against his backsliding^. We shall

travel into Devonshire, and from the neighbourhood of

Exeter, return with anecdotes sufficiently interesting to

compel a rejection of one of the present candidates—
in truth we intend to goef. him. In Suffolk we shall
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stop at Aldborougb, and with the aid of our secretary,
write down some most important facts not generally

known. In Lincolnshire we shall endeavour, though we
respect the electors, to keep a-LOFT from Great Grimsby.

In Wiltshire, polluted as Hindon has been by the choice

of the Fon thill fool, we shall still prepare to cleanse

the town of one of its impure members/ At St. Ives in

Cornwall we shall make a few notes, which we as-

sure our readers though they may appear bad, neverthe-

less are Sterling ones, and in passing through the town

of Penryn, we shall exhibit for the astonishment of our

friends, the borrowed plumage of a black Swan, &c. &c.

&c.

These are only a few of the notices which for the

present we think it expedient to make ; adding to them,

the promise of a most ample fund of information, which

we sincerely trust may have the desired effect, namely,

the preservation of the purity of the elective franchise—

the destruction of corruption and the restoration to Eng-

land of a virtuous, enlightened, and what is much better,

AN HONEST PARLIAMENT.

The SURRY MAGISTRATES, and the VAUX-
HALL PROPRIETOR.

When the attention of the magistracy is directed to

the suppression of vice and immorality, we most cor-

dially congratulate the public on the exertion of their

powers ; but when we see those powers exerted to the

prejudice of individuals (who have not offended against

the laws), and as a means of depriving that public of a

species of rational enjoyment ; it then becomes a para-

mount duty in us, as Censors, to mark with just reproba-

tion any particular act of oppression, which in their

capacity of magistrates they may have committed.

With this view we must notice the late proceedings

at the Sessions House in Horsemonger-lane. Appli-
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cation was made to the magistrates, in sessions as-

sembled, on the licensing day of the present year, by

George Barrett, Esq. the proprietor of Vauxhall Gar-

dens, for a renewal of the licence to sell beer, &c. in the

gardens. The bench of magistrates was a very full one.

Thirty being present, to hear and determine upon the

case, and to do justice to the applicant, at the same time

being bound by their oaths to preserve the public peace

and the public morals. Among the magistrates assem-

bled was the celebrated Mr. John Bowles, remarkable for

his strenuous exertions in the cause of virtue, and re-

markable also as one of the Dutch commissioners ! Qu&
virtus ct quanta bonis sit viveres parvo.Mv. Bowles has a re-

markable antipathy to masquerades, convinced that in a

moral point of view they conduce, with other amusements,

to sap the seeds of virtue in the rising generation ! When
the first masquerade was announced at Vauxhall, this

worthy magistrate convened a meeting of the magistracy

for the avowed purpose of nipping the bud in its growth

—he succeeded in some measure in his object, for roy-

alty, in the person of the Duke of Cambridge, (whose

name stood at the head of the bills as the patron of the

proposed entertainment) withdrew its sacred and pro-

tecting mantle. But the spirited proprietor having

pledged his faith with the public (eight days before the

magistrates intimated their opposition)* conceived he

should ill repay that protection which for years he had

experienced, by bending to the nod of power, and there-

fore he as it were defied their powers, had his masque-

rade, and what was worse repeated his daring, For these

foul offences, he it known, that Mr. Bowles, whose memory
is very tenacious, canvassed for the sessions meeting, in

order to meet properly the application for the renewal of

the licence. As we have already observed, thirty magis-

trates assembled ; the grounds of objection to the renewal

were stated ; but the audi et alteram partem was refused

to Mr. Barrett and Mr. Simpson (the superintendant of

the gardens) ; and these gentlemen, with " all their im«
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imperfections on their heads," were consigned to that

punishment, which in the breast of Mr. Bowles (th$ vice

hunter) could alone wash out their sins

—

utter ruin ! for

without a licence to sell liquors the gardens must be

dosed. Well ! but how was this punishment to be in-

flicted ? lites sequi. Accordingly when the question

came to be put to the vote, only fifteen of the number

were found to give their votes; the other fifteen magis-

trates having, in the sportsman's phrase, " stole away •'"

The numbers stood thus :

For renewing the licence, 5

Against it ------ 10

Majority for Mr. Bowles, 5

This decision of the bench has created much discontent

in the public mind : the public do not like to be deprived

of any rational enjoyment, either at the caprice or ty-

ranny of any set of individuals, however they may be

armed with power. The magistrates should recollect

that when they are by an act of this kind wreaking ven-

geance upon an individual for real or imaginary crimes

—

they are at the same time infringing upon the rights of

the public. .

Masquerades may be an objectionable species of

amusement to a certain description of the religious Order,

of which order Mr. Bowles is a member: far be it from

our intention to impute to him any lack of christian

charity, parens deorum cultor we Will not say of him

—

the quotation shot across our recollection, and we dis-

charged it from our memory, by committing it to paper.

But we were present at both the masquerades, and we
appeal to some of the magistrates present also ; whether

they were not conducted upon the most orderly footing ?

whether in any one instance decorum was violated ? In

short, whether there was any act passed within, at which

even Mr. John Bowles would have turned up the whites

of his eyes, and exclaimed

—

Abomination /

Mr. Barrett may perhaps get his licence at the next
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sessions, at Kingston, for music and dancing ; but without

a licence for the selling of beer, the gardens cannot be

opened, and this place of amusement, so many years the

favorite place of public resort, by an act of virtuous

phrenzy, is virtually shut up for ever and ever, Amen

MODERN PATRIOTISM and JUSTICE.

Sir Robert P -l, Baronet.

Who maintains so high a character for patriotism, for

honour, and for humanity, as the British merchant or ma-

nufacturer ? Who upon all state occasions contributes

so largely to fill the funds for the relief of the Spanish

patriots, the Portuguese patriots, and the patriots of all

nations as the British merchant ? Let the committee at

Lloyd's ratify the assertion—Let the list of subscribers to

any ofthese funds be handed round the town, and there

with pride and satisfaction may be found the name of

Sir Robert P , Baronet, as one of the contributors

to the glorious cause for the round sum of Five Hun-
dred Pounds Sterling ! Who then, after such a glo-

rious and transcendant act of public charity, sanctioned

by the publication in the newspapers, and signed in the

list with the baronet's own proper name, who, we ask—
shall presume to impute other than charitable motives to

the act of the baronet? Who shall unkindly refuse to

assist the papers with his helping voice in trumpeting

forth the benevolence of the man—in pointing him out

as the model best worthy of imitation !

Is there a man so lost to shame as to place this mark of

benevolence—this precious proof of a sensitive mind,

to the account of ostentation and self-preservation

r

Ah, no! perish the thought! let the god-like act be em-
blazoned in the pages of history, until time sweeping
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down with a dreadful impetus, the sad record shall crum-

ble mortality in the dust. The present age shall bless

the deed, and though in the midst of war the comforts

of the manufacturer and artizan may be snatched from

the pressure of the times from their grasp—though them-

selves and offspring may sicken and pine unto death at

the approach ofwant and of famine, yet the pleasing con-

solation still remains to gratify their palsied faculties, and

to feed their almost expiring lamp of life, in the recol-

lection that the British merchants, and Sir Robert P- 1,

baronet, contribute not a. small portion of their vast for-

tunes to support the British cause in the Peninsula ! !

!

Sir Robert P 1 is one of those worthy characters,

who though a titled man boasts the honour of being a

tradesman—he boasts too the honour of being a M -

of P— '

, and he also boasts the character of a

loyal man. Let Whig or Tory guide the helm of state,

Sir Robert sticks close to the minister, conscious that

the government must be supported. This idea he has

instilled into the mind of his son, a promising young man,

also M. P. and who, steering his bark from the har-

bour of contracts has entered the haven of 'politics, where

for a while he fought the battles of the minister on the

banks of the Thames, and has lately been rewarded

with the part of C S on the shores of the

sister kingdom. So much for patriotism

!

As a merchant manufacturer, Sir Robert, the public

will suppose, looks to the main chance, and conse-

quently with his partners inspects his accounts, some-

times gives orders as to what may be proper to be done

for the benefit of the whole. If he neglects to do this

he abstains from doing that justice to those persons ia

connection with, and dealing with him, w7hich they as

fellow subjects are entitled to. But we will suppose he

examines his affairs, and therefore the act ofjustice which

we are about to record we may safely aver is the copartner-

ship act of the baronet and his colleagues. We wish

that the act of justice had been performed in a more
unquestionable shape, but however to the tale—
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An industrious tradesman struggling for a long tjme

against the stream of adversity, involved in debts and un-

able to bear up against the tide, unfortunately became

a debtor to the baronet's firm for the amazing sum of fif-

teen pounds! (Gentle reader, just one twentieth part

of the round sum so generously and humanely subscribed

for the relief of the Spanish patriots.) The firm applied

for payment—-the debtor, incompetent from the want of

funds to satisfy the demand, was arrested, and thrown

into a prison, where he lay many months deprived of the

means of supporting a wife and six children!// The
prospect before him was dreary, when luckily the legis-

lature interposed, not only on his behalf, but on the be-

half of thousands, who like himself were wasting their

best days within the walls of prisons at the will of obdu-

rate creditors. The act of insolvency which returned this

unfortunate man to liberty and light, was passed at the

close of the last session of P , and the baronet of

course made a component part of that body, which con-

ferred this actofjustictl

When we examine into the case of the unfortunate

debtor, we can scarcely believe it possible that the trans-

action could have been known to the baronet. The
splendid achievement of renown which the five hun-
dred pound action cast around his person was too

brilliant to have its lustre dimmed by the action for fif-

teen pounds/ What—to take a debtor captive with his

wife and six children, and lodge them in a prison—was

that the road to pluck another laurel, to grace his bene-

volent and humane brows ? We trust the sons and daugh-

ters of humanity will answer in the negative; and happy
should we be, if we were spared in future the unpleasing

task of recording actions similar in the outset with the last

ofthe worthy baronet's ; for though the effect producer! by

the act, restored the man to society, let it be remembered
that Sir Robert was but one of the council offivehundred~~,

he was, as it were, but a sa mite in the beam of justice I

TO*. / «l # Y T
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CROSS READINGS EXTRAORDINARY.

The committee for inquiring into the cause of the

high price of provisions— destroyed fifteen turkies, three

sirloins, and seventy-five custards.

An opportunity offers for a single gentlewoman—

a

young fellow was striptby two ruffians, and left naked

behind a hedge.

His Royal Highness had no issue—inquire on any day

before twelve o'clock at the Foundling Hospital.

Yesterday the sitting alderman committed—adultery,

a crime now so prevalent that there is no security for

the married life.

A few days ago a beautiful young lady—was presented

to the house, and ordered to lie upon the table.

His Royal Highness the Prince Regent is afflicted

with—several hogsheads of fine flavoured Curacoa.

Mr. Vansittart moved for permission to bring in a bill

to amend—the Prince of Wales and all the royal family.

Ordered in a bill for repairing and widening—the

breach between two exalted personages.

Lord Sitfmouth moved—to the other side of the house.

Mr. Smith moved for permission to bring in a bill—for

seventy-five pipes of Malaga.

About two o'clock the house divided—we are sorry to

say that several persons were buried in the ruins.

Pregnant ladies whose delicacy will not permit them

to communicate their condition—to be sold for five gui-

neas each. N. B. A trial will be allowed.

Want places—Lords Grey and Grenville, and Mr.

Tierney.

A widow lady and her daughter wish to enjoy the so-

ciety of—Free and accepted masons, at the Free Masons

Tavern, Great Queen-street.

Tomorrow his Royal Highness the Duke of Cumber-

land sets out on his tour to Worthing—after which the
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Midnight Hour, with a song, by Mr. Graham, called the

Murder's out.

We hear that the addresses transmitted to the Mana-
gers of New Drury are well calculated for—water closet8

on patent principles.

A few days ago, as the Countess of B—— was driving

down Pall Mall, her carriage came in contact with

—

several tall grenadiers, well mounted, and ready for ac-

tion.

A lady of high rank and undeniable honour is in want
of a—tali raw-boned Irishman, six feet high.

We are happy to hear that her Royal Highness the

Princess Elizabeth is recovered from—four strapping

children as beautiful as their mother.

The avarice and peculation of Alexander Davison and

bis brethren—cured by the golden ointment for the i

when applied to the palm of the hand.

Several of our present ministers justly deserve—many
parcels of good thick rope to be sold under an execution.

We understand that many unwary young men have

been taken in by a combination of—youth, beauty, and

fashion, under the auspices of Mrs. S , at her ele-

gant mansion in P street.

Twelve commissions of bankrupts passed the great seal

yesterday—a satisfactory proof that our trade and com-

merce is in a flourishing condition.

A motion was put, and the question carried—to which

the lady answered in the affirmative, and they were

married accordingly.

Sibley's Solar Tincture and Nervous Cordial is respect*

fully recommended—for the benefit of the author.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer was upon his legs,

and moved the house—and carried it to Highgate for a

bet of two guineas.
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NEWSPAPER MISREPRESENTATIONS.

M«, Editor,
I belong: to a Reading Society at , and have

just arrived in London on a little business that required

fuy presence. Having some spare time on my hands,

although aware that I am by no means a good penman,
indeed, not sufficiently so, I fear, to make myself rhp-

rou»hiy understood, I have thought proper to address a

few lines to you on the subject of newspaper reports,

calling your attention to their very shameful practices of

misrepresentation, on all important political matters, and
requesting to know through your means, if there is owe on
which we may depend for correctness, of information.

Our society, Sir, is formed chiefly of farmers, whose daily

pursuits afford them little leisure for political inquiry,

yet having stakes in the count ty they are very naturally

anxious to be correctly informed of the causes, as well as

the measures of- government. They w7ant to know some-

thing of the characters of those men to whom is entrusted

the resources of the kingdom, and who are empowered to

levy those severe contributions which are paid by its

citizens.

They want to know something of the nature of that

long protracted war which still is wasting the blood and

the treasures of the people of England, something as to

what may be its probable issue, and whether a commer-

cial nation, almost shut out from commerce, can continue

for a much longer period, the dangerous struggle in which

it is engaged, the unequal fight it has so long maintained.

But, Sir, superior to all this, is their desire to know to its'

extent, the success or failure of every enterprize, because

they think, and I think with them, the citadel is stronger

when aware of its danger. In such cases misrepresenta-

tion is of very dangerous tendency. Well, Sir, their only

ource of intelligence, their only means of ascertaining the
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motives for the measures of administration, and the pro-

gress of the war, is through the professed heralds ofnews

—the daily journals. And whether, through such means,

they attain the object of their desires, I leave you to de-

termine, by a comparison drawn between the same day's

report of the Morning Post, the Morning Chronicle, He-
rald, Times, &c. &c. Thus, the Morning Post tells us,

we are governed by a prince, celebrated for learning,

wisdom, and ail the et ceteras of fulsome epithets—-a

prince whom we adore ! !! But the Morning Chro-

nicle reverses this in the most decided manner, and talks

about Hertfordshire stags, lusty Cyprians, and broken pro-

mises, with all the et ceteras of severe reproach, and

condoles with his countrymen on the profligacy of .

The Morning Herald, with its vulgar insipidity, in all

the coldness of its caution, abstains from saying one

thing or the other.

The Times devotes its columns to the lengthened

jargon of " Crito." But they all agree in one thing, that

is, in differing in opinion on all subjects of debate.

The Morning Post tells us, the present administration

is formed of the most upright men in the kingdom ! of

men of the brightest talent 1 and who alone are capable

of measures to save a tottering country ! ! ! that the op-

position are a set of designing place-hunters, of bad pri-

vate characters, who would overturn the state to answer

their own views ! who care nothing for the country ! but

all for the loaves and fishes.

The Morning Chronicle leads us directly to a contrary

line of thinking; it tells us in strong language that the

present men are wholly incapable of the duties required

of them in their high and confidential situations ! it

reviews their measures, and challenges them with inca-

pacity, in terms carrying conviction. It tells them they

never enjoyed the confidence of the prince, or the coun-

try,—that the former is compleatly controuled by them,

arising from certain circumstances dangerous to reveal

!

And that the latter is fast hurrying to a ruin from which

no common energy can rescue it 1 It calls them the pa^
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trons of reversions, sifiecures, places, and pensions,—good

things of the state which are provided by the sweat of the

people's brow, and directly accuses them of a monopoly 9

in such articles of sale and barter ! It contends for the

members of opposition, declaring them men of unim-

peachable integrity, and deserving of the highest respon-

sibility,—men above the meanness of peculation, and

scorning the advantages of place, but as affording them

the meaas of saving their native country! Men who at

once possess the confidence of the people of England, and

who alone are capable by the strength and vigor of their

talents of saving old England ! !

!

The Morning Herald looks sapient, smiles in the ful-

ness of knowledge, and with an ambiguous wink—says

nothing.

The Times—with its volume open for the past, and

another closed for the future, says a great deal, and leaves

you in the dark, it promises you whole columns of" Cri->

to!" And it religiously perform its promise. Who rea s

Crito ? I don't know, he's never read in our reading

room.

The Morning Post tells us, the war in Spain is brought

to an issue by the battle of Salamanca, and that to the

•wisdom of ministers ought that memorable battle be

ascribed ! That the legislature at home planned the

laurels which our brave soldiers have won !! !
" Madrid

is in our hands ! this was known to tni?iisters ! as the

natural and inevitable result of the battle of Salamanca;

yet these are the men," continues the Post, <s whom the

members of opposition, all the talents ! think unworthy

to hold the reins of government."

The Morning thronicle,on the other hand, deplores the

prodigal expenditure of valuable British blood, rejoices

and applauds the heroism displayed at Salamanca, and be-

stows upon Earl Wellington and his brave troops, all the

applause which his superior skill, and their intrepidity,

have so justly merited. But recoiling from the ministry

apparently on more firm ground, it again retorts upon

them incapacity ! it goes on, Spain is not yet freed, there
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are still large armies and veteran forces to overcome ;

Lord Wellington has done as much, nay more than could

have been expected of him; but if the ministry do not

immediately do something at home, and send out conside-

rable reinforcements, the victory of Salamanca will have

been dearly bought! and our countrymen will be once

more subject to the horrors of retreat! !

!

" If anyone thing was wanting to prove the imbecility

of ministers, it was the victory at Salamanca, it was a

proof that Lord Wellington's demand for an encreased

force, to secure conquest, and by which he engaged to

free Spain from its unprincipled invader, was founded

on a knowledge not to be controverted : but these fee-

ble executives, who are profuse, where they should be

cautious and parsimonious,where every thing depends on

liberal supplies, now perhaps too late begin to see their

error and atone for it."

The Morning Herald, announcing the completion of

prognostics, which it had never before hinted at ! now,

on the victory of Salamanca praises every body, and

every thing; but in so very prosing and dull a strain, that

we are almost inclined to doubt whether it is in joke,

or earnest

!

The Times congratulate the country, and dismissing

Crito for a short period, present you with original let-

ters from officers, written on the field of battle ! but

I imagine foxfield of battle—the reading must be^ print*

irtg office •

The next important feature, and indeed which excites

the greatest attention at the present moment, is the ap-

proaching crisis in the North; and. here speculation is as

wide, and misrepresentation as studied, as it appears to

be on any other subject. The Morning Post tells us,

things go on bravely in the north ! and that the prudence

of Alexander! and the persevering advance of Buonaparte

into a country opposing so many obstacles to the

march of a large army ! are traits of the greatest promise

in the present war, which, continued in, must ultimately
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prove abortive to the scheme of the invader! They tell us

that Buonaparte is almost without resources! that in ten

days he will not have a day's provision for his army ! that

in every skirmish his losses are considerable ! that the

people are like the people in Spain en masse against him !

and that he will never get back again to France ! ! ! That

ourgenerous ally the Crown Prince of Sweden, whom we
ought in gratitude to liberally subsidize, will send a large

force in his rear, and cut off his retreat, &c. &c. &c, &c.

The Morning Chronicle, on the other hand, gives us

a melancholy picture of this northern war, and some

of its arguments carry weight, It says, there is nothing

to be hoped from the war in the north the people of

Russia like the other nations on the continent, tired of

the joke of slavery, are content to change it, they take

no part or interest in the struggle ; it holds out to us the

prospect of the Emperor of Russia losing his dominions,

or of his being shut up in the most northerly quarter of

bis territory! that we can put very little faith in the

Crown Prince of Sweden ! wTho he tells us was one of

Buonaparte's generals! General Bernadotte !! ! Is this

possible, Sir, is the Crown Prince of Sweden, General

Bernadotte? if so, is he not a traitor to the master who
elevated him from obscurity ! ! ! And what confidence

can we place in that man who we find can ungratefully

betray the trust of his friend! though a tyrant! I must

here tell you, Sir, our reading society have great doubts

of this gentleman's virtue.

The Morning Herald jumbles the names of Bernadotte,

Crown Prince, Alexander, Buonaparte, Lord Cathcart—
generous ally—implacable enemy, &c. &c.—in so con-

fused a manner, that at times it absolutely mistakes one
for the other ; the paper appears to be in its dotage, and is

made up of all the garrulity of old age ! It possesses one
invariable feature, that in all its verbosity, there is not
sufficient meaning in it to harm the cause.

The Times echoes some part of the Chronicle, but in-

dulges in, with the rich varieties of a civic feast, the
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meetings of the common-council and marrow puddings;

their dissentions and lively turtle ! Walthman's eloquence

and Birch's puffs I

The Sunday Papers contain mere transcripts of the

Daily Journals, but in a garbled state and more seriously

misleading. In this dilemma can you, Sir, help us to

some better channel of information, at least that we may
not be so embarrassed by contradiction ', is there such a

thing as an impartial print ? If so, you will be conferring

©n Our society a lasting obligation by pointing it out.

Yours, &c.

Pc7DDIN£rFIELX>.

OFFICIAL BRUTALITY,

At the approach of a general election, it becomes the

duty of every man to scrutinize the characters and re~

trace the actions of men in office, and to struggle with

the utmost activity and vigilance for the exclusion from

the legislative body of every individual who may have

defrauded, insulted, or injured the people, to whose suf-

frages they now have the self-confidence to appeal. The
projectors of numerous expeditions, the advisers of un-

constitutional attacks on the liberty of the subject, the

supporters of profuse and profligate expenditure, and the

wretches who, under the name of peculation, have in-

dulged with safety in the commission of crimes, for

which a common rogue would have been brought to the

gallows, should all be taught on the present occasion to

feel the force of popular opinion ; and to confess that

the English people will not be injured or insulted with

impunit}^.

It affords a curious subject of speculation to witness

at an election, the assumed humility of the ministers, or

vol* iv, z z
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servants of the ministers, -who a few weeks ago would
have looked with a supercilious sneer on the most re-

spectable attendant at a government office. The suppli-

ant bow, the expecting attitude, and the half concealed,

half expressed impatience, are now transferred from the

tradesman, or the merchant, to the courtier ; but it is to

be hoped, even the meanest peasant will not be satisfied

with a temporary triumph, but will manfully resolve to

preclude the present race of courtiers and of peculators

from resuming their stiffness and their insolence at the

commencement of another session.

How well this retaliation would be deserved by some
of those individuals Avho are now soliciting for them-

selves or for their friends, the suffrage of the people, I

shall exemplify, in the instance of Mr.

—

:

— the S of

the Navy Pay Office. This gentleman is in the habit not

only of receiving with an ungracious manner, and with

much of the insolence of office, respectable applicants on

public business, but of striking and kicking, almost every

visitor who may be too proud in his opinion to bring an

action for an assault, or too feeble to retort bis virulence.

Strange as this relation may appear, it can be justified

by facts, of which I shall only select one for the infor-

mation of the public. A seaman on board one of his

Majesty's vessels, left his share of prize money, &c. at his

death, to a female relation, and to a brother sailor joint-

ly. The latter, accompanied by a friend, attended at the

Navy Office to enquire after the woman, and to deter-

mine in what manner they should proceed. To the first

question put by the applicants Mr. gruffly replied

" you must find the woman !" The sailor was about to

reply to this answer, by asking him where she might be

found, when Mr. without any preliminary obser-

vations, seized the poor fellow by the collar, -struck bim-

several blows and thrust him out of the office ; having per-

formed this exploit, he turned round to the companion,

and was about to treat him in the same manner, but the

latter, aware that he had do right to be there, made the
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best of his way down stairs, resolved to qualify himself

as an agent, for an official call on the of the

. As for the sailor he knew the consequences

ofoffending the board, and suffered his disgrace in silence.

That the brutality of this man may be soon corrected

is the fervent wish of

Sir, yours respectfully,

An Observer.

THEATRICAL REVIEW.

Nullius addictus jurare in verba m:gistri;

Quo me cunque rapit tempestas deferor kosph.

With the present season has commenced a new era
in the history of theatricals. Drury Lane, Phcenix-Iike
has arisen in a most surprizing manner from its ashes,

and though externally a plain structure, internally with
additional splendour and accommodation. All the en-

trances are spacious, affording a facility of ingress and
egress, fully answerable to guarding against accident by
fire or any other means ; those to the boxes areparticularly

spacious and elegant, and the different saloons and rooms
appropriated to the reception of the box company, while
they are finished in the most classical and superior

manner, are capable of containing the whole contents of

crowded boxes. The stone stairs are supported by
immense iron bridges butted in the brick work, and in

contemplating their strength we may fairly apply it to

the rest of the building, which for solidity cannot be ex-
celled. The audience part of the house, on being viewed
from the stage, presents a compleat half circle, to every
part of which the stage cannot but be clearly visible; it

appears to be larger than Covent Garden, but it is calcu-
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3ated to contain less in its receipts than the latter theatre,

by 30/. The depth of stage we understand is several feet

greater than that of any other in Europe, and is equal to

any spectacle pedestrian or equestrian. On the 17th, the

theatre was lighted up, by order of the committee, that

the effect of the whole might be seen—when it exhibited

a splendour unrivalled—classic—but perhaps a Tittle too

gaudy. The appearance of the stage with two superb

columns instead of stage doors is novel indeed—uniquea

and the drop scene by far the most beautiful thing we
have seen. After the company had been gratified by sur-

veying the house—a succession of the most interesting

scenery was exhibited from the pencil of Mr. Greenwood

and assistants, and which was loud and rapturously re-

ceived ; the company after having been gratified with all

that taste could desire,or excellence execute, departed-

warm in the praise of the new theatre, and sanguine to its

success. On the 10th of this month will its campaign

commence, and the old favourites of the town make their

bow to the public—the play is to be, according to report,

—"the School for Scandal" in compliment to the late

proprietor Mr. Sheridan, and among the first novelties we
understand will be a romantic drama, or rather opera s

from the pen of Mr. Skeffington—Mr. Arnold, it is said,

has a play forthcoming—and even Mr. Sheridan, it is

rumoured, has not been idle ; but the latter is so very im-

probable, that we attach no credit to the report. We
have been informed that the number of addresses for the

opening of the theatre, sent in to the committee, amount

to one hundred and sixty-eight ! !

!

Covent Garden.—This theatre opened, according

to promise, on the 7th, and commenced a season not

very prosperous at the opening, and probably at its close

the accounts may not wind up thoroughly satisfactory.

John Kemble is gone to delight and astonish the pro-

vincials ; and the elephant is upon his theatrical tour-

delighting and astonishing at the country wakes and fairs

—their place* are occupied on the London boards by
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Messrs. Young and C. Kemble; and we are not wholly

displeased with the substitutes, We welcomed our old

favourite, Incledon, in Macheath, who appears to be in

full song, and his notes rich and powerful as we ever

remember. The new Polly (Mrs. Stirling) we cannot

say much for—she is certainly improved since she has

changed her names of Dixon and Smith, under which we
remember her. A Mr, Abbot and Miss Marriott, from

Bath, have been ushered to the town in the characters of

Florian and Eugenia, in Dimond's wretched play of the

" Foundling of the Forest," in which nature is out-na-

tured ! horror out-horrored ! Miss Marriott certainly

possesses some claims to consideration, and has very fair

pretensions to move in the second walk of tragedy—but

for Elvira, Isabella, &c. she is by no means equal to the

characters; she wants judgment, the eloquence of coun-

tenance, as well as voice and dignity altogether. Mr.
Abbot must be a child of Mr. Dimond's own manufac-

ture—an ephemera of romance—the whining, sighing

offspring of aband-box. He feels without speaking, and

speaks without feeling—he studies a shoe-bow to a

nicety, and ties up his hair with the hand of a master-

hairdresser; this done, he looks, he leers, he pants, he

sighs, he weeps, he laughs, he walks on, he walks off,

and if this be acting Mr. Abbot is excellent.

Sept. 21.—King Richard the Third—Richard by Mr*

C. Kemble. We barely mention this performance in com-

miseration for an actor whom we have often seen with

pleasure, and who in a certain line of drama is excellent.

We presume it was only an attempt-—under those cir-

cumstances we are silent ; should it be repeated, we
cannot withhold our strictures, and we shall regret the

necessity.

The marietta of Midas has been revived for the pur-

pose of introducing a Mrs. Sterling, in the character of

Daphne. From the decided manner in which the thea-

trical critic of the Times, expressed his disapprobation of

this lady's efforts, we had expected to witness the ex*
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ertions of a female equally destitute of-merit as a singed

and an actress. We were agreeably disappointed. In

the former of these characters, indeed, she does not ex-

hibit the sweetness of a Liston, or the pathos of a Moun-
tain, or the grandeur of a Catalani ; but her intonation

is distinct, her voice powerful, and her science respecta-

ble. In parts that require the plain and unaffected de-

livery of simple melodies she promises to be a conside-

rable accession to the theatre ; and as an actress she is

agile, lively, and unembarrassed ; with a pleasing face,

and a fair degree of self-possession.

It -was impossible to witness the performance of Sin-

clair in Apollo, without being struck with the improve-

ment in his manner and his action. He treads the stage

with manly confidence,and no longer looks "like a school

boy about to be flogged, or an attorney's clerk in search

of an engagement." He is a very tolerable lover, and a

little attention to his dancing and fencing masters, with

careful observation of the circles, into which his eminence

as a vocal performer must introduce him, may enable

him to personate the easy gentleman.

We have been sorry on many occasions to witness the

cruel and illiberal conduct of the party in the pit towards

Mr. Claremont Nobody can mistake that gentleman

for a first-rate actor, but he is certainly on a level with

the other performers to whom subordinate characters are

committed. Nor if he were the worst actor in exist-

ence, would it justify his enemies in exciting a loud and

general hiss before he has uttered a syllable, or exhibited

an attitude. The expressions of dislike, within the walls

of a theatre, are equally hateful and unmanly.

TheHAYMAHKET very respectably pursues its journey

to the close of a profitable season, which we shall have

to announce in our next. We are glad to see the name

of Mr. Terry amongst the list of engagements for New
Drury.

The Lyceum,—Jack and Jill has given place to the
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White Cat and a new piece called" a Lawyer in a Sack I"

and Rich and Poor to a new opera transplanted from the

soil of Dublin, where it withered, called the " Spanish

Patriots, a thousand years ago," A clap trap, aided by

all that scenery, dresses and decorations could do for it,

and by some very pretty music by Sir John Stevenson,

a Knight dubbed by the Lord Lieutenant.

The piece was first produced at Harry Johnson's Thea-

tre, Dublin. The story is founded on incidents derived

from Spanish history, as connected with the Moors. And
these incidents are made subservient to present times and

events in the Peninsula. Thus Pelagio is transformed to

Ferdinand VII. Don Alamo to Lord Wellington, Don
Guzman to the Prince of Peace, and the invading Moor
or Saracen to the tyrant Buonaparte,and plentifully is he

bespattered with the appellation of " Inhuman Despot,
9

£t
Merciless invaders,'

1 " Tyrant whose open enmity is less to

be dreaded than his hollow friendship ," &c. &c. These epi-

thets of course draw down the galleries' thunder, and this

noisy war of their hands, shoes, boots and brazen throats

is set down for applauses ! !

!

From the Summer Theatres it would be unreasonable

to expect, the exhibition of classical taste, or legitimate

elegance. Yet we know not whether the equestrian

spectacles of Astley's Amphitheatre, and the burlettas

produced by Mr. Elliston, be not as conducive to the

interests of taste and virtue as the diablerie of Louis, and

the nonsense of Dimond. At the former of these thea-

tres the evolutions of the horsemen, and the testimonials

to British valour, display at once the liberality and tha

patriotism of Mr. Astley. At the latter the united ta-

lents of Elliston, Russel, De Camp, Mrs. Edwin, and Miss

Phillips, have been equally gratifying to the public, and

beneficial to the manager. On the performances of Miss

Mudie, we had intended to descant at considerable

length, but the pressure of more important engagements

has precluded the possibility of fulfilling our intentions.
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If we may believe the testimony of our common friends,

she is an actress of considerable power, with all the

vivacity of youth, and all the judgment of maturer

years. As she was unjustly and partially received on

her first appearance at the Winter Theatre, and the pre-

sent has been only a confined and desultory effort, we
hope that the same indulgence that has been shewn to

Mr. Betty by the provincial theatres, will be vouchsafed

to Miss Mudie on her appearance in a future season.

W. N. Jones, Printer, 5, Newgate Street, Londoir.
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NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.

The « rejected addresses," one of the most successful satires

of Mr. Gentleman Smith ; and replete with elegant and anima-
ted wit, shall meet with due attention in our next number.

The article on Clerical Depravity from Hull, shall not be neg-
lected.

Dr. Porpoise, and the Lady of the Wall, shall be inserted, if

the writer will correct its pruriencies.

The complaints of a Correspondent of the Examiner, against

Mr. Newman, are under investigation.

The friends of a Royal Duke, have not yet come forward to

refute the calumnies of his public accusers. If their silence

continues we shall resume the subject in our next numher.

We shall be obliged to Vetus for his promised memoirs of a
noble clergyman ; and for a specimen of his oratory.

Drs. Currie and Ross, shall not finally escape without the re-

ward of their deserts.

The anecdotes of Doctor Patrick D-——, are under con-

sideration. We admire the learned Civilian's Economy, and
shall pay our respects to him.

Wr
e are much obliged to our friend, the " Freeholder of

Surry :" he may rest assured that his communications re-

specting Mr. Lowndes, and the County Receivers, are no tax

upon the pages of the Scourge.

We have more than once turned our attention to the memoirs
ofMr. Stuart and Mr. Street—our Couriers have been alert:

the collection which they have brought into our treasury will

enable us to deal out to our subscribers, an entertaining me-
moir of these august personages. WT

e shall also Post some
curious particulars of Mr. B , if our friend Small Pica ful-

fils his promises.

In the variety of matter which presses on our attention from so

many quarters, it will not be a mark of censure upon us, that

we do not immediately attend to the suggestions ofseveral friends

in Hampshire, in Suffolk, in Middlesex, &c. on the subject of

defalcations in the revenue receipts. The press ofimportant ar-

ticles must plead our excuse—a promise of attention in our

next will, we trust, redeem our pledges, particularly on the sub-
ject of Mr, Holme Sumner.
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ELECTIONS in the ISLE of BORNEO.

It is to be lamented, Mr. Scourge, that discretion is

seldom the companion of wit ; and that in amusing them-

selves with ingenious speculations on men and manners,

the race of satirists should be ignorant, or regardless of

the miseries, which their frolics of fancy may entail on

the sober and well-meaning classes of mankind. A few

months ago, I was one of the happiest husbands within

the hamlet of Kensington : my wife was a model of con-

jugal obedience and affection ; she observed, in the strictest

sense of the word, her nuptial promise to honor and obey ;

and I verily believe, was of opinion that your humble

servant was the greatest, the wisest, and the most amia-

ble of men. The destruction of our happiness, I am

sorry to say, Mr. Scourge, must be ascribed to you.

About three months since, there appeared in your pub-

lication an unfortunate account of a distant empire, in

which the women commanded the obedience of the men ;

and every female was permitted to have as many husbands

and as many lovers as she pleased. My wife had always

been a great admirer of the Scourge; but this number

appeared, above all the others, to captivate her attention :

it was her constant companion at her dressing table, and

was sure to be the chief subject of conversation between

her and her female visitors. I could not for sometime

comprehend the meaning of all this; my household

vol. iv. 3 a
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affairs were indeed neglected, and my children were

suffered to run about the nursery naked and disregarded;

but expecting from day to day, her return to her domes-

tic duties, I was unwilling to remonstrate ; and might

perhaps have continued till now a passive spectator of

her conduct, bad she not a few days ago presented me
with the volumes of Mr. Lawrence; avowed herself a

convert to his doctrines; and invited me to accompany

her on a trip to Malabar! I was too much surprized to

reply to her request ; but the nature of her malady now
flashed upon my mind with all the force of conviction;

and by the assistance of my good friend, Dr. Willis, she

is now in a state of gradual convalescence.

The most poignant emotions of pity and sorrow will

yield to the operation of time, and the soundness of my
slumbers, now that I had obtained a momentary respite

from matrimonial duty, contributed not a little to tran-

quillize my agitated mind. The singular effect, however,

of Mr. Lawrence's romance, and your poetical paraphrase

of h s doctrines, on the temper of my wife excited my
curiosity. The turgid nonsense of the Knight of Malta

excited, I must confess, no other emotions than contempt

and derision ; but the manners of the nation, as described

by the travellers to whom he refers, were a subject of in-

teresting speculation, and the picture they afforded of

unrestrained and voluptuous love, made a strong impres-

sion on my memory. I could now indulge in the even-

ing reverie and the morning dream without the interrup-

tion ofmy wife, and you will not be surprised that the

Nairesses of Malabar, in all their simplicity of dress,

should sport before me in visionary radiance. My slumbers

were sometimes interrupted by whimsical combinations

of English manners, with the scenery and habits of the

Nairs : I have witnessed, in the hour of sleep, the conversa-

tion between a Japanese gallant, and a maid of honor, and

contemplated in imagination the dalliance of our beloved

prince with a naked Nairess. But dreams are productive

of singular combinations ! and to relate the unreal mock-
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erics, having no counterpart in real life, that have some-

times obtruded on my hoars of repose, would only be to

display a dangerous irreverence to superior power.

The last ofmy dreams, however, has made so strong

an impression on my memory, that I can neither repress

my inclination to commit it to paper, nor forego conviction

that there is attached to it some occult meaning, not un-

worthy the sagacity of a Moore or a Halhed. At any

rate, as it cannot possibly have any relation to the jurispru-

dence or the manners of our own country ; and cannot

therefore be offensive to any individual, you may at once

amuse your readers, and atone for the injuries you have

done me, by giv ng it publicity.

Having been much fatigued during the day, in assist-

ing the canvas of my modest and independent friend^

Sir William Curtis, I retired early to bed, and after

drinking a glass of Cura^oa turned me to sleep. As I

gradually sunk into repose, a. confused and intermingled

recollection of my wife, the Nairs, and Sir William Cur-

tis, crouded on my mind, till at length all my^faculties

were enveloped in sleep. I now found myself in the

middle of a large and handsome street, resembling Pall

Mall, and observed immediately .opposite me the gates of

a palace, before which were assembled a numerous rab-

ble, who testified by loud and repeated huzzas, that the

occasion which had collected them together was an

occasion of rejoicing. There were quacks before the

palace gates, and several carriages standing at a distance.

I addressed one of the multitude in my own language,

rather expecting than desiring an answer. To my great

surprize, he r erfectly understood me, and answered in

English, " I see that you are a stranger; take your place

by me, and I shall explain to you the ceremonies that

you are about to witness. This is the great day ofelection,

on which the Prince of Borneo chuses his ministers of
state, and his oiFicers of the household. I perceive from
your accent, that you are an Englishman; and to you a

scene like this will be equally astonishing and distressing.
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In your country virtue and talent are the sole recom-
mendations to the favor of the monarch : the violation

of conjugal fidelity is punished by immediate banishment
from the presence of the king, and perpetual exclusion
from every confidential office; and integrity alone, com-
bined with the wisdom and the courtesy that are neces-
sary to the due fulfilment of the duties of statesmen and
ministers, can look up with confidence to the rewards of

successful perseverence."

" And are there (I exclaimed) any other recommenda-
tions to the favor ofyour own monarch, than the wisdom
of the head, the virtues of the heart; and an ardent zeal

for the happiness of their prince, and the welfare of

their country?"

" You shalljudge(hereplied)foryourself. Theprince ap-

proaches, the candidatesare about to state their pretensions

:

and they will in all probability be granted or refused, as

may accord with the caprice of the lady, whom you see

approaching on his left."

To describe the imposing splendor of the dresses and

the ceremony, would be superfluous, Mr. Editor, if it

were possible. It is to those parts of my dream, which

are characteristic ofthe political establishments, and the

moral feelings of this extraordinary people that I am
most anxious to solicit your attention. Suffice it is to

say, that the prince was seated beneath acanopy of state,

surrounded by his ancient favourites, and supported on

his left by the lady to whose opinion my companion had

attributed such powerful influence. The candidates now

came forward and stated their pretensions. Previous to

the commencement of each harangue, my guide detailed

the history of the individual about to speak, and entered

into a lively and instructive delineation'of his character.

But you will form a better estimate of their merits as

statesmen, as counsellors, and as subjects, from the.

speeches of the individuals themselves, than from an im-

perfect report of a forgotten commentary.

The contest was led by a marquis, who had long be-,
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notorious for intrigue. " May it please your highness,"

he exclaimed, " I flatter myself that my services in the

cause of love and freedom, are known to everyone! I

seduced from the bosom of her husband, and delivered

from the restraints of conjugal bondage, a beautiful and

amiable woman, the beloved wife of a minister of religion,

under the mask of friendship, and beneath the garb of

sanctity. This one enterprize I hope is sufficient to jus-

tify the hope, I presume to entertain, of being attached

to your sacred person, and receiving the most weighty

proofs ofyourH -'s gracious favor and approbation.

In pursuance, therefore, of the usual form, but with the

utmost deference to my prince and patron, I claim the
* * * * »

"And I," exclaimed the second candidate, (whom I un-

derstood to be the son of the favourite lady,) " have long

been indifferent to all the nonsense that is preached

about love and affection, and all that. My wife's in a

foreign country, God be praised ! Dash my whiskers if

she be not. Adultery's my delight, d—me. I'll give

you my parole of honor that it is. I know how to give

secret instructions to both maids and widows ; so a fig for

Fanny-Anny, and Juno, and all the rest of them. I

should like to be vice, that is all."

A third, whom I understood to be a near relation of
the , came forward and stated " that he had lived

for twenty-five years in open and obtrusive adultery with
an actress. That by her he had had a numerous family

of illegitimates, who, along with the mother, he had
taken care to obtrude on all respectable society, and hoped
that he should not be too presumptuous if, in return for

these services to the state, he might be appointed A
of the F r

His b next appeared. " He was proud to say that

the greater part of his life had been past in the commis-
sion of adultery. When a bachelor he had debauched
the wives of the citizens to the utmost of his power, and
since his marriage he had been proud of the embraces of
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every married woman but his wife. True it was, that

he had formerly been turned out from the office that he

now presumed to solicit, but he was sure that his prince

-would take into his gracious consideration that the oc-

casion of all his errors had been too fond an attachment to

a married woman ; and trusted that the remembrance of

this circumstance would tend to his speedy reinstatement

as C — in C ."

A singular-looking personage with a triple crown of

horns upon his head, and a white stick in his hand, now
came forward, and the assembled multitude seemed to

testify, by their impatience, their expectation of some in-

teresting disclosures. But he merely turned round upon

his heel, and casting a significant look at the , ex-

claimed, " My master himself has within his own bosom

the best evidence of my pretensions to office. He is well

acquainted with my merits, and will no doubt reward

them."

A tall strapping looking person, shabbily, but buck-

ishly attired, with a peculiar cast of countenance, now
stepped forward, and cried out, " My name is sufficient.

Whoever has heard of must know that I am with-

out a rival in the annals of debauchery. I claim no

higher honor than to be my Princes friend /"

The lady now arose with a smiling countenance, and

approached to the front of the platform. But at this

moment the multitude set up a shout of approbation so

long and loud that the noise awoke me, and deprived me
of the pleasure that I should have derived from listening

to a female orator* P*
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THE FAMILY.

The public mind has been for some time in a state

of extreme agitation from a report which was circulated

in the Morning Chronicle of the 7th ult. respecting the

result of a visit which the Princess of Wales, the wife of

his Royal Highness the Prince Regent (acting in the name

and on the behalf of the king of these realms) paid at

Windsor Castle. It seems that her Royal Highness went

•down to Windsor on the 27th of September, for the

purpose of seeing her daughter, the Princess Charlotte of

Wales, daughter of her husband the Prince of Wales, re-

gent of these realms, acting in the name and on the be-

half of his Majesty. Now we know very well that his

Majesty, God bless him! for fifty years and upwards

has been the husband of an amiable woman, born at

Mecklenburgh Strelitz, by whom he has had a numerous

issue, among whom first and foremost stands George,

Prince of Wales, the regent of these realms. In the

course of that time her Majesty, God bless her! has had

free access to her children. To be sure, their Majesties

lived happily together ; they never separated ; the whole

tenor of their lives, public and private, has been one con-

tinued scene of domestic enjoyment, unembittered and un-

alloyed by any " Delicate Investigation!''

Her Majesty never knew the pangs of unrequited af-

fection ; she never felt the arrow of affliction until it

pleased Providence to deprive her royal consort of the

-entire of his mental faculties. Then, and not till then,

did her Majesty taste of the bitter cup of sorrow. The
-draught was intolerable, but resignation to the divine will,

and a mind stored with philosophy, has to a certain de-

gree blunted the sharp edge of her sorrows. Happy in

the constant endearments of a numerous family, she finds

consolation even in the midst of her griefs.

VOL. IV. 3 B
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Sixteen years have passed on ince, to the joy of the

royal family, a daughter was born to his Royal Highness
the Prince of Wales, a daughter, now the delight of her

grandmother, and of her cousins—the delight of her fa-

ther ! the natural affection of a mother cannot be doubted,

but for some cause or other, to the nation unexplained,

the birth of the daughter was the signal for the separation

of the parents. The heir apparent to the crown and his

spouse were then to be parted—But some appearance of

cause for the separation was judged expedient—Then
came the story upon which The Delicate Investi-

gation was grounded—the proofs were printed, but—the

book was suppressed! All then was mystery. Well

might her Royal Highness's friends exclaim, " Justice

was denied ! Calumny had spit its venom, but in Fngland

she could not obtain redress—the laws, equal for the pro-

tection of the prince and the peasant here, were a deadr

letter—Patere legem qurnn ipse tu testi."

" The Book" was suppressed; but, as if conscious of

the power which had been unjustly exercised against

the royal sufferer, attentions were shewn her at Wind-
sor—she was permitted to visit and to be visited by her

daughter. The future queen of these realms, however,

-was denied state—was denied a court—was denied access

to her husband's palace, but she was permitted (for inno-

cence will find protection) to visit at Windsor; the

countenance of the Royal Family was shewn to her

—

but her husband, unconscious of the blush of shame, re-

velled in all the luxdries of modern dissipation—the con-

cern of the virtuous—the derision of the wicked !

In this state of things, uninterruptedly enjoying the

society of his friends, male and female, the Prince ofWales

for years exercised the hospitalities of a private station,

until that important " era" arrived, which was to give

the astonished and expectant people of England the

Rising Sun to warm their chilled and almost expiring

lamp of life—but astonishment and expectation fled at

bis approach—like their fond hopes, were in one moment
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dashed by the feeble glimmer of its satellites—the

cheering prospect was obscured by clouds of darkness,

and the Rising Sun gloomed on the day which it should

have brightened !

The Princess of Wales pined in retirement, but even

from that retirement she sometimes emerged, to enjoy

the society of her daughter, whose opening mind, culti-

vated by the hand of education, gave future promise of

matured excellence. In the society of the Princess

Charlotte the sorrows of the parent were forgotten—she

listened to the prattle of the young heiress—she felt

happy that to the maternal care of the parent of her

husband the superintendance of her education had been

committed—she found that it was necessary to fit her

mind to that state to w7hich on some future occasion she

might be called—she recollected that to the politics of

St. James's was the present happy state of this country

to be ascribed. She felt all this, but she did not imagine

that the governess of her daughter would have received

instructions to deny to the mother the pleasure she had

been accustomed to receive.

The attempt was made, and for a while succeeded, for

on the 27th of September the Lady de Clifford, governess

to the young princess, refused admittance to the Princess

of Wales, who requested an audience of the queen , and

the conference terminated in the return of the royal

sufferer to town, without seeing her daughter.'

Some time elapsed, after this announcement in the

Morning Chronicle; when (the affair having become the

subject of much conversation, aye! and the subject of

much animadversion throughout the country,) one of the

treasury journals, (the Courier) remarkable for the sub-

serviency of its columns to the will of the government,

chose to insert a contradiction to the statement of the

Morning Chronicle, by charging the whole as " amhre-

presentation" for, says the sagacious editor," it cannot be

true, we know, from undoubted authority, that on the

day after the visit of the Princess of Wales to Windsor,,

the Princess Charlotte dined with her royal mother,"
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Here then by this weak and foolish attempt of mi*

nisters, to impose on the common understanding of the

public, do they exhibit themselves in their true colours.

The Princess of Wales is refused access to her daughter

on the Sunday—she sees her daughter's grandmother, and

from her cannot obtain the accomplishment of her

wishes—she returns to town sorrowful and dejected; but

previous to quitting the presence, she informs her majesty

that she will state her case in that quarter where redress

may be obtained. Alarm succeeds to the over exercise

of power, and a council is held immediately after the de-

parture of the Princess—the matter is canvassed over—
the determination of the Princess is taken into considera-

tion ; and upon mature deliberation, it is deemed neces-

sary to permit, aye to permit the Princess Charlotte tc*

visit her mother—the visit accordingly takes place at

Blackheath on the following day. This too, let it be re-

membered, happens during the administration of the

Right Honourable Robert Banks Jenkinson, earl of Liver-

pool, son of the celebrated (and for this country unhap-

pily, the never-to-be-forgotten) Charles Jenkinson, who at

the commencement of the present reign, was secretary to

the Earl of Bute—and was also patronised by his majesty,

to whom he was endeared for his faithful services; and

who to the last moment of his life,, was greeted by his

royal master with the familiar appellation of '* Jenhy,"-—

Purus putus hie Lycophania est

!

The mysterious conduct of the parties, implicated in

the Windsor visitation, is still the subject of much specu-

lation ; why the Prince Regent should deny to his wife

the gratification of a sight of her daughter remains unac-

counted for—the eyes of the country, however, are upon

his actions. As Prince of Wales, he indulged in all th$

gaieties of the day, with little public observation; but

called forth to fill a high and dignified station, at a mo-
ment too, when the utmost energy was necessary to pre-

serve the vessel from sinking; he stands upon a footing

so totally different, that if he stirs a step, and that step*
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should be a false one, he then is liable to animadversion.

—

There is something wrong in the state—some noxious weed

has grown up, which requires to be plucked from the

soil. How long the voluptuaries of fashion will admi-

nister to the passions of a * * * * * nursed in the

laps of debauchery, is yet to be seen. But the order of

things must be changed—the imbecility of the govern-

ment will not be tolerated much longer. To apathy in

the people, will succeed energy. Their eyes, when the

measure of their woes is full, will be opened—the mist

of darkness will vanish from their eye-lids, and they will

awake from their stupor to all the horrors of reflection.

Then, and not till then, unless timely counsel should

rouse the **,*** from its stupor, will the real danger

of the country be manifest.

May that " era" whenever it arrives, be hailed with

rejoicing by the people! May the ruler of the state be

reconciled, where reconciliation be most wanting! May
he take a lesson from that quarter where connubial hap-

piness has been most apparent ; but above all, may he

discard pimps and parasites, and take to his councils,

men who despising all interested and selfish considera-

tions, view their country as their first best object, and

who in the salvation of that country, will find their only

recompence!

Civis boni publici studiosus.

CENSOR'S VIEW of LONDON in 1S12.

Mr. Editor,

At a period like the present, when the most industrious

inclination on the part of the unhappy poor is ofno avail to

the end of their obtaining employment, and mitigating the

horrors ofwaut which they and their families endure. At
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a period when the unparalleled measures of a'n infatuated

ministry have put an end to the commercial interests ofthe

country, and stopped the loom of the manufacturer ; it is a"

melancholy spectacle to see whole families thus ruined

—

starving for want, or enduring, for a miserable pittance,

the official brutality of parish officers.

On this subject I could expatiate at considerable

length, could fill volumes, if my heart could Write; for

my head is overpowered with the feelings which the

melancholy subject excites; and my fingers refuse their

office of narrating. Let me imagine, Sir, for a moment,

that I am seated beside you, on the lofty dome of St. Paul,

and that with the view of the vast metropolis beneath us,

we could equally see and know the feelings, miseries, or

happiness of its inhabitants—how little matter should we
find for congratulation—how much to deplore! Yes, Sir, in

this once vast and opulent city, enived by the world for

its greatness, its laws, and its wealth ; let us but enter the

private dwellings of its citizens, we shall find a skeleton in?

each man's closet, scaring him with no common terrorsv

haunting him with no heedless vision-—But who has done

this?—who hath thrown this ebon veil ofdarkness over the

fairest city in the world? who is it hath planted the

sullen gloomy brow of despair by an Englishman's fire-

side ?—Is he not a monster—a traitor to his king and

country ? Does he not deserve the execrations of the mul-

titude, whom he hath gathered together in sadness and

sorrow ? Alas, is there no pen less feeble than mine to

decry him? is the genius of literature sickly in these

times of dismay? doth it droop in the hazy atmosphere of

poverty and despair? and will it not live through the

storm to flourish in happier times ? Behold yon passenger,

pressing* up Ludgate-hill with eager haste; see the con-

cern that's seated on his brow ; he drives through the

multitude, unconscious that he's pressed on either side, he-

sees no one—his mind is enveloped by misery—-he is

going to Lloyd's—a report has reached him that several

American houses have stopped payment, with whom he
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liad large dealings as a merchant, and that a vessel, in

which he had embarked property to a considerable

amount, has bet- n taken by an American privateer—see—

|

the report is true—he hears it at Lloyd's Coffee-house

;

he hears the doom of his wife and children pronounced as

the natural effect of the American war ; he finds himself

and family consigned as a sacrifice to the ambitious pro-

jects of an efficient ministry.

How shall this melancholy man return to his home of

despair!—how shall he answer to the frantic enquiries of

a distracted wife!—how witness the heart-alluring smiles

of his happy, but miserable children—smiling in the

midst of ruin!—how shall he pass through that long file of

clamorous creditors waiting his approach, and impatient

at his delay ! Can he do this—and will the heart hold

out through such a complicated struggle, as that which

he must endure—a struggle of parental solicitude and af-

fection—the transports of love mingled with all the

horrors of apprehended want. See—he reaches his door,

the trembling knocker falls beneath his hand—it opens.

He's surrounded by importunate creditors,—importunate,

for they themselves have such another house of misery

—

promises are vain—apologies pay no debts—their up-

braidings sink to his heart—he rushes from them wilder

in his despair, and less equal to the task of meeting his

unhappy wife—she hears the dread narration of her

doom in broken sentences from his lips—she clasps the

youngest of her offspring to her breast—she sinks—-she

falls—her heart is almost broke—and thou—thou poor

forlorn one—thou—" bankrupt stag"—thou hast no con-

solation left—thou stand'st amidst the wreck with un-

sheltered head, on which the keen arrows of adversity

have fallen—hopeless, bereft of all, but that little reason

left by despair. View here, ye makers and proclaimers

of war—what it is ye do?—view here, ye senators, who
represent the people—what it is the people suffer?

• Observe that little fat man, walking so fast with one at

bis heels—note his countenance ; it contains many hard lines
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of an unfeeling nature; and if you look attentively, you
will perceive a purse-proud smile upon his cheek—purse

proud ? you will enquire—why yes! the flinty heart that

wrings ii> gold from the pocket of misfortune and dis-

tress—wears its livery in a smile, speaking as volubly as

a gloomy brow—that man is a sheriff's officer ; it was but

the other day he was porter to a waggon office, but dis-

charged for want of rectitude in his conduct, he became

a baiiifi 's tbnower, where thriving in the bent of his incli-

xiati »n, and the eagerness of his rapacity, he soon realized

suffic ent to become the officer, and not the man. A
blood-hunter of no ordinary class, he executes a writ with

a savage exultation and exactness, which has gained for

him 20,0001. and the reputation of zgood officer, he's

goi ig- to perfoi'Wi part of his duty, and expecting the

success ot gaining his victim without trouble; you may
see that the harsh hard lines of his countenance are re-

laxed into expressions of good hun our—he stops—see

him walking into that shop, the miserable debtor sur-

renders himself to the strong gripe of the law, he leaves

his family for a prison. What is the amount of thedebt?

Why, Sir, ten pounds upon a promisory note—ten

pounds! and shall a miserable being be dragged from his

family, by such a brute, for ten pounds! If he has the

inclination to pay, but not the ability, is it not hard that

his liberty should be forfeited to so small a demand ? But

this is English law—English liberty ! There is no nation

in the world boasts so much of liberty as England ; it

plumes itself on the most wholesome salutary laws; yet

it is a country where the unhappy debtor may lose this

invaluable blessing, at the mercy of an obdurate creditor,

who claims ten pounds. But, Sir, the luckless being

whom you now see torn from his family, to say something

of him—he was a very respectable ivory turner, and at

one time carried on a very considerable business. His

health was good, his trade thriving, his family small,

and by the industrious exercise of his time, he cheerfully

paid the exactions of the state : but time has reversed
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this state of things—unfortunately by unwearied exertion

and solicitude, his health is bad—his trade fallen oil'—his

family large, and iiis portion of taxes doubly encreased ;

thus then his resources diminishing, and the calls upon his

labor increasing, he could not stem the torrent of adver-

sity, which was fast approaching—he could not pay the

kings taxes—they haye seized upon his goods; he can-

not pay the clamorous demands of his creditors—they

have seized upon his person. Oh, thou heavenly attribute,

IMercy, shew thyself in this miserable case,—speak com-

fort to his old heart—let him not fall—seven infantine

mouths look to him for bread—shall they look

in vain?—peace, flint-hearted, the afflicted shall find

comfort-—if no where else—in the unfortunate-.

But turn your eyes to gayer scenes; behold yon rank

of civic carriages on the way to the Mansion-house ;

alii there reigns mirth and festivity, there beckoning

pleasure dwells, threading the mazes of the polite dance,

revelling in the cup of wine, or socially smiling in dainty

viands. Behold the Lord Mayor's welcome to his guests,

see the gracious smile of the Lady Mayoress, and if you

take a survey of the countenances in the hall, you will

observe that each is enlivened with a joyful smile

—

joyful but not cheerful!—look closer, Sir,—the steam of

luxury, the painted hall enlivening and gay, the flippant

joke, the cordial laugh and smiling welcome, may throw

a veil of pleasure over the wrinkled brow of care ; but

look closer, Sir, and the true workings of the mind are

visible: though thus enveloped: all is not joy within! ! I

On the success of the Russian war hangs the fate of

many! On the war with America, many ! Alas—each
man has his skeleton in his closet.—The failure of a house

in Liverpool has shook the stability of Alderman ;

the depression oP the funds has given the heart-ache to

1 ~; the warehouses of — are glutted with

goods, and his counting-house by clamorous creditors;

trembles at the next Gazette, and

fears an extent from the crown : thus is it in London. The
VOL, IV, h C
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dazzling equipage, the admiration of the multitude en-

compasses a human being more deserving their pity and
concern, and the Mansion House goblet is quaffed to

drown the stings and arrows of internal suffering; but,

Sir, let us dismiss the scene, and turn to yon poor object,

there. Behold her tears, and with what a humbled voice

she replies to the stern being who stands beside her ; if

you can read the legible lines of suffering, you will im-

mediately perceive what have been this poor woman's

—

the man she speaks to is — , a tallow chandler,

?md church-warden of the parish of : his trade is

no disparagement, for why should not tallow chandlers

have hearts ? but he has none ; excepting indeed that can

be so denominated which never felt for human misfor-

tune, which never prompted the hand to relieve human
misery. I will sketch you a history of this poor destitute

female, for it is well known to me; I have long commi-

serated her sorrows, and have endeavoured to relieve

them. She is the daughter of very respectable trades-

people, who in happier days, when the industrious eco-

nomy of time afforded a reasonable hope of their being

able to lay something by for to-morrow—saved from

their daily avocations a sum sufficient to place themselves

independent, and to portion out eight children in a

manner affording the brightest prospect of future ease.

Mary, the subject of my narration, is the eldest of the

family, and at the age of nineteen, having received an

education suitable to the rank of life in which she was

about to move, was married to an honest and industrious

tradesman, bringing with her her Little dowry, which

advanced his views in business, and enabled him to open

a wider field for exertion than he had hitherto meditated.

For several years they prosecuted their business with

varied success, but always with hopes that were never

damped by sudden or great crosses ; their family increased ;

of course their expenditure became larger, but still the

returns of trade were by no means discouraging, for at

the time I am speaking of, the present disastrous war had
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not arrived at that period when it promised to be inter*

minable, and the heavy taxes which the people labored

under, only robbed the subject of his luxury, and struck

at one or two of his comforts, nor threatened to go fur-

ther ; for the minister of the day was arrested in his career

by public murmurs ; but when it was announced in the

boldest terms that this was a war of extermination, a

war in which the property and liberty of the people was

involved, and that great sacrifices must be made to pre-

vent the loss of all, then it was that taxation first stinted

the meal of this increasing family, it was then the vary-

ing business which they pursued began seriously to de-

press, and they could not by privation keep pace with

its failure, and the increasing exactions of the state—at

the end of the second year their capital was seriously

dipped into—the third it was all sweptaway—they began

the fourth with aching hearts, still with some hopes, for

their friends, with the laudable wish of making them less

miserable, buoyed them with st things will take a turn for

the better—be industrious—be frugal—you will succeed.'*

Alas, if the humble crust, watered by their tears, was an

emblem of frugality, it was the emblem they worshipped

—if activity from the earliest dawn to the latest hour of

night, when business could be pursued, denoted industry,

they were industrious—but what availed it? the rich

man felt the pressure of the times, and abandoned many
of his luxuries—he could no longer afford to be profuse.

Thusdomestic, as weilas foreign trade, decayed at its-source

—but the onus fell on the shoulders of the humble shop-

keeper ; for in addition to hie debts to the state he had to

sustain the heavy and severe reductions of his trade,

from which his only means flowed ;—but to proceed with

my narration, all the usual expences of their shop con-

tinued, while the business still slackened. At the end of

the fourth year they were several hundreds minus, it was
a fearful reckoning that told them the state of their affairs.

Mary fainted at the news, and he? poor inanimate chii-
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dren, whom she had brought into the world, and whom
she was to see beggars and in want ! Yc cold-hearted

counsellors ofwar—hear this! Ye, who blood-stain the field

of battle with human gore, hear this!—ye who send up to

heaven the afflicted shrieks and groans of women whom
you have widowed—of mothers whom you have rend( red

childless, of children whom you have orphaned— bear

this and tremble! ! ! These are thy works, these are the

horrors with which thou visitest thy fellow man ! these

are the ravages thou rnakest upon the human heart, and

earthly suffering seems all to flow from thee! 1! Poor

Mary recovered to an agony almost indescribable, tier

husband's health had long been declining, harrassment

and secret grief had long been undermining his constitu-

tion, and this last shock, together with heart-breaking

anxieties for the future, was more than he could bear up

against—the stately tree which had so long weathered

the fearful storm was at length struck—rived to the heart,

and all the vigorous shoots of energy withered in the bud
—a sick bed was his portion, and long did Mary watch

over him, comforting him, while hopeless herself—her

own heart was breaking. Dreadful and heart-rending

was the task she had to perform—now to soothe the

troubled pillow of her husband—now to satisfy the crav-

ing wants of her children—and now to pacify the rigorous

threatening creditor, who, armed with power, struck at

the heart of his victim with coarse and cutting rebukes

;

nay, those very friends who formerly had recommended

perseverance, and who promised that " times would

mend," were now equally clamorous and more reproving

;

and " little better than a swindler,"—" dishonest man,"
—"scoundrel! worse than a highwayman!" &c. &c.

were indistinctly and cruelly muttered to this poor bleed-

ing heart. Her husband at length recovered—recovered

to see the final ruin of his affairs—they had gone dread-

fully back during his illness, indeed, servants were sus-

pected ! for no account could be given of quantities of

goods, and his debts had accumulated to a considerable
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amount The strict coercion of the law was resorted to,

to recover debts which could not be paid ; at length the

Gazette announced the final dissolution of this unhappy

man'.-, affairs, the final overthrow of all his hopes—a few

weeks saw him with his helpless family, destitute of a

home, of a friend, nay his children of bread—" but God
tempers the winds to the shorn lamb," says Sterne ; and

these beings, who had shrunk appalled from terrors half

as great, now braved with heroic fortitude the very cli-

max of misfortune. At length, in the desart, though

surrounded by reproach, they met with ewe friend—one

—

a man little able, but greatly willing—one whose heart

bled for their sufferings, and who could not but struggle

to mitigate them—he placed them in a low and populous

neighbourhood in a cook-shop—well, Sir, they had scarce-

ly opened this new abode of misery when the husband

sickened again, it was in vain to contend against fate.

Medicines could not be procured without money nor

comfortable food—doubt it not, Sir, although it may ap-

pear improbable, but such is the fact, that in the city of

London, in the neighbourhood of Thames-street, died a

once respectable human being, starved, for the want of

common aliment, whose lips, for four weeks, had not been

crossed but by the most scanty supplies of bread, onions,

and water ! ! !—the wretched widow had borne too much
to feel keenly for his los?—even his death to her was too

much to be envied to excite the shock of separation, and

the continued wants of her children made calls upon her

heart that agonized more for the living than the dead. In

three dreadful weeks more, one of her children followed

the wretched destiny of the father. Think, Sir, oh ! think

what it must be for a mother to see her children perish—

Break heart—break at once—can it be possible.—Alas !

IT ISTRUE!!! This was the ultimatum of misery—the

heart and soul could know no greater—she sold her bed

to pay her husband's funeral—the parish paid that of her

child ; and that stern churchwarden, whom you see with
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knitted brow reproving, pnys her out of the parish funds

ten shillings a week for herself and five children! !

!

one out of the eight having died, and two removed from

her. She is now learning to sew and fold sheets for

bookbinders, and hopes in time, by this means, to soften

the rigor of her misery. I see, by your pointed look,

you mean to enquire, is her father living, has she no sis-

ters, brothers?—she has, and they are capable of relieving

her wants—the father is reputed rich, but he's sordid to

the last stage of avarice, and now at this moment, bending

with years and sickness to the tomb, he's far more an-

xious in the midst of plenty, than I can find language to

describe—the brothers and sisters of this unfortunate,

with only two exceptions, are cold and unnatural as the •

flinty beings from whom they have sprung—the two have

little more than wishes to contribute. This, Sir, is Lon-

don in IS 12—Take it as a general picture, these are the

scenes of wretchedness and distress, the results of the pre-

sent cruel and devastating war, and which are daily pas^

sing with little of our knowledge; for it is difficult to look

into the poor man's cabin who has seen better days, and

read there the horrors to which he is subject.

Yours, &c.

Censor.

The BATTLE of the WHIPS.

Rem ad arma de ducifludebat.

The modern man of fashion runs his round careless of

the censure or praise of mankind. A good or bad name
to him is equally grateful. His delight consisting solely

in notoriety. Notoriety, therefore, is his ruling passion.
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Is he a black-leg—he is notorious ;—a pimp—he is noto-

rious;—the pander ofa* * * * * * he is notorious;—the

guardian of Harry Lee's son, he is notorious—the roads to

notoriety are open to him, he dashes through them in his

curricle with careless ease and indifference, pleased with

the gaze of the town, and smiling contemptuously at their

taunts. His agents in the cogging line, after being initia-

ted by his lordship in the art and mysteries of their mas-

ter's trade, receive their weekly stipend, take their daily

orders for attendance at night at the nightly hells, and are

sworn to render a just account of their gains in the morn-

ing: such is the mode of life of an earl of the present day

—the companion of p -s and of peers. The even-

ing assemblies of the more respectable part of the haut

ion are sometimes graced with his presence. His rank

the owners of the mansions do not chuse to quarrel with,

and they are aware that sometimes vice lurks under a

mask into the inmost—the sacred recesses of their dormi-

tories : To hold the linger up against such a man would

betray but little of the polish of the courtier, ana* polite-

ness is too essential an ingredient in the composition of

the fashionable world to be disregarded or contemned.

This noble Earl one evening in the course of the last

month was sporting his curricle up St. James's-street, and

turning his horses to the left he espied the mansion of the

Countess of— in a blaze of light. Struck with a sud-

den thought, he brandished his whip and was driving fu-

riously up to the door when he found the impetuosity of

his career obstructed by the intervention of a chain of

carriages which had set down some more of the frater-

nity of right honourables at the door of the Countess.

Finding he could not alight he called out in a peremptory

tone to his brother whips—alias coachmen, to" mizzle:" one

ofthe party-coloured fraternity, however, refused to obey

the command, when his lordship exclaimed, (iG—dd n

you ! Don't you know me ! I am the Earl of ." The
answer of his brother whip was, <{ you may be the devil

for what I care, I shall not stir." Some further abuse
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passed on each side—my lord and the knight of the whip
exchanging some mutual complimentary strains

—

their

brother whips ironically exclaiming " Let my lord draw

up—the Earl of 's carriage is stopped in its way !

&e. &c." Infuriated by the obstinacy of the offending

whip, and goaded by the jeers of the group of whips,

who collected to witness this uncourtly rencontre, he in

afatal moment hopped from his curricle, and began to lash

Jarvis with might and main.— Jarvis was not backward in

returning the loan, which he repaid with interest. His

brother whips encouraged the repayment by offering

assistance in the hour of necessity—" Lay it on ! Lay it

on !" was re-echoed from one end of the crowd to the other

—ce D—me, my lad, if you break your whip, here's half a

dozenfor you.''' The noble Earl, not liking the appearance

of this new whip club, retreated into the house, whither

he was followed by the shouts of the mob.

This anecdote is one of the many with which the life

of this gallant sprig of nobility abounds. Would to

G-od that all his exploits ended as harmlessly to society !

Here no one suffered but himself—ifdisgrace be to him a

mark of suffering! correction when -well applied to the

back of a— may have some beneficial effects. The
errors of mankind spring from the imperfections of their

nature ; but even these errors may be amended by fre-

quent lashes : for the back, when properly scored, will in

time endure no more ; and oftentimes the lash judiciously

enforced, works reformation. We shall wield the rod,

we trust, beneficially, not only over our noble hero, but

his noble compeers—Nay, we shall return to the neigh-

bourhood of Pall-mall again and again, until we have

cleansed the pillory of its impurities. From the

down to the hopeful son of Harry Lee, all shall equally

enjoy as they well merit our notice.

Raro antecedentem soclarum deseruit pede pcena claudo?
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GALLERY OF ECCENTRIC PORTRAITS.—Xo. L

" Come like shadows, so depart /"

&IR,

Few societies of any note have existed in this country,

of which histories have not been given by men acquaint-

ed with their origin and progress. The neglect, however,

with which the celebrated society I am now going to

address you upon, has been treated, reflects a sort of na-

tional disgrace upon our character; for, whether we
consider the number of its members, their talents, their

eminence in public life, or their virtues in private ; whe-

ther we consider that some from among them, have

risen to high dignities in the state, and that others have

been exalted to the gallows ; or whether we remember

that many of the most brilliant names that adorn its re-

cords are still living, it is equally a matter of astonish-

ment and regret, that there should yet be no public de-

claration of its existence or lustre. Unavailing regret,

however, is the mark of an irresolute mind which sees

and feels the evil it wants energy to attempt the redress

of. I would escape that reproach, and shall therefore

endeavour to supply the chasm in the history of the

societies that adorn this country, of which I complain.

After this exordium I need hardly add the name
of the society to which I allude; and yet, when I re-

member how ingloriously it has languished for want
of an historian, I cannot but suspect that many of our

eminent living writers are unacquainted with its exist-

ence. Sir, I mean The Eccentric Society: and

knowing as I do, that its members consist of nearly four

thousand in number, I am justified in supposing that

two thirds of your readers are Eccentrics. How will

their bosoms beat then with filial joy when they see this

attempt, feeble as it is, to record their incorporate glory

VOL, IV, 3 ©
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and dignity ! How will they rejoice to think that at last,

their greatness will be known to all England ; nay, I

may say to all Europe, for in what part of the globe may

not a Scourge be found ?

It is indeed a little curious that a society so numerous,

and containing so many splendid names, should have

existed in the very heart of this metropolis, and yet, that

its fame should be, comparatively speaking, confined to

its own members. The modesty indeed, with which

we have hidden our candle under a bushel deserves ad-

miration rather than praise. You will be the more

willing to admit this, Sir, when I tell you* that we reckon

among our members the names of Sheridan, Nelson,

Cochrane, Curran, Garrow, Mellish, the M. P. Theodore

Hook, Sec'. &c. (I really have not time to number any

more oHhe illustrious circle.) You will naturally suppose

^hat where such men meet, there must be the " feast

of reason and the flow of soul," rather than the feast of

belly and the flow of ale ; nor would you be wholly

wrong in such a supposition : and yet we are peculiarly

happy in the manner in which we contrive to unite sensual

with intellect ua. 1 pleasures. In the Eccentrics, a man may
be listening to the finest periods of eloquence, while he

is eating a kidney or a sheep's rump ; he may treasure

up the maxims of wisdom as he sips his ale or his gin ;

and he may luxuriate in all the blandishments of wit,

while he is suffocating his neighbour with the fragant

fumes of his pipe. We do not make the delightsof mind

and body succeed each other; we have discovered the

happy facility of so blending and mingling them, that

we reap from their union the highest delight of which

our twofold nature is capable. It would gratify you

beyond measure, to witness their conjunct operation ;

to see a member, listening in a state of extacy, (with a

piece ofwelcb-rabbit, perhaps, held in equilibrium between

* Perhaps ycm are an. Eccentric, and then my information is

ueedlesg. But the public require it.
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fiis teeth, finely expressive of astonishment,) to the anima-

ted eloquence of a W , a B a G , an H ,

or an M. ; or another, tickled by the wit of either of the

above gentlemen, while he is swallowing the refreshing

streams of gin or porter, straining in a convulsive laugh

caused by the interruption which the liquid met

in its passage dGwn his throat.

It would be a tedious business to tell you all our forms

and regulations; to detail to you the mode of admission

which is practised, the laws by which we are governed,

or the heavy fines by which any infraction of those laws,

as well as any breach of decorum, are punished. Neither,

Sir, shall I weary your readers (those I mean who are

not Eccentrics—for it is impossible to weary one who
is an. Eccentric, with ,his own praises, as you could con-

fess, were you to listen to our proceedings for one night

only) with a detail of all the splendid things which have

been done and said by our most splendid members. As,

however, I could wish that some record less perishable

than individual memory should exist concerning us, I

will just venture to mention a few of our most popular

and eminent members, as well as attempt to convey

some idea of the qualities that distinguish them. I shall

not touch upon those whose names I have already enu-

merated, for they are known well enough ; but shall

confine myself to those who, but for this memorial

of them, might be destined to move along their course

like a meteor in the heavens, gazed at and admired,

for a moment, but shortly unseen and unremembered.

The first whom I shall mention is, one no less re-

markable for capital jokes than for capital attacks.

Every body admires the tine-spun raillery with which
he assaults his antagonist, attenuated as a cob-web, and

as curiously wrought ; sometimes catching our under-

standings but not holding them ; playing about our fan-

cies, but without the power of carrying conviction to our

reason. He looks at a question, to use a senatorial phrase,

without venturing to take hold of it, as a clog barks round
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a p^, but never bites at him unless he runs away. His

wit is like the confiscations of a mirror agitated in the

rays of the sun, which give a brig-liter light for the mo-
ment only to leave us in more profound darkness. Yet,

he is always heard with pleasure, because he never

tires his hearer's minds by demanding any exertion of

their faculties. In listening to him they are purely

passive.

The next great man among us is one who would be

great any where as long as all the rest were little. But

this is a qualification he is himself by no vmeans disposed

to admit. He has an abundant confidence in his pow-

ers, and believes no subject unequal to the display ofthem.

He has only one defect in his oratory, and that is that he

never utters two words without a distinct pause between

each; thus: " Mr.—Chairman—I—rise-—to—-offer—a—

»

few—remarks—on—this—very—important—question—."

If you read this with a pause of twenty seconds after

each word, you will have a very faithful conception of

this popular orator as to his manner. Of his matter

I shall say nothing ; because though very excellent, no

doubt, I have never been able to understand it, and it

would therefore be presumption in me to criticise it.

I pass over a crowd of one-minute and two-minute

speakers, who always rise just to say a few words, and

always sit down without saying any thing but words,

and shall proceed to mention a very distinguished Eccen*

trie, whether we consider the delicacy of his taste, the

variety of his acquirements, or the profundity of his

wisdom. I regret that I may not mention his name, but

Iris modesty being equal to his genius, he would take it

for Grant-ed that I meant to wound him in the most sus*

eeptible part of his character, if I ventured to " give him

a name" as well as " a local habitation." I am aware

that by ascribing such exalted qualities so obscurely, I

shall excite a number of competitors who will all be

ready to exclaim, " that's myself ;" but in order to avoid

any confusion of that kind which might be productive of
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the most fatal consequences, I beg leave to mention that

lam speaking of** myself." If I knew any terms that

could better depict my real character than those I have

chosen, I would adopt them; but if the reader does not

immediately find out that I am a vain, frivolous, and

empty coxcomb, it will not be for want of a test by

which to try rneP

We have one among us, Sir, whom I cannot recal to

my memory without sorrow ; for when I think of him,

I mourn over the wreck of superior talents; talents which

had they been duly applied might have raised their pos-

sessor to an eminent station in society, and made him

the ornament of his age. But how have they been suf-

fered to lie waste ! How have they been prostituted to

fill the ears of drinkers of ale and eaters of kidnies ! How
have tiiey been displayed before men whose eyes were

twinkling with drowsiness from the combined influence

of sleep and gin ! Such have been too often his auditory,

and such, I am afraid, it will continue to be. He has

Caesar's ambition,without the greatness of his alternative.

He is contented to be the first man in a village, when he

might be the first in Rome.

" Brutus thou steepest, awake and know thyself.'*

I mu&t not omit, in this Gallery of Eccentric

Portraits, two worthy friends of mine, one ofwhom
always " disgusts*

3

a question when he enters upon

it; and the other, whose tender elegance of nature sees,

in every subject, something too " Herculanean* to be

attempted. These two form a family piece, and with

these two 1 shall conclude for the present, promising you

0. continuation of my graphic labours in your ensuing

number.

I remain* Sir,

Orsehvator,

Mays Buildings^

Oct. 10, 1912,
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A CHESTER ATTORNEY, a NORTH COUNTRY
LASS, and a DEVONSHIRE GENTLEMAN!!!

Dieu defend le Droit

!

Perhaps a more flagrant case of injustice than the one

which we are about to record seldom occurs, whether

viewed in the person of the Devonshire gentleman, or the

Chester attorney-—The 'former, it will be found, broke

down the barriers of virtue—the latter promised that he

should be made to smart under the correction of law,

for his infamous conduct in respect to the infant sister of

the North Country Lass—The North Country Lass now
regrets her folly in travelling to Chester, and the at-

torney having gleaned from the meritorious earnings of

the poor fallen girl all she could spare, leaves her (unless

she can bring more grist to his mill) to bewail her hard

fate

!

The North Country Lass,beautiful in person, of engag-

ing and affable manners, was left early in life to the

care of an affectionate mother : her father having been

snatched away from this transitory life, " to another and

a better world," before she had attained her sixth year.

All that he had to leave for their support was comprised

in a trifling pittance. But his last sigh wafted out

prayers for the happiness and future comfort of his ami-

able partner and his two dear girls. Struggling with

adversity, her mother contrived to bring them both up

decently, until the North Country Lass had attained to

years of puberty. About this period a West Indian gen-

tleman ofsmall fortune, being on a tour through Scotland

saw the fair Jane , and became enamoured with

her person: the opening roses on her cheeks—the be-

witching smiles which played around her lips, and the

graceful carriage of her person all conspired to rivet him

to her charms—But—he too, was by nature formed to

captivate—-the manly forn*—the soft and insinuating ad-
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dress, and the tender anxiety which he constantly

displayed for her happiness,- raised in the gentle breast of

Jane the passion of love—Basely taking advan-

tage of her unsuspecting innocence in an unlucky hour,

he deprived her of that inestimable treasure which is the

brightest jewel in the possession of woman. He did

more—he persuaded her to elope from her parent's house,

and they arrived in London, where they resided for some
time as man and wife. The narrow circumstances

in which her unfortunate parent was placed, and the

hopes of providing for the younger daughter, induced the

mother to accede to the wish of the North Country Lass,

and her sister was entrusted to her care for the purpose of

being sent to boarding-school. To Clapham, accordingly,

she was sent to complete her education, and she proceed-

ed in her studies with all the appearance of becoming in

time an ornament in society. Her sister saw with plea-

sure the promise which she gave, and though she sighed

in secret at her own unhappy fate—that fate embittered

as it was by the recollection of her fall, was in some mea-

sure rendered less severe from the fond hope which clung

round her heart that her lesson would operate as a bar to

her sister's dishonour. A las 1 alas ! how vain her expecta-

tion! in an evil hour a villain fromDevonshire,a gentleman

!

a married man! the father of a numerous and interesting

family ! blighted the lovely prospects which danced be-

fore her eyes, and by the pestiferous breath of insidious

persuasion succeeded in the ruin of the younger sister!

But how did he effect this virtuous object. Admitted

to the company of Mr, and the North Country

Lass—considered in the light of a friend—respectable

Trom rank—above suspicion of the inclination to commit
so foul a crime from his advanced age—a married man
and a parent! he was permitted to call at the boarding-

school. From thence, under pretence of taking this little

innocent—this child offourteen years old! a ride, he base-

ly hurried her to a brothel, and completed her ruin.

At this period, Mr. , the protector of the North
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Country Lass, was compelled to quit England, his affairs

in the West Indies requiring his immediate presence. The
sad tale was imparted to him.—Mr. ,stung with com-

punction for the part which he had acted to the one

branch of the family, and conscious that to him might be

imputed the downfil of the other sister, directed the

North Country Lass to advise with an attorney upon the

subject. With hasty steps she traced her route to Ches-

ter, where being admitted to the presence of the attor-

ney, she imparted the dreadful tale.
—" Oh," said this

honest disciple of Moses, " we will trounce him ; but I

must have ten pounds to begin with."

The ten pounds were accordingly paid over to the attor-

ney, and the unfortunate sister reposed in security, satis-

fied that though she could not restore the honour of her

relation, yet she saw before her the prospect of reparation

for the injury by the infliction of punishment on the head

of the seducer: months and months rolled along in the

current of time ; but delay in the legal proceedings was

apparent—more money was demanded, and furnished to

the amount of eighteen pounds—still there was delay.

Remonstrance was made to the attorney that so many
months should have elapsed, and the matter not be in

court. The attorney alledged that he had not money

enough^-that he must have twenty pounds more—>

and then the case should be brought into court this term,

which commences the sixth instant. It was in vain the

Northern Country Lass pleaded her inability to furnish

more, and the absence of Mr. in the West Indies

:

the attorney was inexorable. Mr. M , the seducer,

was at his ease at Nawney near Exeter, and she

—

had

lost her money !

In this state matters remain :—the seducer triumphs

in the spoliation which his lust has created : nay

more, he has had the daring effrontery to attempt

to carry off this child for the second time: the attempt did

not succeed : He is now basking in the sunshine of this

4omestic circle, seemingly content I The incapacity, the
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pecuniary incapacity of the injured party to comply with

the rapacious demands of this legal shark has lulled Mr.

M« r's fears to rest. But though for a while the

arm ofjustice may be withheld, it will eventually fall

upon the head of this abominable man with renovated

strength. Means are now taking to set the machineinto

motion. For the present, therefore, we shall abstain from

entering into minuter particulars in respect to the con-

duct of the attorney. This notice, we trust, will make
him tremble in his skin, and the Devonshire seducer,

when he reads these pages may, if the blush of shame

be not entirely removed from his countenance, elicit an

additional glow to its colour, and in the shades of repen-

tance ruminate upon the mode of atoning for that crime

which, as a married man, the guardian of infant inno-

cence, he should have avoided. We hope the recollection

of it stings him severely !

DIARY or a BOOKSELLER and an AUTHOR

Sir,

I was particularly pleased with the Diary of a Man
€>f Fashion and a Nottingham Manufacturer in your num-
ber for July last, p. 123; and though I liked that much
Jess in your number for August, yet the two together

have impregnated my imagination, and caused me to

be delivered of the following. A complete delivery, in-

deed, cannot be effected without your obstetric aid ; and

I hope, therefore, you will lend your assistance.

I do not know two classes of men more contrasted in

their fortunes, feelings, and characters than authors and

booksellers; nor do I know two classesofmen whoexhibit

more forcibly the unequal distribution of the good things

of fortune in this life : for while the bibliopolist is bask-

ing in affluence and accumulating wealth by the produce
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tive talents and labours of the man of genius, the latter

is often (too often, alas!) left to pine in hopeless misery

and anguish, with nothing to console his cold and com-

fortless existence, but the airy and fantastic visions of

fame and future glory. The melancholy vicissitudes of

his life are diversified only by varieties of wretchedness.

The diary for one week of these two men would sure-

ly furnish a curious contrast; not always a pleasing,

though perhaps an instructive one. There can be little diffi-

culty in selecting the topics, nor need the imagination en-

croach much upon the confines of truth and probabiiit3r
.

AVithout any great stretch of credulity, I could suppose

their respective diaries to run thus

:

Diary of a Bookseller.

Monday. Rose at seven

o'clock, and at eight rung for

my chocolate. While atbreak-

fast that teasing blockhead,

Mr. Dactyl, sent up the ser-

vant to know if I could let

him have 21. upon his next

epic, for his wife was ill,

and the doctor had ordered

her wine. Sent him down a

1 1. note, with a message that

he must not expect any more

till the poem was published.

Mem. Only two sheets print-

ed; and live hundred copies

subscribed for already.

Went down to the shop at

eleven, and found that the se-

venth edition of the .Travels in

Spain was all sold. Gave or-

ders for printing a new edi-

tion—made a good job of that

work—paid 501. for the copy-

right: cleared COO!, in three

months.

Diary of an Author.

Monday. Rose at five, and

translated a sheet of the Pic-

ture of Poland before break-

fast. At eight I and Sarah,

and my three little ones, sat

down to a mess of pottage. I

saw that it went sadly against

the stomach of my Sarah, but

she smiled, and declared it

was excellent. Patient com-
forter I How she strives to hide

her own pangs in the roses

with which she would fain strew

my forlorn path. After break-

fast sat down to the translation

again, and finished another

sheet before four o'clock. Ran
with the manuscript to the

bookseller, who let me have

ten shillings ; seven of which I

paid to the baker, and with

the remainder Sarah provided

dinner for us. Found myself

feverish from over-exeriion.

parched with thirst— nothing
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Diary of a Bookseller.

At one o'clock, Mr. Fools-

cap called upon me, and tasted

my claret. While we were

drinking- it, was told that Mr.

Puff and Mr. Inkhorn were

below. Sent for Mr. Puff up

stairs j to taste the claret.

Mem. He writes in the Cri-

tical Review, and has pro-

mised to praise Mr. Dactyl's

new epic, when it comes out,

and swear its equal to Ho-

mer's. Mr. Inkhorn waited

—

he came for money, and

brought a proof of his novel

to shew that he had earned it.

Dined with the Stationer's

company : sat next Alderman

Gobble, who helped himself,

three times to turtle. Mem.
Ate too much—grew confound-

ed sick—went home at eight,

and ordered some grilled duck.

This recovered the tone of my
stomach : drank a pint of Bur-

gundy, went to bed, and

dreamt about the shrievalty.

Tuesday. Pestered again by

that need}^ scoundrel Dactyl,

for money. Made up a woeful

tale about his wife and chil-

dren, and said that it was im-

possible he could proceed with

his poem while his mind was

go distracted by their condi-

tion. That was a new cut

upon me, so I gave him 21.

more, he promising to produce

two sheets of copy for it.

Saw Mr. Harness the coach-

Diary of an Author.

to drink but acid small beer.

Still contrived to translate till

dusk, when I v/as forced to

give over for want of money to

purchase a candle. Went out

and strolled along till I found

myself opposite Newgate. Re-

solved to call upon my friend

there, a thriftless labourer,

like myself, in literature.

Found him hard at work finish-

ing a review of Scott's Lady of

the Lake. Admires the Nor-

thern versifier. Had some dis-

pute upon the subject, after

which I supped with him off a

red herring, and then returned

home.

Tuesday. A printer's devil

at my door for copy by seven

o'clock. Had none ready.

At nine received a letter from

my bookseller informing me
that if I did not provide copy

regularly, and not keep the

printer waiting, he should give

the work to some one else.

Could hardly hold up my head

for fever, yet contrived to

translate half a sheet, and then

forced to begin a history of
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Diary of a Bookseller.

maker about my new carriage.

Agreed to give him three hun-

dred guineas for it.

Miss Amelia Skeggs called

to know what had been the

success of her last novel which

I published, and of which she

was. to share the eventual pro-

fits, if any. Told her I knew

nothing about it, but be-

lieved it did not sell at all.

Asked what I would give for

her interest in it. Offered 51.

Tried hard for 101. but took 71.

because she wanted to pay

her milliner. When she was

gone, inquired about my
bargain, and found the

whole impression was sold.

Mem. Cleared 401. by the job.

Spent rest of the day in

looking over my books. Found

I had lost 7s. 6d. by the

d d Scotchman's Essay on

Bullion.

Wednesday. Rose early and

went as far as Ne^vington-

green to look at a snug little

box, which I think of taking

for Betsy. Rent 601. per an-

nuiu, Taxes, 151. Mem. Pri-

vate entrance up the lane.

When 1 returned home found

the sh*op crowded with persons

to buy the fourth edition of

Scorpion's " Satirical Epistle

to a great Minister." Poor

fellow 1 he died in Newgate

overwhelmed with debt. Sent

his wife a dollar the day he was

Diary of an Author,

Carlisle, and write a little of

the novel which I had promised

Mr. Parchment.

Received another letter from

the attorney, informing me
that if I did not pay the rent

due for my last lodgings, he

should issue a writ Mgainst me.

Applied for money, but in

vain. Sat down, and compo-

sed an one to Patience. Dined

with my wife and three chil-

dren off a sheep's head and one

pound of potatoes. In the

evening calculated what I had

earned, and found it amount-

ed to five shillings beyond

what I had drawn in advance,,

Wednesday. No money ta

get breakfast. Enough bread

in the house for Sarah and her

little ones. Went out, saying

I would breakfast with my
friend in Newgate. Called

there; he asked me to lend

him threepence to buy a loaf.

Had not a farthing, Wralked

to my bookseller for the five

shillings. Refused to give it

me, till! produced more copjv

Good God ! the pale mechanic

who wastes his life in penury

and toil, yet gets the scanty
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Diary of a Bookseller.

buried; and promised to do

something for his children in

the way of getting them into

the parish school. Could not

do less, for I clear some hun-

dreds by their father's writings.

Agreed with the tall Irish"

man for a volume of Travels in

Portugal, to be manufactured

from Bourgoyne, Townsend,

Link, Murphy, &c, &c. To

pay fifteen shillings a sheet,

and supply him with paste

and a pair of scissars. The

work to be ready for publica-

tion in six weeks.

A lank clergyman called

upon me, and offered a MS.

work upon fornication and

gluttony. To give him an

answer to morrow. Put it in my
pocket and took it with me
to Betsy's, where I read a few

pages, but did not think he

understood the subject.

Thursday. The lank cler-

gyman called upon me again.

Told him I did not think his

work would do. Not a sale-

able commodity. The world

knew enough about fornica-

tion. Ottered it to me for 21.

gave him thirty shillings, and

took the MS. to my friend

Drawl, who publishes those

things. Told him it was writ-

ten, by a very deserving mem-
ber ofthe church, whose poverty

made him willing to dispose of

it cheaply. Got20L for it from

Diary ofan Author,

earnings of that toil, is hap-

pier than he who lives upon his

mind, who must think even

to madness, till the o'erstretch-

ed faculties of thought crack

from intensity of meditation

before he can spread the fru-

gal meal upon his board. Re-

turned home disconsolate.

Found my Sarah in tears^

The attorney had been there,

and threatened summary pro-

ceedings. Sat down with a

heavy heart to my labour.

Wrote till exhausted nature

denied her strength ; and then

hastened to my " patron" with

the MS. who gave me the five

shillings w ith coarse abuse, for

delay. Took home some food,

and we dined.

Thursday.Finished the^Dis-

sertation upon the Goths,"

and took it to the Vandal, who
had employed me. Had 11/

to receive. Gave me only six

and- promised me the rest in a

week.. Went to the attorney

with five of the six, to offer it

in part of payment ofthe seven-

teen I owed. Did not find him

at home. Returned to my
lodgings, and wrote some of

the history of Carlisle, and af-

terwards wrote an act of the

comedy, which I mean to offer
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Drawl, who said he knew a

certain sale oftwo thousand co-

pies among his customers, who

delighted in those subjects.

Called in at Feele's, where

I met a country bookseller.

Persuaded him to take the re-

maining stock of the Scotch-

man's Essay on Bullion; by

which, instead of losing 7s. (3d.

I gained 111. 5s. Well pleased

with my day's work. Mem.
Johnson says, that booksellers

are the real patrons of litera-

ture. Who doubt it ?

Friday. Received a letter

from one of my authors in the

Bench, asking me for 51,. Re-

fused him, because lie wrote as

if he had a right to it. The

fellow upbraided me, with hav-

ing made above 501. by his

" anecdotes of Newgate," for

which I gave him 101. and paid

his tailor's bill of 21. 6s. 4^d.

Mem. He's wrong. 1 made
above a hundred: but then I

gave him the hint ; so all

the merit of original concep-

tion was mine.

Delighted with the success

of Scorpion's satire. Sells

amazingly. Sent his widow a

bottle of pricked wine, and

spoke to the overseers of the

parish, about his children.

How sweet are the labours of

humanity ! How pleasing are

the emotions of gratitude, to

the human heart

!

Diary of an Author.

to the managers of New Drmy.
Regaled ourselves at night,

with some porter at supper
;

and I promised Sarah money

for a pair of shoes, as soon as I

received the remainder that

was due for the Essay on the

Goths. Went to bed happy,

because 1 had money in my
pocket.

Friday. Awakened at seven-

o'clock by a loud knocking at

my bed-room door. Thought

it was some printer's devil, for

copy as usual. Opened the

door, when a bailiff entered,

and arrested me for 201. 1 was

horror-struck. My poor Sarah

was asleep, and knew nothing

of the calamity. It was a hard

task to awaken her, and tell

her the misfortune that had

befallen us. She was in a happy

slumber. I could not rob her

of it. Even the myrmidon of

the law, in whose powTer I was

secured, was touched by my
condition.He asked if 1 had any

friend, to whom I could apply ?

Not one ! Money, with which

I could pay the debt? Alas •

no. My Sarah awoke. I will

not describe the scene. I went

to prison, whither she soon fol-

lowed me, I applied to the book-
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Mr. Vocable brought home

the index to the Universal His-

tory. Makes four sheets. Ex-

pected twelve guineas. Not

done well ; very defective, told

him so, and swore 1 would not

give him more than 81. 1 knew

he was too poor to stand out

;

so at last he took it. Mem.
Saved 91. 12s.

Bought two blood mares for

my carnage,

thriving: trade.

Literature, a

Little thought

should keep a carriage,

I first arrived in London, errand

boy to Demy, the stationer.

Thank God, all honest, clear

gains. Authors might be as

rich as booksellers, if they were

as provident. No persons paid

more liberally, for its all profit

with them.

Saturduy. Amused myself

to day with looking into my
literary transactions, for the

last six months. Find that 1

have paid 1561. l7s.Gd. for the

copy-rights of nine ditieient

works, by which I have cleared

exactly 12001. 14s. Oid. This

is what I call speculating with

prudence. Mem. Five of the

above nine authors in the

Bench

died there

two in Newgate one

9
and the other ran

away to America, seventeen

shillings in my debt. What a

d d profligate extravagant

set they are !

Diary ofan Author.

sellers who employed me. One

had no money ; another was

bound by his act of partnership*

not to enter into a bail ; and the

third coolly replied that he sup-

posed 1 could not be very much

inclined to literary pursuits in

my next lodging, and therefore

begged I would not go on with

the history of Carlisle ! John-

son in the foolish pride of para-

dox^ asserted that booksellers

were the only patrons of litera-

ture! They are the purveyors;

but patronage is beyond the

scope of their cent, per cent,

calculatories. Sarah went to

the attorney, and offered him

the five pounds; but he was

inexorable. All or none. My
doom was fixed, and I sub-

mitted.

Saturday. After a restless

and perturbed night, I woke to

meditation and madness. I re-

flected upon what had been my
career ; what had been the

varying turns of my fortune

in the course of the last six

months. With unremitting

toil, I had become beggar : I

had starved in the midst of

severest labor; and now 1 found

myself in a prison with* ltd hope

of redemption from it, That

which could not save me from

its jaws, would hardly extricate

me afterwards. Such are the

rewards, of literature, from those
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who owe all their affluence to

its cultivators.

Sunday, Went to the Mag- Sunday. A gloomy and a

dalen. The Rev. Mr. wretched day. Sarah brought

preached very finely ; but was my little ones to see me. We
surprised to hear all that part sat in mournful silence for a

of the lank clergyman's essay, time, undisturbed even by their

which related to fornication, prattling innocence. The cheer-

Suppose friend Drawl had lent less aspect ofthe place, seemed

it him. Gave sixpence as I came to overawe their little minds;

out. A very fine discourse, and they crowded round my
Passed the rest of the day with knees, with looks of painful

Betsey. inquhy. Passed the evening in

tears, and retired to bed to weep

undisturbed.

THE REVIEWER, No. XIV.

Tales, by the Rev. George Crabbe,

It is difficult to speak of Mr. Crabbe, without that

affection, which naturally attaches to the friend and

favorite of our youthful years; to whom our childhood

has been indebted, for many of its intellectual pleasures ;

and whose descriptions of nature and of manners, have

left an impression, that neither the intrusion of care,

nor the bustle and vicissitude of active life, have effaced

from our remembrance. His description of a parish

workhouse, and his counterpart to Goldsmith's Village

Curate, were among the first passages of English poetry,

that awakened ourjuvenile attention, are probably among

the last, which the progress of time, or the predominance

of later and more splendid excellence, will obliterate.

It is seldom that the poetical or literary character of

an individual remains unchanged through so long an in-

terval as that which elapsed between the first productions
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of Mr. Crabbe, and the effusions of his age. The same

views of life and human nature, the same predisposition

to dwell with minuteness on the dark and unfavourable

6ide of the poetical picture, and the same homeliness of

diction, and affected ruggedness of verm, that impeded

the success of the Village Curate among his early readers,

are equally observable in his later volumes. His accu-

racy in the delineation of unpleasing objects, of the habi-

tations ofdependent and profligate indigence,of the smug-

gler's cottage, and the pauper's bed, of the noisome alley

and the crowded wTard, is not less apparent in the compo-

sitions of the reverend and respectable vicar, than in the

effusions of the young and aspiring deacon, while his pic-

tures of life are relieved by a greater variety of action, and

his descriptions embellished by a more minute and diver-

sified observation of the human character.

But unfortunately Mr. Crabbe, like all preceding vota-

ries of literary fame, too easily intoxicated by public

approbation, and unwilling to discriminate between those

excellencies that have in themselves contributed to his

success, and those deformities wThich have only been for-

given in consideration of the beauties by which they wers

accompanied, has thought it necessary,in his later works,

to obtrude upon the public eye in all the prominence of

display, every peculiarity of phraseology and versifica-

tion, that the admirers of his early writings had most sin-

cerely lamented, or the most earnestly corrected. He
should have remembered that it was for the truth of his

delineations, the force of his descriptions, and the occa-

sional pathos of his sentiment, that he had received the

gratitude of the public and the praise of criticism. His

quaintness of expression, his inaccuracy of rhyme, the

rugged ness of his verse, his occasional attempts at wit,

and the inanimate prosing that distinguished a consider-

able portion of his didactic efforts, were lamented as the

unavoidable, or forgiven as the excusable, peculiarities of

a poet, who atoned for their existence by great and vari-

ous excellencies. The candid regarded them with in-

VOL. IT. 3 E
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diligence, and the fastidious with an impatience propor-

tioned to the gratification that they so frequently repress-

ed or interrupted.

It has been asserted, indeed, by Cowper, and other

writers of considerable talent, that the occasional intro-

duction of a hobbling line or an imperfect rhyme, com-
municates variety to the measure, and obviates that
w sickening melody" which disgusts and satiates in the

writings of Pope. But the only variety that can be ad-

mitted in poetical composition is variety of excellence.

The paces of a horse were never improved by causing him
to limp; nor does the amputation of a foot improve the

couplet more than the steed. Were an architect to leave

his ornaments unfinished, or to vitiate the symmetry of

his building, on the popular pretexts of communicating

variety by carelessness of touch, &c. &c. he would only

become the object of popular ridicule. The simpjicitas

munditiis is the result of exquisite art, not of wilful

deformity or desperate negligence. Let the reader com-

pare the commencement of the Hind and the Panther,

with the rugged verses that are so conspicuous in many
of Cowper'^ most successful productions, and then deter-

mine whether the intermixture of poetry with doggrel,

or the bold and graceful harmony that is at once the re-

sult of skill and labour, be most delightful to the ear, or

afford the most gratifying species of variety.

It is with pleasure that we have observed the Tales in

Verse to be in a great measure purified from the aspe-

rities of diction, and those affectations of phraseology by

which his last production was distinguished. But he

still mistakes homeliness for simplicity, and in his fear"

of extravagance, is content to be prosaic. Though many
occasions occur for the full display of all the enthusiasm

of pbetty, and all the splendor of rhetorical embellish-

ment, he studiously avoids them. To tell his story in

parallel lines of ten syllables seems to be his sole ambi-

tion ; and even the reader who admires the intimate

knowledge of life and human nature, the accurate dis-

crimination of character, and the ingenuity of invention
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that his effusions display, must be disposed to regret that

he has not occasionally assumed a more lofty and anima-

ted tone, nor given to his descriptions at once the accu-

racy of truth, and the pathos and energy of poetical elo-

quence.

As the faults of Mr. Crabbe's compositions will be

sufficiently evident even in the extracts that we make to

elucidate his characteristic excellencies, we shall proceed

to the more pleasing task of pointing out a few of the

latter to the admiration of our readers.

Considered merely as tales, the different essays con-

tained in the present volumes have no pretensions to

peculiar merit. They are usually indeed nothing more

than the detail of a single incident, or the description of

common-place occurrences, accompanied by appropriate

reflections. A young man of genius relies on the pro-

fessions of his patron, is disappointed, returns home and

dies of a broken heart. A sailor leaves his sweetheart,

and after a long absence, finds the object of his former

love wealthy, and therefore unkind. A farmer's daugh-

ter returns from the boarding school, with ideas and

manners too refined for rustic occupations, and with a

disgust for the unpolished beings who surround her.

She is reclaimed by the advice of a neighbouring widow,

who relates her own history, and becomes the happy

wife ofa rustic neighbour, in describing the knavery of

the lower classes, he is most luxuriant and successful:

the volume abounds with descriptions of knavish station-

ers, and humble companions to country gentlewomen.

We recommend the following advice to the consider-

ation of ail juvenile satirists.

Hear me, my boy, thou hast a virtuous mind,

But be thy vircues of the sober kind,

Be not a Quixote ever up in arms,

To give the guilty and the great alarms,

If never heeded thy attack is vain,

And if they heed thee, they'll attack again.

Then too, in striking at that heedless rate,

Thou in an instant may'st decide thy fate ;
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Leave admonition : let the- vicar give,

Rules how the noble of his flock should lire ;

Nor take that simple fancy to thy brain,

That thou can'st cure the wicked and the vain :

Our Pope they say once entertained the whim,

"Who feared not God, should be afraid of him :

But grant they feared him, was it further said,

That he reformed the cheats he made afraid ?

Did Chartres mend Ward, Waters and a score

Gf flagrant felons with his floggings sore ?—

—

Was Gibber silenced ? No ! with vigor blessed,

And brazen front, half earnest, half in jest,

He dared the bard to battle, and was seen,

In all his glory matched- with Pope and spleen;

Himself he stript the harder blow to hit,

Then boldly matched his ribaldry with wit,

The poet's conquest truth and time proclaim,

But yet the battle hurt his peace and fame.

The subjoined portrait is in Mr. Crabbe'sbest manner:

With spirit high, John learned the world to brave,

And in both senses was a ready knave,

Knave as of old obedient, keen and quick,

Knave as at present, skill'd to shift and trick :

Some humble part of many trades he caught,

He for the builder and the painter wrote,

For serving-maids on secret errands ran,

The waiter's helper, and the hostler's man ;

And when he chanced (oft chanced he, place to lose,}

His varying genius shone in blacking shoes,

A midnight fisher by the pond he stood,

Assistant poacher he o'er-looked the wood,

At an election John's impartial mind,

Was to no cause, nor candidate confin'd ;

To all in turn he full allegiance swore,

And in his hat the various badges bore,

His liberal soul with every sect agreed,

Unheard their reasons, he received their creed,

At church he deigned the organ pipes to fill,

And at the meeting sang both loud and shrill;
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But the full purse these different merits gained,

By strong demands his lively passions drained,

Liquors he loved of each inflaming kind,

J 11 midnight revels flew with art and mind. %

Too warm at cards a losing game he played,

To pleasing beauty his attention paid;

His boiling passions were by oaths expressed,

And lies he made his profit and his jest.

He falls sick, becomes a convert to the methodists,

and they place-him in business.

His patrons still disposed their aid to lend,

Behind a counter placed their humble friend,

When pens and paper were on shelves displayed,

And pious pamphlets on the windows laid

;

By nature active, and from vice restrained,

Increasing trade his bolder views restrained;

His friends and teachers rinding so much zeal

In that young convert whom they taught to feel,

His trade encouraged, and were pleased to find,

A hand so ready with an humble mind.

x\nd now his health restored, his spirits eased,

He wished to marry if the teachers pleased,

They not unwilling from the virgin class,

Took him a comely and a courteous lass ;

Simple and civil, loving, and beloved,

She long a fond and faithful partner proved-

In every year the elders and the priest,

Were duly summoned to a Christmas feast

;

Now came a babe, but by his growing trade,

John had provision for the coming made

;

For friends and strangers all were pleased to deal

With one whose care was equal to his zeal,

In human friendships, it compels a sigh,

To think what trifles will dissolve the tie :

John now became a master of his trade,

Perceived how much improvement might be made;

And as this prospect open'd to his view,

A certain portion of his zeal withdrew.

His fear abated. WT

hat had he to fear,

His profits certain, and his conscience clear ?
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Above his door, a board was placed by John,

And Dighton, stationer, was gilt thereon

;

His window next enlarged to twice the size,

Shone with such trinkets as the simple prize,

While in the shop with pious works were seen

The last new play, review, or magazine, &c. &c.

His gradual progress, till he quarrels with his spiritual

guides, his excuses in reply to their remonstrances, his

desertion of the meeting, and his termination in unbelief,

are described with the most perfect knowledge of the

human character.

The great merit of the tales, depends, indeed, on their

gradual developement of character ; and our readers can

obtain but a faint idea of their excellence from detached

extracts. Yet we cannot deny ourselves the pleasure of

quoting a single passage, of which the effect when taken

In connection with the other parts of the tale, is al-

most electrical. George Fletcher, a bold and honest

seaman, supports his brother Isaac, during his apprentice-

ship ; and sends him when married, one half of his pay

to assist him in the world. George at length loses his

leg in an action at sea, and informs Isaac of his mis-

fortune,

" Sure that he'd receive

All of his brother, that the foe might leave,

That he the grog and cabin would supply

When George at anchor, during life would lie.

The landman read, and reading grew distrest,

Could he resolve to admit so poor a guest.

Better at Greenwich might the sailor stay,

Unless his purse could for his comforts pay :

So Isaac judged, and to his wife appealed,

But yet acknowledged it was best to yield,

Perhaps his pension, with what sums remain,

Due or unsquandered may the man maintain ;

Refuse we must not

!

George returns, neglected and upbraided.
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"Brother," said Isaac, " you will sure excuse

The little freedom I'm compelled to use,

My wife's relations (curse the haughty crew)

Affect such niceness, and such dread of you,

You speak so loud, and they have natures soft,

Brother—I wish—do go upon the loft."

Here he is left to perish broken-hearted. His little

nephew visits him, with food purloined from his dinner,

but is detected, and forbidden to see his uncle. Never-

theless steals up to the garret at midnight, and the fol-

lowing lines conclude the tale.

George now remarked that all was still as night,

And hastened up with terror and delight;

Uncle, he cried, and softly tapp'd the door,

Do let me in ; but he could add no more,

The careful father caught him in the fact,

And cried " you serpent, is it thus you act

;

Back to your mother," and with hasty blow

He sent the indignant boy to grieve below,

Then at the door an angry speech began,

" Is this your conduct, is it thus your plan,

Seduce my child, and make my house a scene

Of vile dispute, what is it that you mean ?

George, are you dumb, do learn to know your friends,

And think awhile on whom your bread depends;

What, not a word! Be thankful I am cool

;

But, Sir, beware, nor longer play the fool

:

Come, brother! come ; what is it that you seek

By this rebellion? Speak, you villain speak \

Weeping, I warrant—sorrow makes you dumb;
Til ope your mouth, impostor ! If I come.

Let me approach—I'll shake you from the bed,

You stubborn dog—Oh ! God, my brother's dea~d !"

On the whole there is sufficient merit in these volumes,

to charm the contemplative, and satisfy the fastidious.

But the merit is all of one kind, and Mr. Crabbe had

already convinced us, that he is not less able to delight
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the critic, by the splendor of his imager}", and the melody

of his verse, than to instruct the philosopher, by his

sombre delineations of life and character. When he

again presents himself to the notice of the public, we
hope that he will appear in a less homely garb, and with

a more gay and animated countenance. At present he is

only a fit companion for the guests of Duke Humphrey,

or the gloomy frequenters of the tabernacle*

GWILLIM LLOYD WARDLE, ESQ.

Scarcely three years have elapsed since the mover

of the charges against the Duke of York, had attained

the summit of a popularity unexampled in the history of

a private individual of confined fortune, obscure connec-

tions, and contemptible talents. The gratitude of the

English people for real or imaginary favors is seldom

restrained by any considerations of prudence, or by any

reference to the motives of the individual by whose ex-

ertions their interests are promoted : they lavish their fa-

vors on the genuine patriot, till he is intoxicated by suc-

cess, and reward the designing villain who only advocates

the cause of the public as it promotes his individual be-

nefit, for the advantages that his villainy incidentally ob-

tains. They will not discriminate between a Wilkes and

a Chatham, a Brougham and a Wardle ; but receive with

equal enthusiasm the professions of a mere pretender to

independence, and the exertions of a conscientious cham-

pion of the rights and liberties of his country.

Had the people of England permitted themselves to

scrutinize the conduct and the language of their cham-

pion, while they looked forward with anxiety to the

success of his exertions, neither the recriminations of

Mrs. Clarke, nor the evidence of Stokes would have been

j-equired to convince them that his principles were a*
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dishonorable,as his talents were moderate, and his motives

mercenary. At the very outset of his exertions as an accu-

ser> he confessed himself, on the cross-examination of Mr.

Perceval, to have been guilty of deliberate falsehood, and

his subsequent prevarications in order to conceal the inti-

macy between himself and Mrs. Clarke, would have been

received before an inferior tribunal as a decisive proof of

the infamy of the individual by whom they were com-

mitted*

It would have appeared not only from the general

tenor of the Colonel's language, but from his solemn decla-

ration that his intercourse with Mrs. Clarke was only

casual and occasional; that she was the unwilling in-

strument of his charges against the duke, and that the

written evidence he adduced, was obtained either by

stratagem or force. It was something unusual indeed

for a member of parliament to confess that he had been

guilty of stealing; but what crimes may not a patriot

commit, without experiencing any diminution of the

public confidence, or incurring any share of popular

reprehension ? Notwithstanding his prevarications and

professions, the member for Okehampton became there-

fore the pride of the city and the idol of the multitude :

gold cups, and swords, and services of plate, were voted

to the champion of public liberty, and the enemy of cor-

ruption ; and his steps were pursued, and his presence

announced, by the plaudits and acclamations of the popu-

lace.

At length the evidence adduced on his legal contest

with the Wrights, awakened the suspicions of the reflect-

ing part of the community. Had the Colonel's prudence

been equal to his vanity, he might have seen that his

pledge to the upholsterer, for the value of the goods pur-

chased by Mrs. Clarke, was, independent of all direct

evidence, a matter of che highest probability. It is not

likely that he could expect her to forward his purposes

for nothing; and the furniture is apparently the only

remuneration that she obtained through the influence of

vox,, iv. 3 a
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the Colonel. But admitting that he. had made no specific

promise to Wright, what can we think of his prudence or

his generosity ? He was indebted for the elevation that

he had obtained in the public opinion, to her disclosures:

the plate, the gold boxes, and all the other acquisitions,

that had gratified his ambition or his avarice, were only

a tribute to his exertions in the developement of the in-

formation communicated by Mrs. Clarke, and her friend*

ship was as necessary to his future plans, as it had been

advantageous to the prosecution of his immediate in-

terests : yet with a degree of ingratitude, only equalled

by its fatuity, he refuses to relieve or remunerate the

woman to whom he had been indebted for his fame and

his prosperity ; and publishes his infamy to the court

and to the world, rather than lose the chance of escaping

from the payment of a demand, with which the common
feelings of manhood, independent of legal obligation,

should have induced him to comply.

The ridicule of the idle, and the indignation of the

honest, now pursued him through all the mazes of his

political career. The evidence of Mr. Stokes, and the

subsequent disclosures communicated in the Rival Prin-

ces, contributed to the final downfal of his tottering re-

putation ; and but for the indiscretion of the patriots of

the city, who unexpectedly thought proper to testify their

sense of his "virtue and his honesty" by Latin speech*

es, and by more solid testimonials of regard, his retire-

ment from the observation of the public might have been

still more rapid and disgraceful. Even under the actual

circumstances, however, of his disgrace, he exhibited a

deplorable picture of human infirmity, and a melancholy

example of imprudence to every future patriot, who, un-

conscious that they are only secure while they preserve

appearances, may be so far intoxicated by success as to

throw aside the veil that had hitherto concealed their

follies and their crimes.

We would i>oi- be understood by any of the preceding

observations to insinuate for a moment, that the Duke of
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York was guiltless of the charges on which he was ar-

raigned. His own letters, independently of oral evidence

sufficiently testify the indiscretion of the duke, and the

influence of the mistress. In the usual intercourse of

life, nothing is more common than for one villain to

pursue another to the extremity of legal vengeance. No-

thing that may be adduced against the character of War-

die will ever obliterate from the Worthing detters the

name of an English colonel and an Irish divine : nor can

any ingenuity of reasoning demonstrate what seems to

have been admitted by the public, that because Wardle

was a prevaricator, the Duke of York deserved to be

reinstated in his office.

Exiled from his former friends, and driven by choice

or by necessity, from one second floor to another, the

colonel had almost been forgotten by the public, and

had almost eluded the inquiries of those political gos-

sips, to whom the intrigues of Mrs. Clarke and her

friends afforded a subject of conversation, when he

suddenly started up as the soldier's advocate, and the

professed enemy of military flogging. Immedi-

ately subsequent to the rejection of his unfortu-

nate motion respecting Corporal Curtis, we expressed

our regret, that a good cause should be disgraced by the

appearance of so indiscreet an advocate, and by the ob-

trusion on the notice of the House of Commons, of a com-

'

plaint so utterly destitute of foundation, and under cir-

cumstances so peculiarly calculated to render both the

mover and motion itself, the object of senatorial con-

tempt, and popular derision. His motion was seconded

only by a gentleman implicated in the charges he had

advanced; and this walking committee of the House or*

Commons, was compelled to walk away in disappoint-

ment and disgrace.

To this review of his conduct, we have been excited

by the appearance of an advertisement, dated from his

Farm at Tunbridge Wells, in which after enumerat-

ing his services in the House of Commons ; his charges.
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against the Duke of York, his plan for a deduction of

eleven millions in our expenditure, and his exertions on
behalf of Corporal Curtis, he expresses his conviction,

that while the House of Commons is constructed on the

present system of representation, all the exertion to stem

the torrent of corruption, must be worse than useless;

and he comes forward therefore, not to solicit, but to

decline their suffrages. "Constituents! (he exclaims)

I bid you farewell!" Now, if it were admitted, that Mr.

Wardle was influenced in this determination by motives

of patriotism : what a picture does it afford us of his

judgment or his sagacity ? There is little chance of stem-

ming corruption in the House ofCommons ; and he there-

fore deprives the people of the only chance they have left,

that of having some indepenaent members to counteract

the proceeding of a majority! There are too many
placemen and pensioners already in the house, and he

gives way to the admission of another. The influence of

the crown in the legislative body, is nearly paramount,

and he therefore lends his assistance to render it despotic,

The danger is great, and because it requires to be opposed,

he deserts his post! This may be the conduct of a man,

who prefers his convenience to his duty; but whether

pursued by a Wardle, or a Burdett, it is not the conduct

of a sincere and judicious patriot, determined to struggle

to the last, and to fight for liberty at the hazard of being

buried in its ruins!

The truth is, we have no doubt, that Mr. Wardle an-

ticipated the intention of the electors of Okehampton,

and declined what he knew himself unable to obtain.

The sentiments of his former constituents have been re-

peatedly and unequivocally declared, and we believe that

there is not a borough in England that would not be

ashamed to choose him as their representative. He has

not money to purchase, or influence to solicit, or cha-

racter to command the votes of the most insignificant

or the most infatuated body of men, on whom it is pos-
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sible that the elective franchise should devolve. He
has been taught by experience that an addiction to

low intrigue, and the mere pursuit of personal advantage

under tue mask of patriotism, can only elevate the am-

bitious individual to a temporary popularity, of which

the remembrance only embitters his return to obscurity;

and the example of Sir Francis Burdett may have taught

him that a direct and steady perseverance in the paths of

public virtue will not only atone for many errors and

imperfections, but is, even in the struggles of political

contention, its own reward.

THE MASK OF PATRIOTISxM

!

To W- F , Esq.
Sir,

When our country is in danger we look forward for the

assistance of patriots to rescue it from the fate which im-

pending over its head,seems to threaten its immediate down-

fell. Patria nostra delectat / A steady patriot is the first

attribute from Heaven : we revere him for his virtues—

we respect him for his strength—we talk of him with

affection in our hearts, with pleasure on our tongues—

wTe expect him to be all that the creator of man can

raise up in defence of the liberties—of the property,

of the virtues, and of the well being of society—we exa-

mine into his character—we inspect into his private

concerns—we ask of his neighbours—" Is this a man to

be trusted? Is he a faithful husband—a fond parent—a good

master—a man conscientious in his dealings—addicted to

no vice—above corruption—having in his view, when he of-

fers assistance to his country in the hour of necessity, the

preservation of its peace—the dispensation ofjustice to all,

and the recognition of his neighbour's land-mark?"
Such a man presenting himself to the gaze and admiration

of his fellow subjects, is indeed a patriot. He will bold-
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lycome forward, in the face of day, and regarding with

a steady and determined countenance the opposing shafts

of calumny, will lift up his voice in the market-place of

the people, and when the bow isbentywill in the conscious

voice of innocence, exclaim, " Let fly the arrow—I fear

you not! the tenor of my lifehasbeen blameless. I have

lived for my country. I will die for my country ! I have

invaded no man's domestic comfort, I hays not broken
THE VOW WHICH I MADE AT THE ALTAR OF GOD i

Tyranny in my own domestic circle was alien to my house-

hold—Insupport, therefore, of my country's rights, whose

rights I have not infringed—To preserve the moral obli-

gations which in society link us together, I will spend my
last blood. Let fly the arrow! My purity will throw a

shield around me, which your machinations and deadly

weapons cannot atfect."

Are you that man, Sir ? Is domestic tyranny banished

from your roof?—Is conjugal fidelity the uppermost

in your thoughts? Do your dreams presage a happy

moment when sleep quits your eye-lids? Do your chil-

dren partake of the moral lessons, which your daily con-

duct as a parent sets before them ? Does your amiable

partner presume to advise you on your ********
mode of living? Does she dare to put her negative on

your stern commands, to ascend the chariot which is to

convey you to the residence of your * * * * * ? Do
your children not weep, when they descend the steps of

your hall door, to accompany your affectionate and much

wronged wife, to the mansion which contains the vessel

of your iniquity?

These are questions which as a friend to my country,

I judge expedient to put to you—You place yourself on

the proud pedestal of patriotism—you cry aloud through

the country, and your followers re-echo your cries of

your " veneration for the constitution, ofyour adherence

to the moral laws." But, Sir, is your life an earnest of

your sincerity? Are your precepts the precepts of honour?

Is not your conduct the conduct of a sensualist—of *
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despiser of moral obligations—of a man who has virtue on

bis lips—vice in his heart! These are questions, which

as the guardian of the public cause—as the detector

of impostors—as the friend to marriage rights—as the

warning voice to an innocent family of twelve chil-

dren against the vicious lessons of their natural pro-

tector, which I would, by this letter, endeavour to ex-

tract answers to, from }'Ou, Sir.

Shew me that the charges are unjust—that you have

ceased to pursue a course, which in the end must lead

to the ruin of your family—which must break the heart

of your amiable wife ; and I shall then hail with pleasure

in your person, the return of virtue; and I shall do

more—I shall give credit to your public professions.

But, Sir, if you fail in giving me this assurance, I shall

then, having the public weal at my heart, lay open the

whole of your conduct in the neighbourhood of your

seat, and develope a scene of iniquity, which to detail,

would, for the sake of your family, wound my feelings.

But,Sir

—

Salutis communes interest; and under this impres-

sion, standing forward, asyou avowedly do the champion

of the community, I shall feel it my duty to pluck the

laurel from your brow—to bare it open to public view,

and by your fall, teach future patriots of your stamp—
that to deserve well of their country, they should be free

from the finger of reproach—that they should in private

life be teachers of moral good, not merely preachers ; for

the supreme object of patriots, should be the rescue of the

constitution from the grasp of polluted hands, and the

hand which attempts that rescue, must be pure and

unsullied.

Convince me, that your hands are pure and unsullied,

and I will atone for this address, by abandoning my in-

tended charge, and by amply apologizing for my bold-

ness. But, Sir, neglect to do so, and I will pursue my
object, which is to tear off the mask of hypocrisy.

Hampden,
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DR. AYRTON PARIS, and the PRESENT STATE
of PHARMACY.

If it be true that to injure an individual in his profes-

sion, whether he be competent to its beneficial exercise or

not, subjects the accusing party to an indictment for li-

bel, the circumstance affords an additional proof that the

law and justice are occasionally at variance. The health

of the community is daily and hourly endangered by a

multitude of empirics, who are either unconscious of

their own incompetence to the task that they have un-

dertaken, or resolve to sacrifice the health of the com-

munity to their pecuniary views ; and the writer who is

both able and willing to detect their impositions and their

ignorance, deserves, it might be presumed, some other

return from the community whom he has endeavoured

to protect, than the loss of fortune and of liberty.

Such were the reflections that were excited in our

minds on learning that the physician to the Westminster

Hospital wTas about to enlighten and astonish the medical

world by a journey through the regions of pharmacenti-

cal and physiological science. We know that Mr. Paris

was an extraordinary man: we knew that his attentions

to Dr. Maton had been well rewarded, and we were

afraid that the detection of professional errors in the writ-

ings of the learned lecturer on eggs would be visited with

the collective vengeance of the Linnean Society. Our
fears were removed, however, on discovering that in this

instance the doctor has wholly overstept the boundaries

of his art, and instead of writing a history of medicine,

has produced nothing more than a pharmaceutical dicti-

onary. We feel ourselves fully entitled, therefore, to

all the recriminative rights of invaded proprietors. He
has trespassed on our manor, and must pay the forfeit of

his indiscretion.

It will be recollected that to the first six numbers of the

Scourge there were appended Tables of quack medicines,
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containing analyses of the most celebrated nostrums, with

an account of their real properties, and comparative

statements of their intrinsic value, and the cost to the

purchaser. These tables were drawn up with considera-

ble expence, from actual investigation. Except in thos©

instances in which he gives the specification of the parties

themselves, Dr. Paris has either faithfully copied our

tables, or by deviating from them, has deviated into some

unfortunate blunder. His account of Gowland 5

s Lotion,

for instance, is the same with ours, and even a mistake

of our own, in calling a celebrated nostrum the Royal

Preventative, is copied literatim. But where he trusts to

himself he is generaliy absurd or inaccurate, He assets

that the Pectoral Balsam of Honey is nothing more than

Tincture o; Benzoni, or Tincture of Tolu ; though in ad-

dition to the former of these articles it contains honey,

opium, and sometimes saifrom Speaking of Solomon s

Balm of Gilead, he says, '* This notorious nostrum is no-

thing more than cardamom seeds and lemon peel infused

in brandy/* Yet it is certain that neither of these

latter articles enter into its composition, and that it is

merely a tincture of cantharides, perfumed by the infu-

sion of some odoriferous herb-^-we suspect the Sicilian

Origanum. Of Veino's Vegetable Syrup, he asserts that

it has never yet cured the venereal disease. In reply to

this assertion, we feel it our duty to declare, that in the

months of March and April, 1S09, five patients afrlicted

with the venereal disease in ail its inveteracy were re-

commended, by the wn.er of this article, to a trial of the

syrup ; that in less than two months a perfect cure was
effected, and that they have since continued in per-

fect health. Rymer's Cordial Tincture, he supposes,
to be a tincture of allspice: though it is, in reality,

a tincture of long pepper, cardamom seeds, lemon-
peel and ginger. A tincture of allspice has a very
different taste and odour, and is sold in the shops
for spirit of lavender. Whitehead's essence of mustard he
describes as a compound of oil of turpentine, camphor.
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and a little spirit of rosemary : introducing the latter aY>

tide without necessity, and omitting the most important

ingredient, mustard, of which there are two drams in each

four ounce bottle. So much for Dr. Parish "'Analysis

of the most celebrated quack medicines."

In the enumeration of every article that form the mate-

rials of his dictionary, he proposes to describe 1. its sensible

qualities ; 2. its chemical composition ; 3. its relative solu-

bility in different menstrua; 4. the incompatible sub-

stance, or those which are capable of altering its proper-

ties, or rendering its flavor or aspect unpleasant or dis-

gusting ; 5. the best forms in which it can be exhibited ; OV

its specific doses; 7. its medicinal effects; 8. its officinal

preparations , 9. its adulterations. To the name in which

last of these objects, the only one in which he could not

he much assisted by common publications, we are chiefly

disposed to object. The system of adulteration is so-

widely extended and so ingeniously practised, that to

detect the various modes in which the most valuable me-

dicines are deprived of their most valuable properties, or

converted into poisons, for the purposes of gain, is a task

of equal utility and difficulty. Dr. Paris supposes cay-

enne to be sometimes adulterated with red lead, though

the fraud would be instantly detected, and a cheaper and

less dangerous substitute might be found in powdered.

gallangal. He says nothing of the numerous adultera-

tions of bark, though in a powdered state, it is rarely

found unmixed with almond powder and similar prepa-

rations. He cautions the reader against dried blood and

asphaltum, though if he had been acquainted with prac-

tical pharmacy, he might have known that the common
adulteration ofmusk is flour and honey kneaded together,

and then dried until they crumble. Oil of anniseeds he

describes as being sophisticated with camphor ; though

the druggists are able to mix it at one fourth the expence of

camphor with white wax and spermaceti; the oil of

rosemary is never, as Dr. Paris asserts, adulterated with

the oil of turpentine, but with rectified spirit, and the
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fraud may be detected by the admixture of water. Trie

test suggested for the detection of oil of turpentine, in

oil ofjuniper, viz. the black smoke that results from

their combustion, is very imperfect and unsatisfactory : a

convincing result may be obtained by the admixture of

spirit of wine, which will dissolve the genuine oil, and

leave the oil of turpentine behind.

It would appear, therefore, from the preceding obser-

vations, that Dr. Ayrton Paris in his hurry to publish a
*' Pharmacologia,or history of medicinal substances," has

only exhibited his ambition, at the expence of his pro-

fessional reputation. Whenever he advances a single

step beyond the pharmacopeias and dispensarys of for-

mer days, he is sure to be erroneous or imperfect : re-

specting the composition of quack medicines^ he is

utterly uninformed, and his catalogue of adulterations is

not less scanty than incorrect. The physician to the

Westminster hospital has provoked us to the preceding

observations, by the obtrusion of his friends, and the

pomp of his advertisements ; and our regret at the marks

of inefficiency he has exhibited is the more poignant, in-

asmuch as we are convinced that a work on the plan of

the Pharmacologia, compiled by an individual competent

to the task, would not only be a treasure to the medical

world, but a blessing to mankind.

VAUXHALL and the SURRY MAGISTRATES.

We are gratified to find that our notice, in the last num-
ber of our work, of the conduct of Mr. Bowles, and the

majority of the magistrates present at the Horsemonger-

lane sessions, has attracted the attention of some of the

first personages in the land.

At the Kingston session on the 7th ult. the licence

for music and dancing at Vauxhall was granted to

Mr. Barrett on his application ; the magistrates having

assembled very numerously, and as unanimously acceded

to the petition. The Duke of Norfolk was present, and
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he made a speech in favour of the victualler's licence,

which, it may be recollected, was rejected on the sug-

gestion of Mr. Bowles—the determined enemy to vice

and immorality! His Grace of Norfolk embraced in his

speech the substance of our observations, and concluded

with moving the reconsideration of the decision, which

the Borough magistrates had come to. The motion was

opposed by Mr. Holme Sumner, and some other persons,

who admitting the rationality of the general entertain-

ments at Vauxhall, and the pleasure which they and their

families in common with the public had received; yet

conceived it necessary to debar that public from the

future enjoyment, and for this singular reason, that the

adoption of a motion such as the noble duke had pro-

posed, would in effect operate " as a censure upon the Bo*

?wgh magistrates /"

The numbers that divided on the question, were thirty-

five—eighteen were against the noble duke's motion, and

thirteen supported it, consequently a majority of five

sanctioned the Borough magistrates, majority of fiye

also ! In virtutem trahere !

It is not a little curious to mark the reasoning of some

men, when they are manifestly committing an injury: in

the present case, for instance, the opposers of the noble

duke's proposition would not forsooth vote for it, because

their votes might imply a censure upon a respectable body.

So then, an individual is to be injured, and the com-

ir aity to be deprived of their right, lest in doing justice,

censure might be apparent. Pity it is that these friends

to good order and social society, had not searched for

some profounder argument in favour of their opposition.

The public will be greatly obliged, no doubt, for their

delicate scruples-—we much question, whether the deli-

cacy of the^ public, will so far overcome their sense of an

unmerited injury, as not to induce them to pass a vote

of censure 1

However we trust some means will be adopted to com-

pel rue grant of a licence ; a mandamus from the court of

King's Bench, might have some effect. The proprietor of
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Vauxhall might then have an opportunity of shewing

that on no one night, when his gardens were opened,

did he permit any indecorum. It is not because one or

two magistrates chuse not to partake of the festivities of a

masquerade that the public are to suffer. Vice generally

shuns the broad glare of day, and is only predominant in

secret places. This must be known to the magistrates

as men

—

Suns cuique mosest f

THE MODERN PHILIP—not ofMACEDON

I

Glancing our eyes upon public men we caught a

glimpse of a renowned Equestrian of modern date, for-

merly a warrior of no small note, if the tales of wonder,

which he relates of his own prowess " in the imminent

deadly breach," are to be received as tales of truth

:

certain it is that he is never prouder than when he elicits

the gaze of the multitude. An " old soldier' mounted in

a sulky with a rotundity of shape not unlike Bright—

(perpengms) if his previous claims upon public attention,

were insufficient to gratify his vanity, would unquestion-

ably extort from the astonished passenger, the exclama-

tion of " there he gees," recalling to his recollection the

title of a burlerta, once played at the theatre near

Westminster Bridge.

In truth he is a great man

—

Vir summafacultatis—In

grappling, therefore, with so prodigious a personage, we
have no other object in view than to offer at the shrine

of adulation our high respect for talents, which on so

many occasions have contributed to the gratification of

society. Hercules was a great man, and hapiy ii he had

inhabited a hall, designated with his name, he too, in the

plenitude of his power might have delighted his neigh-

bours with some of his quips ^nd cranks, such as the

modern Philip

—

[not of Macedon) continues to exhibit;

though to be sure these quips are not? at all seasons con-
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genial with the humour of his fair neighbours ; remon-

strances have been made and received too with a " Goad
d n em—Goad d n em—What! hey! dont like

it—hey! What they're ladies, hey, ladies! tell em they

may ." This permission not being perfectly

agreeable to the taste of the ladies, they informed the

manager of the conference, that they were of opinion with

Hamlet—" Let Hercules himself do what he may

—

the cat

will mew— the dog will have his day !"

More than forty years have rolled along the current of

time since this celebrated whip first brandished the

dreadful thong-— since neighing prads first felt the heavy

lash. Time and the love of variety—of uncommon tricks

and of surprising feats of agility, so agreeable to John

Bull, have raised the rent-roil of the modern Philip's

estates to somewhere about two thousand pounds a year!

It seemed in the accumulation of this vast income, as if

the fates had decreed he should grow rich. Industry

leads to wealth, and^ industry with him is proverbial.

We quarrel not with him on that score. We merely

point out for the amusement of our friends some few of

his eccentricities—the recital of them give us pain, but

we must do our duty. If in the exercise of that duty

we should extract from the modern Philip admission of

his wrong, and a promise of amendment, we shall be

more than repaid for the unpleasant task which is im-

posed upon us ; but if the whip of the Scourge fail to

affect a " brother bridle," laid on as we shall now lay it

on gently ; why then, we shall let it fall a little heavier

in a future number !

The good humour ofthe gentleman, we ratherthink, will

join with us in the laugh, which we are about to raise at

his expence, on the recital of some of his recent oddities

;

and while we recount them, they appear as the result

rather of a due want of thought, than of any intention

on his part to injure. When we say injure—we mean

a desire to injure the feelings of any set of honest me-

chanics.
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Sometime since the modern Philip gave direction for

the erection of a superb edifice, which in honour of the

Prince Regent, he designated the" Pavilion"—this edifice

was fitted up in riental splendour, and the superintend

dance of the stately columns himself committed to hint*

self-~-nny so much did he conceive himself2X home, during

the progress of the works, that he invariably inspected the

mechanics of each department, much to their dissatifac*

tion ! The thundering and authoritative tone of voice, with

which he announced his orders, were not at all agreea-

ble to the sons of labour. On one occasion, happening

to go there rather before the hour of dinner had expired,

and not thinking the building was in that state of forward-

ness, which suited his fancy, he called most vociferously

for the slaters—these honest men shortly after appeared
;

when, to use his own phrase

—

se he opened" upon them
in strains something like the following : " I say now,

arn'tyou pretty fellows, Goad d—nme, to rob me in this

manner ? Do you call this getting on with your work—
lookye here? Do you see this watch

(
pulling one from

his pocket) Goad d—n me ! You might as well pick my
pocket of this." The workmen not relishing these ob-

servations, and not exactly coinciding with the opinions

which he had thus gratuitously promulgated, without

bidding adieu, abruptly left the stage

—

Exeunt omnesl

On the following morning, a most respectable gentleman,

a relation, remonstrated with him, observing that they

were honest men, and would not bear so heinous a charge-

the modern Philip replied, " What do they want

—

what do they want ! Goad d—n it, what, they're not lords

are they ! Oh, they won't come again ! Let'em stay away !

Get plenty more—get plenty more ! Money enough, Sir !

money enough, Sir
!"

The classical acquirements of thisgentleman are not

very great; but he is a traveller, and during the peace of

Amiens was in Paris, where he remained a sufficient time

to engage the attention of the then First Consul, who at

the rupture of that peace, provided him with quarters free
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ofexpence. After remaining for a lengthened period $

prisoner of war, much to the delight of his household atf

home and to his benefit: he contrived to elude the vigi-

lance of his friends on the continent, and escaped to Fng-

land ; since then he has figured in the capacity of author.

His writings have been multifarious— ve know not

whether to admire him most as a dramatist and poet—as

a geographer, or as an equestrian historian. In either point

of view his labours are deserving of praise ; for though the

P roductions of his muse (and we trust he will not be dis-

pleased with us for the candour of our opinions,) certainly

fall beneath comparison, wThen we introduce the name of

Shakespeare; yet they may defy the test of criticism, when
weighed in the balance with the productions of Mr. C. F,

Barrett. As a geographer, his maps do not bear any affinity

to Faden's, but they give a very clear idea of the places

they point our ! For upon a review of them, we perceive

that the most prominent places traced in the route of other

maps, are kept in the backgrounds in our hero's maps, or

in other words

—

left out. As an equestrian historian, he

must be allowed the palm of victory beyond all compe-

titors. Indeed the history is written in language so

suitable to the meanest capacity, that.we really wish the

author success.

So good a judge is he of nature and
s

her laws, that we
could name several curious anecdotes in which, even at

the expence of modesty, he has forborne to violate her

call. Hisjudgment too in all mundane affairs is eqaally

clear and comprehensive. For instance: if he has a

tenement to let, he demands a year's rent in advance, and
some of his tenants being but fragile occupiers, he of

course gets the start of them, and should they by any
adverse fate be compelled to stop till nearly the com-
pletion of their probationary term, he makes a call a

few weeks before for another year's rent ; and if the

poor creatures are not able to comply, he exclaims—
" Why then, by Goad you must bundle ! you must bun-
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die!" and bundle they do before twelve o'clock of the

quarter-day !

In the management of his public concerns he is dicta-

torial to a degree. The town had been nauseated for

years previous to those concerns falling under the con-

troul of his relative, and he was prevailed upon by some

persons who wished him well, to forbear any further at-

tempts upon public credulity, In fact, the public had

received enough, and would take no more of his stuff.

Under this impression he was bound down not to in-

terfere for seven years, and during that period the concern

flourished—money rolled into his pocket, which he had

the folly to imagine was owing not to the value of the

ware sold, but to the value which the public put on

Ms name. Bene audire !

The seven years having expired, the modern Philip

resumed his apron, returned to the counter, and began

to vend his nostrums. Quack! quack! quack! was the

order of the day. The public appetite heaved at the

prescriptions—they tasted them not, and—the shop is

now shut up ! Whether he will see his error or not re-

mains to be shewn.

In the interim we would recommend to him, if gain

be his object, or if fame be his object, to commit to the

guidance of some man of judgment and of taste, the

direction of his public concerns. Let him return to the

Hall, crack hisjoke, enjoy his ease^ and retire as usual to

rest at seven o'clock. He then will be free from the

observations and insinuations of many persons who, when
they approach his august presence, seated in his sulky,

he conceives are coming to do him homage, but. who to

his vexation (shame he will not say) he finds approach

to insult. The retort to their insults of " Goad d—n you,

go to H—," is no satisfaction to him; if reflection be at

his elbow—but reflection ; it is in vain to talk of reflection

!

who ever heard that out of a hog's lappets any one ever

made a silken purse ?

VOL. IV. 3 I
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We abstain from relating many anecdotes which in the

detail would furnish ample proof, that in the dispensa-

tion of power, he has too often exercised the verberibus

operire. We hope such an exercise has been the result

ofa temper hasty, not slow to wrath. With respect to

pecuniary concerns, it is in the nature of man to keep

the unfortunate neck of the slave within his power, under

the grindstone. Generosity, liberality, and even huma-

nity, we suspect, are qualities which shun the dim disk of

the sun at Hall.

He has lately assumed the office of reporter to some

of the daily ournals, and perhaps upon consideration

the public may think him fully qualified for the situation,

At least when they compare his lucubrations with those

of his editorial compeers. Brother Bridle Parker's ac-

count of the Russian affair near Moscow, transmitted by

the modern Philip, is a proof of the versatility of his talent,

and the depth of his knowledge—the correctness of the

account, however, did not justify the publication, and the

laugh of the town is directed against the editors and the

modern Philip.

TO HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS THE DUKE OF
C .

The calumnies ofthe envious and malignant, while they

disturb not the tranquillity of innocence, afford a useful les-

son of cautious propriety even to virtue itself. He who has

once been taught with what facility the most trivial indis-

cretions, or the most pardonable eccentricities, may be

converted to the purposes of ignorant and officious malice,

willlearn to regulate his deportment, and to guide the most

trivial actions of his life, as if he were exposed to the conti-

nual scrutiny of hisenemies. In the circles ofhumble life it

is possible, indeed, that the character of an individual-
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may be vilified by the most shameless falsehoods, and

scrutinized with the most rancorous severity, while he

remains in ignorance ofthe injuries that he receives, andof

the ordeal to which his conduct is subjected. But the

prince and the courtier, if they are more frequently the

objects of envious accusation, are seidom tie victims of

unsuspected calumny. Through the medium of the

press, they may always be acquainted with the sentiments

entertained of their actions and their characters, and

when the magnanimity of conscious virtue restrains them

from visiting the falsehoods of their accusers, with the

terrors of legal vengeance, they may learn at least, which

of their peculiarities of manner or eccentricities of habit
?

are most obnoxious to the misrepresentations of the ma-

lignant, or the derision of the vulgar.

There are some princes, indeed, of magnanimity so ex-

alted, and fortitude so immoveable, that they listen to

the expression of popular hatred with the most amiable

indifference, and satisfied with themselves, look on with a

smile of tranquil self-complacency, while their habita-

tions are placarded as the abodes of adultery and murder.

To such men the serenity of innocence is a sufficient

compensation for the malice and ingratitude of mankind *

nor while the ministers of justice observe the respect

that is due to the palaces of royalty, will any emotion of

prophetic fear intrude on their hours of voluptuous dal-

liance. But virtue is not always its own security ; the

princes of other nations and other times, who displayed

the loftiest superiority to popular opinion, and the most

magnanimous disregard of popular observation, have

been taught to feel that external propriety is a necessary

safeguard to the most exalted virtue, and to be apparently

wicked is sometimes as dangerous as to be the profligate

perpetrator of actual crime.

In this country there are two modes in which the ca-

lumnies of the people against their superiors may be

refuted or evaded. By a full and frank explanation of
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the circumstances that may have led to popular miscon*

ception, or by so studious an observance of the decencies

of life, that the clamorous may be silenced, and the cen-

sorious satisfied; by explaining what is past, and by pre-

cluding the future possibility of similar misrepresenta-

tions. The individual who adopts neither of these modes
of defence, but who disregards the calumnies that have.

already obtained an extensive circulation, and continues

to display the same habits, and to pursue the same ob-

jects that first gave rise to the charges against him, is a

just object of suspicion, and deserves our pity for his

insensibility, or our detestation of his effrontery.

It cannot have escaped the notice of your Royal High-

ness, or of your friends, that during the last six months

a multitude of detached pamphlets and periodical essays

have appeared, in which the character of your Royal

Highness has been held up to the derision of the idle, and

the indignation of the virtuous. The circumstances attend-

ing the melancholy catastrophe of S , were construed

even at first, by satirical and inflammatory writers, into

proofs of something less innocent than of continence,

and only less pardonable than murder. They spoke of

adultery, as the origin of all the scenes that ensued ; and

lamented with sarcastic commiseration, that royalty

should be subjected to the jealous revenge of an injured

husband. Of late, however, they have assumed a bolder

tone ; and in language of which the import cannot be mis-

taken, have declared that Sellis was not his own murderer.

The assertion has not only been circulated in the columns

of the Independent Whig, and in the pages of the Political

Review, but has been presented to the public eye, in every

variety of form; on the walls of our churches, and the

gates of the Regent's palace; that it should have escaped

your notice, is therefore beyond the limits of possibility:

you must have perceived the insinuation, that it was

intended to convey; and to what can we ascribe your

indifference to a charge involving so materially your

most important and dearest interests ?
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'" In calling your attention to the writings in which these

calumnies are circulated ; I would not he understood as

intending to advise a resort to legal vengeance. To punish

the delinquent without retrieving the honor of a degraded

reputation, is now admitted, even by Lord Castlereagh, to

bean unsatisfactory exercise of wealth and power. No man
ever re-established his character by an indictmentfor libel;

and in a prince, individual folly gives birth to all the evils

of confirmed unpopularity. But there is a safe, easy, and

effectual mode of refuting the calumnies, and the misre-

presentations of your literary enemies. Avoid the appear-

ance ofvice ; and while you practice virtue, cultivate those

arts of external observance, by which it is protected and

adorned. If you be the visitor of an admiral, whom you

honor by the name of friend, be careful to conduct your

visits in such a manner that your attentions to your old

friend be not construed into an attachment towards his

wife: so regulate your conversation with the object of

innocent regard, that every spectator shall not mistake

unmeaning familiarities for the precursors of adultery:

and when your visits are watched, have the fortitude to

decline their repetition. By attending to these suggestions,

if you do not bear away the palm of gallantry, you may
obtain an impenetrable defence against the malignity of

mercenary scribblers ; and may bid defiance to the vulgar

ribaldries of the pseudo Junius.

Justus*

GENERAL ELECTION.

In our last, we particularly directed the attention ofthe

whole body of electors in the empire, to the important

call, which ministers had chosen to make upon them, at

this very momentous crisis—we advised them, if they
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possessed one spark of the patria nostra delectal y to elect

men in whom they could confide—men who had not

Mindly supported a war, in defence of mere monarchical

rights ; but who would support a peace, so essentially

necessary to the security of these realms—the preserva-

tion and restoration of trade, and the happiness and well

being of the people*

With a rapidity, however, which rather astonished us,

the proper officers of each county, town, and borough,

issued their precepts in a few days after the proclamation

appeared in the Gazette for the election of knights,

citizens, and burgesses ; and the power of electing came

upon the electors, before they could well think for them-

selves ; or examine into the merits and qualifications of

the candidates* This much, however, is certain -

r that in

many instances they were so overcome by the profound

respect which was shewn them by the court minions—so

mer-hurthened by the weight of the treasury arguments,

that in many places they returned as lit and proper per-

sons, to represent them in the ensuing parliament (which

is to meet on the 24th instant,) men who casting at a dis-

tance every other object, save and except self-interest, will

rush to the senate house, not to deliberate, but to vote I

But we trust in their way, it will not be our misfortune

10 have to record of any one of those delegates,

Lobes conscienli& in ammo kabet*

The new parliament will meet much in the style of the

©Id one—ministers are laughing in their sleeves at the

stupidity of John Bull, who not only has again gulped

down corruption's cats paws; but has even provided

a few more for the convenience of their high mighti-

nesses. We shall see, therefore, the same readiness to cry

•' ayt" when they should cry " no!" And we shall listen

also to long-winded debates—concluding at three, four,

and five o'clock in the morning. We shall hear and

see ministerial and opposition members snoring <m
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the benhces of the house, or sipping their wine at Bel-

jmay's until the bell is rung, and the call is pronounced,
44 a division, Sir." These things we shall see and hear. The
people of England will not be called upon to contribute

one shilling less to the government; but they will be told

ofthe necessity of interminable war, until " the monster"

—

45 the villain"—" the tyrant Bonaparte" is hurled from

the throne of France, and the Bourbons placed thereon—

-

they will also be told of the necessity of adding to their

burthens, to support this just war, until {like the man
with the burthen on his back, who had a feather and a

feather added to the weight, until the last feather broke

it,) they can support the burthen no longer. T/iem

the electors may exclaim against the stupidity of

trusting to promises—but their outcry will be ofno avails

the moment, when they might have obtained security,

they suffered to escape; and in returning thanks, for what

they have received—they may thank themselves!

Ke dicas t'tbi nompredictwm 1

Some of these delegates, as we before observed, have

furnished pretty good specimens of their subserviency to

the nod of power—that such men should again be re-

turned to parliament, is a proof how much self-interest

will warp that noblest of all passions, the amorpatria] In

the City of London, for instance, the election of Sir

William Curtis, of Sir James Shaw, and of Mr. Atkins,

established this fact beyond the possibility ofdoubt :— that

the Bank of England—the East India-house, and certain

other great trading companies, impose conditions upon

thefreemen, which in other states, not favouring of the

principles of- liberty, wTould be deemed a system of

coercion—but the truth is, the state of society is sunk

from the long tilt which our ministers has run against the

tyrant of mankind, that the people are as yet content

with half a loaf, rather than be deprived of bread—ergo:

they vote for those men, who will give them employ.

The threat of no vote i( no work," has beer: held out, and
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hunger is a ve?y pressing advocate. It is true, that near

three thousand freemen had the temerity to vote for

Messrs Wood and Waithman ; but the stream of

was stronger than the current of popularity

!

In Westminster, Sir Francis Burdett and Lord
Cochrane were returned without opposition. In their

own citadel, ministers were afraid—they dared not to set

up one of their supine adherents to insult the voice of the

citizens of Westminster. To the honor of those citizens

they made a stand against corruption which has immor-

talized them

!

IntheCouNTY of Middlesex? Messrs. Byng and

Mellish walked over the course. Here, as in the city of

London, the Bank director's influence was so great that

Independence fled at the approach of Mr. Mellish. Joy

to the Middlesex freeholders! they may blush when they

compare their conduct with that of the Westminster bur-

gesses. So noble an example was worthy of imitation,

but the magnitude animo was reserved solely for the citi-

zens of Westminster—they have their reward in the ap-

probation of their own consciences, and the applause of

all good men.

In taking a casual glance at some of the other counties,

cities, and boroughs, we shall make a few observations

upon some of the elected and also upon some of the

electors. It had been our intention to state some curi-

ous facts relating to certain representatives in the last

parliament, but the sudden and hurried manner in which

the elections wrere begun and concluded, precluded the

possibility of our being of service in the cause of reform.

We have the satisfaction of knowing that the general no-

tice in our last number has produced, in some instances,

the effect which we intended, for it has led to the over-

throw of several aspirants to seats in the Legislative as-

sembly. We therefore, in the present number, have no

necessity to redeem our pledge with respect to them, our

practice being—" ml to break a butterfly on the wheel"
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We would, however, ask the electors of Hindon one

question—Why did ye return to Parliament William

Beckford of Fonthill? Quam patrios succincta facts sodo-

mita libido !

The conduct of the electors of Bristol towards Sir

Samuel Romilly has excited much surprize—they invited

him to stand for that city, and then gave him such feeble

support, that after a few days contest, he retired from

their embraces with disgust. At Liverpool the whim
of the moment induced the merchants of that great town

to request the honor of being represented by the Right

Honourable George Canning, the eleve of the "saviour

of Europe," as he was ridiculously called by his panegy-

rists. In making that request, they, no doubt, conceived

that their interests as merchants would be more substan-

tially protected by a minister 191 embryo than a General

of the opposition squad, and they threw General Tarleton

over the bridge, notwithstanding he had fought their bat-

tles for sixteen years with ability and independence!

!

After a severe contest, in which General Gascoyne, the

late colleague of the other General (Tarleton) and Messrs.

Brougham and Creevey were engaged, General Gas-

coyne was returned with Mr. Canning. The electors of

Liverpool, therefore, have obtained their heart's desire—
two ministerial representatives. The conduct of the mer-

chants of Liverpool, like their fellow-traders of Bristol,

has been marked by duplicity—they invited Mr. Brough-

am to stand for their town, and it was the opinion of the

country that he must have been returned by a triumphant

majority. But the gratitude which they professed (not

practised) for his exertions in removing that obnoxious

measure—the orders in council—their offers of returning

him to parliament—nay more, their earnest solicitations

" that he would do them the honour of representing

them," were but as so many vapours—empty bubbles !

From henceforward, let no such men be trusted !

Similar conduct was followed by the Borough of
vol. iv. 3 K
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Southwark electors; they received Sir Thomas Tur-

ton with so much coolness that he retired without firing

a shot, except sending out a little paper bullet full of re-

proacnes and egotistical professions of practices. He
had the vanity to besiege the county of Surrey, but mi-

nisters had taken such strong possession that he was

obliged to give in after a few days siege. In Sussex,

honest Jack Fuller, as he was called, retired also. The

dread of meeting the exp^nce of a contest for so large a

county as Yo kshire, deterred Mr. Stuart Wortiey from

going to a poll, although upon the retirement of Mr. Wil-

berforce (for whom, by the by \ the saints could not col-

lect sufficient subscriptions) he had announced his inten-

tions of becoming a candidate and expected a snug re-

turn. A day or two before the nomination, the treasury

arguments were at work, and the soundness of them con-

vinced Mr. Stuart Wortiey that it would be vain, with

his shallow reasons, to hope success—the day of nomina-

tion proved the inutility of his hopes. Mr. Lascelles

(the minister's man) and Lord Milton were elected.

In most of the other counties, towns, and boroughs,

the success of ministers has been equally brilliant. What
will not the treasury arguments produce! They plume

themselves therefore upon a very large majority, and

consequently feel confident that whatever they propose

will be acceded to. Their favourite plan of diversions on

the continent to annoy the tyrant and disturber of the

repose of Europe will be resorted to. Time will shew

the effect of that plan. At any rate they may boast of the

sanction of the legislature—of their wisdom in appealing

to the country.

Some of the business of the next session, on the oppo-

sition side, may without much prophesy be very fairly

anticipated. Mr. Bankes, and his reversion bill; Mr.

Creevey, and the East India Company's affairs; Mr.

Whitbread, and the state of the nation ; Sir Francis

Bukdett, and a long address for a redress of grievances;
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Mr, Tieiiney, with his objections to the court grants;

Lord Folkstone, with a variety of insulated cases of

oppression; Sir Samuel RomIuLy's amelioration of the

condition of criminals, and amendment of the criminal

code, &c. &c. all in their nature very proper for consi-

deration ; the result may be easily anticipated* On some

of the questions ministers will divide with a sweeping

majority—others will be negatived without a division !

Such is the state of the present representation of the

people! Reform is the only cure for the evil. Mr. Brai* d

has pledged himself to bring forward a plan of reform,

which, from what we have heard of it, would, if carried

into effect, tend most materially to paralyze the present

energies of corruption. But the disposition of the noes

is too apparent; and if one from above should propose

reform, the confiding majority of the present day would

negative the proposition. Subsidize foreign powers, and

keep alive the thirst for bloodshed

—

Bellum trahtre \ and

all is well. Besotted imaginations! How long will ye

run away with the senses of our leaders?

With a parliament thus composed, what rational ground

for expectationcan the people of England entertain that

the future resolutions of so august an assembly will be

conducive to the public good, or glorious to the empire.

The experience of the past gives but a sorry promise for

time to come. Money will be lavishly voted, with eco-

nomy in the mouths of the ministers, prodigality in their

hearts! The people will acquiesce in paying their last

shilling, but until the suggestion of Mr. Vansittart, name-

ly a tax upon capital be adopted, little prospect of

benefit to the great mass of the community can be ex-

pected,

The great landholders and the other branches of the

monied interest must be called upon to contribute their

just quotas' to the exigencies of the state: until that be

accomplished, vain-glorious is the boast " that the re-

sources of the country are superabundant." Superabun-
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dant they are—but that superabundance is at the disposal

of a very few. Labour is the lot of the majority—the

earnings of that labour, the sweat of the brow, is con-

tributory to the government. The last drop must be

wrung from their foreheads, before the government will

awake from the lethargy which stupifies their faculties, and

then this sad truth will wring in their ears—namely, that

a constitution formed like the British Constitution,

is for all purposes of happiness in a free state, the best

which the ingenuity of man can devise; it gives protec-

tion to the prince and to the peasant; it gives also to

the prince and the peasant an equal participation in all

the rights and immunities thereunto belonging ; it chalks

out to the ministers their strict line of duty : it precludes

them from harrassing the noble faculties of men—it

points out to them that if money be required for the ser-

vice of the state, it should be drawn from the pockets of

that class of the community best able to contribute to-

wards its support.

The parliament of England will do well to look to

this : the heavily taxed and nearly consumed middle-man

can furnish no more. Legislators, turn your attention

to the great capitalists! Let them by your resolu-

tions disgorge a small part of their immense fortunes.

The propositions made in the legislative assembly will

shew to the people of England what the real character of

their representatives is. The petty squabbles hitherto

so disgraceful to the character of Britons of " the monied

interest pays already too much," and * the agricultural

interest is too heavily taxed
;

* we trust will no longer be

heard. But in the general distress of the country, every

man will do his utmost. If he refuses, he is not worthy

to bear the name of Englishman.

With these sentiments on our mind, we shall regard

with an anxious, but fearful eye, the conduct of the re-

presentatires of England in the present parliament.
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THE POLITICAL OBSERVER. No. XIII.

The entrance of the French into Moscow, after their

defeat in the battle of Borodino, affords a melancholy

evidence of the inefficiency of the most determined va-

lour, undirected by the genius of a military leader. The
Russians have not been worsted, but out-manoeuvred;

and the possession of the ancient capital of the empire is

the reward of enterprize, activity, and talent. The con-

flagration of Moscow, though it may have disappointed

their hopes of plunder, has retarded rather than delayed

the quiet establishment of the French in winter quar-

ters. If one-fourth of the capital remain, and one-fourth

of the property of the citizens have been left behind,

there will be sufficient accommodations for the invaders

for the whole of the season ; provisions may be obtained

at Moscow as they have been obtained previous to its

possession; and were the supplies from his rear sparing

or uncertain, it is yet in his power, we are afraid, to com-

mand the resources of a circle not less than thirty miles

round Moscow. The ministerial writers are quite re-

joiced at the fatuity of Buonaparte in taking possession

of a ruined capital, and are anxious to persuade their

readers that as soon as the winter sets in the Russian ar-

mies will have little to do but to appear before their

half-starved and half-frozen adversaries, and take them
prisoners, or force them to retreat. Now that straggling

parties of the Russians may occasionally intercept the

supplies of provisions, and harrass the parties detached

from the French army by occasional skirmishes is ex-

tremely possible; but we must be excused for doubting

whether it be in the power of the Russians any more than

ofthe French to carry on, during the season of frost and

snow, a regular series of extensive operations. A hun-

dred men may force their way through all the obstacles

presented by th« season and the elements, but we doubt
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whether an army of eighty thousand men could march in

order to battle, or with the implements and accoutre-

ments of war, could march during the inclemency of a

Russian winter, and through deep and extensive snows, in

any array that could be formidable to an enemy prepared

for defence. It is probable, therefore, that the troops of

Napoleon will lie snug at Moscow till the season of 1813;

that in the mean time all the preparations of Bonaparte

.

will be organized, and that with a regular chain of forces

in his rear he will advance in triumph to St. Petersburg.

It is possible indeed that the court of Russia may be

able and willing to foresee the dangers to which the

capital is subjected, and may employ its time so wisely

and successfully, that the further progress of Napoleon

may be prevented ; but that any exertions, or any revolu-

tions in the habits and opinions of the court will reduce

Napoleon to the necessity of retreat, is beyond the bounds

of reasonable expectation. Whether the conclusion of

peace be soon or late, it will to all appearance be dictated

from the Cremlin of Moscow, and the contest will

most likely terminate in the retention by France of all

the territories west of the Dwina, and the acquiescence

of Russia in the continental system.

It may be deduced, from the contradictoiy evidence of

the respective parties, that the conflagration of Moscow

formed no part of the plan adopted originally by the

Russian generals ; but that its governor in the frenzy of

despairing patriotism,extended the destruction, accident-

ally begun, during the contest in the streets. His deter-

mination is not less to be lamented, in a prospective view,

than with an immediate reference to the interests of hu-

manity. Its riches, and its luxuries, might have glutted

for a time, the cupidity and licentiousness of Napoleon's

army; but when peace shall arrive, Moscow will become

once more the resort of the Russian people; and, but for

its destruction, its palaces,and its habitations, might have

remained, to welcome the return of their rightful owners.

The elections have terminated, w§» are afraid, in favor
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of the ministers. The eclat of an unprofitable battle, will

at any time atone, in the opinion of the good people of

England, for many years of misery and servitude; and the

triumph of a conflict, which was in reality of important

consequences to the interest of Europe, and the welfare of

the country, absolutely overwhelmed their reason, and

hurried them in the frenzy of theirjoy, to believe Lord

Castlereagh a statesman, and Mr. Vansittart a philoso-

pher.

Sir Francis Burdett has endeavoured to atone for his

absence from the hustings, by an address to his constitu-

ents, containing a recapitulation of truths, which an

humbler individual durst not have recorded ; and of

which no ingenuity can evade the impression. It must be

confessed, that he is a little inflammatory, but it is better

to say too much on such subjects, than too little. He
enumerates among the evils, under which We labour,

" nine hundred millions of debt, inland fortresses, under

the name of barracks : an army of German, and other

foreign mercenaries; an army of spies, and informers, of

tax and excise agents; an inquisition of private property;

a phantom for a k— ; a degraded aristocracy ; an op-

pressed people; a confiding parliament; irresponsible

ministers ; a corrupt and intimidated press ; pensioned

justices; packed juries; vague and sanguinary laws;

sometimes shamefully relaxed, at other times yiolently

stretched beyond their tone; which together with a host

of failures of foreign expeditions, and the present crushing

burthen of taxation, are some of the bitter fruits of cor-

ruption in the House of Commons." Now Sir Francis

surely does not mean to assert, that the indisposition of

the king is one of the bitter fruits of corruption in the

House of Commons ; or that his indisposition can be re-

moved by any political arrangements ? and why, therefore

does he enumerate among his excitements to reform, a

calamity occasioned by the immediate visitation of

the Almighty ? His assertion, that we are afflicted

with a corrupt and intimidated press, is in part re.
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futed by the publication of his address ; though it

must be admitted that the circumstance does as much
credit to his intrepidity, as to the forbearance of the

crown, or the mildness of the law. "The Lord Chief

Justice (continues Sir Francis) the Lord Chief Justice

Ellenborough, besides his salary, receives in sinecures,

8,9931. a year, besides having offices to sell, and partici-

pating in the emoluments of his own gaoler." To this asser-

tion, Mr. Jones has published a reply, in which he positive-

ly asserts that Lord Ellenborough does not participate in

his emoluments, directly or indirectly, and the declaration

of Mr. Jones has called forth a rejoinder from a Mr.

Baldwin, in which he very properly reminds the Mar-

shal, that it appears from the evidence before the com-

missioners of military enquiry, that Lord Ellenborough

does receive from Mr. Jones 8001. a year. ^But whether

this be, or be not true, the emoluments of the Marshal

himself are infamously great. He receives, as we have

been credibly informed, no less than 16,0001. a year for

performing the duties of a gaoler; and part of this is

wrung from the unfortunate beings who, before they can

enter into, or come out of, a prison, are obliged to pay

the fees of admission and liberation.

On the other topics discussed in the address, we shall

have many occasions of expressing our sentiments in our

future numbers ; and in the mean time, without pledging

ourselves for the correctness of all the baronet's state-

ments, or to the wisdom of his views, we recommend his

address to the notice even of his enemies, as containing,

within a moderate compass, the most important materials

for reflection.
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THE GATTON MARK-ER! or who WINS
a TRUE TALE!

Who has not heard of Gatton, so famous in story,

Where two Burgessts chuse you

—

two parliament

men!

—

But corruption we* re told, is for England's glory,

And if England thrives—and it does! Why what then?

Well, at Gatton—-too gentlemen, honest good neigh-

bours

Reside, an J enjoy the true otium cum dig.

The one for his bread, in the pulpit o:t' labours.

The other well bra ,s for La-Sour too big.

When the mantle of night hides the sun from our

optics,

The club at the ale-house right merrily meet,

The J\-abob—the Curate-—WiN,Doctor and Chopsticks

With congee and compliments, each other treat.

The news of the day is discussed in full quorum,

" How vile Bonaparte in Russia is bound!"

Then tinkling the bell—with a smile, enters Jorum,

With pipes, and with ale, which he deals all around.

Old Jorum retired ; the debate is resumed,

The smoke rises high, while the arguments flow,

The room with tobacco Virginian's perfumed,

The Auctioneer's tongue is just ready to go !

The Nabob exclaims, in a voice loud as thunder;

" By my valour, I wish I couid meet the foul thief!

" I'd astonish you all—foi this world's mighty wonder,

" I would kill—aye, and eat him ! beyond all belief."

i( Else wherefore did I, to support my dear country

" Support in the * * * * * all the minister's plans;
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So, gents, you perceive now, that barring effrontery,

" How in Russia— if there, I'd astonish the Vans!"

Opinions thus started : 1 too well remember

Sound echos from Parson—from Doctor—from Chops,

The// bend, where they ought, to the wealthy proud

member ;

But Win lost himself—(he when a-going ne'er stops !)

Contradiction, which many nights stuck in hisgizzard,

Flew up, and the Nabob hit smack on the face

:

The assult thus commenced (for which Wii\T was no

lizzard)

Was the signal for battle—Win

—

wins the disgrace!

For when passion's dominion imperiously ruling,

Gets hold of a Nabob's warm temper quite fast,

'Tis no wonder affronted, he gives over fooling,

And curses his folly, time present and past.

So Mark contradicted, found food for reflection

;

Said he; ft what an ass I have been this long time;

" My conduct will scarcely endure an inspection

—

" With an iiuctioneer base thus to spend all my prime."

" How darest thou, fell caitiff, abuse my opinion?
* c But thy impudence now shall be laid on thy back !"

With those words he uplifted his cane on the minion 9

And every blow sounded aloud, a clear

—

thwack\

The blows came so fast, that they palsied Win's nod-

dle,

They set him " a-going"—the room echoed round,

" A-going! a-going 1" Win essayed to toddle

In an instant—was go?;e! left his Mark on the ground.

" Victoria" the friends of the Nabob loud shouted,
i(

A. health U» the Nabob ! so valiant in fight,

ce Your prowess in Russia now cannot be doubted ;

" Oh, Wood you were there, to set everything right!'*

The morning saw Win with a face white as custard

Ba ploud at the door, where Nick's agent resides,
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With strength scarce sufficient, his courage he mus-

tered,

To relate how the Nabob belaboured his sides

!

" Give me justice,said Win ; or I ne'er shall be happy,
* f 'Tis money I want, to relieve me from pain :

Said the agent :
—"I prythee ! my friend was you nappy ,

And not Able to stand 'neatb so wicked a Cane ?"

" Oh, lord ! My good friend, as a judge I was' sober
3

" The blows I received till I got to the door

—

" I had taken, good Sir, but a little October, -

" And knew that each blow was worth fifty pounds

more.

" Well, Sir, since you value cash more than hard fight-

ing,

" We'll trounce the Nabob, by the cudgels of law ;

M

So the briefs were prepared, and Win's wrongs were

in writing,

Then they parted till assize time—having shaken a paw.

The assizes commenced, and the judges assembled,

Sir Mark, the defendant, was called to appear,

Win's case heard, and concluded—but, Lord, how he

trembled !

When a TWELVEPENNY verdict saluted his ear ! ! !

MORAL.

Take heed, AUCTIONEERS—when irascible nabobs

Condescend to befriend ye—pray keep your tongues mute;

Or like Win, when you quarrel, ye may win one o

his jobs

—

" A d d hard beating and tmhejpence in pocket to

boot"
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THEATRICAL REVIEW.

K ullius addictus jurare in verba maestri

;

Quo me cunque rapit tempesias deferor hospes.

Dituijy Lane.

Oct. 10.—This maf tiificeni theatre was opened to the

inspection of the public, and so eager was curiosity tha^

the pit and gallery doors were absolutely inaccessible at

three o'clock, tzca hours and a quarter before they were

opened, notwithstanding the miserable plight of the

streets—ankle deep, in mud—and a heavy rain, which con-

tinued without ceasing the whole of the day, to all which

the applicants for a seat in the theatre were exposed. At
a quarter past five the doors were opened, when the rush

at gallery, pit, and box, was tremendous; and the cries

begao of " O I shall be pressed to death,"—" Sir, you

have got your hand in my pocket,"—" Sir, that's my
watch in your hand," &c. &c. Shoes, hats, and frag-

ments of coats, were seen flying in every direction, and

the avenues resembled Monmouth-street on a windy day,

with the contents of the various shops flying over the

heads of the passengers. At toe pit and gallery doors

the people were almost suffocated by the heat of mingled
breaths, which, owing to the density of the atmosphere,

and the scarcity of windows in those parts of the build-

ing, could not disperse. ,At the boxes the rush was
greater than was ever known at the box entrance of any
theatre; so great, in short, that the outer doors were or-

dered to be temporarily closed, in order to facilitate the

admission of those who had gained the interior. At
length the tlieatre was crowded in every part, and thou-
sands who couid not gam admission, returned disap-

pointed to tlieir homes. And among the latter number
were many persons who had taken boxes and seats as
soon as the opening of the theatre was announced ; but
the war for seats resembled something of the O. P. and it

was stoutly maintained that the managers had no right to

llt seats on the opening night. But the rapture of the
audience, on witnessing the superb decorations of the
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interior, soon put an end to jarring individual interests,

and a roar of applause testified the approbation of the

public. Our limits this month, and the unusual press of

more important matter, does not enable us to gratify our

subscribers by a full and complete description of this

stately structure ; besides that we have gotsnne weighty

observations on the accommodations, and particularly the

saloon, that costly school of licentiousness, which in its

luxury holds out a lure of vice »o the young, unpardon-

able—-it is the very acme of dissipation—the very sink of

prostitution—the Ottomans and all unite their grandeur

and luxury to excite desire—the wanton finds it a ready

market for her charms—the inexperienced youth a de-

lightful paradise of ruin. We do not hesitate in advancing

that the proprietors, when they considered the purposes

of the saloon, by what class oi\ females frequented, &c. de-

graded themselves to a par with the brothel-keeper, and*

have great and just claims on the landlady of the Key
Hotel inChandos-street, and her very amiable coadjutors.

Prescribed then from entering at large into a description

of the theatre, we shall defer the whole, with strictures

to our next.

The play was Hamlet, which was preceded by an ad-

dress, delivered by Mr. Elliston, and from the pen of

Lord Ifyrou. We are by no means disposed to quarrel

with this production, notwithstanding the outcry that

has been raised as^inst it. We are not of that disap-

pointed class of poets who were ridiculous enough to

enter the lists of competition, and it gives us pleasure to

hear that a Colman, a Scott, # Moore, &c. &c. read with

contempt the proprietor's advertisement, soliciting com*

petition ; it ^ives us pleasure, we say, for the proposal was

degrading to the Muse of poesy, and none but empyrics

answered the call. Lord Byron's address! is by far the

best we have seen; it is too long, and too prosaic, but it

contains several well turned lines, several felicitous allu-

sions, and is upon the whole smooth and flowing. It

was not well delivered by Elliston.

What shall we say of Hamlet ? is it not vexatious that
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it is our duty to record the massacre of Shakespeare on

the opening of Drury. ' Elliston was execrable. We
never saw it enacted worse—yet Elliston was excellent

compared with the rest of the dramatis personae. If we
except Dowton as Polonius, and Raymond as the Ghost,

we never saw a worse company on the meanest provin-

cial boards. Falstaffwould have said

—

" I will not march thrcmgh Coventry with them, that's flat."

Od.lo.—The Rivals, after which a new and diverting

interlude, called " The Monologue, or the Genius of the

Busbys," concluding with the popular farce of " Turn
out." The performances of the theatre, since the open-

ing, have not been of a nature to merit any peculiar no-

tice, and we are led to an investigation on this evening-

owing to the production of a new species of drama, which

was performed in the pit and boxes with a proportionate

mixture of hisses and applause. The interlude was

called " The Monologue," and it opened with an ad-

dress from the boxes by Dr. Busby, in propria persona.

The audience, unused to this species of drama, were at

first very clamorous; and the after-piece was called for,

" Turn out" " Tarn out ;" but the doctor, a learned civi-

lian of true courage, maintained che unequal contest with

a heroism knowing no parallel in poetic history. He
talked—ne fought—he rallied—he retreated—and with
" the rage ot lions," knocked down box -keepers, con-

stables, &c. He would be heard, and though thrice

beaten from the field, he was victorious at last : thus

affording us an example of heroism and perseverance

equalled only by Buonaparte at Lodi, at Marengo, and

his most celebrated battles. The doctor was victorious,

and thus ended the first act. The second commenced

with the doctor's raising his lusty voice, and calling to his

son Freddy in the pit to stand forward and recite his very

superior address on the opening of Drury—his mono-

logue, which had been rejected by the managers through

foul bribe/ >j and corruption;—" stand forth, Freddy.'*

Freddy obeyed the call, and groped his way to the stage.
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The father was in raptures— the completion of his wishes

—of his triumph—was at hand. " He's his father's boy,"

exclaimed the delighted doctor ;"—" he's all -my own

—

oh, ye envious critics—hear him—hear him—a pattern

for the stage—I have written

—

he shall recite."

Freddy, after numberless interruptions, at length com-

menced

—

te When energizing objects men pursue,

What are the prodigies they cannot do."

A roar of laughter admitted the truth and grandeur ofth&

lines. At length Freddy came to

(l Oft on these boards—no not these boards—

"

The transports of the house were now unspeakable—the

roar was not to be allayed—and Busby the son, after

much entreaty, was led off the stage, where he had so

astonished and delighted, by the stage*manager, Mr. Ray-

mond.

Let us draw a veil over human infirmity—we have said

ADDRESS BY LORD BYRON,
Spoken by Mr. Elliston, at the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane*

In one dre^d night our city saw, and sighed

Bowed to the dust, the Drama's tower of pride,

In oneshoit hour, beheidthe blazing fane,

Apollo sink, and Shakespeare cease to reign.

Ye who beheld, oh si^ht, admired and mourned,
Whose radiance mocked the ruin it adorned !

Through clouds of fire, the massy fragments riven,

Like Israel's pillar, chase the night from heaven,

Saw the long column cf revolving flames

Shake its rea shadow o'er the startled Thames,
While thousands, thronged around the burning dome,
Shrank back appalled, and trembled for their home :

As glared the voluraed blaze, and ghastly shone.

The skies, with lightniags awful as their own ;

Tili blackning asiies a^d the lonely wail

Usurped the Muse's realm, and marked her fall ;

Say—shall this new nor less aspiring pile,

Reared, where once rose the mightiest in our isle,

Know the same favour which the former knew,
A shrine for Shakespeare—worthy him and you ?

Yes—it shall be—The magic of that name
Defies the scythe of time, the torch of flame,

On the same spot still consecrates the scene,

Aad bids the Drama be where she hath been :—
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This fabric's birth attests the potent spell,

Indulge our honest pride, and say, Bow well!

As soars this fang to emulate the last,

Oh ! might we draw our omens from the past,

Some hours propitious to our prayers may boa st

Names such as hallow still Hie dome we lost.

On Drury first your Si mums' thrilling art

O'erwhelmed the genHesl, stormed I he sternest heart
On Drury, Garrick's lates! lands grew,
Here your last, tears retiring Rose us drew,
Sighed his last thanks, and wept his last adieu.

But still foi living wit ihe wreaths may bloom
That only waste their odours o^er the iomh,
Such Drury claimed and claims— nor you refuse

One tribute to revive his slumbering muse,
With gariands deck your own Mpnander's head I

Nor hoard your h< naurs idly for the dead!

Dead are th.° days which made our annals bnght^
Ere Gartuck fled, or Bm sley ceased to write,

Heirs to their labours, ike all high born heirs

Vain of'our ancestry as they of theirs.

While f hus Remembrance borrows Banquo's glass

To claim the sceptred shadows as they pass,

And we the mirror hoid, where imaged shine

Immortal names, emblazoned on our iine ;

Pause—ere their reebler offspring you condemn,
Reflect how hard the task to rival them !

Friends of the stage— 10 whom both Players and Play®
Must sue alike for pardon, or for praise,

Whose judging voice and eye alone direct

The boundless power to cherish or reject,

If e'er frivolity has led to fame,
And made us blush that you fc.rbore to blame7

If e'er the sinking st-ige could condescend
To soothe ihe sickly taste, it dare not mend,
All past reproach ma*, present scenes refute,

And censure, wisely loud, be justly mute I—
Oh ! since your fiat stamps the Drama's iaws

Forbear to mock us with mi*plac'd a$»pl mse—

>

" So pride shall doubly nerve the actor's powers
And reason's voice he echoed back by ours !—
This greeting o'er,—the ancient rule obey'd,

The Drama's homage by lerherskl paid,

Beeeive our welcome too— whose every tone

Springs fio n oar beans and fain would win your owst

The curia n rises -may our stige urfiotd

Scenes not unworthy Drury'* days of ok! !

—

Britons ou : ji <iges, nature for our guide,

Still may we please, long—long may you preside.

W„ N. Jones, Printer, 5, Newgate Street, Lond©s*
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NOTICES TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Censor's " Third Letter to a Noble Lord," will be inserted

in our next.

Our correspondent on the subject of the hop contract, is in

all probability mistaken. We do not think that the gentleman

alluded to has any pretensions to dance the Old Bailey horn-

pipe.

The proceedings of the district surveyor, on Mr. Soane's

projection, shall meet with the requisite investigation in our

next number.

Anecdotes of medical and pharmaceutical quackery, will

always meet with a ready insertion in the pages of the Scourge,

Circumstances which will be easily understood by the atten-

tive reader, have prevented us from noticing, as we had at first

intended, the burlesque addresses of Messrs. H. and J. Smith.

We earnestly recommend them to the attention of our readers.

Memoirs of the celebrated Doctor L 1, Jun. will be given

in our next number.

Some curious anecdotes of Sir M—— L —- , Bart, will

also grace our next.

The festivities of P House, with the different rehearsals

at that private theatre of licentiousness and folly, are under

consideration.

We expect Small-pica to fulfil his promise respecting the

anecdotes of Mr. B , and hope that the new year will usher

in his memoirs and literary character J ! !

We recommend to our friend at Salisbury, " The Man of

Ten Thousand" to avoid the water's edge in the evening, lest

he slip in, and then the will be robbed of his due.

Our friend Anne from the Potteries shall be attended to.

In our correspondent X. X. from Kendal, we think we re-

trace the pen of Mr. Wilson. It came too late for attention

this month : we vnay perhaps hear from him again before the

TWff year commences.
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The TWO FIRST CHAPTERS of the BOOK of

DRURY, and of the ACTS of SAMUEL.

And it came to pass that a fearful fire consumed the

theatre of Drury, and Apollo fell from his proud emi-

nence.

And weepings and wailings were heard in the streets,

and in the courts, and hundreds were cast out hungry

and without bread.

And Sherry was in the assembly of the people, and

he saw the fire, and his heart was sore and sad—and he

cried out—" Nay let not the public business be neglect-

ed, for I alone am the sufferer:" but the truth was not in

him—for the suffering was in those whom he had deluded

by false promises—who he had juggled by chicanery

and craft.

And the house of Sherry was in ruins, and his word

was no longer relied on, and there were the discontented,

in whose mouths were bitterness, and the name of Sher-

ry was in execration.

Then there arose a mighty brewer in the land, Sa-

muel by name, but not of the house of Saul: and he

called the people together, and they believed in him, and

lo! he had drays and horses, and vats and butts and

hogsheads, and of his sayings there are to be found in

the book of Common House debates, but the people look

not therein.

And Samuel arose and said " Let us gather together

subscriptions, and let us rebuild the house of iha drama,"

VOL. IV. 3 M
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but the people who were with him, said, " No, we will

not, for the name of Sherry is in abomination among
ns, and we have no faith in him or his works." Then
said Samuel, " Ye are deceived, for Sherry hath no

longer to do with the stage, and he hath cast oiT his coat

of many colours;"—" nay then," cried the people," we
will."

And the house was builded accordingly.

And the house was opened on October the 10th, and

the people wondered exceedingly, and thousands flocked

to witness it, and were disappointed.

And Samuel said, " Lo ! this I have done, 1 have

erected the house, and it is admiied"—and he said to the

subscribers whom he called renters, " be ye contented, for

the profits will be exceeding great, and ye may drink my
porter."

Chapter the Second.

And lo! a vision stood before my eyes, and I wondered

thereat.

And I saw the newly erected stage with its pillars of

verd, its antique tripods, and its golden ornaments.

And on the middle of the stage was a large vat, and

Samusl was brewing, and my eye was gladdened, and

I exclaimed—we shall have porter cheaper ! but lo, an^

guish to my hopes, I saw in the mash—" Promises,"

" Expectations," " Subscriptions," and " Deceptions."

And I saw that Sherry had not cast his coat of many-

colours, but that he and the child of his loins were draw-

ing from the vat.

And I saw the " subscriptions" filling their pitchers

while from the cock below nothing flowed, and I saw

the renters disappointed.

And these are the acts of Samuel, and this is the

temple of Samuel which he erected in honor of the

Muses.

And on either side were suspended by a halter, the mor-

tal remains of Tragedy and Comedy, and I saw them strug-
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gling in the steams of the vat, and I saw the lustre of

Apollo dimmed by the noxious fumes of empyricism,

and I saw him take his flight with his lyre from the tem-

ple of Samuel.

And I saw an alderman, who loved the stage dearly as

he loved turtle, and he said, " place me on the commit-

tee."

And he was placed on the committee, and he erected

a standard of " New Regulations," and he hired him

actors of all sorts and sizes, the short, the tall, the thin,

the fat—yea, even those who, on provincial boards, had

shared the profits of the house, and had retired to their

beds with a tenpence gained, and a piece of candle.

And these were the actors hired to represent the cha-

racters of Shakspeare before a London audience.

And on the left of the stage, my eye was amused by

the follies of an old performer.

And he was seated on a Mellon bed, and he had in

vain sought to graft young fruit upon the old stalk.

And of the acts of Cou tts are they not written in his

iedger ?

And I saw an author, and he was of the house of Skef-

ton, and he held in his hand a new play, and it

was called " The Virtuous Courtezan, or the Generous

Cut-throat."

And I saw Mr. S as Major Sturgeon, and Mrs.

O as Mrs. Sneak, and they were exceeding amorous,

and some cried out shame—while others exclaimed, are

not these the doings of the daughters of the stage.—Sneak

cries out in vain—" his vife, his vife,"—she likes where

she is amorous, and amorous zvhen she likes.

And lo, to the right my eyes btheld a fat dame from

B , and she was exceeding wanton, and she

threw out lures to the leering hero of the Surry—and she

was glad to have him, and he was vain, and he staid with

her, and comforted her during long nights, and she was

very fond.
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He was not of the family of Joseph that flew from the

wife of Potiphnr.

And I saw an old " pillar of the state," and he was

enacting Hamiet, and he was encircling the waist of his

Ophelia, and breathing lascivious sayings in her ear, and

she exclaimed " Jockey of N —k be not so bold."

Now N k was a great man, and cumbersome to

himself, and he cried out, " Oh, that this too too solid

flesh would melt!" and Ophelia was alarmed, and pre-

pared to fly, fearing to be drowned by the sudden thaw

of so much mortal flesh.

And of the acts of this noble, are they not to be found

in the purlieus of St. Giles and Covent-garden, and the

vicinity of his seats—have not the women travailed and

brought forth—are there not sons that call him father?

And I beheld a pile of addresses, and on them were

written M rejected," and I saw a noble lord, a friend of

the house of Samuel, standing on the " rejected addres-

ses," and I saw him hand the prize to a brother lord

—

and now were the address waiters exceeding wrathful,

and they cried out, and all was anger.

And the public papers were filled with the abuse of

Samuel and his friends.

And there stood forth a man from among the discon-

tented, and his name was Busby, and he cried out aloud

against the injustice that had been done him, and he said

" Mine is the best address."

And he went even unto the temple of Samuel, and he

said to his son, " Arise thou, and speak my monologue,

and let the people judge ;" but the people were inclined

unto merriment, and they laughed.

And they exclaimed against the monologue, and de-

rided the translator ofLucretius.

Yea, they gave unto him even a pair of asses ears, which

weareth unto this day.

And the temple of Samuel was erected.

And these are the acts of the people and Samuel as

appertaining to the temple.
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And I turned my eye away from the temple, and it

dwelt upon a plain monument.

And my heart grieved and was sore.

And I beheld the genius of the drama weeping over

the urn of her favorite Cooke.

And her lamentations were loud and bitter, and she

cried out—" Alas, alas, alas, the last of my sons is no

more!"

THE MISTAKEN ATTORNEY.

A Bibliopole of some renown,

In Bristol's large but wealthy town,

For liases paper sorely straitened,

And by his plaintiff's lawyer threaten'd,

Replies—" I've got no cash to spare,

But Bibles at your service are :"

O'erjoy'd th' attorney reads and cries

" Why, zounds, can I believe my eyes?

I thought th' amount was lost, and here

He proffers bills the debt to clear
;"

Then hastens to his anxious client,

With looks as fierce as any giant,

And bids him read defendant's proffer,

And not refuse so good an offer

;

" So good," rejoined the wond' ring friend,

"' When will thy nonsense have an end,

Bibles are drugs, not worth the packing,

And those who ready cash are lacking,

Than reading of the scriptures find

Far other things t' engage the mind !"

The lawyer surpriz'd, exclaims sans terror,

" My friend forgive a venial error,

Repeat what see-saws you may please

;

Law with Religion ne'er agrees;

Lawyers common, doctors civil,

In term-time only serve the devil,

And while his precepts we pursue,

With Bibles what ha ;̂ we to do ?"
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EPIGRAMS.

THE BREWER MANAGER.
Whitbreac at Drury heads the board,

The chief committee-man or lord !

Kings, queens, and lords, he's viceroy o'er,

Like Quixote knight we read of yore

—

Economy's the watch-word round,

And Sam's sagacious and profound,

Knows well eight farthings make two pence.

Which proves that he's a man of sense.

Orders he gives which nothing cost,

Like other t——ts rules the roast

;

But should you wish to view the play,

" No Orders" is the order of the day:

Free-renters in this play-house new,

Are bondmen, just like me or you ;

Slaves to his will, they at his nod

Must bend the back, and kiss the rod

—

Then what must all the renters do ?

Why, "as they've bak'd they e'en must brew"

THE CAUSE OF SHERRY'S REJECTION.

The reason why Sherman could not succeed

With the Stafford cordwainers is easy to see :

When passing the bottle Dick stuck to his creed,

" Heeltaps ;" (hie) "Dam'me no heeltaps for mel"

The sons of St. Crispin retorted the strain,

As humming October made hearts full of glee:

Despising the wine which confused Dickey's brain,

Drank " Old English ale—but no Sherry for we!'
9

THE DRURY-LANE MANAGER.
When brewers guide proud Drury's stage,

And in theatric pomp appear,

No wonder that the tragic muse
Is daily hastening to her bier \
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LOVE at , A CURIOUS ANECDOTE,

" Molli averne, un goderne e cangiar spesso."

If the above motto be descriptive of the taste of the

Neapolitan dames, in regard to the male sex, we see no

reason why it may not be applied to some of our lovely

lasses on the shores of this isle. It is unquestionably

most true, that in general the British fair sex are less

given to changing than the females of any other clime.

But in the higher circles that admission will not pass cur-

rent. It may be said, in return to the charge, that the

ladies are justified by the fickleness and inconstancy of

the men. Well, be it so ; we must allow them to enjoy

all the feelings of nature, and if they now and then ex-

ercise those feelings— alas ! who can withstand the claims

of nature ?

These observations may be applied to some of the fe-

males of a family in the neighbourhood of . Fame
has celebrated the daughters of a person of some conse-

quence as possessing all the requisites for love, but as un-

happily situated in respect to marriage. When fine and

beautiful young women arrive at the age of womanhood,

surrounded by some of the finest and handsomest men
which the country produces, and are denied the rights

which legal ties can give them, astonishment will cease

if the softer passion should overcome prudence, and carry

them beyond the bounds of propriety. Many stories are

circulated on this subject, and though caution has pre-

cluded the exposition generally of any seriousfaux pas,

yet gossip Scandal, with her wide mouth, will spread

the tale abroad.

Some time since the elegant seat of these fair ladies

was under a state of internal repair, and the decorations

of the interior were undergoing a thorough reform. The
upholsterers from London were employed in fitting up

the rooms in a style of the most costly magnificence.

Among the persons so engaged was one whose fine athle-

tic form, and manly and handsome feature, attracted the

particular notice of some o the female branches of the

YOL. IV. 3 N
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family. Indeed their apartments were the principal

ones in which the alterations were made. Of course it

was requisite that the ladies should give directions. Whe-
ther the person whom we have just observed upon, was

selected to fit up these rooms merely on account of

his proficiency in the art which he processed, we
know not, but he most certainly was selected. The se-

While the man was so employed by turns, A- and

E would steal into the r~oms to converse with him

on the subject of his work. In .doing so, it was consi-

dered by some of the upper servants as a mark of conde-

scension not exactly compatible with propriety—their

rank in life being so very elevated. They, however,

gave their orders from their own sweet lips, and the

Landsome upholsterer received them with becom-

ing respect and reverence. Sometimes A- would slip

in under that pretext, and then leave the room for E
On retiring to their anti-chamber, a colloquy was heard

by one of the ***** in the following words:

A——. *\ What a charming fellow !" <

E——. " Nonsense, A ! Do you consider who he is ?—an
upholsterer!"

A——. " I do, I do ; but what will not love do ? I cannot help

it, E——- ; only look at him I"

The hint was sufficient for the curiosity of E———- ;

hhe tripped into the drawing-room, where she found the

trembling upholsterer busily employed—the expressive

glances of the two sisters so confused the man that to

their questions he answered he knew not what. The re-?

turn ofE——— to her sister produced a second colloquy,

much in the style of the first—-the door of the anti-room

being left half open gave an opportunity to the * * * *

to hear the conversation-—which had arrived at some

critical questions, when a motion in the room gave inti-*

mation to the * * * * to disappear. He had scarcely

retired, when the upholsterer, emboldened by the affable

manner of the ladies, and wishing some directions,tapped

st the door. The alarm which succeeded may be readily

imagined—they questioned the upholsterer as tg how
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long he had remained at the door, fearful that he had

heard their conversation ; rang the bell for the * * * *

who instantly appeared, and being satisfied that the in-

trusion of the man was but the consequence of his anxiety

to finish his work agreeably to the taste of the ladies, and

not from impertinent motives, they very good humour-

edly gave the necessary directions, and the * * * *

closed the door.

The * * * * however represented to the man] the folly,

not to say temerity of his conduct, in adventuring so near

the presence unbidden—he pointed out to him the dan-

ger which he had run, and it had the proper effect*

The ladies, however, had received a caution which

they profited by ; for, much against their inclinations,

they preserved in their conduct, on future interviews

with the handsome upholsterer, a degree of reason becom-

ing their stations.

THE — AND THE CRIMINAL.

When an individual of exalted rank, and extensive

influence, forgets, in the delirium of temporary passion*

the respect that is due to himself, and the regard that he

ought to entertain for the moral feelings of the public,

the satirist will lament his indiscretions in watchful

silence, and exercise his forbearance, in the hope of wit-

nessing his recurrence to the paths of duty and of virtue :

l)ut when the autumn of life is past; when every ^suc-

cessive period of his progress, from his first to his second

childhood, has brought along with it to the guilty in-

dividual, the punishment of his past offences, and the

warning against his future crimes ; when the admonition

of his friends, and the triumphant ridicule of his enemies,

have been equally effaced from his remembrance, by the

caresses of prostitutes, and the flattery of pimps; and

when his final call to an important and responsible situa-

tion, have only contributed to render his utter destitution

of manly virtue, his indifference to every paternal and

conjugal duty, and his insensibility to every generous
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and noble feeling, more conspicuously detestable, for-

bearance, in the advocate of public morals, becomes a

culpable desertion of his trust; and in his most unrelent-

ing strictures on the life and conduct of the object of his

scrutiny, he may be consoled by the reflection, that if he

be too hardened for reform, he is too insensible to feel

the tortures of literary castigation.

The individual, whose weakness and whose profligacy

it is our present duty to pourtray, has proved himself

equally insensible to friendly admonition, to good hu-

moured raillery, and to indignant reprehension. When in

the exuberant hilarity of 3^outh, he sacrificed his time

and money to the enjoyment of the bottle ; and in the so-

ciety of grooms and jockies ; his indiscretions were for-

given as the eccentricities of youth, and called forth no

other expression of the public sentiment, than such as

might appear in a caricature, or a parody : even his va-

rious and public acts of incontinence with married fe-

males, were for a while [forgiven, as the natural result of

peculiar circumstances; and his subsequent violation of

his marriage vow, was defended as the melancholy but

necessary consequence of domestic misery.

But there is a period in the life of man, when folly de-

generates into guilt, and iniquity appears in all the pro-

minence of unpalliated deformity. Had the person of

whom we are speaking, been a private individual, whose

vices'were inimical only to his own felicity, he would have

been, in his present stage of existence, the just object of

mingled pity and disgust; but the depravities of the man
of rank and influence increase in their enormity, in pro-

portion to the effect of his example on society ; .and im-

potent salacity, moody drunkenness, and convivial ribaldry

extend themselves from the palace of the nobleman to

the cottage of the peasant.

It is in the firm conviction, therefore, that we are

performing to the community a service more than com-

mensurate with the evils of disclosure, that we commit

the following documents to the world. They contain

the substance of the originals, expressed in as correct a

form as circumstances would admit ; they elucidate, more
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powerfully than the secret history of the last forty years,

the habits and character of the individual whose interests

they chiefly affect ; and exhibit a degree of meanness on

one side only equalled by the impudence and malignity

on the other.

In order that he may understand the following docu-

ments, the reader must observe, that the criminal whose

petition is the subject of the correspondence, had given

repeated intimations to the servants of the nobleman

that he was in possession of secrets materially affecting

the happiness of their master; and that previous to his

direct address to the object of his threats, he had received

repeated assurances of protection and assistance. After

his conviction on a certain charge, and his subsequent

committal to prison, he found it necessary to become

more explicit in his statements, and more urgent in his

demands. The story by which he endeavoured to excite

the fears of the nobleman implicated, wras to this effect;

that immediately previuus to the French revolution he

obtained a loan to a considerable amount of the Parisian

bankers; that during the convulsions immediately suc-

ceeding that awful event, they conveyed themselves and

their property to England; that for some time they were

paid the interest of the loan; but that at length they

were denounced in the capital of France as traitors to their

country ; that immediately subsequent to this event they

were sent back to their own country ; that as a natural

consequence they were * * * * *, and that the interest

of the loan therefore remains * * *, while the principal

has long since * * * *. How far the intervention of the

nobleman contributed to this concatenation of events, or

to what degree he dreaded the imputation of connivance,

may best be collected from the documents themselves.

It is needless to say that the conditions imposed by the

criminal were complied with ; the trusty servant was
himself the bearer of the requisite gratuity : in his pre-

sence the papers were committed to the flames; and

through his indiscretion this novel and unexpected com-

mentary on the virtues of the great is now committed to

the world.
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May it please your

It is now more than six weeks since T had the honor of a let-

ter from your 's secretary, in which he assures me that my
complaints are not forgotten, and that my situation will be taken

into the consideration of his master. In distress, in sickness, and

confinement, I have waited for the proofs of his wish to serve^

well assured that in assisting- me he is saving no small portion

of distress and misery to your and your family. Your

secretary well knows what secrets are in my possession, and

how sacredly I have kept them ; but despair aud resentment

for unmerited neglect may perhaps draw from me untold of

things, and leave your and your family to regret that I

have not been recompensed for my former steadiness to my
promise, when to have granted it would have securedmy eternal

fidelity. I submit to your sense of honor, and to your

just estimate, of what my secresy has deserved ; I am now in

such a situation that no time can be lost, and if your friends

.and family should restrain y our : from due attention t»

sny humble petition, which my experience of the inefficiency of

all former applications has induced me to send through the

present channel, I am resolved to receive from the public that

reward which a sense of your own interest ought to have excited

your to grant me without such frequent solicitation,

I am, your *s

Very obedient servant,

Under cover to Lord . «——»,'*

Square, -——

—

" Sir,

" I am commanded by his the to inform you

that the petition transmitted to nis through the medium
o Lord , will, notwithstanding its irregularity of form,

receive the most early^nd attentive consideration.

I have the honor to be, Sir,

Your most obedient servant,.

From CoL to Mr. C.
" My dear Sir,

" A person of the name of——, who has been lately con*

ricted of a conspiracy to extort money from your friend Lord

, has for some time been in the habit of transmitting tcj

me, aud other individuals in the establishment of his ,

the outlines of certain details at once unpleasant to my 1

master, and injurious to the character of himselfand of the re-
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spectable persons whom he condescends to include among the

number of his friends. For some time, I felt it my duty to ad-

vise his to treat his applications with that contempt

which best became the exalted object of calumny against a

shameless and malignant accuser. The revival, however, of a

subject too delicate to be mentioned but in a personal inter-

view, renders some attention, even to the basest calumnies, aa

indispensible duty in the hands of the individuals to whom hi*

has condescended to confide his personal and pecuniary

interests ; and since the person alluded to appears to be a mas-

ter of that low species of cunning which converts even the most

scanty materials to the most dangerous purposes, I cannot sit

down in the consciousness of having fulfilled my duty while

his complaints and accusations remain unexamined. He has

sent us a chapter of the evidence, and it may at least be useful

to ascertain whether his knowledge of the subject be confined

to that. Your professional character will enable you to call

upon him without observation and suspicion ; and I need not

say, that the unpleasantness of the task will easily yield in mf
opinion to its necessity, and be well rewarded by him whom it

is intended to serve. If you could make it convenient, there-

fore, to call upon the person to-morrow, in time to communi-

cate with me on the subject immediately after you have seen

him, it will contribute in no considerable degree to your ad-

vance in the —
's good opinion. I need not suggest, to you

the topics of enquiry : act in this instance as with respect t£

B-^ , and you will accomplish your object.

I remain, dear Sir,

Yours truly.

From the Culprit to the Colonel.

Sir,

It greatly excited my surprise to receive the honor of a visit

yesterday morning from an emissary of your's, whose actions \

am too well acquainted with to trust him on a subject so im-

portant as that respecting which you were compelled tor listen to

my former applications ; besides, I know too well that in a

case of this kind, verbal communications may be turned to ac«

count with perfect safely to yourselves. After what I have ex-

perienced, it becomes a duty to myself, imposed on me by your

own conduct, to speak out, and 1 know you and your master

too well to fear that the present letter will be shewn even to gra-

tify your revenge. Know then that the chapter of the evidence

transmitted to you is, in my estimation, but a trifle compared
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with what remains to be told, nor shall any consideration, bat

an immediate and legal compliance with 1113- demands restrain

me from publishing- to the world that G. and F. and fourteen

ether unfortunate victims were sentenced to the * * * *, that

your master might evade by their * * * * the payment of

his debts. He well knows the conditions of the loan ; he well

knows the means by which it was evaded ; his conscience tells

him that but for him, and but for the loan of which they de-

manded the interest, these unfortunate victims might have

escaped the hands of the * * * *. Tell him this, and let him

determine for himself the rewards that are due to my long and

inviolable secrecy. I have all the documents in my possession:

two living witnesses whose evidence can only be connected by

the papers in my hands, are ready to come forward and sub.

stantiate the fact, and it remains for me to destroy for ever your

master's happiness, or to deliver up the cause of his uneasiness,

To do this I am prepared,, whenever you are authorized to pay

me one half of the money granted to a certain lady, or three

thousand pounds in cash, and an annuity of two hundred and

fifty pounds. But do not suppose that I shall commit myself

hy communicating with a third person. From you alone I

must receive a pledge either written or in the presence of wit-

nesses, for your compliance with my demands, and in your pre-

sence alone shall the documents in my possession be committed

to the flames.

I shall only observe, that should I not receive a visit from

you in the course of to-morrow, I shall commit my manuscript

to the printer, and any application will then be useless.

I am, Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

February \\th> IS12. _*~^.

Tub BOOK ! ! ! on, ANECDOTES of Dr. PATRICK
D * * * N.

The possession of wealth in the bands of a trusty-

good man is a blessing to society ; it enable* him to

ameliorate the condition of his less fortunate neighbours

by relieving their distresses, and it enables him also to
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act with liberality towards them who are dependent. Is

happiness the lot of the learned civilian at the head of

this article ? He enjoys a variety of the good things of

the world, that is to say, if enjoyment consisteth in

wealth. With respect to the manner in which he dis-

poses of his worldly goods, rumour has been for a series

of years very busy, and rumour says he keeps them all

to himself. Very civil this for a learned civilian. The
people of Armagh can testify the truth if they so please.

We have received a vast number of curious anecdotes

upon the subject, which we shall occasionally lay before

our readers for their amusement and edification. Among
the number we shall content ourselves with selecting one

for present use. But, before we relate it, a sketch of

the character, features, and form and dress of the learned

civilian, will lead to the recognition of his identity.

The doctor is now verging towards seventy. His car-

riage is the most ungraceful which the imagination can

conceive. An observer upon the first blush, and even

after an attentive and careful perusal of the countenance,

the habit, and the manners, would be inclined to believe

him a popish parish priest ! Not so, for though

rumour assigned to him that honour in early life, his

speeches, his writings, the whole of his public life, give

the contradiction. Perhaps, a more violent declaimer in

words and on paper, against the Catholic cause, cannot

be discovered. His official enjoyments, under the go-

vernment in Ireland exceed ten thousand pounds per an-

num. His taylor's bill does not exceed ten pounds. But

to the description, and first for the face. Time has so

mellowed the beauties of his countenance that it would be

impossible to particularize any one. In height he is

about five feet seven inches ; in dress somewhat resem-

bling an honest Spitalfields weaver : an old brown scratch

wig, surmounted by an old brown hat ; an old brown
coat surmounts an old waistcoat of woollen ; old black

breeches; and old worsted stockings, with old black

gaiters. These articles form the costume of the learned

VOL, IV, 3 O
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civilian's dress, and in this dress, which is scarcely ever

varied except for the introduction of others of a similar

mark and character, he takes his seat among the elders of

the Synagogue

!

The anecdote which we now hasten to relate will suf-

ficiently apprise our readers of the generosity, the libe-

rality, and the justice of the learned civilian. In order

to give due effect to the scene, we will dramatize it. We
will suppose the Doctor is at the Synagogue, where some

one of the elders is holding forth—that he is tired and

fatigued—and passing by the outer door-keeper, walks

up the gallery stairs to the wicket through which the

strangers pass—enters the smoaking room—seats himself

by the fire-side—falls asleep—and in a few minutes sur-

prizes the messengers by aloud snore I

We will then suppose the following conversation en-

sues between two of the attendants.

First Attendant, (peeping in through the crevice of the door)

There's that d——d fellow D— n snoring in the corner.

Do yon, Jones, watch him, and when he awakes, touch him.

Shew him the book.*

Second Attendant. Why it's of no use, an old >, he

will not give us any thing ; but, however, I'll ask him.

At this instant another member crosses the lobby into

the room to write a letter, the noise occasioned by his

hasty step wakes the doctor, who yawns, stretches him-

self, and begins to stir the fire (a pause.) We will sup-

pose the letter-writer has retired, and the doctor is bolus.

Enter to him Jones.

Jones (approaching withfear and trembling, and preseiitiitg

to the astonished sight of the Doctor—11 The Book.''*

Doctor. What book, Sir, what book, Sir.

Jones (trembling) The—the Book, it's a—a—usual for gen-

tlemen to look at the Book.

* A small book in which the attendants enter the gratuities

which they receive from the members of the Synagogue.
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Doctor. What do you mane, man? what do you mane?

Jones. It only comes once a year—the gentlemen always

put down their names [bowing with the most profound respect.)

Doctor. Oh, it's money you mane, is it ? You want money,

do you, hey ?

Jones. Yes, Sir ; it is usual, Sir! [still bowing.)

Doctor [in a violent passion.) What did you ever do for me,

Sir? Shew me, Sir, what you ever did forme. Did you ever

bring me a sheet of paper or a pen ? What do you mane, Sir ?

If you want to be paid, I won't pay you, man! Go to the

Sp r, he employs you, and let him pay you.

[Exit Doctor into the Synagogue.']

This is a specimen of civil economy worthy of the dig-

nity of the man; but economy is the watch-word of the

present government, and why, as the doctor observes,

should he pay public servants ? If this article should make

him relax his economical system, we shall have gained

something :—the key that opens a miser's heart is valu-

able.

The ADVANTAGES of POLYGAMY.
Sir,

When the high-priest of polygamy, Dr. Madan, first

promulgated to the world the doctrines of his celebrated

Thelypthora, his presumption was visited with all the

terrors that a combination of indignant learning, beauty,

and philosophy, could inspire in the bosom of a recreant

clergyman : spurned by his brethren, and cut off from the

hope of mercy from the rest of the community—a mingled

host of scholars and satirists, of irritated bachelors and

insulted virgins, assailed the unfortunate advocate of po-

lygamy, and whether he retired to enjoy the sweets of

domestic and practical comfort in some rustic retirement,

or fled from the fury of his countrymen, to some distant

region, where his doctrines were regarded as according

with the laws of religion and of nature, it is certain that

na obscenity can be more profound than that which has
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enveloped his name and his writings since his first per-

formance attracted the notice and excited the severity of

criticism. But times are altered, Mr. Editor ; and the

union of one man to a dozen wives may be contemplated

by the virgins and the bachelors of this happy country,

without any emotions of resentment or alarm. Thanks to

the Operation of this just and necessary war, and to the

activity of our enemies in the Peninsula, the polygamist

may form as large a seraglio as he pleases ; and thus contri-

bute to the present and the future relief of the virgin sis-

terhood, without infringing on the rights of British

bachelors. Since Bond-street has been deserted for the

banks of the Tagus, and our youths of fashion have fled

from the arms of their King's-place nymphs, to seek an

eternal repose in the arms of death, how many a solitary

inaid has trembled with blank despair at the prospect

before her ! how many an expanding bosom has heaved

with the sigh of disappointed expectation! To relieve,

therefore, the beauty and the virgin in distress; to recruit

the wasted population of the country, and to obviate all

the inconveniences and the miseries, that in our present

exhausted situation, attach to the matrimonial customs

of our country, as they are now established, are the in-

evitable consequences of the introduction of polygamy;

and deserve the attention of every admirer of the sex, and

every friend to the happiness and glory of his country.

And in the first place, let polygamy be once adopted,

and who would be afflicted with the pangs of jealousy,

or disturb his own peace and that of his neighbours by

an action of crim. con? Since each individual would

have as many wives as he could conveniently govern, he

would have too much business at home, to have time

or inclination for poaching on the manors of his neigh-

bours. With the temptation of a dozen wives, no man

would remain a bachelor; and the community of married

men would have other things t6 do, than to ogle their

neighbours wives, and prowl about in search of opportu-

nities. And should it by any possibility occur that some

<:
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eccentric being* without the spirit to follow a good exam-
ple, should content himself in " single blessedness/' with
the honours to be obtained by a secret invasion of the

rights and properties of others, who but a madman would
visit his indiscretions with any other marks of dis-

pleasure than a gentle reprimand? A slice from a cut

loaf, they say, is never missed ; but a slice oif a dozen cut

loaves, if it were missed, would not be worth the owner's

observation.

According to our present system of conjugal alliance,

if a female be peevish, capricious, or indisposed, the un-

fortunate husband must await, in solitary mortification,

her return to good humour and to health. But let the

husband be blest with more than one fair partner of his

table, or his bed, and he may enjoy all the luxuries of

delightful society, while the lady is recovering from her

fit of sulkiness, or,the head-ache. The very knowledge

that there are other companions, and other comforters,

will excite the most favorite of his wives to continual

efforts for his amusement, and restrain the expression of

peevishness, anger, and caprice. As for their quarrels

among each other, they may fight them out in their own
apartments; it is sufficient for the husband, if in his pre-

sence, all is pleasure, jollity, and mirth ; and the more

they disburthen themselves of their ill-humours, among
themselves, the more lively will be their spirits, and the

more animated their vivacity in the society of their lord

and master.

If marriage to one wife be honorable, a conjugal alli-

ance with ten or twenty, must elevate him to the very-

pinnacle of glory. If the prattle of one pretty woman
be delightful, the prattle of a dozen pretty women must

wake the soul of their enraptured husband to the. high-

est pitch of extacy; and ifa " good wife, is a good thing,"

a dozen good wives must be twelve times better. The
doctrine of multiplication should always be deeply im-

pressed on the remembrance of the candidate for matri-

monial felicity.
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The convenience of this innovation to the officers and
ministers of state cannot be disputed. Commanders in

chief, whose hours of leisure were at the command of

fifty or a hundred wives, would feel no temptation to

sacrifice their sense of duty to illegitimate influence. A
captain of the guards, or a colonel of marines, might

overtop his seniors in profession, through the lawful and

honourable influence of a wife, instead of truckling to the

commands of a favorite prostitute ; and the scandal of

adultery would not be added to the guilt of treason.

Had polygamy been sanctioned by the English laws,

and practised by the lower as well as the higher classes of

the community, the unfortunate Selfis mightat thismoment
have been the happy possessor of a numerous seraglio, in

which the princes of the land might have luxuriated with

impunity. But even the humble domestic, whose affections

are confined to a single partner of his bed, is reluctant to

lose his only prize, through the rapacity of his superiors.

Had Seilis been the husband of a dozen, he could have

spared one for the use of a titled Benedict.

The introduction of polygamy, would have precluded

the unhandsome treatment of the Master of the Horse by

the reverend gentleman, whose friendship he betrayed, and

would have relieved the Vice Chamberlain from trouble-

some and repeated visits to Suffolk-street, during the

unfortunate absence of his wife. The clergyman might

have contemplated the theft with indifference, as abstract-

ing only one from his accustomed number ; and the Earl

might have forgot, in the arms of his remaining

spouses, the cruelty and infidelity of his Fanny Anny.

Had polygamy been the order of the day, the three

white sticks would not have obstructed the return

to office of the Greys and the Grenvilles. The Re-

gent, disappointed in one of his matrimonial con-

tracts, might have sought for relief in the forma-

tion of another: or disturbed in his dreams of venison

and Curacoa by the impatient frolics of his sultanas,

would have found, in the multitude of his family occupa-
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lions, but little leisure forjournies to Ragley, and visits to

Manchester-square.

In short, Sir, it is too evident to require the support of

any additional illustration, that had polygamy been en-

couraged or permitted by the laws of Britain, Lord Ers-

fcine would at this moment have been the husband of

Mrs, Siddons; that the Marquis of Wellesley would have

retained his footing on any staircase that he might have ho-

noured by his ascension ; that the formation ofan efficient

ministry would not have been impeded by secret, though

it might have been obstructed by legitimate influence j

that the Society for the Suppression of Vice would have

had as much business at home as they could conduct with

credit ; and that you would not have been tormented by

she correspondence of

An Advocate of Polygamy*

Mr. LOWNDES and the TAX OFFICE, and

Mr. HOLME SUMNER, M. P.

Mr. Editor,

In presuming to address you on the subject of defal-

cations in the revenue, I trust I shall not be deemed im-

pertinent, in requesting a page or two of the Scourge.

It has been broadly stated in the House of Commons, that

the taxes were defective to a very large amount. Now,

Sir, the object of this letter, is to point out in what man-

ner that defect arises. The country, Sir, in which I have

the honour of residing, boasts the honour of having

for one of its representatives, George Holme Sumner,

Esq. a staunch friend of the government! Is it not, I

would ask, a part of the duty of the county member, to

watch the interests of his constituents, and see that no

frauds have been practised on them,? Whether Mr. Sum-

ner has done so, will best appear from the following

extract, taken from the Oracle newspaper of the 26th of

January, 1808

:
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Sheriffs' Court? Surrey.
The King v. Shaw, Esq,—An Inquisition has been take**

before the Deputy Sheriff for the County of Surrey, for the last

two or three days, at the Queen's Head in the Borough, to as^

certain what property the late Joseph Shaw, Esq. (of Epsom)

Receiver General of the Land Tax for the County of Surrey,

died possessed of, what debts were due to him, &c. The ground

upon which the Inquiry was instituted was under the follow-

ing extraordinary circumstances.—So long back as the month

of August 1799 (a period of nearly mm years !) Mr. Shaw was

indebted to the Crown in the enormous sum of 32,8001. being

monies received by him in his official capacity, and never paid

into the public purse. Mr. Shaw died on the 9th November

1805, having appointed Mr. George Ware and Mrs. Sarah

Weston to execute the directions contained in his will. For

the honest and faithful discharge of his duty to the public, a

Banking-house in Pali-Mall became his sureties.

Mr. Abbot attended the Inquisition as Counsel on the part

ofthe Crown, and Mr. Dampier for the sureties.

Mr. George Ware and Mrs. Sarah Weston, were examined

with respect to the property in their hands. They gave a very

satisfactory account of the disposal of the property, and the

debts due, which consisted of the remnant instalments of two

bonds given to Mr. Shaw under the following circumstances

for the payment ofmoney lent by him to the two persons whose

names follow.

The first was a bond by which Thomas Evance, Esq. bound

himself to pay to Mr. Shaw the sum of £3200, so much being

advanced to that gentleman, in equal half-yearly payments of

£100. There was a condition, that if he regularly kept up his

payments, the remaining £1000 should be forgiven. The bond

of course was dated in January 1796. Mrs. Weston was ex-

amined, and stated that the whole of the instalments had been

paid by Mr. Evance with ths exception of the last, which wes

not yet due.

The next bond was that of Peter Thompson Botham, Esq.

Deputy Receiver General, for the sum of £4000, to be paid

by instalments. The bond was dated the 15th July, 1805, and

the instalments due had been regularly paid. On the examina-

tion of Mrs, Weston, as to the money advanced, she admitted

that the monies* were belonging to the public; that Mv* Botham*
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whfcn he had made his collections, and brought them to Mf.

Shaw, would often request loans, and Mr. Shaw accommodated

hini with part of his collections.

The rest of the evidence applied solely to the property which

had come into the hands of the executors. The amount of the

sums received by Mr, Ware being £1718 18s; lid. of which sum

£1500 had been attached by the sureties, and a balance con-

sequently remained of £218 18s. lid. Mrs. Weston was ex~

amined as to the freehold and other property. It appeared that

there were some small cottages of very trifling value, about two

acres ofland, and a meeting-house, which lets for 251, per ann«

all at Epsom; the rent of the meeting-house not received for

the last two years. There was other property in Kent, which,

however, being out of the county, this inquisition could not

touch.

The jury found all the foregoing circumstances to be true*

consequently the sureties will have a small modiewn, as a satis-

faction for the immense sum for which they are answerable to

the crown.

On perusal of the foregoing extract, it must be obvious

to every reader, that the commissioners of the taxes, at

the head of which is Mb. Lowndes, are not so attentive

to their duty as they should be. Here it is evident, that

a sum of thiuty-two thousand pounds is secreted,

and embezzled by the receiver-general of our county,

upwards of six years before his death—that a period or

three years elapses after his decease, before any means are

taken for the recovery, and at length, at the period I arc*

writing, thirteen years subsequent- to the embezzlement.,

a sum of 3-200/. only is paid info the Exchequer; that

sum has been recovered by the activity of a gentleman,

who submitted a plan for the approbation ofgovernment,

which no doubt will be adopted, and which plan will

prevent future receivers from retaining such large balam*

ces in their hands.

In the insulated case of our county, one out of sixty*
two counties, a deficiency is apparent of twenty*
nine thousand pounds! Surely the county member—

*

the firm supporter of the present ministers, would beat

¥0L. iv. 3 p
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give them support in rendering his assistance, in detecting

abuses of this nature; and consequently in bringing intc*

the treasury the means by which the state is kept alive.

But if the negligence of Mr. Holme Sumner is appa-

rent, what will the public say to the tax commissioners?

It is their chief duty to look after great defaulters ; many
of whom I could name in the other counties; but no!

they content themselves with passing over the thirty or

forty thousand pounds embezzler, and take pleasure in

hunting down the unfortunate small house occupier ; who,

if he happens to be in arrears half a year for a sum of

three pounds seven shillings, and that sum is not

paid, on the third summons will send an extent into

his cottage, take an example:

Duty on widows and house light

Duty en inhabited houses

£3 7 9

The warrant by which the officer entered to seize, was

backed by three commissioners, and the tenant not being

enabled to pay on the instant, the officer was constrained

to remain in possession twenty-six hours, and then the

money was forthcoming.

The officer then made out his bill, as follows :

£. s. «.

1 16 3

1 11 G

£. £ d.

Taxes - 3 7 9

Levying Warrant and Inventory 10 6

Stamp - 2

Man one day 4

Man ditto one day 3 6

Attending twice to settle the above 5

£4 10 11

This sum the tenant was compelled to pay—but under

the advice of a solicitor, he summoned the officer to the

court of Requests for an overcharge of thirteen shillings

and sixpence—the commissioners of the Requests Court
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sanctioned the conduct of the tax commissioners and

their officer, and nonsuited the plaintiff.

I have noticed this proceeding merely to shew to the

government and the public—that their officers are un-

mindful of the higher points of their duty. Instead of

collecting from the receivers of Surrey—of Salop—of

Herts, &c. they under the advice of their solicitor (Mr.

Leggatt) prosecute to conviction the incompetent debtor,

as in the above instance ; but the fraudulent defaulter they

suffer to escape. Mr. Shaw, our receiver, sunk into the

arms of death, untouched by their officers, and the pub-

lic are defrauded of the contributions which our county

paid towards the support of the state. But if Mr. Sum-
ner thinks he does his duty in voting in parliament for

the measures of ministers, he is mistaken—he has a supe-

rior duty to perform—he has to guard the distribution of

the monies of his constituents. Failing to do that, he

not to be trusted.

The conduct of Mr. Lowndes and the tax commis

sioners will be the subject of parliamentary enquiry ; it

is a subject which comes home to the feelings of every

man in the kingdom. The enormous weight of taxes

with which the country is burthened is beyond endurance

—the crime of neglecting to keep a check upon the re-

ceiver, must not be any longer tolerated. At this, moment
the deficiencies amount to more than three hundred
THOUSAND POUNDS!!!

A Surrey Freeholder.

I
Epsom , Oct. 31 st.

[Ed. The subject upon which our friend writes we have not

been inattentive to—various other deficiencies to a great

amount have come within our knowledge ; and if parliament

does not enquire into and reform the abuse, we shall return

to the subject.]
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MR, DANIEL STUART anp the COURIER,

ff I saw a Blacksmith standing thus : the while his iron did on the

anvil cool, with open mouth swallowing a tailor's news !

Shakespeare.

The sudden elevation of some men, God knows why
snd wherefore! is solid proof of the caprice of fortune.

The man of modest merit rises^slowly in the world, whilst

the brass-fronted knave, by dint of cunning and of trick-

ery, gets possession of the substantiate of life, and makes
a figure. The observation has been generally admitted

that the natives of Scotland are more fortunate in their

speculations than their southern neighbours. Like Caleb

Qaotem they "push and persevere' ' witli a determina-

tion to get money—honestly if they can^-at any rate to

get it.

The gentleman whose memoirs grace our present

number furnishes ample testimony of the justice of the

observation respecting North Britons. He is a native of

that country, and when he quitted the bleak and barren

bills which surround his native soil, he never once dream-

ed that his future avocations in life would lead him

into ?the paths of literature. Into these he however

has stumbled, but it was never clearly ascertained that

lie gathered any of the flowers which grow by the road-

side. It is true that in rambling near one of the Streets

lie was fortunate ; for having run against a Post, the as-

sistance of a man of education and of talent laid for him

the foundation of the ample fortune which he now pos-

sesses,

. More than twenty years have passed since Mr. Daniel

Stuart bade adieu to Scotland ; the peasants of his na-

tive village not having much occasion for his assistance in

the tailoring line, breeches not being so much in vogue

there as in London, Nevertheless he was reckoned a

^ decent hand at a fit," and he determined to seek employ,,

m,ent in London, and for this purpose, one dreary morning
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in the month of November, he set off for the capital of the

British empire, where he arrived, after a tedious march of

ten days, nearly barefooted, and pennyless. Industry was
with him a never-failing guest—the recommendations he

brought with him and procured after his arrival secured

him a place on the boards of a celebrated tailors work-

room in Norfolk-street. There early and late, he earned

an honest penny for some few months. But fate had or-

dained him for a far different scene of life, At this time

his brother, Mr. Peter Stuart, a printer, succeeded in

withdrawing him from the shopboard, and that worthy

gentleman having resigned in his favour, the appointment

of publisher of the newspaper called the Morning
Post was assigned to him. This was the first dawn of

that good fortune which has since crowned his industry

and perseverance with success. Bidding a long and a

last farewell to thimble, needle, and shears—to cabbage

and hell—-he commenced publisher, and handed over the

newspapers to the newsmen. In this employment he

continued for some time, occasionally emerging to report

accidents and offences, until a schism arose among the

then proprietors of the paper, who found it on the de-

cline. A confidence, which has never forsaken him through

life, suggested to Mr. Daniel Stuart the idea of becoming

proprietor of the concern to which he was servant—that

confidence also emboldened him in the hope that he could

raise the paper from its falling state : experience has

shewn that he was right. The purchase money required

by the proprietors of the concern did not amount to more

than three hundred pounds, and even that sum he could

not command. Again fortune befriended him in the per-

son of Mr. Fuller (not honest Jack Fuller of Sussex, but

Mr. Fuller of Tavistock^row, Covent-garden,) proprietor

of the quack medicine shop, and celebrated among the

vocal corps as the vender of " Patirosa for improving the

voice." With this .person he conjointly commenced

newspaper proprietor—patron of literary drudges in the

dirty lane of politics and of news—" a tailors news f"

To recount the various turns of fortune which, for the
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first three years, accompanied their endeavours, would be

unnecessary :—occasionally, during that term, his majes-

ty's commissioners of stamps were compelled more than

once to take cognizance of the interior of No. 335. In-

dustry and perseverance, and a happy knack, which to do

him justice, he really possesses, of catering according to

the taste of the public, all conspired to surmount the ob-

stacles which seemed to impede the career of fortune, and

at the expiration of the fourth year, he was enabled to

bid defiance to his creditors. Poor Fuller, however, had

not the strength of mind which his copartner enjoyed.

Wearied out with hopes and fears, he desired to withdraw

from the concern when they were in the midst of their

difficulties. It was in vain that Daniel tried to infuse a

portion of his constancy into the heart of his friend : it

was in vain that he represented to him the prospect of

amendment to their fortunes. Mr. Fuller retired, and sub-

sequent to that period has, on more occasions than one,

had cause to lament his secession. The aid of first-rate

abilities, and Daniel knew where to prick for that aid,

drew the paper from its obsurity into notice—the eloquent

writing of Sir James Mackintosh, Mr. Street, and other

men of abilities gave a celebrity to it which secured a

vast sale. Added to this, the means of obtaining money

by what he termed " ink-making"* was within his pow-

er, and he used these means to some purpose. Other

means were also put in motion. The forgery of the French

p^per called " L'Eclair" must be fresh in the recollec-

tion of many of our readers ; these and other means of

realising a fortune were within his reach. In the month

of September, 1793 (having been subject for some time to

ill health,) he parted with the property of the Morn-

ing Post to Mr. George Abercrombie Robinson, Mr. Dou-
glas, and Mr. Orme, three East Indian nabobs, who
by the advice of Mr. Stuart, chose Mr. Byrne to be

their editor and conditional partner, in the event of the

* Ink-making : a sort of douceur for suppressing an article.
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paper being as productive at the expiration of two

years after the purchase as when the purchase was made.

The purchase money was sixteen thousand pounds,ybr a

tailor's news!

Having thus disposed of his interest in the paper, much
to the dissatisfaction of his brother Peter Stuart, to whom
he had promised the editorship, he purchased the

Courier, and in conjunction with Mr. "I 'nomas George

Street carries on that concern, It is to be observed, that

the editorial department is conducted by Mr. Street.

No one who has the least knowledge of Mr. Daniel

Stuart, would suspect that he was competent to conduct

the literary department of his concern. His time is em-
ployed in driving about in his curricle, or calling at the

office, which he does almost every morning. His habits

are very abstemious, and were so from the first moment
of his entrance into this great metropolis—necessity in

the first instance induced abstinence, and abstinence be-

gat care : so Mr. Daniel Stuart takes care of his money,

abundance of which he lacketh not! Though riding in

his curricle, he still preserves the air of a knight of the

thimble.

Lamentable indeed, is the degeneracy of the literary

character, compelled to stoop to the domineering in-

fluence of a tailor—the man who some few years

ago, would approach the dwelling of a gentleman,

by birth, by education, and by manners, with his

work under his arm, becomes transformed into the like-

ness of one himself, but wTith no other likeness than

that of his outside coat! Videte quaso quid potest pe-

cunia! The sale of the Courier is very large, par-

ticularly among a certain class of readers. Multitudes

seek with avidity the minister's echo, and " swallow

with a greedy ear a Tailor s News !" Does a flaw appear

in any of the garments of the government, the needle is ap-

plied and the hole is stopped, but in general so bunglingly

done that the botch is too perceptible. The tailor is re-

paid out of the public cabbage. Among the more rational
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part of society this journal is denominated " the lying

Courier" probably from its implicit confidence in the

tales of ministers. It is really disgusting to read the co-

lumns devoted to politics, they present a tissue of folly,

of ignorance, and of profligacy, certainly not uncommon,

for other journals are to be found replete with similar

exhibitions.

It cannot be expected that the public from such per*

sons as the Courier proprietors can expect fair" dealing.

So completely are they the tools of the government that

they invariably refuse admission to advertisements of

books, the contents of which do not exactly accord with

their corrupt and vicious inclinations. As shopkeepers

they should pay deference to the public: obedience

should teach them gratitude for public favours, and if a

person wishes to be a customer, prudence, one should

think, would point out to them civility ; but no! in their

pride of power they are rude-—insult they dare not.

With this short sketch, and with these few observa*

tions we will for the present leave Mr. Daniel Stuart,

wishing him success in all his undertakings, and congra-

tulating his customers upon their taste, wishing them

also health and long life to relish and enjoy the fruits

of his subservience.

With a view to increase the sale of his paper, Mr.

Daniel Stuart in the year 1800, purchased the copy-right

of the Gazetteer, a newspaper at one time of the first

repute, and the most productive of any extant. To this

paper the literati, from its first establishment, near fifty

years previous to its downfal, contributed their united

abilities, and it certainly was one of the best conducted

journals for forty years. A variety of papers having

started in the interval between its first declination, and its

final downfal, the proprietor sold it to Mr. Daniel Stuart

for tzco hundred pounds; so that he gave that sum fov a

name without a " local habitation ;" scarcely any house

having a taste for the news which it contained. The pa-

per was then called the Morning Post and Gazetteer.
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Mark Supple observed" thatall the gain which Mr. D.

S. obtained by his purchase, was the loss of his two hun-

dred pounds;" these losing speculations were a promi-

nent feature in the character of his brother Peter Stuart.

That person was rendered famous in the newspaper

world, by a predilection for falling concerns—witness his

purchase of the Daily Advertiser—of the True Briton,

of the Aurora, &c. At length in the multifarious con-

cerns which he embraced, he drew not only himself

down, but others into the same gulph, from whence many
have not yet been enabled to rise. The taste which Mr. D.

Stuart has taken of falling concerns, operated as a beacon

against splitting on the same rock, and he made up by

assiduity and perseverance in his own person, what he

could not effect by other means.

TEA, CARDS, and SLANDER.

Quick circulating Slanders mirth afford,

And Reputation bleeds at ev'ry word/*

Churchfll.

For the first of these articles we are beholden to the

votaries of Confucius; who, though they are well paid

for, and take plentiful libations of the infusion them-

selves, do not scruple to tax us with most egregious

folly in purchasing their treed after a journey of se-

veral thousand miles in depreciation of our own indige-

nous sage ; which, could they procure, wTould be held in

most decided preference. The Chinese are, nationally, a

grave, sober race of men ; in reality, a thinking people;

the extract of this plant in its native country, is not pro-

ductive of the obstreperous laughter, the hideous cackle,

the cutting, tearing, ripping, mangling, maiming, anJ

worrying of character as with us: from whence then pro

yol. iv. 3 Q
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ceedsthis important, this diametric difference in the ope-

ration of the self-same vegetable? Every effect must'

have its radical, its predisposing cause, the distinction is

rather puzzling; we are, unless wickedly belied, a think-

ing, a most thinking people, as well as the inhabitants of

China ; there then the respective nations are at par. Ha-

bits—mixtures in society—aye, mixtures of some certain

descriptions make sad work—I'll warrant ye, one drop of

liquid upas would contaminate an ocean of pure element.

It is said the Chinese take tea only as beverage, not as a

meal ; and what is very strange, alone, absolutely alone,

not in social comfortable parties ; in fact, they are not able

to raise such things as parties. No—no— there is no

danger from mixtures in that country, no baleful delete-

rious drug can by insinuation maniacise the mind, or

whirl the siroc slander, burning as it blasts. The Chi-

nese are a thinking people, the result of which appears to

be, that their priests are forbidden to intermeddle with

the private concerns of the people, (hand over the salts, if

you please, to the Rev. J. T. Evesdropper, B. D.) posi-

tively constrained to attend solely to their own busi?iess

(the sal-volatile this instant for the Rev. Jonas Earwig,

D. D. LL. D,) The ladies too, are rather differently

managed than in some places (what's the matter with this

pen ? I must take a little off the point, I believe ;) the

young maids, pretty things, are to be found only where

they ought to be

—

at home; the old maids, poor things,

at home; the wives, much to their credit, at heme ; the

widows, out of harm's way, at home. The only certain

method of keeping either great children or little ones

from mischief is to keep the means of mischief/rom them.

The Chinese, the thinking Chinese, could form a tolerably

accurate idea of what would arise from their parson's gos-

sipping with their women—they wisely kept them asun-

der—and for their pains enjoy, that greatest of human
happiness, good reives. One would almost be tempted to

suppose they had perused our Milton ; oh, the sly, veno-
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nious republican rascal ! a toad at Eve's ear truly, to be

the 'vehicle of setting her not only on playing the devil,

but on playing with the devil/

Had Charles the Sixth, by divine appointment, (oh,

what a lye !} King of France, possessed sufficient strength

of mind to have kept the mulligrubs at arm's length, we

possibly should never have attained the incalculably mo-

mentous acquisition of Cards; they wTere invented for

the amusement of an idiot king—an idiot—look at that,

ye sensible thinking people; your dear delightful, enchant-

ing queen of diamonds made her debut for the express

purpose of coaxing a fool, an oaf, a driveller, from biting

his own fingers, or poking his nose into a mouse-trap. If

I am told a few oblongs of pasteboard, fantastically and

wretchedly daubed, and said to represent this, that, and the

other, cannot possibly be hurtful, I answer, in themselves

they certainly cannot ; the metal and the horn that con-

struct the knife which cuts your throat, are in themselves

perfectly harmless ; it is neither the stock nor the barrel,

the hammer or the flint, the ball or the powder that blows

out your brains: they, individually, as wood, metal,

stone, and composition are incapable of violence or de-

struction ; the mischief is owing to the force applied, the

purposes to which they are directed. Are not avarice,

tricking, lying, and all the basest passions of the depra-

ved human mind set afloat in the breast of the gambler?

In this blessed age, and this most blessed country, do-

mestic arrangements are but as an atom in the balance

against the preponderating density of tea and card par-

ties : the mother deputes the nourishment of her infant

offspring to the care of a hireling, her dress must not

be deranged-—she is to meet a party; the in/e can-

not, leaily cannot, attend to the endearing and instruc-

tive conversation of an affectionate husband—she is

already too late, the party will be formed, she shall be

cut out. On casting a cursory glance upon these sensible

worthies in full party assembled, I almost fancy myself
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transported to the island of Borneo, and viewing, by way
of amusement, agroupe of their many coloured apes,

grinning, wriggling, chattering, and throwing stones and
shells at each other's heads in sport. How it comes to

pass that the thermometer of these said parties is gradu-

ated from the number present, or non-attendance of pricste

is nearly incomprehensible ; by their canons or laws they

are forbidden the use of cards under divers pains and pe-

nalties ; if a layman break any known law, and still tena-

ciously, and with effrontery, clings to his rank in society,

is he not stiled, by those very men, a profligate and

dangerous fellow? nevertheless they, with the breach of

almost every canon on their heads, are the quintessence of

party, the life and soul of society : the prohibition against

a parson's gambling, is as strong, as far as it goes, as that

of the legislature against robbery and murder; the first, to

be sure, only threatens suspension and deprivation which

they laugh at ; the prohibition of the legislature is (God

be thanked for it!) most sapiently coupled with the smell

of hemp—of which fragrance, unluckily, they are no fan-

ciers. Slander, the last article in my titular triumvirate,

is the devil's own manufacture, woof, warp, and web,

wholly of demoniac texture, the raw material must be

imported exclusively from hell, and none but a fiend can

get up and expose the piece to market. A card-table

may be not inaptly stiled an emporium for slander, to a

certain circumference, the very eye of scandal's murky

vortex : if the meeting is weekly, every effort is exerted

to obtain and retain incidents, some few of frail memories

construct notes ; and not a few resort to the expedient

of the over anxious Northumberland, and "send their

servant Travers out to listen after news," calling in their

dirty auxiliaries of shrugs, winks, and inuendos : thus

armed they are dubbed arbiters of revoke, and lost-deal,

the detractors of innocence, and the assassins of reputa-

tion. A lamentable instance of the infernal influence of

a pandemonium of this description on the east confine of
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* neighbouring county, but very few years since, stands

recorded thus. In the immediate vicinity of a small

market town, in the above district, dwelt two most re-

spectable farmers ; a long and friendly intercourse had

uninterrupted subsisted between the respective families ;

they were blessed with one child each, a son and a

daughter; the close connection of the parents naturally

inspired a wish, that it should be- continued in their

offspring, nor was there the least apparent suspicion,

their long cherished views would ultimately be frustrated :

a reciprocal affection in childhood, had by years, been

matured to the most disinterested passion. Mary and

William were, perhaps, the most faultless characters hu-

man nature was capable of sustaining; to that, and that

alone, strange as it may appear, they owed their ruin.

Envy is ever the characteristic of little minds. One of

those comfortable, social, charitable tea establishments,

had some years been established in the town; report had

carried to the ear of a wrinkled, disappointed hag of the

age of fiftyfive, who stood very high in the firm, that the

union of the happy pair was to take place in the course

of the ensuing week. Mary had long been the decided

object of her detestation, for no other reason but, that

like Aristides of old, every one spake well of her. She

determined to destroy what she had not power to emu-

late. At the next meeting of the society, the theme hap-

pened to be started, and such was, in this instance, the

force of real virtue, that though the whole convocation

were most finished adepts in calumny, yet the circum-

stance was loudly applauded by all but one; who when

the mutual felicity it seemed in the power of each to be-

stow on the other, was warmly descanted upon, contemp-

tuously replied " perhaps master William is hot ac-

quainted with Mr. 's (a notorious profligate) inter-

Views with his immaculate in the elm walk ;" the company

appeared horror-stricken at the insinuation, and it died

unseconded. The murderess, however, knew she had
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calculated with accuracy ; her servant, a man of all work,

stood behind her chair, he well judging what would

gratify his mistress, communicated the assertion under

the mask of confidential friendship to William on the

succeeding evening. The youth happened to have suffi-

cient self-command not to appear much agitated at the

recital; but unfortunately he was then on his way to pay

his usual visit to his Mary. Ere he had reached the

hospitable door, the whirlwind of passion had risen to its

apex ; Mary accosted him with her wonted tenderness,held

out her hand, and solicited him to talk a walk—•* what to

the elm grove, I suppose ?" " Wherever you please : all pla-

ces, William, you know,are equal to me in your company"
—" and in the company ofB likewise/' retorted he;

" no.perfidious wretch," storms the infuriated lover, tossing

back her hand—" thus I renounce thee"—^and rushing out

ofthehouse, flew tothe beach, where lay a sloop of war in

the offing—he hailed her, was taken instantly on board, and

the vessel being then under sailing orders to a distant sta-

tion, he was, under the influence of the tornado of passion,

Wafted from home, from happiness, and all his soul held

dear. Mary, thunder-struck at the horrid stigma cast

upon her fame, together with the violence and rapidity

of William's action, had not the power of opening her

lips; she instantly retired to her chamber, but not to

rest—-Mary, alas, must rest no more till mingled with her

pristine clay ! still a spurious kind of hope hovered

round her and whispered—morning might unravel the

hideous mystery. Morning, chearless morning came;

but brought with it no comfort—no William—an inde-

scribable portentous panic seized her—the crisis of her

fate approached. A labourer of her father's had, unob-

served, been a spectator of what had passed between

William and the crew of the vessel, and at that moment

inadvertently mentioned thecircumstance in her presence.

Clasping her hands in agony, and uttering the most heart-

rending shriek she sank prostrate on the ground ; by the
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profuse application of powerful stimulants animation was

restored; but reason had fled—forever; on opening her

eyes, unconscious of surrounding objects, she threw a

hopeless glance round the room, and placing her hand

upon her heart, cried out in the most thrilling, the most

truty querulous accent

—

it u broken—quite broken— a

repetition of which words was the only articulation she

ever after attempted. Notwithstanding the dreadful

catastrophe of intellect, her health did not appear to be

materially impaired, the natural placidity of her dispo-

sition rendered her perfectly docile under her woeful cala-

mity—her usual attention to neatness in apparel was, if

any thing, augmented; but no power of medicine could

pierce the impenetrable gloom of melancholy with which

she was enveloped—no fears of rashness were in the least

entertained—no coercion ever thought of, for none were

necessary; one single idea alone seemed to have absorbed

every faculty, to every question of every description this

was the only reply

—

it is broken—guile broken. It was

observed that precisely at the return of the hour when

the infatuated William quitted the house, Mary would

repair to the beach, regardless of weather or any fortuitous

circumstance whatsoever; if she caught the inquisitive

eye of a pas^engerin scrutiny, she would only repeat

—

it m
broken—quite b?vken—and resume the way to her won-

ted station on the strand: there would stand with eager

eye and outstretched arms, a statue worthy the benign

contemplation of pitying angels.

On the never-to-be-forgotten night ofthe 29th of I\ overru

ber, 1S03, Mary returned not at the usual hour—the wind

roared from every point in the compass, and the torrents.

of rain had already deluged the adjacent fields, the sea

was expected every moment to break its bounds, -and the

most terrific anxiety was depicted on every countenance;

every possible search was made after the poor forlorn

wanderer, but in vain— it was reluctantly given up till

da}*-breaks when, northward a full mile from the part she
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-was in the habit of frequenting, was discovered the ill-

fated maiden—a corpse—her head reclining on the life-

less bosom of her William, who had been wrecked toge-

ther with all the crew of the same vessel the preceding

evening on her voyage to resume her former position.

The malignant perpetratress, who had beheld the wretch-

ed girl's pitiable situation with indifference and con-

tempt, no sooner heard report of this double calamity,

than she was stricken with the most incurable inveterate

madness—the terror and detestation of every one around,

her wretched days were meritedly closed in a public asylum,

Observer,
Nottingham 3 9th November, 1812.

PRIVATE THEATRICALS, or the THREE a>~b

the DEUCE ! ! I

The squares in the neigbourhoocl of the Regenx!s

park are now become attractive in the highest degree.

The visits of an illustrious personage to Manchester-

square have long been the theme for admiration among all

ranks of people, while his conduct operates as an example

for the truly virtuous to copy, and the vicious to avoid.

In one of these squares, not far distant from the before-

mentioned one, may be seen a house as yet impervious to

the gaze of the crowd, from its not being recognized as

the private property of a certain great man—the deposita-

ry of his stolen and unlawful pleasures—the theatre of

his amorous exhibitions! Visitors of rank

—

female visitors

—enjoy the festivities and frolics of the mansion—the lord

of it is the director of the entertainments. It is here the

titled adultress repairs to enact in private, and wrhen the

voice of truth proclaims aloud the honours which have

been showered down upon the heads of certain cornutos^

the 's visits are those of necessity, less frequent, a&d

secret appointments are made*
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To avoid the remarks of the daily historian, a private

house is taken for the purpose of performing private flays'

Safe^nd secure from the prying eye of the inquisitive-

censor, the revels in all the luxuries which are

provided for him, and plays are got up in the first style.

The principal female performers are three, constant at

rehearsals at this theatre of licentiousness, unlicensed by

the Lord Chamberlain!

Into this house we have taken the liberty of entering

unbidden, to the treat. We pay our respects to a peer-

ess with as much pleasure as to a commoner's lady. In

the sunshine of beauty we love to bask, and ail is life and

gaiety in square. Wherever the erects his

standard, pleasure follows i his train, and follow plea-

sure we will, let any one say

—

nay!

The rage for private theatricals has induced the di-

rector to bring forward a great variety of pieces, some of

them subordinate in rank in the theatrical world—others

of more celebrity. Among the pieces produced lately

" The Taming of the Shrew'* has caused some surprize,

because the principal part is allotted to a performer

whom report had long since consigned to oblivion, and

who being fair and fat, and in age upwards of forty, was

adjudged by the director as unfit to act. . This lady

again, however, takes the lead at the age of sixty; she

appears prominent in the management, and in concert

with other two female performers and the , The

Three and the Deuce is performed ! The second lady

was first introduced in a piece originally produced by a

Dui'F-er: that is to say, a dealer in smuggled goods not

havinga proper licence—Subsequent to her appearance

under his management, she was engaged by the St. Al-
ban's manager, where she gave much satisfaction, parti-

cularly in a play under the title ofDuke or no Duke.
The third performer graced the boards at Conway in

Wales many years since, and being then in her prime

experienced much success—the manager of the Hert-
ford theatre engaged her to perform at his theatre.

VOL. IV, 3 R
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The director of the Square private theatricals having

become enamoured with the en bou point of this lady, he

obtained permission of the Hertford manager for the

lady's assistance in private. These three performers are

the only female performers in the house, and they, alter-

nately enact the principal female part in Greathead's play

of the Regent. Occasionally Prince Hoare's whim-
sical farce of the Three and the Deuce is enacted, and to

afford every comfort and convenience |to the ladies,

dressing or rather undressing rooms are fitted up in a

style of eastern magnificence, suitable to the character

and consequence of the ladies. Each lady has her own
room, to which egress is not allowed when she is present

except to the — . Of course when the is

ushered in the rehearsal commences. It is then volup-

tuousness is at its height. The St. Alban's actress, the

new favorite, has long been admired for the elegance of

her figure, the beauty of her person, and the amiableness

of her disposition. Her personification of Cleopatra in

All for Love has been long spoken of as the chef

d'oeuvre of the histrionic art. Compared with the Hert-
ford female she eclipses in every point of view. Age
has taken possession of the latter's front, and though

there are still the remains of a fine woman, it is the sem-

blance of nature, or rather it is nature in decay

!

The third and last of these interesting performers, for

the reasons before stated, might, we should have imagined,

been spared the mortification of again returning to scenes

such as these. The errors of her early life—the pretended

jump over the broomstick, but above all the circum-

stance which took place in January 1795, should have

taught this lady a lesson of forbearance ; and if the —

—

be deaf to the voice of reason, and of justice, she at least

from age, might have slid into the grave pitied, but not

"mourned. But, as Don Manuel says, " kings, lords,

and common w s, all, all mast die;" and die she is

resolved at this private theatre. The nation, for a series

of years, has been astonished with the cry of" Catholic
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claims!" Whether this lady has again appeared on the

theatre of action, for any other view, than mere sensual

gratification, we know not; but perhaps her friends expect

she has influence, and can succeed in emancipating

them.

Some short time since, these rehearsals were disturbed

by a most untoward circumstance—the parties were all

in high glee, when a certain nobleman's carriage drew

up to the door. It so happened, that the modern Cerberus

entrusted with the custody of this modern Pande—— had

quitted his post, and resigned the guardianship to another

of his fellows. The man not having received his proper

cue, admitted the visitor, who tripping up stairs, sur-

prized the — and the three ladies in the drawing

room. The situation in which they were, was, above all

things, the most awkward, both in point of etiquette and

delicacy. The loud retreated, confused and angry, or

in other words., horn mad! Colonel B— was sent to

soothe, to calm, and console—the message he brought was

in the light of a command. Unused to disobey—the

effect was electric, the Three and the Deuce, laughed—
the Lord joined in that laugh, and sung " Horns, horns, I

defy you." The party sat down to dinner—Cerberus

having been previously dismissed, and the performances

go on as usual, much to the delight of all parties princi-

pally concerned.

The future performances shall be the subject of our

next numbers. We have a taiismanic wand, which on

waving the door flies open. The rehearsals we shall

attend, and perhaps be enabled to gratify our readers with

a representation, and critique upon " Secrets north know-

ing? and the ridiculous farce of" Is he a prince?"

CROSS-READINGS EXTRAORDINARY.

Yesterday morning the Life Guards paraded for the

first time in their newly-invented helmets—the inquest

sat, and brought in their verdict lunacy.
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The present parliament will meet on the 24th of No-
vember—those who wish for seats are requested to apply

a week or two before-hand.

Yesterday was married, after a courtship of a month,

Davison, of Chiswick, to Miss Duncan—a session

of oyer and terminer, and of gaol delivery, was held at

the Old Bailey.

Application is intended to be made for an addition to

the Duke's annuity—the town is at present infested by a

gang of swindlers and pickpockets.

On Saturday a grand levee was held at Carlton House

—several notorious vagabonds and prostitutes were as-

sembled on the occasion.

Sir Francis Burdett, that ardent patriot, is in—

a

curious pickle, prepared by Oxford and Co.

We hear that Lady A. is solacing herself at her beau-

tiful mansion in S street—several tall fellows were

detected in the very act.

Lord Barrymore has just recovered from his late in-

disposition—the nuisance was complained of, and or-

dered to be abated.

The Duchess of * * * *—was ordered to be impri-

soned two months, and publicly whipt.

The confidence of the public is respectfully solicited

by—Hase and Company, rag merchants, Threadneedle-

street.

Dr. Parr is at present engaged in a profound and phi-

losophical investigation of—-Mrs. Clarke's premises at

Putney.

The committee of management at Drury yesterday

distributed—several lots of tailow candles, with a small

assortment of farthing rush-lights.

His grace the Archbishop of Canterbury was pleased

to order—a rump steak and dozen, for the benefit of the

company.

Mr. Elliston undertook the part of Hamlet ;—he was

dreadfully injured by his fall, and is not likely to re-

cover.
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We are happy to inform our readers, that Mr. Betty

has recovered from—the attacks of several contemporary

journals.

The Duke of York has determined, it is said, to resume

the use—of several oyster-wenches and apple-women.

Yesterday a person at the Bedford Tavern, undertook

to swallow— ail the lies of the Morning Post.

Several days have now elapsed, since—Mrs H. slept

alone in the back parlor.

Last week a pointer dog, while pursuing a rat—was

elected to represent the borough of Gatton!

The declaration of war, by the United States, has had

—

the effect of restoring peace to the town of Sheffield.

A great number of seamen have been taken—and for

contempt committed to the Fleet, by the chancellor.

A magnificent monument has been erected—in honour

of the friends of liberty, peace and commerce!
Not less in number than three hundred Luddites—were

presented on Thursday last, to the Prince Regent.

Stolen or strayed, from the neighbourhood of Wind-
sor—the dispatches received from Lord Wellington, by

the Rover.

One of the letters by the Gottenburgh-mail, mentions

—

that no business of importance was transacted.

A pitched battle, for a purse of guineas, was fought

—

on Saturday, when the survivor expired without a groan.

On the 25th inst. Miss Davis of Croft Castle was-—

sent as a present, to his Royal Highness the Prince Re-

gent.

A court of aldermen was held on Tuesday, for the

purpose—of fighting for the cause in the Peninsula.

It is now entirely settled, that the Chancellor of the

Exchequer—is to be committed to Bridewell to hard

labour.

An alarming fire broke out on Monday, which con-

sumed— the River Thames completely covered with

boats.
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It is stated in letters from Quebec,. that an army—of

forged one pound notes of the Leicester Bank is in cir-

culation.

A regular series of monitem s was delivered—which with

the mother are all likely to do well.

Through a private channel, we have certain informa-

tion—that great depredations are committing on the

PUBLIC.

THE H—-NG—N PARACELSUS.

To trace the biography of the most eminent compe-

titors in the paths of empiricism, is a duty, on the part

of a literary censor, as arduous and unpleasing, as it is

urgent. The records of their early years are usually en-

veloped in impervious obscurity : their initiation into

the knowledge and practice of the world, has been among
scenes and associates of the lowest rank and the most

discreditable character; and the circumstances that ac-

company their successful career in the exercise of their

profession, are of a nature to shock the humane and dis-

gust the fastidious. Yet the depredations of the St.

Andrew's Esculapius are so extensive, and his advertise-

ments are so conspicuous for their pompous accounts of

his own education and acquirements, that we feel it our

duty as servants of the public, to prevent, if possible, the

repetition of the one, and the commission of the other.

Of the birth and parentage of the individual whose pro-

gressive deception it becomes our present duty to record,

we have endeavoured with exemplary assiduity to disco-

ver the particulars. But it is often the peculiar praise of

great and celebrated men, that they rest for their estima-

tion in the opinion of the public on themselves alone, and
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derive no additional respect or notoriety from thei. pa«

ternal connections. The parentage of Homer is still

involved in impenetrable obscurity : we are assured by
the editor of the Antigaliican Monitor, that the father of

Napoleon Bonaparte was but a simple attorney, and it is

no disgrace to the slayer of thousands in H n G n,

that he boasts a descent comparatively less illustrious

than the slayer of thousands in the kremlin of

Moscow. Report indeed has attributed to his father the

purification of the chimneys, and the ablution of the

pavement at the good city of Caernarvon; but" envy doth

merit as its shade pursue," whether it be the merit that

attaches to virtuous honesty, or cold, calculating, avari-

cious impudence.

Our enquiries, indeed, into his genealogy and parentage

were chiefly obstructed by the difficulty of ascertaining

the name under which he first exhibited his talents for

the subordinate offices of life. At the blooming age of

seventeen, we find him patrolling the streets as errand

boy to a druggist of Bishopgate-street, under the name
ofBarron. He entered soon after into the situatiou of assis-

tant to an apothecary. His master was in a declining way,

and his mistress began to look around her for a substi-

tute. The juvenile appearance and uninitiated man-
ners of Tom recommended him to her notice; at

her request he was promoted from the kitchen to the

parlor, and instructed in all the arcana of pharmaceutical

deception. By regular gradation he rose from the labo-

rious exercise of the pestle to the dispensation of me-

dicines, and but for the discovery of his infidelity with

the cook, he might have continued to act in the twofold

capacity of confidential foreman and assistant apothecary

to his mistress.

Immediately after his dismissal, fortune introduced him

to the acquaintance of the notorious M B *

who finding that he was adequately versed in the phra-

seology of medicine., and that no compunctious visiting*
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of conscience impeded the display or the employment of

his talents, engaged with him in a oon.i of partnership, by

which they contracted to share the profits and the labours

ofa medical establishment for the cure of the venereal dis-

ease. Under the names of Godfrey, therefore, and of

Douglas, they alternately attended to the complaints,

and emptied the pockets of their customers ; but har-

rassed by the importunities of former creditors, recog-

nized by many of their former dupes, and too idle or too

speculative to attend with due punctuality on the simple

patients who trusted to their professions, they abandoned

the concern as unproductive : M-—— B—— remain-

ed in London, to astonish that part of the community by

his discoveries ; and Mr. sought refuge from the

clamours of his creditors and his patients in the town of

Holdsworth, as an assistant to Mr. Longley.

In the mean time he had entered into the " holy state

of matrimony" with the cast-off mistress of Lord Sand-

wich ; and fatigued with the cares of wedlock, rendered

doubly burthensome by the expenditure of his helpmate's

portion, he seized the opportunity of his journey to

Holdsworth to leave her to her own'disposal, and assumed

in his capacity of assistant the name and the language of

a bachelor.

But a propensity to locomotion is the usual character-

istic of villainy. The humble uniformity of life that

necessarily attached to the situation of a country apothe-

cary's assistant was but ill adapted to his vain and pro-

fligate disposition ; and after obtaining a few pounds for

the labours of six months, he returned with his newly

acquired treasure to the former scenes of his empirical

enterprize.

The establishment and progress of quackery are as ea-

sily practised as understood. The discarded porter, or

incompetent journeyman of a druggist or apothecary,

becomes acquainted by his practice at the mortar with

the composition of a mercurial pill, or a lenitive electu*

ary. He manufactures a few pots or, boxes of the
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article; takes a first floor in the neighbourhood of

Fleet-street or Hatton-garden, and either copies with

the change of dates and names, the advertisements

of old and forgotten masters in the art of quackery, or

engages some newspaper compiler of paragraphs to draw

him out a set of puffs and cases. With ten pounds in

his pocket therefore, a moderate share of cunning"

and unusual impudence, he commences his career as a

doctor of medicine. His advertisements are multiplied

—

his reputation rises: instead of hiring the first floor he

rents the house ; a few years enable him to purchase the

lease; a little more success supplies him with the means

of establishing his chaise and pair; the chaise and pair is

converted soon afterwards into a carriage ; and the success-

ful adventurersmiles from its windows with mingled won-

derand self-complacency at the credulity of the multitude.

To the honorof a chariot Dr. has not yet attained,

though it may be presumed that so versatile and accom-

modating a character will not ultimately fail of its ap-

propriate reward. Not content with ostensibly uniting in

his own person all the talent of his medical establish-

ment, he supports in secret all the honors, and endures

all the labours of a company of surgeons: on one day he

attends his patients under the name of ; on another

under that of Courtney ; to-day he is the celebrated Dr.

Blaine; to-morrow the successful Mr. Godfrey : and none

but those who have by accident detected his various

transformations, would suspect that in him are combined

all the functions of an apparent copartnership.

Such have been the progress and such the practices of

the hero of the present narrative. The ci-devant errand-

boy is now the master of a splendid house and elegant

establishment, while his wife, deserted and neglected,

is left to linger out a miserable life in some obscure part

of the town, on the scanty pittance extorted from her

husband's fears ! His emoluments, obtained by imposing

on the credulity of the public, have not contributed to

elevate him above the commission of meanness, or the

vol. iv. 3s
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sufferings that usually attach to deliberate criminality.

What he has wickedly obtained, he sometimes expends

in joyless debauchery, and sometimes hoards with

the most penurious jealousy, and while he boasts oi*

his cures and his skill, he is himself the victim of those

maladies from which he professes to relieve the afflicted

part of the community.

CRCESUS THE SECOND.

Sin,

Moderation in prosperity, and a liberal and manly

use of the gifts of fortune, are among the most certain

marks of a virtuous spirit, an amiable temper, and an ho-

norable principle. We may always recognize the real

gentleman by the uniformity with which he steers the

middle course between avarice and extravagance, and by

the lenity with which he punishes any trivial violation of

his rights, or any unpremeditated invasion of his proper-

ty, while he knows how to visit and to prevent any unpro-

voked and malignant attack on his person and his fortune.

The true English gentleman is happy in the happiness of

others ; a smile of contentment or ofjoy on the counte-

nance of the lower orders is productive of equal gratifi-

cation to himself, and he would rather that one unlucky

trespasser on his grounds should escape, than that the cir-

cle of his dependents should have reason to complain of

his tyranny or his inhumanity.

Nor while he endeavours to alleviate the dependence

of the poor, and to correct their errors with the tender,

ness of a parent rather than to punish them with the se-

verity of a master, does he neglect the courtesies that are

due from one gentleman to another, or estimate the de-

grees of his civilities by the amount of his neighbours'

rent-rolls. With his early companions he continues the
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reciprocities of friendship, and with those whom vicinity

of residence, or other circumstances call him into occasi-

onal contact, he is open and courteous ; frank in his ad-

dress, and liberal in his observations on their conduct and

character. Without deserting his own rights, or sacrifi-

cing his own conveniences, he affords to them whatever

facilities of gentlemanly and liberal amusement, fortune

may have thrown it in his power to participate with men

of kindred principles and sentiments.

Of such a character it is the pride of an Englishman

to believe that his own country can produce many splen-

did examples, and while a M shall remain to

shed a lustre on the age in which he lives, the fools of

fortune, cannot advance, in mitigation of their guilt, the

want of an object of imitation. Of his lordship's domes-

tic life, the character may not be generally known ; but

his courtesy to strangers, his liberal and manly deport-

ment in his daily intercourse with his equals, and his

attention to the interest and the pleasure of that part of

the community, which fortune has enabled him to

gratify, are too well known, to require the eulogy of

any correspondent ; his resignation of one half of his

manors to the use and amusement of the public,

while he expressed his firm determination to punish

with severity any trespasser on the reserved parts of his

estate, is still in the recollection of the wor]d, and pre-

sents to his equals a noble example of prudence com-

bined with liberality.

Very different, however, are the feelings and the cha-

racter of an individual who may on account of his

newly acquired possessions be justly denominated the

modern Crcesus. Elevated by a concurrence of favour-

able circumstances to the possession of a princely for-

tune, the advantages he has obtained are oniy converted

to the gratification of his selfish passions, to the oppres-

sion of his dependants and inferiors, and to the aliena-

tion of those friends and companions, who previous to

the developement of his character had witnessed his

errors with indulgence, and ascribed to him the posses-
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sion of qualities of which no circumstance of his preced-

ing life had tended to demonstrate the want. Since

his marriage with an heiress, his conduct has been marked

by impertinence towards his superiors, by a destitution

of common courtesy in his intercourse with his equals,

and above all, by a marked disregard of the feelings of his

dependants, and by a selfishness of conduct as a landlord,

and master, and a gentleman, which at once indicates the

vanity of a weak intellect, and the obdurate insensi-

bility ofa depraved heart, and perverted feeling. Enabled

by the splendid inheritance that has fallen to his lot,

to enhance his own felicity, by contributing to the hap-

piness of others; to diffuse around him the blessings of

competence and contentment; to contribute to the com-

forts of a large proportion of the community, by pursuing

the simplest dictates of honorable feeling; he has sacri-

ficed all the god-like attributes, and all the enviable

privileges of his situation, to the gratification of a mean,

selfish, and arbitrary spirit ; and amidst the abundance of

his wealth, is the object of equal hatred to his inferiors^

and of contempt to his equals.

We can all remember by what unexampled exertions on

the part of his family, and by what employment of literary

talent, he was forced and puffed into the good opinion of

the heiress. The Nabob's Gazette, the journal of a newly

creared Baronet, and the Welleslyan Journal, became the

vehicles of the lowest description of self-flattery : the

protector of a was metamorphosed by their

correspondents into a paragon of manly virtue ; but;

the ambition of her relatives was in all probability

the most urgent motive of her preference : the family of

her adopted husband, if not the most wealthy or the

most exalted, was certainly the most powerful in politi-

cal influence ; and the path of its juvenile branches to the

highest honors that the monarch could confer, was easy

and evident. The circle also of fashionable life in which

her husband moved, was sufficiently extensive, and its in-

fluence was not unemployed,while thecertainty of moving
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within its boundaries, could not be without its recommen-
dation to a young and blooming heiress.

It would be impossible to narrate within the limits

that remain to the present article, the various acts of self-

ish tyranny by which his conduct to his inferiors has

been characterized since his accession to the property

;

nor are we willing to anticipate, by their imperfect ex-

position, the full and fair effect of their minute develope-

ment : yet some of his indiscretions have been committed

so immediately in the vicinity of the metropolis, as to be-

come the theme of general conversation. An individual

of generous feelings and manly principles, would have

been happy to celebrate his entrance into the possession

of the domains ofW— by some act of graceful libe-

rality, and by the diffusion among his tenants, his neigh-

bours, and his dependants of contentment and festivity.

The extent of his treasures would have impressed him,

with the propriety, and the pleasure of levying them with

moderation, and of sacrificing some paltry and contingent

gains to more solid though less immediate advantages,

and to the acquisition of that love and respect which the

English people are always willing to feel and to observe

towards the individuals who are ennobled by other attri-

butes than extensive wealth. But the modern Crcesus

had no sooner attained to the summit of good fortune

than he became the scourge of his neighbours and the

terror of his dependants; by his claim of exclusive privi-

lege he has violated the rights of the public ; and by his

repeated and tyrannical enforcement of obsolete statutes,

he has become the dread and the oppressor of the poor.

It is not yet so late that he may not adopt a more manly

and more prudent conduct : and if he do not reform, it

shall not be for want of the future admonitions of

A W' '

' O-bs-e

e

v e-r*
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THE LIFE GUARDS

;

OK,

THE MILITARY HARLEQUINADE.

At a moment when the fate of Europe may be decid-

ed by the most trivial incident, and an hour of delay, or

a single act of indiscretion on the part of those to whom
our affairs are committed, may render abortive the most

splendid victories, and the most propitious concurrence

of circumstances, it excites in the bosom of a genuine

patriot a mingled emotion of surprize and indignation, to

witness the paltry follies, and the ignoble propensities,

to which the salvation of the continent, and the existence

of the British empire, are likely to become the melan-

choly sacrifice ; while the legitimate monarchs of the con-

tinent are doomed to dishonorable subservience as the

vassals of Bonaparte, or struggling amidst the devastation

of a ruined and desolated country, for their own posses-

sions, and the national independence of their people, it

is impossible for the most insensible, or the most indiffe-

rent spectator, to observe without sorrow and astonish-

ment the fatuity of men, who, neither instructed by the

scenes of contemporary history, nor warned by the dan-

gers which threaten to overwhelm the foreign victims of

their own vanity and frivolity, forget in their devotion to

childish trifling, or unmanly luxuries, the claims of duty,

of interest, and of decency.

It appears from unquestionable authority that Lord

Wellington solicited in his dispatches immediately sub-

sequent to the battle of Salamanca, a reinforcement of

ten thousand men ; expressing his hopes of acting with

that addition to his army decidedly and effectively. His

lordship was assured that every endeavour would be made
to fulfil his wishes, and in order to satisfy the public of
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the extent of these exertions, it was formally announced

that the first regiment of Life Guards would immedi-

ately embark for the Peninsula. Now I shall not stop

to enquire into the necessity for all this ostentation, or to

examine for what reason the troops on board the ex-

pedition that did not create a diversion in favour of

Lord Wellington, were not sent in a body to his army:

but your readers will naturally ask, why, if the Life

Guards were to be sent out at all,their equipment was not

immediate, and their embarkation has been so frequently

delayed, and may not yet have taken place ? If the equip-

ment of a single regiment, when its immediate presence

might decide the fate of a campaign, be attended with so

much difficulty and delay, it would be better that the

heroes of Salamanca should cover the pave, and our sol-

diers repose in the bosom of their country. Much glory

may be obtained, and much blood be shed in our conti-

nental struggles ; Out under the present system, nothing

effectual can be performed ; and the object of skilful com-

binations and splendid victories may be sacrificed to the

length of a queue, or the colour of a whisker.

It is notorious, I believe, that the first regiment of Life

Guards has been detained in this country more than two

months, in order that their uniform and accoutrements

might be subjected to a mixed committee of princes,

generals, and taylors. It was not inquired in a certain

quarter whether the delay of a few weeks would promote

or injure the cause of the peninsula; the sufferings of

ten millions of people, struggling for freedom or exist-

ence, were disregarded or forgotten; that English hearts

in English habits were the most formidable enemies of

oppression and tyranny, was a truth unworthy of their

consideration and remembrance. The only objects of

consideration were the length of their tails, and the colour

of their jackets. The deliberations of a courtly coterie,

and a council of war, were deeply devoted to the shape

and materials of their helmets; and the guardians of Eu-

ropean independence, wrould not suffer the Spaniards t©
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obtain a chance of liberty till the whiskers and the head-

pieces of their expected champions were moulded and

adapted to the taste of a princely marchand de modes.

And after all, what have these connoisseurs in military

costume produced ? There is in these new habiliments

neither the majesty of the ancient costume, nor the neat-

ness and comfort of the modern. They possess neither

picturesque effect, nor symmetrical elegance. They are

motley, tawdry, and inconvenient. In former times when
the buckler and the shield were used as defensive weapons

against the sword and the battle-axe, or the muscular and

nervous limbs of the warrior were enveloped in mail, the

helmet possessed a corresponding utility and beauty

both as a protection and an ornament ; but in the present

instance, while the body is lightly and thinly clad, though

equally exposed to projectile and manual weapons, the

head, which is the part of ail others the least open to as-

sault, in close and personal combat, is overwhelmed with

a piece of armor, useless against the bayonet or the sword,

and affording no defence against fire-arms or artillery.

Themanly outline of theEnglish countenance is enveloped

in a cumbersomeand unsightly invention,and the quickness

of the eye and the agility of the body, impeded by its

weight and disproportionate extension.

The" bold port—the martial frown," and the ingenu-

ous but manly countenance of the British soldier, have

been the theme of eloquent admiration from the age of

Tacitus to the present time ; and even laying aside the

consideration of the important objects that are neglected

by the inventors of these changes for patterns of bree-

ches and samples of horse-hair, their fooleries are to be

regarded, even in a critical point of view, as deserving of

the most supreme contempt, and the most decided repre-

hension,

I remain, Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

A Friexd to the Military.
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A YEAR of PEACE and a YEAR or WAR,

Mk. Editor,
' So much favour has been shewn to my. essays through

the medium oi' your excellent Scourge, and so tho-

roughly does your lash of severity accord with my views

of reforming men and manners, that I am strongly ex-

cited to fresh efforts in depicting the burthens we suffer,

and the happiness we have lost. In a search for subjects

no one has more forcibly struck me as applicable to my
purpose than that of a contrasted Year of Peace and a

Year of ¥/ar! It is a subject embracing so much matter

for reflection, so much to interest the feelings, so much
for commiseration, that the great difficulty in drawing

the contrast will be the restraint so necessary to be put on

the volubility of the pen, which could declaim in vo-

lumes, and could curse with all the frenzied wildness and

bold strength of ungoverned passion, of Shakespeare's

Lear. Let us for a moment only contemplate the re-

volving seasons, and let us read in them how much there

is to joy the human heart.

Oh, parent Nature ! how sweet art thou-^-how much
hast thou done for thy children!—thou bearest in thy bo-

som all that can delight the virtuous, all that can excite

the heart to the mild joys of mental pleasure, and a ra-

tional and fervent love of the great Author of our being !

Who shall behold the unreserved approach of opening

Spring, with her enlivening days advancing in length, her

luxuriant showers nurturing the leaves to growth, and

bidding the flowers and blossoms expand on the

earth's surface, with the birds pairing agreeable to the

harmony of nature, and carolling in cheerful concert on

the spangled bough—who shall behold this, and with a

feeling heart would not curse the brutal ruffian who, with

ambitious hand could hurl the firebrand and unsheath the

sword—to ravage—to plunder—to destroy—to deform

this fair front with human blood! Next in her approach

vou iv, 3 x
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is Summer, more matronly in form, the clays assume their

greatest length, the flowers and the fruits their largest

growth, the showers cease that have called them forth>

and the fecundating sun lends his bright beams to ripen

the earth's green tresses, and gladden the approach of

Autumn. God, God, strike thou the rude invader dead

who would trample on these thy works, and destroy the

prospects of the husbandmen—dry up the juices of his

frame—turn the bloodless heart and form of the lire-dis-

gorging monster to marble—fix me the cold wretch a mo-
nument of thy wrath—and thus crack the sinews of de-

structive war by deterring the unprincipled from aggres-

sion. Next in the order of things comes wanton Autumn,
with her yellow waving tresses, and her bounteous lap

stored with the luxurious grape, and the golden wheat-

ear—she fills the farmer's granaries and his barns, and

beckons approaching Winter to behold how well she has

provided for his wants—his sterile brow relaxes into good

humour at her care—the white hoar upon his front look&

cheerful—the icicle that hangs upon his shoulder is not

terror-fraught in the eyes of the poor, for they reckon on-

the glorious harvest of an abundant season, which the

toil of the husbandman has procured—the tenement is-

well thatched, the crackling faggot will dispel the cold y

the last spring's shearing has produced abundance of

flannel, and Winter is welcomed as an athletic friend^

bringing with him a renovated vigour, bracing up the

joints, and imparting a health which continued summer
would dreadfully enfeeble. This is the common ordinance

of nature; and thus in countries where the flame of war

was never known, are the bounties of Heaven felt, and

the majesty of the Most High appearing in his works,

imparts to the soul a serenity of thought, and an admi-

ration of Providence better calculated to make men vir-

tuous, to make men happy, than all the human laws

which reason can fabricate, - But the bounty of Heaven is

not simply manifested in rural life— rt is in every station,

every rank of society—in agricultural pursuits it is more

f
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immediately recognized, because immediately operating

on all classes, and more perceptible. Man is stimulated to

industry because his labours are rewarded, and from the

plough, which is necessary, he soars to other arts—con-

venience is studied, nay all the luxuries which art can

devise, are pursued ; and the skilful mechanist, by inge-

nious means, contributes his portion to the comforts and

the happiness of his fellow man. Thus is it where the

sickle is not changed for the sword, and the cornucopia

for the firebrand—thus is it where the husbandman toils

without fear of being robbed either by foreign foes or

domestic burthens—thus is it where the manufacturer

barters his labour with the husbandman, and the com-

pact is not broken by the jarring interests of states or by

the ambition of sovereigns. It is War—it is blood-stained

War, with locks reeking with human gore, that destroys

this delightful harmony of things^ even where his pre-

sence is not—even there he devastates, like the dreaded

earthquake his shock is felt in climes far distant from his

horrid form—his breath trembles in the fast-sailing

clouds, and o'er dividing seas is borne to blight—to wi-

ther—to destroy—to sterilize!!! But in the contempla-

tion of this savage figure let us enquire into his birth, and

we shall find that Man, arrogating Man, calls him into

being—gives him the sinews of destruction—breathes

into his vital frame the consuming fire, and arms him at

all points with all the fierce engines of extirpation. Man
forges his annihilating bolts, and all this against his fellow

being Man. Take the following as pictures of a year of

Peace, and a year of War, and let that being who calmly

devises the destruction of his species, plume himself on

military skill, and reconcile to himself the miseries he

entails upon his country. I, Sir, am one so firmly "attached

to the olive branch, that I neither claim his feeling or

his friendship.

Yours, &c. Censor.
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Year of Peace.

January .—How delightful

.doth the year commence, the

icicle hangs from the tiles, the

country is covered with hoar,

and the gay metropolis is en-

livened by the cheering sun, al-

though it warms not. The

husbandman is employed in

the straw-yard with his cattle,

cr picking the frozen turnip

with his axe, cutting chaff, or

felling wood for the fire. While

the townsm en and manufactu-

rers are cheerfully pursuing

their avocations, and in warm
cloathing which their labour

has | rocured for them, con-

template the coid with plea-

sure—the poor have employ-

ment, and none are destitute,

for the aged and infirm have

warm parochial habitations

which the hand of industry has

cheerfully provided, and the

blessings of peaee confirms to

them.

"February.—The rigors of

winter are beginning to dis-

appear, cold thaws remove the

snows from the earth, and the

caves of the houses are drop-

ping. The thrush and wood-

lark begin their early song

—

the snowdrop and crocus shew

their gay heads amid the hu-

Year of War.

January.—Another year

has commenced, rugged and

unkind. The cold and piercing

frost continues, and the high

price of provision threatens

the wretched with all the hor-

rors of want. The agricultu-

ral laborer can scarcely exist

upon his pittance,and clothing

is almost beyond his means.

The cold pierces through his

tattered garments, and his

bones are filled with cramps

and aches—his poor, his

wretched family, seek paro-

chial aid—alas, hundreds are

claiming the same relief, and

while the housekeeper is taxed

beyond his means, yet the

poor are but little benefited,

for so trifling becomes the aid

by division that it is unequal

even to existence. Equal are

the sufferings of the manufac-

turer ; if not more acute—the

loom is stopped by war—his

means of living are at an end

—his family is wholly desti-

tute—industry can do nothing

for him.

February.—Winter as-

sumes a less sterile front, but

still cold are the hearts of the

poor, those who have weather-

ed through the keen blasts of

this dire season rendered so by

adversity. Firing is dear al-

most to exclusion—coals can-

not be obtained, for men and
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Year of Peace.

mid earth, and the tall alder

flowers. The stiff clay, no

longer frost-bound
5
yields to

the plough-share, and the la-

bouring husbandman finds

new employment as the season

Year of War.

vessels in this service are im-

pressed—men to fight against

the enemies of their country,

and ships to transport our

brave soldiers to foieign shores

—far from their families and

advances. The most pleasing friends—never, perhaps, never

society prevails in towns— to be heard of more—Oh dire

Christmas sociality has not yet and hard necessity !—but let

wholly disappeared
;

plays,

balls, and card parties are re-

sorted to by the rich, the af-

fluent, and the industrious.

Trade thrives in every branch,

the brow of care is hardly seen,

me pause—is there a neces-

sity ?—was it necessary that

we went to war because French-

men dared to redress their own

wrongs, and elect their own so-

vereign ? or because the Ameri-

woald not bow to its flag ?

large fortunes are not made cans denied the right of search

by monopolists or contractors, from a British ship, and

but honorable independence

by the tradesman and manu-

facturer.

March.—Cold winds chief-

ly from the east, now check

the progress of vegetation ; but

every hedge assumes the livery

ofspring, and the busy plough-

man whistles in chorus with

the chirping sparrow and war-

bling thrush. The poor and

humble cottager welcomes the

approach of warm day with

•placid joy, while the townsman

March.—Cold winds dry

up the sloughy roads, and

contending armies prepase

for new campaigns. The shrill

fife and heavy rolling1 drum
beat to arms in every towii,

and the poor ploughman hun-

gry and wretched with little or

no covering—accepts the

bounty and enlists ; his shriek-

ing wife beholds the cockade

and manufacturer, busy at his in his hat, and his prattling

loom, hails the coming spring children crowd round his knee

as opening a new mart for his delighted to behold the gay

manufactures, and joyfully colours that decorate his brow

looks forward to when the equi- —alas—poor innocents—un-

nox is over, that ships may conscious that in that specious

»afely travel to foreign climes appearance is disguised their

to dispose of his goods. The father's death-warrant 1 The
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Year of Peace. Year of War.

merchant has no fears but of

the winds—trade flourishes,

and the busy community, like

the insect laborer* in an ant-

hill, go to their avocations with

cheerfulness.

April.—On comes smiling

April, smiling in tears, like

the fend mother, who, joying

in her child, weeps her pleas-

ed hopes while hanging over

his countenance. The swallow

builds, the cuckoo from the

green-wood sings, and the

plaintive nightingale pours

forth her notes at eve, when the

husbandman returns, whist-

ling o'er the lea, to the welcom-

ing smile of his wife waiting

him at the cottage door. The

townsman adjusts his dress to

the season, and when the la-

bours of the day are done,

seeks his recreation in a walk.

Happy, happy countenances

begin this month. Peace . is

the harbinger of every joy

—

peace bids the plough to move,

the shuttle to fly, the merchant

sailor to steer, Peace alik<?

gilds the court and hovel, for

metropolis is no longer gay

—

the merchant fears his ships

at sea—fresh loans are talked

of, and new taxes on an already

over-burthened people—the

mechanic seeks employment

in vain, he enlists and leaves

a destitute family to starve,

poverty has drowned his rea-

son, and he resorts to the last

expedient before he has well

contemplated the act which

has deprived his helpless chil-

dren of their only staff.

April.—Armies begin to

move—mothers part with their

sons,wives with their husbands.

War, coeval in active birth,

with spring now with threat-

ening: front advances—Theo
frames fettering laws for the

manufacturer—laws which put

an end to commerce and de-

prive the industrious of the

means of living—the trades-

man stands behind his counter

unemployed in eager expecta-

tion, while in the diminution

of his business, he sees enough

to tremble for the future.

The beggar from his door goes

unrelieved, for his own waiTts

are more than he can cater for,

he has a family of his own,

and the taxes of the state are

more than he can bear.
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Year of Feice.

peace is the patron of pleasure

and of industry.

May.—Harmonious May,

welcome, thrice welcome \ ty-

pical of peace, thou a^t the

sweetest emblem of concord

and a J. that .an rafcicfaally de«

fegfet ; then art a3 the bloom-

ing maiden, decked with mo-
desty and smiles, rich with

ripening* beauties, and thy

breath sweet a? the matins of

cherubims The oak, the beech,

the ash open their green leaves*,

and from their branches spring

the most melodious music from

the fresh fledged choristers.

The lawns are spangled with

the early nowret, the cowslip

and the primrose. The village

swain courts his lass under the

hawthorn hedge ; the old man,

winter-bound, now leans upon

his crutch, and in a morning-

walk, inhales the pure air

which renovates him ; he wears

upon his cheek the mantling

livery of health, and his steps

gain firmness as the days ad-

vance. The townsman, too, is

courted abroad by the early

sunshine, and the streets and

shops are filledby the saunterer,

and those who contribute their

aid to the welfare of trade ;

light breezes fill the sails of the

merchantmen lightly gliding

over the smooth ocean : and

all is promise, all is joyful ex-

pectation.

Year of War,

Ma*.—Ha*-k !—J

hose joyful

acclamatio: i — hark ' those

loud snouts and cries of

" lights, lights" --they speak

o^'a battle won—of thousands

of the vanquished enemy
strewing the plain— of streams

of hi1man biood flowing o'er

fertile acres—of birds of dawn
shrieking in their llight—of

corn fields consumed by fire,

and of the peaceful cottager's

humble home failing in the

wreck of devastation. Huzza

!

huzza !
—" glorious news !

—

-

" glorious news ! "—and why-

partakes not yon poor forlorn

one of the general joy—her

heart seems ready to break -at

every shout, her gushing tears

streaming from unwearied eye-

lids moisten and relax the

bursting streams of human
being—she has just heard that

her husband—the fond partner

of her life—the father of her

six chiMren, was one of those

who gallantly fell in the action

fighting for his country !—

»

Alas, what is country, what is-

world to her ! She's at once cut

off from all that can charm—

I

her days of happiness are clo-

sed—a workhouse opens to re-

ceive her ana tiiose whom war

has orphaned.
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Year of Peace.

June.—Behold bright smil-

ing June, with glowing warmth

advance, and sombre night

flies from the lengthened day.

Maidens now deck in light at-

tire, and display their luxuri-

ous forms through thinnest

drapery—see the lovely Anna,

lightly tripping in the shade

to meet her admiring Henry ;

can you not distinguish in that

smiling eye the fondest expec-

tation, the sweetest thrilling

hope ?—and see the youth, his

avocation of the day is over

—

now neat and trim, he hastens

to meet her whom it is his

only joy to see=—they meet,

that affectionate grasp of the

hand speaks volumes.—That

parlour window yonder being

open, what honest, what happy

countenances do I behold seat-

ed round the table—the mas-

ter of the house is telling an

old story to his guests, while

he is circulating the wine free-

ly—his heart is gay, his doors

are open, his board is well

spread, his circumstances are

good, he's the husband of an

amiable wife, the father of a

happy family, he owes no debt

he cannot cheerfully and rea-

dily pay, and he never listens

with dread to the fall of the

knocker. These are the beings

that live in the days of peace,

of glorious peace

!

Year of War.

June.— " Why shines the

sun upon my keen griefs'*

cried old Edward to his afflict-

ed wife ;
" rather let me bury

myself in night—I have no

heart—it is broken by misfor-

tune." I could not resist the

desire of speaking to this old

man, and enquiring of him the

cause of that apparent anguish

which sat so firmly on his sil-

vered brow—it was presuming

ofme—but there is something

so impelling in an old man's

tears, something so distressing

in the utterance of an old man's

sighs—that delicacy out of

the question, I stopped short

and spoke to him—he looked

at me with a gravity of that

nature to awe and shame the

inquisitor—I felt it, faultered,

—bowed,and wished earnestly

to retire ; he saw what was re-

volving in my mind; and more

courteously bid me stay ; half

hesitating I accepted the prof-

fered chair

—

i( sit down, sir,"

—he cried " I feel by no means

angry with your desire to know

what is the cause of my un-

easiness—my affairs are too

much deranged to afford me a

hope of their dissolution not

being very shortly publicly

known, and I think I can per-

ceive in your countenance that

it was feeling and not imperti-

nence that urged the question*
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July.—The confirmed heat

of summer is too much for the

townsman, and the hot rays of

the sun dwell on the white

cottage-walls of the husband-

man; but sweet is the smell of

the new-mown hay, and the

panting ewe yields with ready

compliance her fleece to the

shearer. The fruits rneltingly

hang on thebough, inviting- to be

plucked. The corn ear shews

a golden head gently waving

in the fanning breeze. Feasts

and fairs are in their zenith,

and the delighted countryman

is seen spending the reward of

his toil with carelessness and

glee. The tradesman is invit-

ed to partake of rural sports,

and reckoning up the profits

of his spring transactions,

leaves his shop to the manage-

ment of his man, who is not

influenced by the pressure of

the times to peculation—he

leaves the town, and glads his

heart in rural festivity.

YOL. IV. 3 u

Year of War.

July,—Old Edward's Tale

—" Five and forty years ago I

commenced business in this

house, after serving seven

years to a linen-draper, and

live more in the management

of his shop. It was in my
27th year I married, and com-

menced master- My prospects,

if they were not brightened by

large capital, were not dis-

mayed by my want of industry

and a frugal inclination on

both our parts. We were

early risers—our shop was

clean and neat—we lived spar-

ingly—and were grateful and

attentive to our customers, An
honest profit was all we . re-

quired, and we never sold but

when we could with confidence

see our purchaser a second

time. At first things went on

very well — our capital in-

creased—so did our family.

We were not of the number

who declaimed against the

taxes—we knew the state must

be supported—and as yet the

contributions exacted were not

oppressive—it remained for

the nation to be involved in a

ruinous expensive war—it re-

mained for those locusts of a

country, contractors, to raise

their crests above the middling

orders of society, and feed

upon the community—it re-

mained for specie to be gra-
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dually disappearing, and that

Targe paper issues from newly

created banks, should grow

into circulation, and give the

staff of power into the hand

of monopoly.

The war with America threa-

tened the annihilation of the

country in a commercial point

of view—but the evil as yet

was only in feeble growth

—

business was impeded—odious

taxes were resorted to—but

the padlock was not put on

the doo s of trade. Princes

were profligate—bankrupts—

every Gazette announced the

fall ofcreditors whom they had

- ruined, but the evil as yet was

feeble compared with that

which was to follow.

August. — Old Edward's

Tale continued.—" Oh, Sir r

still hangs upon my withering

recollection all the pangs I

suffered on the decrease of my
trade. I had five children

looking up to me for support,

and the most strenuous indus*

try could scarcely obtain it for

them. Are you a father ?—

-

Do you know, or can you feel

how the heart of a father is

wrung when contemplating the

misery to which his children

is subject? But why dwell

only on the commencement of

my sufferings; those were daya

of happiness compared with

August—See how the

light breeze. fills the sails of

the packet—bearing the happy

trader to the sea coast—smooth

is the sea through whose part-

ing surface it glides, and they

will soon partake of all the

pleasures of the bath—-see

"when the forked lightning"

streams along the sky—hark the

loud howling tliunder how it

roars, and see where the heavy

drops fall on the parched earth

moistening and cooling—the

blighting insect dies that

threatens to destroy vegeta-

tion—but now^ behold the sky

serene again calls out the reap-
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«rs to their work—the fall ear- what were to follow. Although

ed corn pod falls beneath the at this period hope was revive^

hook—oli—look yonder—be- by a Peace, which lasted only

hold the poor—leasing—like long enough to make the re-

ihe busy ant— collecting their newal of War ten times more

winter store ;—but whence tremendous. The American

comes this fragrant smell, and struggle was over— brother

whence those loud shouts— ceased "to imbrue his hand in

they come from the hop-yard, brother's blood—but the re-

Oh happy, happy peace—thou volution in France brought

art the friend of nature, the with it a fresh incitement to

friend ofman—all is happiness war. Princes trembled when

under thy dominion. they saw a nation arm in de-

fence of its rights, and the so-

vereign of afree people landed

an army in France to subjugate

the oppressed to a yoke which

they abhorred.

"in those luxuriant months

when the blushing grape clus-

ters the vineyard, and the

yellow waving corn bows its

head to the breeze, the Eng-

lish fire-brand was thrown in.

the fertile plains of France,

and the devouring element

raged upon plenty; the curled

smoke flew up to Heaven, and

the piercing shrieks of those

who saw the threatened famine
-—Sir, then was the English

name for the first time cursed

by a frantic people—then

did Frenchmen unite against

the invader—then did they

swear eternal enmity to Eng-

land, and the cause of the

Bourbons was lost.

&PTEMBER. -The cool September—Old Edward's
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morning now succeeds, and the

«nild ale of the harvest home

exhilarates the farmer. »The

hare is hunted from the rich

stubble, and the plump par-

tridge,distiubeii by the staunch

pointer, springs to its doom
which it rises to avoid. The
wealthy cit, tired of rural life,

wearied of the sea breeze, and

anxious to be behind his coun-

ter again, returns to his fa-

vourite London, and talks

over his bottle all that he has

seen and felt to congratulating

friends. The shop is put in

active requisition for the win-

ter trade—the shuttle flies

—

the loom is going—the sheriffs

are chosen, and civic feasts

begin.

October.—See where frigid

winter comes, clad in his cloak

of fur, the nights are cold, and

the nipping frost cuts up the

Year of War.

Tale continued.-i-" And no*

began the toil of those who

were to feed the flame of war.

The taxes increased alarming-

ly—even the poor man's salt

became burthened—landlords

raised their rents tp meet the

demands of the state—farmers

their cattle and corn—still

taxation increased, and the

widow's pension of sixty

pounds a year oecame subject

to an exaction of the govern-

ment of six pounds — com

wholly disappeared, and paper

was the substitute—paper, that

great engine of monopoly, that

enemy to trade—and those

issues were not confined solely

to the Bank of England, but

to private persons, who, keep-

ing what they term hanking

houses, fabricate two-penny

guineas
5
and pass them current

at one and twenty shillings.

Thus a man without capital

could by these means raise the

markets by his paper, and

ruin the fair trader. The fear-

ful times began, auguring all

the dismay which has been too

amply verified. I could no

longer keep my shop—my
shop could no longer keep

me.

October.—Old Edward's

Tale concluded.—" Creditors

pressed me for the payment

of goods still in my shop un-
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vegetable roots of the last

spring's seedling, the roads are

strewed with yellow leaves, and

the post-boy's horn announces

the arrival of the lagging

townsman, who saw the sum-

mer's sun decline still in the

country. Old British hospi-

tality is prepared for, to joy

the winter nights ; the stout

ale is brewed, over which good

humour is to preside, and the

merry tale to be told, while

the busy ploughman fallows

the clay-bound soil, or sows

the next year's crop. The

townsman smoaks his pipe at

ease—and the rich man lays in

his winter store, preparing for

those nights when the cheerful

rire blazes on the hearth.

November.— Winter with

bold strides advancing now

envelopes the gay metropolis

Year of War*

sold. Two of my boys grown

to manhood were upon my
hands, out of place, what could

a father do ?—he could not

see them starve—there was no

work to be had for the indus-

trious—Alas ! alas ! those fatal

orders in council, resorted to

by ministers, put an end to

commerce, and ruined the ma-
nufacturer—it filled the work-

houses with the indigent, and

the streets with beggars. Do-

mestic trade was confided to

the monopolist and the empy-

ric. All is over, Sir. I have

laboured hard, but like the

community at large, I have

suffered. 1 am neither an

empyric or monopolist—but

I am a bankrupt in my old

age—now while bowing to the

grave—after years of labor,

and an honest struggle to pay

ray way !" The old man con-

cluded his story, and wrung a

tear from my heart. Oh, be

ye accursed, I cried, who wan-

tonly draw the sword from the

sheath—ye are more destroy-

ing than the spring locust,

who, hovering o'er the bud-

ding plant, alight clustering

on its tender head. Adieu,

old man—God be with—God

be with you.

November.—Hide me from

that frightful form—my blood

turns to icicles while viewing
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with chilling fogs—the winds

blow cold and stormy, and the

drifting sleet houses the pedes-

trian—but the hilarity within

derides the cold and gloom

without. The fire burns bright

alike in the noble hall, or in

the dwelling of the humble

mechanic. Here wine flows,

.ind gives a spur to more re-

fined wit—there the smiling

ale is quaffed to the lively

song—the cards are dealt at

Crispin's board, and two-penny

whist delights the humble.

Sweet meek'd- eyed Peace!

what are the beings thou dost

confirm to the country over

which thou dost preside. The

liberal landlord—the rich ma-

nufacturer—the wealthy mer-

chant—the easy trader-*—the

industrious mechanic, with

few wants, but easily attained

•—the humble labourer, enjoy-

ing his pipe and pot—and the

cottager with his warm coat-

ing—come then, November,

sterile come—we can smile at

thy^ frosty brow, and hail thee

as the social month.

him—shelter me from those

penetrating dews which pierce

to my palsied bones—throw a

blanket over my loins, that

they feel not those cold moist

winds which fill all my frame

with aches. Have I no home ?

—no bed ?—no warm cloth-

ing ?—Alas, was not my sum-

mer's toil equal to my winter's

support. Hence November,

gaunt form—my soul si ckens

at thee—thou dost fill my soul

with despondency ;
" on the

next tree could /hang ;" but

see by whom and what his

death-like giant person is sur-

rounded. War sterilizes at his

command. See how he courts

—the rich contractor, who

grinds from the poor, is well

fed, and stoutly clothed—Lo,

the lawyer too, and his bailiffs,

fat blood-hunters, who feed oh

their fellow man — see the

whole host of placemen, pen-

sioners, and rcversionists, who

roll their carriage wheels over

the necks of the famished ma-

nufacturer—yon gross church-

warden too, see, he whips him,

the hungry, from the work-

house gate ; ah ! he fears the

poor shall eat the next vestry

dinner—behold, the prisons

are crowded with naked

wretches crying aloud for mer-

cy. But turn your eyes from

such dull scenes as those, and
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behold the premier's table

supplied by every luxury, and
surrounded by the representa-

tives of the people. Novem-

ber is not felt here—the groans

of the wretched ascend not

here to disturb the hilarity of

the day. No, ministers have

determined that the people

must make great sacrifices to

support the present war—

a

war inevitable, not sought by

them, but a war of extermi-

nation, involving the rights,

liberties, and properties of

Englishmen— large sacrifices

must be made to support the

war !—to support the profli-

gate expenditure of the public

money—to support princes,

ministers, w—s, placemen,

pensioners, contractors, spies,

thief-takers, common inform-

ers, &c. and to enable minis-

ters to carry a majority in the

House of Parliament by brib-

ing the representatives of the

people.

December.—Place me an

urn beneath yon drooping

brow bound round with holly, yew, and write me these lines

and thy sprigs of misletoe ; upon an Old Friend,

beckoning in

December.—Come,Winter,

come, gay December,with thy

thy train the

roasted chine, the smoaking

sirloin, and the stuffed turkey,

with rich plumb pudding, the

Christmas pie, and all the lux-

uries that deck thy festive

board. Come and welcome

Sacred to the Memory
of

Old British Hospitality,

A social and a cheerful Soul,

who

Struggled through many

Centuries?
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the stranger to the feast, and

let the honest brow be decked

with smiles. Crown thou the

year with joy—let. the wine

circulate, and the ale flow

—

let the gambols commence,

gay and varied as they were

wont to be. Hark ! the tune-

ful weights at midnight hail

—the Christmas come. Oh,

rapture to the mind content

—

where each wheel in this

worldly machine moves with-

out obstruction—what are the

joys eachvarying season brings!

—Peace, the great harmonizer

of all, lends new tints of

beauty to varying nature. And
" The charmed heart by such a

fancy won,

Lives all its days ere yet they're

but begun."

Year* of War.

And
Saw many Change*

unimpaired.

He lived

When Men were reputed

Savages,

And
Weathered through the Pro-

gress of Civilization

undismayed.

He was never known to have

suffered an hour's ill-health

until within these last fifty

years, when his constitution

first betrayed symptoms of

decay. In various stages of

infirmity he languished his

latter years ; and only then

expired, when

An efficient Ministry

proclaimed interminable War,

taxed his salt—took ten peF

cent, from his income—and by

various bleeding and cathar-

tics dried up his veins, and

exhausted his animal resources

—He died on the 1st day of

December, 1812, and was suc-

ceeded in his paternal estates

by his co-heirs

Rapine, Penury, and

Poverty.
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GUILDHALL FEASTS and BANKRUPTS.

Mr. Editor,

On the day after the late civic feast, when Mr. Al-

derman Scholey assumed the enviable dignity of Lord

Mayor, it was my misfortune to be drawn to the Guild-

hall to attend my last examination before the commissi-

oners of bankrupts—my feelings, you may judge, on such

an occasion, were not of the most agreeable nature. I

went to make my final surrender. Well, Sir, that was

an act of justice due to those creditors whose property I

had enthralled, and it was with an honest pride I looked

over my books,, and with my hand upon my heart could

assert, that all was fair, and that although I could not pay

more than ten shillings in the pound, yet the deficiency

was not occasioned by extravagance on my part, by

thoughtlessness, or any other blameable cause, but from

the severe pressure of the times which had reduced the

value ofmy goods on hand full 150 per cent, and by bad

debts, contracted not by dishonest men, but by those

who, similarly pressed, had fallen into ruin. Oh, Sir, if

you can feel for the poor bankrupt, picked out from the

herd, deserted by the fattened kine, and left to shed his

tears alone and unseen upon the rock of misfortune—you

may judge what a moment of pangs this was—even
though an honest heart inspired confidence and fortitude.

The next moment I was to deliver up the last wreck of

my broken fortunes, and the moment after was to see me
houseless—me and my family. But not to dwell upon

the painful reflections which suggest themselves at this

dreaded period of trial, let me at once draw your atten-

tion to the professed object of this communication. Well,

Sir, it was the day after the late civic festival, known as

the Lord Mayor's day, that I was summoned to surrender

to my creditors all that remained of my former m^ans.

TOL. TV. 3 x
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I entered the Guildhall with faultering step and palpitat-

ing heart ; it was crowded by commissioners. Unfor-

tunate men, like myself, standing the test of inquiry, and

of anxious creditors, assuming to themselves the right of

examination, and of cutting the sickened heart by (in

many instances) the coarsest epithets of abuse and de-

gradation—my turn was soon to come—and during the

interval my eye wandered carelessly over this Gothic hall,

until rivetted by the remains of the previous day's gran-

deur. f< Heavens !" I mentally exclaimed, " what a

contrast! but yesterday this was the seat of luxury, and

the sensual soul was lighted up to joy by those festoons

of lamps still expiring by the gay circulating glass, brim-

med with the liquid dream of pleasure by the national

toast exciting to king and country, and by. the enlivening

song cheering the lagging cup, and giving to the day the

very acme of delight—To-day, how gloomy ! those clus-

tered lamps, in some of which the quivering light still

hangs in dubious existence, shews us how evanescent is

delight—how insecure the great man's greatness. The
steams of meat still flagging on the sense, unpalatable,

those piles of bottles, and those broken rows, bespeak

profusion gone, intoxication over—-the happy parties are

fled, and are succeeded by. the fallen bankrupt and the

clamorous creditor—the glass is succeeded by the ink-

horn and the fatal pen that is to sign away the last relics

of the broken man's fallen fortunes—the toast is suc-

ceeded by the commissioner's stern demand, and the

loud shouts of applause, by the clamours of those dread-

ing a greater loss than may probably fall to their share.

Where is now the enlivening song ?— it is no more—but

hark! it is succeeded by the soul-sobbings of despair

!

Why are these remains left still hanging—are they to

make grief more poignant ? are they left as typical of

former days, and to make the wretched feel from what

they are fallen, and how much degraded by misfortune?

—is it not unseemly that the Guildhall of London should

be one day the scene of riot, and the next, the bar to
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which the wretched debtor is dragged }—but how much
more unseemly is it, that the remains of the pomp of yes-

terday should be left tojade his tearful eye and mock his mi-
sery—he sees an empty bottle rolling at his feet, and ex-

claims in agony,'* Alas, thy price ofyesterday would have

purchased my poor family at home their this day's din-

ner." These were the painful reflections which passed ra-

pidly across my brain while waiting my turn of trial; and

my ear continually greeted with " here sat Lord Castle-

reagh ;" here " the Earl of Liverpool ;" here " the Spanish

Ambassador," &c. &c. 1 determined on quitting the hall,

sending them through the medium of your excellent

Expositor of Imbecility and Folly, an invitation to a

meeting of creditors at the Guildhall of London, at that

place where they had so nobly regaled. Yes, Sir, and I

think the treat to which I invite them, will be as rich,

though not to the palate, yet to the heart—aye, rich as

the Lord Mayor's dinner, where they cat so hearty-

—

drank so deeply—and spoke so sentimentally—they will

there have illustrations of the happiness of the nation

whose resources they so ably husband—they will there

see the glorious effect of their orders in council on trade

and commerce—that their wise and efficient measures are

salutary and beneficial, and that if bankruptcy is a proof

of national prosperity, which they have so often asserted,

we are happily approaching to its climax, and that in a

few short months they may loudly announce it. Having

said so much, Sir, ere I take my leave, allow me to make

a few corrections in the signification of three words

—

Banker, Bankrupting Baronet , previous to anew edition

of Johnson's Dictionary. I should have by no means

been inclined to quarrel with his interpretation thirty

years ago, but times and circumstances have so changed

that they can no longer be permitted to stand as properly

defined on the authority of Johnson.

Banker, according to Johnson, one who keeps a hanh> 6< a

place where money is laid up to be called for occasionally .*'.
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Now,Sir, if this is the real signification of bank-—a banker ought

to be a man qualified by integrity to become a servant of the

public, and as such servant he cannot but be guilty of felony

in making any use of that money which is entrusted to him.

But I submit it to you whether I am correct in asserting (with

very few exceptions) that banker means a dealer in fictitious

money—in paper currency—a speculator and gambler in the

funds—one who receives in trust the ready money of the capi-

talist, and converts it to his own use ; in short whether too fre-

quently—banker is not synonimous with bankrupt

!

Bankrupt, on the same authority, is one—" in debt beyond

the power of payment." But on the legal definition we find

it means little better than «' a felonious debtor,'* one who
comes within themeanirJg of the statute to prevent frauds, &c.

—and indeed a capital punishment awaits the wretched man
who does not fairly disclose his property and surrender it.

According to Johnson, if bankrupt means one^who cannot pay,

it must be matter of surprize that the Gazette has not yet

contained any of our Honorables and Right Honorables of the

court : we hare never yet read of the meetings of the creditors

of his Royal Highness the or the Duke of —
f

or of any dividend ever having been made of their effects—no,

Sir, bankrupt means the ruined tradesman, who forced to pay

the exactions of the state, is minus with his creditors, and
whose books being full of demands on the fat locusts of the

court, who having plundered him of his property by honoring

him with their commands—is compelled by the coercion of t}?e

law to give up the remains of his shattered substance to com-
missioners, lawyers, and creditors.

Baronet, according to Johnson, and its original institution,

meant a secondary class of barons, and being the lowest heredi-

tary honor, no person was qualified for this dignity who
could not prove himself of gentlemanly descent, and was not

possessed of one thousand a year.—On accepting the title he

bound himself to maintain three hundred soldiers for three

years at three pence per diem, a sum equal to £1200. which

was to be paid into his majesty's exchequer. Old baronets

pride themselves highly on their title, but modern instances of

creation may probably draw it into disrepute—.gentlemanly

descent being no longer a necessary qualification. If the
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party be a contractor or a creature of the court the title will

sit well on the common lawyer—the reverend editor of a news-

paper— or the physician, or a surgeon.

The STATESMAN NEWSPAPER.

When a public journal has obtained an extensive in-

fluence over the morals and political opinions of a large

portion of society, the private character and conduct of

the individuals to whom its direction is committed, be-

come the legitimate objects of discussion and inquiry. It

may be useful for the community to know how far their

political guides may deserve their confidence, and what
degree of reliance may be placed in doubtful or intricate

questions, on their candour as partizans, and their ho-

nesty as the reporters and collectors of intelligence. Our
readers will perceive that in another part of the present

number we have done justice to a bigotted advocate of

every existing ministry ; and the same sense of duty that

guided our delineation of the principles and manners of a

Stuart, excites us to the present exposition of the prin-

ciples and character of a Lovell.
The Statesman newspaper was established by one

T , a notorious gambler, whose name has been exhi-

bited to the public in conjunction with that of Dawson,

lately executed at Cambridge for poisoning Lord Foley's

horses. It was written in a vapid and rambling style

;

neither directed by any determined principle, nor ani-

mated by the energy of political enthusiasm. The want

of animation, however, was supplied by a superabundance

of scurrility against all parties, and on every side of the

question ; though their most outrageous tirades were

directed against the ostensible friends of liberty, and par-

ticularly against the person and writings of William

Gobbett. The sale of the paper was therefore extremely
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circumscribed ; and its establisher, Mr. T , tired and

ashamed of the concern, disposed of his share for a com-

parative trifle. About three weeks after his secession

the O. P. war broke out at Covent Garden theatre. Un-
aware of the extent to which its operations would be

carried, and unwilling to endanger their free admissions

by opposing the wishes of the manager, the other papers

were either lukewarm in the cause of the public, or ab-

solutely hostile to its claims. As the contest proceeded

that paper therefore which took an active part in the pro-

motion of O. P.-ism, became of course the oracle of the

multitude; the journal of theatrical proceedings was

indeed more remarkable for vehemence than wit, and for

scurrility than correctness ; but it was well accommodated

to the understandings and the feelings of the Winholts

and the Percys, and atoned by its zeal for its literary and

moral imperfections. In the course of a few weeks the-

paper rose from a declining state to a very respectable

circulation,

Having discovered the exped ence of coinciding in

opinion with the multitude, its editor became the most

vehement advocate of reform, and the active and favoured

^partizan of the Hunts and the Wardles. As the organ

of a party, independent of his literary merits, the States-

man obtained a circulation as regular as it was extensive,

and had just attained the summit of prosperity, when the

restless imprudence of Mr. Lovel occasioned the seces-

sion of its editor, and the subsequent establishment of

the Alfred.

It is not our intention to descant with any superfluous

degree of personal severity on the conduct and character

of an individual, labouring under the deprivation of li-

berty, and under the complicated miseries of sickness,

apprehension, and disappointment ; yet it may be an act

of no equivocal friendship to point out the errors by

which, without any solid gratification to compensate

for the_ loss, his property is endangered ; nor can it be

otherwise than useful to the public to caution them
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against an unwary confidence in a journalist, who sacri-

fices every public duty and every generous feeling to the

gratification of a moody and revengeful spirit. It might

have been expected from an individual in the possession

of a valuable property, dependent for its existence and

accumulation on the approbation of the public, that he

should sacrifice every party feeling of resentment for ima-

ginary wrongs, to the impartial performance of his pub-

lic duty, and to the consequent promotion of his indi-

vidual interest; that he would not for the gratification of

a contemptible ambition? and of mean and grovelling

passions, endanger his means of present support, and of

future independence, nor forfeit his claims to public con-

fidence by the most negligent, or the most unprincipled

dereliction of his duty as a journalist. But as a private

individual Mr. Lovel has been the most improvident and

unfortunate of men. Since his accession to the undivi-

ded property, the management of the paper has been

intrusted to men neither acquainted with the routine,

nor equal to the management of a political journal.

Beneath their superintendance it has usually flourished,

but no sooner had the rise of the paper to an unexpected

circulation, rewarded the labours of any one of these indi-

viduals than his employer became anxious for his dis-

missal. Vain, restless, and morose, he could not bear

within the circle of his observation, any dependant to

whom his good fortune could be ascribed, or to whom it

might be suspected that he owed an obligation. Even

when no personal feeling towards his editors intruded, he

sacrificed the reputation of his paper to ungrammatical

tirades against his brother journalists: his editors expos-

tulated—Mr. Lovel was astonished at their insolence

—

and the paper was left to the guidance of Mr. Lovel and

the printer. For the last five weeks, we are credibly in-

formed that the Statesman has been without an editor, and

is chiefly compiled from the morning papers, with the

addition of the leading article, and an occasional letter
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from a F. or a S—ck. Its literary pretensions therefore

are more humble than those of anyjournal with which we
are acquainted ; its sophisms are without the grace of

plausibility ; its wilful preversions betray the motives

which gave them birth ; and the ribaldry ami vulgarity

that characterize its political discussions, degrade the

cause, and weaken the truths that they are intended to

support. As the natural consequence of these peculia-

rities its sale and reputation are in a state of gradual de-

cline, and Mr. Lovel sacrifices a thousand a year for the

pleasure of having his own way, and the gratification of

being called" the Editor of the Statesman."

But it is not to the negligence and imbecility with

which the paper is conducted, that we wish to call the

attention and reprobation of the reader ; he displays in

every column that contains an original article the most

inveterate and shameless partiality, Whatever intelli-

gence may arrive unfavorable to the cause of England or

her allies, he dwells upon with the most frequent and

lengthened prolixity ; but if the purport of continental

news be unpropitious to the fortunes of Napoleon, it is

entirely omitted, or receives only a casual and evasive

comment. The passage of the Drissa, therefore, is de-

scanted on at length, and elucidated by copious extracts,

and extended speculations, while the retreat from Mos-

cow is dismissed as a matter of subordinate consideration;

and while he is diffusely vehement on the inactivity of

the Spaniards, and denominates the conqueror of Sala-

manca by the ironical appellation of the great Lord,

he passes over the details of the conspiracy at Paris by a

promise which he forgets to perform, of recurring to the

subject at an early opportunity.

The Constitution, a Sunday paper, proceeding from

the same office, is conducted with equal talent, and on

similar principles. Approving, as we do, of-the great cause

which the Editors ostensibly advocate, we cannot but

regret that it should be weakened or endangered by the

mercenary labours of individuals who regard literary
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patriotism as a trade, and confound the performance of

a public duty with the gratification of private malignity.

An indiscreet partizan is the most dangerous of enemies,

and the sophistry of a Stuart less inimical to the cause

of political freedom than the ravings of a Shadwick.

EPIGRAMS.
ON THE MARRIAGE OF MAJOR SCOTT WARING TO

MRS. ESTEN.

Esten once more is full of glee,

The Major's mansion sharing;

Which clearly proves, though elderly,

She's not the worse for Wearing.

Written on visiting the cellars under the Parliament House, as

is usual at the Meeting of Parliament to discover whether

any Modern Guy Fawkes was there concealed*

te My Lord, my Lord, make haste down stairs,

" Before the Bishop says his prayers,

*' Before the Regent makes his speech

;

" Let's see if rogues are in our reach,

** I smell a plot! Look there—the tubs !

* c t fear me much some new hubbubs"—

As thus the lordly steward said

—

With fear he trembled—shook his head.

When to the tubs alarmed, he clung,

Then gave a rap—out flew the bung—
The dip was made-—and straitway fear

Fled from the lordly steward's ear.

No gunpowder within was seen,

But what was fit for king or queen,

Or peer, or commoner so gay—
" Why, then, my lord, I pray -7
" Within, good sir,—'twas clean and fine

*Twas rosy sparkling 'Porto wine,

I tasted it and d«——- forgot

November and the Popish Plot! f !
n

vol. it. 3 Y
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WAR EPIGRAM.

When banners of war were unfurled in the North,

The Corsican kicked up a row

But Alec in triumph sends BuLL-etins forth

To tell Bull he's retaken Mos-cow!

The deeds of the Russians resound far and near,

May their valour still keep up the fuss,

And Boney too late find his fam'd Russ de Guerre

Must give place to a Guerre de la Russ !

FRENCH AND RUSSIANS.

Invasion points the road to fame,

And murder joins the dreadful rout ;

French liberty is but a name,

This truth no mortal man can d oubt.

But Justice overtakes the foe,

And Russian heroes Boney scoff

—

" Begar," says Nap, " here be de row,

" For see they come to-—Kut-us-off!"

CAT SHOOTING.

One night Tom got so foully drank

He needs must roll into a punk,

When Mary said, " your sparkling eyes

Do shoot so bright they me surprize,"

*' Indeed" (said Ned, his friend at hand)

" Just now as passing through the Strand,

To shoot determined was his aim,

But what, I am ashamed to name
—

"

" Leave shame at distance," Mary bawls,

" And let us know what hero falls,"

"Why then," said Ned, " he aim took at

And shot'W Eh/what?"—« heshot-XHE catI"
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DR. BUSBY.

Busby, the hero of his own narration,

Shines most, his son informs us, in translation.

What pity then that from amidst his books,

Some friend does not translate him to St. Luke's.

ELECTION EPIGRAM.

Downpatrick electors are lads of the village,

They respect honest men, and detest those who pillage,

Thus when the election for members came on,

Exclaimed '* Erin go bragh I and a clap for poor John!"

Master Hawthorn hedged in with his good-humoured

face,
j

Bekase he had neither got pension nor place

:

In defending their rights they believed him nojoker.

For tight Irish boys always turn out a

—

Croker 1

THEATRICAL REVIEW.

Drury-lane.—The managers of this elegant theatre seem

to have hitherto considered that the decorative splendour of the

internal building would and ought to afford sufficient grati-

fication to the public ; but while the}*- have been patronized by

a liberality almost unprecedented, theyhave begun to feel that a

theatre without puppets is like a richly spread table without

viands ; for as the latter, although it may please the eye, will

by no means satisfy the appetite, so the former will necessarily

pall upon the sight when there is nothing to amuse and gratify

the ears of reason. The company, if we except the operatic

and the comic departments in one or two instances, has hither-

to been disgraceful to a London theatre, and insulting to a Lon-

don audience. The pieces performed have been those dragged

from the Lyceum, and which had there wearied by frequent

repetition, and even those pieces have been so miserabiy

cast,and such despicable performers tSirust forward in parts re-

quiring talent, that nothing but disappointment has been expe-

rienced by the public, and no duty left to the critic, but to se-

verely eondemn. These were our impressions, and it has been
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with real pain that we have witnessed such performers as

Dowton, Bannister, EHiston, and one or two more, herding with

such a pack. Mrs. Davison, the ci-devant Miss Duncan, is

a Imirable we all acknowledge; she is a deserving favorite of

the town ; but it has been with the greatest concern we have seen

her propping up the house on every evening, sometimes in play

and farce, night after night—no relaxation—because they have

had no substitute for her.

The committee of management, however, begin to feel that

as the novelty of the new theatre is subsiding, something more

is requisite to stimulate public curiosity ; and to this feeling we

owe the appearance of Mr. Rae upon the boards of Drury, and

the promise of Mr. Pope and Miss Smith.

Mr. Rae has very successfully appeared three times in the cha-

racter of Hamlet to an admiring and a crowded audience, and

has imparted all that feeling, all those rich tints of coloring

to the noble hero of our immortal bard, which we have in

vain looked for upon the stage—if we except John Kemble, and

him alone. Mr. Rae is a very superior actor, and has evinced

great judgment and discrimination in his performance : his

conceptions are original and matured by study—he avoids not

the emphasis of more practised performers to give "a reading of

his own, when his good sense points out to him that the em-

phasis is rightly placed—but he treads in their steps without ren-

dering himself liable ; to the cen sure of being a servile imitator,

and he strikes out new beauties, where his contemporaries have

seen no clue for more than ordinary pathos and expression. In

natural qualifications he is by no means deficient, though he

possesses none that are eminently striking. His countenance

is tolerably animated—his person graceful and easy, and his

voice flowing and articulate, but certainly not possessing, ac-

cording to this specimen, any of those intonations which give

peculiar dignity in the tragic walk of the drama, and which at

intervals astound and charm—How long are we to be disgusted

with Mr. Wallack in Laertes I

Among the most popular revivals rank Beaumont and Flet-

cher's " Rule a Wife and have a Wife." Elliston's Leon

cannot be considered as among the most successful of his exhi-

bitions ; he by no means conceives the part justly. In his first

introduction to Margueritta he wholly mistakes the author, or

sacrifices his judgment to amuse the gallery by grimace. In-
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stead of that mental vacancy which the author means to pour-

tray—he gave to his words and looks the very contrary expres-

sions—he looked and spoke so subtle and designing that we

could hardly restrain our feeling of indignation at the con-

temptible weakness of the lady who could not see through it.—

Was this proper?—was this giving the language of the author it*

full force and meaning? Margueritta is repressed as an ac-

complished and a sensible lady—none but fools could have

been deceived by Elliston's marked and pointed portraiture.

As the husband he was more faithful to the original, and if he

would assume a little more of the dignity of the gentleman,

and a little less of that rant and mouthing which he has so emi-

nently acquired at the Surrey, he would be much more suc-

cessful. Mrs. Orger was the Margueritta, and a woeful perfor-

mance it was—Mrs. Glover would have played the part well

—and given it all the interest it was capable of—she was very

arch and animated in Estifania, but we think Mrs. Edwin would

have looked and played it better. Bannister's Copper Captain

was highly comic, and drew down great and deserved applause.

Covent-Garden.—We omitted in our last month's publica-

tion noticing the revivals at this theatre of the Lord of the

Manor, an opera, from the pen of General Burgoyne, and the

Tempest, of our immortal Shakspeare, but it would not be

doing justice to the proprietors, however we may difter with

them in opinion as to the principles of fair dealing, to refuse

them the applause which in these instances their exertions

have so justly merited. The Lord of the Manor is an

interesting opera, containing much originality of character,

and many interesting situations ; the language is playful

and easy, and in parts vigorous and energetic, the songs

are very happily composed, and the whole piece claims to

be on a level with the most popular of BickerstafT's. It is

admirably cast in character, the performers do ample justice

to their respective parts. The Tempest is assuredly at this

theatre one of the most splendid exhibitions on the stage ; the

manner in which it is got up is perfectly accordant with the

classic imagery of the great bard—our limits will nojt allow us

to indulge much in the description, and the merits ofthe actors

are already before the public—Young is every thing we could

have looked for in Prospero, and Miss Bolton looks and sings
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Ariel sweetly ; but we think she is somewhat too full grown for

the part.

Our attention has been chiefly excited by the reappearance of
M.Betty on the metropolitan boards, and in characters, with only
one exception, new to the modern stage. We had determined on
reviewing the fair pretensions of this gentleman to the enor-

mous salary offifty pounds per night, and entering elaborately

into a critique on every character in which he has appeared :

this intention circumstances compel us to relinquish until our
next number, when we propose commencing a new volume,
with a more regular critique on the drama, confining it no
longer to the limited space it has found in our journal, and
thereby gratifying the wishes of several correspondents.

TO THE READER.

Mrs. Sellis, and the Royal Family, shallfind a niche.

Q. is informed that thefeature he alludes to, " Fashionable

Biography," has long been an object earnestly sought for by

the proprietor, and he feels happy in announcing that he has

at length been able to perfect a source of information on this

head, which will enable him in future to present his readers

ivith a Memoir monthly.

Theatricas's complaints are just—the Theatre has hitherto

formed but a very minor feature of the "Scourge." It will

be more particularly attended to in future.

The Rev. Mr. Maberlys Address to « Members of Parlia-

ment" against Popery, has been received, and shall be exa-

mined in our next.

W. N. Junes, Printer, 5, Newegate-strtet London,














